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The Old English Wonders of the East, translated from 
the Latin MirabiZia, represents one branch of the 
complicated textual tradition of the Latter of 
Pharasmanes. This synoptic edition places Wonders 
in its literary context. The date of, composition 
in Greek, the attribution to Pharasmanes, the attempt 
at verisimilitude and the relationship to itinerary 
literature are discussed in the light of the fuller 
knowledge of the Letter now available. The date 
of translation into Latin and the subsequent devel- 
opment of two Groups is investigated. The 11 
different texts are each examined in detail. 
MirabiZia is shown to have been influenced by the 
accompanying picture cycle; EP and FR have been 
edited during transmission and certain types of 
information suppressed. The major variation 
between the OE texts is traced to retranslation 
following an accident to an antecedent MS. 
Phonological studies of both vernacular versions 
are presented. The use made by L iber Monstrorum 
and Historia de PreZiis of material from the 
L otter is examined, and the hypothesis of Aldhelm's 
authorship of the Liber reconsidered. The synoptic 
text, for which a new, manuscript-based section 
division has been adopted, is presented in inter- 




the individual texts. This means of presentation 
emphasizes the points of convergence and divergence. 
Variant readings within a version are presented in 
Appendices 1 and 2, where each text is given 
separately. A section-by-section Commentary 
considers evidence for the wording of the ancestral 
text and investigates Classical and Mediaeval 
analogues. Notes discuss all points of interest 
in the texts. Appendix 3 presents all Thomas of 
Cantimprg's Adelinus references, alongside their 
likely sources. Glossaries are provided for the 
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PREFACE 
STUDY OF THE WONDERS: AN HISTORICAL SURVEY 
" Until comparatively recently, the study of 
Mirab itia and the Old English Wonders followed an 
independent line from the study of the other versions 
, 
of the Letter of Pharasmancs. -This is partly due to 
the absence of an epistolary incipit in the English 
MSS, partly to the tendency of scholars working on 
the continental versions to, regard the work as a 
minor offshoot of the Alexander canon. 
The link between the texts was first 
recognised by Faral (1)1 and James (4), both of whom 
printed all the versions known to them, FL, EP, Ger? 
Mir and LM. OFr was discovered shortly afterwards 
, and printed, with Mir in parallel, by Hilka (27). 
Although Pit and a section of FR had been published 
by Pitra (23) some thirty years before Faral's 
study (1), these texts remained unconsulted for many 
years. No editor or commentator made use of them 
before Gibb (17), to whom I was able to give the 
references in 1975. 
OE and Mir have been the most studied of all 
the texts, and both MSS containing the OE text have 
been studied exhaustively. The recent discovery 
I. In this preface, to avoid excessive duplication of footnotes, 
number In brackets refer to items in the Bibliography. For 
the rest of this thesis, full footnotes will be given as 
references are made. 
2. There Is a pull-out key to the abbreviation on p. 388. 
A 
11 
of Pit has cast light on many of the cruces in the 
text of Mir. Gibb (17) demonstrated that Mir-B 
was descended from Mir-T. ''-'I have been able to 
-,, show that-this descent was not direct but that 
{ another MS, on the `same.. small" scale as B, intervened. 
The layout chosen for the, synoptic' edition in this, 
thesis ; illuminates' many points`. which-had not`., been' 
clear to earlier=editors... -. For Mir, it' reveals that 
there are many. details, of "colour'and' physical"' 
description. which . area.. unique. _; 
to'that version, details 
which' could only have , 
been ., drawn from the picture.,. -, 
cycle., ',. 
. "! Close* examination`"of he layout of-the-MSS has 
solved'the,, long-standing'-"problem of the divergent' 
readingsi; in the OE texts('in"6020,21,32- and"'33. 
The incdmprehensibly bad translations- in V are not, 
as=had-been-suggetted;, (4 ., 6, " 17) remnants of-an 
earlier`translation`but; later-retranslation "' 
necessitated by damage, -across=-four colümns. '"öf an 
antecedent MS. 
=The -text of-' Pits which occupie's a" central ý.;, 
position -and, -is clearly the-best- representative of 
the ancestral =P-Group-. t, ext, ", has'-been 'consulted -only~~° = 
by Gibb. -ý It is unfortunate. that, we are 'forced 'to ;`'" 
. ýrcly on 
P. tza! s transcript (23?.; -, 4pparentlyt 









incomplete, for this important text. By examining 
Pitra's handling of another text I have attempted to 
assess the areas in which this transcript is most 
likely to be reliable. 
EP was, until the rediscovery of Pit, the 
only Latin P-Group text to preserve the epistolary 
trappings. For that reason it has been assigned 
a more central position in the P-Group stemma than 
that to which it is entitled. The synoptic text 
in this thesis reveals that EP was subjected to a 
degree of editing in the course of transmission. 
The editor concentrated on removing or replacing tho 
more obscure details, thus causing the text to shed 
some of the most distinctive ancestral features. 
The text of EP has in the past (6) been used to 
offer solutions to cruces in Mir for. which a more 
satisfactory answer is now available. 
OFr has been little studied. The only 
editors of OE who have included it are Pickles (16) 
and Gibb (17). It belongs to the same sub-branch 
of P-Group as Mir, but preserves certain ancestral 
readings more accurately. 
Of the F-Group texts, FL is well-known and 
has long been considered the text which most closely 
approaches the Latin archetype. Although part of 
FR was printed by Pitra (23), it was not used by 
13 
any editor of the Letter before Gibb (17). Faral 
learnt of it (84) and cited references, but never 
published the text. The MSS of FR, particularly 
the three later ones, have been intensively studied 
(30-46). The provenance of the Madrid MS has been 
the subject of heated debate. The theory of 
Hispanic provenance (38,39,42,43) (which' I reject 
as it is based on the false premise that this MS 
represents the first gathering together of a particular 
group of texts) seems to have gained general acceptance 
through frequent repetition. 
The two ghost MSS, both known only from 
references in catalogues, have not been considered by 
other editors. They add little to our knowledge, 
but provide further proof of the wide distribution 
of these texts. 
The text of Gervase's Otia ImperiaZia (Ger, 
GerII) has not been reedited in full since the 
beginning of the eighteenth century (49). The 
MSS have, however, been subjected to intensive 
examination by Caldwell (54,55,56), who identified 
the corrections in Vat. Lat. 933 as in the hand of 
the author (53). I have collated most of the MSS 
for the text of Ger, and my findings do not wholly 
support Caldwell's theories on relationships. On the 
question of the autograph corrections I am sure he is 
14° 
right. Both sets of material from Gervace (Ger 
and GerII) have been retranscribed from this 
holograph MS. The passages from GerII have never 
before been included in an edition of the Letter. 
LM has been the subject of considerable 
study in recent years. My investigation of the 
hitherto unpublished St. Gallen MS (85) coincided 
with the publication of an article on the same 
subject by Bologna (82). Two editions of LM 
have appeared since I began this topic. Bologna's 
(80) is inadequate in its coverage of the L etter 
as a. source of LM, largely because he failed to 
identify the groupings of the versions of the L otter 
and was consequently inconsistent in his comparisons. 
Porsia's edition (79) came to my attention too late 
for consideration in this study. (I have not yet 
been able to obtain a copy. ) 
The question of whether LM could have been 
written by St. Aldhelm, as Thomas of Cant=pre seems 
to suggest, is of particular interest in considering 
the availability of different versions of the Letter 
in Anglo-Saxon England. Recent surveys have been 
inclined to accept the attribution (79,84), although 
Whitbread (89) has reservations. Friedman (235) 
discovered a reference in Raoul de Presles (131) to 
a Liber de Naturis Rerum attributed to a certain 
15 
Adelinus. I have been able to demonstrate certain 
facts about this work, which appears to be no 
longer extant. The publication of the text of 
Thomas of Cantimpre (234) after I had begun the 
analysis facilitated comparison of the Adelinus 
references with their likely sources in LM and 
Enigmata (98). This revealed that whereas passages 
from LM are often quoted verbatim, those from 
Enigmata are usually paraphrased. My identific- 
ation of a misconception in Thomas' passage on the 
purple mussel (de perna) as arising from a rubric 
which appears in later Aldhelm MSS confirms that 
Thomas' source was not two separate works, both 
by Aldhelm, but a compilation based on LM and 
Enigmata, to which the name of Aldhelm (Adelinus) 
remained attached. Further investigation into 
citations and the possible survival of this work 
is necessary. 
The publication of synoptic editions of the 
Letter of Alexander (108) and part of the Historia 
de PreZiis (112) provided a better basis for 
comparison with the Letter than earlier editions 
(104-107,110,111). Hilka's edition of the Old 
French Prose Alexander remains the standard (115). 
No other edition of the Letter or of the OE 
Wonders has attempted to bring together so many 
texts and derivatives in a synoptic edition. The 
16 
one recent attempt at an edition of the L otter 
(2) 
is based entirely on Faral (1), providing a text 
of FL with a handful of variant readings. 
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SECT ION 1 
WONDERS OF THE EAST 
IIITRODUCT IOU 
The Old English text now known ac Wondcra of the 
East1 has often been discounted by literary historians 
as a minor piece of hack translation of no literary 
merit2. I do not propose to argue that it is a 
major creative work, but I do believe, and shall 
attempt to demonstrate, that it deserves consideration 
in any study of the cultural and literary heritage 
of the Anglo-Saxons. The MSS of Wonders show us a 
great deal about the attitudes and methods of Anglo- 
Saxon scribes and their approach to textual difficulties. 
The mere fact of the preservation of Wonders in two MSS, 
one of them the magnificently produced BL Cotton Tiberius 
By (here designated T), the other the less sumptuous but 
even more important Beowulf MS, BL Cotton Vitellius Axv 
(V), shows that there were among the Anglo-Saxons some 
who considered it to be a work worthy of careful 
attention. 
1. The work is without title in the OE MSS. Earlier scholars 
gave it the titles De Rebus in Oriente. VirabiZibus (Cockayne) 
and Marvels of the East (James). 
2. The view of G. K. Anderson (The Literature of the Anglo-Saxons, 
rev. ed., Princeton, 1966, pp. 379-380) Is typical: 
generally inferior in material and style to The Letter of 
Alexander to Aristotle, the substance of which it often 
imitates .... As to the content of the work, it is largely 
a heaping-up, if not a compilation, of fabulous statements 
of considerable unreliability ... 
21 
Before we look closely at the Old English text, 
which represents a final flower on one specific branch 
of textual development, it is appropriate to investigate 
the origin and history of the Latin text which provided l'' 
the translator with his copy. 
THE LATIN TEXTS 
A Latin text, not substantially different from 
that used by the translator, is presented next to the 
OE text in T. It is also found in a MS written 
during the first half of the twelfth century, Bodley 
614. This later MS is a direct descendant of T, 
although at least one other MS intervenedl. This 
Latin text, which like the OE text is without title 
and appears to begin in media re is generally known as 
MirabiZia. (The separate versions of the two MSS are 
distinguished here by the designations Mir-T and Mir-B, 
their agreement is designated Mir. ) Mir is closely 
related to several other Latin texts, all found 
in 
continental MSS, and to an Old French translation 
in 
Picard dialect. These texts all purport to be a 
Letter from someone with the name Parmoenis, Premonis, 
Permonis or Pvimenis to the Emperor Trajan (98-116 A. D. )., 
2 
I. The evidence, which is quite conclusive, is discussed on pp. 
84- 5; 
2. All these variants can be traced back to confusion of 
abbreviations for par, per and pre. 
C) 63 
The letter supplies information on monstrous races 
of men and beasts, but the incipits do not tell us 
why the information is provided, nor do than : ell 
us more about that writer than that he is a king. 
A further group of texts exists, exclusively in 
Latin, in which the writer is named as krmcsor kramen 
and the recipient as the Emperor Hadrian (117-138A. D. ). 
In these texts the epistolary style is better 
preserved; the first and second persons are used 
and previous correspondance is referred to. 
THE PUTATIVE AUTHOR 
The supposed writer of the letter, Formes or 
Eanonis, has been identified with Pharasmanes (Farsman) 
l 
King of Iberia. The Kingdom of Iberia (modern Georgia, 
in the Caucasas) had four rulers by the name of 
Pharasmanes during the first and second centuries A. D. 
2 
I. An alternative attribution to the Parmenlo of Alexander 
legends was probably made in mediaeval times in respect of 
some texts with the P form of the name. This led to the 
accretion of Alexander material and first person references 
to Alexander's exploits which are found in a small group of 
texts. (see p. 52 ) 
2. Pharasmanes I, In power by 35A. D. 
Pharasmanes II, ruled c. 72A. D. - 87A. D. 
Pharasmanes 111, ruled 113-122 A. D. 
Pharasmanes IV acceded as an Infant In c. 125 A. D. and ruled 
until 182 A. D. 
2ä 
One of these kings, probably the fourth, is reputed 
to have slighted the Emperor Hadrian by refusing an 
invitation to Rome 
l, but he later established a better 
(that is, more deferential) relationship with 
2 
Antoninus (138-161 A. D. ). Hadrian certainly 
corresponded with an Iberian king by the name of 
Pharasmanes, and Hadrian's interest in the marvellous 
led him to travel extensively. A letter from 
3 
Pharasmanes to Hadrian dealing with the monstrous and- 
the marvellous is thus not at variance with such 
historical knowledge as we have of the person ages 
named. 
I. Spartian, Seta Hadriani, ed. D. Magie, Scriptores Historiae 
Augustaa, Vol. I, London, 1922, XI11,9, p. 42. 
The Historia Augusta should not be seen as a totally 
reliable source, and if, as it implies, it was the same 
Pharasmanes who had dealings with Hadrian and Antoninus, 
he would have been very young at the time of this supposed 
snub. 
2. Julius Cap i to li nus, Vita Antonini Pii, ed. D. Magie, op. cit., 
IX, 6, p. 122. 
3. Spartian, op. cit., XVII, 9, pp. 52-53. 
24_ 
LANGUAGE OF COMPOSITION 
The 1anguaFe used in correspondence between kings 
and emperors in the second century A. D. was Greek, and 
there is a small amount of evidence which indicates that 
the Letter of Pharasrnanca may first have been written in 
Greek. 
1. The name Oapaauavnc (Pharasmanes) is Greek, and the 
surviving forms of the Letter show a variation between 
F and P which implies derivation from Ph as the 
transliteration of Greek Q. The -es ending to Fermen 
is the form used in Latin to render Creek Harnes ending in - nS 
(such as Pericles; HercuZes)l. The P-Group2 names are 
in the genitive and are usually taken as implying a 
nominative Prerno (from Premonis, the form found in the 
most readily available version). Parmoenis and OFr 
P(er)imenis or P(ar)imenis both point to a nominative 
form in which -n forms part of the stem, as in Greek. 
I. The genitive should be Fermis and not lermetis as postulated by 
Bologna (Liber Monstrorwn ... ed. C. Bologna, Milan, 1977, p. 202). 
2. The two groups of texts are described as P-Group and F-Group 
after the form of the name which characterises them. 
P-Group (examined in detail in Section 3) consists of: 
Epistola Prononis Regis ad Trajanum Imperatorem (EP) 
Epistola Parmoenis Regis ad Trojanur7 Irrperatorem (Pit) 
Lepistle le roy P(ar)imenis a Zerrpereur (OFr) 
firabilia (Mir) Wonders of the East (OE) 
F-Group (see Section 4) consists of: 
Fernres Letter (FL) and its reproduction by Gervase of Tilbury 
in Otia ImperiaZia III (Ger) 
Feramen Rex ad Adrianum Imperatoren (FR) 
25 
2. The measurements used in the original, which 
survive in some texts of both groups, are the Greek 
stadia (ath6. a) - 625 Roman feet or 606 English 
feet. In some of the later texts these measurements, 
which became meaningless as Greek literacy waned, 
have been converted (inaccurately) to Gallic leagues 
or omitted entirely. 
3. Several of the names given to the monstrous 
races are of Greek origin. These include some which 
are proved, by their presence in texts of both groups, 
to have been part of the text since an early stage in 
its development. The names of Greek origin are: 
§8 (F-Group) cerastes (xsp(jcrfl ) horned serpent, 
asp. (P-Group coroia) 
§10 cynocephaZi (xuvoxt(paAoi, ) dog-headed men. 
§11 (FR, possibly a late restoration) ichthiophagi 
(FL idtofagi) (Lxsuo(päyoi. ) fish-eaters. 
§12 (F-Group) myrmidones (uupunxoXý(Zv , ant-lion; 
uupunawv ants' nest) 
§15 (F-Group) yppofogil 
§18 (P-Group) epifagos ) 
(ýnnOYOý eaters of 
horse flesh. 
P-Group is correct in describing the creature in §15 as a 
hippopotamus (hippot=i). The name hippophagoi does not 
belong in §18, either, for the creatures there described are 
headless men or blerinyae. (See commentary to these sections. ) 
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Several of these names reappear frequently in the 
work of Greek geographers from the earliest times. 
Sections in the Letter which can be shown, by their 
presence in a restricted group of texts, to have 
been added later give the creatures Latin names. 
These not infrequently show an ignorance of the 
classical background, as in P-Group's §16 (on the 
black-skinned cannibals named Bootee) and §25 (on 
the centaurs, here called L! omodubii). 
The use of Greek names is not, in itself, 
proof of Greek origin. These names were known to 
and used by many Latin writers. Furthermore, not 
a few creatures which are described in the Letter 
are of recognisable Greek origin and are yet not 
given the Greek names which were readily available 
both in Greek texts and in Latin writers such as 
Pliny and Solinus. The headless men in §18 are, with 
the minor embellishment of golden-coloured bodies in 
F-Group texts, the Greek BZemmyac1. unnamed in 
F-Group, they are given the inappropriate name 
epifagos (from hippophagoi) in the three P-Group 
texts which retain a name for them. The fan-cared 
men of 930, which derive from a very early Greek 
I. Pliny, Nat. Hist., ed. H. Rackham, V, 8, line 46. 
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tradition1, are similarly given no name. 
4. The mythology recounted in the Letter bears 
the hallmarks of Greek origin. The best example of 
this, because it is one of the few instances where 
the Greek tradition does not appear to have 
penetrated Latin writers, is the unusual description 
of Heliopolis in §932-35. In this we see confusion 
of the historical city of Heliopolis in Egypt, 
centre of sun-worship and site of the shrine in which 
the phoenix was believed to make its periodic sacrifice 
(a concept by no means uncommon in either pagan or 
Christian Latin writers2) with the mythical palace 
of the Sun. Pagan myths provide many explanations 
of the activities of the sun between sunset and 
sunrise. Roman myths on the whole concentrate on 
the needs of the horses which pull PhoeLUS's chariot 
across the sky, frequently describing them as 
grazing on ambrosia in the islands of the Hesperides3. 
I. They are the Enotokoitai described by Skylax (W. Reese, Die 
griechische Nachrichten uber Indien, Leipzig, 1914, p. 49. 
2. Well over half of the 109 references to the phoenix in 
classical and patristic writings cited by Marialuise Walla 
(Der VogeZ Phtfnix in der antiken Literatur und die Dichtung 
des Laktanz, Ph. D. thesis, Vienna, 1965, pp. 197-198) are 
from Latin writers. 
3. Ovid, Meta^norphoses, Ii, pays considerable attention to the 
horses. 
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Some works show a preoccupation with the means by which 
the Sun returns from the West to the East during the 
hours of darkness. This interest culminated in the 
strange belief that the Sun is pulled back in a 
cup floating on the ocean current around the edge of 
the world'. The description of fieliopolis we find 
in the Letter includes none of these characteristics 
of Latin versions. Instead, Heliopolis is 
represented as an island (32,1), which accords with 
Homer's description of the palace of the Sun2. The 
bed, the radiance and the seething sea are all 
characteristics of early Greek legend and I have 
been unable to find a Roman description incorporating 
them. 
DATE OF COMPOSITION 
Whether the text was originally written in 
Greek or merely couched in terms intended to give it 
the appearance of a translation from Greek, it must 
have been available in Latin at an early date. The 
development of the two groups, which took place in 
the Latin text, was complete by the time that the 
earliest extant MS was copied, certainly not later 
i- e. g. Nonnos, Dionysiaca, ed. and trans. W. H. Rouse, London, 
1940, xii, 1-5. 
2. Homer, Odyssey, ed. W. B. Stanford, London, 1947, xii, 1-4. 
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than the beginning of the ninth century. That this 
division occurred after translation is shown by several 
instances of verbal similarity between the texts, 
particularly those which are found in phrases which 
would readily have lent themselves to different 
phrasing had the two groups been the product of two 
separate translations. A few instances should be 
sufficient to demonstrate the point: 
3,1: haec colonia (est) maxima negotiatorwn Pit/Mir/FL. 
4,3: gaZline (nascuntur) quales et apud nos similes 
colore EP/Pit/FL (also Mir, but with 
rubieundo for similes). 
7, I- 2: N'ascuntur et (ibi) onagri cornua (boom) habentes 
(et) forma maciima EP/Pit/Mir/FL/FR 
The words in brackets are not present in all versions. 
Of these, the unusual expression in 3,1 for a colony 
with a large number of merchants or traders provides 
probably the most conclusive evidence that both 
groups derive from a single Latin version. It is 
not the only such example, and readings which appear 
to go back to the original translation are discussed 
in full in the Commentary on the text in this edition. 
Some of the mistakes and corruptions which 
distinguish the groups can clearly only have arisen 
in the text after translation into Latin. P-Group's 
description in 23,11 of visitors to a certain land who 
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are presented with women (muZieribuc) on their 
departure can only have arisen from F-Group's 
remuncrati dimittuntur ('they are sent away rewarded') 
(23,10). (Frustratingly, we do not at this point 
have a reading from Pit, the P-Group text which most 
frequently preserves readings from an earlier level 
of textual development. ) Other points of divergence, 
such as the transfer of the name yppofogi in F-Group to 
@15 on the hippopotamus (correctly named hippotami 
in some P-Group texts), presumably from 818, where it 
appears asepifagos in P-Group, wrongly applied to the 
headless men or Blemrnyae, could have taken place in 
either language. 
The earliest evidence for the existence of 
the text in Latin is the inclusion of two river names, 
otherwise known only from the Letter, in a grammatical 
treatise, the CathoZica of Probus1. The precise 
date and authorship of the Cathotica is obscured, as 
was no doubt the compiler's intention, by the 
adoption of the name of a first-century writer, Probus. 
It is believed that the main body of the CathoZica 
was written during the fourth century. There is 
also an Appendix to the work, long held to have been 
part of the original compilation but now considered 
t. Probus, CatH. olica, ed. H. Ke 1l (De Arte Grc natica Libri, 
Probus, Donatus, Servius), Leipzig, 1864, (Grormatici 
Latini, 4), pp. 3-43. 
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to be a later addition, probably closer in date to 
the sole surviving MS of the Appendix, a Bobbio 
palimpsest of the seventh century1. The CathoZica, 
together with its Appendix, has long been used as a 
major text for the study of Vulgar Latin, but the 
question of the genuineness of the forms cited does 
not appear to have been subjected to much scrutiny. 
The river names from the Letter appear 
in the main body of the CathoZica: 
1,21: xo: nec hac syl aba inveni finitum nomen 
nisi barbarum, quod audivi Brixo Brixonis. 
1.43: hic Gargarus, haec Gargara. 
1,, 50: Gargarus, Gargari2. I 
and the latter name appears again in the Appendix: 
27: Cythera, Gargara, comitia3. 
Of the two names, Brixo is a form found only 
in P-Group texts, while Gargarus is found in this 
precise form only in FR. The genitive form Brixonis 
cited by Probus is just as likely to represent the 
Greek original as the inflected forms with -ont- 
I. C. A. Robson, "L'Append x Prob et la philologie latine", 
11o fen Age, 69,1963, pp. 37-54. 
2. op. cit., pp. II, 22,28. 
3. op. cit., p. 196. 
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for *ppLE V may have had the genitive ;. * ßpLEovtoV 
(like Yýpwv/YepovtoQ ) or *ßpi. Eovoc (like YesTC)v/ 
Yeltovoc ). P-Group texts consistently read 
-ont- 
l, 
whereas the F-Group texts support the form 
given by Probus (although his spelling agrees with 
P-Group texts) with the forms Briso/Brisoniz12. 
M ", e- AV%ree Q-xipXM^aI%oc%, 9 ca-, s: äereA ice, b.., 
Probus 
is 1. ke1*, Qs1'. Probus seems to take Gargaruc, which in the 
Letter is the name of a river associated with the 
gold-digging ants, as the name of a race of people, 
for he offers both masculine and feminine forms. 
The precise form he gives is found only in FR3, 
although FL's Gargerum and Pit's Gurgarus are 
both close in readings to Probus. The remaining 
forms of the name diverge more widely. 
I. Brixon tan 
Brixontis 
A"i: onti 











13,3P; 16, IP; 17, IPit. 
13,3Pit; 16, ILh"; 18, ILM. 
14, ILM. 
17, IMir, LM; 18, IMir, EP. 
13,3FR; 13,4FL, Ger. 
13,8FL; 13,9Ger; 15, IGer. 
18,2F; 19,5FL. 
3. The following forms are used: 
nori. sing: Gargarus (fluvius) 12,3FR. 
Gargerum (fZumen) 12,3FL. 
Gargarum (f lumen) 12,3Ger. 
Gurgarus (fluvius) 12,2Pit. 
Gorroneus (fluvius) 12,2Mir. 




Neither name has so far been traced in other 
writings of this early date, which means that the 
only text we know of which could have supplied these 
two names to the Catholica is the Letter of 
Pharasmanes. Our present knowledge of the 
compilation of the CathoZica does not permit any 
conclusive statement on the date at which they may 
have been added, or indeed on whether they were 
likely to have been found in the earliest versions 
of the text. We can assert, however, that they 
were incorporated into the text before the seventh 
century, the date of the Bobbio palimpsest. 
A mere two words constitutes evidence far 
too meagre to form a sound basis for any hypothesis. 
They do, however, show that the form of the Letter 
(if such it was) which supplied these words was 
one which contained features of both groups, thus 
at an early stage of textual development. The 
similarity to the readings of Pit supports this, for 
the text of Pit is closest to the archetype of all 
P-Group texts. 
Before leaving this point, we should examine 
the two other possible explanations for the presence 
of namesý? apparently from the Letter7in a grammatical 
treatise of the fourth century. The first of 
these possibilities is that the compiler of the 
,, a4 
Letter borrowed the names from the Cathotica. it 
is difficult to imagine that a compiler of a text 
such as the Letter, composed as it is of tradition 
and folk-belief, would, finding himself in need 
of two names for rivers, draw unidentified words 
at random from a list in a grammatical treatise. 
Were this to be the case, it would imply that the 
Letter was written after the fourth century and 
that the compiler researched his material directly 
from other written works. This method of compilation 
is not compatible with the high number of descriptions 
which include details not known from other early 
sources, such as the golden colour of the headless 
men (918) or the fiery breath of the cynocephali 
(010). Were the Letter a recently researched 
compilation, it would be very difficult to explain 
the absence of the Greek, or even Latin, names for 
so many of the creatures described. 
The other possibility, that Probus and the 
Letter shared a common, but as yet untraced, source, 
is one we are at present in a position neither to 
prove nor to disprove. With our present knowledge 
of the material available to both, it is probably 
better to disregard this possibility, if only on 
the grounds that an explanation of the facts we 
possess exists without the need to invent a lost 
text. 
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After all the evidence has been considered, 
the likeliest explanation is that the Catholica ý`" 
drew the two river names from a copy of the Letter 
of Pharasmanes, either at the time of its compilation 
by Probus in the fourth century or at some later 
1 
stage. Even if we assign the latest possible date, 
to this borrowing, it still provides our earliest 
terminus ante quern for the existence of the text of 
the Letter in Latin. If we accept that the 
borrowing occurred at the time of Probus in the 
fourth century, this would give us a very early date 
for the Letter, confirming that it must have been 
written not long after the time of the supposed 
author and recipient. 
In conclusion, such evidence as we have on 
the earliest stages of the text (and the evidence 
is indeed in very short supply) seems to point to 
compilation in Greek, not long after the reigns of 
Trajan, Hadrian and Pharasmanes - probably towards 
the end of the second century. All the texts appear 
to derive"from a single translation into Latin. 
This Latin translation was certainly available by the 
end of the seventh century and probably much earlier, 
both'because of the evidence of Probus and because of 
the number of stages of transmission which would have 
been necessary for the development of two groups of 
1. i. e. before the Bobblo palimpsest was written during the 
seventh century. 
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texts and so many individual variants. This 
development into two distinct groups was complete 
by the date of the earliest extant MSS, the late 
eighth or early ninth century. 
COMPOSITION OF THE LETTER 
It seems probable that the Letter of 
Pharasmanes was composed at some time between the 
second and the fourth centuries, and that it was 
not the work of the historical Pharasmanes. 
There is nothing in the text of the Letter, 
in so far as it can be established, to preclude the 
existence of the text at an early enough date to have 
been written by Pharasmanes. Pharasrlane s was, 
however, king of Iberia - and not one of the creatures 
described is assigned to that part of the world. 
Iberia borders on the Black Sea, and yet it is the 
Rea Sea which provides Pharasmanes with so much 
material. Nothing is described to the North or the 
East of Iberia - everything is located in the 
traditional home of the monstrous, the unexplored 
stretches of the Nile, the Arabian peninsula and 
beyond, to India itself. Add to this the fact that 
the accounts are patently not true and that, unlike 
Augustine1, the author makes no attempt to introduce 
1. Augustine, De Civitate Doi XV1,8, describes both races of 
monsters and freaks, claiming personal knowledge of son 
of the latter. 
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verifiable accounts of monstrous births to give 
credence to his tales of strange races of men, and we 
must conclude that it is highly unlikely that the 
text before us is the work of an Iberian king of the-, 
second century. 
Why then was the Letter written? This 
question has worried some critics, who have felt 
that the preservation and the popularity of the 
Letter must point to some more serious underlying 
theme than the mere recounting of fabulous beliefs. 
Various suggestions have been put forward, which 
I shall consider in due course. I am not, however, 
convinced that we need to look for any hidden 
purpose. The interest in far-off lands and their 
dream-created inhabitants is an ever-present theme 
in the human imagination which can be traced in 
literature from Homer to H. G. Wells and beyond. 
These themes sometimes are found in literature of 
the first rank but their most prolific production is 
in works which could be classified as sub-literary. 
Indeed, not a few scholars have considered the OE 
l 
Wonders to be a work sadly lacking in literary merit. 
I. These range from the writers of general literary histories 
(c. f. G. K. Anderson, op. cit. ) to editors of the text, such 
as S. Rypins (Three Old English Frose Texts, London, 1924, 
Early English Text Society, o. s. 161, p. xiiii) who dismissed 
It as e 
decidedly inferior treatment of much the same sort of 
material as is found in Alexander's Letter. 
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In recent centuries, material such as this 
has become the preserve of the popular press, which 
gratified the curiosity of the masses first by the 
production of broadsheets on monsters and freaks1 
and more recently by the proliferation of science- 
fiction comics. In the Middle Ages, however, the 
study of monsters was a more serious business. 
The question of whether the races of monsters were 
descended from Adam and therefore related to man 
became a major theological issue and in the case 
of the antipodes who live on the opposite side of 
the earth (and therefore could not be descended from 
Adam because the torrid zone was deemed impassable) 
those who held the unfashionable view were 
considered to be heretics2. It was, however, the 
status of the monsters which was debated - their 
existence was seldom doubted. (The scepticism 
shown by the compiler of the Libor M onstrorum3 is 
unusual. ) Augustine4 believed in some, and sought 
1. There is-no full study of these broadsheets yet available. 
Most works on monsters discuss some of them. cf. P. Duvic, 
31onstres ett! onstruosite$, Paris, 1973; 
E. and J. Lehner, A Fantastic Bestiary, New York, 1969. 
2. Cf. St. Boniface, Die Briefe des heiligen Bonifatius 
und L ullus, ed. M. Tangl. 2nd. ed., Berlin, 1955, p. 178. 
3. See pp. 319-322. 
4. Augustine, De Civitate Dci, XVI, 8 and XXI, 8. 
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to explain the reasons behind their creation. 
Each or the great encyclopaedic works, from Solinusl 
and Isidore2 through to the vast compilations of 
the thirteenth century3 had its sections on both 
freaks and races of monsters, frequently distinguishing 
clearly between the two. 
All this points to a popular interest in 
monsters among a higher level of readers and writers 
than those associated today with the science-fiction 
comic. This in itself is surely sufficient 
justification for the composition of a work which 
occupied the place later to be taken by the true 
accounts of Marco Polo4 and the fictional versions 
6 
of Prester Johns and John of Mandeville. The 
pseudepigraphical form considered appropriate as a 
vehicle for such material when Pharasmanes was 
popularly remembered as an outlandish figure (for 
he had visited Rome) was still the choice centuries 
later when the best-known inhabitant of remote 
lands was the mythical Prester John. 
I. Solinus, Collectanea Rerum ý9emoraSiZiwn, ed. T. Mommsen, 
Berlin, 1895. 
2. Isidore, Etyrmologiae, ed. W. M. Lindsay, Oxford, 1911, X11. 
3. Of most interest with reference to the Letter are Gervase 
of Tilbury, Oti. a ImperiaZia (see pp. 261-308, 
and Thomas of Cantimpre, De Natura Rerwn (see pp. 333-337- 
4. M. Polo, The Book of Ser Marco Polo..., ed. H. Yule, 3rd. ed., 
London, 1926. 
5. V. SIessarev, Prester bohr; the Lettr and the Legend, Minneap. 1959. 
6. Sir John Mandeville, The Travels, ed. A. W. Pollard, London, 1905. 
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Two other reasons have been suggested to 
explain the compilation of the Letter, both 
originating in a feeling that the work has a 
structural unity and design beyond that of the 
average piece of ephemeral writing'. 
Faral2 suggested that it was written as an 
example of the art of epistolography, that its 
significance lay not in its content but in its 
style. Unfortunately the style of the texts as 
we have them does not have the appearance of a work 
polished to the supreme peaks of eloquence. 
Unlike the Liber. Monstrorum3, which employs a 
deliberately complicated and convoluted style to 
counterbalance the repetitive nature of the material, 
the Letter is full of repetition, much of it of 
a type which could easily have been avoided. 
Monster after monster is introduced with the mundane 
phrase ibi naseuntur4. 
I. This Is perhaps not always wholly disinterested; some 
scholars seem anxious to dignify the text in order to 
justify the intellectual effort expended in studying it, 
while others may be over-reacting against the dismissive 
attitudes so often shown, especially to the vernacular 
texts. 
2. E. Faral, "Una Source Latina do I'Histoire d'Alexandre ... " 
Romania, 43,1914, pp. 367-370. 
3. See pp. 322-326. 
4.3,2P; 5, IP, FR; 6,5F; 7,1; 8,7-8; 9,2P; 10,1-3; 11,2EP; 12,2P; 
14, IF, Pit; etc. 
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The second suggestion, made first concerning 
Liber hfonstrorum1 and recently of the Letter of 
Pharasmanes2, is that the text was based on the 
lists of symbolic meanings which were drawn up for 
the purpose of biblical exegesis3. These lists 
supplied symbolic meanings for many characteristics, 
such as parts of the body, geographical features, 
colours and numbers, and were intended especially 
to help in putting a relevant and Christian 
interpretation on difficult sections of the Old 
Testament. 
i 
Patristic writers did introduce symbolism 
from outside the Bible itself, and they did 
include a few types of marvellous creature. 
However, these symbols were chosen with great care 
and became well-known among homilists - the 
cynocephali (to which race St. Christopher was 
thought to have belonged), the phoenix (even today 
an instantly recognisable symbol for resurrection) 
and the gold-digging ants (symbolising diligence 
and industry) were all selected as symbols for 
self-evident reasons, even though they do not 
appear in the Bible, and were all already well known 
I. D. R. Butturff, The Monsters and the Scholar: A Critical 
Edition of the Liber Monstrorum, Ph. D. thesis, Illinois, 1968, 
p.! 0. 
2. P. A. Gibb, Wonders of the East, Ph. D. thesis, Duke Univ., 1977, 
pp"31-52,62-76. 
3. e. g. St. Melito of Sardis, Clavis, ed. J. B. Pitra, Analecta 
Sacra, 3, Paris, 1852. 
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to early Christians with a pagan and classical 
background. The horned serpents or ocraitao also 
figure in these lists legitimately, because they are 
l 
referred to in the Bible. That is, however, as far 
as the facts will permit this line of argument to 
go. Bearded women and two-headed (or two-faced) men 
have been sought in vain among biblical exegetists 
and homilists. As they do not appear in a context 
of religious significance it is difficult to see why 
they should need to be interpreted symbolically. 
The lists of symbols certainly include their 
major characteristics individually, so that it is 
theoretically possible to give a symbolic meaning 
to each monster. Indeed, between 600 and 1000 years 
after the composition of the Letter, the anonymous 
author of the fiesta Romandrum interpreted a similar 
list of monsters in exactly this way. This is, 
2 
however, hardly sufficient evidence to claim that 
the entire structure of the Letter is based on these 
symbolic meanings and that the purpose of the work 
was to provide a series of visual images, as it were, 
onto which sermons and moral interpretations could 
be built. 
I. Genesis, 49,17. 
2. Gesta P. arranorwn, ed. H. Oester I ey, Hildesheim, 1963. 
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It seems odd that a work written specifically 
to provide examples for Christian interpretation,, 
as this theory claims, should have been disguised.. 
as a letter from one pagan ruler to another. 
Hadrian may indeed have been seen as quasi-Christian 
but the same could hardly be true of Pharasmanes. 
Furthermore, if the work were written and received 
as a well-structured (if equally well disguised) 
series of images, it seems strange that not one 
homily or commentary can be shown conclusively to 
have drawn from it. It was, after all, a well- 
known text which provided a fertile source for 
writers of geographical and pseudo-geographical 
texts. Details from it even found their way into 
2 
maps . 
1. He was represented as such by literary forgers from about 
the third century. Cf. W. Speyer, Die literarische 
Fälschung im heidnischen und christlichen Altertum, Munich,, 
} 
1971, pp. 22; 27(n); 253-4. 
2. The second map accompanying the text of Jerome's De Nominibus 
Loeorzan in a twelfth century MS (BL Additional 10049) places 
the Gorgones insuta in the Red Sea and, on this Island, 
two rivers named Gargalo and Cater.. These two river names 
appear In association with the name Gorgoneus (another 
corruption of the first name) in Mir and OFr: 
Gargalo 12,1301'r. 
jarguZum' 12; 13Mir. 
Capi 12, IMir. 
Cabes ll, 80Fr. 
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THE ITINERARY TRADITION 
Mediaeval readers and editors did not rank the 
Letter with other examples of the epistolographer's art 
or with other texts used for the interpretation of the 
Bible. They took the text at its face value, 
frequently associating it in codices with geographical 
writings and itineraries. 
The key to the structure of the work lies in the 
lengthy prologue of FL, in which the writer describes 
a method of collecting data: 
Interea cognovi ut nationes hominum et qualitates 
loeorwn que in terris nostris cunt exquicivi mein 
litteris conexa transmittam. (uamdhrem live quae 
ipso nayis sive parentes atque germanos quae 
addiscere potui amplexus pariter adnexui. 
In the meantime I have learned about the nations of 
men and types of places which are in our lands and 
I transmit them appended to my letters. On which 
account I added equally those I could, either 
personally or by means of my relatives and siblings. 
There can be little doubt that the composition of 
the Leh er was a cerebral exercise, based on books 
rather than exploration, but the method of presentation 
is carefully designed to maintain this fiction. 
Although the geographical data is vague and 
inadequate, there are some attempts at realism. Many 
of the places named can be identified (some admittedly 
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not with complete certainty, usually because of the 
habit of naming a new town after an existing one). 
The L etter presents the view of the traveller on the 
ground, following a route between one town or country 
and another. This was a familiar approach in 
geographic writings, well known from the many 
itineraries which provided a more reliable guide to, 
a traveller than mediaeval cartography. The itinerary 
has two clear advantages over the map. It preselects- 
the best route for the traveller and it provides a 
commentary, indicating which areas are hostile or 
where it is easy to find a night's lodging. 
TheL etter differs from itineraries in that it 
does not record one single journey in sequence for 
other travellers to follow the same route. Small 
snatches of many journeys are described, selected 
because of their interesting inhabitants. These 
details are given not in terms of absolute position, 
as on a map, but in relationship to travellers 
passing from one named place to another. Present 
participles such as euntib usl, pergentib us2 and 
proficiscentihus3 are employed to express this 
concept of geographical relationship to a person 
on the Move:,, In conjunction with these participles- 
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we find the terms left and right1; they also appear 
2 in relationship to a named place. 
There are also references to trade routes and 
other links, such as would have been of interest to 
a ruler as much as to a traveller. These references 
are often distorted in the less faithful versions, 
but they include inter has vias3, collationes aunt 
4. 
Gervase certainly classified the Letter with 
other itineraries, a form he was very familiar with 
for he incorporated the text of Theodosius' De Situ 
Terrae Sanctae into his works. One of the 
phrases he employed to fill the gap left by a 
redundant measurement in stadia was mansiones 
pteraeque sunt, an indication that the traveller 
would not run short of hospitality, which has been 
drawn directly from itineraries. 
I. The terms 'left' and 'right' can mean 'north' and 'south' 
respectively, because of the orientation of most mediaeval 
maps to the east. The OE translator has taken the terms 
in this way. The use of the present participles, however, 
indicates that this interpretation is mistaken. 
I, e. g. Hi in dextera parte a bab ilonia, 8,1 Mir, EP. 
3.13,1 FL, Pit. 
4.20,8 FL. 
5. tia Inperialia, Decisio I1, xxii. 
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Geographically, the work concentrates on the areas 
visualised by cartographers as at the edge of the 
world; it is in the remote corners of the mediaeval 
map that the fabulous creatures are situated. The 
account begins, however, with descriptions located in 
regions closer to the known world, a device to 
encourage the suspension of disbelief1. As the text 
penetrates deeper into the realms of the fantastic 
the geography becomes more and more perfunctory. 
Although no one would suggest that the Letter was 
written to guide real travellers to real places it 
is clear that such guides provided the compiler with 
the underlying structure for his work. 
PRESERVATION OF THE LETTER 
We may be unable to divine any clear motives 
for the composition of the Letter; there are, 
however, several hints at the reason for its 
preservation and proliferation. The word is 
coupled again and again; in MSS with texts which are 
not fictional accounts but frequently consulted works 
of reference - Bede's computistic tracts figure 
1. A device which is used to good effect in LM, see pp. 324-325. 
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largely. Outstanding exceptions to this are the 
vernacular translations in BL Cotton Vitellius Axv 
(where OE appears with Beowulf and other works dealing 
with monsters) and Brussels BR 14561-64 (where OFr is 
found with an Alexander text and a history of the kings 
of France). This association with specific classes of 
material is especially found in the case of FR, the 
three later MSS of which contain virtually identical 
collections of texts, with fictional writings 
conspicuous by their absence. 
Computistic tracts were self-evidently working 
tools; so also are many of the medical and alchemical 
treatises associated in codices with the L etter. 
However, not all the texts which were transmitted in 
conjunction with the L otter are of such obvious 
practical use. Another main area of interest is 
history, both secular and ecclesiastical. 
11. 
The presentation of geographical material in 
conjunction with computistic, historical and medical 
writings seems to have characterised an early stage 
in the development of a certain type of encyclopaedia. 
This is perhaps best typified by the Imago Mundi of 
Honorius Augustodunensis1, which responded so well to 
the needs of his time that many MSS survive. Unlike 
the dictionary-type lists compiled by Isidore and 
1. PL 172, coil. 115-188., writker% duc: c, 4 S 
%ht kwe. Ck% CPrý ry 
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others, Honorius combines a description of the 
natural world with a guide to the calculation of 
dates and a synopsis of world history, demonstrating 
the same three foci of interest as several codices 
containing the L etter. This suggests that the 
L etter was preserved not for any significance it 
might have had for Biblical exegesis in the symbolism 
of its contents or because of the elegance of its style 
but because it was held to contribute to the sum of"- 
knowledge about the created world. It was the 
acceptance of its contents as fact which created 
the interest which ensured the survival and the 
proliferation of the L Etter. 
THE ALEXANDER CONNECTION 
4 
At a later stage in its development, the 
P-Group version of the Letter appears to have become, - 
associated with the Alexander canon. F-Group and 
Pit, (which is the P-Group text which best preserves 
ancestral readings) contain no references to 
Alexanderl. The association was probably made because 
of the similarity between the name Parmenis (and 
variants) and the name of unus ex principib us militie2 
in Historia de Preliis, a certain Parmenio. 
I. The corrupt reading Athenas magni Alexandri (3,7-8Pit) 
is. aimost certainly a cognomen for a town and not a 
reference to the person of Alexander. 
2. ed. A. Hilka, Halle, 1920, p. 119. 
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As well as appearing in Leo's basic account, 
his name is found in some interpolations2 and in 
some passages in the OFr translation for which there 
is no corresponding Latin text3. This suggests 
that despite his insignificance in the basic history 
he was a character who had captured the mediaeval 
imagination - possibly because of thet ettor which 
could so easily be ascribed to him. 
P-Group texts contain three references which 
can be traced to the Alexander writings; the 
peculiar description of the hippopotamus in 615 
and direct references to Alexander himself in 
®t; 22-and 23, where more reliable versions refer to 
'our comrades'5. The latter two instances confirm 
that the writer of the' otter came to be seen by 
some editors as a soldier accompanying Alexander on 
his campaigns. 
Mir is alone in having a fourth reference to 
Alexander in §3, where a reference to 'estates' 
(praedia) and a town named after Alexander has been 
I. Archipresbyter Leo, Pita Alexandri Nagni, ed. G. Landgraf, 
Erlangen, 1885. 
2. ed. A. Hilka, Halle, 1920, p. 114. 
3. ibid. p. 116. 
4. These are all analysed at length in the Commentary. 
5. e. g. Pit, FL. 
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replaced by an account which could have been drawn 
from any of the Alexander histories of the self- 
glorifying memorials erected by Alexander to 
l 
commemorate his own exploits. 
SEQUENCE OF THE ANCESTRAL LE_T7ER 
For the most part the two groups agree on the. 
sequence of the accounts presented in the Letter. 
Many of the differences are due to interpolation, 
to which P-Group has proved particularly susceptible. 
There is, however, one portion of the text where 
their descriptions, although similar in basic 
detail, differ greatly in sequence. The subject 
of this passage is the City of the Sun at Heliopolis. 
Creatures with oracular powers (quasi divini) 
appear in 26F and 29P, although the details of 
the two descriptions differ widely. The many 
" kings, found in both groups in §23, appear again in 
27P. The balsam trees are described in X28 in P 
and §32 in F. In §932-33 the same objects are 
described, but the order reversed - P-Group tells 
of a priest, a vine and a bed and F-Group of a bed, 
a vine and a priest. 
1. Soo Commentary to 53. 
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It is particularly to be regretted tliat we 
lack the evidence of Pit at this stage in the text, 
for that version frequently has readings combining 
characteristics of both groups, thus giving a clear 
indication of the priority of one reading over 
another. Among the texts we have, none stands 
outside the readings of its group, so the unravelling 
of these sections of the text must perforce rest on 
hypothesis. 
After consideration of various possibilities, 
I would propose the following suggestion of the 
ancestral order: 
26F creatures with oracular powers (29P) 
27F and F Sun and Moon lakes 
28P balsam trees (32F) 
30F and P ýDanotii (fan-eared men) 
(31P on men with luminous eyes may be an 
interpolation) 
32F and P Heliopolis. 
(There seems to be no cause to prefer either 
sequence for the details in the description 
of Heliopolis). 
The advantage of this hypothesis is that the 
oracle, the sun and moon lake and the balsam trees 
(all related, however distantly, to the prophecy 
made by the sun and moon trees in the Alexander legend) 
are not separated. 
5.5, 
The modified order in P may be a result of 
deliberate editorial reworking of the text (although-` 
usually in such cases some positive change of 
emphasis is achieved) or it may be the result of 
accidental misplacement. §§21 and 28 in P-Group 
together occupy about as much space on the page as 
@29. One possible reason could be misinterpretation', 
of the sequence in a MS containing illustrations and 
written in double column, for if the illustrations 
and the text are fully juxtaposed the reader has the 
option of reading in vertical or in horizontal 
sequence. However, we have no evidence to suggest 
that there were any illustrated MSS except the direct 
ancestors of Mid. 
In keeping with the policy of this edition to 
present the texts in a manner which is loyal to the 
MSS and without undue emendations, no attempt has 
been made to change the order of these sections. 
In those instances where identical or similar passages. 
appear at different points in the two groups, each 
appears in its proper position. The corresponding 
passage is presented facing it for comparison, but 
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MI RABILIA (Mir) 
and 
THE OLD EN3 LI Ski WONDERS (OE) 
THE MANUSCRIPTS 
These texts are preserved in three codices, of which 
the oldest, BL Cotton ýitellius Axv. contains only the 
OE translation. BL Cotton Tiberius By, written 
nearly a century later, contains a parallel Latin and 
OE text and the twelfth century MS Bodley 614 has only 
the Latin version. All three MSS are illustrated, 
and the picture cycles of all three are available in 
the facsimile edition of M. R. 
BL Cotton \'itellius Axv (V)2 
Probably the most intensively 
containing Old English texts, 
as the Beo'ul f MS after the mi 
James 
studied of all MSS 
this MS is best known 
Dst celebrated of its 
I. M. R. James, Marvels of the East, Oxford, 1929 (Publications 
of the Roxburghe Club). 
2. Frequently described. See N. R. Ker, Catalogue of 
Manuscripts containing Anglo-Saxon, Oxford, 1957, pp. 281-282. 
The facsimile edition by K. Malone, the NojeZZ Codex, 
Copenhagen, 1963 (Early English Manuscripts in Facsimile, 
12), contains (pp. 11-20) an exhaustive analysis of the 
codex and the minutiae of Its script. 
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contents. It has been bound with another MS is 
post-mediaeval times, but the Beowu. Zf MS itself 
consists of 115ff. The margins were damaged in , 
the fire of 1731, and the original dimensions are ,,, 
unknown. The edges have been repaired and the 
codex reassembled as single sheets, not conjoint 
leaves. In reassembly, the fourth quire was 
inserted between the second and third quires. 
Contents: f. 94 Life of St. Christopher 
98v OE Wonders of the East 
107 Letter of Alexander to Aristotle 
132 Beowulf 
202 Judith 
Compilation, Dating and Provenance 
The history of this MS has been investigated as 
thoroughly as the rather limited evidence permits. The 
texts display different dialect traits, which seems 
to suggest that they were not transmitted together 
over a long period. The common link which brought, -,,.,. 
them together appears to be an interest in monsters 
(although this is to take a rather extreme view of 
Holofernes). The MS, which was written by two 
hands (of which our text is in the first) is dated 
to about 1000 A. D. There is no definite information 
about its history prior to-1563 when it passed through 
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the hands of Lawrence Nowell 
1, Dean of Lichfield. 
Illuminations 
The picture cycle which accompanies the OE Wonders 
consists of crude, unfinished drawings executed by 
a scribe with very little artistic skill. They do, 
however, in some instances correspond more closely 
to the accompanying text than do the lavish 
2 illustrations of T. They are coloured, although 
large areas have often been left untinted. 
BL Cotton Tiberius By (T) 
3 
This most lavishly produced codex contains a miscellany 
of texts of a geographical and historical nature and 
computistic tracts. It has been fully described 
elsewhere4 and it is not necessary to list the contents 
in full here. The texts of Mir and OE appear on 
ff. 78v-87v. 
I. He signed and dated the first folio, 'L urence NoucZZ 15631. 
2. e. g. the fan-eared men of 930, which are portrayed in T with 
long, ribbon-like ears draped over their arms. 
3. See N. R. Ker, op. cit., pp. 255-256. A facsimile edition, 
edited by Dr. P. McGurk, is in preparation in the Early 
English Manuscripts in Facsimile Series. 
4. K. Miller, M2ppae Afundi, 3,1895, pp. 29-37. B. L. Garrad, 
2e Wonders of the East .... Ph. D.. thesis, London, . 1925 and 
P. A. Gibb, Wonders of the East ... Ph. D. thesis, Duke 
University, 1977 both devote a good deal of attention to 
the contents and the compilation of the MS. 
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Compilation, Dating and Provenance 
The codex was evidently assembled as a collection 
of important writings on a specific topic or theme, 
and it continued to develop as a Florilegium after 
T was written, for B, which is descended from it, 
contains additional entries. The order of items 
given in the earliest catalogue entry for T1 shows 
that the leaves were differently. arranged when it 
was in the-possession of Lord Lumley. 
Palaeographic evidence dates the MS to the second 
quarter. of the eleventh century. Additions were 
made at Battle Abbey up to the beginning of the 
thirteenth. The name of Swithhun2 is given 
prominence in the episcopal lists, indicating 
associations with Winchester. Dumville3 has shown 
that among the exemplars used in compiling the MS 
were three MSS, two of which are known to have been 
at Christ Church Canterbury in the eleventh century. 
The third served as exemplar for another MS known 
to have been written at Canterbury. He concludes 
from this that T was probably-written at Canterbury 
for use at Winchester. 
I. See M. R. James, op. cit., p. 2. 
2. ff. 20v-22. See N. Ker, Zoc. cit. 
3. D. N. Dumville, "The Anglian Collection of Royal Genealogies 
and Regnal Lists", AngZo-Saxon England, 5,1976, pp. 26-28. 
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Illuminations 
The illuminations are splendidly produced, with a 
wealth of detail, and are brightly painted in oils. 
(Those in V are in insipid water-colours. ) They 
are lively and imaginative and make excellent use of 
the space available. Each is bounded by a coloured 
frame, but these frames are not rigid boundaries; 
they are sometimes incorporated into the picture as 
in the case of the headless man on f. 82 who is 
standing on his frame and supporting himself by 
holding its sides. The five illustrations reproduced 
in this volume1 also show the frame being treated as 
an integral part of the artistic composition. 
Bodley 614 (B)2 
Bodley 614 is a far smaller codex than either of 
the others, measuring only 6"x4411. It is all in 
Latin, and contains a small selection of texts taken 
from the compilation in T. 
Contents: 1v Calendar 
17 Astronomical treatise 
20 Mirabilia 
I. Frontispiece and plates 3-5. 
2. Described in Oxford, Bodleian Library, Sum-, ary Catalogue 
of Western Mcv'uscripts in the Bodleian Library, 2,1, 
Oxford, 1922, p. 229. 
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Dating and Provenance 
The MS is dated to the last quarter of the twelfth 
century on palaeographic grounds. Nothing is known 
of its history before it came into the possession of 
Ralph Hopwood1 in the sixteenth century. It was 
acquired by the Bodleian Library between 1605 and 1611. 
Illuminations 
The illustrations accompanying the Latin text of Mir 
are copies of those in T. Several additional 
paragraphs have been introduced at the end of the 
text, mostly taken from Isidore, and these are 
illustrated in a similar style. Several of the more 
complex illustrations have pinpricks marking outlines2. 
i 
'k 
I. It Is Inscribed Sum Ziber RaduZphi Hopwood. 
2. S©©. pp. 91. 
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THE TEXT OF MIR 
Mir is the most complete of all the Latin P-Croup 
texts, although it alone lacks any trace of the 
epistolary format of the archetype. It is fuller 
than EP in that it includes §92,3 and 928. At the 
end of the text it contains much material which is 
lacking in Pit, 9818,23-25 and 27-35. 
The one continental vernacular translation, 
Ofr, contains the same sections as Mir. These two 
texts have several characteristics in common which 
indicate that they form a sub-group within P-Group, 
sharing a common ancestor. O Fr is, however, more 
faithful to the ancestral text in retaining some of 
the epistolary trappings which have been discarded in 
Mir. 
Among the most distinctive features of this 
cor on ancestor of Mir and OFr was the conversion 
of all but one of the measurements in Greek stadia' 
into leagues. The use of the Greek unit of measure- 
ment, although not unknown in the Latin world, is 
one of the indications that the Letter may originally 
2 
have been written in Greek . Pit and FL consistently 
preserve the archaic measures; FR retains them in the 
few instances where such geographical data has not 
1. In 6,2 Mir and 0Fr both read '9 stadia': stadia ix; ix. estades 
2. See p. 26. 
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been removedl. All distances have been removed in 
EP, possibly because the term stadia was no longer 
current. It was clearly misunderstood by the editor 
who added the conversions to leagues in the common 
ancestor of Mir and 01r, for these have been based 
on the assumption that the stadion was equivalent to 
a Roman mile (1000 paces or 1619 yards). In fact 
there were 8 stadia to the Roman mile, and 12 to the 
ancient league. In the early Middle Ages it was 
generally assumed that a Roman mile was equal to 
two-thirds of a league (although the Gallic league 
was in fact a little under 1500 paces) and of the 
2 
Old English mile (12 furlongs). 
Accuracy of the calculations 
Although the basis on which the calculations 
were made was the wrong one, it is nevertheless 
interesting to examine the degree of accuracy of 
which the early mediaeval mathematician (probably 
in this instance a scribe with limited mathematical 
training) was capable. The figures, as we have them, 
contain many discrepancies, which may be due either to 
errors in calculation or to distortion during 
transmission. 
I. See pp. 249-251). 
2. P. Gr i erson, EngZich Linear Keasures, University of Reading 
St©nton Lecture, 1971. 
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Mathematical calculations were usually made on 
an abacus in the Middle Ages, a method which had 
certain limitations. All fractions appearing in the 
answers to these calculations are treated as halves, 
although in 3,11 and in %2 they should be thirds. 
The simplest calculations have been handled accurately 
and have not suffered in transmission.. Two-thirds 
of 300 is given as 200 in 3,6; two-thirds of 200 as 
133J in 3,11 and 27,8 (although OFr omits the fraction 
in the latter instance). Two-thirds of 168 is 
calculated correctly as 112 in OFr 2,6, but in Mir 
the final two minims have been misinterpreted as v, 
l 
giving c. at xv. The fraction has again been 
omitted in 28,4, where OFr renders two-thirds of 151 
as 100. Mir in this instance reads . 1. instead of 
. c. but 
includes et i. mitiarium, which must 
represent the fraction here as in 25,3. This seems 
to indicate that the original calculation showed a 
greater degree of precision than is found in OFr. 
In 32,3 a single digit appears to have been omitted 
from the numeral in OFr, where two-thirds of 360 is 
given as 140 (. c. et . xl. ) instead of 240 (ccxt). 
Further omission in Mir has reduced the number to 
110 (. cx. ) 
I. The numeral is omitted in Mir-T but can be restored on the 
on the basis of the OE translation. 
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In 25,3, two-thirds of 323 is given as 253 
leagues and one mile in both Mir1 and OFr. The 
presence of the same reading in both texts, when the 
correct calculation should be 2151 (ccxv) may point to 
an error in calculation or to miscopying at an early 
stage in the transmission after the conversion was 
added. 
The two remaining numerals also appear to have 
been wrongly calculated, although again errors in 
transmission cannot be ruled out. In 2,3, two-thirds 
of 500 is given as 368 in Mir and 363 in 01'r. The 
correct calculation would be 3331. An error in 
transmission is arguable, for in both cases the digits 
ccc x iii (the bulk of the correct answer, cccxxxiii) 
are present. Another possibility is that the scribe 
who made these calculations did not understand the 
procedure for dealing with a sum which required him 
to carry 200, as when dividing 500 by 3. The abacus 
offers several methods of tackling this, one involving 
the use of two or more rows of beads at once, another, 
the adoption of 50 (Z) as the unit for the next stage, ' 
of the calculation, instead of 10. The suggestion 
1. Mir-T's reading ccZuti almost certainly represents ccliii, 
as found in Mir-B and the OE texts. u is rarely used to 
represent the numeral 5 (v) in MS T. 
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that he had not mastered any such technique is supported 
by the fact that the other instance in which the fault 
seems to lie not in transmission but in the original 
calculation also involves carrying 200. In 9,3,800 
stadia are converted into 623J leagues in'lir instead 
of into 5382. (OFr gives Zxxiv, which is patently 
corrupt. ) As with the earlier example, several of 
the digits in'Miir's dcxxiii correspond to those in 
the correct answer, dxxxviii, so the possibility of 
error arising during the course' of transmission is 
again present. 
On the whole, the calculations were made 
reasonably accurately, given the limitations of 
Roman numerals and the abacus for such purposes. 
They were probably made on the continent, since the 
term leuga was seldom used for the Old English long 
mile in Anglo-Saxon England. The scribe who made 
the conversions had only the haziest notion of the 
meaning of the term stadion, which he clearly made no 
attempt to verify. The variations and inconsistencies 
are due, in the main, to errors which occurred during 
transmission, the miscopying of digits and the 
omission of parts of numerals. 
The retention of two sets of measurements, both 
meaningless to the average reader, in Mir and OE is 
a peculiar and unexplained characteristic of these texts. 
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The crocodile accretion 
Another striking feature found only in Mir and OFr 
is a short, but highly significant, interpolation 
at the end of §29 on the hyaena or corocotta. The 
whole passage is one which was added to the ancestral 
P-Group text, for it is lacking in all F-Group 
versions. It describes a creature which lured men 
to their deaths by addressing them by name in their 
own language and which ate its victims. Unnamed in 
most P-Group texts1, this creature is demonstrating 
the behaviour attributed to the hyaena or its hybrid 
2 
offspring, the corocotta. The account in Mir ends 
with"a description of the creature weeping over the 
head of its victim, a characteristic not of the 
corocotta but of the crocodile. (In OFr, a changee 
from pZorant to orant in the Latin source causes the 
creature to pray instead of weeping. ) The confusion 
between the two must rest on the similarity of their 
names, although the corocotta is not named in any 
surviving P group text. It implies that the creature 
was identified, and then wrongly associated with the 
behaviour of the crocodile, or perhaps that the scribe 
in question had access to a Bestiary or similar text 
with an alphabetical arrangement in which the two had 
I. The name given in Mir is a vestige of another passage, see Notes. 
2. A selection of the many classical descriptions is given in the 
Commentary to §29. 
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been conflatedl. Whatever its source, this detail 
is further proof that Mir and Orr shared a common 
ancestor which included material not present in the 
ancestors of EP and Pit. 
The '1isolaced Material in Mir 
In both MSS of Mir and in both versions of the OE 
translation, but in no other texts of either group, 
the sequence of the text has been disturbed. Two 
blocks of text have been reversed, with §§20-24 
appearing between 33,3 and 33,4. The two blocks 
are almost identical in length, supporting the 
hypothesis that the cause of the rearrangement was 
wrong folding of a pair of conjugate leaves or, 
in an unillustrated MS or one with very large leaves, 
reversal of a single leaf. 033, which is treated 
as a single section in most versions of the Letter 
is subdivided in 0Fr at the very point where the 
split occurs in Mir. 
There is little evidence on the question of 
whether the displacement first occurred in an early, 
Latin '1S of Air or whether it was a later development 
in a bilingual 1S. What evidence there is proves 
difficult to assess. At the point of division in 
i. Such conflation did occur. In MS Bodiey 614, In the passages 
from Isidore which-follow Mir, the passage which begins by 
describing the chamaeieon (f. 49) ends with the giraffe (cc oZ- 
opardus). 
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033 both Mir and EP tell of a vine from which hang 
pearls (de qua nascentes pendent margarite). OE 
refers not just to pearls but to other precious stones 
as well (sjytce meregrota oJofie gymmas OE-T). This 
could be seen as elaboration by the translator, were 
it not that the same phrase is found in OFr (marguer- 
ites et pierres precieuses autres). This being so, 
it seems likely that the gemstones were mentioned in 
Mir, but dropped from the text after translation of 
the OE. It would be convenient to suggest that their 
loss coincided with the displacement; that, coming at 
the point of the break in sequence et gemmae was 
omitted because it was on the following page. This, 
argument, however, is incompatible with the layout 
used in the extant bilingual MS and the layout which 
must have been adopted for the bilingual ancestor of 
Vl, in both of which Latin precedes Old English - 
which would suggest that if any part of the text were 
to be lost at the end of the passage it should be in 
the translation. Misplacement occurring in a 
bilingual MS is not ruled out, but neither can it 
be considered proven. 
I. The omission of 56,1-4 is best explained by an exemplar 
In which the regular sequence was Latin, Old English, 
Illustration. See pp. 104-105" 
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Other characteristics of Mir: Ancestral features 
The text of 'hir contains a small number of readings 
in which it preserves the ancestral text better than 
do any of the other P-Group texts. There are several 
passages in which a case can be made for the priority 
of Mir's reading, but in all but two instances the 
reading could be the product of later editing. The 
two instances are points at which a dislocated phrase 
has been preserved uniquely in Mir; the first is 
the summing-up or displaced rubric which follows 
the description of the stork-men. The nature of these 
men is made clear only in Pit and F-Group, for their 
transformation into birds (in avibus) has turned into 
transportation by ship (in navih4s) in the majority of 
1 
P-Group texts . Their nature was still remembered in 
an ancestor of Mir, however, for the beginning of the 
next section (15,1) reads Item liconia (derived from 
ciconia, a reading preserved in OE-V') in gaZZia, a 
statement which not only identifies the birds in 
question as storks but also names their historical 
destination (as distinct from the indiam stated in Mir 
1'+, 8) 
The hyaenas of §29, whose mistaken identification 
with the crocodile has already been considered at 
i. This was further corrupted in Mir, after the OE translation was 
Trade, into suis raanibus. 
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length, are described in Mir 29,3 as: 
genus quod apud nos appellatur donestre. quasi divine. 
There is nothing to correspond to this description in 
any other P-Group text. As has already been demonstr- 
ated, the animal in this passage was identifiable as a 
corocotta to a mediaeval scribe, for the crocodile., 
accretion depends on such identification. This name, , 
together with the reference to divination, is all, that 
remains in P, 3roup of the passage found in all F-3roup 
texts in 926 on the oracle. The name there is 
different, but the verbal similarity of the rest of 
the line is remarkable (FR 26,2-4): 
or-haci qui apud nos tritognides appeZZantur, 
quasi divini. 
Accretions unique to Mir 
There are few passages in Mir which can be stated to 
be accretions unique to that version of the text. ' 
lost of the additional material in Mir is shared by 
OFr, and some of it by EP. That which is not found 
in other versions of the text is all concerned with 
Alexander the Great, the inspiration for the bulk'of '' 
the late interpolations in the P-Group texts. 
In 3,7 the great estates (praedia) which in Pit and " 
OFr have some unclear connection with Alexander' have 
1. Almost certainly as the cognomen of a place, see Notes. 
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been transformed in Mir into the memorials (ilia magna 
insignia) which Alexander erected to commemorate his 
own exploits. 
In the other P-Group texts, AlexanderI is said 
to have killed a few of the monstrous women (22,11) 
because he was unable to capture a specimen alive. 
Mir greatly exaggerates the number killed, referring 
to multe ew ipsis, and waxes eloquent on the moral 
justification for this slaughter: 
Fro aua o b3cenitate ... ideo quia sunt publicato corpore 
et inhonesto. 
Mir further demonstrates an interest in Alexander 
in the way in which his name has been amplified in two 
of the three places where it occurs. While the other 
texts describe him simply as Alexander magnus, Mir 
adds a cognomen: 
22 , 11 a rnagno nostro macedone aZcxandro 
23 11 Alexander gutem macedic 
In the first occurrence of the name in the text the 
cognomen is not found in Mir (magnus alexander 3,8) 
but it is present in the OE translation, which 
describes him as se micta macedonisea atexsander. 
This may indicate that the formula was present in Mir 
when the translation was made. 
1. In Pit, which antedates the Alexander accretions, this 
action is attributed to 'our comrades' (socii nostri). 
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Misreadings in Mir influencing the picture cycle 
Mir contains several examples of textual errors 
which have been faithfully reproduced in the picture 
cycle, thus indicating that the illustrations, in 
their present form, were produced after the source of 
Mir had separated from the source of OFr. The text 
of Mir continued to develop and was in turn influenced 
by the artist's conception of the creatures described, 
as will be demonstrated'. 
The other P-Group texts describe the stork-men 
as having scapulas nigras ('black shoulders' or 'black. 
backs', 14,6), a feature which corresponds to the 
colouring of the ornithological stork. In Mir, 
scapulas nigras has been corrupted to capiZZis nigris, 
and the illustration shows black-haired men. Their 
Janus-like appearance can be traced back to a gloss 
inserted in an ancestor of Mir. Other P -Group texts, 
with the image of the stork's ball-like head bisected 
by a vivid bill present in the archetype, describe the 
stork-man's head as bipertita (IM 14,4). Mir has 
misunderstood this uncommon word and replaced it by 
ý(ycas cn csný habcnEu tc Ft ýucýesý thus giving rise to the 
two-faced man. 
The Amazonian huntresses of §21 are clad in 
skins and use horses (peZZicuZas vestimentis et 
equas habentes, Pit 21,4-5) according to the other 
1. See pp. 81-83. 
7.6 
F-Group texts. In Mir this has been conflated to 
produce garments made of horse-hide (paZZicuZaa 
equorum ad vestimentum habentes, 21,4-5) and the 
illustration in T depicts this clearly. Around the 
woman's waist is draped a greyish skin on which the 
ears and tail of a horse are visible. 
The process of anthropomorphisation, which is 
a general tendency in many of the accounts of animal 
monsters, was complete before the hippopotamus of 
§15 was drawn. The textual corruption in this case 
must have passed through several stages, with the first 
syllable hi becoming separated from the remainder of 
the word and identified as a pronoun. An intermediate, 
but inflected, stage is found in Pit's hos potamos, 
although both EP and OFr preserve the name correctly 
(hyppotami, EP 15,8; ypotames, OFr 15,8). In Mir the 
reinterpretation is complete, with potami changed to 
a broadly similar verb, putantur, and the predicate 
homines fuisse added. The resulting sentence, 
Hi putantur homines fuisse (Mir 15,8) explains the 
humanoid appearance of the monster in the accompanying 
l. 
illustration 
1. See frontispiece. 
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The fish-eating dwarfs or ichthiophagi of 
§11 have been transformed by the misinterpretation' 
of a single digit in the Roman numeral describing 
their height. In Pit, EP and OFr their height is 
given as two feet (pedum binum; pedum binorum and 
ii pies respectively, 11,2). The first minim of 
the numeral has been changed to v in Mir, 
transforming these men from dwarfs into men of above 
average stature. It is as such that they are portrayed 
in the illustration1. 
Other Corruptions 
The text of Mir contains other corru 
of which can be demonstrated to have 
OE translation was made. These are 
2 in the study of the OE texts. One 
pt readings, some 
arisen after the, 
analysed in detail 
corruption which a 
scribe has attempted to improve (although only the 
mutilated reading appears in OE) is in the description 
of Heliopolis (32,3-6). The name of the shrine, which 
is accurately retained in EP and OFr, appears fragmented 
to b eZis temptum in diebus regis et iobis3 and it is 
this reading which is translated. However, an attempt` 
has been made to restore the correct name, from what 
source one can not tell, for Mir 32,6 reads quod etiam 
beZiobiZis dicitur. 
1. See Plate 3. 2. See pp. 92-100. 
3. The name Is confused with that of the eponymous founder of 
Babylon; see Corrmentary. 
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Textual changes in M it inspired by the picture cycle 
There are a number of features in the descriptions in 
Mir which are unparalleled in any of the analogues. 
These are all aspects of the appearance of the 
creatures described, notably their colour and other 
physical characteristics. In each case, the additional 
material in the text mirrors the accompanying 
illustration. 
Although the remaining P-Group texts describe 
the venomous hens as quales et apud nos similes coZore 
(4,3-4) 'the same colour as ours', Mir specifies the 
colour, reading rubicundo 'reddish' in place of 
similes. The illustrations depict the hens as pink 
and red. 
The gold-digging ants, described as black in all 
other texts of both groups (12,6P; 12,7F) are 
depicted in T as orange-red, with the detail added in 
black. V's illustration shows six ants, of which two 
are black, two uncoloured, one orange and one piebald 
red and black. The text of 1Ir describes them as 
rubro colore nigroque, a reading which could describe 
either artistic interpretation. However, it is of 
interest to note that the additional detail is, in both 
these passages, strictly true to life. Hens are 
indeed reddish; ants appear in both red and black 
forms. This might suggest that V's image of different 
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coloured ants is closer to the original artist's 
intention than T's two-tone ones. 
The homodu bins of 911 is represented in the other 
P-Group texts as a dwarf, a mere two feet high. He'% 
is endowed with the one distinctive feature common to 
all folklore dwarfs, a long beard. An error in the.. 
transcription of the Roman numeral ii has transformed 
him into a man of exceptionally large stature in Mir, 
and this corruption was already present at the time 
when the illustration (Plate 3) was added. The 
artist has adorned this giant with another striking 
characteristic, ankle-length hair. In the illustration 
it seems quite appropriate and does not look in the,, 
least like a late addition. This new detail has been 
added to the text in Mir, comas usque ad taZos, where 
it is almost certainly an example of the artist's 
imagination influencing the copyist's hand. 
It is possible, of course, that the additions to- 
the text were made at the stage when the illustrations 
were first added, possibly by the artist himself. 
In his consideration of how best to illustrate these 
strange creatures he would have given thought to such 
matters as colour and hair length, and it is likely 
that he added these thoughts to the text he was copying. 
The mysterious lertices of 917, creatures added 
in the archetypal P-Group text and of which the source 
and pedigree remains unidentified, are not described 
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in any of the other versions. The illustrator, 
however, had to decide on a way to depict them. He 
was probably drawing on his own imagination when he 
envisaged them as the most unmonstrous monsters 
imaginable, sheep-like quadrupeds with clawed feet. 
The illustration is described precisely in the text 
of Mir 17 , 4: 
aurz2us asininis. ueZZere ouino. pedihcs auium. (Mir-B) 
Each of these changes appears in the OE translation 
as well as in Mir, showing that they had appeared in 
Mir by the date when the translation was made. ? lone 
of them is found in even the closest of the other 
P-Group texts. The modifications to the readings and 
the picture cycle itself must have been added at about 
the same stage in the development of Mir, if indeed 
they are not the work of a single man. (Who would be 
more likely to see the text as standing in a clöse 
relationship to the picture cycle than the artist who 
drew the pictures on the basis of the text? ) The 
modifications, therefore, supply evidence that the 
picture cycle in its extant form was designed to 
accompany the text of Mir and that it was not an 
ancient feature of the Letter preserved uniquely in 
this one branch. 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO I-ES OF IHR 
It is evident, both from the use of identical 
picture cycles and from the great similarity between, 
the readings, that T and B stand in some close 
relationship to each other. Previous scholars, 
observing certain readings in B which make better 
contextual sense than those of T, inferred that both 
were independently derived from a common source1. 
I shall examine each of these readings in 
turn, and demonstrate that in every case the reading 
in B can be explained as an attempt to elucidate a 
crux by reference to the illustrations, the OE translat- 
ion (both of which must have been to hand when-the se 
modifications were added) or simple ingenuity. In 
almost every case the reading of T. although showing, 
some degree of corruption, is supported by that of 
another P-Group text. 
One small detail in the text demonstrates 
conclusively that B is a direct descendant of T. In 
9,3, the distance between Babylonia and Persia is 
described in T as dcxxiii & dimidium miliarium, a 
conversion to leagues of the 800 stadia of the 
inherited text, Exactly the same figure (syx kund 7, 
t. K. Sisam, 'The compilation of the Beowulf MS', Studies in'the 
History of Old English Literature, Oxford, 1953, pp. 77-78 and 
M. R. James, ! arvels of the East, Oxford, 1929, p. 51. 
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. iii. 7 xx. 7i heaZf miZ) is given by both OE texts. 
B. however, reads dcxxx & dimidium miZiarium, omitting 
iii. The reason for this omission is apparent when 
one turns to the MS of T. On f. 79v the last three 
digits of the numeral (iii) have extended beyond the 
end of the line and have been written in the frame 
surrounding the adjacent illustration. They were 
subsequently painted over in grey and even now, with 
the paint somewhat flaked, are barely visible. 
In two instances B supplies wording which is 
not present in T and which may be an omission in that 
text. The wording corresponds to the OE, and would 
have been to hand for a scribe working from a bilingual 
exemplar. The first example is clear omission of a 
numeral: 
296 T: que faciunt leuuas. 
B: que fatiunt Zeuuas c. et xv. 
OE: 7s micctan ýe Zeuua hatte fiftyne 7 1a4ndteontig. 
In the second instance it is uncertain whether the 
word longi would have been present in an antecedent 
of T. but its inclusion in B was probably inspired by 
the OE reading: 
15,1+ T: pedibus . =. 
B: Zongi pedibus . xx. 
OE: 7 hi 
-beool tu entiges 
fota lange 
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In many instances the corruptions facing the 
scribe who made these corrections were far more complex 
than the mere omission of a numeral. In 6,1 the place 
name SeZeucia has been conflated with the preposition 
a to produce Mir's Hascellentia. No scribe could, 'have 
deduced that T's: -" 
HasceZtentia babiZoniam proficiscentibus .. " 
masked a reading such as Pit's: 
A SeZeucia ad BabyZonicun proficiscentibus ... 
'From Seleucla for those going to Babylonia' 
The OE translator assumed that HasceZZentia was a place - 
name, and made what sense he could of the Latin: 
Hascelientia hatte t Land. 'onne mon to babilonia fccrc ... 
B has again adopted this interpretation; by inserting 
6,3-4 after HasceZZentia it also contrives to describe 
this new-found country: 
HasceUZentia regio que subiacet regioni Zus mecorun omnibus 
& nis plena. babiZoniam proficcicentibus ... 
In 11,2 the ancestral text told of a land (terra). 
or possibly an island, as in F-Group (insula) in which 
(in qua) the ichthiophagous dwarfs live. In qua 
appears in Mir-T as In aliqua, its antecedent entangled 
in the preceding sentence. A change in the section 
division has completed the separation, and the OE t 
translator saw the need to insert a noun with this 
ambiguously placed adjective: 
On cumon Zande ... 
Once again his solution has been adopted by B. which readss; 
In aUa regions ... 
. $G 
Another instance shows B combining an intelligent 
guess at expanding what appeared to him to be an 
abbreviation (aput 12,11) with the information given 
by the OE version. T is problematic, not only in 
using the less common form of apud but in lacking a 
verb: 
12,11-12 Pit: sic tollent. Ducunt apud se c =etos ... 
T: sic toZZent aput carnetos ... 
B: sic tollunt. accipiunt caneloc ... 
OE: nieten konne Zaeda2 by mid him oZfendan ... 
In the description of the mysterious Zertices, 
already discussed as an example of the amplification 
of Mir on the basis of the illustrations 
1, T assigns 
to them pedibus ovum (17,4). The illustration 
depicts the feet as clawed, like a bird's, and the 
OE describes them-as fugles fet. Either, or both, 
of these facts have caused B to emend the reading to 
pedibus avium. 
In 22,9., where a corruption entered Mir after 
the ancestral text had been correctly rendered eoseZes 
tee in V, Mir-T reads aprinos, lacking an accompanying 
noun, and OE-T reads eoferes tee. To restore dentes 
aprinos in B was one of the possibilities facing the 
scribe who made these corrections, but the same teeth 
had been described as dentes aprorur in 22,3 and the 
I. See p. 82. 
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repetition was perhaps too close for the scribe to 
accept. 13 has omitted aprinos and makes no further 
reference to the teeth. 
The river names in 912 have become very complicated 
in T. No fewer than three names are given, all 
apparently for the same river: Capi fluvius (12,1), 
apeZZatur gorgoneus (12,2) and flumen garguZum (12,13). 
Both OE and B have introduced a verb at the beginning 
(Capi hatte seo ca and Capi vocatur ftuvius), allowing 
the phrase apellatur gorgoneus to stand as a description 
of the river, rather than as an alternative name. For 
this reason, both have dropped the later appearance 
of gargulum which, although attested, as are all three 
appearances, by other P-Group texts, does not make sense 
in the context. 
The narrative in this passage is complicated and 
the sequence of events often unclear. B has added 
several phrases in an attempt to clarify the position. 
He explains that the men qui ad ftumen predictum 
pervenientes (12,12-13) leave the baby camels behind 
and that ipsi cum camelis fluvium transeunt. Both 
steps are logically necessary, and omitted in all other 
versions including OE. Lest the purpose of the whole 
exercise be unsure, he adds, as does OE, to the detail 
of the men's safe return with the female camels that 
they bring the gold (cum auro, 12,21). 
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Previous commentators1 have made much of the 
agreement between B and the illustrations in two instances. 
In the first, 29,4-5, the text of T is patently corrupt, 
describing as it does a creature who is: 
a capite usque ad urvilicum quasi 1c . inca. rcliquo 
corpore simititudine ixcnana. 
Iike men from the head to the navel, with the rest of the 
body in human form. 
There is obviously no contrast here, but EP reveals 
the likely ancestral reading, which is virtually 
identical to that of T, replacing simiZitudine by 
dissimile. The OE reading would have been of little 
help to the scribe emending Mir, for it contrasts an 
upper-half 'like a soothsayer' with a human lower 
half: 
sja frihteras fram c"am heafde 09 oconc nafelan 7 so 
ocher d4rZ Zd mannes lice gelic 
The illustrations show a monstrous head and shoulders 
on a human body, and this is what is described in the 
revised reading of B: 
a capite usque ad umbiticuwn defoz natura ab hozzinwn spetie. 
rcliquo car ore simititudine cxistens hw na. 
This is clearly a rewriting of the text, which must 
have become corrupted in T after this image had been 
conveyed to the illustrator. 
In 25,6-7, B reads cruribus in place of T's 
I. Notably Sisam, op. cit. p. 78 and J. D. Pickles, Studies in the 
Prose Tc is of the Beowulf AS, Ph. D. thesis, Cambridge, 1971, 
p. 44. 
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pedibus, an attractive reading which corresponds well 
to the illustrations and to OE sconcan. Comparison with 
of r, however, reveals that pedi 1us refers not to a 
part of the body but, in the archetype of P-G roup, was 
a unit of measurement: xii pies de Zonc. The change 
in B has moved the reading of Mir still further from 
the original intention. 
Although T and B both contain the fragment on Jamnes 
and Nambres following Mir, B also includes an interpolat- 
ion in the phoenix passage (34,12-18) taken from Isidore 
(EtymoZogiae XII, vii, 22) and Ambrose (Hexameron V, xxiii, 
79). B also includes a number of passages at the end, 
many of which have also been drawn from Isidore. Despite 
the similarity of the iconographic style in the illustrations 
accompanying this additional material, none of it belongs 
historically with the text of Mir. The presence of Jaznnes 
and Mambr. es in both MSS provides further proof of their 
close relationship, while the other passages demonstrate 
that the collection became regarded as a Florilegium and 
continued to grow during the period of time between the 
compilation of T and the transcribing of B. 
We cannot tell how many stages the text passed 
through between the two MSS we have; it may have been 
copied several times, or perhaps only once or twice. 
We do know that B$ which is directly descended from T and 
which includes corrections dependent on the OE translation, 
v 
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was not directly copied from T. An examination of 
the illustrations in B reveals pinpricks marking the 
outlines of some of the more complicated designs. 
One way of copying a picture was to trace it by 
laying the exemplar on top of a clean sheet of vellum 
and pricking round the outline with a sharp point. 
There are no pricks in T, which shows that this 
method was not used either in producing T or in 
copying from it. The pictures in T are in any case 
on a larger scale than those in B. Direct descent 
could still be arguable if the pinpricks in B had 
been produced while copying from that MS, but we 
have evidence that they were not. In copying the 
complicated interwoven amphisbaena (@6) the vellum 
slipped. B f. 37V has a double set of pricks; one 
set is in the correct place and has been used for 
the outline of the drawing; the other is out of 
alignment. This proves that the pinpricks were 
made in the production of B, for the double image 
would not appear in the exemplar, but only in the 
tracing. It is clear, then, that while B is a 
descendant of T, at least one other copy intervened. 
B was copied directly from another `IS with 
illustrations on the same scale. 
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THE STATE 01 IR WHEN USED BY THE TRANSLATOR 
Evidence found in both MSS' of OE 
The OE translator was, on the whole, very loyal to 
his source, and his version reads as a close rendering 
of the extant text of "fir. There are, however, some 
indications that the text used by the translator was 
a slightly less corrupt version of `dir which was in 
places closer to the ancestral text than is Mir-T. 
A few examples are present in both versions of OE. 
Host of the more striking instances have been edited 
out of OE-T, presumably because they were no longer 
supported by the accompanying Latin text, Gncc ate. 
M'ro:, c%e-6 only ýn ýE-U. 
One single example demonstrates clearly that 
both OE versions are descended from a less corrupt 
state of Mir. This example is to be found in 27,3, 
where lakes (Zaci) governed by the sun and moon are 
described in EP. In Mir, Zaci has been changed to 
Zoei, a corruption which also occurred, presumably 
independently, in the Latin version used by the Orr 
translator, who rendered it Zieus. Seat' is the word 
used in both OE texts to describe these objects. It 
normally means 'pit', but is used to translate Zacus 
in the fragmentary Jamnes and h'ambres in Tl. 
I. f. 87. 
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The picture cycle in Mir cannot have rrovided the 
inspiration for this reading, for T depicts wheel- 
like objects (which are probably well-heads) which 
would not easily be identified as either lakes or 
pits. 
Both OE texts also contain translations of a few 
phrases which are present in other P-Group texts but 
are lacking in'1ir. Among these is the explanation 
of the danger from the hens in 949 given in Pit 4,6 
as quia veneficae aunt 'because they are poisonous'. 
GL offers a similar, although not identical, 
explanation: fcrt syndon ungcfrcrgeZieu ZibZae 
'which are unheard of sorcery'. The Latin reading 
needed to give such a translation would be quas 
veneficia sunt1, a reading which differs only in 
an abbreviation and two letters from that in Pit. 
The sudden nature of the death inflicted by a 
certain type of beast is expressed in OE by the adverb 
sona (8,6). Although no adverb at all is to be found 
in Mir at this point, sona is a literal translation of 
cito, present in both EP and L% and glossed in OFr by 
tantoct. It is therefore highly probable that the 
adverb cito was still to be found in Mir when the 
translation was made. 
U; --jrefrxgaticu is an embelIishment by the translator, as In 
5,8. 
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Evidence found only in V 
OE-V preserves the ancestral reading in a number of 
passages which have subsequently been modified in Mir 
and OE-T. The most striking example of agreement 
between OE-V and other P-Group texts against Mir and 
OE-T is the retention in 14,8 of on scipum to describe 
the means by which the stork men travel to India to 
reproduce. This reading represents an intermediate 
stage of corruption between the ancestral in avibus 
(retained only in Pit) and the final change to suis 
manibus ('by their own hands', a meaningless phrase 
in the context) which is found in Mir. The 
intermediate stage in navibus is present in EP and 
translated as en nes in 0F'r. It is this intermediate 
stage which is preserved in OE-V, confirming that Mir 
passed through the same process as EP and OFr. 
OE-T omits the phrase entirely, presumably because 
the two readings found in the exemplar were contra- 
dictory. 
In 22,9 , in the description of the monstrous 
women, Mir-T has a puzzling lacuna. After describing 
the women as 
dentes aproru^t ha3entes, capiZlos usque ad taZos in Zunbis 
caudas bourn. Quae Bunt altae pedum xiii, specioso corpore 
quasi marmore candido, pedes habentes ca'neti 
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having the tooth of a wild boar, hair down to their ankles 
and a bull's tail at the back, they are 13 foot tall, with 
a beautiful body Iiko white marble. They have camel's 
feet 
the next item on the list in 111Sir-T is simply aprinor, 
with no accompanying noun. Comparison with the 
other versions of the Letter demonstrate that in the 
ancestral text at this point there was a second 
reference to the teeth 
1, 
which are here described in 
EP as dentes asinorum 'asses' teeth'. Exactly the 
same reading was found at one time in stir, for OE-V 
has preserved it as eoseles teg. OE-T reads cofercc 
teo7, echoing its earlier coferes tux-as (22,3). 
The corruption may have developed first in the Latin, 
as a means of eliminating the contradiction found in 
the inherited description. Alternatively, the 
orthographic similarity between aoseles and eoferes 
could have given rise to a change in the OE reading 
which was then carried over into the Latin. 
Eowever the corruption arose, OE-V is unique in this 
branch of P-Group in retaining the ancestral reading. 
Near the beginning of the text (3,4-5) is a 
passage to which considerable significance has been 
I. The rertition, which Is probably duo to the conflation of 
two separate descriptions at a very early stage in the 
development of the text, is discussed at length in the 
Commentary. 
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attached in the past because of the use of an OE 
construction in the Latin of Mir 
1. The other P-Group 
texts tell of a city named Archemedon, which is large 
(magna - Pit) and which lies a specified distance from 
Babylon. The wording of OE-V gives an almost literal 
translation of this, although the punctuation has to 
be supplied: 
sio is mxs t. to bab i Lonia burh ýonon cyndon ... 
it is very big. From there to the city of Babylon is ... 
The line is unpunctuated, and this deficiency led a 
scribe to reinterpret the sentence taking ma3st to 
as an example of an OE construction meaning 
'second biggest after; biggest except'. This new 
reading required him to insert to babi. tonia a second 
time before the distance, and it is this new reading 
we find in OE-T: 
seo is r^. ýest to babiZonia byrig. kann is to babilcnia 
in ... 
It is biggest after the city of Babylon. From there to 
Babylon is ... 
This reinterpretation then spread from the OE into the 
Latin of Mir, ' in the form of a gloss, i. excepto 
bzbilonia, which has been added after maxima est ad 
i. K. Sisam, 'The compilation of the EeojuZf MS', Studies in 
the History of Old English Literature, Oxford, 1953, pp. 75-76, 
adduces It as evidence for the composition of Mir in England. 
1) 6 
5abitoniarn. As in OE-T, ad 'abiloniam has been 
repeated with the distance. Thus, far from proving 
that Mir was written by an author whose Latin was 
influenced by the idiom of his native OE, as Sisam 
claims', this introduction of an OE construction into 
the Latin confirms that the text underwent a continual 
process of modification, and that the translation made 
from Air carte to be considered a suitable authority 
for emending its own source. 
" The place-name which in Mir and OE-T has become 
Liconia (15,1) is found in OE-V as Ciconia, in the 
phrase Ciconia in Caltia. Here OE-V is once again 
preserving an earlier reading than that found in Mir 
or the other OE text. Liconia is indeed a place-name, 
but OE-V's Ciconia represents all that remains of 
an explanation of the legend in the previous passage 
(possibly as a misplaced rubric, or perhaps a codicil) 
` and Ciconia corresponds to FL's in ciconiao 'into 
storks', while in Gallia refers to the nesting sites 
chosen by the storks, cpud vos in FL. 
These same stork men are described in OE-V as 
having red feet and knees (fet 7 cneovu ewy. Jo reade, 
14,5). Although the word rubra or rubea is not 
I. ZOC. cit. 
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present in any of the other P-Group texts, vestiges 
of it are to be seen in Pit's pedes et genua eu7 ea. 
All P-Group texts describe both feet and knees, 
except for Mir and OE-T, which both tell only of knees 
(ßi3 t-aat cneo swiäe read). The omission of feet 
from these texts after the translation was made may 
have been influenced by the illustration to this 
passage, which in T depicts a man with a red spot on 
his knees. V's illustration shows a colourless man 
modestly wearing a pink kirtle. 
Late amplifications to Mir 
The text oft-Sir continued to develop and, as has already 
been demonstrated, corruptions and deliberate 
modifications appeared after the OE translation had been 
made. The extant texts of Mir also contain a few 
phrases which are not present _n the translation. 
Considering the loyalty the translator showed to his 
source, which he modified little except when the 
meaning of the Latin was obscure, the appearance of 
these untranslated phrases suggests that they are late 
additions to Mir, further modifications made after the 
translation had been written. There are two such 
phrases, for which there is no support from any of the 
other P-Group texts, but both are problematic. In 
each case the additional wording appears repetitive; 
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it is possible that the translator omitted them because 
they seemed to add nothing new. 
The fan-eared men when they sleep spread one ear 
out beneath them and the other over them, and tegunt 
se his auribus 'they hide/ cover themselves with their 
ears'(30,7). This last phrase is not translated in 
OE, nor is it paralleled in any other P-Group text. 
It is, however, possible that the translator felt that 
vreoJ, which he used to gloss the earlier cc cooperiunt, 
adequately expressed the sense of this later verb as 
well. The phrase is probably, although not indubitably, 
a late addition in Mir. 
The name Heliopolis, which has been fragmented 
in Mir to belie ... at iobis at the point at which it 
appears in all P-Group texts (32,3-4) is repeated in 
Mir in a slightly less corrupt form, quod otiam 
beliobilis dicitur, two lines further on (32,6). 
This repetition is unique to Mir and is not found in 
0E, where the first occurrence of the name has 
suffered still greater corruption. Whether the 
phrase in Mir, which must almost certainly be a late 
addition, is the product of an inspired guess or 
whether the scribe drew it from some now untraceable 
source is a matter for conjecture. It does, 
however, provide further proof of the continuing 
development of the Latin text. 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE OE TEXTS 
In selecting a version to form the base text for this 
edition, it was felt essential to examine whether one 
of the OE copies had a better claim to represent the 
original intention of the translator than did the 
other. At the superficial level, T corresponds more 
closely to the Latin text which accompanies it, and 
for this reason T has often been selected as base MS 
for both OE and Mir by earlier editors1. No one 
would dispute the selection of T's version of Mir, 
in view of Mir-B's proven dependence or. Mir-T; the 
same is not true for the OE text. 
OE-V represents an earlier state of Mir than Mir-T 
OE-V, which is found in a MS dated at around 1000 A. D. 
has been rejected by previous editors both because of 
the close agreement between Mir-T and OE-T in certain 
readings and because of the numerous evident corruptions 
contained in OE-V. Eight instances of agreement 
between the OE translation and P-Group texts excluding 
Mir have been considered above as evidence for the use 
by the translator of a less corrupt Latin text than Mir- 
T. Of these eight, five are found only in OE-V, for 
they have subsequently been edited out of OE-T when the 
latter was modified to conform to developments in Mir. 
I. Most recently by P. GIbb, Ph. D. thesis, Duke University, 1977. 
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Readings where OE- V is more loyal to Mir than OE-T 
In addition to the instances where OE-V preserves 
a reading which better represents the ancestral text 
than does that of the extant M"i SS of h1 ir, there are 
other instances where OE-V is closer in reading to 
the Latin text than is OE-T. 
The horned onagers of 07 are remarkable for their 
size; they are described in stir as forma maxima 'of 
great size'. This is accurately translated in OE-V 
as on pctre r xo tan : zrstnre 'of great size' , although 
the gender is irregular, for =stm is usually 
masculine. In OE-T not only has the article been 
changed to clam (assuming that the feminine form was 
present in an antecedent of T, which is not necessarily 
the case as pare may be a late development in OE-V) 
but the noun has also been changed, from :. xus tme 
'stature' to tustene 'desert'. Although Ui refers 
to the 'deserts of Persia' as the home of these asses, 
none of the closer relatives have any such reading and 
OE-T's emendation has support only from the general 
context. Lnlike several of the modified readings 
in the OE text, this one has not spread back into the 
Latin of lir, a fact which may indicate that this 
change occurred after the changes in Mir had been made. 
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NospitaZes (Mr 23,6) is correctly rendered in 
OE-V as gczstlijende, although miscopying has 
transformed it into eastligende in OE-T. In 21,2 
OE-V retains acenned which is omitted in OE-T, and 
in 30,9 the word pair geseoo9 oc> e ongytaJ is found 
only in OE-V. Word-pairing is a stylistic trait 
of the translator, and there is therefore a strong 
possibility that this pair was part of the earliest 
translation, although it is, of course, a trait 
which lends itself easily to imitation. 
Numerals are not reliable as evidence of 
textual relationships because they are so vulnerable 
to miscopying and, particularly in the case of 
parallel texts such as T, to restoration and correction. 
However, there are several instances in which it 
should be noted that OE-V has better preserved numerals 
than OE-T: 
32,3 cx as in Mir and OFr. OE-T: xc 
25,3 ccliii as in Mir-B and OFr and as 
probably intended in Mir-T (ccZui). 
OE-T: cc. l. u 
Finally, in two instances OE-T has additional 
words which are not supported by the Latin texts and 
which are not found in OE-V: 
28,2 eall (added in OE-T only) 
33,2 Zange (added in OE-T. de Zonc is found in 
OFr, possibly as an independent development 
as both accompany a measurement in feet. 
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Major Corruptions in OE-V 
OE-V has sometimes been rejected by editors when 
selecting a base text because of the omissions and 
the smattering of ludicrous readings it contains. 
These omissions and peculiarities provide more 
evidence for the source of V and the working methods 
of a scribe (whether the scribe who copied V itself 
or one who made an earlier transcript we cannot tell) 
than any other data in the text. The possibility 
that the scribe in question may have been the man 
who copied both OE- V and the first half of Baovulf 
makes this newly discovered evidence on his approach 
to his task the more exciting. 
The omissions in OE-V include a short section 
near the beginning, the final 21 sections and 9 
incidental words which are necessary to the sense, 
four of them crucial words near the beginning of 
sections. The omission of the final passages coincides 
with the reversal, in the MSS of English origin, of 
large sections of text. This misplacement or 
wrong folding of a leaf comes directly before the 
missing section, and the loss may be due to the same 
Accident as the displacement. We can state confidently 
that the end of the text was never present in V, for 
the and of the text in that MS faces a blank leaf 
which bears the mark of offsetting which occurred 
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when the MS was written. This proves that these 
two pages have always been in the same relationship 
to each other within the codex. 
The missing section at the beginning of OE-V 
is very interesting, because it supplies evidence 
both on the nature of the copy used by the scribe and 
on his working method. In T the first four lines of 
§6 have been treated as a separate section, insofar 
as the OE translation for these four lines follows the 
Latin and is in turn followed by the Latin text of 
6,5-9. This happens in no other copy of the Letter 
except Mir-B, which has been shown to be directly 
descended from Mir-T. The reason for this division 
cannot now be determined; it was probably something 
as simple as the need to turn the page in the Latin 
exemplar from which the first bilingual copy was made. 
Every other section in T is followed by an illustration, 
the sequence being Latin; OE; illustration. This 
newly-created section has none. The scribe who copied 
aMS laid out in this way to produce 
cedent) -a copy of the OE text only 
translation by working back from the 
Using this method he overlooked the 
OE sandwiched between two paragraphs 
ignorance of Latin will be confirmed 
The omission of this section proves, 
V (or its ante- 
located the 
next picture. 
small passage of 
of Latin. (His 
by later evidence. ) 
therefore, that 
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OE-V derived from a bilingual exemplar laid out in 
the same way as T. 
The incidental omissions in V seem, on the whole, 
to indicate careless copying. Some of the words which 
have been omitted are so significant in the context 
that one suspects that a gap may have been left for 
later rubrication which was never completed. There 
are, however, no gaps or guide letters in ' to support 
that hypothesis. The missing words are italicised 
below: 
11 ,3 pa beog on 1 enge syx fotma3l a urge 
12,4 by habbap fet 
13 ,9 On pyssum oto;. zan b©oa acende 
16.4 seofon fota lange. hi tool s+ rte., hiwes 
hostes by synd nemned. 
17,1 Donne seondon on brixonte wIIdoor 
18 ,2 on on beog menn akendo buton heafdum 
19,1 Oar beoa dsac t cend© 
23,1 Be pa: m garsecge is wiIdeora cyn 
25,4 homodubi i paut beoK3 ttylice 
The fact that nearly half of these words appear 
at the beginning of a section lends some weight to 
the theory that they were omitted in a MS in which 
rubrication was intended but never added. However, 
V' is descended, as we shall demonstrate, from a copy 
which had suffered physical damage, and such damage 
cannot be completely ruled out as the cause of these 
omissions. 
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One of the great puzzles to editors has been 
the complete divergence between the readings of OE-V 
and OE-T in the description of the palace of 
Heliopolis. So widely do the texts differ, that it 
can only be explained as independent translation, but 
the reason for this and the source of the peculiar 
readings in OE-V have, until now, remained a mystery. 
OE-T is faithful to the Latin, and represents 
the earlier version of the text. There is, in fact, 
sufficient overlap with the reading of OE-V to show 
that the copyist of OE-V, following a text similar to 
OE-T, arrived at the botton of a page and found only 
the italicised portion legible: 
OE-T 32,3-9 
ftrr ". wcus tirrbred on Belies dagum pa3s cI nges 
7 ioZ s tempt of isernum ge". weorcum 7 of aarenum geworht. 
7 on cZ re ylcan stoWe is east 
canon eac oiler tempt 
sunnanhalig to Pam is sum gepungen 7 gedefe sacerd to 
gesett 7 he aa hof... healdag 7 begymep. 
The copyist followed what text he had, but had to find 
some means of filling the gaps. He appears to have 
picked a few familiar-looking words from the Latin, 
perhaps referring them to a colleague for an oral 
translation as he cannot be said to have attempted 
more than glosses on individual words. 
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Mir 32,3-9 
ubi ost bells templum In diabus regis of lobis aoroo at 
ferr©o opere constructum quad otlam beiiobilis dicitur. 
of inde est odis aoZis ad oricnta ubi ost cacordoa 
quiatus qui illa oppida rmaritima obsorvat. 
The scribe picked on the words italicised and 
constructed his replacement text around them, basing 
it more on his knowledge of the habits of bishops than 
on any serious attempt to retranslate the Latin. 
The oysters, which are a semi-fasting diet, may have 
been inspired by the similarity between oppida and 
ostrea. Quietus appears twice, once in Latin and once 
translated. The product of his labour was: 
OE-V 32,3-9 
ýxrr 's get. um5ro on beZes c. T. un 
7 lobes temple of isernum gc orcum 7 of glaes gegoturn 
7 on darre ilcan stcVe is at sunnan upgange soil 
quietus pars stiIlestan bisceopes so na»nine operne mete 
ne pigs buton sar ostrum 7 be bam he Iifede. 
From the evidence of this passage, we can be certain 
that V is descended from a damaged 4S3, but we have not 
yet discovered much about the nature of the damage. 
There is, however, another clue. In T, at exactly 
the same point on the page as this passage, the next 
three columns all contain passages which appear in 
a modified or mutilated version in OE-V. 
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The passage just examined Nae4ý%ns in T on f. 84r, co1.1. 
Although it must have been at the foot of the page in 
the damaged copy, it coýný; - es ; cN6 ANr%q- reký colý. rn" "n i 
At the same point in col. 2 is one of the passages 
which marks a break in continuity in these texts. 
33,3 describes the vine at Heliopolis which bears 
pearls instead of grapes. OE-T reads 
on 9= 5 ergean beoc? 'cende swaylce meregrota o&7e gymmas 
which corresponds exactly to the description in OFr, 
although Mir refers only to pearls, not gems. 
In OE-V the whole of svylce meregrota oode gymmas 
has been reduced to saragimmas. This term, with its 
inherent sense of 'a work of art wrought by hand by 
the skill (searo) of the craftsman' is quite 
inappropriate to describe this remarkable, but utterly 
natural, phenomenon. 
On 84V of T, at the same point on the page and 
directly backing onto the passage about the pearls 
appear the words: 
xrr syndon gedefeUce menn Pa habbac7 hirn to kynedome (2017-8) 
The words italicised are omitted in OE-V, and the 
following two phrases are reversed. In the following 
line (20,9) OE-T's fa deoxw oroan gimmas has once again 
been replaced in OE-V by the word sarogimmas. In this 
instance neither OE version accurately represents the 
Latin of)4ir, which talks not of gems but of margaritac. 
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The last of these four passages appears in T 
in 81v col. 2, where it backs direct 
Heliopolis passage. Although less 
the earlier example, the scribe has 
forced to turn to the Latin to fill 
in this case the lacunae are single 
lines. 
OE-T 21,5-9 
ly onto the 
damaged than 
yet again been 
lacunae, although 
words, not whole 
ixa syrdan j nti jystran sw ic7e genando 7 fore kind., en 
tigras 7 Zcopardos at hi fedaa paßt syndon pa kenestan 
door 7 ea I ra aarra wiI deora kynn Para pe on pare dune 
akende beo3 paxt hi gehuntigaJ. 
In OE-V, Pa 8yndan is omitted; huntigustran appears 
as hunticgean; fore hundum has been reduced to from, 
obliterating the meaning of the passage. L copardoe 
has been translated as if it were its constituent 
parts (with a total disregard for Latin grammar) as 
Leon 7 loxas. At the end of the passage, for some 
reason which is not apparent, the scribe referred back 
to the Latin yet again and has inserted mid hcora 
scin(lac)c 'with their witchcraft'. This can only 
derive from cum iZtis misread as curs iZiusio. As with 
the other rewritten passages, this also has the 
appearance of blind glossing, glossing done by a scribe 
with little or no knowledge of Latin who referred 
individual words from the Latin text to a colleague 
for translation. 
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There was, therefore, patchy damage causing 
partial obliteration across four columns in aMS 
from which V is descended. The type of damage found: 
in the first passage affected, 32,3-9, would be 
consistent with a tear, but that would have caused 
a similar pattern of damage on the verso, in the 
fourth passage (21,5-9). Although this last 
passage is more seriously damaged than the intervening 
two, it still shows only partial obliteration, not 
the complete loss of half-lines of text or even larger 
sections which would have been caused by a lost corner. 
A seeping stain, whether by ink, water (or even, as at 
the beginning of the Exeter Book, beer) would explain, 
damage which was heavier on one side of the vellum 
than the other and which spread across the bottom of 
both sides of the folio. 
The evidence of these damaged passages not only 
shows us a scribe using whatever resources he can muster 
to fill lacunae in his copy, it also confirms that one, 
ancestor of V was a bilingual MS (for the Latin was 
readily to hand) in which the spread of material on 
the page was almost exactly the same as in T, although 
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Phonological Evidence from the Alterations in OE- V 
Although there is only a small sample on which 
conclusions on the dialect of the ee, rsor who made 
the emendations in OE-V can be based, this sample 
does include some of the more peculiar forms to be 
found in the text. Of these, carogimmas, which has 
been inserted in 20,9 and 33,3, is perhaps the most 
puzzling. In BeovuZf, in the same MS and eciptiä by 
the same 1=11 the first element appears consistently 
as searo in compounds. Saro- may be an example of 
Northumbrian retraction of a; to a before r1, or 
possibly an example of 4saru with an unbroken vowel 
extended analogical to cases in which u had become 
vocalic. 
o for u appears also in the p. part getymiro 
(32,3), a form which is suspect because the ending is 
either fem. nom. sing. or neut. nom. acc. pl. - and the 
noun qualified is temple, neut. nom. sing. In view 
of its proximity to an area damaged in an antecedent: iS 
(see above) this ungrammatical form may be seen as 
an error of transcription. The use of o for 
historic u is frequent in later MSS 
2. 
1. A. Campbell, Old EnjZish Ca r, Oxford, 1959,5144. 
2. ibid. 9377. 
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The remaining dialect forms found in the 
alterations all indicate eWS. Hiera (5,8)1 appears 
instead of hyra and heora, the only forms used in the 
body of the text. unchanged Latin eo as inZeon 
(21,8)2 is a characteristic WS form; Zea is usually 
found in Anglian. Sett (32,8) lacks the parasiting 
regularly found in Anglian forms3. 
The phonology of the alterations thus presents 
a rather puzzling picture. Predominantly eWS, it 
appears to include a sprinkling of Northumbrian forms. 
However, the scribe who made these alterations has 
already been shown to have been far from learned in 
Latin, 'and it is possible that his OE spelling was 
equally weak when he had no exemplar to follow. 
Other corruptions in OE-V 
Among the minor errors in OE-V are several instances 
in which the word which correctly glosses the Latin, 
and which is present in OE-T, has been replaced by 
another word. One instance which occurs repeatedly 
throughout the text is the substitution of Zeuua 
'leagues' by various forms of the word Leon 'lions'. 
The league was a gallic unit of measurement, not 
widely known in pre-Conquest England, and the word 
never appears correctly in OE-V. Leon appears in 
3,6 and 3,10; elsewhere the form given is leones. 
1. i bid. 6703.2.5281, f. 7; 9510. 3. §§360-367. 
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In the passage which follows the description 
of the gold-digging ants and the ruse involving 
camels there is a reference to a large number of 
elephants (Pa micZan menigeo ylpenda, OE-T 13,10). 
The words JZpenda and oZfenda are very similar 
(indeed, they both derive from eZephaa) and in this 
line OE-V, possibly still thinking of the camels in 
§12, has substituted oZfenda for yZpenda. 
The whiteness (quasi marmore candido, Mir 22,7) 
of the bodies of the monstrous women is described in 
OE-T as hzitnysse. This appears in OE-V as hiwnesse, 
a corruption which has been wrongly accepted by some 
lexicographers. 
There are other corruptions in OE-V which have 
led, as in this instance, to the appearance of meaning- 
less forms. Ceremonnum (3,1) is easy to explain as 
a scribal corruption of OE-T's cypenonnurn. 
Geneornesse (8,8) appears in place of OE-T's 
geornfulnysse, and may represent an unsuccessful 
attempt to rewrite as geornnesse. The river name 
brixonte appears as byxon in 18,1, and the verb in 
nan Zaod don (23,14, glossing oooidere) appears in 
OE-V as on. In 28,1, the scribe became confused in 
copying laure eame, and produced ZaWernb eab Q, and then 
muddled the reading still further by underdotting the 
first b and not the second for deletion. 
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Although numerals are unreliable as evidence, 
they provide easily identifiable data provided that 
one remembers that they can be corrected as easily 
as they are corrupted. OE-T preserves numerals 
more accurately than OE-V in 3,11 (cxxxiii, OE-V omits 
the final three digits) and 27,2 (cx, second digit 
omitted in OE-V) . 
Corruptions common to OE-V and OE-T 
The monstrous women in §22 are said to have been 
killed by Alexander the Great because they were so 
disgusting (pro sua obscenitate Mir, 22,10). Both 
OE texts claim that Alexander killed them on account 
of their great size (for hyra micelnesse), an error 
almost certainly deriving from miscopying of 
unclennesse, involving minim confusion and reversal 
of e and 1. 
The description of the venomous hens (§4) ends 
in OE with the statement t syndon ungefrcegelicu 
Ziblac 'that is incredible poisoning'. There is 
nothing to correspond to this phrase in Mir, and it 
would be considered an embellishment on the part of 
the translator if there were not similar phrases 
referringto the venomous nature of these creatures 
at the same point in the texts of Pit and OFr. 
When a similar phrase, ,: vt syndon z ungefrwgelicu 
deor, appears at the end of the following section, 
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in a position where it has no support from any of 
the other texts (5,8) it looks very much like 
duplication. There are two possibilities. 
Either the translator echoed the end of the previous 
section deliberately, for artistic reasons, in which 
case it should be seen as part of his original contrib- 
ution to the text, or this phrase was added at this 
point during the course of transmission, in which case 
it would provide additional evidence for the joint 
transmission of the two OE versions. There is 
evidence that the reading of 4,6 provided the 
inspiration for this addition, evidence which seems 
to suggest that the second hypothesis is the more 
likely. The Latin reading in 5,8 is problematic: 
corpora sua inarmant (which has been given the 
inadequate gloss id. pugnant in EP) has been wrongly 
translated in OE-T: tonne ge: ra., Jacd by sona grimlice 
ongen 'they at once savage back fiercely'. OE-%I 
retains more of the actual wording of the Latin, 
but instead of having them arm (inarnant) their bodies, 
they are said to burn them (hicra Zichoman Pat by 
oncrtaö). There is a possibility of some confusion 
between inarmant and inurunt1, but the major 
influence must surely have been the reference to 
burning (forba: rnao? ) in +6. Whether OE-V or OE-T 
I. First suggested by Sisam, op. cit. p. 80. 
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comes closer to the intention of the translator, 
or, indeed, whether each is offering its own solution 
to a crux in a common ancestor, is a question we are 
not in a position to answer. It does, however, 
seem probable that the similarity between OE-V and OE-T 
in the additional phrase at the end of this section 
points to common transmission after the translation 
had been made. 
T'ECHNIQt E AND SKILL OF THE TRANSLATOR 
Unlike the great translators of the Alfredian period, 
who transformed and refurbished their sources1, the 
translator who worked on Mir produced a serviceable 
version of his original which cannot be considered a 
work of literature in its own right. Perhaps he 
cannot be held wholly responsible for this. The 
sub-literary nature of lit, combined with its highly 
factual content, went far to precluding any display 
of creative genius. There are, in any case, 
indications that the translator was not an inspired 
writer. His insensitivity is amply demonstrated by 
his mechanical repetition of the lengthy phrase: 
'ces Zcrssan miZgetcrZes P- stadia hatte ... 7 Eices 
micZan nilgetccZes Pe Zeuua hatte ... 
I. cf. Janet M. Batet y, The Literary Prose of King Alfred's 
Reign: Zanslation or ansformation? London, 1981 
(Inaugural Lecture, King's College, London) 
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with little variation whenever measurements are given. 
The phrase is one which he added to explain these 
unfamiliar units of measurement, but it tells the 
reader nothing he could not have learnt from an 
examination of the numerals. 
The translator was responsible for a handful 
of additions to the text. He attempted to make 
sense of some of the corrupt passages in lir, 
using several different methods of approach. There 
is little to characterise his style - the only 
noticeable trait is a penchant for word-pairing, 
the use of two verbs to render a single Latin one. 
The Addition of Explanations 
The translator attempted to make the text 
meaningful to his Anglo-Saxon readership by adding 
explanations for some of the more obscure concepts 
contained in Mir. In some cases, as in the use 
of a repetitive but uninformative formula to describe 
the measurements, as already discussed, he enhances 
neither the literary nor the factual content of his 
text. 
Glosses have been given for the words balzarum 
(28,2) and cinnamomun (34,8), couched in terms which 
imply that both were known to hint only fro.: books. 





unfamiliar to his readers. He shows that he is 
aware of the essential nature of cinnamon as a spice 
and of balsam as an oil, but beyond that the glosses 
are very similar: 
28 s2 i)alzamum se deorwcora7esta eZe 
34 ,81 deor)eort estan wyrtgemangum je man cinnamomwn 
hated. 
Other terms, such as hostes (16,5) and adamans (34,1) 
are reproduced in their Latin forms, without translation 
or explanation. 
Some of the laconic phrasing in Mir has been 
expanded in order to make the meaning clear. The 
result does not always conform to the archetypal text 
of the Letter, and the spread of revisions and new 
readings from OE into Mir has already been considered. 
In some instances the translator has done no more than 
state the obvious, as when he added ýwt is geteald 
to the expression of distance which appears in Mir 
25,2 as an abrupt oceano dexteriore parte stadia ... 
In other cases his amplifications are more 
controversial. Mir 30,10 tells us that when the 
fan-cared men wish to flee they toZtunt Bibi aures. 
The meaning of the Letter was that the ears are 
lifted up (toZZunt) as if they were wings, but the 
translator specified a different means of lifting: 
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By adding the two words on hand he transforms the 
description. It is no longer the fan-cared men but 
the long-eared men he is describing; and it is a 
long-eared man which is depicted in the illustration 
1 in T. V's crude design shows the fan-cared man 
with his ears sticking out, unsupported by his hands - 
although OE-V includes the new words. Whether the 
long-eared man appeared first in the illustration or 
in the OE text, this is one change which has not 
infiltrated the Latin. 
In 33,4 dir reports the existence of a vineyard, 
cat et vineoZa. In what is for him an elaborate 
extension of his source, the translator has transformed 
this to a land where viticulture thrives: 
Donne is sure Zand wingeardas rxaxet on svirast. 
It is not surprising that the translator, in 
his handling of a text which in places shows a 
considerable degree of corruption, offered for some of 
the peculiarities explanations which are not historically 
correct. Hascellentia (6,1, a corruption of a Scicueia) 
and Ciconia in gaZZia (the explanation of the stork men 
in 15,1 which has already been referred to) were both 
taken to be place-names. The translator defined them 
i. The separate classical traditions are considered by R. Wittkower, 
'Marvels of the East: a Study in the History of Monsters', 
Journal of the Wancirg and Ccurtauld Institutes, 5,1942, 
pp. 159-197. 
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as such by adding, in both cases, hatte pct Zand. 
Modifications to the Sense 
There are several ways in which the translator has 
chosen to modify the sense of the reading he found in 
Mir. Lsually his modifications are minor; a change 
in the degree of specificity or a reduction in 
linguistic complexity. Sometimes he chooses to 
replace a general concept by a more specific or more 
detailed one, as in 5,3 where sonum hominum 'the 
sound of a man' which causes the eight-legged beasts 
to flee is narrowed to a particular kind of human 
noise, the voice, mannes stefne. He renders aprorum 
dentes in 10,4 and 22,9 by the specific term eoferes 
tuxas instead of the more general eoferes teg. 
There is one physical characteristic in which 
the translator shows considerable interest, and that 
is luminous eyes. It is in his descriptions of these 
that he comes closest to independent writing, although 
briefly. Mir on two occasions describes eyes which 
sicut Zucera luoent 'shine like lamps'. In the first 
instance the translator elaborates this to: 
ocinag nihtes Qaa leohte aaa blcccern (6,9) 
and in his second rendering of the same Latin phrase 
(31,4) he excels himself: 




Some of the more literary phrases of the Latin 
source have been simplified in translation. Maxima 
negotiatorum (3,1) has become ewy. Juct ogpcmonnum 
geseted, while a similar Latin phrase, Zooua hominurn 
barbarorum (27,1) has been paraphrased to stow 
elreordge men 3eoJ on. In his rendering of ZZvtiole 
(17,1) he has discarded the diminutive, reading simply 
vildeor. 
Very little has been omitted from the Latin text. 
The bulk of such omissions as there are consists of 
attempts to resolve cruces in Mir. There are only 
two instances of the omission of unproblematic details 
and these are found in consecutive lines in the lengthy 
passage on the gold-digging ants. Both form part of 
the ancestral text and are not new additions to Air, 
because both are supported by the readings of other 
p-Group Latin texts. The fact that the ants follow 
the male camels (sequcntec) is not present in the 
translation, nor is the fact they devour them (et 
comedunt cos). There is no obvious reason for the 
omission, unless it was part of the general refashioning 
of this section which the translator undertook in order 
to restore a logical sequence of event. - 
1 
. 
I. See p. 7? °. 
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Handling of Difficult Passarmes 
The translator adopted several different approaches 
in dealing with the cruces and problematic readings in 
his source. In some cases he removed the problem by 
simplifying the wording, as in 24,2 where the sequence 
of tenses is awkward in Mir, with a present passive 
followed by a future passive, the second of which 
should certainly be active: 
naccuntur et ibi germinabuntur 
The translator reduced this to 
synd ofacende. canon hi gro v. a. 
In doing so he lost track of an incipient pun on the 
double meaning of gemma ('bud' and 'gem') which was 
elaborated on by the OFr translator. 
The passive use of the verb duco presents 
difficulties in 11,1, where Mir reads dexteriore 
parte ducitur ilZa terra ab aegypto. The translator 
sidestepped the problem by replacing the problematic 
verb with iF: 
pxt is on Pa suc9 heaZfe egyptana landes. 
The translation of dexter by suJ almost certainly 
introduces a type of direction which is not that 
intended by the original compiler of the Letter. 
It is, however, in accordance with the cartographic 
practice of the time of the translation, and is 
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interesting evidence of the translator's familiarity 
with maps with orientation to the East. 
In some cases the translator took the easy 
option, omitting a difficult phrase altogether. 
In occutto (8,2), a description of the habitat of the 
caaraetes, and manum suam (49& ), which is impossible 
to relate to the rest of the sentence unless the case 
is changed (Pit reads manu sua 'with his hand' as the 
archetype of P-Group must have done) have both been 
omitted. 
Another word in' tir which does not fit into 
its context is initium (2,1) which appears in the very 
first line of the work. The Latin form cannot be 
used adverbially, and it is probably derived from a 
rubric designating the beginning (initium) either of 
the text or of the journey. Both translators opted 
for an adverbial interpretation, OE paraphrasing as 
onfruzan, OFr as premierement. 
In some of the cruces the OE translator has 
made a more determined attempt to restore meaning to 
the passage. The river associated with the gold- 
digging ants appears to have two distinct names in 
Mir 12 ,L2., Capi and Gorgoneus. The translator's 
solution-to this ambiguity was an ingenious one, and 
one which arose from the practice in Anglo-Saxon and 
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certain other mediaeval societies (as in modern 
Russian society) of referring to people by a name 
and a patronymic. The translator rejected the 
possibility of taking gorgoneus as an adjective, as 
in 5,5, where he rendered it =Icyrian, but saw it, 
as a patronymic, a further definition of the name for 
the purposes of identification, based on the name of 
a parent; so he repeats the Latin, ka is haten 
gorgoneue and adds the explanation, pcvt is vccZkyrging. 
Mountains are described in Mir 20,3-6, but the 
text is ambiguous about the number of them. There 
appear to be at least two, both described as maximus 
et altissimus. The translator has reduced the 
duplication, making it clear that there is only one 
mountain (seo moste dun) but that it is the highest 
mountain in the world (seo is eaira duna mcest 7 
hyhst, 20,6). 
t 
The description of the corocotta-like creature 
which the translator found in his source in 29,1i- 
contains the nonsensical statement: 
a capi to usque ad iiicum quasi homines. reliquo 
corpore similitudine 3w zna. 
By changing the division of the sentence, the 
translator contrived a contrast between an upper half 
quasi divine (from an earlier reference to their 
fortune-telling powers) swa frihteras and a lower 
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quasi hominas ... cimititudinc humana (mannicoa oniio). 
This ingenious solution was later adopted by Mir-B 
where the Latin is further modified. 
The most extensive example of refashioning by 
the translator is to be found in 012, where Mir gives 
an impossible sequence of events, sending the female 
camels home ahead of the men carrying only the gold, 
when they are also required to effect the men's 
escape. The translator realised this and adds, after 
the account of loading the gold, ? by sylfe onsittac 
(12,15). This required him to omit the following 
line in Mir (ille pietate ad suos pulios festinantes) 
because the flight is not described until 12,20. 
He reinforces the impression of a deliberate strategy 
by telling us 7 pa stedan tie=r forZcrtao (12,17) 'and 
they abandon the male camels there. Mir tells us only 
that the males remain there (ibi mascuZi remanent). 
At the end of the section, the translator reminds us 
again of the object of the exercise by adding a mention 
of the gold to the successful escape: 




The translator rarely departs far from the phrasing 
of his source. There are no examples of extensive 
paraphrase such as are found in the major Alfredian 
translations. The translator permitted himself 
restricted freedom, or, alternatively, showed limited 
creativity in a few passages which he chose to 
paraphrase. 
The interest in luminous eyes already observed 
seems to have been part of an enthusiastic response 
to images of fire, for one of the lines paraphrased 
is the description of the fiery breath attributed to, 
the cynocephali: 
ignen et flcunmam flantes (10,5) 
breathing fire and flame 
is lengthened in the OE translation, although nothing 
is added to the sense except insofar as a statement 
of fact (flantes) has become a comparison: 
heora orog 5ig wyIce Pyres leg 
their breath is like the flame of a fire 
The translator's normal practice in dealing with 
Latin present participles is to convert them into 
a finite form. 
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Mir is unique among the Latin texts in 
describing the cativa geno (EP 23,2) as a species 
of wild animal: 
cunt genera 5e3tiaruf quas oatini n; D2cupwntur. 
The translator renders this line literally. However, 
when Mir goes on to refer to the 'kingdom of the 
Catini' in 23,5, the translator paraphrases so as to 
avoid the contradictory impression given by Mir that 
these creatures are human after all. Mir's reading: 
In sinistra parte renio cat catinor 
The kingdom of the Catini is to the left 
is raraphrased as: 
ýi ,. vyms'raz dc'Ze s rice-' t8 162 dcor on . oa7 
catinos 
In the northern part of the kingdom which the catini 
animals are in 
Such, then, is the extent of the creativity shown by 
the translator. His version is serviceable and 
competent, but never transcends translation to become 
a literary creation in its own right. 
tlisunderstandings 
The translation contains few errors, apart from 
cruces in Air, where the translator had no means of 
ascertaining the ancestral reading, and apart fron 
the many errors introduced into the retranslated 
1 
passages in OE-V 
I. Soo pp. ic' -11o. 
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I 
Mir describes the Nile as capud fluviorum (13,6), 
which, with the meaning 'source of rivers' almost 
certainly refers to the Nile delta, where the one 
river becomes many. The translator took capud to 
mean 'prince' or'chief', and rendered it eaZdor. 
His paraphrase ealdor fuZZicra ea 'prince of full 
rivers' changes the description from a geographical 
detail to a mythological one, although as a translation 
it is not indefensible. 
The 'neighbouring kings' (tyrannos confines) in 
Mir 23,7 have been changed into 'kings whose boundaries 
lie next to the ocean' (leodhatan. heora landgemcvra 
Iuaý neah ý(wm garsecge). Every detail in the OE 
version is to be found in°Mir, except that confines 
'neighbouring' has been misread or misinterpreted as 
confinia 'boundaries'. 
In Mir 32,3-4 the name Heliopolis has been 
fragmented to give bells templum in diebus regis at 
iobis. With a corruption such as this there can be 
no truly 'correct' rendering, but the translator has 
chosen a less likely interpretation by linking all the 
genitive singulars and relating them to diebus, leaving 
templum unqualified: 
on b eZes daQum s cinges 7 io bes tanpt (OE-T) . 
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Stylistic Traits 
There is little to characterise the style of the 
translator. The use of word pairs to represent a 
single Latin word was a recognised method of 
paraphrasing and of defining the sense 
and it is this use of word pairs which 
translator's one recognisable trait. 
ten such pairs in the text, not all of 




There are only 
which are 
of there gloss 
Latin verbs. At%tVera%-%on c V? eO --%Onk j omc, e) and ý4"c 
pairs usually express two different aspects of the 
Latin. 
sZe3ol otýe xthrincd glosses pcrcuvserint 8,6 
hu 1 fi. ad' 7 ga etch 
ongitac oc7Je geseo 
geseoY oJýe onggtaJ 
feorriao3 h;,,, 7 fleoc 
to k inedome 7 to . n: i; alde 
getungen 7 gedefe 
heoldeg 7b egpneý 
glosses ºunducant 11,7 
glosses jco noverint 15,6V 
1vidcrirt 25,8 
vidcrint 33,9\" 
glosses fcjiunt 15,7T; 25,8T 
glosses impcrio 20,8 
glosses quietus 32,8T 
glosses thccrvat 3 2, fr 
Other pairs, such as mcust 7 hyhst (20,6) are drawn 
directly from the Latin. 
There is little evidence that the translator 
was concerned with euphony, a concern which would 
imply that the text was intended for reading aloud. 
Neither the subject matter nor the picture-book layout 
I. C. f. 1. Carlson (ed. ), Me Pastoral Care, Stockholm, 1975, p. 1 1. 
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of the extant MSS would lend themselves very well-to 
this purpose. However, there is one puzzling feature, 
found twice in OE-V and not present in OE-T, which'is 
difficult to explain if it is not a stylistic device 
to improve the sound of the sentence. That feature 
is the appearance before the verb wthrineo7 ('touches') 
of the vocalic adverb a (8,6; a 4, &). This adverb, 
which is usually interpreted 'ever', is used nowhere 
else in either MS of OE. It does not translate 
any word from the Latin in either position, so the 
only possible explanation for its inclusion is that 
it is a stylistic device which pleased the translator 
(or possibly a later copyist, since it is present in 
only one MS). Whether the appeal was on the level 
of meaning or of sound we cannot be certain. In 
4,5 the phrase him o cethrine67 is easier to pronounce 
than him wthrineo3; but the same is not true of 
oýýe a wthrineo3 in 8,6. It remains a puzzling 
instance of concern for literary quality from a 
translator who in the main cared little for such 
things. 
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PROVENANCE OF THE TRANSLATION 
The language of the OE translation was the subject 
of intensive study by both Knappe1 and ; arrad2, both 
of whom concluded that the translation was originally 
made into an Anglian dialect but that its subsequent 
transference into WS was almost complete. Their 
work is not without errors, and was based on the 
assumption that the whole of the text of OE-V 
represented the work of a single translator. The 
present study has demonstrated that sections of OE-b 
can be isolated as the work of a corrector whose 
orthography may well have been as haphazard as his 
translation. The linguistic traits shown in his work 
have already been considered3. We are now in a 
position, which neither Knappe nor Barrad were in, 
to consider the phonology and other significant 
linguistic traits of those sections of OE-V and OE-T 
which are descended from the first translation into 
OE. 
1. F. Knappe, Das anQelcachsische Prosastück Dia Mcrdar das 
Ostens; Gbcrlieferung, CaeiZcn, Sprache und :dt nach beide: 
Sandschriften ... Berlin, 1906, pp. 2I-42. 
2. B. L. Garrad, A Collation of the AnjZo Saxon texts of the 
mor. 3ers of the East ... Ph. D. thesis, London University, 1925, 
pp. i-xlvi. 
3. See PP-1" -'l/* 
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This examination of the phonology is based on`, 
a comparison with the standard eWS forms. The 
presence of forms typical of nWS dialects is noted 
and where possible an explanation of such forms is 
offered. Reference is made to sections in Campbell's 
Old English Grammar. t 
Phonology 
A. Stressed Vowels and Diphthongs 
1. ä 
eWS ä normally appears as a: assa; dagum; faran; 
ha b! an. 
1: 1 ä+nasal appears exclusively as a in: cam b; hand; 
upgang and in compounds beginning land-. 
a predominates, with occasional o in both MSS in: 
Zand; Zang. 
a and o are evenly mixed in both MSS in: man; mancyn; 
nama. 
V prefers o; T prefers a in: ealond; f`on; kanon. 
(: ývz may b-- due v n; vsýr%kerpc oMor as Jwxf rt, see cl:? -) - 
has a higher proportion of the o spellings than T2 




eWS cý normally appears as w: a2fter; cot; dcrg; 
gwatZiPend; gra hoppan; hrcrdZice; tmstm; rxvter. 
I. A. Campboll, Old English Gra mar, Oxford, 1959 (repr. 1964). 
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2: 1 e for ci is seen in: forcg (4, lV) where it may 
be due to Mercian 2nd. fronting or represent a Kt 
spelling of a front vowel; miZgatolcae (V, 4x beside 
milgatcules) which may again be ht. or an analogical 
form. based on tol Zan. Und. fronting is unlikely 
before Z). §. 131-133; 164-166; 288-292. 
3. e 
eWS normally appears as a: barge; ednnan; ewe t tan; 
delfan; eft; ate; etao; frctaJ; meta. 
3: 1 The i-mutation of ä+nasal appears as cw instead 
of a in: na;: rnna? (T) ; mwncgao; rncvnigco; menigo. 
This sound change appears to be a characteristic of 
eastern WS, but is rare in eWS1. In mcLnegeo etc., 
which is found in both MSS, the development may 
have been caused by the analogical influence of 
na rig. §§193d; 380. 
3: 2 Back mutation of e is found in: eofor (in which 
it is comet'non in WS) §§210; 221. 
cosel; weorold (in which it is more common in Anglian 
and Kt. than in US) §§211; 518. 
3: 3 appears as y in: sylfe (the regular 1. kS form) 
§325. 
I. Carlson, 27w Pastorat Care, Stockholm, 1975, pp. 38-39 




eWS i normally appears as i: fist; frihtere; gif; 
gimm; grirnlice; hwiZc; Zifiad; miceZ; sittan; 
swifte. 
4: 1 Particularly in the neighbourhood of labials, but 
also elsewhere, 1 frequently appears rounded to y: 
a rsgode; gyf; gyfan; gymmas; hwyZc; Zyfag, or tý. 
This is a feature of later WS. 9318. 
for the converse, the 1WS unrounding of y to i see 
7: 1. 
Rounding of i to y has even invaded unfamiliar Latin 
place names: Bryxonte. 
4: 2 Back mutation of s appears as eo in: seofon (the 
regular WS form); meoZc (the Anglian form of this 
word is usually mitt, 9331.3) H212-213; 
seondan (beside syndan; syndon; sindon) (back 
mutation in this word is more frequently found in 
Anglian and Kt. than in WS) §217. 
5.0 
eWS o normally appears as o: fola; gold; hof; 
nosu; oc? cIe; vordum. 
5: 1 o appears as a,: twice in T: mcrnigfealde; Pcenne; 
and once in V: frcem. This is a 1WS development 
which is restricted to a limited number of words. 
93 80. 
(1n e=%' cc e NIQ c'a sQel1ý,,, rý cov, ld 
be based 
0. ýor, wºth a-. ) 
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6. u 
eWS it appears as u: ounnon; fu©o l opt; i: u, zdav. 
u 7. y 
eWS ' normally appears as y: geoynd; oynn; dyratig; 
yseZurn. 
7: 1 j appears as i in: ganihtsumnis (1WS unrounding 
of y before a palatal) $9316-317. 
7: 2 j appears as e in: en h (12,19V) This may 
represent a Kt. development or a modification to 
ymbc in positions of low stress. 9§288; 372f2. 
a. Q 
eWS a appears as a in all positions: brad; hatan; 
Zad'; S& - 
9. 
eUS Fv normally appears as cc in all positions: a: r ; 
ge fcrtaa; la3dac; Ixten; mcrrca; na3nig; scr; BWa2tacT; 
c! rr. 
9: 1 w appears as c in: ungefregeZicu; ungcfreliou 
(both in T) and oneZe (V) 99128; 257. 
9: 2 The form swx, is found twice in V; in both 
instances it is in the phrase ewcn fon, which appears 
in the MS written as if it were a single word, cwavfon, 
the pret. pl. of swefan. In this way an obsolete 
spelling may have been preserved. 
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10. 
eWS appears as e in all positions: fedac; gedefe; 
W n; wenao; zJepao; t stene. 
11. T 
eWS i appears as i in all positions: a thrinan; 
heswican; fif; fiftan; geZic; tid; 'if. 
12. o 
eWS ö appears as o in all positions: bl. od; gedon; 
fot; god. 
13. 
eWS appears as u in all positions: buton; cud; 
dun; much; su?. 
14. g 
eWS ý appears as y in all positions: fyr; hyd. 
15. e"a 
eWS ea through breaking of Prim. OE w normally appears 
as ea: 
before Z+cons.: ceald; eaZdor; heatdec; heaZf; 
geteatd; an wealde. 
before r+cons.: sweart; earn. 
before h+cons.: eahta. 
eyes ea through palatal diphthongisation of Prim. OE 
v 
ae normally appears as ea: sceancan. 
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15: 1 a occurs before Z+cons. in: oaid; half; 
gctald (all in T); a»aalda (in Q. (Those spollingw 
are typical of Anglian texts) 9188; 143. 
15: 2 c appears in place of ca' in r chtc (in t') . 
(This is an example of 1WS smoothing, but other 
influences may have been at work in this case. T 
has reihte in the same position. ) §312. 
15: 3 Palatal diphthongisation is absent in gercape (T); 
sconcan M. (Retention of o before the nasal may 
have inhibited diphthongisation in the latter instance. ) 
§179; 181-185; 260; 302. 
16. eo 
eWS 
eo appears as eo in all positions: cords; 
geornfulnys; geveore; ucorc7. 
P 17. ze 
eWS i. e normally appears as i. in all positions: gif; 
gifa?; ongitaJ; willad% 
ahyVocte 
17: 1 y appears for early ie in: A gyf (the only fora 
gyn"ar 
found in T); gyfa? z; 4ongyta?; art-rot. (1WS rounding). 
§9300-301. 
17: 2 itfrom the i-mutation of Prim. OE ea appears as 
e in gofeZae. (Normally considered a characteristic 




eWS ea of whatever origin appears as ea in all 
positions: geara; heafod; Zawernäeame; l eacticum; 
sceapes; sleae. 
19. eo; so 
eo is far more frequent than io : be. od"; cneo wu; 
eletreowum; fZeogen; fleod". 
io is found only in: sio (lx V); biog (lx T). 
(io spellings are more common in eWS. ) §296. 
20. ie 
eWS ie appears as i in: Zig; six. 
20: 1"'e produced by i-mutation appears as e in 
leg; 'cepemonnum. (Spellings with e are typically 
nWS but increasingly frequent in later WS. ) 
99200-201. Note, however, that the miscopying of 
p as r in ceremonnum suggests that the word looked 
unfamiliar to the scribe. 
20: 2 1WS y is found instead of i in: cypemonnum; 
hy; gehyraJ; onsyne; syx. §9299-301. 
B. Unstressed Vowels 
1.10E ceauckron of a to e is found in: fares? 
(pres. 3 pl. ); fleogan beside fteogen (pres. subj. 
3 pl. ) §735. 
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2. -um in dative plural endings of nouns and dative 
singular and plural endings of adjectives appears 
as an: bergean; hreaz'an; r7yrar, and 
, ý, :, ce as un : moron. 
(-un is fairly frequent in eWS, but -an is a 
characteristic of 1WS. ) §378. 
C. Consonants 
1. g 
g is lost in the suffix ig in: ncwfine; freaz titi; 
hunic. 
Loss of g with compensatory lengthening and contraction 
of the newly produced diphthong gave rise to 1WS 
silhearvan, the form found in T. V has the earlier 
form sigeZwa ra. ) §§243; 268. 
Final g is unvoiced in wer l cyrgine (T) 9450. 
2. h 
h in initial position is lost only in rata (Ti. 
f appears for h in fri fteras M9 presuriably through 
scribal error. 
3. o7; , 
'3 
for v2 arptars in rJeaxet (T) . 
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Accidence 
The accidence of both MSS shows few traits which 
are distinguishable as particularly early or late or 
as nWS. There are, however, two areas in which the 
MSS show unusual features; and these areas merit 
examination. 
1. In the verb conjugations, unsyncopated forms 
predominate in both 'BISS . The only syncopated forms 
found are: cymJ; fairy; ajylt. Unsyncopated 
forms are traditionally held to be a characteristic 
of Anglian texts, although they are in fact present 
to some extent in almost all OE prose MSS1. Their 
overwhelming predominance in this text may indicate- 
early date. 
2. Latin case-endings are fairly well preserved in V. 
although it is very frequently the wrong case which 
is used: from babiloniam; oaf persiam; 
T consistently reads from babiZonia. 
A Latin accusative plural has been preserved once in 
bothUUSS and once only in V in the account of the 
catini: ýa hatton catinos (23,2V) 
)e ?a door on beod'catinos (23,5) 
Neither of the accusatives is grarmatically correct, 
and in neither instance is there an accusative in 
the Latin of Mir. The choice of the -os ending may 
1. J. Hedberg, Yhe Syncope of the Old English Present Endings; 
a Dialect Criterion, Lund, 1945. 
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indicate the beginnnings of a feeling that -c was 
an appropriate marker for the plural. 
Conclusions on the date and provenance of the 
Translation 
T shows a greater number of 1WS features than V, 
and it is, in the main, the language of V which 
provides the clues for the provenance of the 
translator. The absence or limited instance of 
: "tercian characteristics such as retraction, smoothing, 
and second fronting (V has no examples of the first 
and few which could be attributed to the others) 
probably indicates that the text is not descended 
from an exemplar written in pure l ercian. There 
are a large number of eWS features in both MSS beside 
Anglian features, and this would seem to suggest that 
Mir was first translated not into a pure version of 
any of the dialects of OE but into a literary language 
which contained features of both eWS and Anglian. 
The translation was certainly made at an early enough 
date for early, rather than late, WS to provide the 
underlying dialect. This would suggest that the 
translation was made anything up to 100 years before 
the copying of V. 
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During the subsequent transmission of the text 
the WS predominance increased and all the recognisably 
late features in the language of the text are of WS 
origin. The later MS, T, as well as showing a 
greater number of 1WS features than V, as would be 
expected, also shows several nWS features. These 
are all to be found within 5 sections which in the 
ancestral text are consecutive, although their order 
is disrupted in the extant MSS of `1 it and OE. These 
characteristics are: 
22,10 gefelde (Kt or eastern WS) see 17: 2 
25,2 half (typically Anglian) see 15: 1 
25,5 geseape see 15: 3 
27,2 getald see 17: 2 
27,6 Bald see 17: 2 
The evidence is too sparse for us to draw any 
conclusions, but it is interesting to note that 
this particular section in T appears to have been 
under greater influence from an Anglian or Kt 
dialect than the remainder of the text. 
The original translator, therefore, appears 
as a scribe writing a mixed literary language 
probably within the West Saxon area, possibly not 
long after the time of Alfred. 
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SECTION 3 
THE OTHER P-GROUP TEXTS 
a (text with P-form of name 
and interpolated §§16-17) 
Pit b (text with Alexander 
accretions) 









EPISTOLA PARMOENIS (PIT) 
SOURCE 
J. B. Pitra, at the very end of the second 
volume of his Anatecta Sacra Spioitegio Soto&menu. 
1 
published the text of an 
EpistoZa Parmocnis ad Trajanum (cod. trojanum) 
imperatorem data de Zocis out incoZis out 
ubi quaZes homines nascuntur, vel quatia 
monstra veZ montiuzn figural of horninuzn vat 
bestiarum. 
This text follows his Anatacta ex vetustic 
Physiologis, which ends with a transcript, much 
abridged, of the text of FR from HS Cava 3. 
Epistota Parmoenis was presumably included 
because of its similarity to FR. 
He presents the text as if he had found it 
on some long-forgotten paper, newly rediscovered. 
He is able to give no details about the M5, 
from which he presumably made the transcript, 
except: 
Ex aliquo codice Batavico, fort. inter 
Vossianos in bibliotheca Lugduni Batavorum. 
This text cannot be traced among the collections 
at Leiden2 and has been sought in vain anon& the 
J. B. Pitra, Ar lecta Sacra Spicilegio Solecrtcnoi, vol. 2, 
Paris, 1884 (repr. Farnborough, 1966), pp. 648-649. 
2. I have spent some time examining MSS at leiden, and others 
with a better knowledge of the collection have been unable 
to trace this MS. Cataloguing of the COdiees Voeoiani is 
now complete. 
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other major Dutch collections. 
We are thus forced to depend entirely 
upon the transcript made by Pitra, who 
no indication of provenance or date. 
most unfortunate, for the text proves 
very significant one, coming closer to 
of F-Group (and thus to the archetypal 
any other text in P-Group. 
RELIABILITY OF THE TRANSCRIPT 
gives us 
This is 
to be a 
the readings 
text) than 
Pitra's intention in these volumes was 
to present analecta or excerpts of little-known 
texts. These he edits silently, and he is not 
the most faithful of intermediaries. (In fact, 
he is probably as likely to have introduced 
errors or 'corrections' into the text as any 
mediaeval copyist. ) 
His unreliability as a source is well 
demonstrated by his treatment of FR, of which 
he prints only the first and last paragraphs 
(3,11 - 5,7 and 34,4 - 34,20). In this small 
sample he produces the following errors: 
Bunt for eat (411) 
itemque for idemque (5,4) 
debent for debet (5,7) 
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inserts circa Indian ct Arabian (from 21,2) 
after monte (34,4) 
omits ampla (34,5) 
quas for qua (34,11) 
vivat for vivet (34,17) 
ignoratnr for ignoratur (34,17) (printer's 
error? ) 
nidum suum seseque (34,18) is broken up, 
to give nidum suum ... seseque 
vivat for vivit (34,20) 
Pitra gives no indication of editorial changes, 
such as the movement of one phrase from the 
middle of the text to the end, and he does not 
state how much of the text has been omitted - 
in this case the omissions constitute the bulk 
of the text. 
However, he does not take very many liberties 
with what little of the text he has printed. 
The errors are, on the whole, minor and are 
probably due to misreading of the difficult 
late Beneventan hand of the MS. Most of the 
significant details are reproduced fairly 
accurately. 
From this it is evident that we cannot 
assume that material omitted in Pit, whether fron. 
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the middle of the text or at the end, was lacking in 
Pitra's exemplar. For instance, it would be 
unwise to base any theories on the omission of 
918 on the Blemmyae or of the handful of details 
which are omitted without apparent reason at 
various points in the text. Some of these are 
also lacking in other versions, but we have no 
way of telling which, if any, were present in 
the mystery MS. Consistent omission, on the 
other hand, as of the conversion from stadia to 
leagues (found in Mir and OFr but not EP, where 
all measurements have been suppressed), probably 
reflects the state of affairs in the MS. 
The four points at which Pitra has 
inserted dots (... ) into the text (6,2; 16,1; 
16,3 and 2U, 1 - see the text in Appendix 1C) 
need not, as we see from the example of this 
practice in FR, indicate that there is any 
omission or illegible reading in the MS. 
Where the evidence of other texts does not point to 
an omission we can assume that the dots are 
superfluous . 
On the whole, while we would be unwise to 
trust too heavily in the minor details of spelling 
or to base a stemma on such minutiae, we have no 
reason to suspect that the general detail of the text 
has been tampered with, except in omissions. 
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FEATURES OF THE TEXT OF PIT 
This text indisputably forms part of F-croup. 
The name Parmocnis is coupled with that of Trajan 
(here supplied by Pitra in place of the readin& 
trojanum he found in his source) as in the other 
p-G roup Latin incipits. The interpolated sections 
16 and 17, unique to P-Group texts, are both present. 
The creatures in section 15 are given their correct 
name of hippopotami (here corrupted to hoe potamoo) 
and not the name Lippofogi as substituted from §18 in 
I-Group. 
A detailed comparison of the wording confirms 
this conclusion and indicates a closer relationship 
with OFr and GerII than with the other P-Group texts. 
Pit is shown to occupy a unique position in the 
history of the text by its remarkable agreement with 
F Troup texts in 5 significant instances. 
Individually, some of the instances of agreement 
could be regarded as coincidences, but taken 
collectively they form strong evidence that Pit 
represents the earliest known stage in the textual 
tradition of P -Group. Incidentally, these points 
of agreement confirm certain readings of FL as 
representing the ancestral Latter. In view of Pitra's 
knowledge of FR, caution must be exercised in the 
analysis of any passage which might have been corrected 
15*3 
on the basis of the F-Group text. 
In 3,7 Pit and. FL both describe some wealthy 
estates (praedia) which are situated 200 or 300 
stadia away from a place which FL names Ante Zetens _ 
and to which Pit gives the cognomen 'the Athens of., 
Alexander the Great' (Athenas Nagni AZexandri) . 
This passage is not present in FR but is preserved 
vestigially, in a form corrupted beyond comprehension,; 
in OFr. A similarly corrupt version must have been 
present in an ancestor of Mir, for the idea of 
something large associated with Alexander the Great-., - 
has been identified with a description common in 
the Alexander canon of the pillars (ilia magna insignia) 
erected by Alexander as a memorial to his exploits. -'- 
In 14.8. where the majority of P-Group texts 
describe a race of men who travel away in ships :' 
(in navibus), Pit alone of the P-Group versions has 
them transform themselves into birds (in avii, us). 
The reading of FL confirms that this is indeed the a 
legend of the stork, said to live as a human being in, 
a far country but to turn into a stork and fly to 
Europe to breed. Pit, while retaining the correct 
ancestral version of the transformation, lacks the 
reason for it - FL, Ger and Mir alone refer to - 
breeding. 
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The hippopotami are described by the majority of 
P--2rouc in 15,2-3 as three-coloured (tripartito oolore, 
stir) with leonine heads (quorum capita aunt leopaum, EP) 
and between 18 and 20 feet in length. The picture 
presented by Pit is somewhat different; they are 
described as quadrupedia the colour of horses (eotore 
equorum where the other texts read cotore. quorum) 
and having feet like lions (pedes Zconum). The length 
is not specified. At first glance it would be easy 
to dismiss Pit's reading as the corrupt one: horse- 
coloured seems meaningless (although it may not have 
been before improved transportation made it possible 
to improve local breeds with imported stock) and 
pedes looks as if it could have been transferred from 
the length. However, comparison with f-Group indicates 
that Pit's reading is closer to the ancestral text than 
that of the other P-Group texts. FL and FR both 
describe the beasts as coZore sinitas equorum pedes 
ha vntes Zeonum, adding a single dimension, variously 
length and breadth. This passage is found in IR-C, 
although not in the section printed by Pitra, and 
could feasibly have provided the source for an 
emendation in Pit. It is, however, unlikely that 
Pitra would have modified the description to agree 
with the other version while leaving the name of the 
creature in so divergent a form - Pit reads hoe 
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potamos appellant (15,8), a name which the reader 
is unlikely to associate with FR-C's ippophagi 
appellantur (15,10). 
The radical difference between Pit and the 
other P-Group texts in this description is due not 
to an accident of transmission but to deliberate 
remodelling of the text in the common ancestor of 
Mir, OFr and EP here, as in two further passages, 
l. 
to introduce details drawn from the Alexander canon 
The most conclusive example of all is found in 
20,4, where Pit tells of a mountain in which there is 
a race of tyrants (in quo natio Tyrannorum est). 
None of the other P-Group texts tell of tyrants at this 
point, or indeed of men of any kind, but FL describes 
2 
a natio si Zeonum (later corrected in the MS to natio 
quasi Zeonum), similarly in a mountain near Babylonia. 
These readings are sufficiently close to indicate 
a common source, yet diverse enough to rule out any 
possibility of late cross-contamination during 
transmission either in mediaeval times or by Pitra. 
I. Alexander himself is introduced in 5922 and 23. The 
modifications in 915 are considered in detail in the 
Commentary. 
2. Tyrants appear among the various races described in §23 
in the other P-Group texts, a point to which they may 
have been removed from 920. 
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The final passage of Pitra's transcript, 22,11-13, 
is one which, like the description of the hippopotamus 
in §15 and the hospitable kings of §23, has been 
codified in all P-Group texts except Pit by the 
introduction of details drawn from an Alexander text. 
Unfortunately we do not have a reading from Pit for 
the third of these passages, so conclusions on the 
stage at which the interpolations were made are based 
on the first two passages only. 
Here in §22 EP and OFr both cause Alexander to 
kill a number (which varies between the texts) of the 
monstrous women because he was unable to take them 
alive.. Mir takes this several steps further, 
fulminating against their immorality (aua o bscoenitate) 
which provoked Alexander to kill many of them. Pit 
has no reference to Alexander, instead it is soeii 
nostri ('our companions') who kill then to examine 
them (propter quarum inspeetionem). This detail, 
which occurs at the end of the passage, is omitted in 
both FR and Ger, but the writer of FL informs us that 
he was frustrated in his hope of catching some for 
exhibiting in Rome, although three armed comiti 
('companions, followers') managed to kill one after 
a protracted fight. 
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There are several corruptions which indicate that 
Pit, whilst retaining these early features, had passed 
through several stages of transmission. 
In 16,3-4 miscopying of a word has combined ' wit h 
haplography to render the text incomprehensible. EP 
and Mir both supply two dimensions for the black giants 
known as Noltes, the combined length of their legs' 
and thighs (12 feet) and the combined measurement 
whether length or breadth is not stated - of their" 
sides and chest (variously 3 or 7 feet). In Pit, 
a copyist has jumped from the first pedes to the hF. 
second, leaving a single numeral (pedes n. iv) and 
thereby omitting Zatera cum pectore, a slightly 
problematic dimension. Total incomprehensibility 
is achieved by the corruption of foemora et surras 
to foemora et subta. The resultant reading is 
Est in brixonton flumen ad orienten nascuntur homines 
Zongipedes et macri foenora et su bta ... pedes n. iv. 
colore nigro. Hoc Ostes appellant, nam quoscumque 
capiunt comedunt. 
Pitra was understandably puzzled by this, and attempts 
to clarify by the use of punctuation, indicating 
omissions after orientem and sub ta. The evidence of 
his handling of FR indicates that there is unlikely 
to have been any illegible passage or visible lacuna- 
in the S. 
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In 2015, the names Madiam at Armaniar (Mir, EP) 
which appear in FL as in madia autazi Armoonial are 
found in Pit corrupted to Abaniam at Arinaniarn. The 
similarity of the two names clearly led to the first 
being modified to resemble the second. Corruptions 
such as this need not point to a lengthy transmission, 
for they could occur in a single step, but they demonstrate 
beyond doubt that Pit as we have it is not an ancestor of 
the remaining P-Group texts. 
An editorial change or gloss based on a misunder- 
standing has led to the replacement of pro eanibue 
'in the place of dogs' (21,6), describing the use of 
savage. beasts as hunting hounds, by in forma ca>iic 
'in the shape of a dog', which suggests that whoever 
codified the reading saw the tigers and leopards as 
being physically transformed into dogs. 
Dubious readings 
There are several points at which Pitra indicates 
by his use of punctuation that he is uncertain of the 
reading. As he provides no footnotes or other 
explanation, pending rediscovery of the MS we can only 
note his doubts and treat the passages indicated with 
caution. His treatment of fR has shown us that he 
raises some queries at points where the AS is quite 
clear, presumably because the reading seemed unsatisfactory. 
Toth readings are equally satisfactory on grammatical and 
geographical grounds. Seo Commentary. 
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Other instances may reflect a physical difficulty in 
reading the MS, possibly a wormhole or an ink-blot. 
Some of the readings he queries are patently corrupt, 
others are not. 
The points in question, with Pitra's indication 
of the doubtful reading, are as follows: 
3,4 cum hominis (? ) Mir: cui nomen est 
6,2 Bunt stadia ... II Mir: stadia ix 
FL: stadia aunt Zx 
11,2 in qua nascuntur (Trogloditae?... ) pedum : nur 
Mir: in aliqua nascuntur homines statura pedur 
12,18 illae formicae sequentes (cameZos? ) inveniunt 
Mir: iZZe formice sequentes inveniunt cos 
(In this instance the real error in Pit is in 
the substitution of eas for eos as the object 
of comedunt in the next line, for the female 
camels are to be used by the men to effect 
their escape. ) 
16,1 Est in Brixontem flumen ... 
V. Ad Orientem 
Mir; EP: Trans brixontem flumen ad oriented 
20,1 et altera regio eat ... Ba bylonem. 
Mir: Est et attera regio in terra babiZonie 
Stylistic characteristics 
Two features are found in the text of Pit which 
are not present in the other versions: 
iongipedes (given as a single word in the printed 
text) is used as a measure of length in 16,2 and 
19,2. 
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In several instances where at least one other 
version of the text has a problematic or unclear 
reading, pronouns have been added in Pit in an attempt 
to reinforce a distinction or emphasize the subject: 
8,6 Hi hominer qucm percucBcrint ? orictur 
'dir: Nii quern perouoserunt noritur 
EP: Si quarr hi peroucocrint alto morietur 
8,8 hi earpentes ... Bad hi hominea 
Were Pit has reassigned the phrase sua 
industria- which in Mir and EP refers to 
the snakes- to the men. The sane phrase 
is applied to the men in IL. ) 
12,4 haaentes pedes senos. Q? ui pedoa quasi 
locustae marinae cunt 
EP: senor hab'ntes podes ct quasi loouctae 
mari Sae 
12,7 Quac formicae aururr fodiunt 
EP: et formicae i bi aurum fodiunt 
wir: fodientee aurun 
Most of these reinforcing pronouns occur at points in 
the text at which the reading of at least one other 
p-Group text is obscure, and are therefore probably 
the product of attempts by a mediaeval editor to 






EPISTOLA PREMONIS (EP) 
THE MANUSCRIPT' 
The text of EpiotoZa Prcmonio Rogio ad 
Traianum Imperatorem from Strasbourg MS C. iv. 15 
was printed by Graff' as a footnote to an article 
on the Old Saxon 
glosses to Isidore's Etymotogiae 
on ff. 4v - 14V of the same MS. In 1870,43 years 
after the publication of Graff's work, the MS was 
destroyed by fire, along with most of the collection. 
No independent record of it, not even a catalogue 
2 
entry, is known 
Contents: Graff lists the contents of the lIS, which 
contained, in addition to Etymotog ao and Epiotota 
Fremonis: 
1 Bede: De Natura Rerun 
De Ratione Temporum 
Augustine: Dialcctica 
Boethius: In Topica Ciocronia Comrcntaria 
Da SyZZogismo Hypothatioa 
I. E. G. Graff, Diutiska, Denkn2ler deutscher Sprache urd 
Literatur aus alten Handschriften, vo1.2, Stuttgart, 
1827 (repr. Hildesheim, 1970), pp. I94-198. 
2. I"Ime. Zehnacker, of the Bi bii otheque Nationale at Un i vers i to l ro, 
Strasbourg, advises me that no other studios or accounts of 
the MS are known to her. 
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Bede: De Ratione Calculi 
Jerome: Expositio super Epist. ad Ephcc% 
Dating: Graff estimated the date of the MS as 
8th or 9th century, but gave no indication of his 
grounds for this assessment. The most common hand 
for MSS of the 9th century is Carolingian minuscule, 
which is easily distinguished from the hands which 
preceded it. Unless this MS were in a localised hand, 
a dating to the 8th century would imply a different 
script from a dating to the 9th century, and we 
must regard the dating given by Graff as 
hypothetical. 
Provenance: The Old Saxon glosses indicate that 
the MS was in Saxony in the Middle Ages. The 
glossator concentrates on the Isidore, but extended 
his attention to EP, entering glosses for onagri 
(uuildi esil) and constructa aere et ferro 
cooperta (erin timbar isarnin thecina). It is 
possible that a study of the language of all the 
glosses would contribute to our knowledge of the 
date and provenance of the MS, but no such study 
has as yet been undertaken. 
Graff printed the text of Epistola 
Premonis as a footnote, without comment and without 
subdivision. He does not explain the italics he uses 
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for oaperunt (30,7, where LM and Mir read oooperiunt). 
The text of EP has been known to editors since ParalII 
and frequently reprinted. 
THE TEXT OF EP 
Lntil the rediscovery of Pit, EP was the only Latin 
P -Group text known to scholars which retained the 
epistolary trappings, at least in the incipit. For 
this reason, EP has long been regarded as the classic 
P-Group text, a position it is not entitled to claim. 
Although fuller than Pit, EP is not complete, 
lacking §92-3,17 and 28. In colon with all other 
P-Group texts, the epistolary framework is quickly 
abandoned, and there is no attempt to return to it at 
the conclusion of the text2. There are few first 
person references (in 18,7 the writer claims to use 
a Greek name - hos epifagos vocanus). 
Textually, EP appears to occupy a position 
midway between that of Pit, which comes closest to 
F -Group in many readings and lacks both the conversion 
of stadia to leagues and the accretions from the 
Alexander canon in H15 and 22, and that of the 
co=,, on ancestor of Mir and OF r, which contained both 
of these, together with the Alexander accretion in 823 
and the addition from the crocodile legend in 929. 
E. Faral, 'Una Source Latina do I'Hlstoiro d'Alexandro: La 
Lettre sur les MerveiIlas do l'inde', Romania, 43,1914, 
pp. 199-215 and 353-370. 
2. The e pZicit in OFr has been transferred from a Latin incipit. 
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EP contains all three accretions from the Alexander 
legend, but not the crocodile interpolation. It 
is impossible to tell whether the conversion from 
stadia to leagues had been made in the text from,, - 
which EP is descended, for all distances have been 
suppressed. 
MEDIAEVAL EDITING 01 THE TEXT 
The text has been subjected to fairly heavy editorial 
interference. This presumably took place in the 
course of its transmission in the Middle Ages, for we 
have no reason to suspect that Graff tampered with 
it. 
This editing concerned itself with two main 
areas of the content of the text. As in IR, there 
has been a deliberate attempt to obscure all 
geographical data. Not only are all distances 
omitted, leaving only the length of the ivory bed 
(33,5) and some of the dimensions of the creatures 
described, but many of the details intendQto localise 
the description have been rendered less effective. 
In some instances they have been omitted entirely: 
1271-2 Pit: Est ibi fluvius in eadem insuZa, O. lr'arus 
apellatur. Omitted in EP. 
15,1 Mir: Item Zieonia in gallia Omitted in EP. 
In 13,3-7 the other P-Group texts discuss the source of 
the Nile (Pit, OFr, IM) and the way in which the Nile 
joins the Brixo (Pit, Mir, OFr). All these details, 
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which were clearly intended to encourage the reader':: 
belief in an otherwise incredible account by the 
introduction of familiar concepts, are lacking in U. 
The other area on which the editor (or perhaps 
a different editor) concentrated seems to show a move 
in the opposite direction, the replacement of the 
obscure or difficult by the familiar. EP contains, 
thanks to this editor, a large number of readings which 
have been accepted, from time to time, by modern editors 
because they make such excellent contextual sense. 
The evidence of Pit, and sometimes of I-Group, reveals 
them for the late emendations they are, demonstrating 
that the readings formerly considered 'less appropriate' 
which occur in Mir or the vernacular versions are often 
those which most closely resemble the inherited text. 
.. n examination of these 
instances reveals that E- has 
:.: eer, edited by someone both intelligent and well-read, 
ý: -ut whose emendations move the text further away from 
the ancestral readings. 
In 5,5, the simian creature with some of the 
attributes of the Siamese twin (eight feet and two 
heads) is described in the other Piroup texts as 
having eyes like a gorgon (oculos gorgoncoc). In 
p this has been changed to oculos quatcrnoc, a 
detail which brings this creature even closer to the 
Siamese twin. 
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The serpents in 8,2 are described in Mir and 
Pit as inhabiting 'secret places' (in occulta loca). 
EP refers to these places as incuZta 'uncultivated; 
wild'. In this instance it is possible that EP has 
retained the ancestral reading, for F-Group texts 
also read incuZta. A corruption shared by Pit and 
Mir which is lacking in EP is difficult to explain 
in view of the other evidence for the stemma, but 
so little separates the readings inculta and in 
occutta that EP may have a restored reading, or Pit 
and Mir may have developed the corruptions independently. 
The same serpents are given the name corsia 
(a corruption of caerastes) in the other P-Group 
texts (8,4); EP has replaced this by the familiar 
name Corsica. An unfamiliar name has been replaced 
by af amiliar (but incorrect) one again in 34,1, 
where the mons adamans appears as montes Riphei, 
the name of a range of mountains in Scythia. 
In 13,1 a colony is described by both Pit and 
IL as lying between two vias 'trade routes'. This 
reference is followed closely by a description of the 
relationship between the rivers Nile and Brixo, and 
EP has emended vias to aquas, in anticipation of the 
waterways, and has reversed the order of the follwing 
phrases to juxtapose the reference to has duas aquas 
and the names of the rivers. 
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Precious gems which grow in trees are described 
in 24,1 in the other P-Group texts, possibly arising 
from the use of gamma with the dual senses of 'bud' 
and 'gem'. (F group texts provide a better attested 
alternative source for the jewels, the bed of a river. ) 
The mediaeval editor of EP also sought a source for 
these gems which conformed to other descriptions he 
had read, and settled upon an emendation from arbor es 
to serpentes, recalling the legendary source of the 
dracontia or dragon-stone. 
The mediaeval editor did not seek only to 
improve the factual content of the text by adding 
details such as these. He also added incidental detail 
intended to make the narrative smoother, as in 12,9 
where he tells that the gold-digging ants, after they 
have brought the gold to the surface, abscondunt sub 
terra. (HP, which also felt a need to explain the 
activity of the ants between the fifth (EP quartam, 
but quintam elsewhere) hour and sunset tells us that 
they spend that part of the day above ground. ) 
He also chose to add glosses in several places, 
and these are mostly inaccurate. In 5,8 corpora 
sua inarmant 'they arm their bodies' has been glossed 
id pugnant 'i. e. they fight'. Cenodubii, a corrupt 
form in 11,6 combining the ancestral romodu bit with 
part of one of the names given to the cynocephali in 
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the preceding section, cenocephaZi (Mir 10,1) or 
eanis ecnonuZZi (EP 10, I) has been glossed as 
homunculi, a reading also found in OFr and doubtless 
inspired by the height of two feet attributed to these 
men in most P-Group texts. The name cynocephaZi 
is itself provided with a lengthy gloss in which 
the editor appears to be attempting to cover himself 
from charges possibly of heresy1: 
canis cenonuZZi homines vel bestiae quaedam veZ 
verius homines mixti cum capitiLus canum (10,1-3) 
There are errors in the text which may result 
from inaccurate transmission or from editorial inter- 
ference. In the description of the ruse to steal the 
gold from the ants, the female camels are said to 
hurry back to their young ubi cum maseuZis remanent. 
(12,17). The reading of Mir, obi. mascuZi remanent 
'the males remain there' evidently underlies this error, 
for the male camels are required by the plot to be 
left behind as bait to delay the ants in their pursuit. 
In two instances the phrase omnibus Lonis plena 
'full of all good things' has been transformed by 
the addition of a prosthetic h into a statement about 
the population: plena eat hominibus (6,4) or about 
the type of opulence: hominum plena bonis (10,7) 
'full of the good things of men'. 
I. Cf. the concern over the origin of the centaur exhibited 
by Thomas of Cantimpre, Appendix 3. 
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ACCURATELY PRESERVED READIM3 S IN EP 
EP does preserve readings in several instances 
which represent the P-Group archetype better than 
those of any other text, thus demonstrating that 
EP cannot be directly descended from any of the other 
extant texts. 
In 15,8 it is the only Latin P-Group text to 
give a recognisable form of the name hippopotamus to 
the animals which sweat blood. EP's hyppottvru is 
closely echoed by the reading ypotames in Orr, but 
in both Pit and tiir the first syllable of the name 
has been separated from the rest and treated as a 
pronoun. 
EP's cativa gens (23,2) echoes the 'truly 
encircled colony' (co toniarm ver o einctam) of FL, 
indicating that this reading should be given priority 
over the apparent name catini in Mir and OFr. 
Alone in the P3 coup Latin texts, EP describes 
the objects assigned to the sun and moon in 27,3 as 
laci, a reading present in earlier versions of Miir, 






THE OLD PICARD TRANSLATION (OFr) 
THE MANUSCRIPT 
The unique copy of the Old Picard translation 
of the Letter is preserved in the Brussels MS, 
Bibliotheque Royale 14561-641. This codex, which 
measures 14" x 10", contains 210 ff. written in double 
column with 52 lines to the page. Although it has 
been rebound in modern times, the cover description 
'Du roy atixandre at do coroniques de franca' has 
been preserved from an earlier vellum binding and is 
now inside the front cover. 
Contents: f. l Comment Ii grans roes Alixandro onvoia 
vne apistia a arictote sen maiutre. 
5ý Zepistle le roy perimenis a Zempereur 
7 Grandes Chroniquas do F. 'anco 
167 Recite d'un menaatrel de Reima 
195 Chronique artesiennc, 1295-1304 
. J. van den Gheyn, Catalogue 
des manuscrits do la Bibliothcque 
Royale de Belgique, 12,1901, pp. 132-133, no. 6936. 
See also: 
C. Gaspar and F. Lyna, Les principauz Mw=crits a pairituras 
de la Bibliotheque Royale de Belgique, Prer; iero partie, 
Paris, 1937, pp. 288-289. No. 116. 
The text of OFr was first published by A. Hilka, 'Ein 
neuer (altfranzösischer) Text dos Briefes Ubor die Wunder 
Asiens', Zeitschrift fllr franz zische Sprache und Literatur, 
46,1923, pp. 92-103. 
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Dating: The Chronique artssienne in this MS ceases 
in 1304, indicating that the MS was written not long 
after that date. There has been no attempt to bring 
the chronicle up-to-date, such as frequently occuMd 
when a chronicle which was noticeably out-of-date was 
copied. Palaeographic and phonological evidence 
support a dating to the first half of the fourteenth 
century. 
Provenance: The hand in which the MS is written is 
a clear Flemish-Gothic one, which implies that the 
scribe was trained in the Flemish tradition even if 
the MS was not written in Flanders. The dialect 
is Picard, and there is no conflict of the type one 
would expect in a MS which had passed through 
different dialect areas in the course of its 
transmission. The phonology indicates an area 
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close to Amiens. Two minor details in the text 
suggest that our MS is not the earliest version of 
the translation but a copy: 
12,22 quit sanle car etes voZent. Abbreviation 
for que misread as car. 
14,5 Zea genous et les pies tous nus. A 
combination of the readings of Mir and Pit shows 
that the source of the translation would have 
1. A phonological analysis of the language of 0Fr follows this 
Investigation of the text. 
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read pedes at genua rubra. The french words 
roux and nus are far more likely to have been 
confused than Latin rubra or ruboa and ': udata. 
THE LATIN SOURCE USED BY THE TRANSLATOR 
The Latin text on which OFr was based was 
one which preserved the epistolary nature of the text, 
(unlike Mir, to which it was closely related) although 
the incipit, which appears to have been freely 
translated, differs from that found in the extant 
P-Group texts. The text used was not directly 
descended from any of the other P-Group texts. 
Individual features are shared with each of then, 
and a clear picture can be established both of the 
relationships and of the state of the Latin text 
which lay before the translator. 
OFr shared a common ancestor with Mir, 
in which the stadia of the ancestral text had been 
converted to leagues. In OFr distances are given 
only in leagues, with the exception of 6,2, where 
Mir gives only stadia iw and OFr also gives the 
Greek measurement, ix estades. This demonstrates 
conclusively that the two versions go back to a 
single source, in which this particular measurement 
was not converted. In all other instances, the 
same erroneous calculation has been used in both 
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texts to produce a figure for the leagues, again 
indicating that the conversions were derived from 
a single source. The stadia have been converted to 
leagues as if they were Roman miles, calculated on 
a basis of 3: 2. In fact, there were 8 stadia to the 
Roman mile. Although the numerals are highly prone 
to corruption, there is sufficient similarity between 
the figures given in Mir and those of OFr to confirm 
that they are derived from the same source. 
The beginning of OFr, Premierement iZ ia vne 
isle (2,1) appears to be a direct translation of 
Mir's Colonia eat initium, for the translator 
rendered colonia by isle again in 3,2. Later in 
the text the word terre is used to translate coZonia. 
In the complicated account of the gold-digging 
ants both Mir and OFr make it clear that it is the 
young camels which are tied up (as an inducement to 
their mothers to return), whereas EP and Pit both 
read as if all the camels were left beyond the river. 
In the same section (12,13) the names given to the 
river in OFr (gargalo) and Mir (gargulum) are 
considerably closer to each other than to the forms 
given in the other P-Group texts. The names may 
represent a development away from the ancestral 
reading, just as the more logical sequence of events 
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may be the product of editorial interference, but in 
both cases the similarities between OFr and Mir 
point to their descent from a common ancestor, even 
if these features represent a fairly late stage 
in the development of the text. 
Mir and OFr agree in naming the race of 
shore-dwellers Catini or Catins (23,2). EP's 
description of them as cativa may be closer to the 
original intention of the Lettarl. Hilka reads 
OFr as catius, demonstrating how easily this 
particular change could have occurred. (Unfortunately 
we do not have a reading from Pit on this point. ) 
If the reading in OFr and Mir is a modification, 
it probably points to common descent, although in 
this case it is possible that a similar development 
took place independently in both texts. 
In the case of the corocotta, however, there 
is room for no such doubt. Both Mir and OFr add, 
after the description of the hyaena-like monster (or 
corocotta - no name is given) which lures men to 
their deaths by imitating voices, a detail taken from 
the traditional description of the crocodile. The 
creature is said to weep over the heads of its victims 
after devouring them. (This had been further modified 
I. This point is discussed at length In the Comcontary on 923. 
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in the Latin source of OFr by a change from pZorant 
to orant or implorant, so that instead of weeping they 
se metent on orisons our Les testes (29)13), but the 
origins of this detail in the crocodile story are 
clear. ) This anomalous accretion was probably drawn 
from a Bestiary-type account of the crocodile, perhaps 
found in a work with an alphabetical arrangement, so 
that corocotta and crocodittus appeared together. It 
is possible that it was taken from a work in which the 
two had already become confusedl. What is highly 
improbable, however, is that this same inappropriate 
addition could have been made independently in two 
separate versions of the text. 
Several of the points at which the source of 
OFr agreed with Mir against the other versions are thus 
seen to involve late developments in the transmission 
of the Letter, not features which could have been 
inherited from the archetype. This indicates that 
the sources of OFr and Mir were transmitted together 
until a fairly late stage in the development of the 
I. An example of this typo of development is found in the passage 
on the chameleon In Mir-B (f. 49) which forms part of a series 
taken from Isidore: 
Est & in India cameZon unum colorem non hxbens. sed 
diuerea uarietate consparsus ut Pardus. (Isidore: Dictus 
autem Ita ... hulus chamaeleontis corpusculum ad colores 
quos videt faclllima conversione variatur, quod aliorum 
ctd. 
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text and certainly after the sources of pit and EP 
had branched off. 
Unlike the features shared with Mir, those 
which OFr shares exclusively with Pit are, on the 
whole, proven to be characteristics of an early 
stage of the text by support from the readings of 
F-Group. 
The garbled references to Athens and Alexander 
in 3,7-11 are retained in OFr. The accusative 
Athenas, which fulfils no structural function in the 
surviving fragment of the Latin text, was present in 
the translator's source and has been taken as 
directional, echoing dusques a from 3,5. The 
unexplained Alexandri Magni of Pit (which in Mir 
has been transformed into a subject) is rendered 
by an oblique case in OFr. The source of the 
translation probably had a reading closely similar 
to that of Pit. The characteristic polishing and 
smoothing which the translator gives to almost 
every other crux is singularly lacking here, 
probably because he was unable to make any sense 
at all of the Latin text before him. 
ctd. animalium non est ita ad conv©rsionem facilis corpulontia. 
19. Camoleopardus dictus, quod dum sit) ut pardu3 id cat 
atbis maculis super aspersus. coZio cquo sinilis. 
pedibus bubatis. capita tagen ca aio cat cirrilia. 
(Isidore, Etymologiae, X11,11,18-19. ) 
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There are also several other instances in 
which OFr, Pit and F-Group preserve the ancestral 
reading at points where Mir and EP show divergence 
or loss. The comparison of the 'little beasts' 
of 95 to monkeys (quasi simiae; ossi que singes) 
is found only in Pit and OFr in P-Group, although 
it is present in all F-Group texts. In 13,1, 
where Pit and OFr agree in referring to routes (vias; 
isles v voles) they are again supported by F-Group 
although none of these texts makes it clear which 
routes are intended. Mir and EP both show 
emendations which are intelligent in the context, 
referring back to the doubly-named river of §12. 
OFr was evidently also uncertain about the reading 
voies, for it offers an alternative, isles, a 
reference to the setting of the previous section. 
Further instances of agreement between OFr 
and Pit, although lacking the support from F-Group 
which identifies those listed above as early features, 
show that the source of the translation shared other 
readings with Pit. The explanation of the venomous 
hens in 4,6, previously believed to have been an 
embellishment by the OFr translator, car eles sont 
enuenimeec, is seen to be a direct translation of vta. 
YtneJicae , Punzt, &s Zn P; E. A similar reading in 
Mir, now no longer present, probably lay behind the 
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explanation jcvt syndon unge fraago lion lib lac which 
appears in both copies of OE. 
The source of the river Brixo (Brixont) is 
said in 13,3-4 to be unknown, like that of the Niles 
according to OFr, Pit and LM. The opinion is 
expressed later in the same section by the first 
two of these versions that the Brixo is a tributary 
of the Nile. (F-Group reverses this to produce a 
description which is patently inaccurate, for the 
Nile delta was world-famous, and which Gervase has 
attempted to obscure by elaborations on the fertility 
imparted by the Nile. ) 
The difficult word partikes, which the 
translator used in 14,4 to describe the face of the 
stork man, is closer to Pit's parthica than to either 
LM's bipertita or Mir's elaboration, presumably 
originating in a gloss, duas in uno habentas faotcc. 
Although the points of agreement between 
OFr and EP are less striking than is the case with 
the other two texts, they raise the possibility 
that the Latin source of OFr included some readings 
which were closer to EP than to any other extant 
text. 
The self-evident explanation for the change. 
in colour effected in the pepper propter ftanra; 
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poup Za fu (8,11) is found only in these two texts 
in P-Group, although FL and FR both read propter 
fZamma. The statement may be an ancestral feature, 
although it is so obvious an explanation that it 
could easily have been added in some of the texts which 
include it. 
EP and OFr agree in moving the last phrase 
of the section on the dragons (19,5) to the beginning 
of the following section. In OFr this may have 
arisen because of the reversal of clauses in the 
preceding sentence, which separated the adverbial 
trans flumen (Mir) from the verb it modifies. 
The reference to the hospitable king is 
misunderstood in OFr (23,6), and rendered as Et la 
act vne hospitaus. The use of the singular indicates 
a Latin source similar to EP's rex hospitalis rather 
than Mir's plural reges aunt hospitales, which is 
unsatisfactory in the context for it produces a 
veritable plethora of kings, with a definite but 
unclear hierarchy. 
There is one striking instance of agreement 
between OFr and LM. It is found in 17,3, where the 
mysterious Zertices (Mir) or Zerueis (Pit) are 
designated cWelestices in both OFr and LM. This 
agreement poses problems in the stemma, for a reading 
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found in Pit and Mir usually comes closest to the 
ancestral text, and yet Mir and OFr belong to a 
branch of transmission which appears to have been 
different from the one to which the text used by 
the compiler of LM belonged. Several hypotheses 
can be suggested. Pit and Mir may show independent 
loss of ce-, a syllable which appears prone to loss 
in words such as cynocephaZi. LM may have drawn this 
particular passage from a different source from that 
which provided the rest of the passages it drew from 
the Letter. The transmission of this particular 
section may be abnormal because it is clearly a late 
addition to the text, appearing in neither F-Group 
nor EP. 
There is one point, after the text of Pit 
ceases, at which a problematic reading in Mir"is 
elucidated only by the version given in 0£r. The 
description of the centaur in §25 has been the subject 
of considerable discussion1, because the illustrations 
in T and V seem to agree more closely with the 
readings of EP than those of Mir. The pictures show 
a traditional centaur with cloven hooves; Mir 
describes a creature with bird-like legs (Zongic podibuc 
ut aves. lena voce. ) OFr demonstrates clearly that 
1. e. g. K. Sisam, 'Compilation of the Beowulf MS', Studies in 
the History of Old English Literature, Oxford, 1953, p. 78. 
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it was not the text of EP (pedes habent ut equus, 
25,7) which lay before the illustrator, but a version 
very close in wording to that of Mir, with the 
inclusion of a numeral after pedibus. By a minor 
emendation, the addition of a numeral (OFr reads xii) 
Mir is made to correspond exactly both with the reading 
of OFr and with the creature depicted in the illustrations: 
qui ont fourme domme iusques a le boutine et 
apres fourme dasne sauuage. IZ ont xii. pies 
de Zonc. et souef vois convne oiseZ. (2525-7 OFr) 
qui usque ad umbilicum hominis speciem habent. 
reZiquo corpore onagro similes Zongis pedibus xii. 
ut aves Zena voce. (25,5-7 Mir) 
which have the appearance of a man down to the 
navel; the rest of their bodies are like the 
wild ass. They are twelve feet long and have 
soft voices like birds. 
It is clear that the Latin text which 
provided the translator with his copy belonged to 
the same branch of textual transmission as Mir, with 
which it shared a common ancestor. This common 
ancestor included the conversion of stadia to leagues 
and the accretion from the crocodile legend into the 
account of the corocotta, details which appear only 
in these two versions. In several respects the 
text used by the translator was a more faithful 
representation of the archetype than Mir is; it 
preserved the epistolary format and gave several 
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readings which are either shown by agreement with 
Pit and/or F-Group to be correctly preserved 
ancestral readings or which can be used to elucidate 
cruces in Mir, thus demonstrating their precedence. 
In the part of the text which can be compared with 
Pit (§§1-22) the source of the OFr translation does 
not appear to have had any readings which are closer 
to the archetype than those of Pit, except in cases 
where both Mir and OFr contain such readings. This 
demonstrates that readings inherited from the ancestval 
text were received via the common ancestor shared 
with Mir. 
TECHNIQUE AND SKILL OF THE TRANSLATOR 
The translator brought to his work a 
sensitivity and an intuitive approach which resulted 
in a far smoother and more readable version than that 
produced by the OE translator. His intelligent 
treatment of cruces meant that he passed on far fewer 
difficult passages than he received, although his 
solution was inevitably not always the historically 
correct one. Where he was unable to restore the 
text of the ancestral version, he at least restored 
an intelligible text. 
At the very beginning, immediately after the 
opening lines, he received a text which appears to 
have had the same difficult reading as Mir; 
6 
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CoZonia eat initium ab antimoZima ... 
His ingenious solution was to disregard ab and to 
place eoZonia (glossed isle here as in 3,2) in 
apposition to antimolima: 
Premierement iZ ia vne isle qui a non 
atbmoZimus. 
The reading produced does not conform to the intention 
of the earliest writer, who was describing a place 
which was a certain distance from antimoZima, but 
it overcomes the problem posed by the absence of a 
second place name in Mir. 
In Mir, two radically different names are 
given to the river associated with the gold-digging 
ants - Papi (12,1) and Gorgoneus (12,2) or gargulum 
(12,13). The same situation existed in the text 
on which OFr was based. Great care has been taken 
to remove the contradiction, not only in reducing the 
names in the first two lines of the section but also 
in removing conflict with the later instance. This 
implies that the text was read through carefully 
before being translated. (It is conceivable that 
some or all of these modifications were made at 
a different stage, either in copying the Latin text 
or after translation, but a translator's involvement 
with the form of expression of his text is far greater 
than that of a scribe who merely copies, so these 
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thoughtful changes which in some instances indicate 
careful study of an extensive portion of text are 
most likely to have been introduced at the time of 
translation. ) The names have been rationalised in 
the following way: the first name, Cabuc, has been 
reassigned to the end of the previous section, where 
it appears as the name of the river in which the 
ichthiophagoi catch their fish -a logical development, 
but one for which there is no support from any of 
the Latin texts. The second name, gorgonoue 12,2 
in Mir and Gurgarus in Pit, is omitted. This double 
solution to the problem of conflict leaves the 
beginning of the passage with no name for the 
river. The third name is retained, and introduced 
as if no river had up till now been mentioned: 
outre une riviere. le queZe a non gargaZo 
translates and amplifies the Latin 
trans flusen gargulur (12,13). 
In the same section, the inherited text, 
in common with all three P-Group Latin texts, neglected 
to say that the men, after tying up the foals, crossed 
the river with the female camels; the next stage in 
the account as given is the loading of the female 
camels with gold. The translator has been very 
careful to cover every step in the process; crossing 
the river, loading the gold, crossing back. 
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(Italics are used for those details for which there 
is no support from any of the P-Group Latin texts): 
Et m etent las meres outre le riviere en Ze terre 
ou Zi ors est. et les karkent de chel or. Et 
eles par lamour queles ont a leur petis cameus 
passant le riviere pour aler a aus atout chef or. 
et It camel mas le demeurent awec Zes hoimnes. (12 , 15-17 ) 
Only in the final detail has the translator made a 
wrong assumption. As is revealed later, and as the 
OE translator added here, the men escape with the 
female camels, leaving the males as bait to delay 
the ants. 
The monstrous women of 622 for historical 
reasons acquired two sets of teeth. The first 
set, in 22,3 are like those of boars (dens de 
saingZer), whereas the second, in 22,9 are like 
asses' (dentes asinorum, EP). Several different 
ways of resolving this conflict have been attempted 
in the different texts, which are discussed in the 
Commentary. The method adopted by the OFr 
translator was to retain the asses, but to change 
the teeth for an attribute of the ass which is 
perhaps even better remembered in legend, its 
ears: et oreiZZes dasne. 
The 110 kings in 927, which in Mir are 
described as subservient to (sub) and in EP as 
dwelling among (in) a race of barbarians (27,2) 
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have been transformed into the rulers of that race, 
with cub rendered as our, and, just to make the 
r clationship quite clear, qui too gouucrnant added. 
Some of the changes made by the translator 
seem to be influenced by the traditions and attitudes 
of his time. The direct form of address used in the 
epistolary incipit is almost certainly the translator's 
work. The other P-Group texts which retain the 
epistolary format do not introduce in the first and 
second persons and FL, which does, uses a highly 
rhetorical manner. OFr's introduction neither 
implies subservience nor a long-standing correspondance; 
it sums up the subject matter of the Letter succinctly 
and without the lengthy list used in the P-Group Latin 
texts: 
Haus empererea. Je vous sencfiie aueuneo 
cases qui sont merucillcuses an Indo. 
The misunderstanding of the gift of women to 
visitors (23,10-11) seems to have its roots in 
Christian ideas of morality. The archetype of 
P-Group (although probably not the original L ttcr) 
described a race of men who were long-lived and so 
generous that they gave visitors women to take 
away with them (cum 1uZieribus oos romittunt). The 
translator misunderstood this, taking cum as causal 
and remittunt as conditional upon cum nuZieribuc, 
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hence: 
Zes renuoient sit ont femmes. 
This in itself probably did not seem to justify the 
description benigne (23)9), so a further instance of 
their thoughtfulness towards the traveller was 
added by the translator: 
it Zeur baiZZent conduit. 
Some of the additions made by the translator 
show an intuitive response to the text. In 18,6 
the headless men (epiphongos) are described, uniquely 
in OFr, as: 
et ressantent as Wpotames. 
The remarkable thing about this assertion is that the 
true hippopotami, described in §15, are given the 
name yppofogi (like epiphongos, derived from Greek 
LToýý'jOL) in the F-Group texts. Nowhere else in 
OFr is there any sign that the translator was aware 
of different versions of the text, and it is likely 
that this remark was made purely on the basis of the 
similarity of the names, but the coincidence is 
strange. 
In the description of the gem-producing 
trees (24,1-2) the translator introduces a gentle 
pun on the dual meaning of gemmes as 'bud' and 
'precious stone'. The pun, which would be equally 
valid in Latin, which has the same dual function for 
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gamma, is not present in the Latin texts which refer 
not to gemmao but to Zapides pratioai. The pun is 
further extended in OFr by the introduction of a 
name for the trees, gemmdr, which is neither found 
in the Latin nor attested elsewhere as a tree name. 
In several of the instances discussed above, 
it is interesting to note that as well as reinterpreting 
the Latin text the translator has introduced additional 
phrases to support his innovation, as if he lacked the 
confidence to reword the text without justifying it. 
One type of modification he was happy to make with no 
such support was the rearrangement of phrases, 
usually to prevent the repetitive introducing of 
section after section in an identical manner. 
He rearranges freely, especially in the first third 
of the text. Nearly all such instances are at the 
beginning of sections: 3,1; 401-4; 5,3-5; 6,3-4; 
9,1-2; 19,3-4; 23,9; 25,1-3. Only in one case does 
this have a major effect on the meaning of the passage. 
98 describes the cultivation of pepper and its 
harvesting in occutto ad mare rubrum (8,2 Mir). 
The P-Group Latin texts begin the following section 
by referring to persiar civitatcm ib i naucitur piper. 
§8 had begun with a reference to Babylon, and OFr, 
by reversing two small phrases at the beginning of 
89, neatly locates the pepper in Babylon: 
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Et de irbiZone cu Zi poiures naist iusques a 
Per3a Za chite (9,1-2 0Fr) 
There are very few instances of poor or 
incomprehensible readings in OFr. There are some 
minor misreadings, mainly due to errors in copying 
after translation, which have been considered 
above. The very corrupt passage on Athens and 
Alexander was left as it stood by the translator, 
for he was obviously unable to make any sense of it. 
In 3,11 he split the numeral, leaving cxxxiii Ziues 
as the distance, and the half mile (part of the 
original figure for leagues and present in Mir) has 
been attached to the beginning of the following 
section. Half miles presented a problem to the 
translator. For some reason he never included them 
as part of the distance in leagues, omittitig half 
miles in 9,3; 27,8, and a whole mile in 28,4. 
This may be due to incompatibility between the 
Roman mile and the Gallic system of measurement. 
The translator is revealed as a competent 
writer who did not allow respect for his source to 
force him into a stilted and unreadable style. 
He felt competent to modify his source material 
where it seemed unsatisfactory, but frequently 
inserted additional justification for such action. 
His work reads easily and presents a clear rendering 
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of his source. 
THE DIALECT OF OFr 
Phonological analysis of the OFr translation 
reveals that the dominant dialect is Picard, with 
very few intrusive forms from other dialects of Old 
French. If the evidence of the handful of scribal 
errors is taken as indicating that the text was 
copied at least once after translation, it is of 
interest to note that there is no apparent conflict 
between the language of the translation and that of 
the copyist. 
Gossen, in his definitive study of the Picard 
dialect1, lists 82 traits which identify Picard 
charters. Just over half of these features (46 in all) 
can be compared with readings in this translation, 
but this half includes nearly all the major phonetic 
points. Evidence from charters is more abundant for 
some areas than for others; in many instances the 
material available for comparison is so limited that 
not more than 22 specific features can be compared. 
Gossen, who cites material ranging from the eleventh 
century to the fifteenth, concentrates on localisation 
rather than dating so the comparison is of more use in 
1. C. T. Gossen, "G: =ire de 1'Ancicn Picard, Parls, 1970. 
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identifying an area with which the translation is 
likely to have been associated than in pinpointing 
the date at which the translation was made. The 
dialectal traits which show variation between the 
different areas of Picard remain fairly constant 
throughout the period under consideration in 
Gossen, and the localisation based on the following 
analysis, limited though it is by a lack of material 
for comparison both within the text and in charters 
from certain areas, is probably reasonably accurate 
in defining the area within which the transmission of 
the translation is most likely to have occun--d. 
This area is indicated on the map showing percentage, 
agreement between our text and the charters of 
different centres. The area pinpointed is that 
surrounding Beauvais and centring on Selincourt, 
Doullens and Amiens. It is interesting to note 
that another MS of the Letter has associations with 
the same area; the sole surviving MS of FL was 
in Beauvais Cathedral Chapter Library until it passed 
to the Chateau of Troussures. Yet another MS which 
contained extracts from the Letter was at Tournai, to 
the north of the Picard-speaking area, until its 
1 destruction during the bombardment in 1940. 
1. See pp311-312. 
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Analysis of Significant Dialect Features 
(Note: Paragraph numbering and layout follow Gowan 
in order to facilitate comparison. There is no 
comparable material in the 
sections of Gossen's study: 
23; 24; 27; 31; 35; 36; 39; 
64; 65; 67-82. ) 
Vowels 
1. Stressed free A gives a. 







17; 18; 21; 22; 
49; 53; 60; 62; 
4,2 etc; obits, 
form ei is not 
present. 
2. AVU gives au. taus, 27,5. Southern Picard 
form eu is not found. 
3. ar replaces historic cr. narkaandc, 3,1; 
darraine, 8,1. The back-formation, common in 
Picard, is not present: barbel, 11,4. 
S. -ALIS gives -es. too, 4,3. 
6. A+yod gives ai which is sporadically 
monophthonguised to a. Confusion between ai and 
a is evident in this text: frchagncR, 9,4 against 
montaigne, 20,3. 
7. -ATICU gives -age. sauuage, 25,6; Zignago, 29,9. 
This appears as -alge in Northern Picard. 
8. yod+ATA gives ia. edefiia, 32,5. 
9. -EUS gives -iu. liues, 2,3 etc. ( tcgua). 
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10. Open E in free position gives ic. Ziou©nt, 30,10. 
This develops into i occasionally in Picard and 
frequently in neighbouring dialects. 
11. Open E in blocked position gives e. pree, 3,11; 
apeZen, 4,1; tosten, 5,6; bestes, 5,1; vestues, 
21,4. Neighbouring dialects and some areas of 
Picard show ie. 
12. -ELLUS; -ELLOS give -iaus. ahiaus, 16,6; 
piaua, 21,4; biaua, 22,7; kauiaua, 22,4; 
oioiaua, 34,4. 
ILLOS gives auc, 12,16. 
13. Open E+yod gives i. lie, 33,4 (lectus). This 
characteristic distinguishes Picard from dialects to 
the North and East but not from Francien. 
15. Open E+nasal+consonant are confused with historic 
an. menguent, 11,7; ansi, 12,11; tamps 12,19; 
anemia, 16,5. (en and an are frequently kept 
distinct in Picard. ) 
16. Closed E in free position: E, I give oi. 
prandoroit, 4,5; arderoit, 4,6. 
19. Closed E+nasal gives ain-e. aZainnes, 10,5; 
caingiar, 22,3. 
20. -ILIUS gives -iua. chiuc, 2714. 
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25. tocu becomes liauo, 4,1 (not Zi. u as in come 
areas of Picard). 
foeu becomes fu, 8,9. 
ocuZoo becomes iox, 18,3. (ocuti is glossed by 
via in 31,3. This form may be due to scribal 
mutation of iuc, a theoretically possible Picard 
form although unattested. ) 
26. Closed 0 in free position gives cu. kaurent, 
12,18; couZour. 12,6; houra, 12,9. 
super appears as our, 8,2. (Certain areas of 
Picard have the forms sort sour and ecur. ) 
28. Closed O+nasal gives o. couronna, 34,7. (There 
is one possible example of the common Picard 
development to ou in Hilka's reading doure, 
25,5; I prefer domme. ) 
29. A in initial syllable is conserved after a velar. 
woo 
kauiauc, 22,4. 
30. E in hiatus after loss of consonant gives 
rrcisrac, 19,1. (In North and East Picard this 
is further reduced to mtcmo. ) (*wst ipaun) 
32. e+yod gives i. nient, 18,2. (*nso+anta, 
possibly influenced by pogo. ) There are no 
examples of verbs in -ECARE. Verbs in -ICARE 
give -iicr. usncfiia, 1,2; cdefiic, 32,5. 
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33. e, o+s give i. orisons , 29,13 (-ATIONE to - aison 
to - ioon). The Francien form poissons is 
present (11,7) and not the forms picson and 
pioohon which occur in Northern Picard. 
34. c+1, n gives d. oraZZee 1 3014. The 
characteristic Picard development is to i, 
( oriZZo). 
37. There is dissimilation of i to e in edefiie, 
32,5 and oenefiie, 1,2. Normal sound changes 
do not necessarily apply in learned words of 
this type. 
Consonants 
38. c+e/i, c+yod, t+yod after consonant give oh. 
theta, 3,2; Ghee, 4,5; ehiauc, l6,6; 
commenchemena, 13,4; ochiet, 22,12; hab undanehe, 
8,7. 
c occurs in one instance where oh would be 
expected: cendre, 38,11. 
The place name which appears in Mir as Licothea 
and in Pit as Liconthea shows this same development: 
Zoohee v ioehee, 13,2 (although this can be read 
as Zothee v iothee). 
40. t+s in final position gives -3. nus, 14,5; 
eerpeno (acc. pl. ) 6,5. (-z as an inflected 
ending spread from the South after the middle 
of the thirteenth century. ) 
ifs 
41. c+a gives k, c+au gives ko. karkont, 12,15; 
cando tco, 6,9; kamaZ, 22,8 (beside more 
frequent canal, 12,17); cocoa, 1,2. 
c+a in free position gives ka (the development of 
a to eis not found) : kauiaue, 22.4. klon, 10,4 
shows the a to a to is development of Francien 
without the palatalisation of the volar. 
c+a in final position (after weakening of atonic 
final a) gives ko. blankea, 22,7; boukeo, 18,3; 
riko, 10,6. 
Palatalisation of the velar is found only in 
chaccun, 29,8 and char, 23,4. (Gossen's analysis 
of the position in present-day Picard reveals that 
char is the only word to show a palatal consistently 
in both the regions he investigated. ) 
42. G (of Latin origin)+a gives g, for which the graphs 
g and gu are used. gar-. 3ea, 16,2; golinao, 4,3; 
guelinc3, u, S; ionguas, 16,2. 
43. Intervocalic -cw- gives -u-. laue, 13,4 (a'o is 
found in North and East Picard). 
45. -ATICU gives -ago. aauuags, 25,6; vicagco, 14,4; 
langagac, 29,6; lignaga, 29,9. (Picard 
frequently has -ache alongside -ape. ) 
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46. -ATU, -ITU, -UTU, -ATE, -UTE do not retain final 
- to apelca, 4,1; adefiie, 32,5; r-epus, 8,2; 
voasu, 34,9; chite, chites, 3,3; 3,4; benignete, 
23,13; nus, 14,5. (Retention in -ut of -t is 
common in charters from all centres except 
Compiegne; retention in -et and -it are 
restricted to the North and East. This feature 
is generally more common in charters than in 
Picard literary texts. ) 
47. Prosthetic e develops before initial at-, sp-. 
estaturc, 12,3; espaules, 14,6. 
48. s+vowel is not palatalised in poissons, 11,7; 
" 
sieuent, 15,7. 
50. s+consonant is retained in medial position. 
macles, 12,17; daene, 22,9. (A development of this 
as by the thirteenth century purely orthographic 
and no longer representing the pronunciation, to 
r is occasionally found in Picard. ) 
51. Germanic reis retained in initial position. 
wardent, 8,8. " 
52. -ABILE gives -auleo eanlauZc , 28,1. 
(Literary texts often fail to show this Picard 
trait. ) 
54. u in hiatus fails to develops . aouef, 25,7; 
iaue, 13,2; kauen, 22,5. (w develops in North- 
Eastern Picard and neighbouring dialects). " 
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55. Assimilation of -rt- to -ii- is not prosent. 
parts, 16,1 (assimilation appears sporadically 
in Picard texts). 
56. There is no dissimilation of r in marbroo, 22,7; 
arbre, 28,1. 
57. Metathesis of -er- to -re- and vice-versa is 
present only in one example of doubtful validity: 
arderoit, 4,6 could be based on either ardre or 
ardair. Futures and conditionals of this type 
are found widely outside Picard. 
58. Loss of t in a+Z+cons appears in too, 4,3; bacsnac, 
28,2; vocalisation of Z is seen in aauuage, 
25,6. 
59. Z+yod in final position is not modified to -Z. 
soZail, 27,4 (the characteristic Picard form is 
coldZ). 
61. There is no denasalisation in the group n+t. 
resaanlent, 18,6; aanZauta 28,1; il canto, 
12,22. The groups Z+r and n+r are not 
represented in the text. 
Morphology 
63. The feminine definite article appears as to 
in both the nominative and accusative, with E1o 
instances of Za in the accusative (3,11; 
9,1 ) less than half the number of instance, 
of Za. This is the normal situation in Picard 
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texts. ) The analogical nominative Zi is not 
present. 
66. Third person singular of the possessive adjective 
i3 Ban, 28,8. 
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Paris MS Bibliothcque Nationale nouv. acq. lat. 
10651 is a codex of 95 ff., measuring 9i" x 6}", in 
single col umn with 29 lines to the nage. There is 
extensive staining by damp. (flee plate 6. ) 
Contents: f. 1 JuZiani Poncrif Libri trey do vita 
contc. plativa 
89v inoipit dietua S. Hicronini prsabitari 
(i. e. Theodosius Archidiaconus, dc Situ 
Terrae Sanctac) 
92v Fer'nc8 diva Adrians aaiutcr7 
Dating.: The MS is in a minuscule hand of the ninth 
or tenth century. A corrector (FLCor) worked 
extensively on the Theodosius and the first 20 sections 
of FL in the twelfth or thirteenth century. 
Provenance: The script has no strongly localising 
characteristics. The first recorded owner of the MS 
I. Bibl iotheque Nationale, Z'ouvoLlcs Acquioitiotss du 
; rtcacnt dc3 Manu3critz, 7913-2919, ed. H. t1ont, 
Paris, 1915, p. 17. 
The text of FL was first published by hont, 'Lottre ä 
I'Ernpereur Adrian sur los Merveilles do 1'Asie', 
&i: alioti: eque dc L'ccole dcs Chwtc3,74,1913, pp. 5O7-515. 
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was Beauvais Cathedral Chapter Library, and it was 
while at Beauvais that the MS was damaged by damp and 
rebound. It later passed to the Chateau of 
Troussures and, early this century, to the Bibliotheque 
Nationale. 
THE CORRECTOR OF FERM ES LETTER (FLCor) 
The twelfth or thirteenth century corrector 
who worked on the Theodosius text in this MS 
continued to add corrections up to section 20 of FL. 
In addition to alterations to the wording, he has 
improved the clarity of the MS in minor details, joining 
minims and occasionally turning a' type a's into a. 
He has marked the beginnings of sections 2,6,8 and 9 
with a bold indicator, thus: F 
The corrector made 51 alterations to the text 
of FL, the majority of them dealing with minor 
grammatical points. Some, however, change a 
perfectly acceptable and comprehensible text, and 
it was in some of these changes that Faral saw work 
dune ingeniosite et dune elegance a faire 
pair da depit lc plus sagacc des philologues 
modernes. 
1 
i. E. Faral, 'Un© Source Latina do I'Histolre dAlexandre: 
La Lottro sur los MervoiIIes do finde', Romania, 43,1914, 
pp. 199-215 and 353-370. (Q. 2DI) 
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This led him to suggest that the corrector had 
collated the MS against another copy of the came text. 
Our knowledge of other versions prompts us to ask 
further questions about the source of the corrections: 
1. Could the corrector have been working 
from either Gervase or FR? 
2. If not, do the corrections appear to 
represent an earlier version of FL, 
as attested by agreement with Gervase 
and/or FR? 
The corrections are written in an extremely 
uniform hand, which seems to indicate that they 
were completed fairly close together in time. 
(A comparison of the corrections from this MS on 
plate 6 with the Gervase corrections on plate 8 
which were quite obviously added over a long period 
of time illustrates this point. ) The absence of 
corrections after section 20 also argues against the 
idea that the corrector worked on the text over a 
long period, emending items at random, for had he 
done so it is most unlikely that he would have left 
the last 16 sections untouched. Two possibilities 
present themselves: either his time or enthusiasm 
ran out, or the source of the corrections was 
defective. Whereas the latter possibility requires 
collation with another HS, the former by no means 
20? 
precludes it. 
There are corrections in sections 3,9 and 20 
where material is lacking in both FR and Gervase. 
A further 19 of the corrections appear in passages 
which have been rewritten by Gervase to such an 
extent that his text could not have suggested the 
emendations made by the corrector. 25 of the 
corrections could not have been made on the basis 
of comparison with FR; 19 of these are lacking 
in its text and the remaining 6 are in passages 
with a different construction or phrasing from 
FL. Thus it is clear that neither Gervase nor FR 
as they now stand could have provided the 
corrector with his material. 
This leads us to consider whether the corrector 
could have been working from another copy of FL itself. 
An analysis of the corrections is necessary to reveal 
the types of correction made and whether the general 
tendency is towards readings supported by FR and/or 
Gervase (and thus possibly from a common source) or 
away from them. 
Major Changes of Reading 
A. Passages for which there is no support from either: 
3,8 Haec eadem arcymeda sunt ... 
) In haec ... 
3,10 fluviuc inmensus > Tbi oat fluvius 
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4,4 abundant gallinnacs 
> iiabundant ib' 
8,13 homines proptnr induotria oua sic colllgunt 
per industria i cuarn 
(Here the sense and grammatical accuracy would 
have been satisfied by a simple change from 
ablative to accusative. ) 
9,1 A Babilonia per Sidonnia colona stadia aunt rcc } 
tier Sidonian ad eoloniam. 
B. Passages where the corrector moves away from the 
reading of other versions: 
11,3 nascuntur homines longi habentes barbas (us PR)) 
longac 
('long', instead of qualifying 'men' as in 
the source - cf. P-Group, where their height is 
specified in feet - is applied to 'beards'. ) 
12,24 quippe cure ad 1ocui pervencrint (as FR) 
qui 
14,6 nigre sure (written nigras aura) (as FR and Ger) 
n*grt s(unt) cures 
C. Passages where the corrector moves towards the 
readings of FR: 
12,13 formice ... sunt enim volooi.; cirri cursu 
velocissime in cursu (as FR) 
13,4 Nilus enim Brisoncm implet > Brisonem fluvtum (s:; IT) 
and a less than perfect correction: 
12,31 et camelar fcminas volanter transeunt 
cum camelas feminis (FR cum camolic fcminia) 
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D. Passages where the corrector moves towards the 
readings of Gervase: 
3,3 ac prec > ac capree (Ger: ac caprarum) 
3,4 unite > tunice (as Ger) 
4,4 gallinae quales at apud voe > nos (as Ger) 
4,5 abeque prendere voluerit ) quas qui (Ger: qui cac) 
(All these passages are lacking in FR. ) 
E. Passage where both readings are supported by other 
texts: 
5,4 iderque ct (as FR) totidemque et (as Ger) 
Minor Changes (mainly grammatical) 
A. Passages for which there is no support from Gervase 
or FR: 
i. Corrector improving grammatical accuracy: 
3,4 unde et tunice ... vel oeteraa res fiunt 
cetere (fio 'to be made') 
4,2 hac regio > haec 
8,12 incendunt ... fugient ... se mittunt 
> . Uqýunlr 
8,14 propter flamma > flammam 
(proptcr correctly takes the acc., but FR reads 
qua propter here) 
11,1 ducent ad aegyptum ) ducens 
12,16 fodiunt et proferent > proferunt 
12,29 dum viderint formicae agn. inatim insequi 
formicas 
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20,1 Inter babylonia sons act > babyloniari 
(construction is faulty here, appearing to lack 
the second place name. Intor can mean 
'within', but here it is probably a corruption 
of in terra babztoni. ao, as in Mir at this point. ) 
20,2 patio e leonum ) quasi 
ii. Corrector failing to improve ungrarxiatic i1 readings: 
12,15 in ora > hora 
(in + abl. 'during'. The sense here requires 
in + ace. 'up to' - FR usquc #rorai) 
12,17 ab ipsis confitatic honinibus aufertur 
ipsius confinitatis 
14,1 habentes ... nares tonni 
> long (FR narca 
Zongas) 
5. Passages where the corrector moves away from the 
readings of other versions: 
6,8 oculi lucent velut Zuccrna (as FR, Ger) 
lucerne (cf. however P-Group where most 
texts read aieut lucorno) 
8,7 horninem cum percusserint, occident (as FR)> 
occidunt 
14,10 fetu' faciunt (as Ger) > fetus (acc. pl. ) 
15,1 Item que (FR Ibique) > item queque 
C. Passages where the qorrector moves towards the 
readings of both Gervase and FR: 
3,12 usque mosopotamia > mesopotami. an (as FR, Gar) 
E, 5 caracto > cacraste (FR, Gar: ccractoa) 
10,6 flanznar. ý inopirantibus > insFirantibus 
(FR, Ger: cpirantcc) 
"" 
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12,7 oolori gutem sunt nigrae > colore (as FR, Ger) 
12,10 eurumque custodiunt at proferent ) proferunt 
(es FR, Ger) 
12,11 cum ... animalcm viderint 
> animalem (as FR, Ger) 
12,17 qua aurum > quod (as FR, Ger) 
D. Passages where the corrector agrees with FR: 
3,13 locus ... plus quam ZocupZetes 
> locuples (as FR) 
12,11 formice ... qui 
> que (as FR) 
12,19 auferetur > auferetur (as FR) 
13,5 a quo effunditur egypto inrigata tdilo) egyptus 
(FR: nilum quo egyptum irrigatur) 
15,2 bestiae eoZores similes equorum > colores 
(as FR; but cf. Ger celeres ad instar equorum) 
E. Passages where the corrector agrees with Gervase: 
3,5 Hine euntibus ad rneridie ) meridiem (as Ger) 
4,1 Ric ad castellun ... est stadia ccc 
> Hinc 
(Ger: Ex hint) 
4,5. coZorec similes > colores (as Ger) 
6,2 A seleucia autem babyZonia pergentibus 
babyloniam (as Ger) 
10,4 Tube equorum habentes > iubac (as Ger) 
F. Passages where both readings are supported by the 
other F-Group texts: 
5,2 sunt et humiles quasi simii (as in Ger) 
simie (as in FR) 
(Both readings are grammatically possible, the 
forms cimiua and simia are both found. ) 
6,2 A seleucia autem babyZonia pergentibus 
babyloniam (as Ger) 
10,4 Tube equorum habentes > iubac (as Ger) 
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10,1 Setaucia autem a panto dextra ountibuv ad ... 
(as in FR) > Solcucic (as in Cer) 
Conclusions 
It is clear that, although many of these 
emendations could have been made by a corrector 
simply seeking to improve the quality of the Latin, 
in some instances the corrector's agreement with 
another text is such as to be more than mere coincidence. 
This is particularly true of those instances where 
the original was either satisfactory (e. g. aped voc, 
4,4; Briconem impfet, 13,3) or where it was obscure 
(e. g. ac prae, 3,3; abi. iuo rtseniere1 4,5). As has 
been mentioned, the corrector also worked on the 
Theodosius text which precedes this in the MS. It 
would, perhaps, be fanciful to imagine that the copy 
which provided Gervase with the text of o Situ 
: errae Sanctae tßtia Iripcrialia, E`caioio II, xxii) 
may have been connected with either the source 
of the corrections in FL or the source of the FL M" 
itself. It seems likely, however, that there was 
another copy of FL which supplemented tAe 
corrector's own emendations and provided many 
o; 'gis readings. 
In the synaptic text in this edition I have 
selected the readings from FL which are best in 
the context. Where these are drawn from the 
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corrections they are italicised. Where both readings 
agree with other texts, both are shown. In the 
text given in Appendix 2A the original readings are 
used as the base, with the corrector's readings in 
footnotes. 
THE TEXT OF FERRIES LETTER 
FL is the fullest surviving text of the Letter 
of Pharasmanes. It is also the text which most 
consistently maintains the epistolary format, both in 
the lengthy and detailed first and final paragraphs, 
in which the writer refers to previous correspondance 
and describes his method of collecting data, and by 
the use of first and second persons at strategic points 
l in the body of the text. 
FL includes five passages which are found 
neither in FR nor in Gervase's adaptation which was 
based on a different copy of FL. Three of these 
passages are part of the epistolary framework: @1 
which forms the introduction and §35,14-16 and §36 
which together make up the conclusion. This well- 
developed epistolary style, which in the other texts 
is greatly reduced or even lacking entirely, is almost 
certainly a feature retained from the original Letter 
i. Second person: 4,4 galtinnae quales et apud vos 
26,3 qui aped vos trit5nides appellantur 
First person: 22,14 cupivi ut aZicaas taperers 
23,7 nec nwnerum nee nomina scribere potuinrus 
The use of the second person, implying direct communication 
with the audience, is more restricted in literature than the 
first person and is thus better evidence of the writer's 
sensitivity to his genre. 
` IA 
and not the work of a mediaeval editor who wished to 
improve the Letter as an example of the epictolographer'c 
art. The messcngezc who delivered Hadrian's letter to 
Pharasrnanes are given the Greek names Aaacratev and 
. Monacratos (1,3), an indication of the presence of 
this passage in the earliest (Greek or pseudo-Greek) 
stages of the text's development. 
The other passages in FL which are present 
neither in FR nor in Gervase (69 and 620,1-4) are both 
shown, by their presence in P-Group texts, to be 
inherited from the archetypal Latter. Both passages 
contain problematic readings which may have led to 
their omission in the other F-Group texts1. 
In addition to retaining the epistolary style, 
FL presents a more accurate geographical picture of 
the region described with a greater number of 
recognisable and geographically feasible place names 
than the other texts. 
9,1 A ic, 3ilcni4: per Sidonia cclcnia (Trod if led by FLCor 
to per Sidoni= ad coloniam) is best interpreted in 
conjunction with the P-Group reading A babiZonin uaquc 
Fer, tcort (Pit. ) 
20,1-4 The ratio si lcon:, rrr (changed to ratio quzzsi lccr:,. n 
by FLCor) appears in Pit as ratio T ar. r, onu (0,4). 
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At the very beginning of the text proper, where 
Mir tells of a colony 500 stadia ab AntimoZima1(a name 
unattested elsewhere) and Pit reads ab AntepoZU usque 
Serimium (not a happy reading geographically, for 
Antipolie is modern Antibes), FL tells of the River 
Dirus which lies 190 stadia a finibus Antiochiae. well 
within the geographical area covered by the text. 
In section 3 FL retains, albeit in garbled 
form, a list of place names for the information of 
travellers from Mesopotamia to Damascus. This is in 
keeping with the conception of this work as a 
compilation of data from travellers' accounts, intended 
for those who might visit or conquer the lands in 
question. The list is very corrupt and the names 
unrecognisable, but its presence seems quite appropriate 
to the Letter and it is therefore probably inherited 
from the earliest version2. 
Although FL is in many respects more faithful 
to the archetype than most other versions, the 
surviving copy shows a considerable degree of corruption, 
much of it in details of grammatical accuracy. 
I. 2,1. 
J'un& 
2.3,14-I7: A sinistra Vero euntibus civitates, (xii: l4latho, 
Ucienimo, Cleopatra, Tezrvasia, Marmino, Maragdon, gguvius, 
Casia, Poasidonia, India, Anda, Etuchana. 
21-G 
It is with these grammatical points that the 
Corrector concerned himself, and the corrected version 
is usually better Latin, even though it at times 
moves away from the original meaning of the text an 
attested by other versions. 
There are greater errors, some of which are 
unique to FL and some common to all texts of F-Group. 
Zn 23,7 the supposed Egyptian name for the Nile is 
omitted (F-Group texts give Arci. oboZata) and FL has 
the nonsensical reading: 
Hic Aegypti partezn vicinarn vooant, quod dicitur 
! laram aquam. 
This corruption was probably present in the common 
ancestor of FL and FR, for FR has changed ! Iaran aquae 
(unquestionably the ancestral reading, for it appears 
in almost identical form in five P-Group texts) into 
a more familiar name also connected with two rivers - 
, atcsoFotania. 
The hippopotami of §15 have been given the 
name yppofogi1 in all F-Group texts, although some 
P-Group texts retain the correct name. In this 
same passage there is an error which is unique to FL, 
where instead of giving two dimensions for these 
animals (Ger: Zongitudinem peduri triconorun, 
vastitatem pedun duodena) M. by jumping from the first 
1.15,10. 
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pedum to the second reduces the monsters to a mere 
12 feet in length. 
The description of the lakes of the Sun and 
Moon (thus EP and OE, FL has the unlikely reading Zatera 
'sides, flanks') in 27,2-3 is similarly compressed 
and confused by haplography, but in this instance the 
error was already present in the copy of FL used by 
Gervase. The P-Group texts tell us of two lakes (lacy) 
or places (loci), one of which belongs to the Sun, the 
other to the Moon. Each is hot at the time when its 
ruling heavenly body is visible and cold for the 
remaining 12 hours. In FL a section of this description 
has been omitted, leaving: 
hie Solis inter die cazet, nocte fervescit. 
'That of the Sun is hot by day and seethes at night. ' 
Unlike the P-Group texts, in which several 
layers of accretion and editorial modifications can 
be detected, FL gives us a text which appears to adhere 
closely to the content of the original Letter with no 
major deliberate modifications. The degree of error 
which we see in the uncorrected portions of this text 
may have been peculiar to this MS, for the text used 
by Gervase evidently did not share all the corruptions 
and the Corrector of FL appears to have been in 
possession of a better copy which provided the basis 
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THE MANUSCRIPTS 
Four MSS containing the previously unpublished 
I 
text Ferarnr'n Ras ad Adri, anur, IM"Qrtorur- 1i. 7ti"e Lern 
discovered by the present editor: 
V 
? IC Monte Cassino, Codex Casinensi; 391, #`f .dZV -64+ 
ti 
c Cava, Codex Cavensis 3, ff. 397-399. 
M Madrid, riblioteca : Iacional 19 (formerly 1/. 16), 
ff. igsv-199. 
p Paris, Biblioth6que Nationale, Anc. fonds, lat. 
7418, ff. 26d-270. " 
Monte Cassino 391 
Monte Cassino 3912 is a MS of 88ff., all but 
the last four of which are in a Beneventan hand. 
jt measures 6111 




column throughout (except lv) and has 28 lines to the 
rage. The last 4 folios, which are in a slightly 
later, non-Beneventan hand, may be a later addition 
to the codex. The parchment binding is not original, 
because marginalia have been cut into on f. 83. 
I. A brief extract from C was published by J, B. Pitra, thalccta 
Sacra, vol. 2, Paris 1884 (repr. Farnborough, 1967), p. 647. 
I gave all these references to P. Gibb, who was able to 
use them in his doctoral thesis (Ph. D., Duke University, 1977). 
2. M. Inguanez, Codicwi Cavincn is Mart3criptorwn Catalo v, 
vol. 2, Monte Cassino, 1928-33, p. 257. 
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Pagination is marked in the MS instead of foliation, 
but I refer here to foliation, following normal 
practice. 
Contents: f. 1 v Italia et in ea mira 
2 Solinuo advento saZutem ... 
(CoZZectanea Rerun MernorabiZium, 
Class I text1) 
82v Fer=en Rex ad Adrianum Imperatorem 
84v ExpZicit liber SoZinus 
85 Last folios of another copy of 
Solinus, CoUectanea Rerum Memorabiliun, 
Class II text2) 
86 IuZii soZini coZZectio rerun 
mcnorabilium explicit 
Verse Tithia marmoreo follows3 
88v TO map 
Dating: The main body of the MS is assigned by 
Lowe4 to the eleventh century on palaeographical 
grounds. The major criterion he uses in dating 
Beneventan hands is the short final r which was 
replaced by long final r during the first half of 
I. C. iuiius Sol i nu s, Co Z Zee tane4 Rerurn P4 anorabi Ziem, ed . 
T. Morunsen, Berlin, 1895, pp. xl-xIi; Ix-ixi. 
2. Solinus, ed. Mommsen, op. cit., p. xI. 
3. Sotinus, ed. Mommsen, op. cit., p. 234. 
4. E. A. Lowe, The Beneventan Script, Oxford, 1914, p. 350. 
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the eleventh century in Monte Cassino end by the 
third quarter elsewhere. Short final ' 1. used 
exclusively throughout this MS. 
Provenance: The MS is likely always to have been 
at Monte Cassino. 
Cava 3 
Cava 31 contains 398ff. in a single Hcnevcntan 
hand. It measures äi" x 10l" and is written in single 
column with 29 lines to the page. roliation is 
marked in a late hand at the top of the page and 
a different foliation is stamped at the foot of 
the page. Reference is made here to the handwritten 
foliation. 
Contents: See comparative tablet. 
The printed catalogue suggests that the MS, although 
the work of a single scribe, may have been written 
as two separate codices because some items in the 
early part of the MS, notably from the Bede text:; 
are repeated in the compilation (designated 
I. D. Loo t-"tatte i -Cora sol i, Ccdicc: Cavcrsea dcccripait, part I, 
Cava, 1935, pp. 12-22. 
2. See pi "ý' ý-ý3r" 
3, ff-1-96, Bede, Do Tu-poribus; ff .1 37-1 :0 and Fcsýtirr, 
excerpts from Bede's computistical writings. 
1) C) q 
of 040 u 
FGoriZegium by the cataloguer) which occupies much 
of the latter portion of the MS. 
Dating: The scribe uses long final r, not in use 
until the second half of the eleventh century outside 
Monte Cassino. 
There is a marginal note on f. 137 which reads: 
Anni aunt in presenti DCCCCIIII 
but as that date is patently too early it was 
probably copied from the source MS. 
The so-called Annates Cavenses on ff. 97-131" consist 
of computistic tables of the years with marginal 
notes on historical events. Up to 1042 these 
notes, are in the hand of the scribe, confirming the 
palaeographical evidence and pointing to a date 
for the MS of c. 1050. 
Provenance: The evidence for the provenance of 
this MS is found in these same Annales Cavensesl, 
which are not present in the other two MSS which 
otherwise have largely identical contents (see 
comparative table). Although the name of these 
Annals has been supplied by modern editors, the 
marginal notes indicate strong links with Cava, 
a small Benedictine house near Salerno and Naples 
and some 150Km. south of Monte Cassino, the'hub of 
the Beneventan world. 
I. Codex Diplomaticus Cavcnsis, ©d. M. Morcaid1, vol. 5, MiIan, 
1878, Appendix, pp. 21-91. 
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Up to 1039 no place names from thic area 
appear in the notes, although local details are 
mentioned, such as the election of Radelchic Priricape 
Fencvcritanue in 882. From 1038 there is frequent 
mention of both Monte Cassino and Cava; during the 
eleventh century Monte Cassino is referred to 6 
times, Cava 4, Naples and Salerno once each. Fron 
1050 until 1364, when the marginal annotations 
cease, there are slightly more references to Cava 
than to other places. The large number of notes 
concerning Monte Cassino would be expected in any 
Beneventan MS of this nature, as events taking place 
there affected the whole area, but to the monks of 
Monte Cassino the Monastery of the Holy Trinity at 
Cava was just one among many daughter houses, and 
they would have had no reason to be especially 
interested in events there. The concentration 
of attention on Cava in these annals can thus be 
presumed to indicate that the US was closely connected 
Cava at the period in question, that is the time during 
which it was written and the following century. 
The evidence for provenance from Cava is thus strong, 
if not overwhelming. 
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Madrid 19 
Madrid 19 (formerly A16)1 is a codex of 293ff., 
which all authorities agree in assigning to the twelfth 
century. The pages measure 74" x 144" and are written 
in double column with 47 lines to the page. The 
binding is eighteenth century. 
Contents: See comparative tablet. Mi11äs Vallicrosa3 
considers the codex to be the work of a single scribe, 
while Cordoliani4 clai.. is to distinguish four different 
hands showing similarities of the type one would 
expect to find within a single scriptorium, and 
suggests that the MS was the product of four scribes 
working simultaneously. ' 
Dating and provenance: There is no internal 
evidence on either dating or provenance. Two 
distinct theories have been put forward on the 
provenance of this MS. The first, suggesting 
localisation to Monte Cassino was first made by 
I. Madrid, Bibliotoca Nacional, Inventario general de 
'fanuccri toa, Vol. 1,1953, pp. 20-23. 
2. See pr, 235-239. 
3. J. M. MIIIäs Vallicrosa, "Sobre el manuscrito 19 de la 
Bibiloteca Naclonal", Revista de Archivos, BibZiotecas 
y muaeos, 67,1959, pp. 119-126. 
4. A. Cordolianl, "Un manuscrit de comput ecclesiastique 
mal connu do is BibliotAque Nationale de Madrid", Revista 
de Archivos, Bibliothecas y Museos, 57,1951, pp. 7-35. 
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Winterfeld 1, because of the inclusion on f. 48 of a 
martirlogium (sic) do praobite ri bode horoioo 
coipooitum metro. Et advorte prudent lector 
quia hi veraue quon obolo at o rimonc (i. o. 
ohricirno) in capita pornotatoa inuenoria ab 
erohonporto monacho monantcrii aanoti 
benodioti do oaatro casino cditi Oust. 
2 
This theory was accepted by Lowe3 and Jones 
4, 
neither 
of whom were able to consult the MS. 
An alternative theory was first advanced by 
Burnam5 and later supported by Millas Vallicrosa6 
. P. von WintorfeId, "Do GornanisI Codisi"", fZstcofp.:, jt 
Johannes iählcn, Berlin, 1900, pp. 391-407. 
2. Ulla Westerbergh, (BcncVcnt1n T/inth CcnturLd Thotrv, 
Stockholm, 1957, Stadia Latiazo StOOVIOln. icnaia, 4, pp. 74_9O) 
analyses the 'tartyroZogiun 14=Pcrti to Madrid 19. She 
concludes that it is an enlargement and adaptation of the 
metrical York Calendar (as in 8L MS Cotton Vespasian 8vi) 
and that the additions reflect Southern Italian rite at 
the end of the ninth or the beginning of the tenth century. 
The Calendar somotimes printed as Erchrmpert's from 
Monte Cassino MS 439, pp. 278-82 is a later adaptation 
of that found in Madrid 19. 
3. E. A. Lowe, The Pcncventc. n Scripit, Oxford, 1914, p. 71. 
4. Bodo, Opera do Tcnporibis, ed. C. W. Jones, Cambridge, hass., 
1943, p. l6O. 
5. I. M. Burnam, "Recipes from Codex Matriticnsis Alb", 
ti: ivcrvity of Cirseiauzzti Studies, Series 2,8,1912. part 1, 
pp. I -47 . (Burnam would, however, see an Italian so l- 
uncisi ancestor on palaoographicaI grounds. ) 
6. Zoo. cit. 
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and Cordoliani1, favouring Catalonia as the area in-, 
which the MS was produced and Santa Maria de Ripoll 
as the most likely scriptorium. 
The reasons leading to this conclusion are: 
1. Hispanic symptoms in the vocabulary. 
2. Contents include material drawn from Latin, 
Greek, Arabic and Syriac cultures, and Ripoll 
was one of the few places where such diversity 
could be found at the beginning of the twelfth 
century. 
3. The recipes on ff. 199ff. are from the same source 
as those in Lucca, Biblioteca Capitolare, MS 490, 
for which a visigothic source has been postulated. 
4. The Aratus illustrations are similar to those in 
Vatican MS Reg. Lat. 123, which Mi11äs Vallicrosa2 
also assigns to Ripoll on grounds of content. 
1. Hispanic symptoms in the vocabulary which are cited 
in the arguments for a Spanish source for both this 
MS and Lucca 490 are: 
a. prosthetic h, (often erased). 
b. confusion of b and v. 
c. dot to separate words or word combinations. 
. loc. cit. 
2. J. M. Ml I 1äs Va1IIc ro s a, Assai. g d'histöria de Zes idees 
fisiquea, rnatcmatiques a is Cataiunya medieval, Barcelona, 
1931, pp. 233-237. 
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hiampc Otis c) 
use of ipce as an article 
wind names on f. 87 of Madrid 19. 
a. Prosthetic h, or its corollary, the removal of 
historical h, appears in MSS C, M and P of Peramen 
Rc : orridf C, m, 6,6 
orricie M, 2113 
honagri (onagri) F, 791 
ominibus (hortinibur)C, E, oj 
15 arurr (MC) Arum (C) 4rurz with is added (N) 
Harum with H underdotted for deletion (P) 15, e. 
b. Confusion of b and v, an early, rather than a dialect, 
characteristic, is found in all four MSS: 
benatricos (venatricce) M, 21,6 
bobis (MC, C) bovis (P) 
bobis cor. to bovis (U) 22,5 
? bibit (all MSS) against vivit (FL) 33,8 
bibat (MC) vivat (P) vivot (C, U, also FL) 
34,17. 
This also appears in other texts in these MSS, e. g.: 
iubante (C, f. 2v) iuvanta (M, f. 1v; P, f. 2). 
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c. In the text of FR there is no sign of the use of, ' 
dots as anything but regular punctuation or 
components of abbreviations. The three most closely. 
related MSS, C, M and P, have a high degree of agreement 
in both the placing of punctuation and the symbols 
employed. 
d. Of the specific words cited, none is present in 
our text. However, the form coZumpnarum appears 
in P 19,4. Hiemps is found in C in other texts 
(91v, 92 etc. ). -Ipse is found only in those 
contexts in which it appears in FL. 
2. The comparative table of contents demonstrates 
the remarkable similarity between M and C, the latter 'a' 
Beneventan MS, certainly written in Italy and 
probably at Cava in about 1050. Any arguments on 
the provenance of M which are based on the 
assumption that this collection of texts was first 
assembled in the early twelfth century are therefore 
founded on a false premise. As I shall demonstrate, 
M is neither a descendent of C nor an ancestor of P, 
but shares a common source with both. The terminus 
ante quern for this source MS and for the compilation of 
the main body of the literary content of these three 
codices cannot therefore be later than the middle of 
the eleventh century, the date assigned to C. 
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3. The recipes on ff. 199ff. and in Lucca 430 have 
been studied in detail by Johnson 
l, 
who examined 
Burnam's2 claims for a Visigothic source for the Lucca 
MS. He concludes that as far as the alchemical 
material is concerned it is unwise to emphasize the 
influence of Spain. In his search for related MSS 
he discovered none of undisputed Spanish oriCin. The 
palaeographic evidence does, however, show some 
Spanish influence. 
4. The Aratus is one of the few texts which does not 
appear in either C or P. thus indicating that it was 
introduced late into the collection of works 
preserved in these codices. If the Vatican copy is . 
indeed connected with Ripoll (and certain of the 
scholars who have examined these questions seem 
concerned to demonstrate Spanish provenance for 
reasons not wholly connected with the pursuit of 
factual knowledge), then this could indicate some 
connection with Ripoll shortly before or at the time 
of transmission of M. 
a. R. P. Johnson, Cc i 'osit iones variac fr no CoIA : d: 0, Bibliotcea 
Capitolare, Lucca, Italy: an intrad otory study, (IZLiraia 
Studies in Lang= c and Litcraturc, vol. 23, no. 3), 1939. 
2. ,º. Burnam, A Classical Tcchno of j (Code Luecr. 3io 490), 
: ioston, 19:: 0. 
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In support of the already convincing evidence 
relating M to the Beneventan MS C, there is 
palaeographical evidence that M's copy of FR is 
descended from a Beneventan exemplar. In 15,10, where 
MC and P read yppophagi and C reads ippophagi, M gives- 
the corrupt reading rippo phagino. This goes back to 
an exemplar which used Beneventan long i in medial 
positions (initial long i extends upwards, medial and 
final long i downwards). Beneventan y is quite 
distinct from the Beneventan ligature for ri, but 
looks very like the Ll r-form followed by long i, so 
the misreading must go back to a Beneventan MS with 
y at the beginning of the word. The -no attached 
to the end is reduplication of the initial syllable of 
the following word, nominantur. 
M is seen, therefore, to go back to a 
Beneventan exemplar and not to represent the earliest 
collection of these texts. The evidence from the 
text of FR indicates that it has some of the symptoms 
listed as hispanic, but no more (and often fewer) 
than the Italian MSS of the text. The arguments 
put forward for Monte Cassino lend support to the 
theory of Italian provenance, but there is no evidence 
pointing to a particular centre, and it must ýe 
remembered that all arguments based on the contents 
of the MS apply rather to the source of M and tell 
us little about its own provenance. It could, in 
I. As used In abbreviations. 
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fact, be argued that misreading of Ecncvcntan script 
points to a scribe working away from the Ieneventsn 
area. 
Paris 7418 
Paris 74181 consists of 284ff. of double 
column with 43 lines to the page, measuring 
91" x 7". the binding is old but not original. 
Foliation is marked in a later hand in the top 
right-hand corner. 
Contents: See comparative table. 
t 
Dating: Palaeographic evidence indicates that it was 
written towards the riddle of the fourteenth century. 
Provenance: Probably central Italy3. Notes on the 
verso of the first fly-leaf show that it was in 
the South of France by the early sixteenth 
1. Paris, Bibl iotheque Nationale, CatabDgus Codic., c? r 
Mann criptartcrt 3ibliothcaac Reg ice (pars tcrtia, tc' as 
qucrtuo), Paris, 1744, p. 355. 
2. See bolow, p;.: ' 1: -2 9" 
So ascribed on palaeographic and iconographic grounds 
by the team compiling the forthcoming cataioguo of 
illustrated MSS of Italian origin in the Bib1iothequo 
Nationale. 
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century1, and during the seventeenth century it 
was acquired by Philibert de la Mare, Counsellor 
at the Burgundy Parliament, who died in 1687. 
His collection was acquired by the Royal Library 
in 1719. 
Faulty readings throughout the MS point to 
a ßeneventan exemplar. In the text of FR there are 
two misreadings of a as t: 
trabiam (arabiam) 8,1 
truZa (aruta) 32,26.1 
Beneventan is one of the scripts in which a t-form 
is liable to confusion with the cu a-form. 
e 
I. "1509 die Jovis XII deccmbris de mane inter dec. et 
XI horam fuit Aquis (Aix en Provence, Bouches du Rhone) 
magnus tcrrae motus. ". 
"1526 et die leneris qui Brat secunda mensis novembris 
hora tertia post meridian in civitate Cavaliensi 
(Cavallion, Vaucluse) ego Spiritus Alberti duxi in 
urorc rr Catarinam de Guigonis dicti loci CaviZionis, fiZic'n 
Floreti da Guigonis ... 11 
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Comparative Table of the Contents of C1H and ? 
Note: Asterisked items are eompri , ed of small excerpt:; 
from many authors. Where these corpii. ationr are 
shown as present in more than one S, this indicates 
. road similarity of content. A minute examination 
of these texts is beyond the scope of the present 
study. 
The texts appear in each MS in the order listed, except 
where the use of folio numbers indicates a change of 
order. 
r: ork 
Eede, De Ternporihuc 
Illustration of men each pointing at 
a numeral (X, XX, XXX, XL etc. ) 
Martirologium do presbitcri Bodo noroico 
compositum metro ... ab archonpcrto 
monacho monactcrii Sancti bcnedicti do 
cactro casino cditi aunt. 
Tabular dc cycto safari 
K; aZZendariul't curt notis astronoticis 
(P lacks one or more gatherings after 
the end of this Kalendarium. 80 f has 
the catchword Itczz vcrsuc, 81 picks up 
in the middle of a computistic tract, 








Item versus de anno solari de regularibus 
mensium. Inc. flee (C) Nec (M) rota 
per gyrum quam tradit machina Zymphe ... 
De singulis mensibus 
Versus metricos de singulis diebus 
Versus de mensibus ... Dira patet Tani 
Versus de signis mensium 
Versus de quatuor temporibus 
De spera celi et de cursu planetarurn 
De initio quadragesime 
De terminibus septuagesime 
Versus de mensibus X II 
Versus ad inveniendoc annos Domini 
Versus de anno sotari 
Versus de sex etates huius secuZi 
Versus Pauli diaconi de annis a principio: 
A principio seculorum usque ad diZuvium1 
Versus de annis a principio 












1. Cordollani, loc. cit., believes that this is known only 
from M and from Florence MS Laurentlana Strozzi 46, f. 10", 
which he presumes to be a copy of M. C and the Florence 
MS share a reading of ad diZuvium against M's a diluvium. 
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Work CUP 
1; ýrau$ oycti annivsrsatie. Ino. Ltii a, 
Chriate, tuns priria Ost quo continct 
annoy 
Jerome, TofuZZianua in co tibro quarr  
contra Iudeoa. (On the rerkonine of 
the number of years since the Incarnation. ) 
Annalcs Cavc, u, c 
"Excerpts from Concilia and Jecretalc 
Elanchua Ragum et Pontificum lerah t 
i'agricy: tum honiliae curor Lucan 
Scarpsur., ar o' iZis Greaorii : taaian 
Arai us, Libor de '1ctronomia (fror., 
P1: acno^: cna) 
Arpur~cntun secundur? Egyptios ad invgniQndum 
pcdcs horarurr anno: cirouti. Si via 
seiro quot pedes habet unaqucqua : ora ... 
4Ordo co^puti aXposito a pturinio 
doctoribus 
(C lacks one or more gatherings after 
150v, towards the middle of this 
compilation. ) 
(P picks up in the middle of a 
computistic tract) 
rspositio üaticni pro infirmi 
Pythagoras. Oc divincndo cwitu : orgorur, 
c poaitionibua tuna at de : pi: cra 
pictola lindiciani ad Pcntadium. 





I. / Iv 
23? 
Work C M P 
De dicta Ypocratis per singuZos menses anni   
observanda 
Expositio rnembrorum 
(C picks up in the middle of a work on  
human physiology, ending dum autem os 
I 
dentibus impZeverit, Zoquitur. ) 
Solinus, De monstruosa fecunditate 
   
Solinus, De menstruis mulierum   
 
De simiZitudinibus hominum etc.    
De filia, que patrem suum ablactavit 
 I `/ 
De Italia et Zupos que gignit 
J I 
Isidore, De homine et partibus eius ý/ ý/ 
 
Origen, Scarpsum ex chronica   `ý 
Isidore, Epistola de gentibus et vocabutis    
eorum 
Isidore, De lapidibus insignioribus ./ . /`  
LibeZZus regis Egyptiorum ad Octaviano  
Augusto 
f 
'J *=Anonymous fragments de lapidibus 
Amigeronis Ziber de lapidibus et eorum 
   
virtutes 
*Bede, De Natura Rerum (Excerpts, not 
   
in the usual order) 
  
De canonibus concitiorum 
*Florilegium. (Small excerpts from many   
 
sources) 
Augustine, Tractatus contra quinque hereses 367 ,1 
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Work C H p 
Do provitioiia Ytatia 399  
Constantine; (Emperor), Privitcpium 385   
Sanotac Ronanao Eootociac 
Gregory, Serono opiccopo riariticnai  
 
Africanus, Do goncalogia Christi e  
Nomina 8optuaginta disoipu1orui 
Augustine, Epiotola do monstruosis 
Libor Iunioris PhiZosophi in quo oontinotur 
totiuo mundi descriptio 
toraran Ros ad Adrianun Imperatoren   264v 
Do provineiis Itatiao ,% 
(Sec above. Follows FR in C) (256 V) 
(End of C mutilated. ) 
E: corpta ox tractatibus atchiniao J v 270 
Ttam de clzrisographia. Auren obrigur, ý 
(End of M mutilated. ) 
Dc ptasmatione protoptasti, vivo . ldani  
So; zotiu' ad actrotopia. m judiciarun pertinons  
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE MANUSCRIPTS OF FR 
The table of contents demonstrates the 
remarkable uniformity which exists between C. M and P. 
MC, the earliest MS of FR, is outside this closely- 
linked group, and this less close relationship is 
also seen in the text of FR. 
The three later MSS contain an accretion on 
the phoenix in section 34 which is drawn from Solinus. 
This interpolation has variant readings also found 
in the Solinus text which forms the main work in MC. 
MC (34 FR ) 
In eodem monte est avis fenix. ampla que habet in capite crist= 
similar pauonis. vivit annoy innumerabiles. I 
C (34FR) 
In eodem monte est avis fenix. ampla que habet in capite trist= 
aimitan pauonis. et fauces cristatas, circa collo 
fulgore aureo, postera parte purpureus. Extra 
caudam roseis pennis. In qua ceruleus scribitur 
nitor. vivit annos innwnerabiles. 
MC (Solinus) 
1 
Apud eosdem nascitur phoenix avis, aquitae magnitudine, capita 
honorato in conto plumis extantibus, cristatis faucibus, 
circa colla fulgore aureo, postera parte purpureus extra2 
caudam, in qua roseis pennis caeruleus scribitur3 
nitor. 
1. Sol tnus, Cotteotanea Rcrwn McmorabiZium, ed. T. Mommsen, 
Berlin, 1895, pp. 149-I50. 
2. Majority of MSS read abeque cauda. 
3. Majority of MSS read interscribitur. 
, 2.4.0 
It is clear from this that the interrolator 
had access to a version of Solinuc identical to that 
found in MC, possibly in the same codex as his copy 
of FR. However, MC did not provide his text of FR. 
In 32,22, where FL and Ger agree with C, M and P 
in reading In oodcm loco aunt odes due, MC alone 
reads In coders aunt odes due. Again, in 3++, 17, 
FL supports C and M in reading vei qucradrnodun vivot 
ignoramus (FL)/ignoratur (FR). HC is alone in 
reading bi$at, showing confusion of v and b, here 
evidently not a hispanic characteristic but possibly 
a symptom of early date. 
In some of the instances where IC's reading 
differs from that shared by the other MSS it is 
likely that MC represents the reading found in the 
ultimate source. In 15,4-5, in the section on the 
hippopotamus (which has become a hippophagus, ippophagi, 
in the F-Group texts) the reading in FL has been 
distorted by haplography, but its original is 
preserved by Ger: 
ior. jitz ir. csý p+du'r trig? sortý. ý:. vastitctt r pod ý dsýdýteirr. 
MC is broadly in agreement with this, especially as 
vantitatcm may be Gervase's introduction to replace 
the Vulgar Latin groasitudino, with the description: 
Zatiti4inci 1: abon: tc3 Fad: triccnen. grocnitudi. no p sc xii. 
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Latitudinon is supported by the evidence of HP, where 
it appears as latitudo, but, interestingly, the 
variant altitudo is found in 10 of the MSS used 
1 by Hilka. This same change of Zatitudinem to 
aZtitudinem is found in C, M and P, together with the 
non-significant change of tricenum to triginta. 
Here the sense of the passage, in which Zongitudinert 
or Zatitudinem presents a better contrast with 
grossitudine or vactitatem than does altitudinem 
and the support from HP and Ger all point to MC's 
reading as closer to the original. 
Examples of less corrupt readings from MC are 
rare, and its affinity to the other three MSS is 
shown by the common corruption in 30,5, where FL's 
auriculas vero quasi vanno similes 
has become 
auriculas vero quasi statura similes 
echoing statura from 30.2. 
C's close relationship to both M and P has 
already been demonstrated by the examination of their 
contents. However, in some small points its text 
1. Historia Alexandri Magni (Historia de Pretiic), Rezension J2 
(Oroaius-Rezension), ed. A. Hi I ka, zum Druck besorgt durch 
H. J. Bergmeister, Meisenheim am Glan, 1977, part 2, p. 168. 
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agreess with that of MC against H and P, indicating 
that it derived independently from the cor: r. on 
ancestor of C, M and P (docignatod ß in tho diagrat rr t is 
sterr.. ma1). The agreement between t1 and P against MC and 
C shows them to have shared an intermediate source. 
26,2 P! C9 C orhaoi 
M, P orbaci 
FG, Gor coraoi 
1194 MC, C, FL barbas 
M, P, Ger barban 
3,13 MC, c tocuples (also FLCor) 
M, P tocuptax 
FL locuplctcn 
(In this last instance H and P appear to have restored 
an early reading. If they have in fact preserved it 
and not restored it, the agreement between MC and C 
rust be coincidental or due to influences outside the 
direct line of transmission, such as cross-collation. ) 
was not the source of the two later MSS, as 
can be seen from the presence in it of corruptions 
from which they are free: 
12,13 FL, MC, H, P 
cunt enirn vQ too isu irtc in rurau, ut pu t cv 
cas uolaro 
'they are very quick in running, so that you would 
think they are flying' 
C re: in occursu ('meeting') in place 
of it: cursu. 
I. 500 p. 2t . 
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11,5 The name ichthiophagi, which was 
probably received as idiophagi or 
ithiophagi appears as ithiophalii in 
C. The other MSS of FR have retained 
the -phagi ending intact. 
M, while sharing a common ancestor with P, was 
not itself a source of that MS, as can be seen from the 
reading rippo phagino, 15,10, which has already been 
discussed as evidence of a source in a Beneventan hand 
for M. 1 P reads yppophagi. Among the other readings 
it gives which are not found in P are: 
32,28 Ix (MC lxx; C, P septuaginta) 
32,2 stadiis (MC, C, P stadus; FL, Ger stadicz) 
18,5; 19,2; 22,6; 30,2; 30,3 pedes changed tö 
pedibus. 
P, which probably also derives from a Beneventan 
exemplar2, has several independent readings: 
5,4-6 haplography has reduced 
pedes habentes octonos idemque et 
oculos, cornua bina habentes. Quas cum 
to: 
pedes habentes. Quas cum ... 
32,2 et latitudinem is omitted. 
34,12 after vivit annos innumerabiles the 
phrase videUcet c. is added. 
I. See p. 232. 
2. Sao p. 234. 
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Perhaps the clearest picture of the 
relationship between the four HSS of FR is shown 
by the treatment of the word ichthiophagi in 11,5. 
FL has the form idtofagi, which appears in Cor as 
idrofagi. (an attempt by Gervaso to bring meaning back 
to the name given for the fish-caters by associating 
it with hydro-). By comparing these forms with 
MC's indiophagt we conclude that the original 
reading in FR may have been *idiophagi; however 
the readings of C, M and P would indicate 
4ithiophapi as the likely archetype, and this latter 
reading would be closer to the classical Latin 
form of the Greek txOuocp&yo, , iohthiophagi. 
Whichever form was found in a, the ultimate source 
of FR, the form found in 13, the source of the 
interpolated version, was probably 4ithiophagi. 
This was corrupted to ithiophatii in C, contracted 
to ithi. ogi in M. P reads iethi. ophagi, probably 
as a result of an attempt to restore the correct 
form. This could have been known to the scribe of 
P 'or of an intermediary MS fron any one of several 
sources, of which the tost readily available was 
^robably Isidore, Etymologiao, IX, ii, 131, where the 
name is given as Ichithyophagi1. 
I. IsiCore, Et, *ymoio'iac, c*d. W. M. Lindsay, Oxford, 1911. 
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It becomes clear from this analysis of the 
relationships that no one MS can be seen as wholly 
reliable. For the synoptic text, the version used 
is that of MC, and any readings taken from other MSS 
are given in italics. All variant readings are 





a- archetypal version 
interpolated version in a codex containing 
a collection of texts largely similar to that 
in C, M and P. 
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THE TEXT OF FERAMEN REX: DELIPERATL EP &TU+IE OR 
ACCIDENTAL SHORTENING? 
The text of I'R is obviously closely related 
to that of FL. In places, Passages of considerable 
length are reproduced verbatim, and where the wordin, 
does differ it is often in the rhrasinC alone and 
not in the meaning. FR is, however, considerably 
shorter than FL. This brevity is due to the 
omission of 11 sectionsI in their entirety and of 
I 
several other passages of more than one line`. 
There has been little reduction in the remain ng 
text. 
It has already been argued3 that FL uniquely 
preserves several features of the original Letter of 
Pharasmanc , most notably in the epistolary format 
and the verisimilitude of some of the geographical 
data; that FL alone of all texts reads like a letter 
from a King to an Emperor recounting travellers' 
tales. (It would be foolish to see more in this than 
a good understanding by the anonymous ccmpiler of his 
chosen pseudepigraphical epistolary genre. ) If this 
argument for the closer adherence of FL to the 
archetype is accepted, it becomes clear that material 
which is present in FL and not present in FR is, 
1. JD; 2; 3; 4; , 
9; 20; 231 24; 27; 35; 3fo" 
2.10,7-8; 14,8-10; 22,14-17; 33,9-10;, 34,7 & 13-14. 
3. pp. 214-216. 
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for the most part if not wholly, an omission in FR 
and not an accretion in FL. 
If we are to assess the degree of remoteness 
of FR from FL, in terms of the number of stages of 
transmission through which it may have passed in 
order to reach its existing state, and perhaps to 
hazard a guess at the date by which FR was available in 
its present form, we must first examine any evidence 
there may be for the nature of this reduction and the`. 
circumstances which brought it about. If the 
reduction were the result of deliberate editorial 
policy, with whatever motive, the text could have 
reached its present state after passing through very 
few stages of development from its full-length F-Group 
text source. 
If, on the other hand, the reduction were due 
to accidental loss in the course of transmission, 
this would probably have happened over a period of 
time, during the course of copying and recopying. 
In cases where accidental loss or distortion happens 
at several points in the text as a result of a single 
catastrophe, as in the case of the Vitellius copy of 
the OE Wonders1, it frequently leads to a greater 
degree of confusion than is found in FR and it is 
sometimes possible to analyse the nature of the damage: 
which caused the loss or rewriting. 
I. Sae pp. %Ob- %%Z. 
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Loss caused by accidental damaj; e is unrelective, 
whereas a comparison of the subject content of the 
material retained in FP with that of the omitted 
F ssages reveals that the accounts of monsters are 
almost all preserved in their entirety. Of the truly 
fabulous creatures, only the veno-ou. hens in v4 are 
lackin^. On the other hand, most of the less 
marvellous races of men, such as the kings who give 
lavish presents to travellers (923), the Ethiopians, 
who in FL live near rivers which produce black tems 
02'+) and the various races said to live beyond the 
? boilinj sea surrounding Heliopolis and on the far 
side of the fiery mountains of the rising sun, are 
omitted in FR. 
This deliberate selection of the fabulous 
elements of the Lester is further demonstrated by 
the omission of nearly all the passages whose content 
is purely geographical, passages diving details of 
rlace naies, relative distances and the nature of the 
terrain and the trading, activities of its inhabitants. 
The bulk of the orissions are made up of material of 
this type. FF does not attempt to suppress all 
distances regardless, as do EP and Ger, nor does it 
attempt to remove all localising information, but a 
Treat deal of the material in FL which provides the 
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support for any claims the longer text may make to 
be considered a serious factual document has been 
removed. The result is to give FR a rather 
different emphasis, transforming it from a pseudo- 
factual geographical tract into a purely teratological'' 
work. 
Geographical material comprises the bulk of 
the omitted sections, but not the total. The editor, 
for the consistency of omission which is revealed by 
close analysis must point to deliberate editorial 
policy, has also removed passages which in FL seem 
designed to encourage the suspension of disbelief and 
incline, the reader to accept the information given as+ 
factually correct. This includes most passages in which 
the monsters are linked, even in the most tenuous way, 
with the author, the reader or with known historial 
personnages. In addition to these the editor has 
removed most references to travellers, details of the 
accessibility of places and localisations which might 
be considered clear enough to encourage exploration. 
It is presumably also in this attempt to discourage 
credulity that the epistolary framework has been 
jettisonned, leaving only the title: Feramen Rex ad 
Adrianum imperatorem. 
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References connecting the moncterr, with the 
author or reader, however remotely, have Leon 
suppressed so consistently that we rust see this as 
deliberate. The section on the gold-digging ants 
(@12), which is otherwise preserved with a very high 
degree of accuracy compared with the P -Croup versions, 
lacks the final detail linking this otherwise 
incredible account with the Cold which finds its way aito 
the market: 
12,36-37FL: Sic fit Ut acu: vv iZtiur, pt'ot'ij: aiac 
au fcrrtur. 
'Thus it cores about that the gold of 
that province is brought away. ' 
(It is interesting to note that Gervase at this point 
chose to emphasize this link, rewriting the text as: 
Sic fit ut cu"" iliud orlbi. um ad 1: o0 uaquo parvaniat. 
'Thus it comes about that that very puro gold reaches us. ' 
The physical description of the stork-men (514) 
reads almost exactly as the text of FL. The last 
four lines, however, which deal with the storks' 
migration to Europe, are omitted completely: 
14,8-10FL: Hii ; =. ines in avibus cacti certo tcnroro 
trroisfi tram r, of arud vas (Gar: º: ao) 
fette fcci: u*t, q-403 aicyias c2; ctZatis. 
'At a certain timo they transform tha soivos 
into birds of the air, which you call 
storks, and produco thoir young among you. 
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FL's description of the Lamiae (§22) ends with 
an account of an attempt by the putative author to 
capture some of these grotesque women, (or*.; N-ed"%c): 
22,14-17FL: Propter vero desiderium cupivi ut aliquas 
caperem, atque vivas Romanniae adducerem. 
Tres autem corniti armati ut unam occiderent 
. quippe. ut evacdere potuissent diu multoque 
pugnaverun t. 
'In accordance with that request I wished 
to seize some to bring them to Rome alive. 
To be sure, three armed comrades (were needed) 
to kill one, however, as they could escape 
capture for a long time and they fought 
a great deal. ' 
Of the first and second person references in 
FL, only three are retained in FR. These three are 
instances where there is no real link made between 
the reader or author and the monsters - two represent 
the use of you in the function of one: 
12,12 and 30,9: ut putes eas (eos) volare 
'so that you (or one) would think 
they are flying. ' 
and the third is simply to supply a better-known (or 
supposedly better-known) name for the oracle or 
orhaci: 
26,13: qui apud nos tritognides appeZZantur. 
The reference to the historical King Darius 
(whose name appears in FL first in the genitive form 
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Vii (23,1FL) and then as Dariuo (23,2FL), confirning 
his identity) has been omitted, together with the 
remainder of §2: 3. Whether the reason for this 
omission was Darius' unquestionable historical 
existence, or the mainly geographical nature of the 
information in this section or even the reference 
to travellers who returned with gifts after visiting 
the land of many kings it is impossible to guess. 
All three aspects appear to have been subject to 
editorial censorship and any one of then, or the 
combination of the three,, may have led to the 
exclusion. 
In connection with this passage it is again 
interesting to note the different approach adopted 
Gervase. Whereas FR seems anxious not to refer 
to the possibility of exploring these far lands, 
Gervase seems almost to wish to inspire his readers 
to venture forth. Where FL tells simply of 
travellers who are sent away rewarded (rcr: urtcrati 
diri t tun tur) , Gervase claims himself to have met 
them: 
23,8-1UGer: Vcrurrptz. cn hoc tcstzur quitt ab*ldo 
rcdc:: ntus consp: rir., ý; pZursr.; i3 ac Flvticsic 
dcncriiß r4 . uiertttor. 
'Nevertheless,, %a can tear witnoss to this 
bocauso we have sewn men coming back from 
that place rewarded with many precious gifts. 
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Other references to travellers and exploration 
have certainly been omitted. In some of these 
instances it is the inaccessibility of a place which 
is emphasized in FL. The vine and courtyard of the 
priest at Heliopolis is described in detail in FR, 
exactly as in FL, but the reference to its inaccessibility 
is left out: 
33,9-10FL: ctranewn wnquam non Zicet hunt videre, nisi 
qui Etiopolis commoratur. 
'No foreigner is ever permitted to see this, 
except one who intends to remain in 
Heliopolis. ' 
At the end of the work, where the wonders beyond 
feliop'olis are described, the writer again refers to 
inaccessibility: 
35,4-7FL: Circa eosdem montes mare fervens a colonia 
Eliopoli exoriuntur, quoniarn mare non dicam 
transire, sed nec respicere quispiarn potest. 
'Around the same mountains a boiling sea 
proceeds from the colony of Heliopolis, 
therefore I shall not tell of crossing the 
sea, nor can anyone look beyond it. ' 
This passage is again omitted in FR, not however on its 
own but as part of the whole section. It is, of course, 
arguable that these two passages were omitted because 
the information in them is negative - they describe 
places which cannot be reached or visited, therefore, 
logically, which cannot be described. 
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There are, however, positive references to 
travellers which have also been omitted, and besides 
this there has been modification of passages giving; 
reasonably explicit localisations into generalised, 
often unidentifiable references to whole countries. 
The reference to visitors returning from the land 
of many kings (923) has already been discussed. 
In 9209 among the geographical material which has 
not been retained in FR are the fairly explicit 
details of trade routes: 
20 ,5 -8rL :A parte 
de-tra cuntibus ad 'lard rubrurr 
civitates aunt duao, nominc phanix at 
-cra. a ubi vatde hc^: ino, s locuplctaa sw: t, 
ex quiLvs ad India et Arabia eoZZationaa 
sure t" 
'Then on the right, for those going towards 
the Red Sea, there are two states named 
Phoenix and loraba, where man are exceedingly 
wealthy. There are links (i. e. trade routes) 
from them to India and Arabia. 
L continues with a description of the immense pearls 
which are to be found in those parts, and the overall 
cicture of easy wealth and trade routes night have 
Leen considered too tempting for a certain type of 
readership. 
äf : ed rather than omitted entirely we 
see this same tendency to obscure any details which 
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might help a traveller to locate the places mentioned. 
In 6,1-2, FL's 
A seZeucia autem Babylonian pergentibus stadia sunt Ix. 
'From Seleucia, then, for those proceeding to Babylon 
it is a distance of 60 stadia. ' 
The view from the ground, typical of FL, has been lost 
in FR which also shows in this instance an unusually 
high degree of corruption in the place-name Seleucia: 
Est et aZia regio que dicitur peZusia. distans a Babylonia 
stadia Ix. 
'And there is another kingdom which is called Pelusia. 
It is 60 stadia distant from Babylon. 
FL in fact tells us not that the distance between 
Seleucia and Babylon is 60 stadia but that the next 
marvel is to be found 60 stadia along the road from 
Seleucia to Babylon. 
Another fairly precise direction in 911 has 
similarly been made obscure. FL locates the home 
of the ichthiophagi: 
1191-2FL: A dextra parte ducent ad aegyptum; hinc 
ad in cu Uam in qua na scun tur ... 
'From the right-hand side they lead to 
Egypt; from here to the island in which are 
born ... 
This has been reduced in FR to: 
hinc non Longe abest insuka in qua nascuntur ... 
'The island is not far from here in which are 
born ... ' 
Yet another example is to be found in 026, 
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where FL locates the oracle which will answer any 
question in a place: 
26,1FL: J xta cuod Ooeani finge stadia rant ccL=x. 
This is not an easy line to interpret and may to corrupt. 
It appears to mean that there is, close by the last 
place mentioned (the land of the Ethiopians and gem- 
producing rivers of §24) a point which is 280 stadia 
from the edge of the Ocean. This difficulty may, in 
this instance, excuse the rewriting in FR, which reads: 
26,2 FR: In persarui very partibus ... 
'In the districts of the Persians ... ' 
Should any doubt remain that the omissions in 
FR are the work of an editor and not the result of 
casual omission or accidental damage, this doubt is 
finally dispelled when we consider several passages 
in which one or two words, usually place names, have been 
drawer from the omitted section to act as a link. Indeed, 
we see this method at work at the very beginning of the 
text, for it is not until 95 that FR gives a passage of 
any length which adheres to the text as in FL. 95 
begins Sunt et illic in FL, so it obviously needed some 
introductory words if it was to be used as the starting 
point. FR draws these from 3,11-13 and 4,1: 
3,11-13FL: A Babilcnia us rue Mesopotamian stadia aunt Zr; 
Zoaus 1, onestus at plus qu r ZooupZas ... 
FR: Inter babyloni. t of Alesopot=in eat ragio 
ZOCUp Zeh. 
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4,1F L: Hine ad casteZZum PhiZoniae qui locus dictus est 
stadia ccc. 
FR: in qua est oppidwn quod dicitur casteZZum filonis ... 
Thus FR draws two widely separated phrases from FL, I 
runs them together and uses them as a lead-in to the 
description of the eight-eyed beasts in §5. 
Further examples of this method of covering 
the omissions are not far to seek. The omitted §20 
contributed Circa Indiam et arabiam (taken from FL's 
reference to the trade routes with the countries 
named - ex quibus ad India et Arabia collationes cunt, 
20,8) to the beginning of 921 on the savage huntresses. 
23,1 in FL tells of Dii, regis Persarum, and FR. 
picking up the text again after an omission extending 
from 22,14 to 26,1, harks back to this line with 
In persarum vero partibus (26,2). 
It is evident that the text of FR was given close 
attention by an editor. This editor appears to have 
wished to remodel it, perhaps in order to make it more 
suitable for a particular type of audience. We are 
given one other clue about the status and beliefs of 
this editor. In the passage on the phoenix, FL retains 
a clear expression of a pagan belief in the phoenix as 
a divine being, sacred to the Sun. In FR all such 
references have been suppressed (although the details 
of the priest of the Sun at Heliopolis caused no 
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embarrassment). The dedication to the Sun, expressed 
in FL as: 
34,7FL: quae avis eat in deZi. eicr rn Solia 
and the bird's unique and divine nature: 
34,13-14: qui ex divinitato cola nata coot et ; ola ant 
presented an obstacle to the later Christian writer, 
Gervase, as well as to the editor of FR. Gervase 
dealt with the problem by introducing expressions 
of doubt, esse rcferuntur 'they are reported to be' 
(34,7-8Ger) and ut tradunt 'as they relate' (34,13Ger). 
The omission of both these phrases expressing 
pagan beliefs in the edited text of FR would seem 
to indicate that the editor was a Christian. It 
would be possible to go further, and to suggest that 
his conscientious suppression of all suggestions that 
the reader might himself visit those places where 
such marvels are found, a suggestion implicit in the 
very form of FL, with all its pseudo-geographical data, 
might point to an editor working within an enclosed 
monastic order, for a readership whose travel was 
restricted to excursions within the library, and that 







GERVASE OF TILBURY 
BIOGRAPHICAL 
Gervase's Otia IrnporiaZia1 is the major source 
of information on his earlier life, for he frequently 
recounts anecdotes drawn from personal experience. 
Of English stock, his early education was in Rome, after 
which he studied and taught law in Bologna. After 
working as clerk for William, archbishop of Rheims 
(consecrated 1176, died 1202), he was in Sicily in the 
service of William II at the time of the siege of Acre 
(1190-91). He was appointed Marshal of the Kingdom 
of Arles by Emperor Otto IV (Holy Roman Emperor 1209- 
1214), to whom his major and sole surviving work, the 
Otia ImperiaZia, written around 1211, was dedicated. 
OTIA IMPERIALIA 
Otia Imperialia (Imperial Diversions) is a 
lengthy compilation of world history, geography and 
marvels drawn from a large number of literary sources 
as well as from personal experience and the anecdotes 
of his contemporaries. The declared intention is to 
furnish the knowledge an emperor should have of the 
. Otia Imperialia, ed. 
G. W. Leibnitz, Scriptores Retter 
Brunsvicensium, Hannover, 1707-1711, Vol. 1, pp. 811-1004, 
Vol. 11, pp. 751-784. 
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world and its marvels. The work is divided into 
three sections, designated decisiones. The first 
deals with the early history of the world, mainly from 
biblical sources; the second with geography, politics 
and recent history, and the third is devoted to the 
marvels for which Gervase felt such enthusiasm that 
they intrude into the earlier parts of the work. 
We have ample evidence of the way in which the 
work was composed, for in MS Vat. Lat. 933 we have a MS 
which, although not the author's earliest draft, was 
certainly used by Gervase as a working copy! The 
position of Vat. Lat. 933 in relation to the 
manuscript tradition of the Otia ImperiaZia is a 
complicated matter which will be considered in 
the context of the whole tradition, but the hand 
which added more than 300 marginal supplements, 
numerous interlinear glosses and corrections and 
even several extra folios and sheets certainly 
presumes the authority of authorship2 and may 
I. J. R. Caldwell, 'The Autograph Manuscript of Gervase of 
Tilbury (Vatican, Vat. Lat. 933)', Scriptoriwn, II, 1957, 
pp. 87-98. See also plate 8. 
2. The marginal notes by the corrector Include directions to the 
rubricator on 17r and 33r The strongest evidence that this 
Is the work of the author are the notes on I8r: Banc Lectoribus 
mein prestans cauteZ= ... ('Presenting this reservation to my 
readers ... ') and 23r: ut ab 
ipsis indigenis accepi. ('as I 
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reasonably be supposed to be that of Gervase. The 
corrector has a hand which is clearly distinCuichabie 
from the other five hands which have been identified 
in the MS, and his additions are all marked with 
indicators to show the point at which they are to be 
inserted into the text. Sources are liberally cited 
in the margins, and the corrector pays attention to 
the accuracy of these. One folio (f. 35) appears to 
have been taken from an earlier copy of the work. 
The evidence of the stemma will indicate, as Caldwell 
demonstrated1, that this MS was only one of two or 
possibly more which Gervase used as working tools in 
this way, updating them as he came across more 
information and adding a paragraph here, a few words 
of explanation there; sometimes adding to one MS first, 
sometimes to another. 
THE PIARASMA4VES MATERIAL IN GERVASE 
The whole text of the Letter of Pharasmancs is 
found in Decisio III of Otia Imperialia. MS Vat. Lat. 
933 is one of two MSS2 which acknowledge the source of 
the material in marginal notes, the second MS to do so 
J. R. Caldwell, 'The Interrelationship of the Manuscripts of 
Gervase of Tilbury's Otia Imperiatia', Scriptorium, 16,1962, 
pp. 246-274. 
2.1 have examined 22 MSS out of a total of 28 which arc known 
to exist. 
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being Wolf enbüttel Helmstedt 481. The marginal notes 
in Vat. Lat. 933 (which are reproduced almost verbatim 
in the Wolfenbüttel MS) read: 
72v col. 1 fermes / ad adria / num 
col. 2 Fer / mes 
73r col. 1 ad / adria / num / imperatorem / 
episto / la / eius / dem 
col. 2 eadem 
73V co].. 1 episto / la / Fermes 
Upon examination, the text proves to be close to the 
text of FL, although the order is disturbed, with 
H6 - 35 followed by a rewritten preface and then 
§§2 - S. 
In addition to the text of FL, reproduced by 
Gervase in its entirety, lacking only the epistolary 
incipit and explicit, there are the paragraphs 
taken from a P-Group version of the Letter of 
Pharasmanes, the text of which is examined in 
Section 5. This unwitting double use of the material 
provides a vivid demonstration of the appeal this 
material had to Gervase, as to so many learned men 
of his time. 
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THE STATE OF FER'1ES LETTER WHEN USED BY GERVASE 
Two questions to be discussed later, the status 
of the corrections in Vat. Lat. 933 and the weight to 
be given to alternative readings from other MSS, must 
play a role in the establishment of a text, but the 
number of readings affected is small and has little 
influence on our assessment of the state of the text 
as received by Gervase, or on our analysis of his 
handling of it. This examination is crucial in 
determining the value of his version as a witness 
to the text of FL and for the possible elucidation 
of cruces, for we must consider whether readings in 
which Gervase diverges from FL are due to editorial 
changes or represent a text of FL which may be less 
corrupt than the single extant copy. 
The list of corrections in FL in the Paris MS' 
reveals that Gervase tends to agree with the readings 
of the FL Corrector. Otia Irpcrialia can not have 
been the source of the corrections, for there are a 
considerable nu. ber of instances where the words 
corrected are lacking or have been modified in Gervase. 
However, the agreement of his readings with those of 
the Corrector lends weight to the hypothesis that the 
Corrector drew on an alternative version of FL as well 
I. See above, p7 -213. 
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as his own general knowledge. 
There are a limited number of instances where 
Gervase has a reading which agrees with FR or even with 
the P-Group texts against FL. In 15,4-5F, the 
agreement between Gervase and FR demonstrates that 
Gervase had access to a less corrupt copy of FL than 
that which survives, at least in this one respect. 
The yppofogi (a name here wrongly attached to the 
hippopotamus) are thirty feet long, twelve feet in 
girth and of great bulk: 
Ger: longitudinan pedun tricenorwn. vastitaton 
pedwn duodecim. edificio amplo. 
FR reads Zatitudinem in place of Zongitudinem and 
grossitudine in place of vastitatem, but significantly 
the numerals, frequently the most unstable part of a 
description because of the high risk of miscopying 
Roman numerals, are in complete agreement: 
FR: Zatitudinem habentes pedum tricenwn. grossitudine 
pedum xii. 
FL's reading is shown, by this agreement between FR and 
Gervase to have been produced by haplography, with 
a jump from the first to the second pedum: 
FL: Zongitudinan pedwn duodena. edificio amplo. 
12,15 F is typical of the minor instances where 
Gervase agrees with other texts against FL. There is 
a specific period each day when the gold-digging ants: 
FR/HP: cub terra aunt et aurwn fodiunt. 
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Gervase, typically, has edited out the superfluous 
verb Bunt, producing: 
Ger: sub terra a4rw1 fodiunt. 
FL employs a construction which appears to be using 
a locative of the adjective cubtwrrancuo: 
FL: subtcrr*aneo aunt at aurwn fodiunt 
but this may well be a late change influenced by 
the presence (unique to this version) of do 
subterranao four words later. 
In 5,3, Gervase, FR and P-Group read fugiunt 
(pres. ind. ) against fugient (futo ind. ) in FL. This 
appears in a construction following audierint (perf. 
subj. ) in all texts except FR, which has audiunt 
(pres. ind. ). The sequence of tenses demands a 
present tense: 
Ger: quan? o soil audicrint, ftgiunt 
'when they may have heard a sound they floe') 
showing that it is FL which has the corrupt reading 
here. 
Gervase also agrees with FR in a few other 
readings: 
10,6 Ger: ftc: r. 1n opirantc3 
FR: ftvas apirantcs 
FL: fta rra'n insiirantibuw (Cor: upirantibue) 
18,2 Ger; FR: ftuvio 
FL: flunine 
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21,6-7 Ger: venatrices cunt. pro canibus 
FR; HP: venatrices. pro canibus 
FL: venariaces pro canes 
This last example shows an error in FL of a type which 
could easily have been corrected by Gervase if it 
was present in his copy of the text. 
In other instances Gervase can be seen to derive 
from a version which contained corruptions identical 
to those in the extant text of FL. In 5,1-2, simian 
beasts (Pit: bestiae quasi simiae) are described by 
FR and HP as humiles bestioZe quasi simie ('abject 
little animals like monkeys'). FL has an unclear 
reading omitting the noun bestiole; it is this 
which'must underlie Gervase's rewriting: suet et 
iZZie homines quasi simii. 
In 27,1-3, a passage lacking in FR, two places 
(Mir: loci; EP: Zaci; FL: Zatera; Ger: paZatia1) 
are described which are said to belong to the sun and 
the moon. According to the undistorted texts of Mir 
and EP, that belonging to the sun grows hot by day 
and that belonging to the moon grows hot by night, and 
both are cold at the time when the heavenly body to 
which they belong is not to be seen. In FL this 
appears in a ludicrously compressed form: 
FL: hie Solis inter die calet, nocte fervescit. 
'That of the sun is hot by day and becomes hot by night. ' 
I. See commentary for a full discussion of these variants. 
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Gervase evidently received this in a similar form, 
for he edited it to reduce the incongruity, producing: 
Ger: illud Solis die mediocriter catat at facto fervot. 
'that of the sun is moderately hot by day and Seethos 
by night. ' 
In 33,7-8, the priest of the sun at Heliopolis is 
described in FR as eating incense and drinking liquid 
balsam: 
FR: thus vescitur et opobatsc'n bibit. 
Substitution of v for b, a feature of early MSS, has 
produced in FL a reading which appears to give vivit 
a direct object: 
FL: thus vestitur at apobaloc nzcn vivit. 
In Gervase's text we see the result of an attempt to 
clarify this difficulty: 
Ger: thure vestitur et ex opobatsc o vivit. 
There are few examples in Gervase's text of the type 
of miscopying which provides clues as to the 
palaeographic nature of an antecedent MS. There is 
one undoubted miscopying of an unusual noun in 3,4, 
where the inhabitants of a country which has immense 
sheep are described in FL as using their fleeces to 
make tunics and cloaks (tunice at birri). In 
Gervase's text the uncommon word birri has been 
replaced by the nonsensical bissi (bissa 'red deer 
hind'; bisse 'two thirds'). Confusion of r and a 
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is often considered a distinguishing feature of 
insular hands, but is in fact a possibility in many 
Carolingian hands as well. 
A less conclusive case, because there is a 
possibility of editorial interference, is found in 
11,5, where FL's idtofagi (ultimately from 
L. 3 ua(ýdýSoL) becomes idrofagi in Gervase, possibly 
through an attempt to link the word with the concept 
pisces crudos comedunt in the following line by 
referring to hydr- 'water'. An alternative 
explanation would be confusion of t and r, which 
is a possibility in Carolingian hands. 
GERVASE'S EDITORIAL METHOD 
The analysis just made of the relationship 
between FL and Gervase's text demonstrates that 
Gervase was in possession of a text of FL which 
was very close to that which we have. In some 
details it was more correct, but elsewhere it 
shared corruptions with FL. It now becomes 
possible to examine the changes which have been 
made to the text, most of which are probably 
editorial alterations and modifications by Gervase. 
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1. Structural Alterations 
a) Revised Preface 
The epistolary incipit and explicit of FL have been 
replaced by a single paragraph in which Gervaso 
reaffirms his faith in the veracity of his sources 
while admitting that he has not witnessed everything 
that he describes: 
§1 Si quis dimensions terrartui perscrutari 
paraverit, attendat non onnia nos corporaU 
visions probassc quas scrips-im-as, quinimo 
quaedcn ex alienis Zibris transom ta, 
quaedan ex virorun proborwn relationo conrjessirma . 
nihil mendacium Zinguis auf mimorwn fallaciio 
contribuentes. 
If anyone were preparing to explore the extent of 
the lands, let him note that we have not seen 
with our own eyes everything which we have 
described. On the contrary, after drawing some 
items from other books we collected some from the 
accounts of honourable men, incorporating no 
lying speech or fraudulent imaginings. 
b) Changed Order 
There is no apparent reason for the reversal of order 
which puts 992-5 after §§6-35, and Gervase may well 
have found the text like this in his exemplar. 
It does not make the text blend any better with the 
surrounding material, and the presence of the apologia 
or rewritten preface between §35 and §2 indicates 
that Gervase saw no reason to disturb the order and 
structure of his exemplar. 
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c) The Rubrics 
Gervase modified the text of FL to conform to the 
rest of his work by the simple expedient of breaking 
it down into twelve sections, each headed with a 
rubric, for example de fenice; de hominibus qui 
pedes habent octenos et totidem oculos. Most of 
the sections coincide with the section division of 
FL, such as it isl. In most instances minor 
adaptations have been made to the text immediately 
after the rubric, usually aimed at making the 
section independent of the preceding one: 
§34 FL: Circa ea vero mons es t ... 
Ger: Ad confinium eZiopoZis mons est ... 
§24 FL: Sunt n=que ... 
Ger: luxta terrninos memoratos sunt ... 
2. Major Modifications to the Text 
a) Additions 
In three sections Gervase has added to the subject 
content of the text, drawing on knowledge from other 
sources. In 13,5-6, where FL refers to the 
flooding of the Nile, Gervase comments that Egypt 
owes its fertility to this2. The longest 
interpolation by far is 32,9-21, where Gervase 
I. See comparative table of section division, pp. 3f'6--387. 
2. cuiu3 beneficio terra inundata ad fertiZitatem revocatur. 
'by the kindness of which the land, having been flooded, is 
brought back to fertility. ' 
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describes at length the balsam tree and its products. 
In §34 on the phoenix Gervase has incorporated a 
quotation from Ovid1 (which, incidentally, he has 
already used in Decisio 11 
2) 
and found himself 
obliged to rewrite the surrounding text to avoid 
contradiction, for Ovid describes the diet of the 
bird, whose manner of life is said in FL to be unknown. 
Gervase's attempt to improve on the text of FL has led 
him into a strange reading in the description of the 
bird's appearance. FL describes it as having a crest 
like the peacock's coronet (orbi)3; Gervase replaces 
this with the most striking characteristic of the 
peacock, giving the phoenix a crest like the eyes 
(orbiculari)4 on the peacock's tail. 
1.34,21-24 Ger: ill. ud ovidii: 
una est quac reparat seseque reseninat ales 
asserii fenica voeant non fruge, neu herbis 
sed thuric lacryrais et succo vivit anomi. 
Ovid, Metamorphoses, XV, 392-394 
una est, quas reparet seque ipsa raseminot 
ales: 
Assyrii phoenica Vocant; non fruge neque 
herbis, 
Sed turfs tacrimis et suco vivit amotni. 
2. ed. Leibnitz, Vol. 11, p. 757. 
3.34,5-7 FL: =plan habet in caput crista^1 sinilcn orbi paonis. 
4,34,5-7Ger: amplan haben vittcxn, in capito Grist vn o iiilcrr 
orbiculari ca- a pzconi3. 
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b) Polishing and Educated Guesses 
Gervase is concerned throughout the text with 
improving the subject content, and this has led him 
to emend many of the more corrupt passages as well 
as to insert words or small phrases of clarification. 
Many of his guesses at the correct version are, 
inevitably, wrong. Quasi structio et camelus (i. e. 
struthiocameZus 'ostrich') in 22, $ he has reduced 
to ut camelus. He changed the emphasis of a phrase 
in the phoenix passage, 34,13-14, probably because he 
parsed it wrongly: 
FL: ex divinitate sola nata est et sofa erit. 
'it is born alone, being of divine nature, and 
will always be alone. ' 
Ger: ex sofa ut tradunt divinitate processit. 
it emerged, so they relate, from the single/unique 
divinity. ' 
Some of his attempts to polish are as worthy of 
consideration as the 'restorations' made by more 
recent editors. Among these may be counted the 
change of Damnas castrorum (3,13-14) to Damascum 
and the emendation of the obscure aerea et ferrea 
altercatos (32,5) to aerea ac ferrea opere atternato 
('built alternately with copper and iron'). Others 
are based on personal experience or knowledge from 
other sources, as in the passage on the storks: 
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14 ,8 -10 FL: flii ll n nco in avibue caali ccrto tcn poro 
trancfigurantur, ct aid you fctum facilint, 
quos ciconias appcttatis. 
('At a certain time theso men transform 
thansolvos into birds and produco thoir young 
In your country; you call than storks. ') 
Gervase indicates acquaintance with these birds, 
writing: 
1418-10 Hii hominac ocrtis to p. ribus in ciconiaa 
tran3forwtitur, et ap:. d Hoc (ruotannis fatum 
faciunt. 
('At certain times thos© men turn Into storks 
and produce their young in our country every 
year. ') 
Quotannis and nos indicate Gervase's personal 
knowledge of the habits of storks. 
His qualification of gold wherever it is mentioned 
with the adjective obrizurm1, like his modification of 
EZiopoZis commoratur (33,10) to the grammatically 
more correct apud Eliopolin commorabitur (showing the 
classical Latin version of a Greek accusative) 
together with other minor grammatical alterations 
throughout the text indicate that he attempted to 
bring a scholarly approach to his editing. 
i. I2,37F; 32,29F. of. Isidore, Et1' oZogice, XVI, xvi i i, 2. 
Obr: jzum auriun dict= quod obradiat apZ orc; cot cnin 
cotoris optimi ... 
('Gold which radiates with lustre is called obryzt r, for 
it is of the best colour ... ') 
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c) Suppressions and Distortions 
There are, however, areas which he treated in a 
rather cavalier manner, suppressing and replacing facts 
regardless of justification. The largest body of 
material handled in this way are the distances in 
stadia, of which there are twelve in FL. Only two 
of these, 3,12 and 32,2, are retained by Gervase. 
Unlike the P-Group texts, he has made no attempt 
to convert them to a more meaningful unit of 
measurement. 
Two of the distances, 3,1 and 32,6, have 
become disconnected from their context in FL, and 
their removal by Gervase is in keeping with his policy 
of removing or rewriting incoherent phrases. The 
remaining eight distances have also been removed, 
presumably because Gervase felt that they were out 
of place in his work. It is not the removal itself 
which is of major interest, but the manner in which 
it is done. Although in four cases (3,7; 3,10; 6,3; 
26,1-2) the distance has simply been dropped with 
the surrounding passage remodelled slightly where 
necessary, in the other four instances Gervase has 
felt it necessary to replace the distance with 
another phrase. In two cases (2,5 and 3,14) the 
distance has been replaced by mansiones plcraeque 
2 7b 
Bunt, a phrase frequently found in itinerariesl. 
In 4,2, FL's 11ino ad caotatlum Phitoniao 
qui Zooua diotus oat stadia ccc has been modified to 
Ninc ad castotturr fiZonio tranaitue act. The most 
extensive rewriting to replace a distance is found in 
2,2, where FL reads; 
dir-as Runen stadia csattS; hie Zoc-us sAnetuo act. 
('the river Dirus 190 stadia; this placo is holy. ') 
Gervase has elaborated on the idea of sanctity, 
producing: 
dirus fti.. W subjacet desert= sanctis hcvninibus 
copiosa repleta spatiosa patent. 
('The river Dirus adjoins the desert; abundant 
open spaces spread out, full of holy men. ') 
Other details which have been suppressed, some 
of them admittedly presenting difficult readings in FL, 
include the size of the giant sheep in 3,3 (as big as 
oxen in P-Group, but linked only with goats in FL); 
the reference to the source of the rivers Nile and 
Briso in 13,7-8. He has omitted four of the many 
names which cannot be corroborated from other 
sources: A Plicerorum (2,4); Egnonao (3,1); motto 
Eons (Le, 2-3) and quod dicitur Maram Aquam (where the 
i. cf. Itineraria et atia geographica, ed. P. Geyer, Turnhout, 
1965. (Corpus Christlanorum lat., 175-176) 
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'Egyptian' name has been lost in FL) (13,7). 
Locus honestus et plus quarr Zocupletes (3,12) has 
become Zacus piseosus1; ubi vatde homines Zocupletec 
aunt (20,7) has been replaced by one of his favourite 
formulae: ubi mansio eat hominum plurimum ZocupZetuin. 
Cinctam ('walled', 23,2) is changed to optime ° 
fertilis eat; pedes xvi (32,31-32, the distance that 
light radiates from the jewelled bed at Heliopolis) 
is modified to ad palatii interioris consistentiam. 
Gervase seems unhappy about distances in feet 
and will not allow pedes to stand alone as a unit of 
measurement, particularly in a physical description 
where it could be misunderstood as a part of the 
body. In 14,2 longi pedes xii is replaced by 
ad mensuram xii pedum,, and in the following 
line pedes xii is rewritten itidem xii pedum 
Zongitudine terminatur. Longi is frequently 
rewritten as Zongitudo eorum2, statura as in 
3 Zongitudine. 
I. In the French translation of Otia TmperiaZia in MS Paris, 
B. N. fr. 9113 this has become still further corrupted: 
De babilone jusques a mesopoUtaine iZ ya soixante 
Zacs qui habundent de poysson. 
2. e. g. 18,5; 19,2. 
3. e. g. 30,2. 
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In 15,2-3 Gervase appears to offer two 
possible interpretations of FL's oolora eimitec 
equorum, which is unsatisfactory in terms of content, 
although similar readings are found in FR, HP and Pit, 
for what is the reader to understand by 'horse colour'? 
Gervase offers us both acicres ad i. notar equorur7 
('swift as horses') and aoZta (habontee) equina 
('having equine necks'). 
:;. Minor Modifications to the Text 
Gervase interested himself in the style of 
FR and attempted to improve it stylistically, 
grammatically and in its vocabulary. lie frequently 
takes action to eliminate tautology, not an uncommon 
fault in FL, modifying sub terra ... aunt at aurum 
fodiunt to sub terra aurum fodiunt (12,15-16); 
ingentes et maxime forme to maxima at optima forma 
(20,11) and muZtitudinem ... innumerabitium to 
multitudinem (2,6-7). 
He favours an ablative absolute construction, 
which he introduces in several instances: Maxima 
negotiatorum (3,2) is changed to magna at nagociatoribuc 
exposita; the change of colour in the pepper which is 
attributed to the flames in FL (proptar flam., ma, 8,14) 
See Commentary on 9 l5 for a full discuss Ion of this point. 
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appears in the Gervase MSS variously as mutato Galore 
('having been changed by the heat') and mutato coZore 
l ('the colour having been changed'). In four 
instances he changes a present participle to a 
present indicative2, and in two he changes a present 
tense verb to a participle3. 
He makes several modifications to prepositions, 
frequently replacing ibi and ubi. IZZic replaces 
ibi on three occasions 
4, 
and it replaces in quo 
5 loco once. Ibi is replaced by in ilia quoque 
vicinitate (23,5) and in eo loco is replaced by 
in hiis terminis (32,1). 
Grammatical improvements include the introduction 
of the Classical Latin form for a Greek accusative, 
c 
EZiopolim (kiAuöiroALv) (33,10) and the restoration of 
an ablative with vescor, thus vestitur (33,7) 
becoming thure vestitur. 
Gervase shows distinct preferences for certain 
words and constructions. He uses an adjective to 
attribute animal characteristics in preference to a 
phrase with a noun: simiUa arietum becomes arietina 
1. The calore reading probably represents Gervase's earliest 
version, see commentary §8. 
2.2,6; 12,6; 22.3; 35#5.3.34,5; 35,13. 
4.8,8; 20,10; 30,1.5.32,6. 
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(8,6); quasi boo is changed to bovinaa (22,4) and 
aprorum to aprinoa (22,3). 
Several other words and constructions are 
changed repeatedly: 
civitac eat to occurrit oivitae 3,5; 3,15. 
occidere to perimere 5,6; 8,7. 
appeZZantur to nuncupantur 11,5. 
to no-mine censetur 24,4. 
to nominant 35,4; 35,14. 
transeunt to tranavadant 12,27. 
to transitu peragrant 12,32. 
similes to consimiles 32,6-7; 32,11. 
4. Conclusions 
Gervase is seen to be an editor who imposes his 
personality on his material and who has fairly rigid 
ideas of style. This is fully consistent with the 
picture of continuous revision which emerges from an 
examination of the MS tradition. His main interest 
appears to be in the literary aspect of his work and 
not in its factual accuracy. 
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THE MANUSCRIPT TRADITION : ESTABLISHMENT OF A TEXT 
1. Characteristics of MS Vat. Lat. 933 (N)1 
Caldwell2, in his thorough analysis of the 
composition of N, argued that it was a working copy 
used by Gervase during the composition of Otia 
ImperiaZia. His argument may be summarised as 
follows: 
1. The MS has more than 300 marginal notes and 
supplements written in a single hand, 
although 5 different scribes can be 
identified in the main body of the work. 
Some of these supplements are in the 
first person and worded in a way which 
presumes the authority of authorship. 
3 
2. The MS is cluttered and composed of skins 
of various sizes, many of them defective. 
f. 35 appears to have been taken from an 
earlier copy of the work. Extra folios 
and sheets were inserted after the text had 
been written, with indicators to show the 
point at which they are to be inserted into 
the text. In all, the codex has the look 
The symbols used for the MSS of Otia Imperiatia are those 
given by Caldwell. For key, see below, p. 287. 
2. J. R. Caldwell, 'Autograph ... ' Zoc. cit. 
3. See above, p. 262 ft. 2. 
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of a work in progress, which received 
considerable editorial attention but 
to the appearance and presentability of 
which little heed was paid. 
3. 'In effect', all of the corrections, 
additions and suppressions in the MS have 
found their way into the subsequent 
MS tradition. 
Caldwell's conclusion, therefore, is that a 
MS copied by several hands was used by the author as 
a basis for editing and improving his work, and it is 
in the work of the corrector that he would see the 
hand 'of Gervase himself. 
2. Evidence of the Stemma 
a) Caldwell's Theory of Composition 
Although this argument for corrections by the author 
himself in N is persuasive, it does not mean that 11 
is the sole ancestor of the 27 other MSS. Caldwell 
isolated a number of accretions which appear in 
various stages of development in the MSS, and from 
an analysis of their treatment and of the overall 
contents of each MS he established MS groupings. 
The tradition is a complicated one, and the frequent 
evidence of collation between MSS made him reluctant 
I. J. R. Caldwell, 'Interrelationship ... ' Zoc. cit. 
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to offer more than a tentative stemma. 
According to this, H reflects the earliest 
stage of N. either being copied from a source of 
N or from N itself while in the process of 
composition. a, the source of Group II, was copied 
at two different stages, of which IIa (ß1) is the 
less complete. D was usually less full than N. but 
occasionally presented additional material. The 
relative stages at which certain marginalia appear 
in the MSS deriving from N (the source of N) 
and in those deriving from ß indicate that N1 and 
D are not the same MS copied at different states of 
completeness, but two MSS to which the marginalia 
were added in a different order. 
The base MS of Group III ( A) reflects a late 
stage of N, and the base MS of Group IV (6 ) 
similarly derives in the main from N. MSS D, K and L 
incorporate readings from another group. 
Caldwell based these assertions on an analysis 
of major points of the text. With the text of FL we 
have an opportunity to test these conclusions against 
the evidence of the minutiae of the text, the more 
valuable because we know with a fair degree of 
accuracy the readings which were in Gervase's source. 
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Key to the Symbols used for the MSS. 
N: Vatican, Vat. Lat. 933 
A: BL Cotton Vespasian Ely 
B: Paris, BN Lat. 6488 
C: Paris, BN Lat 6703 
D: Cornell Univ. Lib. 
E: Wolfenbüttel Helmstedt 481 
F: Toulouse 448 (II, 77) 
G: Paris, BN Lat. 6491 
H: Paris, 13N Lat. 6490 
I: Paris, BIT Lat. 6492 
K: Paris, BIT Lat. 6781 
L: Paris, BIT Lat 6704 
M: Madrid, BN 6213 
0: Vatican Reg. Lat. 707 
P: Vatican Barb. Lat. 2611 
Q: Oxford, Canon Misc. 53 
R: Cambridge, St. John's College 219 
S: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 414 
T: Cambridge, Addit. 3446 
U: Paris, BN Lat. 6489 
V: Cambridge, Magdalene College F. 4.23 
W: Paris, BN Lat. 6492A 
X: Vatican, Vat. Lat. 993 
Y: Leyden, Voss. Lat. folio 15 
Z: Aberystwyth, Plat. Lib. Wales 5009C 
a: Paris, BN Lat. 13959 
b: BL Royal 13 E IX 
c: Brussels BR 4562 (1136) 
These MSS are all described in: 
J. R. Caldwell, 'The Manuscripts of Gervase 
of Tilbury's Otia Imperialia', Scriptorium, 
16,1962, pp. 28-45. 
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Caldwell's Suggested Stemmae 
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N1: primitive stage of N 
R: radical revision of text 
f! : copy with 11,26 mislocated 
Group IVb 
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b) Evidence from the Formcc text 
The MSS fall into two groups,, which can frequently be 
distinguished by the wording of their rubrics: 
Rubric between X35 and 61: 
N: de hominibus qui peace habont octonoe of totidcm 
OCU108. 
(Found in Group I, Na, III and as an additional reading 
in D, K and L. ) 
Jib and IV: dc hominibus simiis at vailtnis qut 
comcdentee urunt. 
(Group IVa has usum or versuni in place of urunt. 
Rubric before 96 (beginning of the text) 
N: de serpentibus. 
(Found in Group I (R: de sarpentibus orrendic); 
Na (C: De serpentibus et pipere); III) 
IIb and IV: De onagris cornutis. 
(X wrongly gives the rubric for the preceding 
passage: De Silva fatata per horas. ) 
Rubric §24 
Ii: de ethiopia at paZaci. is duobus. 
(Found in Group Is Ha (C: de ethiopia at pataciio 
duobus sotis at Zune; I: De ethiopia at palaeiie Indii); 
III, and as an additional reading in D. K and L. ) 
lib and IV: de paZatio solia at Zunis. 
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Rubric §35: 
N: de flammis Solis orientis. 
(Found in Group I (R: De monte olimpi et smaragdus); - 
IIa (c: De flammis montium in Solis ortu et mare 
fervido); III. ) 
IIb; IV: De montibus flammantibus in ortu Solis. 
This same pattern of agreement, with Groups 
I, IIa and III against IIb and IV appears in the 
body of the text in a few readings which were not 
liable to scribal correction, mostly proper names: 
2,2FL: dirus 
N, Groups I, IIa, III: dirus 
(B: duris; S: darius) 
IIb, IV: farfar (K: tibi farfar for cui dirus; 
L: tibi midiens alias farfar. ) 
One would not presume to suggest a stemma on 
the basis of so short a section of a long work, but it 
seems clear that there is a greater connection 
between Groups IIb and IV than between Groups IIa 
and IIb. D, K and L. as Caldwell recognised, have 
been collated against a copy from another group 
(Caldwell suggests that K and L are directly 
descended from D). We see from the rubrics that 
c often diverges from the characteristic readings 
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of Na and in some cases (e. g. rubrics H24 and 35) 
includes elements of the IIb/IV readings. 
In 23,5 two levels of corruption can be seen 
in the MSS. The wording of FL has been changed, 
but the agreement of N, H, c, IIb and IV demonstrates 
that Gervase's text originally read in ilia quoquc 
vicinitate. The first stage of corruption, to 
in illa quoque in eivitate (misinterpretation 
of minims) is found in A and R (Group I), I (Iia) 
S and P (III). This is corrected to in ills 
quoque civitate in E and G (IIa) and B and 0 (III). 
In this instance the agreement of IIb and IV 
preserves a correct reading. 
In 3,17, where FL reads India, N shows the 
easy miscopying : Jidia. The correct reading appears 
in H (Group I); G and c (IIa); X (IIb) and Group 
IVb. L has reintroduced it in place of IVa's 
Scidia, which appears in K as Scidia atias nydia. 
In 23,7, FL describes a place where there are 
too many kings for the author to name or number; 
nec numerum nec nomina scribere potuinuß. The 
scribe of 11 had some difficulty with this, writing: 
nomina veZ ignoramus 
and the corrector inserted numerurn into the Cap. 
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The nature of the problem may be hinted at by a reading 
in B and P (Group III), where there is reduplication 
giving: nomen vel nomina (nomina thus appearing in' 
the same position as in FL) although the problem 
may just as easily have been an illegible word in 
N's exemplar. The MSS of Group I, IIa and IVb 
all read nomina vel numerum without any difficulty, 
as do the remaining two MSS of Group III. In 
Group lib MS a reproduces the gap as in N (but 
without the correction) and X closes the gap, 
reading nomina vel ignoramus. K and L in IVa 
appear as in other instances to have collated 
the Group IV reading with another one, for they 
have both the correct reading and the gap: 
nomina vel numerum. This further 
complicates the question of locating the source 
of the supplementary readings in D, K and L. for 
in the case of the rubrics they showed readings 
characteristic of I, IIa and III, and this gap is to 
be found only in IIb or in an early state of N. 
3. Manuscript Groupings 
The variant rubrics show that Groups IIb and 
IV represent a separate body of MSS, and their 
treatment of vtcinitate shows that they sometimes 
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retain a correct reading. IIb is separated from 
the others by its handling of numarum, which indicates 
a connection with a particular stage in the 
composition of the work, for numerum is a restoration 
in N, not an addition, and early copies of Ill 
(i. e. deriving from the MS tradition prior to II) are 
just as likely to give the correct reading as those 
made after the corrections were made in fl. 
Group I is often closest to FL in readings, 
and either N or H usually show the closest reading. 
Several MSS of Group IIa show close similarities with 
MSS of other groups, I with H (shared loss of 7 words 
in 12,4-5 and of 5 words in 3,4-5)1 and E with the 
MSS of Group III, sharing loss of 9 words with P2 
the reading occinti for oecurrit (3, S) with S and 
the reading adlans (34,1) with B (the remainder of III 
reading adtaus). 
Group III is characterized by the presence of U's 
gloss on centrios (12,5: id eat mediae partec) which 
is found only in these four MSS, and of the gloss 
on sure (14,6: i. crura) which appears exclusively 
in three of them (lacking in P). 
1.12,4-5 (bracketed words missing) mirmiriionca (magnituaino 
catutorum hcbentes pedes sends at centri. os) quwi ... 
2,4-5 usque ad (OZivian insul'n et usrue cd) fines ... 
2.30,4-8 auricular, (quasi alas, corpus candidw, ct cucr 
hcnines viderint, auricular, ) protendu, lt. 
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Na is distinguished by the reading Scidia for 
India in 3,17 and aZiquibus annis for quotannis in 
14,9 (D, K and L give both variants). IVb shares 
some of the readings of IVa, such as tibie for 
sure in 14,6, but is free of many of its corruptions. 
In the section based on FL we are fortunate ` 
in knowing with reasonable accuracy what Gervase 
found in his source. If we are correct in taking N 
as generally closest to the author's intention, we 
would expect it to have, either in its original 
wording or in its corrections, a larger number of 
readings closerto those of FL than the other MSS. 
There is one error in N which may indeed I 
point to a close relationship between it and FL. 
In 33,6, where FL reads facta and all Gervase MSS 
have strata ( except H, which reads structa), 
N has stracta, with the c underdotted by the scribe 
(not the corrector) for deletion. Whether his 
error had anything to do with confusion between 
facta and strata or between structa and strata 
is a matter for conjecture. Probably, in view of 
the number of silly mistakes this scribe made which 
he did not correct himself, we would be unwise to 
place too much weight on this point. 
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The numcrum passage (23,7) shows that 11 was 
an ancestor of some of the other MSS, as does the 
presence in U and L of honarato (12,26) reflecting 
U's on(ar)tc. The majority of MSS read onuoto. 
There are a few instances, in addition to 
those already discussed, where other MSS show 
readings closer to FL than those of 11 as corrected: 
3,3 FL: ac caproc N: caprari 
most other MSS: ac caprarur 
3,15 FL: valatho 11: vallata 
A, G, c E, a, B, 0, S, K: valatha 
3,17 FL: Possidonia 11: Fossironia 
all other MSS: Possido»ia 
4,1 FL: Phitoniae N: filone 
E, L, K: phi Ionic 
H, I, c, a, X. B, P, 0, S: fiZonie 
15,9 FL: sugit 11: fugit 
H, R, Is G. a, B, S, C, Q: sugit 
24,3 FL: unde gamma naturaZes aunt nigrc 
N: ubi Bemme fiunt naturaZaa 
L: ubi gemme aunt naturales 
Most of these examples show, as we would expect, one 
group or several groups (often including H) giving a 
reading which is likely to be the original one. 
In this edition I have followed N, except in -those 
instances where another MS is closer to FL or 
obviously more accurate. The readings of 11 are 
given in footnotes to the text in Appendix 2C where 
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they are not used in the text. 
In view of the likely importance of the 
corrections, as the work of the author, a full list 
of the corrections made in this part of the text 
follows. 
Author's Corrections in the Fermes Section of the Text 
Four glosses have been inserted by the corrector: 
f. 72v col. 1 (10,4) Tubas i. comas 
f. 72v col. l (12,5) centrios id est medias partes 
f. 72v col. 2 (14,6) sure i. crura 
f. 73r col. 2 (34,5) vittam i. pepuZam 
The first and fourth are interlinear glosses, the 
second and third marginal. 
Minor Corrections 
Original Corrector's FL 
reading reading 
2,2 darus dirus dirus 
2,5 fores fines finibus 
3,3 ac a caprari caprari ac capree 
(other MSS all ac caprarum ) 
3,4 bis sic que bissi que et birri 
7,1 ouagri onagri onagri 
11,4 nutrient nutrientes habentes 
11,6 pices pisces pisces 
11,6 crodos crudos crudos 
11,6 coinedunt comedunt vescuntur 
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Original Corrector's rL 
reading reading 
12,10 subterrane-- eubterraneie oubterranco 
12,12 attingerint attigcrint viderint 
12,12 velociscim- vetociecimc vatocioe ir, i 
12,14 censecantur censcantur --- 
12,19 trahitur cwtral: itur auferetur 
12,20 cameos eametas cametas 
12,26 onertet onerte of --- 
12,26 amore et amore --- 
13,2 nil- nili --- 
14,4 Zongitudinem Zongitudine --- 
14,6 sive nigre sure nigre nigre cure (see note, ) 
14,9 quotanis quotannic --- 
15,7 hasce hascemodi --- 
15,9 omnino nocetur omnino non omnino ... 
nocetur non nocetur 
20 rub mtieribus mutieribus 
20 rub Zirbatis barbatis --- 
20,8 i iudf-am indiam India 
20,8 finnt fiunt cunt 
22,2 in quibus in quibus in quibuc 
nascuntur nascuntur nascuntur of 
que muZieres quo alle muliorce 
23,7 nomina insert ed 
in gap 
24 rub paZagiis pataciis --- 
30,1 nascuntunt nascuntur --- 
29? 
Original Corrector's FL 
reading reading 
30,8 procendunt protendunt ostendunt 
32,14 sunt fiunt --- 
32,19 ramiaus rami eius --- 
32,20 sicquo sicque --- 
32,20 exit . in & inserted --- 
32,23 cumamomo cinamomo cinnamorio 
32,31 palatum palatii --- 
33,3 pavmentum pavimentum pavimentum 
33,6 stracta strata facta 
33,10 u (vero) n (nisi) nisi 
34,7 est esse est (different 
construction) 
34,18 nido nidoque nidoque --- 
35 rub de flantis de flammis --- 
solis Solis orientis 
The corrector has also inked over a large number 
of letters, in particular joining minims, and has 










GERVASE'S P-GROUP MATERIAL 
Gervase based his description of the world in 
the second Decisio of Otia Imperiatia on the imago 
Mundi ascribed to the twelfth century writer, 
Eionorius Augustodunensisi. 
Honorius Augustodunensis or Inclusus is one of 
the most mysterious figures of his period. Despite 
the immense popularity of his works, some 500 MSS of 
which survive, there are no references to him in 
contemporary sources. Such details of his life as 
can be gleaned from his writings present a riddle to 
scholars. He may indeed have made a deliberate attempt 
to conceal his true identity and to deflect attention 
away from himself, for as an anchorite (inclusue or 
9otitariuc) he had chosen a life of seclusion and 
anonymity. Many attempts have been made to establish 
links between Honorius and specific places, monastic 
2 
houses and contemporaries . There remains, however, 
no agreement, even on the significance of the term 
Augustodunensis. 
I. Honors us Augustodunens i s, Imago A4ndi, PL 172, col 1 . 115-188. 
2. This is particularly true of studies by scholars who are 
themselves attached to a monastic order. Many of the 
articles listed in the Bibliography are attempts to place 
Kao%vir as in a geographical or monastic context. 
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Of the several works attributed to Honorius, 
Imago Mundi was the most widely circulated. Many 
vernacular translations are extant. It provided the 
framework for large sections of Otia ImperiaZia; it - 
was a major source of Jacques de Vitry's Historia 
OrientaZis1 and through this provided a rich mine 
for Thomas of Cantimpre2. 
The rubrics in MS Vat. Lat. 933 of Otia 
ImperiaZia show us that Gervase knew Imago Mundi by 
the alternative title current in the Middle Ages, 
Mappa M undi. (This is the title given by the 
Italian translator3, and the Spanish translator knew 
' it as'an alternative. ) 
Gervase took Imago Mundi as the basis for his 
world geography, and added to it items of interest 
from many sources. This process of addition and 
correction extending over a period of years 
characterised his editorial method in compiling Otia 
ImperiaZia and involved the use of several working 
drafts. Vat. Lat. 933, the only working copy known 
I. Jacques de Vitry, Libri duo quorum prior orientalis, sive 
Hierosolymitanae ... Douai, Balthazar Belleri, 1597. 
2. See pp. 3"3-336. 
3. L'Ymagine del h. 'ondo, ed. F. Chiovaro, Naples, 1977. 
4. Semeianra del A . Undo; aM adieval Description of the 
World, 
ed. W. E. Bull and H. F. Williams, Berkeley, Calif., 1959. 
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to have survived 
19 
shows extensive interpolation 
in the folios which include material from a P-Group 
version of the Latter (GerII)2. Three eeparate 
paragraphs derive from the Lotter; one on f. 19r 
is taken from §22, the next, on f. 19v is from §§6-7 
and the last, on f. 20v from §920 and 21. They are 
included in the body of the text, except for 21,5-7 
which were evidently omitted when the MS was written, 
for they are in the margin with a marker to show 
the point at which they are to be inserted into the 
text. There is no indication of the source from which 
these passages were drawn. Neither Vat. Lat. 933 nor 
Wolfenbüttel Helms. 481, both of which frequently note 
sources elsewhere in the work, list many of the sources 
for this section of the text. This may be due to the 
frequency of interpolation, which in Vat. Lat. 933 has 
crowded the margins almost to the point of illegibility. 
Only one source is named in this area in this MS, 
Orosius, who is named on ff. 18r and 19r. Close to the 
second of the three passages is a rubric Mappa Nundi 
(a reference to Honorius), while the third is marked 
I. See pp. 
2e4-265- 
2. Gervase of Tilbury, Otis Inperialia, od. G. W. Lolbnitz, 
Scriptores Reru'n Brunsviccnsiwn, Hannover, 1707-1711, Vol. 2, 
pp. 755,757,760. See also Plate 8. 
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Mirum, a note used so frequently in this MS that it 
constitutes little more than a paragraph marker. 
The direct source of these passages remains a 
mystery, but Gervase's reasons for selecting them and 
for adding them at these specific points are evident. 
He made a considerable effort to organise his material, 
although the literary conventions he followed and his 
adherence to the format of Honorius prevented him 
from using an alphabetical arrangement such as Thomas 
of Cantimpre was to use for half of his twenty books 
just two decades later. Gervase inserts passages on 
the basis of linked words or concepts. The context 
into which these three paragraphs are set is itself 
mostly an interpolation into the basic text of 
Honorius. (This same process is seen at work in the 
F-Group version of the Letter in Gervase, where 
interpolations from several sources have been inserted 
into §32 on the balsam trees. ) Each of the three 
passages in GerII are linked not by a concept contained 
-I 
within the passages interpolated but by a similarity 
between their context in the Letter and the context 
into which they have been introduced. This seems to 
indicate that these passages were drawn, possibly by 
Gervase, possibly by the compiler of an earlier work 
from which Gervase drew them complete with their new 
contexts, from a source in which a larger part, if not 
3 0: 4 
all, of the Lottor was present. 
The first interpolation is 022 on the monstrous 
women with boar-like teeth. It follows a reference 
from Honorius1 to the woods of Hircania, in which 
tigers, panthers and pards abound. This is similar 
to the context of the passage in the Getter, where 
it follows the description of the huntresses who 
employ savage beasts as hounds (a passage used by 
Gervase a little further on). The wording of the 
interpolation agrees with that of Pit in several 
details. It reads dontes aprinon (22,5) against 
dentes aprorum in Mir (EP and LM omit the detail). 
In 2296 the specific height is given in all texts 
except GerII and Pit. The reading pcdea eameZinos 
(22,8) agrees with Pit against cameZorum in EP and 
LM and cameli in Mir. In both GerII and Pit the 
description ends at 22,9, omitting the confusing 
and corrupt reference to asses' teeth (which are 
also omitted in LM but are present in the other 
texts). 
I. The preceding lines In Gervase read: 
dicta a sylva Xircania, quas Scythiae sib javat, 
in qua nascuntur bestiae, tigridcs panthcraa ac 
par-di. 
This is from Imago M undi XIX. In MS Vat. Lat. 933 tijres 
has been changed to tigrides by the Corrector. 
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The second passage contains details from 
9q,, 6-7 on the horned asses and the amphisbaena. The 
items are reversed; the insertion was probably made 
at this point because of a reference to the Red Seal 
immediately preceding it in Gervase. Although in the 
Letter these creatures are associated with Seleucia 
and the kingdom of the Medes, a section a little 
earlier (§4 on the venomous hens) is located in a 
place eunti hcs ad mare rub rum 
2. The wording of all 
texts is very close in 9§6-7, but GerII again shows=_-_- 
agreement with Pit in two points: habentes is placed 
before its object in 6,7, instead of after it, and 
lucern. a in 6,9 is singular, against plural Zucernae 
in all other texts. GerII omits the reference to. 
the size of the asses, which is found in all other 
P-Group texts, including Pit. 
The third passage, 9020-21, is again linked 
with the Red Sea and inserted at this specific point 
because of the similarity of its context in the 
Letter. In the Letter, the honesti homines3 
I. Vat. Lat. 933, f. 19v, col. 2,11.1-2 refer to the River 




who rule the Red Sea coma ir. =adiately after a 
reference to a mono maximus at alticoinuo1 in 
all P-Group texts. Gervase has inserted the 
description of these man directly after the words: 
in eidern vero medio morns eat al n= m=in, -. 4o 
at aZtissinrus at in Zonjun ad rib ri marin faaicm 
pretens. 
The wording of GerII again agrees most closely with 
that of Pit in several phrases: 
a) honesti homines (20,7) - reversed in EP; Mir. 
b) reference to pearls omitted in 20,9. 
c) possession of horses retained in 21,5 - 
severely corrupted in Mir and lacking in EP. 
d) both read tigrides (21,6) against tigrco in 
Mir and LM. 
e) both read interfioiunt (21,9). 
GerII does not contain Pit's inaccurate gloss in forma 
canibus (21,6) but agrees with Mir and F-Group in 
reading pro canibus in this description of the tigers 
used in place of hounds. The change of Pit and Mir's 
in eodem monte nascuntur to itlie nasoantium (21,8-9) 
is an editorial modification by Gervase, closely 
paralleled by several made to the F-Group text. 
2 
I. 20,6. 
2. See p. 281 : '82. 
t 
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These brief interpolations are valuable for 
the external support they provide for the readings 
of Pit. They also supply further evidence for the 
wide distribution of the P-Group text of the Latter. 
Regrettably, we shall now never know whether these 
passages are the same as the excerpts which were in 
the MS destroyed at Tournail. We cannot tell 
whether Gervase drew them directly from a complete 
text of the Letter or whether he found them 
incorporated into another work. He does not appear 
to have connected them with FL, but this could be 
due to any of several factors. Possibly there was 
a long gap in time between his handling of the two 
texts, or perhaps the P-Group text was truncated or 
mutilated in such a way that their relationship would 
not have been evident. 
I. Soo pp. 
1,11-312. 
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P-GROUP : GHOST MSS 
FULDA ORDO XV 175 
After Fulda Monastery was sacked during the 
Thirty Years War (1618-1648) its large collection 
of manuscripts was dispersed and only a small 
proportion have since come to light. The full 
extent of the loss is known from a sixteenth century 
1 
catalogue, now in the Vatican. MS 175 (Ordo XV)2 
contained two works, the longer of which was: 
Liter astrotogiae et conputus Bode presbiteri . 
The catalogue gives a full incipit for each work, 
surprisingly full for a catalogue of such early date, 
and we know from this that this particular work was 
De Tempore Ratione, probably beginning at chapter 43. 
It was preceded in the MS by another text, whose 
incipit is given as: 
Epistola sermonis rcgis ad Traian i paratorai 
deraonstrans Zoca, insulas, rvntes, ho7rinas, rnonstra 
moresque. 
This was clearly a copy of the l ttor of Pharasranos. 
The P-Group form of the name (Pit's Parmocnia and 
£p's premonis are both close to the form permonis 
which underlies sermonic) is disguised only by 
t. vat. MS Pal. Lat. 1928. See K. Christ, Dio Bibiiothak das 
Klosters Fh Zda in 16. Ja3". rirzndcrt, Leipzig, 1933. 
2. Christ, p. 102. 
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misreading of ap as if it were an insular a. Whether 
this misreading was present in the actual MS or was 
introduced when the transcript was made in the sixteenth 
century we shall never know. The presence of insular 
script was a frequent occurrence in an Anglo-Saxon 
foundation, such as Fulda Monastery, and does not in 
itself indicate Anglo-Saxon or Irish provenance for 
either the missing MS or its ancestors. 
After the name, the remainder of the incipit 
agrees in part with those of both the other P-Group 
texts. The only subject listed which appears in 
neither EP nor Pit is mores. 
This text would have been an interesting one 
to compare with Pit and EP, on the evidence of the 
incipit, for it appears to bridge the gap between them 
in its readings and was clearly directly descended 
from neither of them. It is, however, most unlikely 
that it will be rediscovered at this late date. The 
majority of the surviving Fulda MSS found their way 
to Kassel, and I have checked all the Bede MSS at 
Kassel which are believed to have originated in Fulda, 
but without success. 
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TOURNAI MS 13 5 
A detailed catalogue of the collection of 
MSS in the Bibliothequo de Ville at Tournai was in 
preparation immediately before the last war. The 
destruction in 1940 of all but a few of the MSS 
prevented the completion of this catalogue, but after 
the war the record was published as it stood, as a 
memorial to the lost libraryl. 
MS 135 was a compilation in a thirteenth- 
century hand containing a large number of excerpts 
and epitomes, some three dozen items in all, on a 
wide range of topics. Geographical, mythological and 
historical material predominates. The cataloguer 
believed that the MS was a collection assembled by 
a single man, probably an Englishman, working in a 
library in or near Metz. Unfortunately he gives 
us no indication of the evidence on which he based 
this conclusion, and no other studies of the MS, 
transcripts or microfilms are known to exist2. 
Two folios, 49r-50v were devoted to a compilation of 
teratological material, drawn from a wide range of 
P. Faider, Catalogue des M. znuscrits eaizservcs ä Touni 
Gembloux, 1950. 
2. I am indebted to M. Depoitro of the Bibliothöquo do 




In dai nomine incipiunt pauca de mirabiZiius orbis 
terrarwn, cicut optimi atque periti magistri 
scriptis Zitteris nobic demonstraverunt, quorum 
nomina cunt hec; Ieronimus presbyter, horosius 
pres hjter, ysidorus episcopus, postumianus, 
permonis rex persarum atque alexander magnus at 
ceteri phiZosophi. Hindus dictus est a rnotu 
siderum ... 
In the name of God, here begin a few Items on 
the wonders of this world, as the best and most 
experienced teachers have demonstrated them to 
us in their writings. Their names are these: 
Father Jerome, Father Orosius, Bishop Isidore, 
Postumianus, Permonis king of the Persians and 
Alexander the Great and other philosophers. 
The world (mundus) Is named after the movement 
(motu) of the stars ... 
There is clearly very little which can be deduced 
from so brief a reference. The form of the name is 
exactly the same as that in the lost Fulda MS after 
p has been restored. The genitive form, as found in 
all the extant headings, is retained, although the 
compiler evidently believed it to be a nominative. 
In so short a space, a mere four sides, each divided 
into two columns, not very much material could have 
been included from each of these sources. It 
would be interesting to know whether the sections 
selected from the Latter bore any resemblance to those 
in the other P-Group text which borrows selectively, GerII, 
I. Faid©r, p. 159. 
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LIDER MONSTROFVM (U4)1 
LM is an anonymous compilation of material from 
various sources treating of monsters, wild animals 
and reptiles. It is divided into three books, Do 
Ionstrie, De Beluis and Dc Sorpcntibuo, each containing 
a large number of sections in random order. 
The work is known from five M SS2 , only one of 
Which contains the complete text. The earliest MS. 
which is dated to about 830 A. D., is among the most 
corrupt, suggesting that the work had passed through 
several stages of transmission by this date. Of 
these Pi S$, two contain only the first book3 , the other 
two the first and second books. There is no doubt 
that the work was written by a single man and that the 
process has been one of loss rather than accretion, 
for the rather unusual approach to the material is 
consistent throughout. 
. I. Reference Is made to the most recent odition, that of C. Bologna, 
Liter Monstrortvn de diveraie gcnerib s; libro detUc n; irabiti 
difformita, Milan, 1977. For a listing of earlier editions 
see the Bibliography to this thesis. 
2. See Bibliography. The provenance and relationships of 
+tiho 
MSS are Investigated in my 'The Libor l4anatrorwn: an 
Unpublished Manuscript and some Reconsiderations', Scriptoriurn, 
32,1978, pp. 19-28 (copy appended). 
3. Works on humanoid monsters were popular. Book III of Thanss 




A version of the Letter of Pharasmanes provided 
the Compiler of LM with much of his material. Eara1, 
who investigated the sources of the first book 
11 
demonstrated that the bulk of that book was derived 
from four sources, Augustine2, Jerome 3,. Virgil 4 
and the Letter5" None of these sources are named in 
the text6, despite the fact that Augustine and Jerome 
were considered reliable authorities and authors were 
usually happy to cite them. 
The Compiler's attitude to his sources is a 
strange one. Although he never acknowledges his debt 
to his major sources, he does occasionally name authors. 
Curiously, however, these few citations have been among 
the most difficult to trace and the most puzzling, 
almost as if he were consciously laying a false trail. 
I. E. Faral, 'La Queue de Poisson des Sirenes', Romania, 74,1953, 
pp. 448-452. 
2. Dc Civitate Dci, XVI, 8. (II references) 
3. Vita Sancti PauZi Primi Eremitae,. PL 23. (3 references) 
4. passim. (probably taken from a Commentary). (10 references) 
5.11 sections aro certainly derived from the Letter. 
6. The I in© ut diatwn cat in VirgiZio in I, l2 bzs is part of a 
passage which appears only in the Pl©rpont Morgan Library MS 
and is almost certainly an interpolation. 
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In the 124 sections which make up the three books, 
authors are cited by name on five occasions. One is 
a reference to Virgil, but by a loss easily rocogniced 
name: 
Naro praecipuus poeta cocinit. (111,10) 
Plautus is cited in II, 8, but in strange circumstances. 
The passage deals with leopards and records an 
anecdote about a gift of leopard cubs sent to the 
Byzantine emperor Anastasius (491-518 A. D. ) borne by 
a camel and an elephant (in oamato at aZofanto). To 
this IM has added: 
quen Plautus poeta 'L ucam boven' nominavit. 
The name Luca boo is indeed found in Plautus 
1, but 
it seems out of place here since it refers not to the 
subject of the passage, the leopard, but to the 
elephant2. Again the reference seems intended to 
confuse, which would not be the case if it had been 
added to the passage on the elephant (11,3). 
The other three references cannot be verified, 
an unusually high proportion for a work of this nature. 
Two are to Lucan's lost poem on Orpheus3 (I, 5 and 11,8) 
1. Plautus, Ccsina, od. W. T. MacCary and M. M. WiU cock, Cambridge, 
1976,1.846. 
2. So called because the Romans first encountered war elephants 
in Lucania. 
3. Soo pp. 340-42 where these references are considered In dotalI 
In connection with Aldhol&'s putative authorship of 1)4. ' 
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but do not necessarily prove first-hand knowledge of 
the text; the other is to a grammarian called 
Octavianus (111,17): 
(Co Zu bar) Qusm Octavianus grammatious femi»ini 
ganoric 'coZubram' nominavit. 
This reference has not been traced, and has been 
explained1 by commentators as a reference to the 
grammarian Priscian2. 
The overall impression given by the way in 
which the Compiler suppressed his true sources and 
cited a few obscure ones is that, while writing within 
the tradition followed by those who took such material 
seriously, he himself did not consider that the 
teratological material he was handling was worthy of 
the names which should have accompanied it. 
Compilation 
The use of the sources in Book I gives us a 
glimpse of the Fompiler at work. In the middle of 
the book (which contains 57 sections) there is a run 
of 1S sections which have been drawn alternately from 
the Letter and from St. Augustine (1,16-30). He 
has not attempted to classify,. to arrange similar items 
together. This is a practice which encourages belief, 
just as someone who has seen an ostrich has ne difficulty 
in believing in the emu. The Compiler, on the other 
f. L. G. W'hitbroad, 'Tho Mer Nonstrortcn and BevuZf', A! edia vaL 
Studien, 36,1974, pp. 434-471. 
2. od. Kol I, Gra; rnatioi Latini, 2, Leipzig, 1855, p. 233. 
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hand, appears to separate similar material. The two 
types of monstrous women (huntresses and Zamiao) which 
appear consecutively in the Latter (9921 and 22) are 
found in LM in 1,22 and 1,28. Similarly, he does not 
take the opportunity to place together the descriptions 
of various peculiarities of the feet, all drawn from 
Augustine, but scatters them in 1,17 (Da Sciapodaa), 1,25 
(Do his qui habent Plantas Lunatas) and 1,29 (Do Mantis 
Retrocurvatis). 
'Ihe Compiler does not invariably separate the 
similar. There are several instances where he has 
linked descriptions drawn from several sources within 
a single section. Augustine's account of the headless 
blcz, yae, for instance, differs only in detail from 
that found in the Letter. §18 of the Letter forms 
the basis of LM's description, but to this he has added 
Augustine's alternative location for the eyes: 
qui in pectore habent oculos at os, nisi quad 
oculos in hureric habere videntur. (I, 24) 
In Book II, which includes descriptions of many 
animals which are well-known and frequently described 
as well as more esoteric material, the Compiler frequently 
adds additional details or further locations, including 
some taken from the Letter, to descriptions from other 
sources. For instance, he supplies extra information 
in his account of the elephant: 
et inter tlilum fZuvium et Brisonte naeci 
pcrhibentur1. 
1.11,3 from Latter 13,9-10. 
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The Compiler appears to have taken the Letter to 
form the basis of Book I, drawing sections from it in 
an apparently random order and interweaving it with 
material from Augustine at the beginning and from a 
Vergilian commentary at the end. The passages from 
Jerome, few in number, are interwoven with Augustine, 
and at both ends of the book there is additional 
material drawn from a variety of sources, some untraced. 
In Book II the problems facing the Compiler were 
rather different. Whereas Book I deals with a large 
number of creatures which can only be described as 
quoddam hominum genus1, nearly all the creatures 
in Book II are named and the compilation is more 
systematic. The Compiler begins with the more familiar 
and credible - the lion (11,2); the elephant (11,3); 
the ass (11,4). Men, with a few exceptions, he 
progresses through the realm of mythical creatures 
known from literature - the chimaera (11,12); Cerberus 
(11,15); the dentetyrannus (11,17) to the unnamed and 
unnameable - De Belua quae habent bina capita (11,23); 
De Beetiis cum Binis Pedibuc (I1,33). 
I. quoddam hominum genus: (, II; 1,23; 
quoddam genus hominum: 1,15; quoddam genus: 1,19; 
genuo hominum: 1,17; 1,26; hominum quoque genus: 1,33; 
hominum genus: 1,5; aliud hominum genus: 1i27s 
Ions aliqua: 1,40. 
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Book III, Do Serpontibuu, contains fewer scctiont 
than the other two and deals with a more restricted 
field. Although most of the creatures are named, 
nearly all the accounts, even those dealing with non- 
mythical creatures such as the salamander (I11,14), 
are of a fabulous nature. 'There is no attempt to 
progress from the known to the unknown, as in nook IT, 
and the order of the sections appears to be random. 
The Compiler's Attitude to his material 
The teratological material in LM is handled with a 
scepticism unparalleled among the texts and derivatives 
of the Letter. Only in a very limited number of the 
sections does the Compiler declare the details to be 
true'. These few sections have been taken from 
patristic writers who themselves vouch for the veracity 
of their accounts. Augustine, in his discussion of 
monsters2 recognises two distinct categories, the 
monstrous races of classical literature3, about whose 
existence he is non-comittal, and the reports of 
monstrous births or freaks, which he accepts. It is 
this second category which the Compiler of LM, following 
his source, presents as verifiable fact. Even among 
by the use of such terms as fidoli historia (1,25); 
tector (1,1); didicimua (i, 8). 
2. De Civitate Doi, XV$. viii-ix. 
q-, tac gentiwn narrat historia. (D. C. D. cd. E. Sanford and 
w. Green, London, 1965,5, p. 42. 
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these he refuses to accept full responsibility for the 
statement that hermaphrodites appear repeatedly. 
Augustine tells us: 
quamvis admodum rari sint, difficile ect tamen 
ut temporibus desintl. 
although they are very rare yet it is difficult 
2 to find periods when they do not occur. 
LM I, 1 at the same time exaggerates the frequency 
attributed to them by Augustine, and reports the 
statement as one in which he does not fully believe: 
frequenter apud humanum genus contigisse fertur. 
it is said to be encountered frequently among 
the human race. 
Apart from these few passages which have the 
personal approval of an authority such as Augustine, 
the Compiler is reluctant to accept any responsibility 
for the factual content of the text. In 43 cases he 
demonstrates this reluctance by the use of words 
indicating that he is merely a transmitter of received 
material, words such as dicunt (they say)3; legitur 
(it is read) 
4; deccribitur (it is described) 5 and 
1. op. cit. P-46. 
2. Translated by E. Sanford and W. Green, op. cit., p. 47. 
3. diount etc. 1,27; 1,29; 1,34; 1,42; 1,46; 1,52; 1,57; 
11,10; 11,12; 11,21; 111,4; 111,11; 111,15; 111,24. 
4. Zcgitur etc. 1,4; 1,11; 1,26; 1,30; 1,41; 1,44; 1,51; 
11,27. 
5. dcooribitur etc. 1,19; 1,20; 1,50; 1,52; 11,4; 11,8; 
11,15; 11,16; 11,20; 11,30; 111,3; 111,7; 111,9; 
111,14; 111,15; 111,21. 
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acribunt', words which contain no overt sccpticit: m. A 
slightly larger number of sections include a verb which 
contains an intimation of disbelief as well as 
acknowledging dependence on an account given by another 
authority, ferunt (they report)2; perhibont (they c1. 'iim)3; 
` 
and fingunt (they imagine). 
In the remaining passages his incredulity is 
openly expressed. Words such as i. ncredibf1isS and 
fabula6 are frequently employed. In a few instances 
he is even more outspoken, referring to lies: 
huic mendacium (111,23) 
qui nemo nisi veritatcm epcrnons credit (1,37) 
0 mni veritatc carentia roperiuntur (III, 25) 
I. scribunt etc. 1,47; 1,55; 11,12; 11,25; 11,29; 11,34; 
111,18. 
2. ferunt etc. 1.1; 1,3; 1,17; 1,22; 1,28; 1,32; 1,33; 
1,38; 1,43; 1,53; 1,56; 11,2; 11,13; II, 17; 11,18; 
II, 19; 11,21; 11,23; 11,24; 11,26; 11,35. 
3. pcrhibent etc. 1,14; 1,16; 1,18; 1,? 1; 1,23; 1,35; 
1,54; 11,3; II, 10; 11,31; 11,32; 11,33ter; 111,2; 
111,4; 111,6; 111,7; 111,9. 
4. fingunt etc. 1,37; 1,39; 11,2; 11,9; 11,11; 11,14; 
11,20; I1,33ter; 111,13; 111,24. 
5. incredibilis etc. 1,19; 1,45; 1,48; 11,4; 11,9; 
II, 16; 11,18; 11,28; 11,29. 
6. fabula; fabuiocitas etc. 1,43; 1,45; 1,49; 1,50; 
11,9; 11,11; 11,29; 11,33; 111,1; 111,23. 
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or profane beliefs: 
quod dici nefandum est (1,42) 
quod credere profanum est (1,34) 
Editing of Material from the Letter 
In very few instances has the Compiler copied verbatim 
from the Letter; as a rule he exercised a considerable 
degree of editorial control over his material. His 
emendations and modifications range from the addition 
of extra material from the same source to polishing 
the style of the original. 
Mere are three instances where LM borrows 
descriptions from the Letter which are there introduced 
with the phrase ibi nascuntur1, harking back to an 
earlier location. In each case LM includes this 
earlier location with the description in order to 
define more precisely the whereabouts of these creatures. 
Where the Letter does not provide this more precise 
information, he is ready to invent it, as in 1,36/31,1-2 
where insula in the Letter appears as quaedam insula 
in orientatibuc orbis terrarum partibus esse dicitur. 
Some of the modifications made to the material 
from the Letter are based on other writings. An 
example of this is the addition to the description of 
the blomrnyae which has already been discussed. The 
ý. 11,11/5,1 prope ad Mire Rubrur (4,1); 11,14/10,1 in 
Pernidc (9,1-2); 1,20/14,1 Brixonti Niloque fluminibus 
viaini (13,3) 
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rolling movement he attributes to the aºnph: iobacnzali 
a common characteristic of descriptions of these creattarr- 
although not found in the version given in the Lcttcr, 
Other additions are from his own imagination. The 
cynocephali which exhale fire (Mir 10,6: igucm at flammam 
fiantes) do so in LM 11,14 in the best tradition of 
legendary creatures, by both mouth and nose (ore 
naribusque). The Compiler was evidently somewhat 
worried by the absence of corroborative reports on the 
celestices (Mir lertices) of 11,32/17,1-3, for he has 
added: 
sod prope omnibus nationibue ignotac 
but unknown to almost all nations. 
;,, e Letter in §23 describes a race of exceedingly 
beautiful men. Their diet is a hermit's diet of honey 
and raw meat, and LM inserts a note attributing their 
pleasantness to this diet; a concept not found in his 
source: 
et hanc cauaam a ocnitatiu coru r adscrunt; quad 
crc, Jarr carncm et met purum r.; anducant. (112C) 
Me Compiler exhibits a concern with cýropriety, 
both in the detail of the accounts and in the verbal 
expression of them. There are two descriptions of 
N. an-eating monsters taken from the Letter (1,33/16,6 
and 1,40/29,12). In both cases the word used in the 
source to express 'eat' is oonedun t. The Compiler has 
replaced this by verbs meaning 'devour' (nancucant 1,33; 
I. See Commentary tr n6. 
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devorent 1,40) and has added, in both cases, the adjective 
credos. This may have been simply to enhance the 
monstrosity of these creatures, but it almost suggests 
that the Compiler found cannibalism less abhorrent than 
the manner in which the meat was devoured. 
In 22,6 in the Letter are described a breed of 
horrible women whose strange characteristics include 
a tail in lumbis. Such a phrase was too indelicate 
for the Compiler of LM, who replaced it in 1,, 28 by the 
euphemism in lateribus. 
Like Gervase of Tilbury 1, the Compiler of LM was 
concerned with improving the style and literary qualities 
of the material he refashioned. This concern is one of 
the characteristics often adduced in support of the 
theory that the Compiler was in fact St. Aidhelm2, for 
the celebrated Anglo-Saxon divine shared this concern with 
elaborate forms of expression. In places the Compiler 
has rearranged the component parts of a description in 
order to create a logical progression. In I, 28/§22, 
the Letter provided him with a baffling description of 
women who were described as hideous and yet said to be 
beautiful. The Compiler evidently felt himself obliged 
to weight his description towards one side, and did this 
by grouping the more attractive traits at the beginning 
I. Sao pp. 274-? P2. 
Z. See pp. 337-350. 
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of the sequence where their impact on the reader is 
greater: 
Letter (boars' tusks)1; ankle-length hair; tail; 
great height; beautiful body; like white 
marble; camels' feet; (asses' teeth) 
1 
LM beautiful; bodies like white marble; great 
height; long hair; tail; camels' feet. 
By this device the reader's objections to the word 
speeiosae2, which in the Letter strikes one as utterýy 
contradictory, are much reduced. 
In 1,33/16,3 the Letter supplies two dimensions 
for the Mostes. The first purports to be the measurement 
of their legs and thighs (femora of auras rii pedurn) and 
the second of their body and chest (tatera cum peotore 
pedum sex). It is not clear whether both of these are 
to be taken as vertical measurements or whether, as the 
OFr translator decided, the second is a horizontal 
-dimension. The Compiler of LM has opted for the first 
solution, removing all ambiguity from his version by 
adding the two figures together and describing the creatures 
as inmensis corporibus (a phrase not found in the Letter) 
,.. ,. -viii. pedes altitudinis 
accipiunt. 
These details, which are not found in LM, have boon the 
subject of editing in several versions of tho Letter and 
one or both of them may have boon missing in the version 
of the Letter used by the Compiler. 




Many of the modifications deal with individual 
words or phrases. Like Gervase, LM shows a preference 
for adjectives, recasting cornua simiZia arietib us (III, &/ 
8,5) as cornua arietina and aures tamquam vannum (I, 43/ 
30,4-5) as vannosas aures. He does not seek to avoid 
cliched forms of expression, and sometimes is seen to 
prefer the hackneyed comparison. In I, 43/30,8 he 
changes the simile candido quasi lacteo 'white as milk' 
to marmorei candoris 'white as marble', an image earlier 
employed by both the Letter and LM in 1,28/22,7. 
Version of the Letter used by the Compiler 
The Compiler had before him a copy of the Letter which 
clearly belonged to P-Group. It contained two 
sections found only in that groupl as well as some 
minor details symptomatic of P-Group. 
It is more difficult to identify a specific 
text within P-Group which most closely approaches the 
version used in the compilation of LM. The Compiler's 
selective use of material from his sources and his 
extensive editorial modification tend to obscure the 
evidence. No weight at all can be laid upon the 
omission of certain details from LM's accounts, even 
when these omissions are directly paralleled in other 
texts, as the possibility of deliberate omission by 
the Compiler of LM is always present. 
1.6I6 on the ilootes and §17 on the Zertices/ 
cciccticce. 
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In any study of textual relation3hipv the bent 
and most conclusive evidence is that gained from shared 
corruptions. Indications of this type are rare in LM 
and occur only in words or phrases where there is a 
possibility of independent development in the texts 
concerned. 'There is a slight suggestion that the 
source of LM contained some mildly distorted readings 
which are otherwise found only in EP: 
II, 4/7,2 The horned asses are described as forma 
naxima in all texts of the Letter except EP which, 
possibly following misreading of the three minims in 
forma, calls them maxima atquc fortia. LM has added 
the horned asses to his description of wild asses, 
drawn from another source, but he is careful to specify 
both their strength and their size: 
cum incredibitibus quibusdan prodigies ... of 
magnis describuntur corporibus. 
EP is the only version of the Letter to express both 
aspects. 
1,28/22,2 EP is alone among the texts of the 
Letter in locating the monstrous women Rubro marl 
proxirrae 'next to the Red Sea'. The most recent 
reference to the Red Sea in the other P-Group texts 
was in 20,8. LM follows EP in describing the women 
as Rub ro mari eohaerentes. 
However, EP contains a number of distinctive 
readings which differ more radically from those of 
the other P-Group texts than do the above exaiples. 
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None of these more striking instances is to be found in 
LM. They include such readings as quaternos against 
goi'goneos (5,5) and Oriens ardet against mono ardet (35,3). 
In these and similar cases LM agrees with the other 
P-Group texts against EP. 
None of the many peculiarities exclusive to the 
text of Mir is found in LM, nor are any of the 
distinctive readings characterising other versions. 
The presence in LM of lines and whole sections which 
are lacking in the extant texts of EP or Pit demonstrates 
that neither of these as it now stands could have been 
the source used by the Compiler. 
Another source of information on relationships. 
is the existence in a minority of texts of readings 
which are accurately preserved ancestral forms. On 
this question the evidence in LM is more abundant, but 
the readings present a complex picture. There is, 
indeed, one instance in which LM appears to have 
preserved an ancestral reading found nowhere else. 
In the account of the stork-men (I, 20/914) the 
P-Group texts refer to their scapulas nigrasl 'black 
shoulders', a concept clearly descended from the 
jet-black flight feathers of the stork. In place of 
this, LM reads maciZenti corpore describuntur 'they 
are described as having a slender body', which also 
echoes the physical reality of the bird. LM contains 
ý. Corrupted to capillts nigris 'with black hair' In 
141 r. 
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no indications of the true nature of these creaturetc 
and we must presume that the source, like the majority 
of P-Group texts, retained nothing to link these men 
with the birds. There would have been, therefore, 
no grounds for an intelligent emendation based on 
a comparison with a stork. It is indeed possible 
that LM's reading derived from a highly corrupted 
version of scapulas nigras. However, in view of 
the appropriateness of the description, it is 
tempting to suggest that the ancestral P-Group text 
contained both details and that the slender body was 
retained only in the source of LM. 
There are many cases in which LM shares 
readings which are, or which appear to be, correctly 
preserved with one or two of the P-Group texts. 
', here are many instances, particularly where the 
readings of the two groups have diverged to such an 
extent that direct comparison is not possible, in 
which no one reading can be unequivocally stated to 
be more corrupt than any other. The range of the 
agreements between LM and other texts is wide, 
suggesting that the version of the Lester on which 
L; 9 is based should occupy a fairly central position 
in the stemma. 
Each of the four P-Group texts (Pit; EP; Mir 
and OFr) contains at least one reading which is found 
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only in that text and in LM. The instances of 
agreement between LM and EP are perhaps marginally 
more significant, or less likely to have occurred 
independently, than those in other texts, with 
the striking exception of the name found only in LM 
and OFr! 
LM and EP 1,22/21,1 montem (Mir Zocum; OFr region; 
Pit ibi; F-Group coons. ) 
I, 22/21,8 pro canibus nutriunt. (Phrase 
divided in Mir, GerII, Pit, but intact in 
F-Group. EP and LM lack following 
reference to prey. ) 
LM and Pit III, 6/8,4 Name of serpents given as 
corsia. (Mir corsias; EP corsica; OFr 
confia. ) 
LM and Mir 11,32/13,7 Name of river given as 
ArchoboZeta. (Pit Arcubelita; OFr 
Aruiobolet; lacking in EP and F-Group. ) 
I, 22/21,6 tigres (Pit, GerII tigrides. ) 
LM and OFr I, 20/14,2 xii (FL, Ger xii; Mir, EP xv; 
Pit x; FR, HP vi. ) 
11,32/17,3 ceZestices (Mir Zertices; 
Pit Zerueis; lacking in EP and F-Group. ) 
too one text emerges as most closely related to LM. 
An examination of readings in LM which agree with 
those of two other P-Group texts gives the same 
picture: 
LM and Pit/OFr I1,16/12,1 insuta (Mir Zoco; F-Group 
insuZa; lacking in EP. ) 
II, 32/13,4 All three tell us that both 
the Brixo and the Nile have no known 
1. See oº\so Ve. \' 2 -1g3. 
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source. (Detail not found elsewhere. ) 
LM and EP/OFr I, 24/18,7 The headless men are named 
epifugoo (LM); opifagoc (EP) and 
epiphongoo (0 Fr). No name is given in 
other versions. 
LM and Mir/OFr 11,32/17,1 beutiole (glossed in l. H 
as beetiae quacdam non magnae) in 
Brixonte. (Pit atii junta Brirontem; 
lacking in other versions. ) 
The Compiler excluded much of the information which 
provides our most reliable evidence on the inter- 
relationships of the P-Group texts, the distances 
and the accretions referring to Alexander the Great. 
We have no way of knowing whether these were present 
in his source. There is a single instance of the 
presence of material which may have been drawn from 
the Alexander canon in the first stage of accretion. 
In the commentary to §15 I have suggested that the 
peculiar tripartite colouring attributed to the 
hippopotamus (I1,18/15,2), which in the Lotter is 
coupled with a leonine head not included in LM, is 
borrowed from an Alexander legend account of a two- 
headed monster. Pit, which contains none of the 
Alexander accretions, gives a rather different 
description. If this hypothesis is correct, the 
inclusion of the phrase triplicer habare cotorem 
in LM would indicate borrowing from a text of the 
Letter in which this, and presumably also the other 
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first-stage accretions were found. 
f 
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THOMAS OF CANTIMPRE AND HIS DE NA? URA RER UL1. 
Thomas of CantimprQ, otherwiso known as Thomas 
of Brabant, was born at Leeuw St. Pierre in 1201. 
He studied at Liege, entering the Augustinian Abbey 
at Cantimpre at the age of 16. In 1232 he joined the 
Dominicans at Louvain. The date of his death is 
recorded as May 15th, the year being between 1270 and 
1272. In his youth he heard Jacques of Vitry preach, 
and Jacques (who died in 1240) was still living when 
Thomas wrote the prologue to Do Natura Rcrum2. 
This work was Thomas' major literary endeavour 
and already at the time when the earliest manuscripts 
were circulated he was able to claim to have devoted 
3 
15 years to its composition. The process of addition 
and improvement was continuous and two distinct later 
layers of composition can be identified. The first 
of these, consisting of editorial changes made up to 
I. Thomas of Cant tmpre, Ether de Natura Rcrwn, Editio prirscopa 
secundum codices manuscriptos, Toll I: Tcx't, a:. N. E3x, so, 
Fir{in, 1973. (No more published. ) 
2. ed. eoese, p. 3: Iuccbin de Vitriaco quond, ^n Aconena= 
episcop: zn, nunc vero 2cscuianurt prasuZc: r at Rar , =G curia 
ccrdinaZem ... 
Jacques of Vitry, sometime bishop of St. Jean d'Acro and 
now patron of Tuscany and cardinal at the Roman Curia ... 
3. p. 414 (original ending to the work) Arni ia': s yaatuordcein czut 
quindeoim eZapsi Bunt, ex quo Zzbro Do naturio rarza, r diligoi: tor 
intendimus ... 
Already 14 or 15 years have elapsed during which i havo 
applied my mind diligently to the book Do Fatum Rar r ... 
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the completion of BL MS Harley 3717 (in whose 
preparation Thomas was personally involved1) includes 
an additional final chapter. Later MSS contain 
further additions and modifications. He saw his task 
as editorial and not simply as question of piling 
on more data. He makes this clear in a statement 
added to the prologue at the second stage of composition 
and repeated almost verbatim at the end of the 
additional final chapter, to the effect that since 
originally completing the work he has added, subtracted 
and corrected: 
Vicesimu m autem post finem ithoris nostri, non tanquam 
ex nostra compilations, sed tanquam necessariurn ipsi 
operi precedenti addidimus, qui utique de ornatu ccli 
et motu syderum atque pZanetarum ad intelligendam speram 
et ecZipsim soZis et Zune evidentissime tractare videtur. 
Addidin s tarnen aZiqua et quedam szb traxims atque 
nonnu ZZa in eodem Zibro correximu s. 
2 
I added the twentieth after finishing the work, not as if 
it stood outside my compilation but as necessary to the 
preceding work, which certainly seems to deal with the 
embellishment of the sky and the movement of the stars and 
the planets in order to understand most clearly the orbit 
of the spheres and the eclipse of the sun and moon. I also 
added some things and removed others and corrected a few 
things in this same book of mine. 
1. ed. Does©, p. vi ii. 
2. od. Oooso, p. 5. 
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His search for material extended beyond his 
immediate areal and the list of sources given in the 
preface is impressive, even given that many are not 
used direct but cited as sources by AlexanderHagnuc or 
Pliny. There are others not listed in the preface; 
from some he drew only a small amount of material 
and others, such as the Cyranides, were used at a 
comparatively late stage in the composition, after 
the Harley MS had been copied. 
The material is arranged in a way which 
represents a stage of development beyond the roughly 
classified order of early encyclopaedists such as 
Isidore. Ten of the twenty books are arranged in 
a rudimentary alphabetical order. Where he has chosen 
i. ed. Boese, p. 414: Corgragavi argo, 7200 michi cuffaeit CaZlia 
atque Germania, quo t. 07ren in Ziiric eopionioras cunt 
regionibus universis, inr* in partibus rrco: smarinis at in 
Anglia Zibros de naturis editor aggregavi at cx a ihw 
meZiora at comrnodiora deccrpsi. 
So I collected it, and Gaul and Germany were not enough 
for me although they are better endowed with books than 
all other regions, but rather I added books on natural 
subjects produced in countries beyond the sea and in 
England and extracted the better and more appropriate 
things from them all. 
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not to introduce alphabetical arrangement, it is 
usually because there is an inherent logic in the %ý 
traditional order, as in De Anathomia Humani Corporis, 
which begins with the head and works down, or as in 
De Septem Planetis. In the book which draws most 
heavily on LM, book III, De Monstruosis Hominibus 
0 rientis, not all of the breeds of monsters are given. 
names in his sources, so an alphabetical arrangement 
was impractical. The bulk of the first half of 
the book is drawn from Jacques de Vitry, the latter 
half (919 and 32-39) derives from LM and is attributed 
to Adelinus. The material from LM appears in a 
random order, although we cannot tell whether the 
arrangement was by Thomas or was found in this sequence 
in an intermediary text 
l. 
. The sequence of the 









LM material is as follows (section numbers 
ed. of LM, Milan, 1977): 
(De Barbosis Mulierib us ) 
(De Cyclopiäas) 
(De Ingenti PueiZa) 
(De Hercule) 
(De His Quorum OcuZi vetut Lucerna Lucent) 
(De His qui Cruda'n Carnem Manducant) 
(De Epistigos) 
(De Kvjnis Hominib us Brixontis) 
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ST. ALDHELM AND THE AUTHORSHIP OF LM 
The question of the authorship and provenance 
of LM is of considerable interest to students of the 
Letter. LM, with three MSS dated to the ninth 
century, is among the earliest witnesses to the 
text of the Letter. If it could be proved conclusively 
that LM was compiled in England, this would demonstrate 
that the Letter was known to the Anglo-Saxons in more 
forms than the surviving MSS reveal, for the text of 
LM is, as has been demonstrated, closer to that of the 
continental versions of P-Group than to Mir. 
The first recorded attribution of the material 
contained in LM (under a different title from that 
provided by modern editors) to the seventh century 
Anglo-Saxon divine and writer Aldhelm of Maimesbury 
was made by Thomas of Cantimpre in his labor da Natura 
Rerun, compiled towards the middle of the thirteenth 
century. In his list of sources he refers to the 
''small but good' (at si pauca, tarnen bona vatdo1) work 
of 'Adelinus Philosophus'. Among the passages 
attributed to this source are nine in his L-'bar III 
do 1ºbnstruosis Hominibuc 0 riantic, all of which derive 
from LM. This particular section of Thomas' work 
1. Thomas of Cantimpre, Liber de Natura Rcrwn, od. H. Booso, 
Teil I: Text. Berlin, 1973, p. 4. The full quotation Is 
given in Appendix 3. 
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frequently occurs independently, often with illustration! 
and has aroused more interest among scholars than the 
rest of the workl. These nine sections were early 
identified as deriving from LM. Pfister2 linked the 
name Adelinus with Aldhelm, and Faral3 reinforced the 
connection by demonstrating that of the 15 references 
to Adelinus he was able to trace in the absence of a 
printed text (there are in fact 34 such references, 
distributed throughout De Natura Rerum4) over two-thirds 
derived from LM and one dealt with a subject on which 
Aidhelm had written in the Enigmata. Proof 
I. It has twice been separately published: 
A. -Hilka, 'Liber de monstruosis hominibus orientis aus 
Thomas von Cantimpre, De Natura Rerum', Festschrift zur 
. hhrhundertfeier der Gniversitlit Breslau, 1911, pp. 152-165 
and J. B. Friedman, 'Thomas of Cantimpre' De Naturis Rerun: 
Prologue, Book III and Book XIX', La Science de Za Nature; 
neories et pratiques, Montreal, 1974, pp. 107-154. (Cahicrs 
d'Etudes ýMdie'vales, 2) 
2. F. Pfister, reviewing Hilka's partial edition in BerZincr 
Philologische Wochenschrift, 1912,32, no. 36, coIl. 1129-1134. 
3. E. Faral, 'La Queue de Poisson des Sirenes', Romania, 1953, 
74, pp. 433-506. 
4. Prologue; 111,1; v, 19; v, 32; v, 33; v, 34; v, 35; v, 36; v, 37; 
v, 38; v, 39; IV, 20; 54; 70; 81; 82; V, 2; 4; 28; 66; 92; 
VI, 32; 40; 46; 47; VII, 19; VIII, 16; 17; 30; IX, 13; 22; 23; 
25; 43. All these passages, with their sources, are given 
and translatod in Appendix 3. 
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was eventually discovered that Thomas himself 
identified this Adelinus with the composer of Aidhelm's 
Enigmata1. In the section on the salamander2 the 
text of Aldhelm's poem on the same subject is quoted 
verbatim and introduced: 
Adel inue in enigrnatum Zibro versi ficMnß dixit in 
persona catamandra 
Adelinus, versifying in his book of riddles says, 
in the person of the salamander 
Of these 33 passages ascribes to Adelinus (one 
reference occurs in the list of sources in the Prologue) 
17 show a marked verbal similarity to the text of Lei 
The remaining 15 all deal with topics treated by 
3 
Aldhelm in the Enigmata . Each of these shows come 
similarity, either in content or verbally, with the 
verse treatment of the subjects. In certain instances 
(e. g. Dc AbZoso, IV, 70 or Dc ZuZigine, IV, 32) the entire 
content of Aldhelm's verse is present, much of it quoted 
verbatim. Occasionally, on the other hand, Aldhelm is 
introduced simply to be disagreed with on a single point, 
as in De Canaria, VII, 191 where the point at issue is 
the crab's 'backward gait'. 
I. This was first cited by Friedman, Zoc. cit. p. i15. 
2. YIII, 30. Aldhelm's text and Thomas' version of It are 
compared In Appendix 3. 
3. The reference to the origin of the onocentaur (111,3) does not 
derive directly from either source. 
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There are several curious coincidences which, 
taken with Thomas' attribution, have convinced some 
scholars1 that Aldhelm's claim to the authorship of 
LM should be taken seriously. At the most general 
level, a similarity of style is frequently claimed 
for Aldhelm's prose and LM, although a scientific 
analysis of the language of LM has yet to be made2. 
Aldhelm is known to have been interested in the type 
of subject matter dealt with in LM; this is proven 
by the frequency of natural themes among the Enigmata. 
Such similarities of style and interest could 
probably be found in the work of many other authors, 
if we had similar reason to search for them. There 
are, however, other similarities which demand closer 
examination. 
Lucan is known from classical sources to have 
written a poem on the theme of Orpheus, De O rfeo, 
which appears to have been lost entirely with the 
exception of one quotation, unnamed, in Servius, 
I. Faral, Zoc. cit.; C. Bologna in his edition of tiber'Monstrorum, 
Milan, 1977. L. G. Whitbread, 'The Liber rlonstrorum and 
Beowulf', Mediaeval Studies, 1974,36, pp. 434-471 accepts 
the theory with some reservations. 
2. The language and style of Aldhelm has recently been. the subject 
of close analysis by M. Winterbottom, 'Aldhelm's Prose Style 
and Its Origins', Anglo-Saxon England, 1977,6, pp. 39-76. He 
concludes that it derives in the main from his continental 
teachers, thus providing a set-back for the supporters of the 
view that Aidhelm and LM are similar in style, for this view is 
based on the belief that both are thisperic'. 
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three passages in LM and a spacific quotation by 
Aldhelm in his Epiatola ad Aoiraiunt do ýjt: iia1. The 
presence of quotations, or apparent quotations, from 
this lost work almost exclusively in LM and the works 
of Aldhelm has been held to indicate co=on authorship. 
However, although the passages from LM have been 
accepted by certain authorities2 as genuine, they do 
not stand up well to examination. One of them does 
not even claim Lucan as its source: 
Hydra anguis arrmatus fuissa descr'ia itur, quas Euridicon 
coniugem Orphoi in ripa fiwninis capita truncavit at 
demersit in gurgitem, at sicit Scylla inonstrie ita at 
haec serpentibus pracaincta , 
Misse fingitur, 39 
The hydra is described as having been an armoured snake 
which decapitated Euridice, wife of Orpheus, on the 
bank of the river and plunged her into the waves, and 
it is said to have been surrounded by serpents as 
Scylla is by monsters. 
1. Lucan's poem on the Orpheus theme Is referred to in the 
earliest biographical treatment of him, Statlus' 
-C cnethtiacon Iucani. It is cited by Servius In his notes 
on Georgics IV, 492. Hosius, in his edition of Lucan, Leipzig, 
1913# pp. 328-329, accepts this quotation as genuine, together 
with the three passages in 111 (1,5; 11,8 and 111,3) and the 
citation by Aidhelm (De lhtris, ed. Ehwald, Berlin, 1919, 
p. 159): 
undo Lucanus de 0 rfeo 
msnc, inquit, pZcnas posuere coZos at ct=ins Parcao 
u14Ztaque daZatis haesuorunt saacula fiZis. 
2. Notably Nos1us, op. cit. and W. Morel, i ýrranta Pootcrica 
Latinorum Epiooru'r et Lyricorum, L©ipz1g, 1927, 
3.111,3. 
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The two passages which do refer to Lucan by 
name are co alike and handle such a widely-known 
aspect of the Orpheus legend1 that they are unlikely 
to represent fragments of Lucan's text - they have 
too many other potential sources. Both deal with 
the ability of Orpheus to charm wild animals: 
44cos (fauns) poeta Zucanus secundum opinionem 
grecorum ad 0 rphei Zir= cum innumerosis ferarum 
generibuo cantu deductos cecinit 
2 
The poet Lucan, following the opinion of the Greeks, 
sang about them (fauns) drawn to the lyre of Orpheus 
by a song, together with innumerable kinds of wild 
animals. 
quas (pantheras) poeta Lucanus ad Zyr= Orphei cum 
ceteris aninantibus bestiis a deserto Thraciae per 
carmen miserabiZe provocatas cecinit, dun ipse 
tristis esset at moerens ad undcn Strymonic raptam 
3 Euridicem ZacryrnabiZi deflevit carmine 
about whom (panthers) the poet Lucan sang, plaintively 
summoned to the lyre of Orpheus with a song, together 
with the rest of the living creatures from the desert 
of Thrace, while he, sad and sorrowing, tearfully 
lamented in song his Euridice, carried off to the 
waves of the river Styron. 
1. The celebrated tessellated pavements on the Orpheus theme, 
dating from the early Christian era, depict Orpheus 
charming the animals. The different aspects of the 
logond which are given emphasis at different periods are 
considered In J. B. Friedman, Orpheus in the Middle Ages, 




The other coincidence which has inclined 
scholars to consider that there is a case for 
co=on authorship is the fact that both LM and Aldhelm 
in describing the Colossus assign to it a height of 
107 feet. In LM it is clear that this is not the 
celebrated Colossus of Rhodes but another: 
... Romami (pene per toto' orbcm tcrraru'n cr ditun 
est hoc opus) erewerunt statues procerissimoo 
magnitudinis, quae C. et . VIII pcdes altitudinio 
habet ... 
2 
... The Romans (for this deed was heard of almost 
everywhere in the world) erected an exceedingly 
tall statue, which was 107 feet high ... 
The monstrous creature, in whose memory this statue 
was erected, is a figment of the popular imagination 
and does not appear in other accounts of a Roman 
colossus. There was, however, a colossal statue 
at Rome, erected by Zenodorus in honour of Nero at 
about the time of the Emperor's death3. It was later 
remodelled and dedicated to the sunk. Its erection 
is recorded by Eusebius for the year AD 77 (Hero died 
i. Two of the five MSS of IN read o. at . vii., the rcz^. aining 
three read c. at *Viii. 
2.1,3. 
3. Euseb i us Pamph i! t us, Chronici ca nonce, Latina varti. t, (11! 4' it, 
ad sua t ora produxit S. Eusebius Hicronp uc, od. J. K. 
Fotheringham, London, 1923, p. 270. 
4. Eusebius, op. cit. p. 291. 
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in 68 AD) with the following words: 
Colossus erectus habens aititudinis pedes cvii. 
No place is referred to, but it is normal in this 
Chronicle for the location to be specified only for 
events which occurred outside Rome. There is no 
question that this referred to the Rhodian Colossus, 
for that was destroyed by an earthquake in 224 DC, 
some 55 years after its erection, and its destruction 
is recorded by Eusebius1. In view of the folktale 
element of the description in LM, it seems likely 
that LM and Eusebius are both describing the same 
statue in Rome, -one from the popular viewpoint and the 
other from that of the official historian. 
Aldhelm wrote one of the Enigmata on the theme 
of the Colossus2, but it is a minor reference in 
De Virginitate3 which gives the height: 
Quarr ol'em inorme Chaldaici regnatoris sinuZacrum 
quod cotosi subZimitaten centenis ac septenis 
pediLus in alto porreetam bis tricena eubitorwn 
proccritate vincebat, 
1. op. oit. p. 229. 
2. Eni rata LXXII (Aldheim, Opera, ed. R. Ehwald, Berlin, 1919 
(repr. 1961), p. 130. 
3. ed. Ehwaid, p. 252. 
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As' a result of this, thoy refused to bohold on 
bonded knoos tho enormous statuo of the Chaidoan 
tyrant - which exceeded the holght of tho Colossus 
2 
lifted 1073 foot high with its (immonso) stature 
of 60 cubits - 
Aldhelm is not describing the Colossus in this passage, 
but an enormous graven image which he compares with 
a Colossus. The figure 107, which has led to so much 
theorising, was almost certainly drawn from the work 
of Eusebius, a source he cites twice in Do Metric under 
the headings Chronioa Euscb ii Vergitium4 and Euee ldue 
in Chronicis5. The passage has attracted marginal 
annotations in certain MSS of the ninth and tenth 
centuries6 which, curiously, associate this Colossus 
not with Rhodes but with Rome: 
quando cadit colosus cadit roma qua do cadit ror,. a 
totus =ndus cadit. 
when the Colossus falls, Rome falls; when Rome 
falls the whole world falls. 
Aldholm, The Prose Works, translated by M. Lapidge and M. 
Herren, Cambridge, 1979, p. 76. 
Z. The translator has inserted 'of Rhodes', for which thorn 
is no support in the Latin. 
3. The translation roads 170 In place of 107. Dr. Lapidgo 
Informs me that this is not based on a re-reading of the 
Latin but Is a typographical error which appeared after 
proof stage. 
4. ed. Ehwald, p. 88. 
5. ed. Ehwald, p. 192. 
6. ed. Ehwald, p. 252, footnot©s. 
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Ehwald, in his notes on the passage, explains this as 
a result of the misreading of cotosi as coZosei 
'Colosseum'. Whether this is so, or whether it is 
a detail which has been added based on a legend of 
a Roman Colossus, it is not part of Aldhelm's text 
but a later addition. 
In the one instance where Thomas of Cantimpre 
made direct use of the text of Aldhelm's Enigmata 
he specified it as Enigmata Versificatal. In the 
light of this, it appearsimprobable that he was 
drawing directly from Aldhelm's verse in the other 
instances in which he uses material from the 
Engimata. There is another possibility; in all 
instances except the verse quotation he may have 
been drawing from a prose work which consisted of 
some or all of the Enigmata (most probably those 
sections dealing with natural history) reduced to 
prose and combined with some or all of LM. To 
this work, if we accept the evidence of Thomas' 
prologue, the name of Aldhelm, in the form Adelinus, 
remained attached. 
1. V111,30 (Dc Salamandra). 
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A single piece of evidence is known which 
supports this theory. Raoul do Prosles, working 
between 1371 and 1375, translated St. Augustine's 
1 
De Civitate Doi into French. He chose to augment 
certain passages, and in the preface2 in extolling 
the king, his patron and in likening him to the eagle, 
king of the birds, justifies this by referring to 
sources he also draws on in the body of the work: 
hontres redoib to seigneur Zoo naturicns conrre 
pZine, adeZin, aristote, beds at autres qui firent 
los Zivres des proprietez dco choses, mattent 
Z'aigle roy couverain de tous Zes oy eats. 
AdoZin and his Zivre de proprietatibus rerum are cited 
once in the text, as a source of information on giants: 
de teile maniere de gyans raconpte cudelinus an on 
Zivre de proprietatib., 4s rcrwn. 
3 
Aldhelm's verse on the eagle4 does not refer 
to kingship, which implies that this Zivre de proprietatuýus 
rerun was not simply the Enignata by another name. If 
such a work did exist, we must next consider whether it 
could have been compiled by Aldhelm himself. There are 
some indications that this was not the case. 
Augustine, Ia cite de Ditru. translated by Raoul do Preslos, 
Abbeville, lehan du pro, 1486.2 vols. 
Z. sig. a iii. 
3. Ch. IV, Sk. XV. sig. I Iv. The-giant is from LM 1,13. 
4, £ni. grrata LVII, ed. Ehwald p. 123. Soo Appendix 3. 
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The question of the origin of the onooßntaur, 
which vexed Thomas1 and evidently-also vexed Adelinus 
is referred to neither by Aldhelm in his Enigma on the 
Minotaur2 or the references to the centaur in his 
other writings3 nor in the two passages in LM which 
deal with this topic 
4. 
More striking evidence than this absence of 
concern with a theological problem is to be found in 
Thomas' description of the purple mussel, De Perna 
5. 
Aldheim, changing his source6, made the basis of his 
riddle the dual usefulness of the mussel, which can 
both be eaten and employed in the colouring of 
exquisite fabrics, for purple is a regal (and hence, 
exclusive and expensive) colour. Thomas has quite 
misunderstood this, and reports that the mussel is 
a sea-creature with a fleece which is large enough 
to be employed in the making of clothes. The 
Enigma De Perna? is not confused, but contains the 
I. III, Prologue and IV, 82. See Appendix 3. 
2. Enigmata XXVIII, ed. Ehwald, p. 109. 
3. De Matrix CXIII (p. 152) and Carmen de Virginitate, 1343. 
4. I, 7 De Hippocentauris and 1,10 De 0 nocentauris. 
5. V1,40. See Appondlx 3. 
6. Symphoslus, Riddle 86 Is entitled De Perna, but a, ham is described. 
7. Esigmata XVII, ed. Ehwald, p. 105. 
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germ of the misapprehension in the description of 
the flesh of the mussel as satigaro 'bristly, hairy'. 
Aidhelm clearly understood what was meant in the 
riddle, and is hardly likely to have written another 
version with such a gross misunderstanding. 
However, this misunderstanding is quite definitely 
derived from the Enigmata, for in some MSS from ac 
early as the eighth century a gloss has been added 
to the title of this Enigma incorporating the 
concept of a monstrous and hairy sea-creature. The 
form of the gloss which most closely approaches the 
version given by Thomas (and, presumably, by Adelinus) 
is first found in tenth century MSS1: 
Perna quae multo maior eat ostra s ex eui. us 
veZZeribus vestis conficitur. 
An extensive body of vernacular literature contains 
descriptions of these creatures, ultimately from the 
misunderstanding of Aldhelm's riddle2. 
1. ed. Ehwaid, p. 244. (See Appendix 3) 
2. Exesrp l if led by L'Ymagine del 't ndo, ed. F. Ch i ovaro, Nap l o, 
1977, XIV, p. 97: 
Arcora ac net mare d'India gencrationi di pesci the 
sono velluti & pilosi & si ZW%'hi cho le genti no 
fanno drappi & so ne vestono do la is di lij 
cotati pecci, quando presi Zi anno. 
The same details are found In the thirteenth century French 
Image du knde de Maitre Cossouin, ed. O. N. Prior, Lausanne, 
1913,11 ii G, p. 126. 
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Further investigation into the relationship 
between Aldhelm's Enigmata, LM and the text used by 
Thomas (the work of 'Adelinus') is still needed. 
With more and better catalogues of manuscript collections 
available each year, it is possible that a copy of this 
Libor de Proprietatib us Rerum may yet come to light. 
In its absence, we can only conjecture on the basis of 
such evidence as is available. This evidence seems 
to incline towards the view that there was indeed such 
a work, written in prose and based on the Enigmata and 
LM but not, as far as one can tell, including material 
from other sources. It was attributed to (but not 
written by) Aldhelm. The attribution presumably goes 
back to the verse Enigmata from which this prose text 
derived. Aldhelm was considered a worthy authority, 
and LM, being anonymous, offered no competition on the 
question of authorship. Unless this hypothesis could 
be proven totally invalid, the arguments put forward 
for Aldhelm's authorship of LM are void, because each 
of them is answered by this hypothesis. 
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HISTORIA DE PRELIIS 
The Historia de Preliis of Archpriest Leo 
enjoyed a very wide circulation in the Middle Ages 
and appeared in three distinct interpolated versions. 
1 
Of these, the Second Interpolated Recension (usually 
denoted `i2)2 occupies a significant position in 
literary history, for it provided the source of the 
Old French Prose Alexander and was drawn on by many 
later writers, notably Rudolf von Ems, Ulrich von 
Eschenbach, Seifried and Babiloth's Alexander Chronik. 
Historia dc Pretiis J` is the fullest of the 
interpolated versions. It was compiled during the 
twelfth century, drawing for its additional mdterial 
on Orosius, Valerius Maximus, Pseudo-Methodius, 
Josephus, Pseudo-Epiphanius and a number of smaller 
texts. Among these smaller texts must be counted the 
L etter, in a version belonging to F-Group, which 
supplied ten paragraphs. Five of these appear in 
Chapter 119, two in Chapter 95, one in Chapter 118 
and the remaining two in Chapter 123. 
Hiatoria de Pratiis Aixandri. Magni (Der lateinische 
. 41ewanderrc raff 
des Al itte lalters), synoptische Ed. der 
Rezensionen des Leo Archipresbyter und der Interpolierten 
Fassungen J1, J2, J3, ed. H. J. Qergmolster, t oIsenhoim am 
Glan, 1975, vol. 1. (Covers chapters 1-75 only. ) 
2. Historia Alexandri Hagni (Historia de Preiiis), R. . 
", 
ed. A. H11ka, Melsenhoim am Glan, 1976-77, parts 1-2. 
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For case of reference, the paragraphs are 
designated A-K, in order of their appearance in H P. 
A and B. which are found in Chapter 95, are from 622; 
C, in Chapter 118, is from §8. D, E, F, G and H all 
appear in Chapter 119 and are taken from 6910,12,18, 
15 and 14 respectively (the last three being consecutive 
passages, as interpolations in P-Group have affected the 
numbering. ) and K. the two items in Chapter 123, are 
treated as a single paragraph and are taken, again in 
reverse order, from two consecutive passages, 096 and S. 
Passages A, D. E,, G, H, J bear such a marked 
resemblance to the text of FR (and in particular of the 
Monte Cassino MS) that there can be little doubt of 
their source. A few readings will suffice to demonstrate 
this: 
A: caudam bovis (22,5) FR: caudam bobis; FL: caudam 
quasi boo; Ger: caudas b ovinas . 
duodecim (22,6) FR: xii; FL, Ger: vii. 
E: cintras (12,5) FR: cintras; FL, Ger: centrios. 
G: latitudo (15,4) FR-MC: Zatitudinem; FR-C, M, P: 
attitudinem; FL, Ger: Zongitudinem. 
grosaitudo (15,5) FR: grossitudine; Ger: 
vastitatem; omitted in FL. 
H: retiquum vero corpus peduwtsex (14,3), FR: 
ra liquum vero corpus seaum peduM; FL: corpu$ 
relioum pedes xii. 
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nimis scvissimos (6,6-7) FR: nimic oaviaoimi; 
FL: plus quam sevissimi. 
Passages r and K, although bearing a strong 
resemblance to the text of FR, share certain readings 
with other F-Group texts; C agrees with all versions. 
F: The use of the nouns longitudo, tatitudo and 
vastitac (18,5-6) is paralleled in Gar. FR 
and FL both use the adjectives, Zongi, tati 
and vasti. 
K: Although humites b eetioZe (5,1) agrees with FR 
against humites in FL and homince in Ger, 
totidem (5,4) agrees with the corrected version 
of FL and with Ger, against idemque at which 
appears in FR and is the earlier reading in FL. 
B is remarkable in that it is lacking in all 
extant MSS of F-Group. In the P-Group texts it 
appears to have been assimilated into the description 
found here in A1, producing some strange contradictions. 
It seems probable that HP here uniquely preserves the 
ancestral text of the Letter, and that the description 
was suppressed or omitted in F-Group because of its 
similarity to the preceding one (which appears in HP 
as A) and conflated with the earlier one in P-Group 
for similar reasons. If this hypothesis could be 
proven, it would demonstrate that HP drew its interpo- 
lations from a very early version of the F-Group text. 
I. See the commentary to X22. 
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This passage in HP certainly helps to untangle some 
of the P-Group readings in 922. The significant 
features of the women described in A are: 
boar's teeth (22)3) 
ankle length hair (22,4) 
bull's tail (22,5) 
12 feet tall (22,6) 
hairy body like a 'sparrow and camel' (corruption 
of struthiocamelus 'ostrich' (22,7_8) 
while the women called Zamie described in B have: 
great beauty (22,11) 
ankle length hair (22,11-12) 
horse's feet (22,12) 
7 feet tall (22,12-13). 
The P-Group texts appear to be describing a single 
group of women who have: 
boar's teeth (22,3) 
ankle length hair (22,4) 
bull's tail (22,5) 
12,13 or 14 feet tall (22,6) 
a beautiful body like marble (22,7) 
camel's feet (22,8) 
asses' or boars' teeth (22,9). 
The beauty and the cloven hoofs in P-Group are 
directly paralleled in passage B in HP, although the 
reference to marble and the animal teeth are not. 
In the absence of any other explanation, it seems 
likeliest that HP here preserves a passage lost 
in all other F-Group texts. 
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The frequent similarities to i"R indicate that 
HP drew its interpolations from a text which was close 
to that of FR but lacked some of the modifications 
which are found in extant texts of FR. The evidence 
c; f passage B suggests that the interpolations were 
drawn from a copy of the Letter which represented an 
earlier stage in the transmission of f-Group than any 
text known to us. 
Assimilation of Material 
The interpolations have been absorbed into the 
narrative framework of HP, albeit in the most cursory 
manner, by repetitious use of a limited range of 
formulaic introductions: 
A. Deine arb u lan tes invanerun t ... 
B: Deinde a^toto exercitu venerunt ad alia silvas Indic at 
dea7bulantes per eas invenerunt iai ... 
C: Et exinde anoto exercitu venit in toca dcscrta ... 
D: Deinde aYnoto exercitu castra rctatus eat in Loco ... 
E: Et exinde cnoto exercitu venit ad qucndcm fluuiuen at 
transmeans 111wa cas tra rr. Ctatus es t lb i. Sz2 i to ... 
F: Deinde amoto exercitu venit ad quer fiuviu: n in quo errat ... 
G: Deinde arbulantes per ip3cm silv= invenerunt ... 
H: Et exinde Mantes invenerunt ... 
J: Et finde anoto exercitu veni t in terrain ädh i ionic in qua 
invenei. ant ... 
h: Et erznt ibi ... 
None of these shows any great concern either with 
originality of expression or with making the most 
striking use of the material incorporated. 
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The text has been modified in several instances 
and some difficult words have been replaced by glosses: 
F: FL reads colore et corpus auro simile (18,7). at 
corpus, which appears in FR as et pectore is 
omitted in HP. 
G: bestie colore similes equorum (15,2) which appears 
in both FR and FL has been reduced to bestias 
similes equo. -u. w. 
In the same section the confusing final sentence about 
blood-letting or blood-sucking (15,8-10) has been 
omitted, together with the name of the animal. 
H: humeros (14,5) has been replaced by femora, 
probably because femora appeared a little earlier 
in 14,2. 
sure (14,6), which proved problematic in all 
texts, has been replaced by a gloss, coxe et 
crura. 
J: irnrncnsi (6,6) has been exaggerated to mire 
magnitudinis. There is a general tendency 
to magnify the size of the creatures encountered, 
presumably because this reflected to the greater 
glory of Alexander. 
bina capita (6,7) has been changed to duo capita. 
K: cornua bina (5,5) has been changed to cornua in 
capite duo. 
The problematic final sentence in this section in 
FR and FL, Quas cum aliquis occidere voluerit, 
ditigenter se munire deb et, has been replaced by a 
simpler one emphasising the ferocity of the horns: 
cum quit us ferieb ant sive hominem sive aliud 
animal. Interficiebant eos. 
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In addition to these changes, other minor 
modifications have been made to fit the material 
into the narrative, such as the replacing of present 
tense verbs by past tense ones in many instances. 
However, Alexander's encounters with these creatures 
are never elaborate, nor are they given any structural 
function in the narrative - he sees, and usually 
kills. This is unlike the Old French Prose Aloxanderl, 
which, although based on HP, embroiders the accounts 
of the fights with these creatures and in some cases 
the descriptions of the creatures themselves. In 
the case of passage G, which in HP merely reports 
the discovery of the yppophagi, the vernacular 
version adds2: 
Ces bestes firent mout grant d=, =je a AZiUandre, 
car cues estoient plus fortes d'oZiffant. Alus 
nequedent par Z'effort d'AZ andre of de sea barons 
furent eUZes au derain miles a deseonfiture. 
Similar amplifications characterise the French version 
throughout, and provided inspiration for the illustrators 
who produced such magnificent representations of the 
monsters as those found in Brussels MS BR 11040. 
1. Der aZtfrczn.. 8sische Prosa-AZexandcrrar., cn, ed. A. Hi I ka, 
Halle, 1920. 











Key to Abbreviations 
EP Epistola Premonis 
FL Fermes Letter 
FR Feramen Rex 
-C NIS Cava 3 
-M NIS Madrid 19 
-MC NIS Monte Cassino 391 
-P NIS Paris BN anc. fonds. lat. 7418 
Ger Gervase, Otia ImperiaZia, III 
GerII Gervase, Otia Imperiatia, II 
IIP Nistoria de PreIiis, J2 
Lr1 L ib er Monstrorum 
Mir Mi. rab i Zia 
Mir-B DIS Bodley 614 
OE Old English Wonders 
-T MS Tiberius By 
-V MS Vitellius Axv 
OFr Old Picard translation 
Pit Epistola Parmoenis 














INTRODUCTION TO THE TEXT 
The aim of this edition of the Lotter 
of Fharasrance is to present the text of all known 
versions in a form which is at one and the same time 
faithful to the MSS and highlights the points of 
convergence and divergence between the texts. 
Conventional presentations have been examined, and 
rejected as unsuitable. The texts vary too much in 
their readings for the use of a base text with variants 
in footnotes to be satisfactory - the essential 
character of all texts apart from the base text would 
be lost in a morass of footnotesl. The alternative 
of presenting up to 12 different texts in parallel 
is too unwieldy; the mere spread on the page makes 
comparison difficult and the resultant fragmentation 
of the text destroys continuity. The samrle passage 
overleaf, laid out in parallel and also following the 
" method 
I have chosen, exemplifies the extreme 
difficulty of the former for all purposes except the 
reading of one single version. 
i, This method has been attempted by H. van Thiel in tho 
appendix to F. Pfister, Kleine Schriften zcn Alexanderrtvrum, 
Meisenheim am Glan, 1976. His text is based on the better- 
known Latin versions (i. e. those known to Farai, and excluding 
Pit and FR which Faral cited only in footnotes) and for tho 
whole text he cites only55 variant readings. The result is 
a text which is far less use than the printed versions on 
which it is based. 
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Specimen Passage: Parallel Text (21,1-5) 
Mir 
Circa hunc locum nascuntur mulieres barbas habentes 
usque ad mamillas pelliculas equorum ad vestimentum 
habentes & hae uenatrices. maxime 
OE 
Ymb ýa stowe beo3 wif acenned" Da habba3 beardas swa 
side o3 hyra breost. 7 horses hyda by habba3 hire to 
hr a3 gle gedon ja syndan hundicgean swiaast nemde. 
Pit 
Ibi nascuntur mulieres barbas habentes usque ad 
mamillas, pelliculas vestimentis et equas habentes 
venatrices. Sunt maxima 
EP 
Circa hunc etiam montem sunt mulieres barbas habentes 
usque ad mamillas, pelliculas vestimenta habentes. 
Venatrices maximae sunt 
CerII 
Ibi nascuntur mulieres barbas habentes usque ad mamillas 
pelliculas pro vestimentis utuntur equos habent 
venatrices sunt 
LM 
Mulieres, ut ferunt, iuxta montem Armeniae nascuntur, 
pellibus indutae, barbam usque ad mammas habentes 
prolixam. Quae dum venatrices sunt 
OFr 
Et enuiron chele region naissent femmes qui ont 
longues barbes iusques as mameles. et de piaus sont 
vestues. Et sont ententiues a vener. 
(F-Group texts add a further four versions. ) 
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: irca hunc locum 
Ymb ba Stowe 
Lt enuiron chele region 
2: unt 
nascuntur mu1_,, -: 
beo "r"i acenn: 
naissent f enLrne.; 
32 barbam mammas habentes prol ixaur 
barbas habentes usque ad mamilias 
aariabba3 beardas swa side o-4 hyra breost . 
qui ont longues barbes iusques as mameles 




eýiýcuý_: e: uý: um a. vestimentum 
7 ho: ses 
_ 
l'.: h' habba 
ýe a is sent vestue. . 
3 Quae dum 
equos habent 
et Bauas sunt maxima 
habentes & hae venatrice: 
sari : r, rur.: icgean swi`g' .. ý^. ýe . 
nt ententiues a venei'. 
sunt 
P". 
Mir Pit EP GerII LM 
. 3[-T . untigjIstrvn. 
3 f)3 
The solution. which has been adopted 5_s the 
presentation of two texts in parallel. Each group 
of texts is condensed into an interlinear text based 
on the readings of a selected Latin text. Variants 
appear above and below the line, and coloured under- 
lining is used to show the readings of the individual 
Latin texts. By this means a great degree of 
comparability is achieved, because points of 
divergence are immediately evident. The integrity 
of the individual texts is maintained. Attention 
is focussed on the similarities, and the number of 
words on the page is greatly reduced, for in cases 
where all texts are in agreement only one line of text 
is given. This greatly improves the clarity-of-the 
text, compared with the parallel text layout. The 
individual texts are all presented in Appendix 1 
(P-Group) and Appendix 2 (F-Group), and variant readings 
within the same text are given in these individual 
texts, as is the punctuation of the MS or printed 
version used as a source. 
In preparing the text, a Latin base line 
has been selected for each group. In P-Group this 
is Mir; it is the fullest P-Group text and it 
provides ready comparison with OE. The vernacular 
texts, OE and OFr, lie below Mir. They have no 
coloured underlining, because each is on a single line 
and the language makes them easily distinguished. 
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Above the text of Mir, in ascending order, are Pit 
(which is closest to the ancestral text in many 
instances and would be a strong candidate for base 
line if it did not finish at the end of 922), GerII 
(which provides readings for only 596 of text but is 
very close to Pit in those readings), EP and LM. 
For the F-Group text, FL provides the base 
line. It is the most complete of all the texts and 
probably best represents the text as it first 
appeared in Latin. Ger, a direct descendant of FL 
(although not drawn from the extant MS) lies below it, 
and FR, which appears to be an edited form of an earlier 
version of FL, lies above. HP, a derivative based on 
a text very close to that of FR, lies on top of FR. 
In the handful of instances where the 
order of the text within a section has been changed 
in any version (as it has in LM in 3-5 of the specimen 
text) comparability has been maintained by inverting 
phrases to restore the original order. Phrases thus 
displaced have been numbered to show the order in which 
they appear in the FISS. In the individual texts in 
the Appendices, the sequence of individual texts has 
been preserved inviolate. 
No emendations have been made except on 
the basis of another copy of the same text. Where 
readings have been inserted or emended on this basis, 
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they are italicised. It was felt that explanatory 
footnotes would clutter the page to no effect, as all 
such information is readily, and more fully, available 
in the Appendices. Editorial emendations for the 
readings of difficult passages are suggested in the 
Commentary. In a text such as this, with a complicated 
textual history and no clear precedence for any one 
version, errors and variants are an important pointer 
to the relationships, priority and provenance of the 
various versions. For this reason I have chosen to 
retain all such details in an accessible position 
in the body of the text. 
Punctuation and capitalisation in the 
synoptic text follow the MS usage of the base text 
or the text closest to the base text which gives the 
reading (i. e. the text on whose line the reading is 
given, and whose colour code appears lowest. This 
means that the precise punctuation of all texts cannot 
be shown in the interlinear text, but it is given in 
the individual texts in the Appendices. In instances 
where the punctuation differs sufficiently to alter 
the sense of the passage, this is indicated in 
footnotes. Punctuation is given in the closest modern 
equivalent. With MSS ranging from the ninth century 
to the fourteenth, a wide range of punctuation is used. 
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In order to emphasise similarities and to 
keep the number of words on the page to a minimum, 
non-significant variants have not been noted. 
In the Latin texts the practice of following the text 
providing the base line has been adhered to. The 
following variations have been deemed non-significant: 
ae - e adp - app 
i- j cum - quurr 
i- y curque - cunque 
00 -e in - im 
b- u 
f- ph 
u and v have teen standardised following modern 
practice in the Latin texts. In OFr, where the 
specific value of the graphs u and v is debatable 
in certain words, the readings of the MS have been 
retained in the interests of preserving the text as 
a srecimen of the Picard dialect. 
is represented throughout by e, 
For the OE text, Appendix 1A gives all 
orthographic variation between the two MSS, with 
the single exception of the two graphs c2 and p. 
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TEXTS SELECTED FOR THE SYNOPTIC EDITION 
(A full description of each of the MSS and of the 
significant features of each text is given in the 
relevant sections of the Introduction. The reasons 
for the choice of base MS and the extent of collation 
with other MSS in the Appendices are explained here. ) 
P-Group 
Mir 
BL Cotton Tiberius By (Mir-T) is used as base MS. 
It is the earlier of the two MSS and the later, 
Bodley 614 (Mir-B) has been demonstrated to be 
directly descended from it. All the variant readings 
from Mir-B, many of which have been drawn from the 
OE text, are given as footnotes in Appendix 1B. 
The extensive interpolation in Mir-B on the phoenix 
(34,4-7), which is discussed at length in the 
Commentary, is included in the main body of the text 
but italicised. 
Pit 
The sole source is the text printed by J. B. Pitra 
in Analecta Sacra Spicilegio SoZesmensi, Paris, 1884, 
Vol. 2, pp. 648-649 (repr. Farn borough, 1967). 
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EP 
The sole source is the text printed by E. G. Graff 
in Diutiska, Stuttgart, 1827, Vol. 2, pp. 194-198, 
based on Strasbourg MS C. iv. 15 which was destroyed 
by fire in 1870. 
GerII 
Extracts from §§6,7,20,21 and 22 appear in the 
Second Decisio of Gervase of Tilbury's Otia Irpsriatia. 
For this edition they have been newly transcribed from 
r Vatican MS Vat. Lat. 933, ff. 19,19V v and 20 . This 
MS has corrections and interpolations which appear to 
be in the hand of Gervase himself. 
LM 
Reference is made to Bologna's edition (Milan, 1977). 
I have collated the 5 known MSS, and although the 
text is not reedited here I have in certain instances 
adopted readings which are closer to those of the 
other P-Group texts than that selected by Bologna, 
who largely follows Haupt (Opuseula, Leipzig, 1876, 
Vol. 2). In §21, where LM has made use of the same 
material in two different places (I, 22 and II, 31), a 
different colour code has been used for the shorter 




The text of BL Cotton Vitellius Axv (OE -V), the 
earlier of the two MSS, has been followed except 
where it is patently corrupt. Where ih has been 
necessary to make emendations or insertions on the 
basis of the later MS (BL Cotton Tiberius By - OE-T) 
these are given in italics. There are no footnotes 
for variant readings in the synoptic text, but all 
variants (except in the use of o3 and ý) are shown 
in the interlinear text in Appendix 1A. 
OFr 
The Picard dialect translation has been retranscribed 
from the unique MS, Brussels, Bibliothýque Royale 
6. v MS 14562 ff. 5-v 
F-Group 
FL 
The text of Fermes Letter is taken from the unique MS, 
Paris, Sibliotheque Nationale MS nouv. acq. lat. 1065. 
The beginning of the text has benefited from the 
attentions of a'Corrector (FLCor) who may have had 
access to a better copy of the text. In the synoptic 
text I have selected the better reading, either from 
the original text of FL or from the Corrector. Those 
readings which have been drawn from FLCor are given in 
italics. In Appendix 2A all readings are shown; 
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the original text is used as the base and the 
Corrector's readings are given as footnotes. 
FR 
The earliest MS, Monte Cassino 391, is used as base 
MS for the synoptic edition and for the text in 
Appendix 2B. Where words have been supplied from 
one of the later MSS in the synoptic text, they are 
italicised. All variants from all four MSS are 
noted in the Appendix. 
Ger 
The text of FL used by Gervase of Tilbury in the 
Third Deeisio of 3 tia Imperialia is taken from 
Vatican MS Vat. Lat. 933, ff. 72v-73v. This is the 
MS with corrections and insertions which appear to 
be in the hand of Gervase himself. In the small 
number of cases where the readings of other MSS are 
closer to the extant text of FL than are those of 
the Vatican MS, emendations have been made on the 
basis of these alternative readings in the synoptic 
text, where they are italicised. The text in 
Appendix 2C does not attempt to offer a complete 
edi do variorum, but all variant readings which 
are discussed at any point in this study are listed. 
Since the corrections in the base MS are thought to 
be in the hand of the author, they have been 
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accepted without comment in preference to the 
original readings of the scribe. These corrections 
and the scribe's readings are tabulated in the 
Introduction; only those which are of especial 
significance are repeated in the footnotes to 
Appendix 2C. 
HP 
The borrowings from the Letter found in the second 
interpolated version of the Historia de PreZiis 
are reproduced from Hilka's edition of 1977. In 
Appendix 2D only such variants as cast light on 
the relationship between these interpolations and 
the extant texts of the Letter and those which are 
referred to elsewhere in this study are noted. 
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SECTION DIVISION 
The diversity between the texts of the 
Letter presents difficulties in determining section 
division. Previous editorial practice has varied, 
with editors of Mir and OE tending to follow the 
divisions of the MSS while editors of the continental 
texts since Faral have, on the whole, sacrificed 
textual loyalty in the interests of ease of comparison 
by following the complicated notation introduced by 
Faral, expanding it where necessary to accommodate new 
material. 
Division in the Manuscripts 
OE and Mir 
BL Cotton Tiberius By has parallel texts, 
divided into 36 sections of Latin text and 39 of 
Old English. The Latin precedes the Old English, which 
is followed by the illustration; both Latin and Old 
English texts begin with a rubricated initial in green 
or red. (The colours normally alternate, regardless 
of language, but the sequence has been broken in several 
places for no apparent reason. ) Red ink spots over the 
text on 81v show that the normal procedure was followed 
and rubrication took place after the text had been 
written. 
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In three sections in T the Old English 
section has been split in half, each half beginning 
with a rubricated initial. These sections are 8 
(Mir-T 7), split at 8,7; 12 (Mir-T 10), split at 
12,10 and 34 (Mir-T 35), split at 34,4. In the last 
of these, the passage describes two different 
creatures, the griffin and the phoenix, each with 
their own illustrations. §12 is the long passage 
on the gold-digging ants, which is interrupted by 
an illustration as well as having one at the end. 
There is no evident reason for the subdivision of 
8,6-7, except that the subject matter moves on from 
a general consideration of the horned snakes to a 
description of the way in which they guard the pepper 
forests. The fifth section of this text (6,1-4) 
is not followed by an illustration, and it appears, 
from a comparison with the other versions, that 
it and the following section (6,5-9) are best considered 
as a single unit, accidentally subdivided. 
BL Cotton Vitellius Axv divides the Old 
English text into 32 sections, each indicated by a 
large black capital set into the margin. In the 
majority of cases the top of the frame of the 
accompanying illustration is on a line with this initial. 
Some of the capitals have been lost because of the 
damage by scorching and the subsequent crumbling of 
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the edges of the MS, but in many instances the 
vestiges of the capitals are still visible. The 
discrepancy in the number of sections between this 
text and OE-T can be accounted for as follows: 
OE-T 5 (6,1-4) is lacking. This has been adduced 
elsewhere as evidence that OE-V was descended 
from a bilingual exemplar. 
Mir-T 10 (s12), which is subdivided in OE-T at 
12,10, appears as a single section in OE-V as 
in the two MSS of Mir. 
The final four sections (OE-T 36-39; §933-35), 
which come after the final break in sequence 
in T, are not present in this MS. 
HS Bodley 614 is divided into 37 sections, 
comprised of the 36 sections of Mir-T plus a subdivision 
of Mir-T 35 (§34) at 34,4, as in OE-T. 
933 (Mir-T 25 and 34) is broken in the three 
Versions in which both parts of it appear, as it 
straddles the point at which the final break in sequence 
occurs. The second half of the section is lacking in 
OE-V, which omits the end of the text. It is possible 
that 933 was already divided in the MS of Mir in which 
the displacement took place, as it is also divided in 
OFr, which has no displacement. 
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This edition follows the undisturbed order 
of the continental texts. The table below gives the 
paragraphing in the MSS of Mir and OE, with section 
and line references of the starting point of each 
section in this edition. 
Sequence of sections in Mir/OE 
Mir-T Mir-B OE-T OE-V This ed. 
1 1 1 1 2,1 
2 2 2 2 3,1 
3 3 3 3 4,1 
4 4 4 4 5,1 
5 5 5 - 6,1 
6 6 6 5 6,5 
7 7 7 6 7,1 
" " 8 7 8,7 
8 8 9 8 10,1 
9 9 10 9 11,2 
10 10 11 10 12,1 
12 it 12,10 
11 11 13 11 13 ,1 
12 12 14 12 14$1 
13 13 15 13 15,1 
14 14 16 14 16,1 
15 15 17 15 17,1 
16 16 18 16 18,1 
17 17 19 17 1921 
18 18 20 18 25,1 
19 19 21 19 27,1 
20 20 22 20 28,1 
21 21 23 21 29,1 
22 22 24 22 30,1 
23 23 25 23 31,1 
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Mir-T Mir-B OE-T OE-V This cad. 
24 24 26 24 32,1 
25 25 27 25 33,1 
26 26 28 26 20,1 
27 27 29 27 21,1 
28 28 30 28 22,1 
29 29 31 29 23,1 
30 30 32 30 23,5 
31 31 33 31 23 98 
32 32 34 32 24 91 
33 33 35 33 24,3 
34 34 36 - 33,4 
35 35 37 - 34,1 
36 38 - 34,4 
36 37 39 - 35,1 
Of the nine sections which do not coincide 
with the section division used in this edition, 
three can be disregarded as they are not represented 
as separate sections in Mir-T. The division at 6,5 
(between Mir-T 5 and 6) does not conform to the usual 
pattern, for there is no illustration after the OE 
text for S. It seems likely that a single section 
(it is presented as such in all other texts) was 
divided between two pages or continued over the 
page in the copy from which the OE translation was 
made, and that the copyist-translator who produced the 
first parallel text MS treated each half as a separate 
section, resulting in the sequence Latin/OE/Latin/OE/ 
illustration. fie quite naturally gave a rubricated 
initial to each of the four sections. The loss of 
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the first part of this section in OE-V is almost 
certainly due to the absence of an illustration 
after it in the source MS. 
The division at 11,2 is due to a difficult 
reading which has been misconstrued both here and in 
OFr. Pit and F-Group divide at 11,1. Division at 
23,5 and 24,3 is unique to Mir and OE, but there is 
some support for the division at 23,8 from OFr, which 
divides one line earlier, at 23,7. Division at 33,4 
can probably be attributed to the displacement of 
material at that point, although there is a division 
here in OFr as well, which has no such displacement. 
In the comparative table at the end of this examination 
of the section division the paragraphing of Mir-T is 
given for comparison with the other versions of the 
Letter. 
Pit 
Pit is divided into 7 sections, numbered I, II, III, 
IV, V, V and V (sic). For the sake of clarity I 
have designated the last three sections V1, V2 and 
V3. I and V2 are further divided by a dash; the 
latter portion of each is indicated in my table by the 
letter b. Two of these 9 markers do not coincide 
with the beginning of a section in this edition. 
These two occur at 3,3 (Ib) and 16,1, four words 
after the beginning of §16 (V2). 
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EP 
No paragraphs are indicated in the printed text of 
EP. 
Orr 
Two types of marker are used in the OFr MS, the 
paragraph marker V. and the word N(ota) inserted 
in the margin. The paragraph marker occurs 30 times 
in all, 10 of them in conjunction with V(ota). 
N(ota) appears independently a further 11 times, 7 
of which mark the beginning of a description. In this 
edition and in the comparative table, the sections 
marked by 
fare 
numbered (1), (2) etc. The 11 
instances of Vota) without the paragraph marker are 
treated as subdivisions and numbered (lb), (lc), (3b) 
etc. The following markers do not coincide with the 
beginning of a section in this edition: 
C- (9)-13,8; (19)-23,7- close to a division 
in Mir and OE; (24)-28,3; (29)-33,4- see also Mir 
and OE. 
; i(ota) (3b)-6,3; (5b)-8,5; (6c)-11,2- also Mir 
and OE; (6d)-11,7; (7b)-12,16; (llb)-16,5. 
FL 
The state of the section division in FL is rather 
haphazard and was evidently felt to be so by the 
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Corrector, who marked the beginning of 992,6,8 and 
9 with 
F 
and who also inked over some of the capital 
letters at the beginning of other sections to make 
them more distinctive. 
The scribe frequently uses large capitals 
throughout the text, indented in the margin when they 
happen to fall at the beginning of the line. The 
most frequently used mark of punctuation (') is 
sometimes followed by a lower case letter, as is the 
seldom-used semi-colon (; ). Both are also followed 
on occasion by capitals of varying sizes. is 
normally followed by a capital. The only punctuation 
mark the scribe seems to have used intentionally as 
a section marker is '; followed by a capital, which 
occurs on 23 occasions. 15 of these coincide with the 
beginning of a section in other versions of the text. 
The remainder mark the beginning of (3)-3,5; (8)-10,3; 
(10)-12,32; (13)-15,10; (17)-20,10; (21)-34,15; 
(22)-34,19; (24)-36,13. 
I have allocated numbers only to those sections 
marked with '; This may present an untrue picture, 
for the scribe may have intended ; followed by a 
large capital to mark a new section in certain 
instances, but there are fewer occasions on which these 
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are supported by the evidence of those versions whose 
sections are more consistently marked. 
FR 
FR-MC makes extensive use of a flamboyant ', ' followed 
by a large capital, which appears to be no more than 
the scribe's usual way of marking a period. It is 
heavily used in the Solinus which precedes this text. 
In FR it coincides with the sections numbered (1), 
(2), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), 
(13), (14), (15). It also appears at the beginning 
of on 7,19 and 34 (as numbered in this edition) and 
at the following points: 8,1 (A mari); 8,14; 12,11; 
12,13; * 12,17; 12,19; 12,24; 12,32; 32,22; 32,26; 
33,5; 34,18. 
FR-C divides the text into 15 sections by 
the use of double size initials at the margin. All 
except (14)-32,28 are supported by the evidence of 
other texts, and it is the paragraph division of this 
MS which is presented in the comparative table. 
FR-Pi has four initials set into the margin. 
Two of them agree with FR-C, marking (7)-13,1 and 
(14)-32,28. The others appear at 8,11 (Cum) and 
12,14 (tie) . 
FR-P has no division into sections. 
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Ger 
Vat. Lat. 933, in common with most of the other MSS 
of Ger, marks the sections with inserted rubrics 
(e. g. de serpentibus). In this particular MS a 
space has been left for a rubricated initial at the 
beginning of each paragraph. Guide letters are 
present, but the rubrics have never been inserted. 
The text is divided into 11 sections, most of which 
consist of between one and three of the sections of 
FL. (11)-3,11 and (5)-20,5 do not coincide with 
the beginning of sections either in FL or in this 
edition. The section headings, together with 
alternatives found in other MSS, are all given in the 
text in Appendix 2C. 
Section division in earlier editions 
Previous editors of OE and Mir have tended to 
adhere to the division found in the MSS. The picture 
is very different, however, for the continental texts. 
In the case of Pit and EP, the earliest printed texts 
represent our sole source of the text, and as such 
have been discussed above. 
Omont1 divided FL into 14 sections, all but 
1. H. Omont, 'La Lettre a i'Empereur Adrien sur les Merveilles 
do I'Aslo', BibZiotheque de Z'Ecole des Chartes, 74,1913, 
pp. 507-515. 
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one of which correspond to the division in other texts, 
although he gives independent status to 6§23,26,34 
and 36 which do not have the '; symbol (all but the 
first do have moderately large capitals) and are thus 
not listed as separate sections in the comparative 
table. Omont's sixth section begins at 13,3, where 
the MS has a semi-colon followed by a large capital; 
none of the other texts is divided at this point. 
Faral2, who was the first to bring together 
several texts, introduced a complicated notation 
using both Roman and Arabic numerals. This notation 
has, in the interests of comparison, been adopted by 
subsequent critics and editors. It divides FL into 
49 sections: 
MS paragraphs Faral's sections 
1 I 
2 II, III1 IV 
3 V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X. l, 
X, 2 
4 XI. 1, XI. 2 
5 XII. 1, XII. 2 
6 XIII 
7 XIV 
8 XV, XVI. 1 
9 XVI. 2 
10 XVI. 2 ctd., XVII. 1, XVII. 2 
2. E. Faral, 'Una Sourco Latino do I'Hlstolro d'Aloxandro: 
La Lottro sur los P. orvoillos do I'Indo', Romania, 43,1914, 
pp. 199-215 and 353-370. 
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MS paragraphs Faral's sections 
11 XVIZ. 3 
12 XVII. 4 
13 XVII. 4 ctd. 
14 XVII. 5 
15 XVII. 6 
16 XVIII, XIX 
17 XX , XXI , XXI I, XXIII 
18 XXIV. 1, XXV, XXVI. 2 
19 XXVI. 4 
20 XXVII. 1, XXVII. 2, XXVIII. 1, 
XXVIII. 2 
21 XXVIII. 2 ctd. 
22 XXVIII. 2 ctd. 
23 XXIX, XXX, XXXI, XXXII, 
XXXIII, XXXIV 
24 XXXV 
This complicated notation, despite the obvious 
high risk of errors in transmission, could be defended 
if it reflected the state of the MSS, with Roman 
numerals denoting paragraphs in the base MS (which for 
Faral was FL) and using Arabic numerals either for 
editorial subdivisions or for divisions found in other 
versions but not present in the base MS. However, it 
is obvious from the above table that no such attempt to 
preserve the integrity of the MS section division has 
been made. In fact, the least complicated areas of 
text are those which have been broken down into a 
large number of sections with whole (i. e. Roman) 
numbers, whereas the middle, in which many difficulties 
are created by comparison with other texts, has been 
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allowed only 10 Roman numerals (XVII-XXVI) for the 
18 sections from 913 to §31 in this edition. This 
causes a need for extensive subdivision and clumsy 
notation. The most acute problem arises between 
XVII. 4 (S15) and XVII. 5 (918). Faral aligned the 
passage which appearsat this point in EP wrongly; 
he linked it with the stork passage (§14) and 
numbered it XVII. 3. (The passage which really does 
correspond to the stork passage he numbered XVII. 2bis. ) 
Hilkal, who printed 0Er and Mir, both of which include 
an additional section (917) in this part of the text, 
numbered the two passages (u016 and 17) for which there 
is no corresponding material in F-Group XVII. 3b and 
XVII. 4b. This expedient, which is rooted in Faral's 
error, is unsatisfactory because any reader without the 
full text before him would assume, justifiably but 
wrongly, that XVII. 3b followed XVII. 3. 
Section division and numbering in this edition 
On the basis of maximum agreement between the MSS, I 
have divided the text into 36 sections. The order of 
s§25 and 26 could be reversed (one appears only in F-Group, 
the other only in P-Group), but I have followed the 
precedent set by Faral in putting P-Group first. §25 
is unlikely to have been present in the archetypal 
Letter, and there is a strong probability that the 
sequence of the material has been disrupted at this 
point in one group if not in both. 
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Table of Section Division 
FL Ger FR EP Pit Mir-T OFr This ed. 
(I) (10) title title title Intro 1 
intro 
(2) of 1 (I) (I) 2 
(2,3) (10,11) (I) i, lb (2) (Ib) 3 
(3) (II) It (1) lb (3) (Ic) 4 
it it It of if (4) (2) 5 
(4) (I) (2) It il (5,6) (3,3b) 6 
if of of it It (7) (4) 7 
(5) " (3) it if " (5,5b) 8 
(6) - - " III it (6) 9 
(7,8) (2) (4) if (8) (6b) 10 
(8) It (5) IV (8,9) (6c, d) II 
(9,10) it (6) " (10) (7,7b) 12 
(10) " (7) " V (II) (8,9) 13, 
(II) n " " n (12) (9b) 14 
(12,13) (3) (8) (13) (10) 15 
- - - " V, V2 (14) (II, Iib) 16 
- - - - V2 (15) (12) 17 
(14) (4) (9) (16) (13) 18 
(15) it u n V2b (17) (14) 19 
(16,17) (5) - " V3 (26) (15) 20 
(17) (10) (27) (16) 21 
" (6) (II) (28) (17) 22 
" " - " - (29,30,31) (18,19) 23 
(18) (7) - " - (32,33) (20) 24 
- - - " - (18) (21) 25 
(18) (7) (12) - - - - 26 
" " - " - (19) (22,23) 27 
- - - - - (20) (23,24) 28 
- - - " - (21) (24b) 29 
(19) " " 'º - (22) (25) 30 
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FL Gor FR EP Pit Mir-T 0Fr This cad. 
- - - (1) - (23) (26) 31 
(20) (7) (13,14) of - (24) (27) 32 
It (14) " - (25,34) (28,29) 33 
(20,21, (8) (14,15) " - (35) (30) 34 
22) 
(23) (9) - " - (36) 35 
(23,24) - - - -- - 36 
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Missing pages are unavailable 
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premonis reg_is trojanum 
1nciI)it elýkstola Parmoenis ad Trajanum 
Haus emrrereres . 
c einon strans 
Lo_ca vel insulas in 
ratorer data de locis auf incolis 
vous seneffie aucunes cosec qui sont 
31 inontes 
ýýnte diversa hominum 
auf ubi quales homines nasc : ritur 
: r, ei, ueilleuses en Inde. 
moresgue 
monstrorumve c, ualitas nascatur, 
vel qualia monstra vel montium 
r. 
i: -)minuni 




1 !: iý_c ul:, crlýt10 pat -ýiL; orientis 
I de hominibus qui pedes ha bent octeno;; et tatiüetn ocul 
2I. Feramen rex. 
adriano fear., 
irianum irnj, eratorcen, 
:,.,, Iriano salutem 
itteras tuas, .: omine Caesar, ab asacrate et murr. icr, It 
ýi quis dimensionem terrarum perscrutari paraverit, 
recepi quibus recensetis quod to fortt, m. itque hi1i -em 
attendat non omnia nos corporali visione rrob as., ýe ý, uae 
5 imperium tuum amplatumque esse cognovi gavisus . um. I 
scri sim;: ., : inimo quaedam ex alienis 
libris transunl? ta, 
6 Interea cognovi ut nationes hominum et qualitates Iguaedam 
ex virorum r_roborum relatione congessimus. 
7 locorum c_ue interns nostris sunt exciuisivi meisque Inihil 
mendacium linguis auf mimorum fallaciis 
14tter s conexa ti.::: ý; iittam. Q, ;: I^;, brem sine ruae 
: onIrib uentes. 
ýý LL nobis sive narente. _ :, _. e ýý er: -ancs cuae ý.:., sere 
101 rariter adneaui. 
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L1 Antepoli usque Seri 
Culonia est irlitium ab . antimolima 
Seo landbuerrd onfruman from antimolime barn lande 
Premierement il ia vne isle qui a non atymolimus 
2 ju is habet stadia iiumero quingenta cue faciunt 
as lancles is on geriete sle:; san milgetaeles . pe stadio 
hatte f if hund. 
qui a 
3 leuuas trecenta sexaginta octo. 
7 PýL,,, niiclan to Zeuua hatte rreo kund 7 taita 7 . L-K. 
iii. c. et lxiii liues de lonc. 
4 quae insula habet multitudinem oviurn. et finde 
On pa--inealande bi3 micel maariegeo sceapa 7 panon 
Lt i croist moult de brebis. Et de la 
u :, ue 
_Babylonia, 
Nunc num. LXIX. 
ad babiloniam stadia cunt centum sexagint:: o" 
babilonian biu- laessan milgetxles stadio ':, undteonti- 7 
eahta 7 lx . 
iusques en Babilone 
6 numero guae faciunt leuu,: _ .. ý .. et wv. I', 
fie, riic, 1 an milgetýles e ýý. týü 1; atte fiftyne 7 hur't rltig 
i_.: 1. . 
ZlUC 
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1 F. t git li r 
ut go praemisimus 
a finibus antiochiae 
21 ci: 'us f lumen stac: ia cxc 
t; hic locus 
fluvius subjacet . '. ý., ý . t.. ýý 
CU1 
i,, tus est. 
::..:.,: tis hominibus copiosa repleta spatiosa pater. ' 
41A nictrorum autem usque ad Olinum insulam et usque 
u cibus Oliviam 
51in fir. ibus Eufrates fluminis stadia 
I 
::,: : ines eufratis mansiones plc a _ue 
6Ihaec insula multitudinem ha bens ovium 





liaec colonia est maxime ne&otiatorurn 
:; -) 
londbunis is swycustý czýpýmor: >zýtr, 7eet-.; 
Ot moult est markaan.:. 
2 Ibi V Ql: yice - 
-UL-, i nascuntur berbices magnitudine bourn 
kor beo3 we3ras acenned on oxna micelnesse 
O1 Et les tzebis de chele isle sont ossi grans quest vns 
buef. 
3i hýibitantes usque aci medorum civitatem 
Pa bua3 03 meda burp 
0 De eheste isle dusques a vne chite de Mede 
4 cum hominis Magna et fructuosa. 
cui nomen est archemedon. que maxima est 
fiere burge nama is archemedon. sio is mimst 
: ui a non Arcemedon cui est boine chites. 
5 ". ', -., Ionia usque Archemedon 
:.: cepto babilonia) 
: loniam finde punt stadia ad babiloniam nu-: ex 
to babilonia burh bonon synion ý: us 1 scan rnilgeta--les 
Stall 
Et dusques en Babilone 
6 c:: -ie faciunt leuua- .c. ab archemedo:. 
c ý. ý :: _3. ran Plt uua tat to . cc. from arche: "., _ 
.. _ ue: . 
3911 
I et exinýie 
hscc colonia maxima negotiatorum, 
magna et ne6ociatoribus exI'u5ita. 
berbices cunt il, i inane:.. -Jd, rc-I Unde et 
illic de ve11eribus ovi.:: c;: _. rar: _m 
4 tionicc et birri vol cete ,:. f iunt. 
bissigue 
Inc tunt ibus ad meridiem ver: -ýus c iv: itas 
transeuntibus occurrit 
6 st or, ulenta nomine archymedia; `e 
ýý, ý_ u. -ISSilllü 
u?;: 1 arc irre .i .m : 
ic. 
3; _ii cc 
39 ) 
71 praed is Hoc est Athenas 
Ibi sunt ilia macna insignia que 
}c: _, radon p, i iniclan in rga hat syndon ha weorc 
Et de 1 dus(iues a Athaines 
8 Mai ni Alexandri 
ma,, nus alexander o erari iusserat. 
Pe se micla macedonisca alexsander het gewyrc:::.. 
le grant Alixandre 
9 
. -. ue terra habet 
in longitudine et latitudine 
biet land is on lenge 7 on bred cc. Lessan 
mil. -etaýles 
1. nt 
:: 1 17bs micL Ln be leuua hatte 
il cxxxiii Jimidium miliarium. 
cxxx. '-' '7 an healf mil 
cxxxiii liues. Et , _res de la moit e 
396 
8 
.. unt ý, reeLiia 
illis terra fertiI :; i 
9 c; -ulenta et fructuosa nimis. Hinc usgue ad I 
: Luc ti bu so pulenta . 
101Anteletens stadia ccc. Fluvius, inmensus. 
ill Inter babyloniain 
Super terra de caldera etsiria. Porro 
A babi1onia 
12 et 
usque Mesopotamia' stadia sunt lx; locus honestus 
---- -- --- --ta AL::, lacus piscosus 
13 e st regio 
et plus qua,,. locujles hinc usque Damnas 
et ex damascum 
14 castrorum stadia sunt clxxxv. sinistra vero Imansiones 
nlereque 
15 euntibus civitites sunt xii: Valathc, `: ý Ienimo, 
occurrunt Valu`' :: ele^ný. 
1EI ieD-atra, Termasia, Marmi::,;, Mara,,:::., ; uvius, 
17 Casa, Possidonia, India, Anda, Eluchana. 
amdan. eleudiana. 
181 flavius. 
:31. ) , 




Est locus: euiitibus ad mare rubruin qui 
, 'um stowV is mon fereJ to pyre readan sce seo 
0 




is haten lentibelsinea 
Lentibel de Surie et est en le voie qui va a le rouge mer. 
31 cuius finibus 
locis et 
in cuibus galline nascuntur quales 
on bcem beA henna acenned onlice 
1 naissent gelines de tes couleurs que les nostres 
4 similes 
- pud nos rubicundo coloi, ý:. ! -! as cum aliquis 
Poonne be us bcoo rea:.: e., . gif hi hwylc man 
0 Et quiconques 
5 comprehendere manus eius qui 
manu sua Si 
adprehendere volue it: uanum suam quam tetigerit 
niman wile opýe him o ýthrineý 
prenderoit vne de ches guelines a sa main. 
6 earum corn burit 
totum comburet, quits vcnefice sunt. 
totumque cQr us conburit. 
donne fork rnac by song eal his lic t syrdori ungefraegeli_cu 
liblac. 
tous ses cons aräeroit, car eles sont enuenimees. 
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4 
. inc ad castellum Philoniae 
ex f ilon e 
2lcui locus dictus est stadia ccc; 
transitus 
31 i: oris vicinatur; 
hac regio mons 
4 abundant Sal linnae duale-- et apud vos I 
ubi galline sunt no:; 
5S colore miles nascuntur; quas cui 
sed eas 
,; rrendere voluerit 




1 Quasdam enim bestias prope ad mare Rubrum nasci 
Ibi sunt 
nascuntur 
Preterea ibi bestie nascuntur. 
mac bonne bcrr beoý wildeor acenned. 
Apres il i naist bestes 
21 ipsa fabulositas perhibet, 
quasi simiae. 
ossi que singet. 
3 huum-unum longe 
h cum sonum audierint hominum. , -; tatim fuaiunt. 
deor donne manes stefne gehyraJ Vane fleo3 by feor. 
2 et sen fuient loins quant eles oent aucun son. 
i et u,;; _, 
octonos 
pedes habent octenos 
ba deor habba eaYitä fef 
üu ont viii. )ies 
5 cduplicibus membris 2 cum oculiýs fingunt gorgoneis. 
quaternos. 
et gorgonios, 
ocul habent gorgoneos 
7 wa. lcyrian eägan. ~J' 
et o si de femme. 










3 audiunt, fugient, 
quando sonum audierint, fugiunt. 
koc+, (-. 1  
4 habentes oculos et totidem pedes, 
octonos idemque et 
pedes habentes octenos totidemque oculos 
habent 
Histori. a üe ý'reliis, chapter 123 (Hil. ka 1977) 
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5. 
6 1 et bi na 
binaque 
bina capita habent. 
7 t"wa heädü . 
et ii. testes 
71 has cum voluerint 
f: os quum volueris 
si quis eos voluerit 
gif him hwylc mon 
0 
et quant on les veut 
com rehenäei, e 
adprehenciere corpora sua inarrrant. 
.i.. 
ii. -,, tý'i l:: 1'CL Z l3 !2 "'C>> I X71' ^1 -lice ongen 
Pýet sy-il O- 1 
I)a ungefregelicu deor. 




5I in capiteduo cum uq ibus feriebant give 
c0 rnua bina habentes 
6 hominem sive aliud animal. Interficiebant coy-. 
Quas cum aliquis occidere voluerit, 
quos gui rerimere 
7 diligenter se munire debe. 
` =- muniat arm :t 
403 
t). 
1a Seleuc . 1, i iJ 
iascellentia babiloniam proficiscentibus 
i: aseellentia hatte pct rand ponne mori to babilonia fccro 
Apres de Seleucie iusques a Babilone 
2 sunt ii, 
habet stadia ix. 
bt is Ponne c? crs Zcessan milgetceles Pe sta u hatte . ix. mila 
a entour ix. estades. Zang 7 brad 
3 P. eg io 
subjacent 
que subiacet regionibus medorum 
bt Di oo meaarice 
0 
et est par desous medie. 
4 plena est hominibus 
inn ibus L)unnis plena . 
ixt land is eaZZzan godum gefulZed. 
OEt 
chele tere habunde en tour biens, 
quo ; ue 
Assyriorum 
Habet in locis illis 
Hic locus serpentes habet 
r±eos stow hafac naýdran. 
3 :tia serpens 
-=1 in ý'Iesertis nasci perhibentur, 
L ib ý'r Mons trorum ,111 ,2. 
er II - Vat. Lat. 933 f. l`] 
v col. 2. 
404 
11 Et inde amoto exercitu venit 
Est et alia regio que dicitur 
7 
L in terrain Babilonie 
pelusia distans a 
A seleucia autem babvlonia 
ý' ýr l, abyloriiam 
3I Dergentil us staUia sunt lx 
4) Subiacet haec regio in Sidonia. 









atcue horridi et plus quam 
"horrende 
H. istoria de Preliis, chapter 123 (Hilka 1977) 
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G. 
7 qui habent 
habentes 
capita bina habentes 
ba nwww(ii,, in habEa twa Fiea 
qui o:, r. 'i. testes . 
et inmensa 
GýUe' 
s1 coFFpori. ý volurnina torquent; quatuorDer uri: bra 




-iuorum oculi nocte sicut lucerne lucen-t 
Para eagan sc"ina nil-ite s- -swa leöfite swa '5 eTn . 
et leur oeil luisent de nuit comme candelles. 
7. 
11 nascunturque onagra 
In his locis honagri 
r, a;;; ib idem 
nascuntur et ibi onagri 
On sumon lande eoselas beo acende pa habba3 
Apresla naissent asne sauvage. 
2 
formam 
atque fort is 
cornua bourn habentes forma maxima 
sv: a mlcle hýrnas sc on syrd n on Pere ma: -ýstan wes iie ve 
qui ont cornes ossiAde buef et sont moult grant 
Liber Monstrorurc, II, 4 ... Sed 
ipsi (onagri) in 
desertis Persarum esse, cum incredibilibus quibusdam 
prodigiis bourn habentes cornua, et magnis describuntur 
corporibus. 








: , iDrum cculi lucent velut lucerna 
7. 
lI ibi 
Nascuntur et o: "d1, FFi 
2 formam maximam 




1 In , orifiniu ? ubri rn iris et Arabioi-,. 
dexteriore ab arabia 
H in ciextera rnarte a babilonia 
pa, t is on pa su healfe from babiloni. wýr. u 
Et se traient en le Barraine Partie d'l. rrabe 
2 sunt i. nculta pope 
occulta loca 
ducunt se in occulto ad mare rubrum 
Pa buaa to ým readan sae 
very les lieus repus sur le Roue Mer. 
esse perhibentur 
0 uibus 
prof ter ser, entes Cjui in illis locls nascun'1 
fc, 
-, cLrc- nxdrena rlcEnego e in 'ýPtrn 
stöwüm bec 
cu: 1 sen hens qui naissent la, 
4 2 Qui nuncupantur, 
serpentes corsica vocantur 
Corsia 
qui vocantur corsias 
Pa hatton corsias. 
et ont a non confia. 
5 el habent arietina, 
habentes arietinis similia 
habentes cornua similia arietibus 
ha habba ä micle hornas swa-we er, as. ` 
Et chil ont cornes sanlaules as comes -de mouton-- 
ý. L Iýýnst1ýcrum, I I, ü. 
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1 Hec iuxta ärabi A mari rubro pergcns 
2 Et exinie amoto exercitu venit in loca deserta 
in arabiam est regio 
His confinis Arabia iungitur 
Huic 
3 (ýL-rantcue ibi mire magnitudinis, 
. -ropter serpentes, ducens ad Mare rubrui., 
ýi ;: i ulbus ocC n. ascuntu: -ci, Týentes 
5 cerastes 
caeraste 
cerastes cNu %\c ý, ºý o-ros 
i CJ: SICUt m 
cornua similia habentes arietum 
T, tin. a 






et ab eis percussus turnen.. 
Si hi ci_t 
Iii hominem percusserint morietu 
Fill cquern percusserunt morituI, . 
gif by hwilcne mars -1eaa oppe a aethrineo2l ponne sw,, lte- he song. 
Et se chis serpens fiert aucun homrne, il morra tantost. 





Ubi nascitur abundantia piperis, 
On Pam landum Dio pipores genifi s"ümn 
Lt la naist li poiures en habundanche, 
hi Sed hi homines 
-uod serpentes servant sua ndustria 
Pone pipor healdap Pa n ddran on he or: i 5eorr r'u Erz . -: , 
lequel li serpent wardent par grant diligence. 
CA 
10 
quoll, incenso loco, 
et homines 
Hoc piper sic tollunt. Incendunt, ea 1oca 
bone pipor mon swa nJe' et mon a stowe mid fyre onýlec 
Et de la le wardent li homme, que il ne perdent le poiure Dour 
les serpens, et .i 




et serpentes sub terram fugiunt 
7 Pa na dran Ponne of 7ü-ne on -ýa emörPän '~ !t lei fleo3 
Et li serpent s'en fuient desous terre 
410 
8. 
7 cu; n CuiLbus 'ericL nt r silites ý1laxurl I i, et tatýý; r, " ; ;,:., 
h>r; i 
, 
nel; l cun; 





=-ý y r-scitur 
i111 c 
n; ultitu,.;,, = 
nasCitu1, 
ýiod sic ab hominibus 
ýu ire;; ý; : entee custOLIIUnt, ho 
_' mine ýýo 
101 colt; -it .: r : 
-? r-o, -ter 
` 
r. ust? is sua sic col1i ; ut: - 
11 cu-i. maturul: fuerit ý:: cendunt eager:. loci 
ý' x iffier comperiunt looL: -a 
ab i; ne fuantur 
c erb antes sentientes inne :. fur-iunt 
`ý 17 Ile fujýant 
13 se terrain 
sub terra se mittunt mere to 
4 1.1 
11 'r_mineý flammnis labentibus Jeripiun'. 
piper propter incendium. 
nicrurn est piper 
;, __, n se pipi3 ý; 
weart 
:. kutlle le poiure qui pour le fu est noire. 
4 12 
^ro_ttr flamma Ti er i; : "u::, ,. 
et it r.; utAto ca1o: r; aýývu 
151 eff citur 
r fficiet et sic eligitur 
1 
1E nam 
verumtame: i ni tur,: pil-e,. is 
a_ ý, ýcenýio. 
4.13 
1 ad persidem 
Persidam 
A babilonia usclue persiam civitatem 
rom babTTöiam o-a persiam to burh 
Ibi n. 000. 
uni nascitur piper stadia sunt dccc. 
b, ir se pi -or weaxcJ is s Lessan milgeteles be stadia 
}gatte eahta r uri mila 
i. t 
0, 
, :. ý, 3 na 
3 cue faciunt leuuas dcxxiii dimidium milia ium 
of Piun is geteald ics miclan milgeteles pe leuua hatte vi. 
hued 7 xxiii. 7 an healf mil. 
. _.; xii_ . liues. 
4 i:, rOstl. lla 
Bunt 
Loca ilia sterilia sunt 
Seo stow is unwxstmberenlicu 
it entre deus a terres brehagnes 
5 mult itud ine:... 
r: 'oýter multitudinL::: Ker ntýu, ^. 






11A l3abilonia per Sidonia colonic 
21 stadia cunt ecc, 
3l cue loca sterilia sunt 
41pro ter serrente 
415 
Et in Perside fingunt esse 
nascunturque canis cenonulli 
ibi cynoce half 
Similiter ibi nascuntur cenocechali 
Eac swylce per beoc3 cende healfhundingas 
Et la naiEsent cenophale 
bestial 
homines vel bestiae quaedam vel verius homines mixti 
quas cjnopenos appellant 
Conopenras appellatis 
gquos nos conopenas appellamus 
Äa syndon hatene conopenas 
J I. _.. `_ ., aninis caritibus erui., a e : n: et per `ý_ý. -ý: "ý_ 
iui 
cun: ca- i: ibus canurn 
comas 
habentes zubas equorum 
by habba horses mang 




1 ; ý': _ ä1110t0 e. 'Xt'T Cý 
ill CdSt: 'a met. itu: t 
Se e cia aut-em a E,  
it .u icýnýýfali: _ Seleucie ------ 
21 'buss 1 -1, 
,i ire rubrum sur yicinale.; 
3 ý... uo era; /t Kyno}. ephali 
cunoce; -haii 
i:. Ui: lý'ýJ4 . ýi. 
equir,, )cefai i 






`4 1 L'unt 
Lientes capita 
aProrurn dentes caning capita 
7 eoferes tuxas 7 hunda heafdu 
'; ui unt testes de kien 
5 et ui'e naribusque flamriasque ex, -irant. 
ignium flammas 
ignem et flarnmam flantes 
7 heora oroJ biJ swylce `.: ý.. 
Lt :t alainnes de f lam;;, c. 
6 Et ibi 
Hic est civitas vicina dives 
bas land neah jbaý! rn burcum 
- l. i t vne chices ri: 
omnibus bo:, is plena 
De beo eallum worldwelurn gei yl l u:. ' 
Tit 
418 
i- I 1.. '. J 
1L Ul' 
t].... 
CX 01'e dSp1rdntt'S 
. 1. _ 







-I:. i. 3. 
419 
:. t thomine:; in Oriente in culusU3m eremi 
d ucciit in Aegyptum, 
. micitur 
illa terra ab aecyp' 
ti pa !: -, alfe egyptana lande 
ýi U, i 
t )111' . ':. ß 
Lý i qua nascur. tur homiilt;;, ýaturaj)edum vi. 
sumor lande men acende Pa beJ on lenge syx utr 1a. 
lequele naissent homme qui nont que ii pies 
.., : 
dine murantes qui, ut perhiL.. t, 
g: ieni hdbet 
habentes, 
La::. a5 tes U ju'2 .G enua 
;.: aräas o cneow sie 
t leu: .. ent 
leur barbes iusques as genous 
::. i,: . ßw1 ta1os 
helan 
.. . 
Iubii idest homunculi. 
Jurci 
..:. dubii a e11ant!;!, 
iubii by syndon hatene p_w 
, pe1e hommeles. 
tir . Mona crorwn 
I , 18 . 
twirý '. 
tI Ir 0 
11. 
.).. xtra F-i: to ducent a ci aeEý, rý t unt ; t, 
des Bitur 
insu 1 :, i :. 
_ : ºaýý;: r; ý: ri 
' 
i: 
4 ': .: : ý' 
ethiophay i 
: e_ ..: ntur i"tofagi 
:: l.:: Cu_ e:: tur icro: a 
ýý1'1 
11. 
'/I crux is piscibus vesoun tur 
IIi 
et pisces crudos manducant. 
1 iacý 7 }i_ b 
El: meoicpec-%t 1e-3 poýssoýs tou5 cc-us 
422 
4 23 
Est ibi eadem insula 
Capi fluvius in eodem loco 
:. fitte seo ea in pyre ilcan stowe 
(... cii le riviere de Cabes) En chele isle 
et iam 
Cur arus 
apellatur gorgoneus. ibi na Guntur 




formice statura csanum 
a'metan swa micle swa hundas 
fourmi de grant estature comme sont kien 
4I senos et 
senos Qui pedes 
habente_s pedes 
hy habbak et 
et ont vi. pies 
marinae 
tiuasi 1ocu--tae 
swelce swa graeshoppan 
comme laoustes de mer 
Liber Monatrorum, II, 1¬. Et inter ipsa quae dicunt 
in_ini., ferunt Formicas in :; uadam esse insula, et uod 
. '.:. ". jes et atrum colo"em et miram habeant 
celeritatem depromu:.. ., -. in quibus 
incredibilis auri 




MUM CdL; tra Met . It; 1: 
'. 1tc; r : 1unie i;, 
exier u;: t c-'e subt,:: ý rra 
: -. e Gal erzen 
c3t ulorum 
r. :ý.. udi -e catu: orr..., 
haber, tes : eJes servos et centrios 
~ý (ii est raed as : ,: rte., ) 
et 
lcc,: ý *. ,. e 
marine 
____. ____. - 
. __ . ... ... . rý ý. $, ý.: 3ý te: il (:: il}: a 1977 ) 
X25 
. I. -, 
61 neo- 
cunt nitro 
rubro oc 1ore nigroque 
-, y s_. -ndon rcudes heowes 7 : -laces 
Ft j. ' null-e couleý4' . 
t 
at2 fodiunt 
fodientes aurum et quod per 
ba a mettan delfac gold u_- 
7. t fouent for 
-roferunt 
noctem fodiunt sub tern.:, ::, ofertur foras Us uc e 
of eorpan from foran nihtt )a 
et traient de tere iusques 
426 
I--' dut em surrt rýiýr ae 
terra : nter: ecerunt mult itudir, cm ex animal: Lus 
. Je i: -so ext rc.. tu. L tt : err,, ice 
au: urn ue `ustý.: ýunt 













" _. -locissirn ,n cursu ut rutes e: _ 
: i: U: '. 
ýt t, ýta nocte 
he sole oriente ::. 
. 1ý) 7 
F 
12. 
9 a. i diei cauart.: m. 




.ft:: age s 
lcc ui,. to heure du four. 
./1 
,ý 
a- 41 1 aurum 
audent illa 
Homines autem_r, ",. i audaces sunt illud tollere 
h. 3 men pe to ion 3yrstlge beoý ba3t hi Pxt gold nieten 
Lt li homme qui ont hardieche :e chel or prendre 
-ucunt. autem 
Ducunt a+ ud se 
,; _ig 
tollent aput camelos 
donne trim olfendan 
font er. . prendent cameus 
1'? f eminarum fetus. 
m3_cuIos et feminas illas e ?.:: '. .... t :_ 
reran mid : hyra Tc lan 7 sted, _-.. 
masles et fe. meles les queleE 
`a11al _.. ii1igantes 
Gorgarium alligantur et 
t' , etas auter:: tr, :. _- 
f lumen gargulum alligates 
pa folan by ges,: aer by ofer ba ea Taren. 
i. t laissent les yetis cneus bien lies outre une riviere. 
le Quele a non gargalo. et 
428 
h, 
_ : "1 .: u . terraneo suet et au: "um 
ar : iora gutem quanta u:. ju a.: )cca;; um 
ýý,:: unt . et profer:. nt :e subterraneo ad luccm 
exinde in 
su;. t super terrain 
=uj. i aurun ex , nLenio ab irsius :. ' ';, 'tati: 
p: 'oýjucunt. 
- ^- ý- artific Lu 
;5t: cm r. um Cu- bidem suet ccnf.. nes 
:, Icnnitu s ita in eniose 
191 Inducunt 
aufertur. Ducunt 
ext: '3h tur en im 
camelos quamplures 
10 ferninas 'Dull is 
1 car: elas cum lulletris su s, 
Fui1I s 
21 nullos relinquunt 
_;;: 
1letros super : 'i j ar : 1umnic rel in(junt 
ad ri-am transeund: jervenerint 
429 
1 '' 4-. 
I 4) L4U! t  
1J aur:.::. . 
e, t `amen] foeminiý aurum inD ur t. 
bit goiý' liio gef eta on ba mere::.. _ ýý if oilsit-taa 
metent les meres outre le rivier: en h" ý ou li ors esst. 
et les L_ar ent de chel or. 
he gutem pietate ad suns pullos testinant, -, --, 
Lt eles r lair ur queles ont a eur petis caineus Dassent le 
riviere pour aler a aus atout chel :. 
ubi cum masculis 
ibi masculi remanent. 
}J3 : _:.. 
b. eT 
Pt 1i c: c ref n-Qs\e deine ý'r C3viceL 
lQ"s ýrýorn, ý 5 
18 Dum ue ea. inse uuntur raniunt 
et ille formice sequentes inveniunt eos 
ponne Pa emettan 1w onf inda 
Et li fourmi keurent sus as cameus 
430 
Lim 
in fluirine cum 
_i_culis et 
ferai:. 
_ ,-., --Ia locum 
uý: ;, xu car, e1ý3 
ý5 ; er_ve:; e: ant, came-_ý `eminis aurum im; onunt. 
ý. ac filios fectinantc 
I11; filiorum adlacte festinanter 
ýý :: aste et amore pu11or"X. .. _: ecte 
:; , ums 
: am cursim fluvium trar, _ eun : 
; u:, su : e; tino 
v;,.: erint 
_entes 
i- . '.. 
'Tnicar m 3E7.. 
eue: .: m agmi:. ý .,....:.: a: .. 
30 et atoue 




masculos et comedunt eos. 
7a hwil e_ ea erne n 
et 
u urn 
Dum circa gutem eos 
ernbe a stedan 
;; asles et les menguent. Et u tamps que li fourmi 
20 occupave: ':. : eminis ne cum viris 
occupate sty:.: eminae transeunt 
abs'sgcxJe bex . manne . men pam menu r: 
7 mitt _n go ae 
: >unt en chel ocupation: li homme passent avoec les 
21 fluvium 
flusen cum hominibus; sunt autem tam veloces ut 
st lice o er ire ea _ ,. 
fer pa ea far hý. ý becd ooT 
cameus femeles qui portent lor. t. nt ant hastives, 
ý, eas putas. 
Gutas 
gutes eos volare. 
men wena Ty f7leogan 




Tante aunt . 
. anter transeunt . Form : ý_ 
: l: situ flumen reragrant. ; ý.; e 
Luni 
-; n masculos cum Inver, 
: ra frau . ate : "i e,: ,, rum 
3.4 -4 , e-vo-., -ant _et 
retard 
: .: - retardantur; ctý~, 
35 v= 1ucr: nt et ad aquam pervenerint transir. 
ta`, faciu., t uod 'ossunt dum dev rat 
iuriLn . 
1ý 
. '. i 
11 
U'i 
37 ^rovnc _a 1 c:,,:: u: ' . 






inter dui has amnes 2 coloni 
- wih pysson 7, -; a-mean is 1on u:; 
ntz e ýhý: s . ü. isles v voles. est une : _. 
ll 





in quo nascuntur, 
(2, 't : te1ee lothee v iothee. 
ilo vicinum descrirsimu,,, 
lüg t 
:... ' inter niluni & brixontem posita est. 
t)_ut is betwih vile ryxonte geseted 
:i est entre le flueve Nile et brixont. 
plurimos ignoratur 
c IJii i, :.. c Brixontiý 
initium invenitur. 
-"ont = 1,. -ieres des queles on ne puet trouver les corrmenchenens. 
:: am hic influit ilium 
cue .. r.. aýnt 
Riet v nile 
:... .. i U-: 
fluvi.: ruj .e aýý_ DtU; i: ýluit 
o nil i ealdor fullicra ea. 7 heo flowe3 of 
lande. 
', >, ý ý! onstror:,,, "., : ', 32. 
4 .1I 
;' =t 
vices colonia ;t 
gutem 
?I ex i: ribatione nili fertilis fact: 
inter : risonem t1uvium & n. ilum 
.,. __= .. 
bi _, onem 
meridianum a :: o effunditur 
irrigatur 
: -uvium cuiu_, Lone ficio terra inundata 
t:, ý -. risone:: 
435 
13 . 
.1 Qui apuci Augyptios 2 vocatur 
r uc n aeE ipti. i Arcubelita 
ciuam egipti archoboleta vocant 
7h nemna3 Pa ea archoboleta. 
: ý_ Ii egyptiient apelent Aruiobolet. 
I1,, iod dicitur 
; uae est aqua magna. 
it is haten poet micle t": cetei' 
, -hest adere grant iaue. 
93 IL. U 
In his locis nascitur 
On pyssum stowum beo acende 
-i habite 
riultitudo magna . ntorum. 
pa miclan manego p,. 
foi: , ns dolif::: 
:... :. '' P1. trorurn, 11 , 3: 
Llufa,., ... _': 
i apud Gangaridas et Indoý- 
f+ilum -1.. __ _..:. ý- , 
Brixontem nasci perhibentc_,. 
436 
7 re io 
A. egypti : 1,11% VO C 
. i.: ferti1itatem 
mt: so po a. 




:., ri5onis fluvii confiniis 
est 
mult: tudo est 
el l ". `ý r: ascuntur of f'_uenter . 
43? 
, i: fertilitatem revcýý, ýt, ýr. 
que mý sýýotam ::. 
uoý ýý.. _ ,.. cram aqu,. ,., 
;ý . )c Frig.... _. 
iý. 
_r; ýc;. pour. 
i cnis fluvii confin iic 





ii, iscuntur & ibi hom. ine: ý habentes 
ocý cende men by bei 
.: _.. niiscent homme qui ont 
4. vicini, 
statura 








can habe:,, tes 
Torpore cand ido 
corpus habentes can n 
7 by habba hwit lic 
et les co". r, 1 ns. 
Lt cuidern bipertita et 
3 facie parthic.:, 
duas in uns habentes capite facies 
7 twa neb on anum heafde. 
et visages part ike ý. 
.... 
. 




:.: ur homine 
.; ýýc, 1Önri fed 
seX, 




2JX_2tC: 'u. ' 
ýura 
u: atoria ae r^reli'., chapter 119 (Hilka 1977) 
439 
Ili . 
5" ecles et sub uLi, 
u: ra genus na 
7 cnecw"ru swyJ(., read lange nu-_i 
t L)nt les genous et les pies tous nus. Et Ions nes 
ir- ore de scribuntur . 
; cýI Uias niter .:.:: bents... 
capillis nigris 
% sweart : eax 
:... ý. 
In tempore suo 
Zum temnus gignendi fuerit suis manibus 
ponne by cennan ctiillA bonne farad' by 
:: t en aucun tamps il passent 
J orant. ir navibus 
avibus 
indiam et 
^u. ^. to indeum. 
.., :'_: --, ue qui a non ydees 
ibi prolem reddunt. 
7 p, er hyra gecynda in world brin^ab 
_ .. ` our court-..... 
.'i \i l'_. tý 
rube 





g '. ... Vos 
: r. iý on .at:.... _ 
: u' 
441 
II Et i. ncredibilibus f ingunt execranclae 
Item liconia in gallia 
Ciconia in gaillia hatte ýaet land per 
,,.;, res en vne region qui a non Balle 
ýý rmae 1,, potamos, quos ferunt triplicem 
etiam ibi animalia triplici 
et quadru ped is 
n, i--cuntur homines tripartito 
beoTmen acende PreoseZ ices 
le quele naiscent tripaire. 
colorem 
coloris Bunt 
colorem equorum pedes 
colore, quorum capita capita leonum 
}, eowes Para heafdu. beo &emonu swa leona heafdu. 
qui ont testes de lion. 
4 longa pedum decem et octo. 
pedibus xx. 
.. beoc . xx. 
fota lange 
: iii. es de lone. 
'ýý:. ýror'4m, II, 18. 
44 
: "Cni,, ti vii 
2 be 5 t_ýs 
ente n um 
O-a e;; u, na. 
: arum :.... ,:. io ei at 







:. --. ,ý 
...: r;. 
.: 'icencrum 
ristoria ýa Fraliis, chapter 119 (Hilka 1977) 
4 1: ý 
15. 
5 ("ui ores l. itituJine vanno comparantur. 
habentia_. ; ... 
ore : imo s icut vannum. 
7 by ha ba :;, ic`1ne mu 
`sw; 
c :. 
Et ont si grant guele quil i p: orroit bien vn van. 
auter:, tam fugaces, ut 
mir; er v-, dernt eos 
verum hos aliQuis 




;, . -equatur, 
ita ut 
sequitur sar uinem 
persequatur longe fugiunt et sanguine 
olgien e1. ponne feor part hi fleo 7 biode 
, ieuent il fuient bien loins. et 
_"ppotami appellantur. 
i i: It It. Hos potamos appellant. 
sudent. i? i putantur 
hominus fuisse. 
it ny swaetac .. as beod men 
-:: -nt sane . on le-- apele ypotame:. 
, 144 
º 'ý 
8 harum sanguine aluntur homines 
:... nem uol?. _, c se me r" 
ý ... ý--ý- --- 
ah :nr, ce ', 
10 qui ý"p phagý nc nantur. 
ur. 
4 ý1: ) 
Brixontis, fluininis ab oriente nascitur 
i: ýA in 
Trans brixontem tiumen ad orientem nascuntur 
Begeondan b: ixome --p-, ere ea east non eoT inen äcende 
!, _, re:; outre brixont le flueue dont raus auons parle naiscent 
raun; : uoque genus inmensis corporibus 
lLngipedes macri 
;. Inc . iongi et magni. habentes femora 
; ý5c: 7 micle pa habba fet 
io.: nme lone et grant. (; ui ont longues gambes 
, ides altitudinis accipiunt. 
-ubta (pedes n. iv. ) 
-urras xii. pedum. latera cum Fectore 
- 
; conc.::: .Xii. fota lange sidan mid breostum 
.t longues .:; _, es. tant quit ont xi-;. -'e 
lone. et par le 
par le. costes 
3 corpore 
Aum 
. --.. i lange. 
ddmodum nigri 
colore nigro 
h. ' beo sweartes hires 
ies de le. Lt sont noir. 
5 Et, ut ferur. t, 1. ýT.. ne_ r:. 
ostes appellant, 
hostel rite appellamu,:. n,. im quoscumque 
synd nemned cullce swahwylcne man 
:. : l, ele hostes, chest adire Anemis. c -U, tous 






cornprehenderunt credos manducant. 
L. Lipiunt cor., eJunt . ý: Tv gelýeccA konne f acý :. y.: c . 
chiaus quil prendent il menguent. 
1. 
1' 2 t"e::. tiae quaedam non magnae quoque 
, _ilii juxta Brixontem 
,. lit '-' 71ie bestiulae 1 in brixc)nte 
" nne seondon on brixonte wildeor 
- en le riuiere de brixont a autres besteletes 
ýý sed grope omnibus nationibus ignotae gigni 
3' perhibentui,, , uas Caelestices vacant. 
Lerueis appellant. 
quae lertices arellatur. 
pa hatton lertices 
qui ont .i non celestic, __ 
4 auribus vellere ovino. pedibu-; c. iium . 
? .. eie . c. iran 
7he. i-- es _`et. 
. 







ctI Ails insula 
!;: ýt .t Iiia insula in brixonte 
onrýe syndon obere ealond suo from brixonte tý 
.,; 'res en le riuiere de brixonte a vne isle 
; >ii absque capitibus 
meridiem in qua nascuntur }i? inire :: Lie capitibus 
Pon beoc a1 zde buton heafdum 
erg le qu ele ii r iscent honune , ui rant 
nient de teste 
3 "'14 et tota 
.; ui in 
ha bbac on 
et ont bouke 
capitis officia gerunt, 
ora haber. t. 
pectore habent oculos et os 
hyra breo stum lheora eagan 
s en leur pis. et les iex os::. 
2 et v''. Jum altitudinis 
: '-. itIt udin e novem 
ait i sunt pedui: . vi 
by seondon eahta fota 
et ont " i-11 '" pies de haut . 
titudin 
ýt ýati simili modo pedu:: l .. : _ýi. 
7 "-"ahta fota brade. 
i; ii. de le 




irn: ue . ii:. i n: i: l. i ;, t: , _,, rye 
f1umirr 
ua erant 
:. ascuntur t; om: ne sine cap. to 
'. aLe, -, 'es 
51 orum 1or, 4 't udc erst = 
erum C um 
..... r` V. St1 
pectore 
ct corpus a__, o 3ir.: _ý . 





ýI ni I-: 
i uo_i oculos in humeris habere vide n ll. -. 
2 ß5 
BLANK IN ORIGINAL 
19. 
I i, item et 
ibidem 
ibi dracones 
beoc uracan cende 
iApres en chele meisme isle naissent dragon 
. ': rgitudine 
ling iredes n. C. 
1. ongitudinem habentes cl. ' . r:. 
ba beo on lenge hundteontige fotm, ýL-la lange 7 fiftiges 
c: ui ont c. et . 1. : 
-i-es de lone. 
3 et pro rnultitudine 
vastitudine columnarum. Propter multitudinem 
;" eo greate 'sw, i {; sweräs micIe. för b ra 
ossi gros que pile,,. our le multit-, ý, Ik-ý 
4 ibi commorari 
tam 
: raconum nerro facile adire potest 
, acenä miceTi: _,,; e ne mag nän manna ypelice on P&-t 
(D 7: t nus ne puet la legierement aler. 
ýI (Super hoc flumen) 
super illud flumen. 
--i ans f lumen 
:; ýd gefaran 




: ý: i ;i 
worum 
for-., i 
form. im pedes cl 
centum Fedum et ;u in uýý ",;. " ". 
3 rß_1 
craý I. udine 
t;: u et grossisies 
columnarum maximarum I 
_. ý ., -ant 
it,: tem c ,,:! Imp narum 
: +ýtu 
it 55 
Super hoc flumen 
est. 
Est et altera rein 
-f? onne i;; ol)er rice 
Apres entre the flueue 
: _tbylonem. 
in terra babilonie -, t mons 
on babilonia land,.::. er i 
"2t babilone est v:.,. _ , ior. 
est 
ibi est 
lequele est vne 
et altissimus est 
maximus 
seo maeste Liun 
tres haute montaigne et tres gr_::. 
YI i; '. quo natio Tyrannorum est 
Moeniam Arimeniam 
r meaiam et armeniam 
Twh media June armcen a. 
In; ns maximus et altissimu;. 
11eo is ealra Buna maest 7 hyhst. 
Liber Monstror:, m, 
Lt in vicino Armeniae 
nasci pu: rhibentur, leones et tigre:, lynces et 
1eopardu-, et cuncta genera ferarum horriblliur: 
rn_)r'n (. u: .. ir, altissimus gign -. 
-15 
ýI . r. quo natio quasi leonum oritur. 
31 in me"' a au-em 
. _i__' 
:: ".; nt 
1_. ~e vc . z: ad ; taro ubrum 
EI _ :.. -ates Ioraba 
sue icrac is 
4 i? 
i homi. nes . 
.: nt i bi hom ... _ .: onest 
i 
il a hommes ho; ii w. 
ý,. ibitant us rue . 3S 
tenentes rubri maris 
t -. vent in imperium 
hi retinent mare rubrum imperio 
pa eta ., a him to cyne e readan saE! 7 to anwalde 
lqui tienent le rouge mer en le partie par desous 
U iLique mar, aritae 
ubi r,, i, -, -cuntur margarete pretiosissiln.. 
p, r Deo l ende ýa d eorwor 
-ng 
. 
et la naiv; ent les marguerites. 
Ger II: Vat. Lat. 933, f. 20v, col. 2,11.18-19. 
458 
i homine s. 
.. nt ibi homines honesti 
_ r nlon ; sec e"'011. 
il a hummes honnestý. 
-nentes rubri maxis 
t -: rent in Imperium 
"'tinent marerubrurn imperio 
paia ra him to cyne e -- one readan sae 7 to anwalde 
c; ui t ie: lent le rouge mer en le partie par desous 
: iue mar aritae 
u bi .,.:. , 'untur margarete pret io'; 
enC pa deorrvor angimmLz. . 
'_ na :. -: nt le marguerites. 
ýý . . _. ..... ý... . , 
33, f. 2C ', :o . 2,11.18-19. 
458 
iii ýl i11VCllu1un 
(Circa Indiam arabiam reio c.. t ... 
) 
India c` 
gin: iam Direct 
hr urn :15 1Ja ie I' . ll. '. . 
---------- ruLr1 
untur marg. ar itae 
1ic 




irca hunc locum 
Ymb Pas stowe 




mammas habentes pr olixam. 
te uý( jue ad mdmillas 
bpi abhä_ )ear as swa sEre- 'nyra 7breost. 
c; ui ont longues barbes iusques as mameles 




quorum .... . estimentum 
3 uue dum 
e 
.. ý3 
f .a Dent sunt 
t e,: u.: - sunt maxima 
habentes & he venatrices maxi 
pa syndan ;. ürit 9;; strap swi 7. 
Et 
__ont ententiues a vener. 
Liber '"lonstroru. ^r, I, 22. 
ýýi I Vat . L.: _.:. _.. _ -22 and marginal 
460 
A 
rndie, et invenerunt ibi 
;m et arabiam re io est in cuiuzi montibus -16 
i .. o.... Ica ta ubi 
ha? bc:. tes corrýra mad.;,.: 
e mugie: s 
4? t 




Prvliis, chapter 94 (Hilka 1977) 
116 1 
21. 
ieones et tigres 
3 sibi 
in forma canis tigrides 
pro canibus tigres 
7 f'cre hund: um tigras 
, i_enL r; ourrissent tigi. . 
1 ; nces et leopardos 
5ent 
et 1eß ...: Os nutriunt. 
e, lupars 
rum pro canibus nutriunt 
illic 
Zg oºania genera bestiarum quae in eocem r ante 
. "n_: O:. ä: eaIFa era wi eörä 
cyü ýý 
.. 
on tore dune 
t itreý t_.. 
: iascent ium interf iciunt . 
nascuntur cum illis venantur 
acenIe beo3 pmt by tohuntiap 




. aunt. u. ý1., ýcý: o»eý .nc . ucflt( _1 
ria ne co lore 
ýu 3c _: tae magnitudinem et c" 
a et 
9- ýhe:.: erunt ex eis ali uant_is. 
462 
22. 
.,... _ .; n tur 
l:.. ll? ldefil 
Lt alie cunt mulleres i i)1 . 
+) vndan obere wig-' 
sont autre sf einme s 
:.. ; i;. eC 10',,! C cohaerentes; 
i: u br ,, mar i , rox i; r. a , 
ýýi, inos 
:; t s arrorum habente s 
hdbba eoferes tuxas 
ont dens de sainý; ler. 
-efluentes, 
habente s 
-, : -_ 
ue ad tat3s 
-7 _Tun 





.. - - . Is de buef 
in lateribus, 
Leber Mon ctrorurr., 
fier I?. Vat. Lit. 'J3_ý, :. -_ , ý'. i.. -- ._-,. 
464 
e 1.: Uem ;:; ont i Lw s 




ýý .. ý_.: 4uß .. _. ... ;. 




., ov inas 
b: storia de Prclii., chapter 95 (iiilka 1977) 






xii ýi< _iititudinis 
i: _ bunt ýltae Qedumwxi. 
i_. 
i if :i Pryttyn-. 
marl oreo nits, `,: '. den . 
vel ut marmor 
eciosae 
cioso cor, -, ore quasi marmore candiüo; 





tees habent s cameli. 
r nu s 








; u,; _ ::, uctio et c3^ . e1us. 
ende amoto exercitu venerunt ad alias silvas Indie 
y^let deambulantes per eas invenerunt ibi mulieres que 
111iieuntur lamie, speciosas valde, capillos u_que ad 
12I _a1os, jedes habentes equorur.; :. tatura earum alta 
- , U- 
.i Qu- - inseeuentes Macedones ar; -rehenderunt ex eis et 
idea iu r. cur iý : rer.. , 
.5 s-I uerunt eas t;. te Alexaný: um. Cumý, ue v.....,. 




l. ` eet decem occidit 
Iles his occiderunt 
r:! ul1te ex ipsis ceciderunt pro sua obscenitate 
for hvra micelnesse by gef; ylde w eron 
magno nostro macedone alexandro, 
. -, m baem miclan macedoniscan alexandre 
:t li grans alixandres 
i^ eas capere poterat. 
prendere potuerunt. 
illas vivas adprehendere non potuit, occidit. 
da c,, ealde he by 0a he by 1if iende er n ne mete 
:. . -- 
les peut prencire vives. mais il les ochist. 
13 ideo quia suns publicato corpore et inhonest, 
r ,n by s_. 'ndon a2wisce on lichoman 7 unwec: 
16 
. flllt'ý:: ',: LU2' V 
coniit 
, 1; c11: 'C l 
U'ev 
"! F .1 
u_, riUe iuxta 
Jutem 
ýu ýýý: num cunt j; enera bestiarum 
E Y--Fä--m F arsecge i;: wildeora cyn 
Apres dencoste le grant mer sont 
forr,, oijum gt nua 
cativa gens est qui 
., uae catini nuncupantur. 
Isti formosi sunt. 
pa hattoncatinos Pa syndon freawl ti deor 
;,. ý; nme ; ue on apele catins. qui sont iuste et bel. 
3 hornet lum leg, gimus, et hanc causam amoenitatis eorum esse 
gt. ubi sunt homines 
7 our syndon men 






ct melle vescentes. 
Pe be hreawum f1 sce .7 be hu:, ie 
char c-,, -. 
E sLnistra parte rebid est catinorum 
ms rices pe a deor on Lm wynstran dale P, 
I 
: _t 1_ý regions 
Je cat ins est a senestr-3. 
F est rex hospitalis habens 
et : --s sunt hospitales sub se multos 
7 p, e r bec" 1 l ipende men. c;,, ning sa ba habbab under 
monigfealde 
"t la est vns hospitaui v quel ii a moult de 
I 
1170 
.. f. L1 IA . 111. ' "... 
sane conf inio 
iar., von., :;. 
:1: '. o ý- t -., -. ", -- ý- 
'. - *, I1 -4 " t2 ý- 
1. '. t':.. ýi. 
::. _: at 
.,, ,: ý ýýý- 






7 ; i, ibentes tyrannos corif ines secu:: A sinistra 
leod }, heora lýuxi : rrý buaý ne,: i týcl; garsecge kann 
Lrn kern wynstran 
tire:. . ;; t leur voisin qui sont sur le grant mer 
8 Et 
; arte sunt reges conplures. hoc genus hominum 
d, ýe1e syndon fela cyninga. Eis mancyn 
sui sont apele reges. 
vivit multi-, annis, adeo hospital ý, 
multos vivit annos, homines sunt benigni. 
1of . i3 fela geara 7 by syndon fremfulle men 
Oet 
viuent moult longuement(l sont honme benigne. 
l", ut uis venerit ad eo 
et si qui ad eos venerint cum »ulieribus 
gif hwilc mori him to cymT-pon gifaJ by him wif 
0: 
t t' u: ur;. va .. uý. 
il leur : )aille: lt Cc::,: u_ 
li illos magnus, 
eos remittui: -- . autem macedis 
ear by Nine on:: - eta :.. . (2 macedonisca aiexander 
et les renuoient sil o: Lt - umme,;. 
ad eOs 
cum ad eos venisset miratus est 
Pa he him to com pa waes he wundrende 
13 illorum, noluit eos 
eorum humanitatem nec voluit eis nocere 
hyra inenniscnesse ne wolde he hi cwellan 




in . 11a quoque uicinitate G ,i 
7 ropte. ýt. t ... finer, r. C': 
nom na vei 
-., ..:. .: ^Iptamen 
hcc testamur ; uia ab,;,,: e 
forte 
., t': lnt 




1.4 ulterius accedere. 
ultra voluit occidere. 
him nan la . 
ne leur fist nu' mal. 
,i 
ibi serpentes 
unt arbores in quibus lapides pretiosi 
^ýne syndon treowcyn on Pxm Pa deorwyrbystan stanas 
:: t la sont arbres esquels naiscent pierres precieuses. 
. cuntur ei , erminabuntur. 
--rid ofacený: "' . i>-)non y gro. 
et pour the L;. -: i, il apele gemmei -: uii : orient gemmes. 
Et illic sunt 
Aii,: c, genus est hominum valde nigrum qui ethiopes 
Ober moncyn is seondon s; Bartes hyiwes on onsyne 
t la sont ethiop iic n 
L4 nigri homines. 
vocantur. 
ka mon hated 
,. ii sort noir. 
474 
ý" . ý17: ýiý '. . ý: L' - 
na 
. ý' tur .: L 
;;, ,.. 





e: 't -, t 
alia est regio 
is ocher rice ý" -' -7777 
re,; iun . 
. >ýceano dexteriore part, tadia . cccxxiii . 
c ; ý: ;e 1fe xs garsegcges it is geteald bass la--ss,;:,. 
rlilgeteles be sta: iia hatte ccc. 7 xooc i .. 
0 ur iý nt mer t lextre. Par le, ras: e -'e 
ue faciunt leuuas ccliii & miliarium unum 
7 bas mic'! : iua hatte . cc. liii. 7 an mil. 
-t liii. liues et i. mille. 
14 }, omines qui vocuntur. 
ubi nascuntur homodubi- 
beo cende homodubii pmt beo twlice 
O 
ont an:. .. nmcduli. chest 
a dire ii inlet . 
tenen-. 
zu- us iue ad ur., 
bilicum hominis speciem haben-.. 
by habbap o one nafolan on menniscum ge ce_:: e. 
ui ont fourme domme iusques a le boutine. 
rel iquum corpus simile, 
ieliquo corpore onagro similes 
7 sip»an on eoseles gelicnesse 






7 pedes habent eau,. i : 
ionz. -is pedibus ut avc ;. lena voc. _:. 
7 h: habba lunge sconcan . >.:: iu elan 7 Mice sttir, e. 
. 
11 ont xi ý. pies do lone. ct souef vois conune oist-.. 
cum ab eo. 
: 'ed hominem cum viderint longe fugiunt 
Orl 
fleocc 
.ý : nt il rat hommeý il seriiuient loi... _ . 
478 
BLANK IN ORIGINAL 
26. 
No reading. 
(some parallels in 29,1-3) 
rubri marls insula 
Est quoque mar i 
Itaque insula est 2 in rubro marl, 
2 gens aliqua 
I est genus 
in qai-- hominum genus est 




. "Unt cclxxx 
2 :, ersarum vero partibus orhaci 






acum t res ; nterrogare 1., 





et iam ibi 
Est et alius locus hominum barbarorum gaben: 
- >nne is ober stow elreordge men beo on 7p habba A7 
Apres en vn autre lieu. habitent ; ens qui ont 
2 teens haec pessima 
:; ub se reges numero cx. genus pessimum & 
cynigas under Sara is geteald . cx. J>-et syndon pa 
wyrstan men 7 
pur aus c. et x. rois qui les gouuernent et sunt Barbarin et 
3 ibi duo laci 
barbarorum e. '_ .. ; 2t alibi loci duo. 
ba e1reordeg, _, -,.:. .' bar syndon twegen seapas. 
tres male gent. It 1., sont ii. lieus 
unus 
Unis solis et alius_ lune. 
_ 
ui solis est 
, _, per 
is sunnan oiler monan. se sunnan s: 
1 e bic' 
1i uns du soleil. et li autres de le lune. Chius du 
5 nocte frigidus est 
-lie calidus 
d aeges hat 7 nihtes ceald 
¬tfi: pý. _ nuit. et caus :: ar 
E vero et est 
cui lune est nocte calidus die frigidus. 
monan se se b-D nihtes hat 7 daeges ceald. 
,.: hius de le lune est frois par four et caus par nuit. 
M 
482 
51 Ibi se. ur,; m i_jr1- 
sunt muIti, 
(3 
I` IurIm i 
71 ýf up Terr. I* i tud i flf^', nec 
nomina vel 
n Urni r ji° ,] 
nc 








... "irn cc. t : ia iuI1 
heora Widnes is cc. pae:, l ssan milgeteles stadia 
:; t le longueur de chc .. ii, lieus est 
8 que faciunt leuuas cxxx dimidium miliari.: 
Lu- be leuua hatte . ýxxx 7n he-i1. 
. cxxx1. 
i 
. 1i_. c. _. 
1 Hoc loco arbores nascuntur similes lauro et olive 
On pisse stove beo3 treowryn beoc lawernbeame 7 eletreow n 
onlice. 
Et la naissent arbre sanlaulea loriers et a oliuiers. 
in quibus arboribus basamum nascitur 
, if J), : um treowum balzamum se dean-eo 33esta ele bid acenned. 
esquels naist basmes. 
inde nroficiscentibus locus est gui habet stadia 
., eo stow is Paes 
l, ýessan milgeteles Pe stadia hatte 
Et ensi cue on se part de la, on troeuue un lieu 
4,.. ue . jciunt lcuuas l. et i miliaria.: 
. c. 1i. 7 saes miclan Pe Zeuua 
;. atte . 1ii. 
c; ui : c. liues de lonc. 
484 
28. 
(This description appears in 32,6-8F) 
EI Stagy is CCC . ý0 
10 CO arbOr(-_. ý. unt 5 irr, iIc;, 
71 1i-, -c el oIiýe 
11 .. E rJ. ý 
485 
29. 
1. rubri mari, insula 
uc 
Itaque insula est 2 in rubro inari 
-)r:: « 
is sum ea on in re reau«: i sae 
:: t 1. ' t': i It. rouge mer est vne isle . 
2 gens alaqua 
1 est genus 
in cýua hominum genus est 
p_v: is mancyn 
en le quele sont gens 
3 ; uod apud nos appellatur doneE' uasi divine, 
t), tt is mid us done stre nemned. pa s _".,: e : xene swa 
frihteras. 
L4 connixtaü naturae 
ui sunt 
a canite usque quasi homines. 
fram ham heafc: t_ 
? 
_,:: e nafolan 
5 reliquum vero corpus dissimile humano. 
reli uo corpore similitudine humana 
7 se o3er dael bi3 mennisce onlic. 
6 3 quant linguas loqui posse 
omnium 
nationum linguis loquentes 
7 by cunrion eall mennisce gereor 
; ui parolent 
de tous langages. 




(There are some parallels to 29,1-3P in 2C, 2-4r) 
2I n persarum vero rar'ibus orhaci 
'dr Soraci 
nod, ir. * 
\os tr 
5 -ýýý 





". tilt "I: . du 
:. i alienigenam 
(-'um alieni generis hominem viderint 
ponne h; - fremdes cynnes mannan geseog 
et saluent tou; chiaus qui la vont. 
appellant 
u; lingua apnellabunt eum & ýarentum eius 
-1e nemna(h. yhvne .7 his magas 
: -i can en sen propre langage. et leur nongnent leer cousins 
9c . ->:, u; n cognitos nominando 
cognatorumque dicunt 
t cognatorum nomina 
cuDra manna naman 
tt leur lignage. 
1. l -ý 
ýi ýl\J1 Cll2 lUi1 1. 
comprehendant 
blandientes Sermone ut decipiant eos & perdant 
.' mid leasiicum wordy 
vhine '. eswi c -yý 
et par beles paroles les dechoivent 
11 et iilos 
Cumque conprehenderint eos perdunt eos 
7 Thine gefo '/ after an by hine 
et les prendent 
121 crudos devorent. 
et comedunt. et posttýa conpreLe: iau.. t ý.. Lt 
reta eine buton ion heafde 
-"t menguent et quant il les ont mengie 
488 
29. 
13 ; --,,..; us homin quc: Co, _ .: t- . ... 
7 ponne sittaJr 7 ý; " , .. ofer pam heafde . 




orient,: m na, cuntur bomines 
-r-, >nn east ar beoo men c cencle 
Et c)utre n, ii s:, ent homrne 
. 
Li iS Hula ut ibuL : C' ýc? IU?: '_ 
J pedes 
pedum altitudinis 
longi pedum xv. lati pedum .... 
Pa beoý- on wxstme f iftyne fota lange 7. x. b_ .:: 
qui c :`. i. pies de lonc et x. de le. 
: ýýaunt vanno as 
latas 
caput magnum 2 et aures 
Ly habbad micel heafod 7 earan 
Et grosse teste et orelles ossi grans 
5 tanguam vannus; 
habentes tamcuarn vannu:: . 
5i.: 3' f on 
Jest vns va:,: 
" 11; -, 1, ý;, -3 ;e noctu 
et 
U11,121 Bibi nocte substernu:... ae alia 
o_ er eare y him on ni u,,, '. T '7 mid oopran 
et par nu 't gisent sur une. et se cueurent de lautre. 
Liber '. fonstrorun, 1 , 43. 
49 1) 
30. 
; ic nascun:..: 
21 _t turam 
h.: hen* 
: .. . 
'. 
..: eý; e.: ý. xvi 
f-: 
edes in tu.: 
3 latitudinem 
latitudine ; : -. yes vii; 
Se., tem vero in 
habentes, 
a :: um habent, 
statura 
: ý.. = 
-1Q1 
P-Grouj 
uouteriunt & tegunt se his auribus 
wreod him 
J corpora marmorei candoris 
colore 
:., "v ect candido corpore 
} Jý ba earan swi3e leohte 7 hv on lick man -; ": a 
hwite 
U sont blanc 
9h tl nt homincr: 
3 et , 
runt quasi lacteo homines cum viderint 
i meolc 
'. ilcne mannan on ern landF ge seöc be 
c, )n: me lai -1 voient hommes 
erectis auribus per deserta vastissima 
exciudunt 
tollunt eibi aures 
donne nyzna by hyra earan hire on hand 
i lieuent les orelles 
11 sic- vole:: . 
et longe l-, 4, iunt quasi putes eos volar, _. 
7 eo swa hraedlice swa is wen het : _' l ýýgen 
et fuient Sitost quil sanle quil volent. 
, 192 
'o ; 
',,, om i nt 
exten, nt, 







gutem ibi et 
t eL alia 
, _. nne 
is sum ealond 
Vne autre isle ia 
2 
insula 
n *ent. J i: :.. 
, ii, tibus esse dicitu, , 
junt 
in qua nascuntur 
in b em beo men acende 
OU nci---(21lt 
i , at ionabili : taturd , nisi Quod 
homine5 quorum oculi 
p3 eagan 
': gimme qui ont les vis 
t+ lucernae 
:; icut lucerna lucent. 
Ecinab swa leohte swa man micel blacernonele teost e 
nihte. 
1.. iýa,,, s carne candelles. 







ibi e st , 
'::. t et alis insula 
£onne is sum ealond 
!: t vne autre isle 
2 stadia habens longitudine et latitudine . ccc. l. x. 
t)et is s lessan milgeteles be stadia hatte on lenge .:. 
braede . ccc. 7 ;.. . 
(j Uia 
3 in qua eliopolis 
tut 
faciunt leuuas cx. ubi est belis templum 
ties miclan be leuua hatte cx. Per waes get_. *, -' 
. c. et xl. liues de lone et est apelce hel},, opol 
in diebus regis et iobis 
on beles dagum Pxs cingc 7 iobes temple 
C\ 
constructa aere Ferro coopers., 




c. c : ýý iic Je ýi et Jar.... _.. . 
61 auod etiam beliobilis dicitu- . 
constý 
496 
2I st adu s 
litud ine: 7, et : alit cc. 
In . Tonia olio, 
e- in ; atitudine totidem. 
I 
".::. cý t IlOr011S 
nuncupatur, 
c incta 
structu ere Ferro. 
-tructura aert _: _.. crrea altu":.. s 
fiere te :.. ; 
497 
32. 
(2L, ), 1-2P have some parallels to 32,6-SF) 
IIHoc loco arbores nascuntur similes lauro et olive 
, 
11n 




--- -- -- - -- -- ------. -- - ----- - 









ý.. __aM uý '! bTr. : al. -amu, '. rti ? It ,_ 
In 
o, ohalsatnum liquor ; uem in foramine 
121 ccfJavitatis iendere cernimus sic dictus n: ;e ; uod 
131 uncle o^ida dicuntu: - a cuncav. tate 
.. 
I . all :e ore id est terra f :;: nt . sane 
151 iascorides licit balsamum frut:, em esse ad ý,; uantitatem 
t :: nturý ýuorur cubitorum cres. entem circa babiloniam 
`ono -n quo Bunt septem fontes. si autem ad 
locum transfertur nec florer. : sec fructum 
A. 91 `_ 
in estate ra::. _ eius ex: _ ..... t,.: al iquantulum. 
ýý=: c, _ut2 gutta exit. & in su! `j'ositum vas yitreur. 




inde est edis Solis ad orientem 
7 on P, 7e re iic: n :, toc: c is east &2non eac or tempi sunnanlrzlig 
1at 
sunnan upgange 
i: ia: ýon .! u soleil vors orient. 
uhi est sacerdos quietus qui illa oppida maritima 
* zn is sum gepungen 7 gedefe sacerd togesett 7 he ova hof (a) 
j_ , tl quietus *s stillestan bisceopes se nEnine oýerne mete ne 
ýn lequele se repose vns prestres qui edeopame 
H'I observat 
and begi mep. 
bige buton see o strum be bam he 1 if ede. 
and the 
two passages are presented in p-rallel in 
§33. ) 
33,4-5P correspond to 32,28-30F 
4 et iam est 
[st 8 vineola ubi est lectus eburneus 
5 1o1aitudini5 p, ýdurn 




, uadrata ex tructa. 
ex auto , uadrato et cinnamorio in ; tructura 




at itudo pec! u :". '_ '-.. t xv ., 
25 r c unu: ; ar. 41tc 
1L 9iulul eý: ý 
261 : e_. `, vii. .: hace: c e, -. a ex marga:.. t: 
27 scinindris structa lei 
cilindris instructa : at itudine 






x e`_ý. Jre actutý e: a:. ro probat I m, 
- ;.::: obrizo ý. ýnt eý .- tý Lure 
Drnatus 
, _, iirus ornat- rret_, ý . ýitniL;, 
interiect is. 
31 fulgora id est radios 
:: `.. gur eins radiat ...: .i 
inter ioris consistentia ý.. 
501 
P-Group 
Est & vinea aurea in oriente ad solis orturn 
ý` nne i 1ýc n wingeard aet sunnan upgonge 
i't: la est vne vingne dor. 
2 que habet uvas pedum cl. 
se 
hafT bergean hundteontigeo fotm, la Za>: ,c7 fiftiges 
Want les crapes ont c. et . 1. pies de lone. 
3 de 74ua nascentes pe. dent margarite. 
of paembergean beo cende sw21ce meregrota ooaae gysrana:. 
e:, 4ueles sont marguerites. et pierres precieuse- 
autrt 
32,7-9P corresponds to 33, '/-9F 
7 ubi aedes est 
finde est edis solis ad orientem 
3lubi est sacerdos quietus qui ilia oppida maritima 
9lobservat 
502 
I- . u:. - 
i 
111: : xa, 
f: Xi li ýl : 'LIIi 
t 
.. _, entu--. et ex c i'..:. 
14 ýcininýiris qua 
cylinir ni -, in quibus 
cilindr: s - vitibus aureis 
I ! ý.. .. ý 
s ex ". " "" _ "" =; - et unionibus. 
::.. j vero ed is 
edes 
6 vero est ar ento 
est ý,: -ius sacerdotis ex auro facta; 
contigua est '-""- strata. 
7 tus vescitur .o ba1sarmum 




vivit; : ormit in eodem pavi: -., e: ito 
`-- or.: it 
503 
33. 
4 etiam est, 
it & vineola ubi est lectus eburneus 
£onne i. - sum Land wingeardas weaxet-viiisw ast xr bi(? rest 
of elpenda bane geworht 
Ft la est vns lis diuoire 
5 longitudird, nedul:: 
longitudine . ccc. vi. redum . 
t-. -o i: ., n lenge 
: ui ii ccc. et . 
ii1.. vies de lon.: 
(This Zectis Solis appears in 32,23-30F 
and the two pass-aces are presented in 
)arallel in §32. ) 
504 I 
isdem vitibus; ext: aneum ur,,, yam fvn lire l 
extr, invo nu1: 1 
: Puc: eliopc ;.. tull. 
ýIIý 
34 . 
1. montes Ri iiei ibi. 
1t et mon adamans 
vnne is sum dun ac2au, 'ans hatte on, cYccre dune 
:: t la est adamas le montaigne 
2 suntýr_ipes qul habe . '. 
ubi est griphus avis que . iiii. pedes habet. 
but J'u; elcynn Pa gri fue hatte ba fugelas 
-iýaLba 
jet 
ou est li grifons. 
''_; uinun ca ud 
caput aquilinum &caudam bov s. 
ý: r, .7 res (sic) tcxgZ 7 earnes heard: '. 
'1 eodem quo? ue 
In eo etiam monte est avis fenix 
"-" predicto `ýcta 
n; P : re ; glean stole b; io7 oder fuß, eZcynn hatte 
Et ii oisiaus qui a non fenix. 
:I . u. ý coZorem fa>. c'ceum hab6t. yo-47 ýoý sit ýý 
61 toto orbe singularis & unica. 
7 ciui cristam orbem 
que habet cristas quasi orbes pavoniý:. 
oa äcýam as on rea e sz, 7a pawän 
,; ui a couronne 
de paon. 
et nido 
nidum ° habet de cinnamomo is in sinn suo 
.. r, rest Pcvt`,? ii:: wyre of own deori eorlastan trdrtgernang', ur, 
pe man cinruvnomW7i ;; ateo? 
flir-T in l_ý. continues 1.12. 
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y71 111, U711 _ `r'o11S---ý_' tý" ai 
1 tnonte est avis 
; i:.: t_:. _ .. --, 
habens 
as 
µ similis luFL . 
e. is . ". " 
est 
5 amýla cue 
nominý : ý: x; am, 1 am. 1., 3' 
eu, 
ö ca. - it e 
;a daut 
; culari caudae 
i . _.. ýý 
avis est in deli..... 
1 -r ; '. e ýz- '' e. ý. 
;i (1 r 
r-ý-, ruuj 
34. 
9 quingentesimo xlmo anno 
post miile annos 
7 of his creme cxfter Pusend gearum 
et quant ele a vescu m. ans 
,. 
10 se 
ignem incendit et 




U, '6s cr2.8tat.: B, circa C'Oi l0 . :4 ý1: ýt1"P Q:. 1', 
. 'ß ,: 1't 4' urpurF:.. 
F. r rG 
.2.. Jo 
Ii0at C. 
SC: ýi :: i t1'3J1at '. ' 
SI habens 
.1` CO. -. 
manet jr, c1nnaJ.,, - 
:. ý :.... in c,, "naT,.. 
vescat:.. , uema: rmodur. ignoratul 
. 
y.. 
_: _. _. .., _: modus. - :;.. ,u 




11 1'0ßt haue favilla exsurgit . 
nova de fafilla exurget. 
ponn, > geong upp of Pam yseZum eft arisep. 
,.. t vne autre vient de le cendre. 
1: 'I , -. ec quingentis annicuItra yiyens. 
'um se 
131 yiderit *senuisse, *coZlectis *aromatum *virgul: . 
14lrojum sibi instruit & conversa ad radium sol 
'. `_1 aZaru. ý j I--uez voZuntarium Bibi incendiu, ý; *nutrýt et 
'F ritur. Decuis jzumore carnis urmis exurgit. i -i 
1-, 'IpauZatimque ad olescit. in durcque alarum remigia 
13I c. tjue in superioris avis spettiem formaque reparat: 4: °. 




1Ci 'acdi ltki ý"CCuIý. 
u:: 
211 ; 11u cl ovi : ii: 
, 2I vna est ýuae reparat sese_; uc re ie. T inat ales 
2-11 as Seri if erica vocant non ' I-uLe, nec herLi s 
sed thuris 1acrvmis et ucc, v ilvit '; ýi 
511 
3J 
,1 In quodar:, . luoque deserto montes ignei leguntur, 
ibi est 
Est et alius Mons 
f'onne is oder dun 
i ..: t ýr;., rnL t: 
nascuntur toto corpore 
ibi Bunt hominy:,; nigri . 
r syncýön siýearte menn 
ou il a noirs hommes. 
3 gut Aethiopcý. ', sorum nos quendam vidimus carbonea 
ultra cuem aýcendere adeo Griens 
:d duos nemo accedere potent, cuia ipse mons 
7 nano,: ýcýý: ". aznn to mannwn geferan mceg fore Pe seo dun 
Lt ne puet nun the mont passer. 
nigritudine, dentibus et oculis tantummodo et unguibus 
arde t 
byoý ea Zl B'irner.,: 
art toi:. 
'r: xr l icit ice; jtIe 1t roy P(er) iinenic a 1em ere 
..., r '. 'c'fl( tr, 0rum, I, 3J. 
512 
11 : 
n_ --- --- 
:.... t ... 3: '. 
Uh l oniam c' 
Cc 
2C.. 
\ ... : lii - 
nu_ : u1us al iqu, Im,: j -` 
pJTrO ,_- 
et -i ýk'. ;I 
_ Iu:.... _ ..: C': :.. 
. ý: a, ne: - : pul a: 







flntis st;:, t tor:. 
- 
rum cornua 
I onf inio , rur. 
1. ý ha rent, (_! u)l "', ý. 
habentes quc 
ygonc 
t: '.. va ulaie:, 
t11antur. . '.: eos _ ..,. 
loca 
r crninailt . 
i ". 'E'at: UTIt re ressl ac nos flu 11 ., -. runt , ^. ä' 
I"ý11ýý 
c. i.. ýý. es, a nu., iti `'" ' :. suns, 
: TtruCL :; .::  
t 
-'em e v_c, ., -O . er , ettui quar,. 
muA' ýique 
: el_cite: v v.. mu r, 2.. _. _ 
: r.: isi : _I ý_ et 
tran 








Each Section of Text is Discussed under the 
Following headings: 













The full introduction in epistolary . tylo it found 
only in FL, a passage which has been transformed 
into an apologia by Cervase. The introduction is 
reduced to a formulaic description of the contents 
of the text in most P-Group texts, with RP alone 
retaining the first person decor: bi. eiuosimue . 
P-Group has additional witnesses in the form of 
two catalogue entries for lost MSS (Fulda Ordo XV 175, 
lost during the Thirty Years War, which appears to 
have contained the whole text and Tourna i 135, 
destroyed in 1940, which cites rormont's rox pcrearus 
as a source of material in a compilation do 
ni. raH l ibr s orbit tcrrarum, see pp. 3I 1- 312. ) 
Mir and OE are unique in lacking any indication, 
either in heading Or in epistolary style, that this 
is a letter. FR has reduced the introduction to the 
briefest statement of writer and recipient's nz=ie ,. 
Lettcr of Pharcemanea 
The introduction as given in the original Latter 
is probably best represented by FL, which contains 
an extensive first-person introduction. Structurally 
this balances the final passage, also found only in 
this version, with which it agrees in certain details. 
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The introduction sets the Letter into the context 
of a correspondance between Pharasmanes and Hadrian. 
Pharasmanes acknowledges receipt of Hadrian's 
latest letter by the hands of Asacrates and 
Monacrates. An earlier letter had requested 
information on the races of men and the different 
types of places (nationes hominum et ctuatitates 
Zocorum, 1,6-7) in the realm of Pharasmanes, and 
now, thanks both to his own research and to that 
of his predecessors and his own brothers and 
sisters, he is able to supply this. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
OFr uses a conventional epistolary opening: 
Haus empereres. Je vous senefiie aucunes noses 
qui sont merueiZZeuses en Inde. 
which almost certainly bears little resemblance to 
the version found in the Latin text used by the 
translator. 
1,1 Parmoenis. Fulda MS read sermonis, showing 
confusion of p and s which can be found in insular 
hands. An Anglo-Saxon exemplar would be a 
possibility in the Anglo-Saxon foundation of Fulda, 
as would the use of insular hands by continental 
scribes. However, the text is taken from a 
sixteenth century transcript and, although it appears 
0 
5o 
sound, it would be unwise to pay too much attention 
to palaeographic oddities. 
1,1 Trajanum. Pit gives trojanum as the reading of 
the MS, emended to Trajanum by the editor. His 
correction confirms that the error was present in 
the MS. It would have arisen from the earlier tr 
form of a (Merovingian, early Carolingian, Insular 
and other early scripts) rather than the later a 
form. 
1,2-3 in Orients (EP), on Inde (nir). These are Ehe 
only texts to include a localisation. The heading 
Haec descriptio partis orientis which precedes FL 
in the MS has almost certainly been added by a scribe 
at some stage in the transmission of the text. 
F-Group 
FR omits the whole section, including only a very 
brief statement to show that this is a communication 
between Feraraen and Adrianus - it does not even 
contain a word such as epi tota. 
The change of order in Ger. places this towards the 
end, forming the tenth section. In place of the 
epistolary introduction there is a first-person 
editorial note: 
521 
Gervaso affirms his confidence in the veracity of 
his sources, at the same time absolving himself 
from the responsibility for any errors as he 
has not attempted to verify the facts. He is 
anxious not to dissuade anyone who might feel 
inclined to make such a voyage of discovery. 
1,1 De hominibu3 qui pedes habent octenos et totidem ocuZos. 
Same MSS of Ger use an alternative rubric: 
de kminibus simiis et gaZZinis qui comedentes urunt. 
1,1 Haec descriptio" partis orientis. (FL) This heading 
is probably not to be seen as part of the text but 
as a rubric added by a scribe or the compiler of a 
codex. 
1,2 At this point two MSS of Ger, Vat. Lat. 933 (N) 
and Wolf. Helms. 481 (E), have the marginal note: 
Fernres ad Adrian, = imperatoreºn epistola. 
This note is repeated at intervals for the whole 
length of the text. 
1,3 Aoaorate eti'Ionacrate. (FL) These names given 
for Hadrian's messengers are Greek in origin. They 
are not known elsewhere. 
i e{ 
ai 7°G Gk 
ý 
Ff 





1,4 rcecpi. M) The use of the first person 
singular for the verbs in this pas: agc (oognovi; 
gavir. uv eiurr, 1,5; counovs, 1,6; exquioivi, 1,7; 
tranc. mittam, 1,8; potui; adncxui., 1,10) contrasts 
with the use of the regal plural both in FL (in 
terris nostril, 1,7) and in EP (deccribi iuaoinuo, 
11SP). FL shows the sarge inconsistency in the 
closing section of the text, referring to the writer 
in the plural in 935 and in the singular in 636. 
1,5-6 quaedcn c aticnis libriaa tranaumpta, quaadari 
ex virorurn proborw rciationa congaroirnua. (Gar) 
This is typical of the personal notes added by 
Gervase which help us to build up a picture of his 
method of composition. It corresponds to the 
deductions made from an examination of the 
marginalia of MS Vat. Lat. 933 UZ) and of the 
; MSS tradition, which revealed that Cervase built 
up the wirk over a long period, adding material of 
interest from many sources as he discovered it. 
(This is discussed in detail on pp. 206? -265 und ? 84-it%6. ) 
52.1 
SECTION 2 
This section, which consists mainly of geographical 
data and includes a description of an island with 
a huge population of sheep, is present in Mir/OE, 
Pit and OFr of the P-Group texts and in FL and Ger 
in F-Group. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
The passage begins with a geographical localisation 
which has suffered so badly in transmission that 
the underlying text cannot be identified with any 
certainty. 
A distance is given from a place whose name begins 
Anti- 
(FL's Antiochiae may be correct. Omont suggested 
that the town in question was not the well-known city 
on the Orontes but Antioch on the Tigris, which 
fits in with his identification of OZinum insutam 
(2,4FL) as the island Olabus in the Euphrates 
(Ontont, 'Lettre... ', p. 509). 
This place is rather more than 100 stadia 
(Mir gives 168, and translates this into 115 leagues. 
FL gives 115 (xcv) stadia. ) 
from an Island with a multitude of sheep. 
(P-Group gives the distance as that from this island 
to Babylon, possibly anticipating the reference in 
3, SP. ) 
Analogues 




2,1 The readings of the P-Group texts at the beginning 
of this section are difficult and it seeps possible 
that they share a common ancestor which had suffered 
damage of some sort at this point. 
Initiw ab Antepoli usque Sarimiutn. (Pit) This 
reading suggests a solution to the difficult reading 
in Mir (Colonio oat initiun ab ... ) (1) in raising 
the possibility that ini. tium is not part of the 
sentence but simply a rubric marking the beginning of 
the text. A similar rubric, item, is preserved at 
the beginning of §15 in Mir, where it appears to have 
been displaced from the previous section. 
(2) in supplying a second place-name, to read 1. rom 
A to S'. (Pit then omits the distance in stadia, 
presus: ably the distance between these two places, 
found in 2,2-3111ir. ) 
Colonia cat. (Mir) This is probably a later 
addition in Mir to cover the loss of the second place 
name and provide an alternative point of reference for 
the distance. The contradiction between Coionia (2,1) 
and qua insulo (2,4Mir) appears to support this 
hypothesis. 
Antinoli : o. (Mir) James ('Iarvals, p. 25) suggests 
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that this form arose by the conflation of two names 
from FL, Antiochiae (2,1FL) and Olinum (2,4FL). 
Anteioli (Pit) is close to an actual place-name, 
Antipoltis, and may have been influenced by it. 
It is, however, geographically inappropriate, for 
AntipoUis is modern Antibes on the Cote d' Azur. 
OFr Atymotimus derives from the form as found in Mir, 
with loss of a nasal stroke over a and the substitution 
of ra for i which is so frequently found in the place 
names in these texts. 
Zandbuend. The emendation to Zandbune-I which is 
normally made is supported by the translation of 
colonia as londbunis (3,1 and 13,1) and by the 
feminine definite article seo which is inappropriate 
for masculine Zandbuend, but correct for Zondbunis. 
The error, which was present in a common ancestor of 
V and 2', may have arisen as part of an attempt to 
make better sense of this difficult passage. The 
normal sense of landbuend is 'inhabitant, land-dweller',. 
being the name of the agent formed on the root bean, 
'to dwell, cultivate'. There is, as far as I can 
tell, no support for a figurative interpretation of 
landbuend 'cultivating or inhabiting of the land', 
although such an interpretation would explain the 
otherwise superfluous cans Zandes (2,2) which has been 
added either by the OE translator or a later intermediary. 
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L'ditorc who have emenJed to to,: dhur io may well I ,a 
restoring the form used by the tran5lutor. 1. owoveur, 
it seems that the difficulty of the passage (caused 
by the corrupt state of Mir) led to an un . uceeiysful 
attempt to remodel to CQO Landbuenr ... ti. vo La'i ieo , 
with the intention of expressinc the idea that the 
first cultivated land after Anti ºoi iza is SOO ; stadia 
away. This remodelling probably also included the 
removal of is to this point, where Mir reads habet. 
Mir and OFr both tell us that the colony 'is' first 
and 'has' 500 stadia. This probably seemed the best 
way to incorporate onfrurran (a literal translation of 
the rubric initiurr). If we accept that lane ucnd 
and pcrs Landes are both deliberate, albeit unsatisfactory, 
modifications to the text made by an Anglo-Saxon scribe 
if not the translator himself, it may well be that it is 
our ignorance of similar uses of landbuend which causes 
us to consider emendation necessary. The expression 
may have been acceptable to the native speaker who 
introduced it. Unlike other errors shared by both USS 
(such as r7icclncs8a for unclcºincese, 22,10) this change 
does not result from something mechanical such as minim 
confusion. The emendation normally proposed requires 
alterations to two readings where both MSS agree. 
Promieroment it ia vno ivIc qui a non atymolinue. 
The Orr translator, showing an ingenuity which outstrips 
that of his OE counterpart, has placed 
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colonia and antimolima in apposition, relating theta 
to the same place, and has ignored the difficult ab. 
Isle is used in 3,2 to render colonia, and in 13,1, 
where his Latin source probably read inter has duas- 
vial colonia eat the translator provides isles as 
an alternative reading for vias: Entre ches ii. 
isles V. voies. eat une terre. It seems likely that 
the Latin source of OFr began coZonia, as does Mir. -_ 
An alternative possibility is that the translator drew 
quae insula from 2,4, to supply a sense gap at the- 
beginnings although he could have filled it equally 
well with AtymoZimus. (It is possible that the 
apparent equation of colonia and insuZa in Mir's 
version of the Latin led to the confusion of the two-, 
concepts later in OFr. ) 
2,2 quia habet. (Mir) Emendation to quae is necessary. 
Confusion of abbreviations is probably to blame for., 
this. 
pcvs Zandes. The case for emendation has been 
discussed above. 
habet stadia ... que faciunt Zeuuas ... (Mir) 
Comparison with F-Group texts indicates that the 
distance given here is not a dimension (as assumed =', 
by OFr,.,, qui. a . iii. c at Zxiii Ziues de Zonc) but 
the distance between two places. However, habet 
is normally used only with dimensions, aunt being 
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employed in this text to express di:; tance between 
places. In the two instances where Mir user; ; jaj)vt 
with a number which appears to ext-rev, _ the distance frhom. 
one place to another (6,2 where Pit ure:: 
48,3-4) both translations render it as a dimcn: ion. 
the use of 1: a,, cd at this point is a further contr.: ter°r 
factor to the difficulty of interpreting the text. 
OFr, in taking the numerals as the length of the -. lend 
and not a dis tamp between two -laces, jr. following the 
normal : ractice of the Latin text, although it may Le 
simply an expedient necessary followin,. his apparent 
reduction of two places into one single location. 
IcUuas. Mir) All the conversions from 
staiia to leagues are based on the wrong assumption 
that the stadium was equivalent tG the r. or: an mile. 
The league is assumed, as frequently in metrological 
text c up to the thirteenth century, to be l 'Roman 
miles. 
pw lxesan mL1gct&'Zcs pi stadfc' #':,, t-. c. This fo ui. a 
is used whenever distances are given in stadia in the 
GE translation. 
;: abet. (Fit) Pit omits the numeral, possibly 
t daust the copyist's eye wandered from hatjat, (2,2 - 
If this was indeed the reading in a text where the 
number would clearly have referred to a diatance) to 
the second hav'et (2,4). 
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2,3 Pws miclan (miZgetmZes) Pe Zeuua hatte. This 
formula is given by the translator whenever he gives 
distances in leagues. It is sometimes reduced, as 
here in V, by the omission of milgetw Zes, but the 
formula as a whole is never taken as read. It is not 
found in Mir and was introduced because neither Greek 
stadia nor Gallic leagues were common measurements 
to the Anglo-Saxons who used a long mile of 12 
furlongs (2640 yards). (P. Grierson, English Linear 
Measures, Reading University Stenton Lecture, 1971. ) 
It is somewhat surprising that V and T preserve the 
measurements so faithfully, for the league was 
obviously unknown to the scribe of V (or of an 
antecedent MS) who persistently transcribed it Zeones'., 
'lions'. This easy graphic error is based on the 
regular WS form leowe for league, which must have 
appeared as leoue in the exemplar used by the copyist,, - 
who introduced the error. 
trecenta cewaginta octo. (Mir) The correct 
calculation on the basis used in these texts should 
be 333 (CCCXXXIII) which in fact varies from 
CCCLXVIII by only two digits, the change of X to L 
and the third X to V. It is likely that the 
calculation was made correctly, but the L seems to L 
have slipped into the common ancestor of Mir and OFr, 
' 
for the latter agrees with Mir except in the omission 
of V. 
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2,4 quac i. nsuta. F1fr'src1itivo pronoun ha, -, no 
antecedent. Ot avoids this ditficulty by translating 
Pcrm calande. In Ot'r, the reference to ioZa in 
2,1, whether as a translation of coionia or in 
anticipation of inauta, allows qua+' inouia to be 
translated by i. 
2,5 to babi Ionian. V is the only 
inflected form of this name, and i 
soHeti., mes failing to inflect (e. g. 
adopting the Latin foria (e. g. fro- 
9,1). The for: used here aprears 
masculine, chosen probably because 
in a. 
MS to use an 
t is not cons i . tent , 
3,5) and so7otirnts 
Lý2itoll iw. -l , 8,1; 
to be a weak Ot 
the nom.. sing ends 
ctº1viai Oew%'. (Mir) ris reading 
º3: +ºIC Pik'-1. 
L. a1 is very close to '-'*: r , although 
tcitent1`. T corral t. nn Ii ; l^ üi. ".. i'. cer tanly 
is a corruption of centum, although with the dubious 
:, istory of this text it is impossible to guess 
how this eight have come about. 68 and 69 are very 
close in Arabic numerals, but quite distinct in 
Foman numerals unless 9 is rendered VIIII, in which 
case the loss or additicr. of a digit is all that is 
required. 
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2,6 c. et xv. (Mir) This numeral is lacking PR 
in Mir-T, where the end of the line is filled with 
a pattern of linked x's. The numeral was probably 
submerged by the pattern in an earlier copy. 
Mir-B supplies the numeral correctly, but this does 
not indicate independent development, as there are 
several instances in which Mir-B has readings which 
can only have been taken from the OE text. 
The figure for leagues given by OFr, c. et . xii., 
is exactly two-thirds of the figure for stadia found 
in Mir, 168, suggesting that the common ancestor of 
OFr and Mir in which the conversions were first 
introduced gave the stadia figure as in Mir and that 
for leagues as in OFr. Mir's xv., in place of 
shows minim confusion, a frequent source of error in 
numerals, exemplified several times in these texts. 
F-Group 
2,1 a finibus antiochiae. There were a large number 
of towns named Antioch (Pauly-Wissowa cites two 
dozen). The best-known of these was the town on 
the Orontes, a centre of early Christianity. As 
mentioned above,, Omont suggests that Antiocheia on': 
the Euphrates, known from a reference in Pliny (Nat. 
diat. V,,, 86) and. from numismatic evidence, is better' -- 
placed geographically for this passage. It shouldý,. ý 
H, 532. 
2,6 c. et xv. (Mir) This numeral is lacking,.,, 
in Mir-T, where the end of the line is filled with. 
a pattern of linked x's. The numeral was probably° 
submerged by the pattern in an earlier copy. 
Mir-B supplies the numeral correctly, but this does 
not indicate independent development, as there are 
several instances in which Mir-B has readings which 
can only have been taken from the OE text. 
The figure for leagues given by OFr, c. et . xii. , 
is exactly two-thirds of the figure for stadia found, 
in Mir, 168, suggesting that the common ancestor, of 
OFr and Mir in which the conversions were first 
introduced gave the stadia figure as in Mir and that 
for leagues as in OFr. Mir's . xv., 
in place of. xii., 
shows minim confusion, a frequent source of error in 
numerals, exemplified several times in these texts. 
F-Group 
2,1 a finibus antioohiae. There were a large number" 
of towns named Antioch (Pauly-Wissowa cites two 
dozen). The best-known of these was the town on 
the Orontes, a centre of early Christianity. As" 
mentioned above, Omont suggests that Antiocheia on 
the Euphrates, known from a reference in Pliny (Nat. 
Nxot. V, 86) and from numismatic evidence, is better 
placed geographically for this passage. It should, 
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! however, be renenbcred that the only name in thin 
passage which can be interpreted without emendation 
is that of the river Euphrates. 
2,2 ftuJiur, tubjacot dc cr; ai. (nor) The ýi1; t, ýncr 
present in the text of FL at this point ha, been 
replaced by Ger with this phrase. ý Eu rta d ýe, ý not 
appear in FL and has been introduced because of the 
reference to sanctity which follows. 
2,3 hie locus canctuo est. (FL) This simple ctatesnont 
of sanctity, which may refer to a holy river, a shrine 
or any sort of holy place, pagan or Christian, has 
been changed by Ger into a typically Christian view 
of a holy place as a desert, so: ewhat ironically 
packed (rc'tcta) with hermits or desert fathers: 
cc : c: is hominibuo copiota rarteta epatioaa patent. 
This is typical of the liberties which Gervase 
was willing to take with the text. 
2,4 A niccrorw'. (FL) This may represent the 
town of ZJicechorium, also on the Euphrates. The 
unknown na. 'ne , which appears 
in FL to be a gen. pl., 
presented Ger with the double noblem of an 
unidentifiable word and an ungra . natical construction. 
He sidestepped this quite neatly, replacing it with 
a quitus which refers back to the sanotis ho inibue 
he introduced in the preceding sentence. 
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2,4 OZinum insuZam. (FL) Omont (see above) suggested 
that this refers to the island Olabus, again in the 
Euphrates. Ger reads Olivam in a large number of MSS 
(although not the MS with autograph corrections, which 
reads Oliviam) and it is probable that his earliest 
version read OZivam, which is very close to FL's 
OZinum, showing a change which is just as likely to', 
be scribal as editorial, and that Oliviam is a later, 
change. 
2,5 mansiones pleraque cunt. (Ger) Ger introduces 
this phrase to replace the distance given in FL. 
The phrase is reminiscent of the itineraries, where- 
it indicates sources of hospitality for the traveller. - 
2,6-7 muZtitudinem ... innumerabiZium. 
(FL) The 
clumsy tautology is found only in FL. Ger has a 
reading which agrees with P-Group in everything except 
word order, but whether this shows a late addition 
in FL of innumerabiZium or simplification by Ger 
of an inelegant phrase which coincidentally produced-. -, - 






This section describing the hot. -. e of giant =hnep and 
ucalthy traders in affluent estates, to which it 
reference to Alexander the Great has been added in 
P-Group, is found in Hir/0E, Pit and OFr ar:. onr; the 
P-Group texts and in, FL and Ger in t-Group. The 
text of FR begins with a snatch from 3,11-13. 
Letter_ of Pharasnanos 
This colony is a great trading centre Cast r,, 4_- ru 
regotiatorur) and ir<rense sheep I ivo there, 
(p-Group makes then as big as oxen. ) 
The next city 
(In P-Grout rcdorum civitatcz, 'a city/state of the 
? edes'; F-Croup has ad 'rr: d c, 'to the South'. ) 
is very %ea i my and is C3l led ikrctP, c c- 
(Archernedon in P-Group, Archa: nedia in F-<r oup. ) 
It is situ3tcd 300 stadia fro t-3byion and 
there are great estates (nzc : -: ) there. 
(Mir/OE in place of the estates refer to large symbols 
or memorials (insignia) erected there by Alexander the 
Great. ) 
The two groups diverge at this point. P-Group texts 
(excluding Mir/OE) have a confused reference to 
Athens and Alexander the Great. This is at its 
clearest in Pit, which refers to the, estates as 
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Athenas M agni AZexandri, almost certainly a cognomen 
for a city founded by Alexander and intended to`- 
equal the splendour of Athens. Alexander founded 
several cities, of which Alexandria on the'Nile-s` 
Delta is probably best known. ' Alexandria which- 
lies to the north of Antioch (cf. 2,1F) and which 
is not far distant from the Euphrates would fit 
this context best. This reference probably derives 
from the earliest form of the Letter but survives only 
in a very corrupt state. 
F-Group texts tell us that from Archmeda to a place 
called Anteletens is a distance of 
three hundred stadia 
(P-Group two hundred stadia. The number has become 
dislocated in OFr and Pit; Mir/OE presents it as 
the dimension (in iongitudine et latitudine) of the 
country described. ) 
F-Group alone continues: 
Babylon Is 60 stadia from Mesopotamia, a wealthy 
place. It is a further 175 stadia to Dainnas 
castror=. The traveller on that road passes 
12 states (or cities) to his left, and a list 
of their names is given. 
Analogues 
Anisland füll of sheep (see also §2) is mentioned, 
ýýs 
Athenas M agni AZexandri, almost certainly a cognomen 
for a city founded by Alexander and intended to 
equal the splendour of Athens. Alexander founded 
several cities, of which Alexandria on the Nile 
Delta is probably best known. Alexandria which 
lies to the north of Antioch (cf. 2,1F) and which 
is not far distant from the Euphrates would fit 
this context best. This reference probably derives 
from the earliest form of the Letter but survives only 
in a very corrupt state. 
F-Group texts tell us that from Archmeda to a place 
called Anteletens is a distance of 
three hundred stadia 
(P-Group two hundred stadia. The number has become 
dislocated in OFr and Pit; Mir/OE presents it as 
the dimension (in Zongitudine et Zatitudine) of the 
country described. ) 
F-Group alone continues: 
Babylon Is 60 stadia from Mesopotamia, a wealthy 
place. it Is a further 175 stadia to Darmaa 
castroruna. The traveller on that road passes 
12 states (or cities) to his left, and a list 
of their names is given. 
Analogues 




by St. Brendan (Navigatio Sancti Brandani dbbatiu, 
cd. C. Selmer, Notre Damo, Indiana, 1959, University 
of Notre Dame Publications in Mediaeval Studies, 16, 
p. 18) chapter 9: 
Para .. Mantes mot 
Man. insuZcn invanarunt 
diversos grcges ovium unius eotorss, id cat aibi, 
ita ut non possunt ultra vidara tcrrz r pre 
lrwZtitudino oviun. 
Wandering around that island they discovered 
several flocks of sheep of one colour, that is 
white, so that they could not see tho land beyond 
on account of the multitude of sheep. 
The rzagna insignia of Mir=OE are drawn from the 
Alexander legend. In the Letter of 0 Zyrtpias , 
following the text of Julius Valerius (Res Gestae 
AZerandri Magni, ed. B. Kuebler, Leipzig, 1888, 
pp. i57-l58) Alexander tells his pother of the pillars 
(stelae) in honour of Hercules which he has seen. 
The Vulgate Letter of Alexander to Aristotle (cd. 
B. Kuebler, op. cit., p. 220) ends with a description 
of the pillars Alexander set up as a sae. 'norial to 
his own victories after hearing the prophecy of his 
death: 
Ibiqua Iagato r. co pracccpi, qum pracsidio 
pracposuor=. rmrina AZtican m, ut poncrat 
Pars= rr. qua at Baby lonior.. piZas col idas c. re :s 
dual pcdw vicanui g2iim"m at in his cr-atia fa. -. a 
scriberct faccratquc ... at in cis victorias atquo 
itinci'a nostra dascribcra i 4rvi, quaayao mir= . 4to 
}utura aunt, carissima praaaaptor, postcris caaculis. 
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And I instructed my second-in-command, whom I 
had put In charge of the guard - Alticones by "it 
name, to place two solid gold pillars there, 
25 feet high, and that he should inscribe on them 
all the deeds of the Persians and the Babylonians :. " 
and that he should do it ... and I ordered him 
to describe our victories and our travels on them, 
every one of them will be marvelled at in the 
future, my dearest tutor, in centuries to come. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
3,1 OFr reverses the first two phrases in the 
interest of style. (Changed order is also found 
in 4,1-4; 523-5; 6,3-4; 9,1-2; 19,3-4; 23,9; 25,1-3 
in this text. ) 
maxima negotiatorum. This unusual expression is 
found in identical form in F-Group, and thus shown 
to be inherited from the archetypal Latin version of,, 
the Letter. OE simplifies the expression to 
eWyc7ust oypemonnum geseted. V's ceremonnum shows 
misreading of p as r, an easy error in. an Old English 
hand. 
markaande. (OFr) is an adjective based on 'merchant' 




pct moult marceandq, 
Grant plente i of de viande;,... 
(FZoris et Blancha fZeur , 1.1263) 
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3,2 do ohalo isle. (Orr) On tho use of in la to ray dur 
cotonia see the note to 2,1. 
3,4 cui nomen ast. (Mir) The corruption to the 
ungrammatical cum hominis in Pit may indicate that 
either the MS used by Pitra or an antecedent MS was 
an early one with poor word division, for the two 
minims of the n at the beginning of noncn have been 
added to the single minim at the and of oui, to 
produce curt. The change of sense by the introduction 
of a prosthetic h appears in other versions of the 
Letter, e. g. 10,7P and l0,8F where both EP and Cer 
have changed omnibus to hotinibus. 
3,4-5 quo maxima est. Ad babiioniarr sndc aunt 
stadia ad babiloniam numaro coo. (Mir) Both MSS 
of Mir have an interlinear gloss over maxima as t as 
babilonian (which is unpunctuatcd in the USS) 
reading i. axcepto babilonia. - This gloss is in 
the same hand as the main body of the text, and it 
led Sisam (K. Sisain, 'The compilation of the 
Beouutf Manuscript', Studies in the b'istory of Old 
English Literature, Oxford, 1953, pp. 75-76) to see 
English influence on the composition of the Latin, 
for the use of a superlative + to to mean 'the' next 
most ... after' or I... -est except' 
is used in Old 
English not only here but also in Genesis B, 
1.254: 
hchotno to hin on hcofona rzoa. 
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Sisara concluded from this that: 
the inference is that M irabiZia was compiled by 
an Anglo-Saxon whose simple Latin was influenced 
by his native idiom. 
It is on this slender evidence that claims for the compilation 
of MirabiZia in England are based. 
Although the translation in T follows the Latin 
faithfully, omitting only the interlinear gloss, V 
points to an earlier stage of development in the 
Latin text, for it reads: 
sio is rrxrst to babiZonia buch'onon syndon Pais 
Uessan miZgetx tes stadia ccc. ... from. 
archemedon. 
If this is translated back into Latin it produced 
a simpler reading than that of the extant texts of 
Mir: 
quo maxima est (cf. Pit. magna et fructuosa). 
Ad babiZoni= inde sunt stadia numero ccc. 
... ab archemedone.. (cf. Pit. A Babylonia. 
usque Archemedon. ) 
The juxtaposition of mwst and to in V is coincidental; 
comparison with all the other texts shows that the 
source described firstly the size and opulence of 
Archemedon and secondly the distance from it to 
Babylon. However, the Old English idiom of 
superlative + to, probably aided by the absence of 
punctuation, caused the remodelling, first of the 
OE text to produce a reading as in T; 
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sco io rrrxst to botiiorairl FF rf; . , txv. 'n is to 
L bison a in xuu Zan : ss . oco. 
... from are; edoi. 
The introduction of a sense ºuse after Zr s, Wg , -, ad 
two effects. It related to to the superlatjve 
ra=st, producing- the Old English idio.: t di cut ced 
above, and it left (ana>i iv ... otadta . 00c. without 
a second point of reference. An ON irrig li h scribe, 
perhaps aware of the two possible interpretations 
of his text, introduced the necessary place name in 
the form of a second to babitonia. 
This construction was then carried over into the 
Latin text of Mir (although there are few conclusive 
examples in T of a crux in the Latin resolved by 
reference to the OE text, 3 has many such examples, 
e. g. 11,2; 25,6-7; 29,3-5) and the scribe, aware 
of the unfamiliarity of the expression no--it-. a cot 
with the meaning now given to it, added an explanatory 
gloss. 
3,7 Ibi Bunt :Z Za r. a; na ins ign to . (M r) The 
agreement between Pit and FL shows that the 
earliest versions of the Letter referred at this 
point to rraedi. a 'estates'. Both Pit and OFr 
have incomplete texts in this passage, ®Fr lacking 
the phrase containing pracd is but otherwise 
deriving from a Latin text similar to pit in the 
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details retained. It appears that all three P-Group 
texts go back to a damaged copy, and that insignia 
has been inserted in Mir in an attempt to make sense 
of a passage which may, like the source of OFr, have 
contained little more than the words Ibi sunt magna, 
the name of Alexander the Great and a distance in 
stadia and leagues. An alternative explanation, that 
insignia originated in a gloss on praedia would 
indicate a poor standard of Latin literacy in the 
glossator. 
The reference in Mir has clearly been transformed, 
into a description of Alexander's memorials to his own 
exploits (see above), but the word insignia is 
unusual in this context. 
3,8 magnus alexander operari iusserat. (Mir) 
The inherited material has been amplified in Mir`-, 
in order to explain the connection with Alexander. >-. 
The pcsition of Ze grant Alisandre in OFr is uncertain, 
for it is an inflected form (nom. Ii grans aZixandras, 
22,11) and it functions neither as object of a verb 
nor after a pronoun. Mir probably inherited a 
similarly confused reference, either with or without_ 
the mention of Athens (Athaines, 3,7OFr). 
Pit's Hoc est Athenas Magni AZexandri suggests that 
the original text did not refer to Alexander as 
a person but simply as'part of the description 
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of the estates, as the epony . ous founder of 
Alexandria. rL agrees in giving the name of a 
place and a distance in stadia, but the place name, 
Anteletens, casts little light on this crux. 
co micla macedcnicca ate. -sander. The Ot translator, 
who shows a fondness for formulae of this type, 
repeats this phrase whenever the narre of Alexander 
is mentioned. 
3,10 stadia numero cc, (Mir) In FL this is 
the distance to the town Anteletens, 0Fr (which 
gives the distance only in leagues - see note to 
3,11 below) has introduced Et dc ta dusquec a in 
3,7 in order to make sense of this distance as 
that from Archemedon to Athens, thus incorporating both 
Athens and the distance into the sentence. t-tir, 
whose source evidently also contained an unattached 
distance (cf. Pit aun y n. . cc. which refers to 
nothing in particular) turned it into a dimension 
by the insertion (3,9) of quo terra ha-!, t in long . iur ine 
ct in Zatitucinc ... 
3,11 cxxxii: Ziuas. £t prco do Za roitic dune rriZZc. 
©Fr breaks up the distance in leagues, adding the 
half ni1e to the beginning of the next section. 
This reads uneasily, and led HHilka (A. Bilka, 'Ein 
neuer (altfran: ösischer) Text des Briefes über die 
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Wunder Asiens', Zeitschrift far französische Sprache_ 
und Literatur, 46,1923, p. 98) to propose the 
insertion of a second la after mule. The OFr 
translator usually smoothes over such difficulties, 
so it is likely that this change in the sentence 
division was made after translation. However, 
the reversal of the sentence order (this time 
certainly by the translator) at the beginning of §4 
makes it difficult to be absolutely certain here. 
F-Group 
3,1 Egmonas. (FL) This unidentifiable place- 
name has been edited out by Ger, who replaces the 
confusing construction Hic Egmonas stadia xviiii 
(which should probably read Hinc ad as in 3,5) 
with the uncontroversial et exinde. 
3,2 maxima negotiatorum. (FL) This reference to 
this settlement as a great centre of trade seems 
not to have been fully understood by Ger, who changes 
it to magna et negociatoribus exposita 'large and 
exposed/accessible to merchants'. 
3,3 berbices sunt ibi inmensi ac capree. (FL) 
The reading of FLCor, capree, in place of the 
meaningless ac pree should probably be interpreted 
'there are immense sheep and goats there'. Ac can 
be employed in expressions of comparison, but usually 
only with the comparative or with words such as 
ý5aýýý 
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name has been edited out by Ger, who replaces the 
confusing construction Hic Egmonas stadia xviiii 
(which should probably read Hinc ad as in 3,5) 
with the uncontroversial et exinde. 
3,2 maxima negotiatorum. (FL) This reference to 
this settlement as a great centre of trade seems 
not to have been fully understood by Ger, who changes 
it to magna et negociatoribus exposita 'large and 
exposed/accessible to merchants'. 
3,3 berbiees sunt ibi inmensi ac capree. (FL) 
The reading of FLCor, capree, in place of the 
meaningless ac pree should probably be interpreted 
'there are immense sheep and goats there'. Ac can 
be employed in expressions of comparison, but usually 
only with the comparative or with words such as 
5'414. 
virmi. Zie which express comparison. P-Group compares 
the size of the sheep with that of oxen, but a 
comparison with goats would not indicate anything 
out of the ordinary, as sheep and goats arc normally 
the same size. Ger takes as as land', rewriting 
to tell of the manufacture of garments from the 
fleece or hide (vcUZcri. hue) of sheep and Coats. 
He links the products with the presence of the 
merchants by the simple expedient of referring try 
manufacture rather than agriculture. 
3, L biooiqua. (Ger) This misreading of the correct 
fore birri 'cloaks' (as in FL) may point to an 
exemplar in an insular script. Gervase appears 
to have been unfamiliar with the werd. : is 
substitution is not meaningful here - bisca 'red 
deer hind'; bissa 'two thirds'. 
3,5 ad naridic versus. (FL) is an unusual and 
tortuous way of expressing adverßue r-aridicr 'towards 
the South'. geridic is used rarely in these texts 
to express direction, the preference being for 
directions as measured on the road, to left and 
right, not as seen on the map. These two facts may 
indicate that P-Group' , ad rcdoru. ei. vitatcrr 
represents the earlier reading of the Latter, 
and that vcrcua was added in FL aftcr rradorum had 
been changed to iaridic. toroua is not in any 
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case necessary for the sense and has been omitted. 
by Ger. 
3,5 occurrit. (Ger) Twice in this passage (cf. 
3,15) Ger replaces the verb to be'with occurro. 
In both instances the subject is civitas. 
3,10 AnteZetens. (FL) This unknown town is 
probably derived from the same name as Pit's 
Athenas -Vagni AZexandri (see above). FL here, as 
throughout the text, lacks any reference to Alexander. 
3,11-13 Inter babyloniam et Mesopotamiam est regio 
Zocuptes. (FR) FR's suppression of the purely 
geographical data at the beginning of the text 
appears to be a result of deliberate editing. This 
is one of the small snatches the editor chose 
to retain as an introduction to the descriptions 
of wonders and monsters which are his sole interest in 
this text. 
3,12 lacus piscosus. (Ger) Ger uses this phrase 
to replace Zocus honestus et plus quam locuples. 
This is typical of the respect he accorded to his 
sources, despite what he says to the contrary in 
his introduction. It is amusing to note that the 
French translation of Otia Imperialia in MS Paris 
B116 Frangais 9113 has further adapted this to 
give: 
ý. 5 ý°6 
Do t2bitona juaquao a rýaco vl itain i7 ;' rt 
coixante lac, qui lubwtdcnt pia Irl'c n. (f . 247V ) 
3,13 Damnas castrorum. (FL) Car's emendation to 
Par. accur7 has net with approval from modern editors 
(e. g. P. Gibb, op. cit., p. 133) and it may well be 
correct, for the route between Mesopotamia and 
Damascus borders on Arabia Deacrta, that haven for 
fabled creatures. An alternative localisation to 
the Levite town of Damna (referred to in the Bible 
as Dimnan, Jos. 21,35 R. S. V. ) has little to recommend 
it except the need for no textual emendation. It 
also is in Pal'3stine, and unlike Damascus it is 
little-known, although occasionally referred to 
in commentaries. (The Vulgate gives the name Damna. ) 
3,14 rzaraioncc plcracuc. (Ger) A +hra e borroc: ed 
from the Itineraries, used here, as in 2,5, to 
replace a distance. 
3,15-13 ti2lat3: o, '. "clcnima, Cleopatra, : arr; aria, 
'Sarr: ino, Maragdon, fiuvi. ua, Casia, Pea; o donia, 
end : 'a, Anda, Eiuc3; ana. 
This list of twelve states is very like those 
included in the itineraries which were produced to 
help travellers to find their way safely through 
unknown country in the days before adequate 
cartography. Some of the names in this list are 
patently corrupt, and the list as a whole cannot 
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be related to any known area. 
VaZatho. A place named vaZco appears in the 
itineraries (Itin. Ant., 233,3). 
Melenimo. This name (which means 'Too Much Song')" 
is not attested elsewhere. 
Cleopatra. This is perhaps an unlikely name for 
a state, although the CZeopatris insula is said by 
the Geographer of Ravenna to lie in the Red Sea 
between the Martis insuZa and the Veneris insula. 
Termasia. There were towns named TeZrnessos in 
Greece and also near Amphipolis in Syria. 
Marmino. Not known elsewhere. 
Maragdon. Probably from smaragdus 'emerald'. 
Not known elsewhere. 
FZuvius. Ger. relegates this to the end of the 
list and replaces it with the common Roman surname 
Fiavius. 
Casia. This appears as the name of a variety of 
cinnamon and of a variety of daphne. The Casii 
(Pliny, Nat. Hist., VI, 55 for Casiri) are 
anthropophagi in Scythia. 
Possidonia. This name, which looks as if it derives 
from the name of the sea-god Poseidon, is not known 
elsewhere. Sidonia is the name given to the region. 
governed from Sidon. 
India. Although several MSS of Ger agree with FL 
. 
'. l }ý V 
in reading India, others, including tJ (which har, 
corrections in the hand of Cervace) read , )idia. One 
group of MSS has Soidia, frequently coupled with an 
alternative (e. g. Scidia atiao Lydia, K). 
Anda. There was a town of this name in the region 
of Carthage. Arrian tells of a town named Andaka 
to the North of Kabul (Anab., IV, 2315) and Pliny 
mentions a place named Andatis in Ethiopia 
VI, 193). 
`Zuchana. This name is not known elsewhere. The 
element Eleus- or £Zeuth- is common in place names, 
and the form eleudiana given by Ger probably points 
to the latter. 
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SECTION 4 
This section on the venomous hens is present in its 
entirety in all P-Group texts. In F-Group, only FL 
and Ger have the complete section. FR retains only 
a few words from 4,1. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
The location of these creatures is given differently 
in the two groups, but they agree in referring to 
a place ... called F1.. niae 
(F-Group gives the name as castellum PhiZoniae. This 
may seem very remote from Mir's Zentibelsinea, but this 
name is given as two separate names in Pit and OFr 
(EP omits the second element) and if the i from 
-cinea replaces the e from Pit's Feniae the result 
is F-Group's Philoniae, lacking only the second 
syllable, -Zo-. ) 
where there are hens like ours and of the same colour 
(quales et apud nos similes cotore). But if anyone 
wants to catch one of them 
(P-Group texts add here a reference to touching them 
by hand, which is a little confused in some versions) 
his body burns 
(Some P-Group texts explain that this is because they 




liens which produce fire if threatened are referred 
to in some of the fuller versions of the Letter of 
Alexander to Olympias, in Pseudo-Calli. thenes, 11,36. 
The translation of the Armenian version ( rzo Romarie d 
of Alexander the Great by F'seuao-Cal Zi ntº'rw; ºsee, 
translated from the Armenian version by A. M. 
Wolohojian, N. Y., London, 1969, pp. 114-115) reads: 
And in the river there, there were fowl similar 
to those in our land. Cut if anyone approact+ed 
them, fire came out of them. And I ordered that 
no ono approach them. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
4,1 £t pres de la z oi. tie dune niZZo naijecnt g lines. 
oFr is alone in separating the half rile from the 
remainder of the distance in 3,11 (see note to that 
line). The translator, as elsewhere, has changed 
the order of the clauses in order to improve the 
style. 
Cron f ereJ to. This seems an incomplete rendering 
of hair's cuntibus 'for those going to'. 
E. V. cordon (Year's Work in Eng t ish Studier, 1924, 
p. 68) suggests the insertion of Ponno on the analogy 
of 691 where the problematic reading of Mir: 
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HasceZZentia babiZoniam proficiscentibus 
has been amplified in translation to: 
HaseeZZentia hatte jcet land. jbonne mon 
to babiZonia fcorcl .,. 
This is not a particularly good comparison, because.. 
both the translator and the scribe who wrote MS B of 
Mir were aware of the difficulties created by 
the corruption of A Seleucia to Hascellentia, and, -- 
amplified the text accordingly. 
The use of the present participle in the dative plural 
with expressions of distance or location is a 
stylistic feature of the Letter, but there are no 
other examples which are directly comparable with" 
this one. The occurrence in 28,3 has been 
misunderstood by the translator, and other instances"" 
are not paralleled in P-Group. 
ad mare rubrum. Only the P-Group texts locate 
these hens near the Red Sea. There is a tendency 
in P-Group for more and more items to be associated" 
with either the Red Sea or the River Brixo, and this'-" 
tendency is carried on into LM. F-Group texts 
refer to the Red Sea five times, but in only three-,, 
sections. No fewer than six different marvels, 
are linked with the Red Sea in one or more of the,, __,. -' 
P-Group texts and derivatives. ., 
5t2 
4,2 LentibGZeinca. (Mir) Mir is alone in rer. arding 
this as a single word. The first element, tcntibct, 
is found in exactly this form in EP and OFr, with Pit 
varying only by a single letter with Lcntabat. The 
source of this word is uncertain. It is unlikely to 
be a corruption of F-Group's caatotium, and as a place- 
name it is unknown elsewhere. There was a place by 
the name of Lentulis (AtvtouAov ), but its location in 
Pannonia (an inland region to the North of the 
Adriatic, now part of Austria, Hungary and Yugoslavia) 
is outside the usual geographical scope of this text. 
The second element of the name, sinea, probably 
derives from the form finiae or phitoniae, as 
discussed above. It is noteworthy that both Pit 
and FL, whose forms mark the closest convergence 
between the two groups, give this word a feminine 
genitive singular ending, which in FR has been changed 
into a well-attested masculine personal name Philo 
(filonis). OFr also uses a genitive construction, 
Lentibet de Surie. The -ur- is probably the result 
of misinterpretation of the three minims of -in-, 
which would indicate a source MS in which a short form 
of i was used. Place names including the genitive 
form of a personal name or the name of a country are 
not uncommon, and it seems certain that the underlying 
name, now apparently irretrievable, was of this type. 
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4,3 in quibus galline nascuntur. (Mir) quibus-° 
does not agree in number with either of its expected 
antecedents, Zocus or ZentibeZsinea. Comparison 
with Pit's in quibus locis and EP's in cuius finibus 
indicates that Mir received this word in the plural, ' 
and that the accompanying noun has been dropped. - _ 
txm (OE-V) A preposition has apparently been omitted 
here. OE-T reads on Jan, which may represent a 
more accurate copy of the archetype or may be a 
restoration. 
4,4 rubicundo colare. (Mir) A late corruption in 
Mir (carried into the OE translation) from the 
similes found in all other versions. P. Gibb 
(op. cit. p. 133) attempts to explain this as confusion 
with surrufus 'reddish', but no such explanation is-- 
necessary. There are several points at which Mir 
diverges in details of physical description from the 
readings of the other P-Group texts, and at each-of 
these points the new reading describes what we see 
in the picture cycle. In this instance the five. 
birds portrayed in T are of two types. Two of them 
are vermilion with their feathers picked out in lake,. ' 
the other three are a pinkish brick red colour. 
V shows only two birds, but both are a mixture of 
pink and red. A scribe, who may also have been 
an illustrator, replaced similes with the name for 
"ý 
ýý 
the colour of the hens in his exemplar or, possibly, 
of the hens in his own copy, if (unlike ? IS T) the 
illuminations were made first in that MS. 
4,5-6 manure suam quarr tctipcrit, totunque aorpur 
conburit. (Mir) This reading is obviously corrupt. 
Tetigerit shares the subject of the earlier verb 
votuerit, namely aiiquis, but it appears to have two 
objects. tianum suam 'his own hand' and quail, which 
must refer to one of the hens, are both in the 
accusative. This confusion was probably already in 
the text of Mir when the translation was made, for 
the translator has avoided the problem by omitting 
ranum Guam. (A.: thrinan 'to touch' may have been 
felt to include the idea 'with the hand'. but there 
are frequent instances where this is expressed 
separately, as in Beowulf 722, hire fol um r thran. ) 
Pit's reading menu sua si totigerit, totum corpus 
comburet 'if he touches then, with his hand all 
his body burns up' appears to solve the problem 
present in Mir. However, it requires an intransitive 
use of the transitive verb eomburo. (This unusual 
use of comburo probably goes back to the comzon 
ancestor of both P and F-Groups, for the F-Group 
text shows the same feature, unless we are to under- 
stand that the man consumes his own hand by fire. ) 
The OE translation renders conburit with a transitive 
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verb, put in the plural to agree with the hens -' 
forbcvrnao3 hi. The OFr translator, on the other 
hand, used the intransitive form arderoit. 
It was probably this confusion over whether comburo 
should be used intransitively which caused EP to, rewrite, 
moving away from the original sense and producing,, - 
manes eius qui tetigerit, corpus earum comburit, -- 
'the hand of anyone who touches them burns their,: 
bodies'. - 
him o crthrinec( (OE-V) V uses the dative plural, 
agreeing in number with hi (4,4) and forbcernac hi 
(4)6). T on the other hand agrees with the Latin-- 
text in using the dative singular, hyre. 
o 'ever' appears only in MS V. The verb c thrinan 
is used again in 8,6 where it is preceded, again only 
in V, by the unrounded form, a. In neither instance 
is there any support for this from the Latin text, * 
and it is possible that the addition was made to 
improve the euphony of the sentences. (There is, -, 
however, no other evidence that anyone, either 
translator or scribe, considered the text as a work,, - 
which might be read aloud. ) 
4,6 sona. At this point sona 'at once' has been 
inserted in the OE translation with no apparent 
support from the Latin texts. In a similar instance 
in 8,6 where Mir lacks an adverb but OE reads sona, 
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no fewer than three other texts (UP, UI and OFr) have 
a word which corresponds directly to the Ot (cito and 
tan tort). 
i4, & quia v cn: ef icac aunt. (Pit) Tni . Phrase , which 
appears in OFr as car cZcs sont cnvonimoca, evidently 
formed part of the ancestral P-Group text. It in 
lacking in the surviving texts of Mir, but a similar 
phrase was probably present in Mir at the time of 
the OE translation, giving pcrt oyndon u7tßefrcrgctiau 
Zibtac. It is likely that the Latin which gave 
rise to this read quae veneficia cunt, 'which are 
sorcery'. LibLac, 'sorcery, witchcraft, art 
of poisoning' is frequently associated with 
veneficare in glossaries. uni efrcrgelieu, 'unheard 
of, is without any support from the Latin texts 
and is probably to be explained as an embellishment 
by the translator. It appears again in a similar 
phrase in 5.8 ( Pcr tc 'ndon Pa unge fringe t scu door); 
in this instance no convincing parallels are found 
in the other texts. 
F-Group 
4,1 In qua est oppidui quad dicitur caotQZZum filonic. 
(FR) FR, which omits the bulk of il-w, presur. ably 
because the material was not of interest, adds the 
name castehtum fiZonis to the seven words it retains 
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from §3 together with a linking phrase to form a 
brief, quasi-factual introduction to the accounts of 
monsters. 
4,1-2 ad casteZZum PhiZoniae qui locus dictus est 
stadia ccc. (FL) This expression is very awkward 
and appears to have lost a place name after est. 
Ger, who has no compunction about mutilating his 
sources to remove distances in stadia and other 
irrelevant information, changes this to ad castetlur 
filonie transitus est, 'one crosses to the castle 
of Philonia'. 
The name Philoniae (genitive singular of PhiZonid) 
probably corresponds to the Feniae/sinea element of 
the name given in the P-Group texts, as discussed'` 
above. FL retains a Greek-type spelling with ph. 
FR has changed the gender, turning it into the 
Greek personal name Philo, genitive singular 
filonis. MS N of Ger (the MS with autograph 
corrections used as base MS for this edition) gives 
the name as fiZone, but the form fiZonie 
predominates in the remaining MSS, indicating that; 
Ger's source copy of FL had this form with the 
second . 
i, as in our extant text of FL. 
4,4 apud vos. (FL) This earlier reading was 
changed to apud nos in the MS by the thirteenth: ýý. 
century corrector. yos agrees with the epistolary 
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style, for the familiar hens are part of the known 
world of the recipient, whereas the poisonous hens 
belong to the unknown world of the writer. However, 
all other texts which include this phrase, of both 
P-Group and F-Group, read nos. This may be a 
coincidental agreement, arising from the logical, 
but here incorrect, assumption that the familiar 
relates to 'us'; palaeographically the change is 
a very likely one, based as it is on the position 
of the link between two minims. This universal 
agreement does, nonetheless, raise the possibility 
that the Corrector of FL was working from another 
copy of the text which already read nos. 
4,5 quas qui. (FL) We see the editorial concern 
with details of style which characterirs Gervase's 
work in the modification to the easier expression 
cu-., cas. 
4,6 prandere. (Ger) This word, meaning 'to 
breakfast on, to eat' has been substituted by Ger 
for the syncopated form of trc cnderc, i. e. 
vrerderc. This may be due to orthographic 
confusion, but it seems likelier that this is 
an instance of Ger trying to improve on his source. 
It is easier to imagine a hen harming someone who 
eats it than someone who touches it, so Gar here 
is probably attempting to render feasible an 
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account which belongs to the realms of fantasy. 
comburet. As in P-Group texts (see note to 4,5-6) 
the normally transitive verb comburo is functioning 
intransitively here. The only possible subject 
is corpus suum, as the hens, who actually cause the 
burning, are plural. The unusual usage does not 
appear to have caused any problems in this instance. 
ý: ;' 
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SECTION 5 
This section on the eight-legged beasts is present 
in all versions of the Letter. Accounts deriving 
from the Letter are found in Liber )tonetrorum, 11,11 
and Historia do PreZiis J2, chapter 123. 
Letter of Pharasmanec 
In that place are born wild anirrols 
(humiles bestioZe, 'insignificant little beasts' in 
F-Group) 
like monkeys; when they hear a sound they flee. 
They have eight feet and their eyes are 
(8 in number in F-Group. P-Group texts mostly 
agree on gorgon-like, gorgoneue, but EP makes there 
4 in number, quaternos. ) 
They have two 
(heads, capita, in P-Group; horns, cornua, in F-Group. ) 
and anyone who wishes to capture 
(F-Group, kill, occidcrc) 
them must first arm himself well. 
There is no certainty about which features belonged 
to these creatures in the earliest version of the 
Letter. Logic, although hardly a relevant criterion 
when dealing with material of this type, would suggest 
that the original concept was that of the Siamese 
twins with a double quota of everything - thus eight 
legs (as in all texts), two heads (as in P-Group) 
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and four eyes (as in EP). We cannot, however, prove 
whether this 'logical' creature lay behind the 
variants or whether there was a steady progression,; 
towards this more balanced idea during the 
transmission of the text, especially in P-Group. 
(On the question of eyes, F-Group's numeral appears 
to be supported by similar descriptions from other 
sources, although they cannot be shown to be 
connected - see discussion of Analogues, below. 
In P-Group, the agreement of all texts except EP 
in reading gorgoneus implies that this is the reading 
which reflects the common source. Pit frequently 
does not share corruptions unless they are common to 
all P-Group texts. This would suggest that 
quaternos, although logical, was a late alteration 
in EP-) 
Analem 
In some versions of the Letter of Alexander to 
Olympias as presented by Pseudo Callisthenes the 
description of the fiery hens is followed by 
descriptions of five-legged, five-eyed beasts and 
of six-legged, six-eyed ones, (The Romance of 
Alexander the Great by Pseudo-Callisthenes, 
translated from the Armenian version by A. M. Wolohojian, 
New York, 1969, p. 115). Other versions refer at the 
same point to six-legged creatures and giant onagers 
with six eyes (J. Berger de Xivrey, Traditions 
Teratotogiques, Paris, 1836, p. 364, fror, P"15 Paris, 
EN ancien fonds grec 1685). (The Armenian version 
of Pseudo-Callisthenes was in circulation by the 
early sixth century and was probably made during the 
fifth century. ) 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
5,1 nascuntur. (Mir, Pit) The use of na.? cuntur 
and cunt (EP) as alternatives is mirrored in F -Group, 
where FL and Ger read sunt and FR reads nasountur. 
? estiole. (Mir-B) The agreement between Mir-E 
and F-Group texts at this point must be coincidental, 
because Mir-B can be proved to be descended from 
Nir-T which reads bestie, as do all the other 
P-Group texts. 
5,2 quasi simiae. (Pit) The reference to the 
simian characteristics of these creatures is 
preserved only here and in OFr oasis quc cingec. 
It is shown by its presence in all F-Group texts 
to have been part of the archetypal Letter. 
It was lost in Mir before the addition of the 
picture cycle, for the illustration in T shows 
a two-headed, eight-legged creature resembling a 
wolf. 
5,63 
5,3 quum unum audierint. (Pit) This corruption 
derives from cum sonum ... as in Mir and as 
translated in the vernacular versions. Sonum is also 
present in F-Group texts. 
sonum audierint hominum. (Mir) Hominum has been 
{ 
added to make the fear more explicit. (OFr keeps 
the original sense of general fear with aucun 
Sonum hominum has been translated as mannes stefne, -; 
'voice of a man' thus narrowing the definition still. 
further to one of the specialised meanings of sonus. - 
f ZeoJ by feor. ' (OE-V) The translation in V seems 
to indicate a Latin text reading longe fugiunt, as 
in Pit (OFr sen fuient loins) instead of the reading. 
in Mir, statim fugiunt. OE-T, with race hi f Zeoo',, " .. 
agrees with the reading of Mir, but it is impossible_ 
to tell in which text the change first took place. 
5,3-5 The order of the text is modified in OFr, 
presumably for effect. Such reversals of phrases 
are quite frequent in this version, see note to 3,1. 
5,5 ossi de femme. Ossi, for ocuZos, is surely an 
error of transcription, probably due to re-copying 
of ossi from the preceding line. The Picard form 
which glosses oculos elsewhere in this version is 
iex (lß"; 3 OFr), where, - by coincidence the following 
word is ossi. Via, which may hide an unattested 
5 Gtr ,, . ý. 
but phonologically possible Picard 4iuc, glosses 
ocuZi in 31,3. De fcmme probably represents the 
vestiges of a gloss on gorgoneus. 
5,7 coo. (Mir) Like Pit's hoe, coo must refer 
back to the bestiae in 5,1, and is therefore the 
wrong gender. The confusion, particularly in the 
vernacular translations, over who is doing what and 
to whom in 5,7-8 is probably due in part to this 
minor inaccuracy. 
volueris. (Pit) The second person, which seems 
appropriate to the epistolary format, is used only 
in Pit. It may be original, but is a common 
literary device even outside letters. Pit used 
the third person in an identical phrase (apprehendere 
voluerit) in 4,5. 
5,8 corpora sua inarmant. (Mir, Pit) Following the 
use of a singular (votuerit or votuerie) for the 
prospective hunter of these creatures, the plural 
inarrnant must refer to the creatures, 'they arm 
their bodies'. OFr also chose this interpretation, 
eZes enarment Zeur core a Zeur pooir. EP has an 
ambivalent reading, which allows one to take either 
the hunters or the prey as the subject of inarmant, 
since both are plural: has curs voluerint oonprehendaro 
corpora sua inarmant. Id' pugnant. It is this 
reading which most closely approaches that of F-Group, 
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where it is quite clearly the hunter who diligenter 
se munire debet. The gloss id pugnant seems to 
indicate, however, that inarmant was both misunderstood 
and taken to refer to the prey, and shows us how the!, 
confusion in the other texts may have arisen. 
The OE translations add a further degree of complication. 
OE-T is closest to the Latin with Ponne gewrae3a9 by 
Bona grim lice ongen, : then they return the attack 
fiercely straight away', but this is no closer than 
the gloss id pugnant, and, like that gloss, appears 
to derive from a misunderstanding of the sense of 
inarmant. It certainly does not translate the 
text of Mir, but it may be an unsuccessful editorial 
attempt to return to the Latin text from the bizarre ,. 
reading of OE-V. V reads hiera Zichoman jwt by 
once ZaZ 'they set fire to their bodies'. There 
are several possible explanations for this extraordinary 
rendering. Firstly, corpora sua is translated 
by hiera Zichoman (OE-T offers no translation for 
these words) and oncrlag may simply have replaced 
a'verb-meaning 'to arm; to gird with armour' during 
the transmission of the text. Secondly, the phrase 
in V to a large extent retranslates totumque corpus 
conburit,. the last line of the preceding section (4,6); 
A. translator with a wandering eye could have shifted. " 
from corpora (5,8 and just before an illustration) 
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back to corpus (4,6 and just before an illustration), 
It is not a case of simple haplography by a copyist, 
because the Latin is rendered differently in the two 
instances (4,6: jonno forbarnac? hi Bona cat hic tio; 
5,8: hiera tichornan Eicut by onartaa). A third 
possibility, first suggested by Sisam ('The Compilation 
of the Beowulf Manuscript', Studios in the History of 
old English Literature, Oxford, 1953, p. 80) is that 
the corruption first appeared in the Latin text, with 
inarmant modified to inurunt. The presence of the 
unmodified form inarrnant in all P-Group Latin texts, 
albeit glossed in EP, makes this argument less 
convincing than it would be if the word in question were 
seen to be modified or corrupted in other MSS. 
The likeliest explanation seems to me to be that in 
OE-V we have an otherwise accurate translation in 
which only the last word has been changed. This 
so changed the sense, however, that OE-T, in attempting 
to restore the meaning of the original, retranslated 
the phrase without fully understanding it. (The 
second hypothesis outlined above is, however, of more 
help in explaining the accretion which follows this 
phrase - see next note. ) 
5,8 pa: t syndon pa ungcfrcvgoticu door. 'those are 
unheard of animals' has no support in the Latin texts. 
It is very close to the ending of §4, pwt syndon 
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ungefraegeZicu liblac, which, with the single 
exception of the word ungefrccgeticu, is seen 
to be derived from phrases found in other P-Group' 
texts but now lacking in Mir. The theory that the 
translator's eye wandered back to the end of the 
preceding passage could help to explain the presence 
of this phrase, although it is a far closer echo of 
the translator's work in 4,6 (especially his addition 
of ungefrcrgeZicu) than of the Latin quia veneficae, 
aunt, 'because they are poisonous'. Previous editors 
have seen it as a comment added by the translator 
or during transmission by an Anglo-Saxon scribe, and 
this view is probably correct. 
5,8 si sont fors a avoir. 'if they are perhaps to 
be had/caught'. This addition in OFr probably 
represents an attempt by the translator to clarify 
the difficulty of a Latin text which caused these 
beasts to arm their bodies against hunters. Gibb 
(op. cit., p. 136) attempts to link this with the 
equally unsupported OE phrase by tracing the OFr 
back to Bunt arduae (bestiae) capere (taking fors as 
'difficult', relating itto the noun force) and the 
OE back to aunt beetiae znauditae. In the face of--, 
the ' total lack of support ' for -this from the ' Latin ". 
texts and the fact that the OE translator introduces- 
i 
t; 
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ungafrccgolicu twice in succeccive pascagoo, this 
argument seems tenuous. 
F-Group, 
5,1-2 Sunt at humilee quasi sinrii., (F'L) The 
reading hurni Zes bes ti. oLe in FR enables us to restore 
the missing noun here. Ger, faced by an unusual use 
of huffites, apparently as a noun, emended to homince. 
(This is an interesting ninor example of the process 
of 'anthropomorphisation' which is seen more 
frequently in P-Group texts, the tendency whereby 
successive corrections move these creatures further 
from their animal roots and closer to the state of 
humanoid monsters. ) 
5,3 quando sonurr audierint, f ugicnt. (FL) fugiunt, 
present in all other F-Group texts as well as Mir and 
Pit, should be restored here in place of fugient. 
FR alters the sequence of tenses to accord with 
quando, reading audiunt in place of audiarint. Ger 
solved the problem differently, changing quando to 
qui ut in order to retain the subjunctive. 
5,4 idemque st. (FL, FR) The original reading of 
FL agrees with that of FR. The thirteenth-century 
corrector who worked on the MS of FL, possibly 
collating it with another copy, changed this to 
totidemquc, the reading given by Gar. 
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5,6 Quas cum atiquis occidere voZuerit. (FL) , 
The 
loss of bestiole in 5,1 left quas with no feminine... ",. 
antecedent. Ger, who had replaced humiles (bestioZe) 
by homines, modified quas accordingly. He replaced 
occidere with a more flamboyant verb perimere, 
'annihilate', producing quos qui perimere voluerit. -= 
5,7 se munire debet. (FL, FR) It is conceivable' 
that this arose as a gloss on the more difficult 
expression found in P-Group. If this were the 
case, the original subject would have been the 
hunter, as here and debatably in EP, not the prey 
as in the remaining P-Group texts. 
Derivatives 
Liber Monstrorum 
5,1 prope ad Mare Rubrum. The reference to the Red, '- 
Sea-is taken from 94, a section otherwise not used"', ', 
in LM. 
5,2 ipsa fabutositas perhibet. This editorial 
comment is typical of LM's attempts to distance 
himself from the credulity of his source. 
Fabulositas"is a late word, not found-in Classical* 
Latin. 
5,5 dupiicibus membris. The addition of this 
phrase to the standard description shows that the 
Compiler of U1 saw these creatures as having the 
characteristics of Siamese twins, a double quota of la 
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everything - even though his received text described 
the eyes as gorgonais not quaternoc. This lends 
some support to the hypothesis that this idea of 
doubling may have influenced corrections made to 
the text during transmission, and that the apparently 
logical readings are those most likely to have been 
added later. 
595 fingunt. 'they invent, fabricate' introduces 
a further note of editorial scepticism. 
Bistoria de Proliis 
5,4 hahentes oculos octonos et totidai pedoc. The 
order of the original is reversed for no apparent 
reason, except possibly that eicht eyes is more 
terrifying than eight legs. The illustrations 
in the illuminated HSS of the O. r Prose translation 
of the Nistoria do Proliio (e. g. British Library, 
Harley 4964) portray these creatures exactly as 
described, with one head, two horns, eight eyes and 
eight legs. 
5,5 cornua in capite duo. The other F-Group texts 
use the form bina instead of duo, and are supported 
in this by P-Group texts, which read b 'na capita. 
The phrase in capita, which appears only in HP (the 
other texts read cornua bina) is unlikely to underlie 
P-Group's reading of capita in place of cornua, 
for it appears at just the point where HP begins to 
rewrite its source to fit the narrative. 
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SECTION 6 
This section on the double-headed serpents or 
amphisbaenae is found in all texts of the Letter. -- " 
OE-V lacks 6,1-4, which is treated as a separate" 
section in the MSS of Mir (see below). Descriptions 
based on those in the Letter are found in Historien de 
PreZiis J2, chapter 123 and Gervase of Tilbury, Otia 
Imperialia, Decisio II, MS Vat. Lat. 933, f. 19v, col. 
2,11.3-4 (GerII). There is a similar description" 
in Liber Monstrorum, I1I, 2, which contains additional 
material and may be from another source. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
For those travelling from Seleucia to Babylon 
It is a distance of 60 stadia 
(The P-Group reading ix seems very short, and 
it is probably this reading which is the corruption, 
the reading Zx in F-Group representing the archetype. ) 
This kingdom lies next to (subiacet) 
(P-Group - the regions of the Medes, F-Group, Sidonia. v 
P-Group adds that this region is wealthy, omnibus 
bonis pZena. ) 
In this place there are serpents 
. 
(F-Group describes them as immense, savage (horridi) 
. and exceedingly 
fierce cnimis : sevissimi) :) 
which have two heads and whose eyes shine at 
night I ike lamps. 
1 
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Analogues 
Despite the contradictory evidence of the illustrations 
accompanying this description in V, T and B, which 
show snakes with two heads on one end of their bodies, 
these creatures are the aripliie! acnae described by 
Solinus (27,29; ed. Moinsen, p. 122) and Isidore 
(XII iv 20). Solinus confines his description to 
the double-headedness and their wheel-like movement: 
AJr, Yiit 8It2cna cc 2c rgit in cat gE. "t'rli:. ýn, fora 1 
alterum Zoco cuo est, altcrum in ca parse quer 
c.: uda: quas causa efficit, ut capitc utri. mquc 
eadus nitibundo cerpat tractth o circulatic. 
The amphisbaena lifts itself up with twin heads, 
one of which is In its rightful place, the other 
in the sato place as the tail; this produces 
the result that with each head rising and falling 
in turn it creeps with a circular movement. 
Isidore adds two details to this description, firstly 
a note that this is the only type of snake which 
is not afraid of the cold and secondly, the detail 
of the shining eyes which is found in the Lcttcr: 
Cuius cculi lucent ucluti Zum-ti iuc. 
Their eyes shine like ianps. 
There is nothing in any of the texts of the Letter 
to suggest that the two heads are the same and, and 
we must assume that the illustrations simply show 
one man's interpretation of the text, an interpretation 
not supported by knowledge of analogues and, coming 
I 
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as the passage does straight after the double-headed, 
creature of 95, one to which the reader's imagination 
must be predisposed. 
This same assumption has found its way into the 
description of these serpents in the Epistola 
Alexandri ad AristoteZem (ed. Kuebler, op. cit., p. 200, 
11.1-9): 
Tum ad horam noctis tertiam aZiquarn nobis sperantibus .. °, 
requiem binorum ternorumque capitum cristati serpentes 
Indici venerunt coZumnarwn crassitudine cons imiles, - 
atiquanto proceriores; ad potandam aquam ex vicinis: 
montium spetuncis processere oribus squamisque suis 
humum atterentes, quorum pectora erecta, et cum 
trisulcis Zinguis fauces exsertabant, scintiZZantibus 
oculis veneno, quorum halitus quoque erat pestifer. 
t 
Then, towards the third hour of the night, when 
we were hoping for rest, there came Indian crested 
serpents with two or three heads, with the girth 
of marble pillars (cf. the dragons described In §19'-.. 
of the Letter) and rather long; they approached 
from nearby caves in the mountains to drink water, 
rubbing against the ground with their scaly mouths:: ' 
They extended their mouths wide open with three- 
tongues, their shining eyes were poisonous forked 
and their breath was also deadly. 
In iconography the amphisbaena became associated with 
the dragon and the devil. For a study of its origins- 
and the manifestations ofr this tradition ee G. C. 'Druce, 
'The Amphisboena and its, Connexions, iný Ebciesiastical: 
, rb r ý! F 
Art and Architecture', Archaeological Jou na?, 67; 1910 
pp. 285-317. ; 
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Omission of 6,1-4 in OE-V 
The omission of these four lines in of-V is or 
particular interest, for it provides the strongest 
evidence we have that this MS derives from a 
bilingual copy. 96 is divided in Mir after plena 
and the two halves are treated as independent sections, 
except insofar as there is no illustration between 
6,4 and 6,5. No other version divides the text at 
this point, and the separation probably happened when 
the translation was added. Perhaps the section was 
spread over two pages, and the translator, who (as 
far as we can tell from the layout of T) added the 
translation paragraph by paragraph after the Latin 
text, supplied the translation for the first half 
of the section, not realising that it continued. 
The explanation for the 
loss 
of the first half in 
V is quite straightforward, if we assume a bilingual 
exemplar laid out as T. A scribe, whose Latin was 
perhaps limited, wishing to copy only the Old English 
text would quickly realise that in each case (except, 
of course, this one) the illustration cones 
immediately after the Old English. Thus instead of 
working his way through paragraphs of Latin, looking 
for something familiar, he simply moves on to the 
next illustration and works back. Working in this 
way it would be easy to overlook the small passage 
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of Old English text sandwiched between the Latin ; #; ".: 
text of 6,1-4 and 6,5-9. Had the exemplar been in 
Old English only, or had it been bilingual but with 
a different layout from T, this omission would be-far 
more difficult to explain. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
6,1 HasceZZentia. (Mir) The readings of other 
texts of both groups demonstrate that this peculiar. 
and otherwise unknown name derives from the phrase 
A Seleucia. The change in the ending is easily 
explained by minim confusion, which led u to be copied - 
as n, and misreading of c as t, which is a possibility 
in some continental hands as well as in insular hands. 
The beginning has been transformed by the addition of 
a prosthetic h, possibly because the s of seleucia 
became attached to the a and was read as has. 
The newly-coined form, HasceZlentia, was acceptable 
as a place name; OE and Mir-B both add a definition., 
of it as a place: hatte pa? t land (OE-T); regio 
que ... (Mir-B). Once it had reached this state the 
name suffered no further distortion. 
Seieucia. (Pit; F-Group) There, were cities named ; 
Seleucia in Cilicia, on the Orontes near Antioch r 
and, on the-Tigris in Babylonia. ; The last of these 
is very close to Babylon, jand the sixty stadia of 
fý 
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the F-Group texts is a mere 7 miles. 
6,2 stadia ix. (Mir) This is the only instance 
where the distance in stadia has not been converted 
into leagues in Mir/OE. OFr, which normally gives 
only the conversion to leagues, reads a cntotr ix. 
ectades, thus proving conclusively that the conversion 
was made in a MS which was a common ancestor to both 
Mir and OFr, and that in that common ancestor this 
one distance was not converted. The original 
reading of the Letter is more likely to have been 
F-Group's lx stadia (about 7 miles) than 1-fir/Orr' s 
stadia ix (just over one mile). Pit's stadia ii 
shows a further stage of corruption in the numeral. 
6,1-3 EP omits these lines, beginning after the 
localisation and the distance have been given in 
the other texts. Although this might be due to 
accidental damage it seems more likely that the 
omission of distances and similar information was 
editorial policy. EP gives no distances in either 
stadia or leagues. 
6,3 quo subiacet regionibus redoruz. (Mir) As the 
sentence stands, either Seleucia (haocollentia) or 
Babilonia could be the antecedent of qua and subject 
of cubiacet. The rewritten sentences of OE and 
Mir-B (which reverses the order as well as describing 
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Hasce ZZentia as regio) attempt to clarify the 
position. In fact, the two places are so close- 
that either, or both, could be described as adjacent 
to Media. EP, which omits the verb, begins with 
the word which functions as subject of that verb in 
F-Group - regio, possibly part of a late device to. - 
cover the deletion of the preceding lines. 
Pit gives a plural verb, subiacent, which could refer 
either to the two places named in 6,1 (Seleucia and 
Babilonia) or to the stadia of 6,2, implying that ., 
the route, the distance between these two places,,,,,. - 
lies next to Media. 
Subiacet (Mir) has often been taken to mean 'is 
subservient to; is under the rule of', and it is_ 
translated this way in OFr: et est par desous medie., 
Subiaceo can however be'used with a positional 
meaning, simply 'to lie below; to lie next to'. 
Ger introduced the verb in 2,2 in a context which, 
does not allow for ruler and ruled; dirus fZuvius 
subjacet desertarn, 'the river Dirus lies next to 
(or below) the desert'. It is in this way that 
the word is best interpreted in 6,3. 
Buea ooh. (OE) This expression, used to gloss H 
cubiacet, has been emended by editors who wished 
to introduce the. concept of subservience, which may.., 
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in fact not be contained in the Latin readint. 
E. V. Gordon (Yoar'c Work in Engtscn . 9tudiac, 1924, 
p. 69) first proposed an emendation to bugac7to, 
'bow down to, are subservient to'. There are two 
arguments against accepting this. The first is that 
the sense of bugan usually includes physical movement, 
the 'bowing, bending or inclining' is actual, not 
metaphorical. Just as Dugan frag, means 'to flue' 
(hi bugon Pa fram boaduwo Pe icvr boon noldon, 
Battle of Maldon, 185), so bugan to is used in the 
sense of 'to join' (Da bugon to Tarr cynge of clam 
here fif and fcowertig scypa, Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 
1012 A. D. ). The second argument is that buaa orb 
has already been used by the translator. it 
appears in 3,3, where it glosses habitantee ueque ad 
in the sentence ubi nascuntur borbioce ... habitantot 
usque ad medorurn civitatem. This must mean that 
the sheep live right up to the edge of (i. e. next to) 
the city of the Mede s. This same concept of being 
next to or adjacent to has already been shoe to 
constitute a possible interpretation of subiaaet, 
and therefore no emendation is necessary. 
The OFr translator, however, read the Latin text in 
the sarre way as have subsequent editors, and rendered 
aubiacet as est par dosous modie. 
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6,3-4 Et eheZe tere. OFr, which again reverses:. 
the order of the phrases, adds a noun to clarify,. - 
the Latin que. 
6,4 omnibus bonis plena. (Mir, Pit) There is-` 
nothing in F-Group texts to express great affluence 
at this point, and it is probably a late addition in 
P-Group (although early enough to be present in all 
texts) because it contradicts the statement in 8,2-3 
that a region to the right of Babylon is incuZta 
propter serpentes. EP's corruption to hominibus 
bonis plena (easy to explain palaeographically, for- . 
it requires only a prosthetic h and the insertion. -: 
of one extra minim into a group of six minims) is-1', '_ 
mirrored in 10,7-8, where both EP and Ger give 
similarly corrupt readings. 
6,9 sainao7'nihtes sva leohte swa blcccern. The 
translator 'evidently felt that scina8' swa blxcern 
was insufficient to express the sense of sicut Zucerne. - 
Zucent. The same phrase occurs in 31,4, where it., 
is rendered still more elaborately as swa man miceZ 
bZacern oneZe jeostre nihte. 
F-Group 
6,1 Est et'alia regio que dicitur pelusia. (FR) 
By removing the present participle pergentibus (6)3FL) 
and replacing it with this simple statement, FR has' 
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transformed this sentence from a description of a 
journey to an unverifiable statement of geographical 
'fact' tat the same time avoiding a difficult 
construction). The name pciueia, used here instead 
of FL's Scteuoia, is similar to the name of a town 
on the eastern edge of the Nile Delta, Petucium. 
MS P of FR at first misread the a as o, and reads 
petusioa. This misreading points to the use of 
a round a-form in the exemplar. (Other misreadings 
in 8,1 and 32,26, where a has been copied as t 
indicate a Beneventan source. ) 
6,4 Sidonia. (FL, Ger) The region around the 
town of Sidon. One town named Seleucia lies to 
the north of the Sea of Galilee, not far from 
Sidon - but whether the archttypal Letter referred 
to this one or the town near Babylon which seems 
to fit better with the rest of the description 
we cannot be certain. lt seems probable that the 
two towns were confused at an early date, and place 
names relating to the wrong Seleucia were added. 
The agreement of both groups in locating Seleucia 
near Babylon could be interpreted as demonstrating 
that it is this Seleucia which properly belongs here. 
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Derivatives 
Gervase, Otia Imperialia, Decisio II. 
GerII associates the two-headed serpents with the 
horned onagers of %7, but reverses the order. 
Liber Monstrorum 
6,5-6 serpentes quoque Assyriorum in desertis nasci 
perhibentur. The location given by the compiler, -'_. ----, 
of LM, together with the reference to a desert in. 
Assyria appears to be drawn from a different source,, 
although it is possible that Assyriorum is derived 
from HasceZlentia (at a stage before the prosthetic 
h was added) or from another debased version of 
Seleucia. 
6,7-8 et inmensa corporis volumina torquent. The 
immense size and the rolling movement are both found 
in other descriptions of the amphisbaena (see above). 
but are not included in the Letter. It is unlikely, 
that either Isidore or Solinus was a direct source 
of this information, for LM gives the names of 
its subjects wherever it can. 
Historia de PreZiis 
6,1 Et finde amoto exercitu venit in terrain Babilonie. 
Instead of the geographical location, HP gives an 
often repeated formula to introduce the account into 
the narrative structure. 
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6,6 Mira magnitudinio. This phrase, which replacos 
the irrmensi of FR and FL, is presumably intended to 
aggrandize the achievement of Alexander in overcoming 
these creatures. The same device is used elsewhere 
in these interpolations drawn fror the Letter, e. g. 
8,3; 21,3. 
6,7 duo capita quorum oculi. duo is used in 
preference to bina as found in the source. The 
same alteration has already been noted in 5,5. 
Two of the MSS collated by üilka (Xistoria Aloxandri 
Magni (8istoria do Proliis) Roaonsion J2, ed. A. 
Hilka, Meisenheira am Glan, 1977, part 2, p. 170) 
read capita equorun quoru. n. an interesting corruption 




This description of the horned onagers is found in, 
all copies of the Letter. It was used by Liber 2 
Monstrorum, 11,4 (in addition to material from 
another source) and by Gervase of Tilbury in Otia 
Imperialia, Decisio II, MS Vat. Lat. 933 f. 19v, col, 
2,1.2, where it precedes-the two-headed snakes frort 
§6. Thomas of Cantimpre, De Natura Rerum, IV, 81-, 
adds a description of the strength of these animals, 
attributed to Adelinus, to material mainly drawn from 
classical sources. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
In the same place are born wild asses with horns 
(P-Group texts tell us that the horns are like those 
of bulls, cornua bourn. ) 
and of very great stature. 
Analogues 
Horned asses are found in classical sources (see 
Thomas of Cantimpre), one of the earliest accounts., -, - 
being that of Herodotus (IV, 91). 
J 
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7,1 on aumon lande. This rather loose translation 
of Mir's ibi probably arose because the MSS treat 
§7 ana §8 as a single unit (with the exception of 
OFr and the F-Group texts, which mark a new section 
at or near the beginning of §6) and the localisation 
in §8, where the asses roars, contradicts that in 
§6, to which ibi refers. 
onagri. (tuir, Pit) The concept 'wild' is 
included in this name for the ass; the term asinue 
is used for the domesticated variety. Both OFr 
(asne sauvage) and the Old Saxon gloss to Lp (uuildi 
esil) express this idea, but the OE translation, 
eoselas (V) and assan (T), does not. Eocalas 
represents the Germanic root *esei, and this 
form was ousted by the Celtic loan-word assa. 
7,2 on Pccre rra? stan wa: stna. (OE-V) This is an 
accurate rendering of the Latin forma marina, 
'of very great stature'. The reading of 0E-T, 
on Jars ma scan Westane, 'in the very great desert' 
is a scribal emendation, presumably : wade in order 
to clarify the position of Pwt is in 8, i, by 
providing Pcrt with an antecedent. The only 
Latin version to refer to a desert in this section 
o. 5 8-5 
is LM, which is hardly likely to have influenced the 
reading of OE-T, although the presence of barren 
places in the next few sections of the Letter could--: - 
well have inspired the emendation. 
7,2 maxima atque fortia. (EP) EP is alone in 
deviating from the reading forma maxima, which 
occurs in all other versions of the Letter. It 
probably results from a misreading 
However, strength is a feature of 
of the wild ass in LM, where it is 
at some length. This part of the 
taken from another source, and the 





account in L14 is 
huge size, drawn 
11 
7,1 ibi. (FR) This adverb, which is present in all 
P-Group texts, is not found in FL or Ger. 
cornuti. (Ger) Ger frequently changes a phrase 




After a description of the strength of the wild ass 
(saepe elata exultantes fortitudine saxa de montibus. 
eveZZunt, 'often, rejoicing in their exalted strength 
they tear rocks out of mountains') LM adds a description 
ýý5 8ý6 
of horned asses which seems to have been taken fror 
the Letter, although several of the details contained 
in it present problems: 
in decartis Persarum. Persia is not mentioned in 
any of the texts, and may well to an elaboration by 
the compiler of LM. (The serpents in E& he located 
in the deserts of Assyria. ) The agreement between 
LM's in desertis and the correction in OE-T to on 
c3am rcrstan '. 'estane is surely coincidental. 
cum inoredibiZibus quibuedam prodigiis. Although 
this appears to agree with the reading atque fovfic 
in EP (see above), the vast size of the body, 
expressed as forma maxima (Mir) in the P-Group texts, 
is described in UI as magnic describuntur corporibus. 
This need not point to a source in P-Group which 
retained the original reading beside the corruption 
in EP (no such text is known to exist) for EP's 
maxima (following an apparently neuter onagra) must 
refer to body size, and would probably have been 
sufficient for LM to build on. 
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SECTION 8 
This section on the snakes and the method of gathering 
the pepper which grows among them is present in a11° 
texts of both groups. Descriptions based on those"' 
in the Letter are found in Liber Monstrorum, 111,6 
and ilistoria de Preliis J2, chapter 118. The same 
subject matter is handled in Gkrvase, Otia Imperiatia, 
Decisio II (MS Vat. Lat. 93ý, f. 13, col. l, 11.37-40) v 
but here it is drawn directly from Honorius 
Augustodunensis, Imago Mundi, I, xi. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
A region near Arabia, close to the Red Sea is 
barren 
(incuZto (EP), incuZta in F-Group. Pit, Mir andOFr 
have a common corruption to in occulto, 'in secret', 
which may indicate that they shared a common ancestor, 
. separate from the source of 
EP. It is, however, a 
change of reading which could easily have been made, 
or corrected, at different times in MSS where word 
division is inconsistent. ) 
because of the snakes which live there, called 
caerastes 
(F-Group names them caerastes, which is the proper 
name for the horned snakes described. These snakes 




P-Group texts have a corruption of the name to corciac 
and similar forms. ) 
with horns like rams, with which they can wound 
men fatally. Pepper grows there in abundance 
and is guarded by the snakes. 
(F-Group custodiunt. P-Group texts read ccrtiant cue 
inductria. In FL the phrase sue induatria is used to 
refer to the diligence of the men who collect the 
pepper, and it is probably the text of FL which best 
preserves the meaning of the original Letter at this 
point. Pit and EP, as well as the vernacular 
translations, have felt the need to improve the 
clarity of the passage, which probably suffered 
compression or contraction in their common source. ) 
To gather the pepper, men must first set fire 
to the area. The snakes then flee underground 
and the pepper is turned black. 
(FL and FR add, possibly from Isidore, that pepper 
is naturally white. ) 
Analogues 
This story of the snakes and the pepper was very 
popular and analogues abound. The account given 
by Isidore (XVII, viii, 8) is typical. It varies 
from that given in the Letter in locating the story 
in India, but otherwise agrees fairly closely. 
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Piperis arbor nascitur in India, in Zatere mantis 
Caucasi, quod soli obversum est, folio iuniperi 
simiZitudine. Cuius siZvas serpentes custodiunt, 
sed incoZae regiones iZZius, quwn maturum fuerint, 
incendunt, et serpentes igni fugantür; et inde ex . 
flo mna nigrum piper efficitur. Nam natura 
piperis alba est ... 
The pepper tree grows in India, on the side of 
the Caucasus mountains facing the sun. Its leaves 
are like those of juniper. Snakes guard the 
pepper woods, but the local inhabitants set fire 
to those regions when the pepper is ripe, and the 
snakes are put to flight by the fire. Black 
pepper is produced out of the flame. For pepper 
is naturally white ... 
A reduced version which had a very wide currency 
was that given by Honorius Augustodunensis (Imago ., 
Mundi, I, xi). It is this version which Gervase 
gives in Decisio II. 
Apua hos crescit piper, colore quidem albo. 
Sed cum ipsi serpentes qui ibi abundant ftamma 
fugantur. Nigrwn colorem trahit de incendio. 
Pepper grows among thern, white in colour. 
But snakes live there in abundance; they are 
put to flight by fire. It takes its black 
colour from the fire. 
The name given to these snakes in F-Group texts is 
caerastes. Although not normally associated with 
the pepper story, this breed of snakes is well-known,,, 
one of the earliest references being in Genesis 49,17: 
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Fiat Dan co? ubcr in via, Cczti2o'tco in s ita. 
Dan shall bo a sorpont in tho way, a vfpor 
by tho path. (R. S. V. ) 
Isidore supplies an explanation for the name oacractao 
in XII, iv, i8: 
Cerastes ssrpens dictus, co quad in capita rar ura 
habeat sirailia ariatun; }C(PtCTf- cnir, º Gracci eornua 
vocan t. 
That snake which has horns on its head similar to 
those of a ram is called cerast©s, for the Crooks 
ca II horns kI Toi . 
Libor Monstrorum, which calls these snakes oorsia, 
describes the Gerastes in III, 15: 
Cerastes autos cornuti serpcntas fiunt, ccd non 
tan cornibus qua ore nocent et lsnguis, quas 
ni-ni= atrocitatcn habere dicw: tur, et in vrtZtis 
reoionibus naccuntur. 
The cerastes are horned snakes, but they injure 
not so much with their horns as with their mouth 
and tongue; they are said to have excessive 
fierceness and they live in many regions. 
Significant Readings 
p-Group 
8,1 babilonia. (Mir) This corruption of Arabia 
is unique to Mir and OE. Babiionia, which has already 
been referred to in §52,3 and 6, may have been 
inserted by a scribe in place of a word he could 
not read or which was partially illegible. Arabia 
has not been mentioned before in the text. 
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8,1-2 Hi in dextera parte a babilonia ducunt se. 
M 
(Mir) The subject of the verb ducunt, hi, refers 
back to the wild asses of the preceding passage. 
In Pit, where the beginning of the sentence up 'toi and 
including babitonia or arabia is lacking, the verb 
comes directly after the description of the asses. 
The Latin source of OFr used the same verb, which 
has been rendered se traient. EP's cunt,, the subject 
of which is inculta Zoca (8,2) appears to be an 
emendation, made probably because the function and 
relevance of ducunt was no longer clear. The verb 
duco is used also in FL, which confirms its presence 
in the earliest' version of the Letter. In FL the -- 
present participle is used and Arabia is the subject. 
The resulting concept, 'Arabia, leading to the Red' 
Sea' is more satisfactory than the P-Group version, - 
and geographically acceptable, so it is probably 
a more accurately preserved text at this point. 
8,2 in occuito ... propter serpentes. (Mir) The " 
reading of the archetypal Latin version, incutta 
(loca) (the adjective describes Arabia in F-Group texts) 
has been I cor rupted to in occulto 'in secret' in the :, 
textsr of'Pit`, Mir and the source of OFr. This may 
indicate a 
common 
ancestor not shared by EP, but in, 
view of' other 'evidence , such as the agreement of EP,; 
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and Mir against Pit and F-Group in §I5 and the 
presence in all P-Group texts except Pit of references 
to Alexander the Great which are obviously accretions 
since they do not appear in the major F-Group texts, 
any such conclusions must be treated with caution. 
The OE translator aid not attempt to render in occulto, 
but the OFr translator, whose source evidently read 
in occulta toca as in Pit, translated it as toto lig ue 
repus. 
Propter serpentes, in those P-Group texts which 
retain ducunt, appears to be given as the explanation 
for the presence of the asses in this region. In 
F-Group texts it is presented as the reason for the 
infertility of the land. Unfortunately, EP, the 
sole P-Group text to preserve inouZta, gives no reason 
for the barrenness; this passage has evidently been 
subjected to editorial smoothing in LP which has 
removed the reference to the serpents as a cause as 
well as the awkward verb ducunt and its pronominal 
subject. 
8,4 corsias. (Mir) This form, which is supported 
by the reading corsia (Pit and LM), probably closely 
resembles the form used in the cOrMon ancestor of 
the P-Group texts. EP's Corsica may go back to 
a cc a-form, misreading of which was doubtless 
influenced by the fact that the name coroico 
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well known (albeit not as the name of a snake) 
whereas corsia is not. OFr confia is the product of 
minim confusion combined with misreading of s as f, 
an easy mistake in any script using a long s-form. 
8,6 sZeao? oppe a wthrinec (OE-V) Word-pairing 
is a stylistic feature of the translator's work. 
The single Latin verb glossed here is percusserint. 
'thrinan is used twice in this text, here and in 
4,5. In both instances it is preceded in OE-V (but 
not T) by a single vowel -o in 4,5 and a here. 
Sona. (OE) Although there is nothing present in 
Mir to correspond to this, sona is unlikely to be an 
innovation by the translator. Cito, rendered as 
tantost in OFr, is found in both EP and LM and was 
probably present in Mir also at the time when the 
translation was made. If this was the case, its 
loss in Mir would have been very late and its 
omission in Pit is presumably coincidental. 
8,8-9 quod serpentes servant sua industria. Hoc 
piper sic vottunt. (Mir) All the texts in P-Group 
appear to have derived from a version similar to 
that of Mir, which both omitted any mention of the 
men (who should be the subject of toZZunt) and 
transferred sua industria to refer to the serpents, 
not the unspecified men to whom it originally 
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referred. Pit has an obvious reworking of the text, 
based on a version similar to that of Mir but adding 
homines before sua industria and emphasizing the 
distinction with hi serpentes ... hi hornincc, a 
stylistic device used elsewhere by Pit . e. g. 12,4) 
but not in other versions of the text. EP reads 
honines where the other texts read to1tunt, which 
looks like an unsuccessful attempt to clarify a 
reading in which the subject of the verbs toZZunt 
and incendunt was unspecified. 
The OE translator was in no doubt about the meaning, 
and translated toZZunt by the non-specific non swa 
nimeo. OFr seems to derive from a corrupt Latin 
version, possibly lacking toZlunt like EP. The 
verb wardent (servant) is repeated, with both the 
snakes and the men as its subject. In order to 
make sense of the second uardent, the translator has 
added que il ne perdent le poiure pour tos serpent. 
Par grant diligence (sua industria) is applies to 
the serpents, as is the OE on heora geornfulnpsse. 
8,11 propter incendium. (EP) This amplification 
of the adverb ideo (Mir, Pit, EP) may be an ancestral 
feature as it corresponds to propter flamma in FL. 
It was possibly present in the source of OFr, which 
reads pour le fu. This latter may however be an 
explanation added by the translator, for it is a 
logical explanation of the change in colour. 
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F-Group 
8,1 Hec iuxta arabiam. (FR) In view of the repetit- 
ion inherent in pergens in arabiam (8,1-2) this may 
be a gloss or a rubric which has been incorporated' into 
the text. In those MSS of this version which show' 
a consistent handling of section division, the first 
three words of the section are attached to the end 
of the previous section. MS-P reads trabiam in 
place of arabiam, an error which points to descent 
from a Beneventan exemplar. 
8,6 arietina. (Ger) Ger shows a preference for 
adjectival forms when describing animal attributes, 
and this is a modification of similia arietum (FL, 
FR). It is interesting to note that LM, the 
other text which is self-consciously aware of style, 
also Uses the adjective arietina. 
8,7 vutnerant. (Ger) This word is used by Ger 
in place of percusserint (FL, FR and P-Group). 
Gervase seldom moves from the specific to the general, 
as here, so this may indicate that percutio 'to strike 
through; pierce' was an unfamiliar word to him or one 
he thought his audience would not be familiar with. 
The general verb vulnero 'to wound' with which he 
replaced it is less striking and expressive, but 
universally known. 
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IF this sir: ilarity is due to borroc; in{ by the i -: =roux 
texts fr; r.. Isidore or a source used bý" his (or even 
derivative based on Isidore), this LhorrowinZ raust 
have been made 'before the independent development of 
FR and FL had be`un t-- take place. Forms which are 
more loyal to the source are evenly divided between 
the two text; , -:, owing that neither is consistently 
to be referrre.: gis less modified during transmission. 
There are, however, two other possibilities which 
must be taken into consideration. The first is that 
either text, o. both, might have been corrected on 
the basis version, and that the aLreernent 
with Isidore would not therefore represent the 
archety^te . The second possibility is that the 
borro; ring wis in the other direction; that Isidore., 
writing at the end of the sixth and the beginning of 
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Perimunt. (Ger) Ger changes FL's occident to 
perimunt both here and in 5,6. 
8,10 propter industria sua. (FL) This phrase, 
which is present only in FL among F-Group texts and 
which caused so much trouble in P-Group, is here 
quite unambiguously applied to the men who gather 
the pepper. 
8,11 cum maturum piper comperiunt. (Ger) The 
simple statement in FL, cum maturum fuerit 'when it is 
ripe' is elaborated to 'when they discover the pepper 
to be ripe' by Ger. 
8,12 fugiunt. (FLCor) The Corrector's change 
from the future fugient to present fugiunt 'they 
flee' agrees with the readings of P-Group texts. 
Both FR and Ger use forms of the transitive verb 
fugo 'to banish; put to flight'. FR reads et 
serpentes ab igne fugantur ' and the serpents are 
put to flight away from the fire'. Ger has modified 
the reading he found in his source to et sic 
serpentes igne fugant, which changes igne from the 
object fled (as in FL) to the agent by which they 
are put to flight, 'and thus they put the serpents 
to flight with fire'. 
8,12-15 At the end of this passage the readings of 
FL and FR diverge from those of P-Group and show 
similarities to the text of Isidore (see Analogues). 
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seventh centuries, included the Letter among his 
sources. 
8,14 mutato caioro ': ativo. (Gar) The MSS of Gar 
show tawo different readings for this phrase, which 
replaces the proptcr flamma of FL. Alutato oalore 
appears in N and It, the two MSS usually closest to 
FL in readings and which are assumed to represent the 
text much as Cervase intended it. This reading is 
close in sense to that of FL, propter ,f 
tamma, 'because 
of the flame' being modified to mu to to ea l oro 'having 
been changed by the heat' . However, the text 
itself 
requires us to consider carefully the alternative 
reading, mutato colors 'the colour having been 
changed', which appears in MSS of groups IIb and IV 
and in some MSS of groups I and IIa. The adjective 
nativo, which qualifies caloro%olore is difficult to 
translate with the first of these. It is, however, 
present in all MSS except the late MS Y (Leyden, 
Voss. Lat. folio 15, written in the seventeenth 
century). Taken with colorer the translation presents 
no problems, 'the natural colour having been changed'. 
It seems possible that what we have here is two 
stages of Gervase's thought on the text which have 
become confused. The MSS which have the cobra 
reading are seen in other places to derive fron a 
slightly different archetype, and we know that Gervase 
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used at least two working copies in compiling his, 
text. The extant readings seem to be a conflation- 
of mutato caZore, presumably the earlier because it 
is a paraphrase of his source, and mutato coZore 
nativo, an 'improvement', evidently by Gervase himself 
because of the almost universal occurrence of nativo. 
The two were combined at an early stage to produce 
mutato caZore nativo, as found in the most reliable., _, 
MSS. 
8,15 et sic eligitur. (FL) 'and thus it is 
selected' has been inserted into the text of FL at 
some stage to explain the method of harvesting. Ger 
does not include it, but this need not imply that it`! 
was not present in his copy of FL because he has already 
omitted another detail in this section which we know, 




8,3 Qerpentes esse perhibentur. The compiler of 
LM introduces his characteristic note of scepticism 
with eace perhibentur 'there are said to be'. 
8,5 arietina. As in Ger, the adjective arietina 
is preferred to similia arietibus. There is no 
evidence that Gervase was acquainted with LM, so 
this agreement should be seen as coincidental, 
'6OO 
arising from a concern with style which is manifest 
in both texts. 
8,9 ineenco loco. The compiler's prediliction for 
ablative constructions is demonstrated several times 
in this passage. The verb fugiunt (8,10) has become 
fugientibus 'when the snakes flee' and the compiler 
inserts flammis tabentibus 'when the flames subside' 
in 8,11. 
Eistoria de PreZiis 
8,2 Et exinde aioto exeroitu venit in ... This is 
one of the formulae regularly used to incorporate 
accretions into the narrative. 
8,3 mire magnitudinis. Size is not mentioned in the 
extant F-Group texts. Exaggeration of this type is 
a favourite device of HP in order to enhance 
Alexander's glory. 
8,6 sicut magni arictis. Again there is no reference 
to size in the source. 
8,7 feriebant riZites AZexandri. The verb 
percusserint 'they will pierce through', which can be 
seen to derive from the cower'non source of both groups, 
has been modified, as in Ger. HP replaced it with 
feriebant 'they were hitting', changing the tense 
to fit the narrative. The non-specific object of 
this action in the source, horninen, has been changed 
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to milites AZexandri to draw the material into then; 
narrative. 
8,7 statim. This appears to echo cito (EP, LM and 
the vernacular versions) but it is not found in any 
other F-Group texts. It is probably inserted here' 
for dramatic effect. 
8,8 The gathering of the pepper, which is of no 
relevance to Alexander's exploits, is not reproduced. 
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SECTION 9 
This section, which forms a link passage between 88 on 
the snakes and 510 on the cynocephali appears in all 
P-Group texts but only in FL among the F-Group texts. 
Although not treated as a separate section in tiir, it 
is so treated in a majority of those other MSS which 
show any consistency in section marking. It has not 
provided material for any of the derivative texts. 
Letter of Pharasmanss 
From Babylon 
(Readings of the two groups for the second name 
diverge greatly, but all have some feasibility in 
terms of geography. P-Group texts give the second 
name as Persia, in various guises. Mir's pert tarn 
(Persia Major) and EP's persiidazi (Persil, or Persia 
Minor) both lie about 2000 stadia from Babylon, to 
the East and South-East respectively, while Pit's 
peroidan is from Persida, a form used by Isidore 
(XIV, iii, 8; XIV, iii, ll-12; XV, i, 8) to describe a 
region in the vicinity of Aracusia, Parthia, Assyria 
and Media, thus some 3500 stadia to the North- 
East of Babylon. Sidonia, a suspect reading in FL 
because it appears as 'from Babylon through (pcr) 
Sidonia, with no ultimate destination, lies due West 
of Babylon, across the Arabian Desert. In view of 
the presence of Sidonia earlier in the text (6,4FL) 
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it seems probable that FL's difficult per Sidonia 
is a modification made at a time when word division 
was weak and under the influence of the earlier. 
reference and that it wasone of the forms for Persia, 
probably one with the stem persid- which was found.. 
at this point in the earliest Latin version. ) 
to the state of Persia 3 .: 
(P-Group texts link with the previous passage by 
saying that this is where the pepper grows. ) 
is a distance of 300 stadia. These places 
are infertile on account of the snakes. 
Significant Readings 
P-. Groue 
9,1 BabiZonia. All versions agree' in reading 
Babilonia at this point, although in the preceding" 
section it had been a variant reading found only 
in Mir and OE. The geographical detail is somewhat 
'" confused, in that 8,2 locates the pepper-guarding 
snakes by the Red Sea, whereas this section seems 
to place them by the Persian Gulf, on the other side' 
of the Arabian peninsula. It is likely that the 
ý 
presence of BabiZonia in this section influenced 
the change from Arabia to BabiZonia in 8,1. 
usque persiam civitatem. (Mir) (For a discussion 
of the various names for Persia see above. ) 
ýý: ö. 0 4 
Civitatem is probably used in the wider sense of 
'state' (FL uses cotonia), but the vernacular 
translations both render it as city, oe? pcroiam ßa 
burh and iusquco a Porva la ohita. 
9,1-2 Et de Babiione ou ii poiurQo raut luoquca a PerCa 14 
chito. (OFr) The order of the phrases is reversed 
in OFr, which effectively removes the pepper forests 
from Persia to Babylon. This was presumably changed 
with the intention of removing the contradiction 
inherent in the double localisation for the pepper, 
but unless one of the names is changed (as seems to 
have been attempted in Mir) little improvement can 
be made. 
3,2 dccc. (Mir) The numerals in this passage have 
suffered extensive corruption and it is impossible 
to assess the original reading with any certainty. 
Neither dcce stadia (about 90 miles) nor coo stadia 
(as in Pit and FL, about 35 miles) comes anywhere 
near the real distances between any of the places 
named. The agreement between Pit and FL may be 
coincidental, or it may indicate that coo was 
present in a common ancestor. Even if the latter 
ttire the case, this was not the reading on which 
the conversion to leagues in the common source of 
Mir and OFr was based. Using the formula adopted 
for this conversion, coo stadia gives cc leagues, 
cos 
as in 3,5-6. The figure given in 9,3 for the leagues 
ranges between 74 (OFr) and 6231 (Mir) and obviously 
derives from a more complex calculation than two-thirds 
of 300. Neither of the figures for leagues works 
back to either of the stadia figures given; Mir's 
dcxxii. i4 gives dccccxxv stadia, OFr's Zxxiv is way 
M_ 
off target and gives cxi stadia. It seems likely 
that Mir's dccc stadia was the figure on which the 
calculations were based, for two-thirds of 800 is 
533.33. Fractions other than halves are generally 
rounded to halves in these texts, so this would give 
dxxxiii4, which differs from Mir's dcxxiiiJ by only 
one letter. 
Mir-B miscopied the figure for leagues and in so 
doing provided proof of its direct descent from T, 
for the reason for the omission is evident in the 
earlier MS. The grey frame of the adjacent 
illustration has been painted over the last three 
minims of dcxxiii in T (f. 79v), making them barely 
visible. Probably when the paint was fresh it 
would have obscured them completely, for it has 
flaked a little with age. B omits the numbers thus 
obliterated, reading only dcxx. This evidence 
is fully supported by less striking indications 
of direct descent at other points in the text. 
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9,4 Loca ilia atcritia aunt. (Uir) This expression, 
which evidently was found in the archetype as it 
appears in PL as well as in all P-Group texts, seems to 
be repeating the description of the terrain which in 
8,2 was described as incutto (although frequently 
corrupted in P-Group texts). EP's reading hootiZza 
in place of sterilia is probably the result of 
straightforward misreading, but there is a possibility 
that it arose fron a feeling that the text as received 
was unduly repetitive. It is interesting to note 
that this modification has been made only in EP, the 
sole P-Group text to preserve inoutta in 8,2. 
F-Group 
9,1 per Sidonia cotonia. (FL) The difficulties 
in interpreting a distance which is given simply as 
'from Babylon through Sidonia', without any final 
. 
destination, were apparent to the Corrector of FL, 
who changed the text to per Sidonian ad ooloniam 
'through Sidonia to the colony'. There are two 
possible explanations for this problematic reading. 
The first, which seems the more convincing, is that 
the P-Group texts which give the naze pereidar (Pit) 
or peraiden (EP) best represent the ancestral text, 
and that it is a reading such as this, giving one of 
the names for Persia as the ultimate destination, 
which underlies FL's per S:. doni. c. This would be 
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quite possible in an early MS with weak word division, 
and the presence of the name Sidonia earlier in the 
work would have provided a model for a scribe who- 
found the second and third syllables of a word like 
persidern apparently standing alone. This explanation 
seems to me to be reasonably convincing because so. -- 
many details of the texts in both groups combine to 
support it. The second possibility is that the 
writer did not intend to provide an ultimate 
destination, that he was not describing the distance 
between two places but was locating something a 
certain number of stadia along the road from Babylon 
which passes through Sidonia. There are a few 
other instances in FL of distances which are open to 
interpretation in this way, notably those using 
present participle forms (often seen by their 
use in P-Group to be ancestral features of the text), 
such as pergentibus in 6,1-2FL: A Seleucia autem 
Babyloniam pergentibus stadia sunt Ix. This could, 
be interpreted ' 60 stadia from Babylon on the way to 
Seleucia', although FR chose to take it as the 
distance between the places named. However, 
attractive as this explanation might be to those 
seeking geographical realism in the text, instances 
of this type are very few. They are restricted to 
F-Group and none is unambiguous. 
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SECTION 10 
This section on dog-headed men or cynocephali is 
present in all versions of the Lotter. Passage; 
based on this description are found in Libor 
M onstrorum, 11,14 (under the alternative name riven 
in some P-Group texts, Do oonopenis) and in 1! 1'ator a 
de Pretiis J2, chapter 119. At the end of this 
section I have followed the section division of Pit 
and FR and have allocated the line which in Mir and 
OFr forms the end of this section to the beginning 
of §11. The way in which this resolves a crux at 
that point will be discussed in the commentary on 1511. 
Letter of Pharasranes 
(F-Group texts begin by telling us that there are 
neighbouring parts (viei. naxcs diviviones) of Seleucia 
on the right-hand side for those going to the Red 
Sea. ) 
In that place are born the cynocophali 
(Most P-Group texts add 'which we know as 
conopoenas'. ) 
which have the manes of horses. Their teeth are 
(variously described as 'like those of boars' in P- 
Group and 'very strong and in. sense' in F-Group. ) 
They have heads like dogs 
(This is specified only in P-Group, but tust have 
G0!? 
formed part of the original description, as it is 
the one essential characteristic of these creatures. ) 
and they breathe out fire. This state 
(F-Group 'is closely connected with neighbouring 
regions'(vicinali divisione, see also 10,2); P-Group, 
says that the neighbouring state is rich (vicina dives) 
and is full of all good things. 
Analogues 
The cynocephali were among the best-known of the 
marvellous races of the East, and references to them 
are found in writings as early as the fifth century 
B. C. (Ctesias and Megasthenes, see Bohlen, Das Alte 
Indien, 1,69). Later accounts are very common. 
In the more scientific writings the name cynocephali 
is applied to baboons or dog-faced monkeys, and it. is 
in this sense that it is used by Pliny (Natural 
History, VI, 29 (35) 184 and VIII, 54 (80) 216). 
The idea of the dog-headed man also survived, and 
gained great currency with the belief that St. 
Christopher was a cynocephalus, (see P. Saintyves) 
'St. Christophe Successeur d'Anubis, d'Hermes, et 
d'Heracles', Revue AnthropoZogique, 45,1935). 
Liber Monstrorum gives two descriptions of the 
cynocephali, one in 11,14 under the name conopenis 
which is based on the description in the Letter and 
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one in 1,16 which is similar to the account in Icidore 
Xl, iii, 15. 
The name conopoenac, which the P-Group texts give as 
an alternative, is first recorded in Tertullian (Apologia, 
VIII, see G. Rauschen, Florilegium Fatriaticum, fasc. 
IV, p. 33) in the form cynopennae. 
Two features characterise the description of the 
cynocephali given in the Lctter, the hor , es' manes and 
the fiery breath, and although these appear in several 
writings which post-date the Letter I have not found 
any classical sources with these details. Jacobus de 
Vitriaco (who died in 1240) follows the tradition of 
the Letter in Historic OricntaHs, 88 (Douai, 1597, p. 
185): 
sunt practcrea Cyroc. ' hal i, cervicsr cq iinari cu 
ir:: ýncis corporibus i4 bcntes, flc . is, q: as ex 
ore aspirant, homines perimntes. 
besides, there are the Cynocephaii, who have equine 
necks together with huge bodies. They destroy ren 
with flames which they breathe out of their mouths. 
The reference to great site and the omission of the 





10,1-2 canis cenonulli homines vet bestiae quaedam 
vel verius homines mixti. (EP) This very long 
gloss, which in EP replaces both of the names for 
the creatures, indicates that the glossator, at 
whatever stage in the transmission of the text he 
may have been working, was very uncertain of the 
nature of these monsters. It means roughly 'dog-- 
like men, or some sort of wild animals, or really- 
hybrid men', and the strange word cenonuZZi seems 
to echo cenocephali, which it replaces. 
10,1 cenophale. (OFr) This form of the OFr 
cynocephale is not attested elsewhere and may derive-- 
from a Latin version which had already lost -ce-. 
(Compare cenonuZli above, and the variation between, ' 
" the names lertices and celestices in §17. ) 
10,2 quos nos conopenas appeZlamus. (Mir) The 
provision of a second name is better justified in Pit, - 
where the retention of the epistolary framework 
allows the first name to be that used by the writer. ý 
and the second that which will be better known to the 
recipient (quos Conopenras appellatis). Mir's 
appeZZamus seems to be a modification made after the 
removal of the epistolary context - the superfluous, 
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pronoun noo was probably added at the came time. 
OE gives a straightforward passive construction, 
'a cyndon hateno oonoponas, thus sidestepping the 
issue, and OFr omits the second name altogether. 
10,3 habentcs Tubas equorun. (fir, EP) Pit 
replaces Tubas 'mane' with cocas 'hair', the precise 
word chosen by Gervase for his interlinear gloss. 
This detail, together with the tusks, is omitted in 
OFr. 
10,4 eoferes tuxas. (0E) Here, as in 22,1, aprorum 
dentes is translated as 'tusks', not 'teeth'. 
This detail is omitted in OFr and EP, and is not 
included in the description in LM. 
10,3-4 quorum, capita canina aunt. (EP) It is 
odd that EP, which has already described the 
homines mixti as cum capitibus canum (10,3) should 
have taken such care to clarify the statement canina 
capita which appears in the other texts. Quorum 
may be a partial echo of aquorum, which it follows. 
There is a similar construction in 1S, 3EP, where 
EP has added suns to read quorum capita suns toonun. 
Quorum in that instance is a corruption of an earlier 
equorum. 
10,5 7 heora oroc birt evyZoe fyresr Zap. (OE) This 
represents Mir's ignan at f tar. uiam f Zantee ' blowing 
fire and flame', and is very freely translated. EP's 
'`i3 
ignium flammas 'flames of fire', on the other hand, 
seems to correspond directly to the OE rendering., -;, 
It is most unlikely that this reading was in Mir --- 
at the time of the translation, as Mir agrees with 
Pit. OFr also needed to modify the text to produce 
a good reading, and has transformed the verb flantos 
into the noun alainnes: et ont aZainnes de flamme. 
10,6-7 The last section of this description is 
lacking in Pit as it is in FR. 
10,7 omnibus bonis plena. (Mir) This phrase,, , .-, 
which has already been used in 6,4P, probably 
was found in this form in the archetype. Mir is. 
the only text to preserve it in uncorrupted state,. {; 
at this point. EP's hominum plena bonis 'filled 
with the good things of men' is similar to the 
corruption found in that text in 6,4, where the 
same phrase is rendered as plena est hominibus 
bonis 'is full of good men'. A similar modification 
has occurred in the text of Ger here. 
F-Group 
10,1 de equicenofalis. (Ger) The mis-spelling in 
this rubric is not reproduced in the body of the 
text. It is found in this form in MS Vat. Lat. 933 
and a few other MSS, but most have a more accurate 
reading. 
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10,3 quinocophaZi. (FL) There is frequent 
confusion between doh, -heads and horso-heads in 
descriptions of the cynocephali and the spelling of 
the name given in FL demonstrates how such confusion 
arose. FR gives the historically correct form, with 
MC reading cunooepha li and the three later MSS 
cynocaphali. Ger, however, opts for the other 
interpretation, easy enough when the head is described 
only as having an equine mane, and calls then 
equinoce fa li . The same change occurs, presumably 
independently, in the OFr versions of hP and is 
discussed below. 
10,4 Tubas. (FLCor) The original reading of FL, 
iube, is untenable because habantes requires an 
accusative. Gervase himself, in 14S Vat. Lat. 0.33 
of Ger, added an interlinear gloss i. comas above 
iu bas. This gloss agrees with the substitution 
made in Pit (10,3Pit) and, incidentally, by referring 
to hair instead of manes, reinforces the impression 
that these creatures have horses' heads, as implied 
in the change of name. 
10,5 vaZidissimis. (FL, FR) This adjective, 
which originally referred to the teeth (vaZidivoimia 
et immensis dentibus) as is show by the agreement 
in case, was understood at various times to refer 
to the cynocephali themselves. Ger has changed 
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the ending to nominative plural (validissimi), leavinE 
only the second adjective to qualify the teeth. FL 
has a more ambiguous reading, for the adjectives 'are 
left unchanged, agreeing with dentibus, but the-- 
present participle in the following line, which- 
clearly refers to the creatures and not their teeth, 
inspirantibus 'breathing', is in the ablative plural, 
agreeing with validissimis. 
109 6f tammas spirantes. (FR) FR and Ger agree 
in using spirantes without a prefix, and the Corrector 
of FL, who does not make any change to the ending 
of this word (see preceding note) deletes the prefix 
in-, the sense of which is normally intensifying 
('to blow' rather than `to breathe') and not directional, 
'to breathe in'. 
10,7-8 Ubi vicinaZi divisione coheret civitas omnibus 
plena. (FL) This final sentence, which appears to' 
mean 'where a city full of everything adjoins the 
neighbouring region', is difficult both to interpret 
and to relate to the rest of the passage. Ger made 
an emendation to hominibus ptena (a similar change 
in EP is discussed above) but this is no great help: ' 
in restoring the sense. V icinaZj divisione, which-., 
so closely echoes vicinales divisiones in 10,2F, 
is probably based on P-Group's civitas vicina dives, 
and may, have been rewritten to agree with the earlier 
'ý a \J J \J 
T 
line after some accident had befallen the text. 
Similarly, omnibus plena is best explained as a 
corrupt form of omnibus bonis ptana, a phrase which 
survives intact only in Mir. 
FR omits 10,7-8. This is probably an independent 
development which may be due to the editorial 
suppression of geographical data which is seen 
elsewhere in the text. Other possible reasons are 
the deliberate omission of obscure or confusing 
passages, or even accidental damage to an exemplar 
such as may have given rise to the difficulties in 
FL. The omission is directly paralleled in Pit, but 
it is difficult to see how common loss could have 




10,1 in Perside. The location is taken from 9,1-2, 
ad persidcm ubi (EP). 99 is not otherwise drat'n 
on by UI. 
fingunt esse. The use of fingo 'invent; fabricate' 
implies absolute disbelief. For the earlier 
passage on the cynocephali (1,16) L-11 uses the verb 
perhibeo, which does not introduce the same element 
of scepticism. 
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10,3 sub caninis capitibus. The Rosanbo MS of LM '_ 
(now Pierpont Morgan Library MS 906) reads asinis.. in 
place of caninis, providing yet another independent.., 
illustration of the confusion between dog and horse, -,, 
in the folklore of the animal-headed men. 
10,5 et ore naribusque. This detail has been added 
to the description, presumably on the assumption that 
flantes, changed in LM to expirant, contains the idea 
'by the mouth and the nose'. 
Historia de PreZiis 
10,1 Deinde amoto exercitu castra metatus est in Zoco 
in quo ... The passage 
is set in the narrative by means 
of one of the standard formulae. 
10,3 kynokephali. This form of the name, although 
the spelling is unusual, recognisably belongs to 
the dog-head group. The Stockholm MS of HP (Hilka, 
. part 
2, p. 164) gives the ambiguous reading 
quinoquephali, which appears as quinokefaiZZes in 
the OFr translation of HP (Hilka, Der altfranzösische 
Prosa-AZexanderroman ..., Halle, 1920, p. 234), and 
this translation presents an image of horses' heads- 
by changing cervices similes equorum (10,4, where 
cervices appears to be a gloss on Tubas) to testes 
samblabtes a cheval. 
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10,5 at corpora maxima. The source may, like Gar, 
have attributed great strength to the cynocephali 
or possibly, like FL, it appeared to do so (sec the 
note to 10,5 above) but the emphasis on their size 
is probably an innovation in IIP. This text 
frequently exaggerates the size and strength of the 
foes of Alexander in order to enhance his 
achievement in overcoming therm 
10.6 ex ore aspiran tes. HP, like L1,4, has chosen to 
specify the orifice fron which the flames appear, 
but, unlike IM, has restricted them to the mouth. 
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SECTION 11 
This passage on the ichthiophagoi is present in all 
versions of the Letter. LM has two passages dealing 
with this topic, I, 18 (De Barbosis Hominibus) which 
is drawn from this section of the Letter and I, 15 
(De Hominibus Setosis) which follows the Letter of 
Alexander to Aristotle (see Analogues). 
The section division followed in this edition is that 
of F-Group texts and Pit. A full discussion of this 
is given in the notes to 11,1-2 below. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
Heading to the right towards Egypt the traveller 
encounters an island 
(P-Group texts no longer read insuZa; the evidence 
that this was present in P-Group at an earlier 
stage is discussed in the note to 11,2. ) 
where men are born whose height is 
(In F-Group they are simply described as longi. The 
heights given in P-Group texts vary, with Mir reading 
vi and EP, Pit and OFr reading ii. ) 
Their beards grow down to their knees 
(An innovation in Mir and OE, probably under the 
influence of the picture cycle, gives them shoulder- 
length hair. ) 




(Variants of ; zomodith ii in P-Group, glossed in Ui' and 
0Er as ' dwarfs' , homunculi and homme lea. The E-Group 
names derive from the historically correct name for 
a race of fish-eaters and are variants of iohthioph jji. ) 
They eat raw fish. 
Analogues 
The Ichthiophagi are one of the well-established races 
of wild men. Isidore, whose description is based on 
two references by Solinus (54,3 and 56,9), depicts them 
in Etymologiae IX, ii, 131 as: 
Ichthyophagi quad vanuvido in r,, °zri vrtcrb, t, ct piocibus 
tantien alwttur. Yi pet Ingos ? r, ntwica rcgicnlcc 
tenent, quos stbactoc Alcxcnc; cr P# rr: us picci us veaci 
prohtuuit. 
Ichthiophagi, because they excel at hunting in the sea 
and they live on nothing but fish. They occupy the 
mountainous regions beyond India; after Alexander the 
Great had conquered them he prohibited the eating of 
fish. 
The Vulgate EpistolaAlcxandri (ed. Kübler, p. 207, 
1. lff. ) provided another version, also used by the 
compiler of LM. An examination of the handling of 
these two passages in UI provides an interesting 
glimpse of the compiler at work. There is no 
evident connection between the two; no link, such 
as Iterur which is used to introduce the second 
passage on the Scylla (I, 12B in the Rosanbo MS). 
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However, the compiler certainly did associate the two, 
_ 
for in four of the five MSS the passage from the 
Letter ends with a line from Epistola Alexandri, 
retaining its proper ending only in MS BL Royal 15 
Bxix. 
Epistola Alexandri 
Primo deinde aurore diluculo in alias indiae prefecti 
surnus regiones. Nam in cameo patienti muZieres 
virosque. pilosos in modum ferarum toto corpore vidimus 
pedurn aZteriores octo sine vesie nudos. Has indi 
ictifanos appellant. Hii magis assueti flwnini2 us nec 
non stagno quarr terris erant crudo pisce tantumrnodo 
& aquarum haustu viventes. Quos cum videre veZZemus, 
vicinis Fb imaridis fZuminis vivise mersere verticzhus. 
Then at first light we found ourselves in command over 
other regions of India. For in the open plain 
(emending patienti, 'suffering, enduring' which 
qualifies campo or nos to patenti 'accessible, 
visible'. ) 
we saw men Ind women, their whole bodies hairy like 
animals, taller than eight feet, naked, with no 
clothing. The Indians call them ictifanos. They 
were more accustomed to rivers or even to stagnant 
water than to dry land, for they live on nothing but 
raw fish and a draught of water. When we wanted to 
see them, they submerged themselves alive into the 
neighbouring rivers of Ebigmaris up to their heads. 
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The OE translation of this passage (Rypins, p. 33; f. 115 
1.2-5) includes details which have been adopted by Mir: 
7 cxrpied Mon trcnn hic s; as MW 7 cW gch rrc cZu 
wiideor a ron hie ninon fota uptcnge 7 lair t n'on Pa 
men nacod ? hic na: ni. gaa lircrglas no girl on. 
ana armed men, they werd as rough and as hairy as 
wild animals, they were nine foot tall and the men 
were naked and they did not bother with any clothes. 
L ibcr Monstrorum, I, 1S 
Et in %ndia iuxta occ iw 
pitosun toto corpora ruodda"rr gcnus ianinw didicinzw, 
qui in natural- nuditata sstis tcntwn tvra farina 
contecti, crudis cum aqua piscitus ita vivare 
dicuntur. duos Indi ictifanos appaLZcazt. Qui 
non terris t. Gntu^r, sad fiwninibus ac sta&72is, at 
iuxta crem Epi gr zaridem n =im adv... oron tur. 
And in India, by the ocoan, we rumour that there 
is a certain race of men whose whole bodies are 
covered in hair. They, with their natural nakedness 
hidden by hair in the manner of wild animals, are 
said to live on raw fish and water. The Indians 
call them ictifanos. 
(Thus MS WolfenbUttol Gud. Lat. 148, the readings 
of the other MSS diverge) 
They spend their time not only on land but in 





11,1 dexteriore parte ducitur iZZa terra ab aegypto. 
(Mir) There are several difficulties in the way of 
accepting the position accorded to this line in Mir and 
OE, where it comes at the end of the preceding passage. 
In aZiqua 111,2) is separated from the only possible: 
antecedent in the text as it stands (a separation 
which probably caused the emendation from qua as in 
Pit to aliqua) and the realignment offers no solution 
to either of the problems in this line, the absence of 
a subject for ducitur and the precise direction in 
relation to Egypt. (See below for full discussion of 
both these points. ) Mir-T gives a reading which was 
found unsatisfactory by both the translator and the 
scribe of Mir-B. The former sidestepped the 
difficulties, reading simply Pct is suo7 heal/'e c giptna 
Zandes (OE-T, 'which is the southern half of the land 
of Egypt, )'. OE-V varies this slightly, with pct is 
on pa sucT heaZfe egyptana Zandes, 'which is on the 
southern side of the land of Egypt. It seems clear 
that, whatever the problems of the text, those MSS 
which treat this localisation as the lead-in to a new 
section are following the practice of the Letter more , 
closely than those which treat it as the conclusion. of 
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the previous paragraph. 
Duo (OE) The OE translation regularly usec rug 
'south' to translate dexter. Deter, in referring 
to mediaeval maps with their orientation to the Oast, 
does in tact mean 'south', for the south then appears 
on the right-hand side of the map. The L cttor, 
however, seems to have been visualised in terms of 
the traveller on the ground facing a particular 
direction, in which case dexter and sinister mean 
simply 'right' and 'left', not necessarily 'south' 
and 'north'. This is one of the instances where this 
interpretation fits the geographical facts rather 
better than the map-based interpretation. The 
previous sections have taken us along a route which 
leads roughly north-south iron Babylon to Persia. 
To continue to the south brings us to the Arabian 
peninsula or the Arabian Sea by modern Pakistan. 
Turning right from this hypothetical route, however, 
we travel due west, and eventually reach Egypt, the 
location of the next wonder. 
ducitur. (Mir) The three texts which preserve this 
line, Mir, Pit and FL, all have a form of the verb 
duco, apparently lacking a subject. Pit and FL read 
ducent, corrected in the latter to ducans. 
Interpretations have been made of this line bases on 
the assumption tnat ducont requires an animate subject, 
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and the association, in some texts at least, with 
the previous section have caused one editor (Gibb, 
pp. 142-143) to suggest that it was originally the 
cynocephali which made their way to Egypt. However, 
duco has already been used in a directional sense in. ' 
8,3FL (Arabia 
... ducens ad Mare rubrum) and the 
reading in 11,1 is probably another example of this 
directional use, this time without a named subject. 
Such a use of duco, although by no means uncommon, 
obviously presented difficulties of interpretation.: 
In the earlier passage, 8,2P implies, by the addition. 
of hi (Mir) and by the omission of one line in Pit,. -, 
that the subject of ducunt is the animate onagri of-, -, 
7,7. In 11,1 probably not too much significance,, 
should be attached to the apparent use of the future' 
form ducent in both Pit and FL, as it may well arise, 
from an abbreviated ending wrongly expanded. The., {; _, 
passive form ducitur in Mir can probably be attributed 
to a similar cause. It has been explained (Gibb, 
p. 142) as an example of the unusual use of duco in  
p. 
the sense 'to think, to reckon'. The advantage of 
this interpretation is that the OE translation, which, 
otherwise appears to be free handling of a difficult 
passage, can be seen as a very slightly modified 
rendering of the Latin, 'is said to be' changed to 
'is'. The disadvantage of this interpretation is 
that, while it may indeed be how the OE translator 
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understood the Latin text, the use of duoo in this 
sense in Classical Latin normally requires an accusative 
and infinitive construction, that 'to be' is not 
contained within the sense of the verb. 
ab aegypto. (Mir) The direction in which 'it leads' 
presents a further difficulty. Pit Ciro Aegyptuw1 and 
FL (ad aegyptum), 'intc/toc, "ards Egypt' contradict Uir'u 
ab acgypto. The geographical facts (aiscussed earlier 
in the commentary on this section) together with the 
normal practice, especially in works presented in the 
style of itineraries, of following a natural progression 
from one place to the next indicate that ab is likely 
to be a corruption in Mir. 
11,2 In aliqua. (Mir) These words mark the 
beginning of the ninth section in the texts, of Mir. 
(In Mir-T I has been masked by the repair made to the 
edge of the page, but the tip of the green rubricated 
letter is visible from the verso. ) AZiqua is an 
emendation, a change made to qua (as in Pit) after the 
loss of its antecedent. Although Mir in 11,1 reads 
ilta terra, which seems a likely antecedent for qua, 
there is strong evidence that the original antecedent 
was insula. Although this word does not occur in any 
of the P-Group texts at this point, all the texts of 
F-Group read hind ad insular in qua ... Furthermore, 
at the beginning or the following section (12,1) both 
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Pit and OFr refer to an island, in Pit it is even 
'the same island', in eadem insuta. 
Both OE and Mir-B have felt the need to emend the 
peculiar reading, itself an emendation, In aliqua. 
OE seems to accept the suggestion that iZZa terra 
provides the antecedent, and reads On sumon lande. 
Mir-B probably based its emended reading on that of 
OE, for there is ample evidence that its solutions to 
cruces are based on those of the translation. For 
lande it reads regione; In aZia regione. 
11,2 statura pedum vi. (Mir) Mir and OE are the 
only texts which give the height of these men as six 
feet. The other P-Group texts all describe them as 
long-bearded dwarfs, a mere two-feet high. Confusion 
between ii and vi is common; a numeral followed by 
a word made up of minims (such as in, which follows 
the expanded numeral binorum in EP) would be 
particularly susceptible to such rewriting. 
The reading of Mir and OE is supported, on the face 
of it, by both the picture cycle and the reading 
homines Zongi in FL and FR 11,2-3. The illustrations 
in the English MSS show the ichthiophagos as a well- 
built man of normal proportions (see plate 3). 
This corresponds to the height as given in Mir. If 
this were to represent the ancestral reading of the 
P-Group texts, there would be significant implications 
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for the stemma, because it would indicate that Mir 
and OE represented a textual tradition which branched 
off from the main P-Group tradition before this 
corruption from vi to ii arose. However, support 
from the picture cycle is not to be relied upon; 
later in this very section (1l, 5) Mir and OE include 
a detail (comas usque ad taZoo, 'hair down to their 
ankles') which, while corresponding exactly to the 
picture cycle in T, is totally unsupported by the 
other texts. There are other such details of colour 
and physical description throughout the text of Mir 
which have every appearance of being added to Lair 
on the basis of the illustrations. 
The support, or apparent support, from the readings 
of FL and FR must also be treated with caution. 
In these texts there is no numeral, simply the phrase 
horines longi. This phrase could mean 'tall men', 
which would support Mir. It could equally be what 
is left after a numeral expressing their height was 
omitted in a common ancestor, and whether that numeral 
expressed an abnormally short height (as in the 
other P-(roup texts) or an above-average height (as 
in mir) cannot now be assessed. A third possibility 
is suggested by the emendation made in FL by the 
Corrector - he emended longi to Zongas, qualifying 
barbas. The agreement between FL and FR in reading 
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langi makes this unlikely. In all, the apparent 
support for the reading of Mir turns out to be too 
insubstantial to outweigh the evidence on the stemma 
which can be deduced from other points in the text. 
vi must be seen, therefore, as a late modification 
in Mir, which developed in conjunction with the 
picture cycle. 
11,4 barbas. (Mir) The texts usually closer to 
the original version of the Letter use the plural 
barbas (Mir, Pit, EP, FL and the earlier MSS of FR). 
This is in agreement with the practice adopted by 
writers such as Solinus (30,8: Cynomolgos aiunt habere 
caninos rictus t'dog-like open mouths', acc. pl. ) 
et prominuZa ora ('prominent mouths' acc. pl. )). 
The later copies of the text, and those editors who 
were concerned with imposing their own style on the 
material they handled (FR, MSS M and P. LM and Ger) 
all follow the practice adopted in modern French 
of using the singular for an item of which each person 
has only one, hence barbam. The Old French translation 
uses a plural, et Zeur pendent leur barbes. 
11,5 comas usque ad tabos. (Mir) This detail, which 
is found only in Mir and OE, derives almost certainly 
from the picture cycle,, which depicts these creatures 
as having exceptionally long hair. This long hair, 
which in the illustration covers the man's nakedness, 
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and the abnormal height attributed to these men in 
Mir (but nowhere else) both agree with the description 
given in the Letter of Alexander to Aristotle, particularly 
in the version used for the Old English translation of 
that Letter which follows Wonders in the Vitellius H. 
11,6 homodubii. (Mir) Two different words are used 
in the OE versions to render norodubii.. OE-V uses a 
literal translation, twimen, not known elsewhere. 
(Twi- and twy- has sometimes been seen by editors as 
the numeral 'two', meaning 'double' (cf. Gibb, p. 144) 
but it derives from tweo, 'doubt'. ) OE-T uses twylioe, 
the word used to translate hoznoaubii in both IUUSS in 25,4. 
This latter word is used by other writers to express 
a similar concept (e. g. by JElfric in Grammar, 6,6, 
where dubii generis is glossed twyliees cynnec). 
EP gives two forms of the name. The first is cenodubii, 
which appears to be comprised of the first element of 
canis cenonulti (the only name given in EP for the 
cynocephali) and the second element of homodubii, the 
form found in Mir. The second name given in EP is in 
the form of a gloss, id est honuncuti. Homunculus 
'dwarf' does not mean the same as horodubii, but it 
does provide an accurate description of the men 
depicted in this version of the text. It was probably 
a Latin word such as this which lay before the OFr 
translator, who calls them hormstea. 
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Homines Durci (Pit) seems to have been corrected by a 
grammatically conscious scribe from homo to homines`, - 
to correspond with the plural verb and adjective. 
11,7 manducant. (Mir; Pit) A post-classical 
derivative of mando 'to devour', manduco has overtones 
of gluttony which are inappropriate to the restricted- 
diet described here. 
by Zifia 17 Pa etaj. (OE) The use of two words 
'to"- 
translate one is not, in this instance, an example+ 
of the translator's favoured device of pairing 
synonyms, for the words have distinct meanings. The' 
translator seems rather to be trying to express two" 
aspects of what he saw to be the meaning of manduco` '' 
in an attempt to achieve a satisfactory translation. 
11,8 ZesqueZs it prendent en Le riviere de Cabes. 
(OFr) This line has been transferred to this 
section from the beginning of the following section, 
either by the OFr translator or an earlier scribe 
copying the Latin text, in an attempt to resolve a 
difficulty in 12,1. 
F-Group 
11,1 ducent. (FL) In this passage, the verb with 
no named subject which caused so many difficulties in 
P-Group tsee above) has been subjected to modification 
both in Cer and by the Corrector of FL. The latter 
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made a simple, but effective, emendation to the 
present participle ducenc, whereas the former rewrote 
completely as desoenditur. 
11,3 homines Zongi. (FL, FR) Comparison with 
P-Group, where the height of this race of men is 
specified in all texts except LM, indicates that this 
reading is probably a fairly loyal representation of 
the archetype. FLCor made a wrong, but understandable, 
emendation to longas, assuming that longi was intended 
to qualify barbas. The phrase is omitted altogether 
in Ger. 
11,4 barbas. (FL; FR- MC & C) The divergence 
between use of the singular barbam (as in FR-M &p 
and Ger) and the plural barbas for a physical 
characteristic of which many people each possess 
one has been discussed above in the note to 11,4P. 
11,5 idtofagi. (FL) The texts show many variants 
of ichthiophagi, including the very close reading 
iethiophagi in FR-P, which probably owes its accuracy 
to late correction. The word is readily available 
in encyclopaedic works (e. g. Solinus, 54,3; 56,9; 
Isidore, IX, ii, 131). FR-MC's indiophagi could easily 
have developed from a form similar to FL's idtofagi; 
it would need only a nasal stroke (possibly developing 
from a punctuation mark such as appears to be present 
under the damp stain in the MS of FL), misreading of 
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t as i and substitution of ph for f (or vice versa 
the graphs are interchangeable in words of Greek origin), 
v 
It could, on the other hand, almost as easily have 
arisen from a near-correct reading, as in FR-P. This 
would require confusion of th with nd, which is less , 
likely palaeographically but not impossible. The 
other MSS of FR both read th. FR-M shows a contracted 
form, ithiogi, while FR-C has confusion of g with ti 
(a likely error in a hand using a Beneventan ligature 
for Ii which links the base of the Z to the top of a 
long-i) producing ithiophaZii. Ger's idrofagi 
might be a straightforward script confusion of t and 
r (the, form irr-the MS of FL looks very like this but: 
in fact reads idtofagi). Alternatively, it could be 
due to (or influenced by) the explanation his text 
gives for the name, quia pisces comedunt 'because 
they eat fish'. The Greek vbPo- (hydr- or idr-) 
'water' provides a connection with the fish. 
11,6 veseuntur. (FL; FR) Vescor 'to feed on' 
normally takes the ablative (as in LM's crudis piscibus 
vescuntur) rather than the accusative as in FL 





11,1; 3 in cuiusdam cremi vasta Zatitudino. Editors 
of LM have accepted the reading vasta solitudine, 
which is found only in MS R. The desert (ercmi) 
refers back to the inculta loo a of 8,2, restated as 
boa sterilia in 9,4. (Neither of these phrases 
appears in LM at these points. ) It is perhaps the 
compiler's choice of heremi 'desert' in preference to 
the many synonyms (toca deserts; even sotitudo and 
vastitas can be used with the meaning 'desert') 
which influenced the emendation. Latitudino, although 
a modification of the wording found in P-Group texts 
has changed the sense almost beyond recognition, can 
be shown, by comparison with the other texts, to 
be the reading closest to that received. All texts, 
except Ger and the emendation made by FLCor, agree in 
mentioning the height of this race, between a 
localisation (present in LM as in oriente, 11,1) and 
the information that their beards are knee-length 
(LM barbam usque ad genua pertingentem habent, 11,4) 
and that their diet consists of fish (LM et crud je 
piecibus vescuntur, 11,7) It is in this position, 
where all other texts either specify height or read 
Zongi that LM reads Zatitudine. It is possible that 
during transmission the idea of height (homines ... 
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vasta Zongitudine? ) became clouded and Zongitudine 
was changed to latitudine. (This very change has 
taken place in LM 1,15, where' four MSS read latitudinis 
against MS B longitudinis. ) Once this change had. -. 
been made the dimension would easily have been transferred 
from the men (for whom it was now no longer appropriate) 
to the object mentioned immediately before this word, 
eremi 'the desert'. Subsequent emendation to 
soZitudine needed no more than a scribe for whom the 
word eremi conveyed less the idea of sandy wastes than 
of a home for hermits (eremita). The concept most 
closely linked with hermits is not vast breadth but 
isolation, solitudine. 
11,3 ut perhibent. The degree of scepticism expressed 
here is not as strong as in other places, but the 
compiler of LM is prepared to take no responsibility, 
for the information which he passes on as hearsay, 
'as they say'. 
112 6 Lei does not give any name for these creatures, 
which probably means that there was no satisfactory 
name in the version of the Letter which provided 
his source, for, as one would expect of a work of that 
kind, -LM gives names for the creatures described 
wherever possible.. 
11,7"veseuntur. The agreement with FL and FR must be_ 
coincidental: '' On the ablative construction see note 
on 11,6F above. 
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SECTION 12 
This long passage on the gold-digging ants and the 
stratagem by which they are deprived of their gold 
is present in all versions of the Letter. A brief 
reference is made to these ants in a very disparaging 
manner in LM 11,16, in which the story is totally 
discredited. The account given in the Letter is 
borrowed at length by h'istoria de Preli. is, JZ 
chapter 119. Thomas of Cantimpre gives a full 
description of them in IX, 23; he cites Isidore, 
Adelinus and Pliny as his sources. 
Letter of Pharasrnanes 
In the same island (in eadcm incuia ) 
(Although the P-Group texts lack the earlier mention 
of an island, Pit and OFr en chele i. sZe agree with 
F-Group in this reading and LM also inherited a 
reference to an island, in quadam ... insuta. ) 
there is a river named Gargarus. 
(Mir and OFr are complicated by the presence of an 
alternative name for the river, Capi or Cabes - which 
may be an early feature because it resembles the 
name Carrpilinus given to this river by Aelian, Nat. 
Anim., III14. In OFr this superfluous name has been 
moved back to the end of the previous section. ) 
Ants live there. 
(F-Group names them Tyrmidoncs. ) 
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They are the size of dogs 
(P-Group texts read statura canum and a comparison 
with dogs is frequent in the analogues. F-Group. 
texts say that they are as big as cats (magnitudine 
catuZorum. ) 
with six feet 
(which F-Group texts describe as 'centrally placed', 
centrios (a post-classical word glossed by Ger) or 
cintras. ) 
like lobsters (Zocustae marinae) 
(F-Group texts also give them teeth like those of 
dogs. ) 
They are black 
(Mir adds 'and red', a late addition based on the 
colours used for the picture cycle. ) 
and they dig up gold (aurwn fodiunt) by night. 
(The next detail appears only in the F-Group texts. '- 
As it ends with an almost identical phrase to that 
just given, the loss of this passage in P-Group texts 
is probably due to haplography in the common source. 
It is likely to have been in the earliest version of 
the Letter because the ferocity of these ants is 
frequently described characteristic in other accounts 
andbecause it is this ferocity which explains the need 
for such an elaborate, and costly, stratagem. ) 
When they sight a man or animal they devour It to 
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the bone and thoy are so float of foot (vclooicg(iia 
in curcu) that they scorn to bo flyingg Cut pu tco aas 
voiare). They are underground and dig up the gold 
(P-Group texts pick up the story again at this point) 
until the fifth hour of the day. 
Men who seek to take away their gold do it in the 
following way. They take some cam. Is, both malas 
and some females with calves, and tie the calves 
up on the far bank of the river. 
(The next step appears only in F-Group) 
The men cross the river with the adult camels 
and when they reach the place 
(P-Group texts pick up the story again at this point) 
they load the gold onto the female carpals and those 
hurry back to their young title ... ad pAitos/filioc 
fectinan tes) 
(This is the point at which the account has suffered 
greatest confusion. The female cartels, which are the 
men's means of escape after stealing the gold, have 
already, apparently, been sent back. This confusion 
must have arisen early, because it is present in all 
texts. The earliest Letter may have given the 
ability of the females to rush back to their young as 
a justification for loading the gold onto them and 
not onto the males, but by the time of the split into 
two groups occurred this future intention was 
U ý1 ;J 
stated as accomplished fact. The different versions 
coped with this contradiction in several ways: 
F -Group: When the men see the column of ants in pursuit, 
they abandon the male camels and flee to the 
river, which they cross as if flying (volanter) 
with the female camels. 
P-Group: (Mir) the male camels stay behind there. 
(EP, OFr) the men stay there with the male camels. 
(All texts continue) 
The ants discover the male camels and devour them. -,. 
(The conclusions vary slightly) 
P-Group: This 31 l ows the men and the female camels to 
cross the river. They are so fast that they appear 
to be flying (ut gutes eos volare). 
F-Group: This renders the ants incapable of crossing the 
river. That is how gold comes to us from that 
province. 
Analogues 
The legend of the gold-digging ants is an ancient one,, 
found in Herodotus (III, 102-105) (fifth century B. C. ). 
Strabo (XV, 1,44) drew the story from Nearchus and 
Megasthenes. The legend was a popular one, and 
accounts are frequent. Later Christian writers 
provided allegorical interpretations, equating formica 
'ant' with 'hard worker' and aurum 'gold' with 'faith, 
eternal life'. These are the interpretations put on 
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these words by writers such as rtelito of Sardis (Clavia, 
ed. J. B. Pitra, Analccta Sacra, 2,1884, rcpr. 1966, 
pp. 77 and 104. ) The' interpretation of the ant story 
given by Rabanus (De Univcrao, VIII, 3) and others is 
that the ants symbolise those who prepare for the 
Day of Judgement through virtue or good works. The 
rest of the story and the fact that the ants lose their 
gold in the end is conveniently suppressed. 
Many different locations are attributed to these 
ants. Aelian (XVII, 42) makes them natives of Babylonia; 
Isidore in his main entry on them (XII, iii, 9) puts 
them in Ethiopia, but in XVI, xv, 7 refers to India, ubi 
for^. icae cruunt aurum. Solinus (30,23) places them 
in Ethiopia, iuxta nigrin fluviurn. 
The analogues contain few place naies 
resembling those in the Lotter. Several accounts 
include a river as a crucial detail, for once the men 
have crossed the river they are safe, the ants will 
not cross it. In Aelian (III14) this river is named 
Campilinus. The Gargarus names are not otherwise 
linked with the gold-digging ants, and are known only 
in texts which might have drawn on the Letter. 
Gargarus is one of the two names from the Letter found 
in Probus (Catholica, ed. Keil, pp. 22,28,196); 
this is examined in detail in the Introduction, under 
Date of Composition. The Gorgades Islands, home 
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of the Gorgon are frequently referred to as Gorgones 
insutae. (One such example is in the Spanish 
Semei. anea del Mundo, ed. W. E. Bull and H. F. Williams, 
1959,6137. ) Gorgoneus is the name given to the 
river in Mir, and in at least one instance this has 
been confused with the Gorgones insulae. There is 
a map in the twelfth century MS BL Additional 10049, 
which follows the text of Jerome' s De nominibus locoru. , 
In the Red Sea is an island, labelled Gorgones insuta, 
on which are two rivers, Capi fl. and GargaZa ft. 
The first of these names is that given in 12, lMir;, 
the second is closer to the reading of OFr (garga Zo ) 
in 12,13 where Mir reads gargu Zum. The MS containing 
this map was in Tournai at some stage of its history 
and Miller (K. Miller, Mappae Mundi, 1895-98,3) pp-13- 
21) suggests, on palaeographic grounds, that it was 
written in that region. 
In describing the physical features of these, 
ants most analogues agree that they are the size of 
dogs (ad formam oanis maximi, Solinus, 30,23) and 
that they use their feet to dig the gold. These feet 
are described by Solinus as leonine (pedibus ... quos 
teoninos habent). Their ferocity is widely reported, 
Isidore, following Solinus, tells of the gold nuggets 
they dig up 
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quas custodiunt nc quis aufarat, cctptantoac; cra ad 
necem percaruuntur. 
which they guard lost anyone should carry it off, 
anyone they seize they pursue to a violent death. 
The ruse by which the gold can be captured is more 
commonly described by Greek writers than by Latin 
ones. (It was probably this which made it possible 
for Rabanus and others to allegorise the story 
without reference to the fact that the ants are 
ultimately cheated out of their gold. ) terodotus 
explains the use of the foal as an incentive to make 
the mare hurry back. Aelian (that. Ani. rn. VI, 48) gives 
another example of this use of newly-foaled mares. 
Darius took such mares into battle with him and 
reserved them until his army faced defeat, whereupon 
he used a mare to effect his escape. 
The legend of the gold-digging ants and the 
camels was known to the Anglo-Saxons, for they appear 
in a prognostication in Bodleian MS Junius 23, f. 149v 
(ed. T. O. Cockayne, L eechdoms, Wortcunninr, and Startraft 
of Early England, London, 1866): 
... Gyf Py frryd dccg szwa: e scynea; botwooh earn, 
mcmnum myce Z ge feoht b yoa?, and be tuxoh cynigg u. r and 
rycum rnannw. r rricol sib. Gyf fry . iiii. dxge sinno 
scyner ponne Pa otfenda mycet gold o( ra jan 
cctmettum Pa Pone goZdhord hoaldcrt-ccolden. G? f 
py . v. dxge ... 
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... If the sun shines on the third day (of Christmas) 
then there shall be a great fight among poor men and 
abundant peace between kings and powerful men. If . 
the sun shines on the fourth day, then the camels 
shall bear off much gold from the ants which had to 




12,1 Capi fluvius in eodem loco appetlatur gorgoneus. 
(Mir) The two names apparently given to one and-the 
same river, Capi and Gorgoneus (or variants) have' 
caused problems to mediaeval and modern editors alike. 
Pit's Est ibi in -place of Capi (or possibly Cabi, 
OFr Cabes) offers a tempting solution. Pit's reading 
has two attractions; it makes excellent sense, with' 
no need for emendation, and it is very similar to 
F-Group's est enim ftuvius and est autem flumen. 
However, the resemblance between Capi and Aelian's 
Campilinus is too close for it to be likely that Capi 
is the product of accidental change. Furthermore, it 
is not easy to see why so simple a phrase as Est, £bi 
should have become corrupted in this way, unless it 
formed part of an elaborate illuminated initial or 
derived from"a'damaged text. It is conceivable that 
an illuminated E: for est could be read as C, and it is 
interesting to note that the OFr MS has only one 
illustration for the whole text - an illuminated initial 
ft: 644 
at the very beginning which depicts the harvesting of 
pepper by burning the trees (98) and the camels taking 
gold from the ants (912). These illustrations are in 
the upper and lower registers respectively of a large 
historiated capital H. 
EP offers no information on the reading here, because, 
as so often, it omits the beginning of the section. 
The changed section division in OFr, whereby the 
river Cabes becomes the place where the hommclas of 
611 catch the fish they eat, is a clever response, 
probably by the translator, to the problem of fish 
with no source followed by one river with two names. 
in eodem Zoeo. (Mir) Pit's in eadem insuta is 
shown, by the identical reading in F-Group, to represent 
the ancestral reading. It thus proves that In qua 
(11,2) should refer back to an earlier mention of an 
island, present in F-Group but lacking in the common 
source of the P-Group texts. All the P-Group texts, 
except Mir (which reads loco) and EP, which omits 
the opening sentence, refer to an island at this 
point, Pit and OFr (En cheZe lisle) referring back to 
a non-existent earlier reference. The change in 
Mir, which was made before the OE translation was 
written, was probably an emendation made deliberately 
to avoid the difficulty presented by ecdem. 
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12,2 gorgoneus. (Mir) Pit's reading is close' 
enough to that of F-Group to confirm that the reading 
inherited from the archetypal Letter was either ; -, 
Gargarus (FR) or Gurgarus (Pit). Mir's reading shows 
modification of two letters; a or u has been changed to 
o, and r to n. Both are easy to explain on 
palaeographic grounds. Once the word had, by the 
alteration of one or two letters, become close enough 
to the familiar word gorgoneus, the adjective derived 
from Gorgo, for the reader to make the association, 
the process of change would have been speeded up-by 
analogy. This development might have been encouraged 
by the fact that gorgoneus, an adjective, offers one 
solution to the problem presented by the existence 
of two names for a single river. In Anglo-Saxon 
England, as in continental Europe, people were, often 
known by two names, their given name and an attributive 
name (not always a patronymic) which distinguished. 
them from all the other individuals with the same 
given name. To a reader used to this system the 
double name for a river, a combination of a proper name 1 
and an adjective, would probably be acceptable, 
whereas the presence of two distinct proper names 
night require explanation. 
ww tkyrging. (OE) The OE translator uses a patronymic 
{ based on w lcyrge, a noun frequently used in OE to 
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gloss the name of a Gorgon or Fury 
patronymic rather than an ordinary 
ending such as -iso indicates that 
saw gorgoneus as an attributive to 
named, and the most common form of 
experience was the patronymic. 
The use of a 
adjective-forming 
the translator 
identify the thing 
attributive in his 
The OFr translator appears to have overcompensated 
for the difficulties. Not only has he removed the 
first name to the end of the previous section, but the 
second name is omitted at this point (although 
appearing as garga Zo in 12,13). 
12,3 statura eanunr. (Mir) Isidore's description, 
which follows that of Solinus and other writers, 
agrees at this point with the reading of P-Group. 
Ad formam canis (Isidore, XII, iii, 9) represents the main 
stream of classical tradition; F-Group's comparison 
with cats is without support elsewhere. 
Pit reads staturam in place of etatura. This is due 
to the modified punctuation in Pit, by which the 
descriptive phrase statura canun 'with the build/size 
of dogs' has become the first object of the verb 
habentes, which also governs pedes in this text as 
in all others. 
12,4 senos. (EP; Pit) This numeral is omitted only 
in Mir/OE. It is otherwise reproduced faithfully 
as vi or senoe in all texts. Thomas of Cantimpre, 
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in a detail drawn" from LM has transposed '0i'to, produce 
iv (be Natura Rerum, IX, 23). 
12,4 habentes pedes senos. Qui pedes. (Pit)" The 
corrmon source of the P-Group must have read formic ae' 
habentes pedes senos quasi locustae marinae, a reading 
which is very close to that of the F-Group texts. 
The emendation in Pit shows remarkable concern in 
elucidating an ambiguity which is more grammatical_" 
than real, in making it clear that it is the feet and 
not the ants Which are like lobsters. This difficulty 
does not seem to have caused any concern to the"Iother, 
versions of the text. The construction introduced 
by Pit at this point is not unlike that introduced 
in 8,8 in the same text, where the subjects serpentes 
and homines have been emphasised by use of the pronoun, 
hi. In both cases more has been added than would. 'have 
been necessary to remove the ambiguity. 
12,5 quasi locustae'. (Mir) Mir and OE are the only 
texts, to lack-the qualifying marinae, reading 'locusts' 
(grcxshoppan )' instead of 'lobsters' as in all the other, 
texts. ý. OFr läoustes, although emended to Zacustesr` 
by other editors, 'is an attested Picard form. 
12,6 rubro coZore nigroque. (Mir) Mir and OE are the 
onlyý texts 'toý°desbribe these ants as 'red' as well_l s 
'black':: It is-remotely possible that rubrio represents 
a corruptioön' -of marinae, but' it would be a difficult, 
corruption to explain on palaeographic grounds. 
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There is, however, an explanation for the modification 
to hand in the very MSS in which the reading rubro 
appears. The illustrations in T depict the ants as 
red, with the detail picked out in black. The ants 
in V are different, but also conform to the description; 
of the six ants illustrated, one is red, two black 
and one piebald red and black. The remaining two ants 
are not coloured. Were it not for the frequency of 
instances where a variant reading unique to Mir 
corresponds to a detail in the illustrations, one 
might see the illustrations here as a derivation 
from the modified text. Were this the case, the 
new reading could be explained as an amplification 
based on personal observation. Just as the text in 
4,4 was changed in Mir to specify the actual colour 
of hens, so the text here specifies the actual colours 
of ants - they are normally black or red. 
12,7 Quae formicae. (Pit) Pit again uses a pronoun 
to emphasise the subject of the sentence. 
12,7-9 et quod per noctem fodiunt sub terra, profertur 
foras usque diel horam quintam. (Mir) The detail 
that the ants dig by night is found only in Mir and 
PIP (toto nocte 12,14). The rest of P-Group imply it, 
but state simply 'until the fifth hour'. F-Group, 
with the exception of HP, does not have them working 
by night at all, but 'from sunrise' (solo orients). 
The OE translation specifies the timing more closely 
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than the Latin, reading fram foran nihte, 'from 
before night; from the evening'. 
12,9 horam quintam. (Mir) This figure is supported 
by all texts except EP, which reads quartam. 
12,10-11 Homines autem qui audaces sunt iZZud toZZere 
sic toZZunt. (Mir) This rather strained construction 
differs in places from the readings of both Pit and EP, 
but the instance of agreement between the three 
indicates that Mir's reading is likely to be closest 
to the archetype. Audaces sunt is supported by EP, 
although simplified in Pit to audent. Pit, although 
using aurum in the singular in 12,7, reads iZZa tollere 
in place of iZZud tollere. In EP this phrase has been 
replaced by another, (audaces sunt) ab iltis aururn. 
The OFr translation, qui ont hardieche de chel or 
prendre, corresponds exactly to the text as in Mir 
and Pit. 
12,11 Aput camelos. (Mir-T) The reading Ducunt 
apud se camelos (Pit, EP) indicates that Mir-T has 
probably omitted the verb ducunt at this point. 
Aput is a graphic variant of apud (although treated 
by Mir-B as an abbreviation for accipiunt). The 
juxtaposition of two verbs with very similar meanings, - 
tolient and ducunt, surviving only in Pit, caused 
problems in EP, where the verb ducunt is used for 
both the gold and the camels. Ducunt may have been 
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the reading of Mir when the OE translation was made, 
for the older OE MS, V, reads lo'da8, whereas T gives 
the usual gloss for ducere, nimao?. The reflexive 
pronoun se (apud se, Pit) may also have been present 
in the copy of Mir on which the translation was based, 
for it is rendered mid him. After this stage the 
text of Mir was corrupted, producing an almost 
incomprehensible passage by the time that the 
emendations found in Mir-B were introduced. The 
emendation of aput to accipiunt in Mir-B resolves 
the crux by providing the missing verb and is an 
intelligent answer to the problem, although not 
historically correct. 
12,12 masouZos et ferninas illas quo habent foetal. 
(Mir) The agreement between Mir and Pit at this 
point indicates that this was the reading of the 
ancestral text. EP's reading is reduced beyond the 
point of comprehension, to masculoc et fezinarum fetus. 
It omits to mention that they are camels (this first 
appears in EP in 12,15, when the men load the female 
camels (camelis feminis) with gold). It also omits 
to mention that the females, mothers of the calves, 
are also taken, although the reading in 12,15 shows 
that they must be. In view of the contradictions 
and ambiguities produced by these omissions in EP, it 
seems likely that this is the result of accidental 
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loss rather than editorial policy. 
12,13 foetas autem. (Mir) This repetition of-=the 
word foetas, essential to the sense of the narrative, 
is found only in Mir, OE and OFr in P-Group. In Pit 
and in EP, which both omit it, it appears that all 
the camels are tied up and not just the young ones. 
The sentence structure in Mir is almost identical 
to that of F-Group, where FL reads cum pu7Zetris suis, 
quos polletros ... This indicates that the repetition 
although clumsy, is not an innovation to improve the 
sense but a feature of the ancestral text. Its-loss 
in the other P-Group texts is almost certainly due 
to haplography. It is just one contributory factor 
to the blurring of the sequence of events in the. 
P-Group texts. 
12,13 gargulum. (Mir) This second appearance of 
the second name for the river (earlier called Capi .. '. 
apeZZatur gorgoneus 12,1-2Mir) confirms that the-_; 
earlier reference was not an attributive, as it 
appears to be in Mir, nor was it a name for the 
island. The name is lacking in OE and Mir-B at 
this point, presumably because of the difficulties., 
presented by the different readings, for the name 
in Mir-T is far removed in form from the earlier 
gorgoneus. OFr and EP,, both of which lacked the 
earlier reference, retain a version of the name here. 
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The following forms of the name appear in the P-Group 
texts: 
Mir gorgoneus (12,2) garguZum (12,13) 
Pit Gurgarus (12,2) Gorgariurn (12,13) 
EP gal ZaZirn (12,13) 
OFr garga to (12,13) 
The form given by the F-Group texts, where it appears 
only in 12,3, is gargarus/gargeruri. This indicates 
that the form found in the ancestor of the P-Group 
texts was probably a mixture of Pit's Gurgarue and 
the gar- forms as represented by Mir's gargulum and 
the OFr gargalo. 
12,15 Et metent Zes meres outre to riviere on to zerre 
ou Ii ors est. (OFr) Although this corresponds in 
outline to the account in F-Group (12,23-25), where it 
is obviously inherited from earlier versions, in OFr 
this detail is almost certainly not an ancestral 
feature. The F-Group texts specify that all the 
adult camels, male and female, are taken across the 
river. The translator of OFr (or whoever made the 
addition), finding that the next stage of the story 
required that the females should be on the same side 
of the river as the ants, but unaware that later 
events would require that the males should be there 
also, added this report that the females, but not 
the males, were taken to the other side of the river. 
, 6.5a 
12,15 7 by sylfe onsittac. (OE) The translator 
has inserted a detail which he felt to be necessary 
to the sequence of events. It does, however, -, I'' 
contradict later details which the translator found 
in his source. In the earliest versions of the 
legend the female camels transport the men as well, ' 
as the gold out of the reach of the ants, while the 
male camels are sacrificed to delay the ants and. 
to enable the men to escape. However, this sequence 
is not clear in any of the Latin texts of the Letter. 
The F-Group texts state, and the P-Group texts imply 
that the female camels are sent home with the gold. ` 
The OE translator, by the insertion here and the 
omission of 12,16 (see below), restores the sequence 
of the original account. 
12,16 hie autem pietate ad suos puZZos festinantes. 
(Mir) This problematic line, implying that the 
female camels are sent back riderless, has been 
omitted by the translator in support of the addition 
made in 12,15 (discussed above). OFr, which earlier 
inserted the necessary detail that the female camels 
are taken across the river to reach the gold (12,15) 
adds the, corresponding detail that they cross the_, 
river again, a detail given in the Latin texts and 
repeated in OFr. in 12,20-21. 
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12,17 ibi masculi remanent. (Mir) This reading in 
Mir, 'the males remain there' is quite satisfactory, 
corresponding as it does to F-Group's reZinquunt 
camelos mascuZos (12,29FR). The OE translation has 
modified the reading slightly, making the men the 
unstated subject of a transitive verb, 7 pa stcdan 
jcwr forZa: tac7, 'and they leave the males there', a 
reading which is almost a direct translation of the 
reading of FR cited above, although it must derive 
from that of Mir. The other P-Group texts show 
corruptions which appear out of all proportion to the 
difficulty of the text at this point. Pit omits the 
line altogether. EP has the young camels remain with 
the male camels (ad suos puZlos ... ubi cum masculis 
remanent). In OFr the male camels stay not in the 
land of the_ants but with the men, after the 
departure of the females (Et ales ... passant le 
riviere ... at Zi camel masle 
demaurent avoec lea 
hommes). A key feature in this problematic narrative 
is distorted by these corruptions and the sequence of 
events destroyed. Mir's text, although not without 
ambiguity, can be interpreted (as it was by the 
translator) in a correct narrative order: the men load 
the female camels with gold. These hurry back to their 
young and the males are left behind. 
discover these ... (etc. ). 
When the ants 
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12,18 Donne Pa cemettan by onfindac . (OE) Both the 
vernacular translations omit the detail, presdnt inn 
all P-Group Latin texts, that it is while in pursuit 
of the female camels that 
inveniunt. (Mir; Pit) 
from F-Group (invenerint, 
is probably the inherited 
a modification, presumabl 
dramatic effect. 
the ants discover the males. 
Support for this reading 
12,33) indicates that this 
reading. EP's rapiünt"is 
y made deliberately för 'ý 
12,19 et comedunt eon. (Mir) This is not translated 
in OE, and there seems to be no reason for the omission., 
Pit, which did not specify the object of inveniunt 
(12,18) as the male camels (masculos in EP and Mir), 
reads eas in place of eos for the object of comedunt. 
As this corruption did not lead to any modification 
of the following text, in which the female camels-, 
escape with the men and the gold (although Pit's- 
text reads as if the female camels have already been 
eaten), the corruption is probably a late development. 
Pit retains the correct gender of the pronoun in 
circa eos occupate sunt in the next phrase, where the 
preoccupation of the ants with their prey is given: as 
the factor which enables the men to escape. 
12,20-21 feminae transeunt flumen cum hominibus..;: ; - 
(Mir-T; Pit) Mir-B, OE and OFr ali include a 
reference to the gold, the object of this expedition, 
ý6 5'6 ' 
in this description of the successful escape. The 
wording of the vernacular versions does not agree 
closely enough to indicate the presence of this phrase 
in a common source. Both have modified the 
construction so that the men and not the camels are 
the subject of transeunt: 
tonne oha men mid Pam merun 7 mid Pan golds ofer 
oha ea fared 
Zi homme passent avoec Zoo cameus females qui 
portent Zor. 
In view of the other instances where Mir-B has been 
modified using the OE text as a guide and of the 
fact that B's descent. from T is. proven, the amplification 
in Mir-B to curs auro et hominibus is probably based 
on the OE text. 
12,21-22 tam VeZoces ut putes eos voZare. (Mir) 
This phrase, present in almost identical form in all 
P-Group texts, is found in F-Group in 12,13, where it 
is applied to the ants (aunt enin veZociasime in cursu, 
ut putes eas voZare). The same phrase is used to 
describe the flight of the fan-eared men in 930. 
F-Group 
12,4 formice myrmidones. (FL, FR) (Ger: mirmidiones) 
This word derives from the Greek uup4n8v 'ants' nest'. 
The Ethiopian ants (thus designated to distinguish them 
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from the other monstrous breed of ants, the c? oppukoAEcJ, Y 
or formicoleon, see G. C. Druce, 'An Account of tne- 
UuPUnxoAEwv or Ant Lion', Antiquaries Journal, 3,1923, 
pp. 345-364) are not given a classical name in the 
passages from Solinus and Isidore cited above. 
The name Myrmidones is, however, cited by Isidore in 
IX, ii, 75, where it is given the same allegorical" 
interpretation as that accorded to the gold-digging 
ants in the works of Rhabanus and others. It is 
the name of a race of men: 
Myrmidones fuerunt Achilli socii: Dolopes Pyrrhi. 
Dicti au tern sent Myrmidones propter astutiam, 
quasi uupµrixcc,, id eat forrnicae. 
The Myrmidons were the allies of Achilles: the 
Dolopes of Pyrrhus. The Myrmidons are so called 
on account of their astuteness, Ii ke uupurlxes, 
that is 'ants' 
The race thus named lived in Thessalia Phthiotis. 
12,4 magnitudine catuiorum. This comparison seems 
to be a departure from the usual description of these 
creatures which likens them to dogs. It is possible 
that canum (12,6) was dislocated and attached to the`, 
description of the teeth (see note to 12,6 below).., 
12,5 centrios. (FL; Ger) Gervase found it necessary 
to gloss this word id est medias partes, thus 
demonstrating that he did not expect his readership; 'to 
be familiar with it. FR and HP read cintras, a form 
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which appears to be influenced by c inc tue» (from 
ci: ngere) 'surrounded; girded'. The meanings are 
sufficiently similar for such confusion to have 
arisen, especially if, as Ger indicates, centrios 
was not readily understood. 
12,6 dentes canum. The teeth are not referred to in 
P-Group. It is possible that they have been included 
in the description because they lend support to the 
statement, also not present in P-Group, that the ants, 
on catching their prey, devour it down to the bone 
(usque ad ossa). Alternatively, the presence of 
canum may be associated with the change of P-Group's 
canum (supported by analogues) to eatuZorum in 12,4. 
The connection between the two is obscure, but it is 
possible that the ancestor of F-Group read eanum at 
both points and changed the first to oatuZorum to 
point a contrast (although it is more likely that 
he would have changed the second, unless he had 
good reason for retaining it). It is also possible 
that canum became dislocated and the teeth were 
introduced to justify its presence (cf. 22,9 , where 
OFr, receiving a text with asinorum - which had once 
qualified dentes as in EP - standing alone, introduced 
oreiltes as a likely characteristic of the ass not already 
described). 
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12,11 que cum hominem auf animal viderint. (FLCor) 
The original version of FL (which read qui and 
animalem in this line) seems unclear about the-gender, 
of formicae. The scribe may have regarded -=t 
mirmidones (12,4) as 
continues to use the 
feminine in referrin 
(FLCor: velocissime) 
12,13. After this, 
the antecedent of qui. He 
masculine in place of the, 
g to the ants: ve Zocissimi, 
and eos (uncorrected), both in 
FL reverts to the use of a 
feminine pronoun, he, for the ants. 
12,12 viderint. (FL) It is noteworthy that all. - 
four F-Group texts use a different verb at this ',. _- 
point. FL's rather colourless viderint may preserve 
the reading of the original Letter, or it may be a. 
simplification of a more complex word. FR's 
conspexerint could equally well represent the 
inherited form; there is no external support for -_, ., 
either. reading. as the whole sentence is lacking-in"- 
the P-Group texts. Both attigerint (Ger) and 
invenerunt (HP) are likely to be innovations by their 
respective editors. 
12; 12 devorant usque äd ossa. (FL; FR) This detail, _ 
-lnot, included in the P-Group descriptions, is a common 
`feature of classical accounts of these ants. Itý 1' 
is possible that the description of the teeth (12,6F, 
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dentes canur) was influenced by this reference, for 
usque ad ossa could mean either 'down to the bone' or 
'including the bone', and the dentition of dogs 
enables them to gnaw bones. 
12,13 aunt enim velocissirme in curcu, ut putas ceo 
volare. (FR; HP; FL with wrong gender) In P-Group 
this phrase is found in 12,21, where it is applied to the 
female camels. The use of the masculine pronouns and 
adjectives for formica has been discussed above (12,11). 
12,16 et proferunt de subterraneo ad Zucem. (FL) 
This phrase is repeated only in FL. It is found in 
all versions in 12,10. There is no indication from 
the other texts that this phrase was originally present 
at this point in the Letter, and the likeliest 
explanation is that it has been added here in FL by 
way of explanation. 
Ger's et exinde in Zuoem produeunt is a result of 
editing to retain the sense while removing the 
repetitious phrasing. 
12,17-19 ex ingenio ab ipsius oonfinitatis hon-inibus 
ita ingeniose aufertur. (FL) The tautology of 
ex ingenio ... ingeniose is found only in FL. Ex 
ingenio is supported by the reading of FR. The 
ponderous phrase ab ipsius eonfinitatis hominibus 
has been paraphrased in FR as hominum qui ibidem aunt 
confines. It seems probable that the change was 
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made from the complex to the simple, rather than, as 
deliberate increasing of complexity. The introduction 
of complicated, flowery phrases is found in LM and Ger 
but is not a characteristic of FL. In Ger the 
majority of the phrase has been simplified to ab ; ,, 
artificibus. Ingeniose, which was presumably present 
in his source, is retained. 
12,20 puZZetris. (FL) The variation between 
puZZetris (FL; later MSS of FR) and puZZis (FR-MC; A 
Ger) is interesting but probably not significant. - 
12,21-23 et cum ad ripam transeundi fluminis. (Ger) 
Ger has gone to pains to make each step of the action 
clear and amplifies FL's quos puLLetros super ripam 
fluminis relinqunt et ipsi transeunt in flumine ('they 
leave the young tied up on the bank and themselves 
cross the river'), by no means a confusing statement 
of events, to: et cum ad ripam transeundi fZuminis 
pervenerint ad riparios cespites puLlos a U. igant et 
transito itaque flumine ('and when they come to the- 
bank of the river for the purpose of crossing it they 
tie up the young at the grassy sward of the banks, 
and, the river having been crossed ... ') 
12,25 carnelis feminis. (FL; FR) Ger omits 
feminis, retaining only camelis, which is non-specific 
in=terms of gender. In MS Vat. Lat. 933, the 
16.6-2 
hand thought to be that of Gervase himself has 
attempted to rectify this by correcting to caretcbus. 
12,26 onuste et amore. (Ger) Ger attributes to the 
female camels worthy human motives which are not 
present in his source. FL simply explains their 
urgency as adZacte, the compulsion brought on by 
lactation. 
12,28 homines vero dum vidarint. (FL; FR) This simple 
sequential statement has been polished in Ger to 
comperientes ipitur. The use of participles is much 
favoured by Gervase. 
All three texts of F -Group appear to have a duplication 
in the narrative at this point. The female camels 
crossed the river (12,27) before we learn that the men 
are chased by the column of ants (12,28) and that they 
sacrifice the male camels (12,29-30) to make possible 
their own flight to the river (12,30-32). This 
duplication was evidently present in the common 
ancestor of the F-Group texts, and may have been 
introduced in an attempt to iron out confusion of a 
different type. 
12,31 ad devorandum ewpositis. (Ger) Although 
his source said no more than that the male camels 
were abandoned (relinquentes, 12,29FL), Ger clearly 
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specifies that they have been left deliberately for 
the ants to eat. 
12,31 et cum camelas feminas. (FL) The obvious 
grammatical error here has been partially corrected 
by FLCor, to cum camelas feminis. 
12,35 et ad aquam pervenerint transire non possunt. 
(FL) The inability of the ants to. cross the river, 
which derives from classical sources, is unexplained 
in FL and FR, the two texts in which it occurs. 
Ger omits this detail. 
12,37 obrizum. (Ger) Ger introduces the adjective. 
obrizum, which refers to gold of the highest quality, 
to qualify aurum here and again in 32,29. Isidore,. 
(EtymoZogiae, XVI, xviii, 2) explains the adjective 
thus: 
Cbryzum aurum dictum quod obradiet splendore; est 
enim co2oris optimi, quod Hebraei 'ophaz' Graeci 
ktav dicunt 
... 
Gold which radiates with lustre is called obryzum, 
for it Is of the best colour, which the Hebrews 
ca I1 ophaz, the Greeks KL(p v. 
Derivatives 
Liber Monstrorum 
inter ipsa.. inania. The compiler of LM is totally" 
sceptical about the legend of the gold-digging ants', 
': 6 6: 4 
a fact which is of particular interest in connection 
with the debate on the origin of the Letter and of LM 
as a source for those seeking allegorical interpretations 
for use in sermons, for both works have been claimed 
to have been written with this as a primary aim. 
(This is discussed at length in the introduction, where 
full references are given). One of the very few 
creatures from either work which consistently appears 
in encyclopaediae and sermons with an allegorical 
interpretation is the gold-digging ant. Not only is 
the interpretation given at variance with the version 
of the legend found in the Letter (for the gold, which 
symbolises their eternal reward, is stolen by men) 
but the brief reference in LM is entirely sceptical, 
referring to the legend as ipsa inania, 'those vain, 
or empty, things'. 
in quadam esse insula. The reference to an island 
confirms the readings of Pit and OFr. 
quod (aurum) ipsae (formieae) 
The phrase servant sua indust; 
in any of the descriptions of 
It appears to have been drawn 
majority of texts apply it to 
the pepper forests. 
servant sua industria. 
ria does not appear 
the ants in the Letter. 
from 8,8, where the 
the snakes which guard 
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Historia de Pr2Ziis 
12,1-3 Et exinde amoto exercitu venit ad quendam 
fluvium et transmeans ilium castra metatus est ibi. 
Subito exierunt desubtus terra ... As with all the 
interpolations from the Letter, this is introduced 
by a formula to blend it into the narrative. In 
this instance the subterranean habitat of the ants 
evidently interested the interpolator, and he has 
incorporated this passage more thoughtfully than . many 
others. 
12,7-9 Tunc in exitu desub terra interfecerunt 
multitudinem ex animalibus de ipso exercitu. The 
superiority of Alexander against such creatures is 
stressed, as always. It is interesting that the, 
gold is mentioned only in passing, and that the 
opportunity to show Alexander as clever and 
resourceful by attributing the capture of the gold 
to him (with of without the use of camels) has not 
been taken 










cription of the ants ends, as 
accounts, with their mining of 
replacing sola oriente with 
modification in 12,16 (which 
of the ants from the fifth 
hour until sunset) HP divides the whole 24 hours 
into two periods, one spent below ground digging for 




This section, which deals with the Rivers Nile and 
Brixo, is present in all texts of both groups, 
although in a truncated form in EP. In LM it is 
included in 11,32 in the description of the calestices 
taken from §17 and the reference to elephants is 
added as a further location to the description of 
the elephant in 11,3. 
Letter of Pharaomane3 
This passage is a problematic one, for the two groups 
show a wide degree of divergence together with 
considerable verbal similarity. However, a careful 
comparison of all the texts reveals that the two 
versions are intrinsically the same. Certain texts 
have omitted parts of the description and one item 
appears in a different position in the two groups. 
There is a colony between these two ways (vies) 
(The reference has viaa is not clear, for 'two 
ways' have not been described. Vias probably derives 
from an earlier stage of the text where the itinerary 
content was more significant, as do other occasional 
references in the text to trade routes. Mir and EP 
have changed vias to 'rivers' (amnas and aquae). 
The reasoning was probably the same in both cases. 
EP makes it quite clear by transposing the river 
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names (idest niluni et brixontem, 13,3 ) to this"pö int 
from later in the sentence. OFr, while retaining; «- 
voies, gives isles as an alternative reading. ), "ý- 
(P-Group texts name the colony as Locotheo. ) -, 
It is placed between the rivers Nile and Brixo 
(FR's Inter Brisonem fluvium et nilum corresponds 
directly to P-Group's inter niZum et brixontem posits 
est. FL omits this detail, passing instead straight 
to the question of which river flows into which.,... 
In FR this latter detail is omitted. This leads- 
one to suspect that the common source of FR and FL 
had both these details, but worded in a way which 
seemed highly repetitive. Each text has selected 
a different solution to what may have been seen as 
dittography. ) 
The source:, of both Nile and Brixo are unknown 
(Only stated in Pit, OFr and LM at this point. ) 
One river is a tributary of the other 
(The version given in Pit and OFr, that the Brixo --" 
flows into the Nile, must surely represent the 
archetype. FL and Ger read the opposite; this is- 
probably a product of the accident or editing which-` 
caused the loss of one of the phrases referring to, 
the two rivers. The phrase which is lacking in 
FL is inter ... brisonem, in which brisonem 
is in the 
accusative as it is in the inaccurate Nitus enim 
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Brisonem impfet. The reversal of the flow of the 
rivers is unlikely to be a deliberate modification, 
for the form of the mouth of the Nile was widely 
known and the Nile Delta frequently described (e. g. 
Solinus 32,1). 
The Nile flows through Egypt 
(Mir's reference to the Nile as capud fluviorum 
seems to be a description of the Nile Delta. 
At this point the F-Group texts refer to the irrigation 
of Egypt by the Nile, FL and Ger specifically 
mentioning the inundations. ) 
The Egyptians call It Archoboleta, which means 
'Big Water'. 
FL has a corrupt reading here, with partem vieinam 
in place of the name. The name is also lacking in 
FR, which has modifiedMaram aquae (which appears in 
P-Group as aqua magna) to mesopotariam, an intelligent 
emendation in the context. ) 
The sources of both Nile and Brixo (Erisonia) 
will be discovered 
(This statement, only in FL at this point, corresponds 
to that in 13,4P, except that the tense has been 
changed to a future to cover the loss of a negative. 
hoc (13,8FL) does not fit in the context and is clearly 
a corruption of nac, the P-Group reading. ) 
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Many elephants live in this area. 
Analogues 
The facts given in this section are a curious mixture 
of common knowledge (mainly on the Nile's inundations. 
and its Delta) and of material totally unsupported, 
by independent sources. The Brixo cannot be linked 
satisfactorily with any known river or any legendary 
tributary of the Nile. Such other instances of the 
name as are known probably derive from the Letter. , 
The earliest of these is the citation of Brixo/Brixonis 
in Probus, Catholica, 1,21, discussed at length in 
the Introduction to this edition because of its 
bearing on the date of the Letter. The name also 
appears in some later maps; the Ebstorf Map (early 
sixteenth century) places a Prixon fZuvius in India) 
but this constitutes no more than evidence for the 
wide circulation of the Letter and its derivatives. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
13,1 amnes. (Mir) The two variants offered for 
the historically correct vias, amnes (Mir) and aquas 
(EP), although the same in meaning, are probably 
independent developments. Mir has left the rest-of 
the sentence as ' it stands and EP has rearranged the 
sentence to justify the change. 
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13,2 Zocothea. (Mir) This colony is named only 
in P-Group texts and each text has a different reading. 
Mir's Zocothea appears to be a hybrid formed from 
Latin Zoco 'in the place' and Greek thca 'goddess'. 
After translation the word had been split in OE, with 
heo taken as the feminine third person pronoun, 
referring back to londbunis (13,1), for it is written 
as two distinct words in OE-T, boot heo hatte. 
This was presumably not the translator's intention, 
and it is given as one word in this edition. 
EP's Zoeota is close enough to the reading of Mir 
to be regarded as support for that reading, although 
lacking the h present in all other forms. OFr 
evidently had difficulty deciphering the name, for 
alternative readings are given, Zothee v iothee. 
(Earlier editors have read Zochee v iochee; either 
could be derived from the form in Mir and a and t 
- are very difficult to distinguish in these hands. ) 
pit is alone in reading Liconthea, but not altogether 
without support, for several of the Beatus maps 
connect the name Licaonia with the Nile. It is 
usually represented as an island in the Nile. 
(K. Miller, Mappae Ulundi; die ättc$tcn Wettkarten, 
Stuttgart, 1895-98,4, p. 21. ) 
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13,6 capud fluviorum. (Mir) This reference `to . the 
Nile as 'the source of rivers' is surely a description 
of the Nile Delta. The OE translation, which has 
given trouble to editors, reads ealdor falZiera. ea 
in V and ealdor fullicra ea in T. In both cases;. -, 
capud 'source' has been taken in the alternative., 
meaning of 'chief; prince'. Sisam ('Compilation, 
p. 81) suggested an emendation to eallicra, which 
he would translate 'of all'. EaLlic is, however, 
known only in contexts where the meaning required- 
is not 'all' in the sense of a collection of 
individual items but rather 'whole; catholic; 
universal'. Fa7Zicra is unattested elsewhere. 
Fullicra could have two meanings, depending on the 
length of the stem vowel. FulZic means 'foul', 
and, as Gibb has pointed out (p. 149), this agrees 
with the picture of the Nile found in many mediaeval-- 
writers.. Fu%Zic, on the other hand, means 'full', 
as an adverb it means 'in full; in abundance'. ', There 
is almost a suggestion of superfluity, which may-point 
to another well-hidden reference to the inundations 
of the Nile. Either reading of fullicra is 
acceptable enough for no emendation to be necessary. 
13,7 Archoboleta. (Mir) As with Brixo, support 
for this name has been sought in vain in independent 
writings. The readings in the P-Group texts are 
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unusually close. LM and Mir have identical readings 
and the variation in Pit and OFr is no more than a 
question of orthography. EP lacks the sentence 
altogether. 
13,10 ylpenda. (OE-T) The error in OE-V, where 
eZephantorum is glossed oZfenda 'camels' in place of 
ytpenda 'elephants' is an easy mistake in 
palaeographic terms, based as it is on the confusion 
of f and p. In this particular context it would 
be encouraged by the predominance given to camels in 
the preceding section. The presence of the correct 
reading in OE-T need not point to independent 
transmission, for an error which was so easy to make 
would be very easy to reverse, especially with the 
Latin text so readily available. 
F-Group 
13,2 ex irrigatione niZi fertiZis faeta. (Ger) 
The F-Group texts lack the name Locothea (13,2P) 
and therefore have no evident reason for referring to 
the cotonia of 13,1, for FL and FR tell us nothing 
about it. (FR has indeed omitted coionia, 
presumably for this very reason. ) Ger calls on 
his knowledge of the Nile to fill the gap here - 
the colony by the Nile must be fertile because of 
the flooding. He calls on similar knowledge again 
in 13,6 to replace a corrupt passage. 
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13,7 Hic Aegypti partem vicinam vocant. (FL) 
P-Group texts confirm that a name, said to be of, 
Egyptian origin, was present in the ancestral text 
at this point. Partem vicinam may be an inherited 
feature, that 'the Egyptians called the neighbouring 
part x.... ', or it may be a corrupted form of the 
name Arehoboleta (13,7P). There is sufficient. -,. 
similarity between the words, particularly at the 
beginning (partem vicinam; archoboleta) for this, to 
be within the bounds of possibility. 
13,8 Maram aquam. (FL) This is not as simple' an 
interpretation as the aqua magna of P-Group. 
It may point to the earliest reading, for Marea was 
the name of a lake in Lower Egypt. FR's mesopotamia 
is an intelligent guess at a difficult reading, 
indicating a source which was at least as difficult t1 
interpret as FL. Throughout this passage the_text 
has focused on two rivers, and FR here introduced the. - 
name of a place which, above all other, is associated 
with two rivers. 
sECTIOU 14 
This passage which is based on the legend of the 
stork is found in all texts of both groups. It has 
been drawn on by the compiler of LM for 1,20 and the 
interpolator of Historia de Preliis, d2 for chapter 
119. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
There is a considerable degree of accord between the 
descriptions of these men found in the various texts 
although there are variations in detail. 
Men are born there 
(F-Group texts inform us that they have long legs) 
they are very tall, 12 (--ii) or 15 (xv) feet. 
(F-Group, III and EP agree in reading xii, while 
EP and Mir read xv. Pit's x is unsupported by 
other texts. The agreement between texts of 
. 
different groups must incline us to consider ii as 
marginally more likely to represent the reading of the 
Letter, although variation between v and ii, caused 
as it is by minim confusion, is very common. 
They are white 
(In P-Group texts this is the whole body, whereas 
F-Group texts specify that the arms up to the 
shoulders are white. The illustrations in the MSS 
of Mir and OE support the P-Group reading, on which 
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they were probably based. T portrays the men-'as 
very pale flesh colour, while in V the body is not 
tinted at all. ) 
Their faces are divided 
(This detail is only in P-Group texts. F-Group, texts 
here describe them as having black thighs (nigre, sure) 
but it is almost certain that the archetype described, 
their shoulders (scapulas) as black, and that the'' 
F-Group reading at this point is a corrupt ion'of this. ) 
they have reddish feet 
(P-Group texts, with the exception of Mir, have lost 
rubra. In Mir the feet are not mentioned, simply 
the knees (rubra genua), represented in the 
illustration in T by a red spot on the right knee. 
In V, modesty' has decreed that a kirtle should be 
worn, and this is coloured pink and white. Pit' 
retains the vestiges of rubra in the meaningless' 
sub ea (which appears to say that the knees are below 
the face). This can probably be traced back not to 
rubra, asrin Mir, but to rubea, the neuter plural 
(to agree with genüa) of rubeus which appears'in°' 
F-Group in the masculine plural (pedes rubei). 
Many details in, this description correspond closely 
to, the actual. appearance of the stork, and bright 
red legs and, feet: are one of "ts distinctive features. ), - 
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The head Is round 
(Although this detail is found only in F-Group it is 
probably an early feature of the description. The 
stork's head is strikingly round compared with that 
of the heron or other birds of similar build. ) 
They have long noses and black shoulders 
(Scapulas nigras 'black shoulders' is found only in 
a few P-Group texts, but corresponds to the actual 
appearance of the stork. The black flight feathers 
of the white stork are not unlike shoulders and 
upper arms in appearance. It was probably a 
reading such as this which gave rise to F-Group's 
nigre sure a few lines earlier, in a complicated 
passage in which the arms are described as 'white 
as far as the shoulders/upper arm' (candida brachia 
usque ad humeros). Mir is alone in reading capittic 
'hair' in place of scapulas 'shoulders'. The 
illustrations in the MSS of Mir and OE again agree 
with the reading of the text and may have influenced 
it. ) 
At a certain time they transform themselves into 
birds 
(FL's in avibus caeli ... quos ciconias appeZZatic 
is clearly an accurately preserved text. In P-Group 
only Pit retains avibus. EP, OFr and OE-V show 
a text transformed by the slightest and easiest of 
modifications, in navibus (on ccipum). The text has 
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suffered a further stage of corruption in Mir; 
which took place after the OE translation was added, 
producing the obscure reading suis manibus. ) 
As birds they breed in the area known to the 
recipient of t he L etter. 
(This location, which is given in FL and Ger, ' is 
obviously correct because it accords with the-facts, 
of the migration of the stork from Africa to Europe_ 
where it breeds. Of the P-Group texts, only Mir, `- . 
retains the reference to breeding. The location' 
given, India, is probably a late addition; scribes--. 
appear to have regarded India as a likely location-- 
for all things strange. The reading is supported 
only- by OFr, where it has become a river, and. as 'y, 
Mir and OFr-are known to have shared an ancestor 
at a fairly late stage in the transmission of'the%., -- 
text India could be an addition made at about that 
stage. -) 
They are called storks 
(Although only in FL in this section, where it is' 
the recipient 'of the Letter who is said to call , 
them 
storks (quos ciconias appeZZatis) the vestiges of 
this explanation appear in the introduction to-the--, 
next section (on the hippopotamus) in Mir and OFr. 
Item L iconia - tin g'alhia, which appears in OE--V as 
Ciconia °in "gaZZia- obviously has nothing to do with. - I 
ý15. ý It =appears to.,, be an explanation that these-` ° 
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creatures appear as storks (oioonia) in Gaul. Item, 
which gives this phrase the appearance of a rubric 
and probably encouraged its removal to the beginning 
of the following section, most likely derives from 
id cat or a similar expression used to introduce an 
explanation. ) 
Analogues 
ZJo classical analogues to this account have been 
traced. It is, however, a widely circulated folktale, 
of which several examples are listed by S. Thompson 
GMotif-Index of FoZk-Literaturas Copenhagen, 1956, 
Vol. 2, D624.1 and D155.1). One of the fullest of 
these is the story recounted by Heinrich Babel 
(Facetien, ed. G. Bebermeyer, Leipzig, 1931, nook 3, 
Tale 117 (p. 145) ), of a traveller who met a man 
who claimed to know him and, on being questioned, 
claimed to have lived as a stork on the roof of the 
man's parental home: 
Vcrno mihi tempore,, inquit, d" . insuta nostra 
frigoribus riggt, transfigurc; r; a' in ciconi at 
in pczrtes LUrop2a tune calcscere incipicntes 
avoZ ruß. 
in springtime, he said, while our Island is 
still frozen solid, we transform ourselves Into 
storks and fly away to parts of Europe which by 




14,4 duas in una habentes facies. (Mir) This, has 
the appearance of a gloss. The other P-Group texts 
have a variety of readings, indicating that the.,,,, -- 
reading of the archetype gave difficulty. The 
description of the face, which is lacking in F-Group 
and in EP, indicates that it is divided in some way - 
bipertita (LM), partikes (OFr). The gloss in'Mir 
interprets this as a double face, and this is 
is translated in OE (twa neb on anum heafde, 'two, "'. 
faces on one head'). The illustrator also conceived 
this as a Janus-like figure, with one face looking 
forward, the other back. Once more; it is possible---, 
that Mir, and hence the OE text, were influenced-in 
their interpretation by the picture accompanying the 
text. Pit has a reading which is somewhat different 
in meaning, although similar in spelling, parthica 
'Parthian'. There is a tenuous link between this- 
and the illustrations, although it is probably a, 
product of coincidence. One of the faces attributed, -, 
to this man in the MSS of Mir and OE is looking back 
over his shoulder. The single best known characteristic 
of the Parthians and that by which they are still,, 
remembered in common parlance was the 'Parthian shot'', 
the technique of shooting a final volley of arrows, - 
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over their shoulders at a pursuing army. It would 
be over-imaginative to see more than a chance connection 
here, for the original Lotter almost certainly 
focussed on two distinguishing features of the heads 
of these men, their rotundity (oaput rotundum, 14,7F) 
which echoes that of the stork, and their division, 
in some way or other, into two (bipertita, 14,4LM). 
This latter feature is reminiscent of the stork's 
bill, which so sharply and vividly divides the round 
head. 
14,5 rubra uenua. (Mir) Pit and EP both refer 
to feet and knees (pedes et genua), although they 
do not describe them. OE-V shows that tlir also 
read pedes et at the time when the OE translation 
was made, for it reads fat 7 cneowu swya recede. 
OE-T has been modified to accord with the corrupt 
reading of Mir; fet 7 has been replaced by brr ia, t. 
Both parts of the body are mentioned in OFr. 
Rubra (Mir) is not found in the other Latin texts of 
P-Group, although convincingly supported by the reading 
rubei (14,7) in all F-Group texts. EP has no 
description of the feet and knees, and Pit appears to 
state that they are below the head (facia parthica, 
pedes et genus sub ca) - hardly a distinguishing 
characteristic. Sub ea is certainly a misreading of 
rubca, which appears in F-Group as the masculine 
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plural rubei. Confusion between s and r points-to 
an insular script, although not necessarily an-. English 
MS. 
tous nus (OFr) is probably a change made during the 
transmission of the OFr text, as the words are_ cloaer 
phonologically in French than in Latin. 
14,6 capiZZis. (Mir) The introduction of hair 
WE feax) in place of scapulas as in EP and Pit is--- 
probably due to the imagination of the illustrator. 
14,8 immorantur. (EP) This verb, which replaces 
transferuntur (Ihr; Pit) has the appearance of 'a wild 
guess made to replace an impossible or a damaged. '-- 
reading. 
in avibus. (Pit) F-Group and the folktale 
analogues show that Pit here retains the ancestral 
reading. in navibus (EP and translated in OE-Výand 
OFr) shows a simple corruption, based probably on the 
retention of a nasal stroke in a position where it. 
had already been expanded as n. suis manibus (Mir), 
which appears in a slightly different position in 
the sentence, is a further development in Mir. 'The`, _ 
presence of on scipum in OE-V shows that Mir passed 
through the in navibus stage; manibus could equally 
well have arisen from inavibus, and is the result of 
minim confusion. Suis may represent an adjective, ' 




14,8 in indiam. (Uir) Only Mir associates- the stork- 
men with India, although a similar name must have been 
present in the source of OFr, where it has been changed 
into a river name, vn ftueuc qui a non ydccc. There 
is no support for India from any of the other texts, 
and it may well have been a late addition in the common 
ancestor of Mir and OFr. However, Mir does preserve 
archaic features at this point, notably the reference 
to breeding which is not found in any of the other 
P-Group texts, and it is possible that in indiam is 
another such feature. If it does represent the 
reading of the original Letter it must be in a modified 
form. It would have been from India and not to India 
that the storks travel, for their breeding ground is 
in Europe, as FL and Ger recognise. Isidore (XII, vii, 
17) describes their winter migration to Asia. 
seZone lour cousture. (OFr) OFr lacks the reference 
to breeding, but has replaced it with this phrase which 
corresponds to nothing in the Latin texts. It is 
possibly an elaboration to cover the problems of a 
reading made incomplete by corruption during 
transmission. EP's in-norantur appears to fulfil a 
similar function, and this fact, together with the general 
omission of the reference to breeding in all P-Group texts 
except Mir, may point to damage in a common ancestor. 
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F-Group 
14,3 senum pedum. (FR) The reading in FL is pedes 
xii which, as it agrees with two of the P-Group texts, 
is likely to represent the archetype. The corruption 
to 'six' in FR is more likely to have been based on 
a Roman numeral than on a number written out in full. 
14,6 nigre sure. (FL; FR) This expression posed 
problems for copyists. It is itself almost certainly 
a corruption of scapulas nigras (14,6Pit; EP), which 
accords far better with the reality of the stork. 
The scribe of FL wrote nigres aure, which was emended 
by the Corrector to nigres aures (nigre sunt cures). 
Ger added a gloss i. crura in the margin of MS_Vat. 
Lat. 933, which is present in a few other MSS. 
14,7 nasus procerus. (Ger) A typical improvement, 
made by Gervase. in the process of editing the text. 
His source probably read pares longi as in FL. 
14,9 apud vos. (FL) This is a reminder to the 
reader that the Letter purports to be from a writer 
in the East to a recipient in the West. Ger changed: 
this to apud nos. This change, together with his 
reduction of FL's in avibus c aeli .... quos cicönias 
appel4atis to the simple in ciconias, demonstrates, 
Ger's familiarity with the habits of storks and his 
ready acceptance of this legend. FR, which omits most 
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details which connect the monstrous and marvellous 
with the known world, omits this touch of realism. 
Derivatives 
L ibex Monstrorurr 
14,1 Brixonti Niloquü fZumiºsibuo vicini. This precise 
location has been drawn fron 013, for the texts of the 
Letter read simply ibi. 
14,2 xii. yedum a Zt :. tudinem. Only LM and OFr read 
xti, which is supported by FR. 
14,6 macitenti corpore describuntur. This phrase 
appears in place of the black shoulders (scapulas 
nigras) of Pit and EP. It appears to be an oblique 
reference to the physical shape of the stork, although 
the problematic final lines which, in the earliest 
versions, dealt with the transformation into storks 
to breed in Europe have been omitted entirely in LM. 
Historia de ProZiis 
14,1 Et e: inda ambulantes invenarunt hominaa. The 
formula used to introduce the wonder into the 
narrative is here reduced to its barest minimum. 
14,3 pedun sex. This agrees in meaning with 
FR's pedum senun. The variation may be due to 
different expansions of a numeral or to a change from 
an unusual word (aenum) to a cocoon one (sex) or 
the reverse. 
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14,5 usque ad femora. All the other F-Group texts 
read usque ad humeros, so this reading was presumably 
the one found by the interpolator. The change from 
'upper arms' to 'upper legs' is probably intended, 
to cover the gap between this detail and the 
description of the legs which follows. 
14,6 coxe et crura. The word sure, which posed 
problems elsewhere, has been replaced by two words, 
'hip' and 'shin', only the latter of which refers to 
the same part of the leg as sura, 'calf'. 
14,7 caput rotundum et magnum. The size is referred 
to only in HP. Exaggeration of size is one of the 
naive methods used by the interpolator to glorify 
Alexander by increasing the power of his adversaries. 
In this instance, no conflict is described. 
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SECTION 15 
This section on the hippopotamus, which reads so 
strangely to those used to seeing the animal in zoos, 
is found in all versions of both groups. Passages 
deriving from the Letter are found in Lt"U 11,18 and in 
Historia de PrcZUc ?, 5119. 
Letter of Pliarasmanos 
In the same place (ib:. ) 
(Mir has a reference to Licov*ia or Cioonia in Cattia, 
vestiges of which are present in OFr. This 
reference belongs properly with the subject matter 
of the preceding section. ) 
are born creatures 
(bestiae in F-Group, aninalia in EP. The remaining 
P-Group texts either do not have a noun or, in the 
case of Mir, have modified it considerably. ) 
which are tripartite 
(or quadrupeds (Pit). This reading, which is in 
P-Group only, has been subject to reinterpretation in 
all P-Group texts except Pit, and the adjective has 
been attached to the following noun, eoloro. ) 
and the colour of horses 
(Agreement between Pit and F-Group show this to be the 
reading which represents the :, attar, although the 
comparison seems to be without significance, for 
horses are found in auch a wide range of colours. 
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There are, of course, areas (and the region from 
which the Letter is said to have come is one of them) 
in which a particular breed of horse so predominated`. 
that 'horse-colour' would be meaningful - Arab horses 
from the Near and Middle East are an example of-'this. 
The other P-Group texts and Ger have both moved-away- 
from this reading. In P-Group the move may have, been 
a gradual process of realignment, combined withýthe 
confusion caused by tripartito which precedes it 
and a problem with the following words as well. 
In Ger it is quite obviously an editorial emendation, 
for he offers not one but two alternatives to 
coiore similes equorum - ceteres ad instar equorum 
and colla equina. ) 
with lion's feet 
(Agreement between F-Group and Pit again indicates 
that this was the reading of the Letter. The 
remaining P-Group texts have changed this to capita, 
possibly because pedum or pedibus occurs in the next 
phrase, a dimension. ) 
its dimensions are given 
(In F-Group, FR, Ger and HP make them 30 feet long and 
,., 12 feet in girth '(grossitudine). Haplography 
in FL 
has caused the loss of the first numeral. In P-Groupi 
only the length is given, with figures varying between 
14 and 20 feet. ) 
6.8 .8 
They are of Iargo build (r$ificio c. ipio) 
(This appears only in FL and Car, and secras to 
amplify the previous description of the dimensions. 
It may not be part of the original Lotter. One MS 
of Gar (Brussels Bib. Roy. 1136) and the text printed 
by Leibnitz read orific. o amplo 'with a very large 
mouth', a reading temptingly close to the description 
of the mouth which follows in P-Group texts but not 
elsewhere. There is, unfortunately, no justification 
for seeing this as a correctly retained reading, for 
the MS in question is not one which most closely 
approaches the readings of FL. ) 
They have mouths as large as winnowing-fans 
(This comparison, which is used also to describe 
the ears of the men in §30, is made here only in 
P-Group. ) 
If they see a man 
(P-Group excluding Pit) 
or if anyone pursues these boasts 
(Pursuit is present in both groups, therefore probably 
inherited from the archetype. P-Group has references 
to timidity which are very close in wording to those 
in X30, and may therefore be an interpolation in this 
section on the hippopotamus. ) 
they flee a long way 
(P-Group only) 
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and sweat (sudant) blood 
(F-Group texts read sugit 'suck', a corruption on 
which a variety of interpretations have been based, 
with the fuller reading in FL telling us that anyone 
wishing to hunt them must suck blood (from whatever 
source, a quotibet) to protect himself against-them. 
FR has a simplified reading which states that°men 
are nourished (aluntur) by their blood. The 
Analogues demonstrate that the blood sweating, odd 
though it may seem, is inherited from classical- 
'-accounts-Of the hippopotamus and it was thus this 
version which would have been found in the Letter. ) 
They are called hippopotami. 
(No text retains this precise form of the name, and 
the shorter hyppotami (EP) may have been used for the 
earliest Latin versions of the Letter. In Pit, 
the first element has been construed as a pronoun and 
we find has potamos. Mir completes a process of. _ 
anthropomorphisation by rewriting potamos as a verb 
and producing hi putantur homines fuisse. F-Group 
texts give these creatures the name yppophagi or 
yppofogi (hippophagi 'eaters of horse flesh')., - 
This 
name is given in P-Group to the headless men of018, 
for whom it is just as inappropriate as here. ` -, In-1- 
F-Group texts 918 follows this section, for §§l6 and 
17 are unique to P-Group. ) 
ýý. ýa : 9O 
Analogues 
The hippopotami of the Nile were known to the Romans; 
Pliny (Nat. Hist. VIII, 26(40) ) records that they were 
first brought to Rome by Marcus Scaurus. There were, 
however, some strange legends concerning their 
behaviour, beliefs which are to be found in the 
writings of Pliny as elsewhere. Solinus based his 
description of the hippopotamus largely on Pliny's, 
with the addition of a few details from other sources. 
It begins (32,30) with a recognisable description of 
the animal. The second paragraph (32,31) continues: 
ide^: cum distcnditur ninia satietatc, h rundinoo 
recess eaesus petit, per quas tc, i. u obvercatur, 
quoad stirpiu^n acuta podes vutncrcnt, ut profluvio 
sanguinis Levetur vagina: plag n doinde caeno 
obtinit, uscuedun vutnus conducatur in cicatrices. 
Likewise, when it is distended by too great a 
sufficiency, it seeks freshly cut reads against 
which it is rubbed until the points of the shoots 
injure its foot, so that the bloated animal is 
eased by the flowing of blood; them it smears 
the gash with mud, so that the wound can be healed 
up in a scar. 
The literal meaning of the Greek Lnnondtcx oc 'river- 
horse' has led to a connection with the horse which 
takes different forms in different accounts. In 
the Letter it is the colour which is said to be 
equine. Isidore compares them with horses in another 
way (XII, vi, 21): 
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Hippopotamus vocatur, quod sit equo stimilis dorso,:. - 
iuba et hinnitu, rostro resupinato, aprinis dentibus, ' 
x-ý 
cauda tortuosa. 
The hippopotamus is so called because it Is Ilke the 
horse in its back, its mane and its neighing', "with 
its snout thrown back, with tusks I Ike a boar, and a 
twisted tail. 
In the Letter of Alexander to Aristotle (ed. S. Ryp in s, 
p. 90) there is a passage which may have provided the 
source for the readings in Mir, EP and OFr (15,3) which 
differ from the Letter as represented by the agreement 
of Pit and F-Group. (Mir, EP and 0Fr are the texts 
which contain the Alexander references in 0§22 and, 23 
which are almost certainly a late addition to the 
text. ) The readings in 15,3 which are unique--to 
these texts are the tripartite nature (tripartito) 
and the leonine heads (capita Zeonum). Both these 
features could have been drawn from the Letter of 
Alexander: 
belua novi generis prosiluit serrato tergo duo 
capita habens alterum leoni simile vel Ypoc=i 
corcodrilti alterum simiZZimum duris munitum 
den tibu s. 
a monster of a new kind sprang forward, with 
a serrated back; It had two heads, one of which" 
was liý, e that of a lion or a hippopotamus, the 
other most like that of a crocodile, armed with - 
savage teeth. 
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Although the animal described has only two heads, 
they resemble those of three different animals, hence, 
possibly, tripartito. The equation made between the 
head of a hippopotamus and that of a lion is so 
unlikely that it can hardly have been an independent 
development in two separate texts. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
15,1 Item liconia in gaZZia. (Mir) The connection 
between this phrase and the subject of 5114 has already 
been considered. The reading ciconia in OE-V confirms 
liconia to be a late development. A tierra de Lieonia 
appears in Semeianca deZttundo, 56, where it is a 
country near Troy (Ii Zion) . 
hatte jcct land and OFr vne region qui a non gatte 
are both innovations by the translators, probably 
arising from the difficulties in interpreting the 
laconic (in this instance, corrupt) phrasing of the 
Latin. Their similarity need not point to the 
availability of additional wording of this type in the 
Latin exemplars used by the translators, for it is 
the only explanation of this name which presents 
s 
itself. 
15,2 homines. (Mir) The absence of a noun in all 
P-Group texts except EP, which reads animatia, indicates 
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that the introduction of homines, and with. it`the__- 
process of anthropomorphisation in Mir, was, caused- 
by a need to fill a conceptual gap rather than any =. 
deliberate editorial policy. There is, throughout 
these texts but most especially in Mir, where. it 
is enhanced by the illustrations, a general tendency 
for the monsters to take on the characteristics of 
men. This tendency probably operated at a subconscious 
level, for a monstrous man is more terrifying than 
any quadruped. 
15,2 tripartito. (Mir) This adjective, which may 
have been drawn from the description in the Letter. . 
of Alexander and intended to convey triple nature, 
has, in the texts which give this reading (Mir, EP, 
LM and OFr) become irrevocably linked with colore. 
The illustrations in T portray a man with a golden- 
brown maned head, greyish-pink upper trunk and paler 
and less grey lower regions. Of the OE versions, 
V's on drys heowes is ungrammatical, for a dative -- 
plural is required (on crym heowum). Various editoriaý, 
emendations have been suggested, including an interpret- 
ation which allows thecase to stand. E. V. Gordon, 
Year's Work in English Studies, 1924, p. 70, suggests 
that on should be construed with Pier (15,1), giving 
Poor beoo7 men acende on 'in which men are born".. 
This does"not read easily, and the use of the ablative 
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in the Latin may have influenced a corrector or an 
editor who had doubts about jreoaaZZicca htiuao (the 
reading of T and a direct translation of air). It 
was Sisam ('Compilation ... . cit. 
) who first 
suggested that V's reading appeared to be an attempt 
to simplify the reading found in T. In support of 
V and of Gordon's argument, however, is the fact that 
'in colour' (coZore) is always represented in this 
text by the genitive heowas or hiwac. 
15,3 cotora. quorum capita. (Mir) Pit, which 
aligns the sentence as in F-Group, shows conclusively 
that the ancestral P-Group text did not read 
tripartito coZore (as in Mir) but ooiora equorun 
'the colour of horses'. Variation between quorum 
and equorum is frequent, and there are other examples 
to be found within this group of texts. In two 
MSS of Hiotoria do PraZiis ßr2 (ed. A. Hilka, 1977, 
p. 170) the reading capita quorum has been changed to 
capita equorum quorum. In the L ettar itself, ' in 
10,3EP quorum has been inserted after equorum. 
15,3 quorum capita capita tconum. (Mir) The changes 
made to the text at this point during transmission 
left an ancestor of Mir with the awkward reading 
quorum capita loonun 'whose heads of lions', with 
no verb. Various solutions to this problem have 
been devised in the different texts, confirming that 
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the problem itself was a fairly late development. 
Mir has duplicated capita, leaving the verb sunt 
understood, 'whose heads (are) lions heads'. 
EP the verb has been added (quorum capita supt. Zeonur-. ), 
In the OE translation, the description has been 
amplified, probably on the basis of the illustrations, 
for the man in T is magnificently maned (see Plate . l) 
as well as echoing the lion in his golden colouring. 
OE reads Para heafdu beoo1 gemonu swa Leona heafdu 
'their heads are maned like lions' heads' - although 
. r. 
the man in V is quite ordinary in appearance and 
exceptional only in stature. 
15,4 pedibus xx. (Mir-T) Mir-B has added Zongi. ' 
EP, Mir and OFr all give different lengths for these 
creatures, none of which agrees with either of the 
dimensions given in F-Group. No reading can be 
given priority. Pit omits the length, presumably` 
because the copyist's eye passed from pedes Zeonum. '. _ 
(which survives only in that text) to the phrase 
following the next expression with pedes. 
15,5 porroit bien vn van. (OFr) On the face 
of it a verb appears to have been omitted here. 
However, vn van is accusative, so the original version 
of the translation may; have been more complex. In_. 
30,4-5 tamquam vannum has been rendered by ossi grans 
quest vns vans. 
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15,6-7 hominas cum vidorint ei coo atiquis inocquatur, 
Zonge fugiunt. (EP) Two parts of this sentence 
are not supported by the reading of F-Group. The 
sighting of men (hominas cur viderint) is referred 
to only in EP, Mir (with similar, but not identical, 
wording) and OFr. The flight (tonge fugiuºtt) is 
found in all P-Group texts. The wording in EP is 
particularly close to the phrasing of 30,9-11, 
where the timid fan-eared men are described. Mir 
tells us homines cum viderint tollunt eibi aurae of 
Zonge fugiunt quasi putee coo voZare. This close 
similarity would appear to suggest that these details 
may have been inserted in 915 as an echo, possibly 
unintentional, of the later passage. (Scribes did 
not always tackle their texts in the sequence in which 
they were to be read, but worked sometimes on one 
gathering at a time, not necessarily in order. It 
would therefore be quite possible for a scribe to 
encounter §30 before §15 even if he did not read the 
whole text through before starting work. ) 
15,8 Ei pu tan tur hornines fu isce. (Mir) The 
process by which EP's h'yppotani appctlantur was 
transformed into 'they are thought to be men' has 
been outlined above. It is of especial interest as 
it points to the picture cycle as it stands being a 
fairly late addition, post-dating the development of 
69? 
this anthropomorphic monster from the hippopotamus. 
F-Group 
15,1 In eisdem Brisonis fluuii partibus. (Ger) 
The critical awareness which Gervase brought to the 
text is exemplified by editorial modifications such 
as this. The preceding section left us in Europe 
with the storks. FL reads Item que and makes, noy 
attempt to localise this new wonder. It may; have 
been this reading which Gervase found in his source, 
or it may have been Ibique as in FR (in which text,, 
we have not moved away from the home of the stork-men)., 
Whichever he found, Gervase realised that he needed 
to clarify the location at which this monster was_ 
to be found, and to do so he referred back to 13 , 9-10, 
the last specific localisation. 
15,2 coiore similes equorum. (FL; FR) This 
comparison presented problems to editors of the. 
F-Group texts, just as it did in P-Group, probably 
for the reason already suggested. Ger rejects+this 
reading but is uncertain of how to emend it. He 
offers two interpretations, both requiring slight 
alteration in colore: celeres ad instar equorum=- 
'as fast as horses' and colla equina 'with an. equine` 
neck'. 
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15,4 latitudinern. (FR) Variation betwaon 
latitudinem and attitudinc» occurs in the MSS of both 
FR and HP. 
15,4-6 longitudinam pedum triaonorum vactitatam podurn 
duodena. (Gar) The extant text of FL has a clear 
instance of haplography here, with a leap from the 
first pedum to the second, omitting tricenorum 
vastitatem pedum. The corruption had not occurred 
in the MS used by Ger, for his text agrees in substance 
with the description in FR and gives two dimensions'. 
15,6 edificio ampZo. (FL; Ger) The reading orifiaio 
ampto, found in one MS of Ger, has already been 
discussed. Its apparent agreement with the P-Group 
reading is coincidental. 
15,8 sanguinem suum a quolibet so sequi adimonc. (FL) 
se sequi in this clause is difficult to parse. Ger's 
ease qua gives a far happier reading 'taking away blood 
from anyone and from himself'. The change to ce sequi 
may have been made under the influence of persequi in 
the preceding line. In the H5 it falls almost directly 
above se sequi. 
15,9 sugit. (FL) The idea that anyone wishing to 
hunt these animals should first suck someone's blood 
has been demonstrated above to have arisen through 
textual corruption. It was not tolerated by FR and 
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Ger, whose editors sought to exercise control over 
s 
their material. FR omits the reference to hunting; 
just as it omits all details which appear to suggest 
that the reader might care to try something for: 
himself. In FR the whole sentence is replaced-. by 
the assertion, for which no support can be found:, 'in 
the analogues, that men feed on the blood of these-- 
creatures (harum sanguine aluntur homines). -Ger 
leaves adimens 'taking away' to stand alone with 
sanguinem and reads fugit 'he flees' in place, of-. 'a 
sugit. This presents an altogether less vampire- 
like picture. 
15,10. yppofogi. (FL; Ger) The Analogues demonstrate 
conclusively that these animals are hippopotami, ý, and 
thus that the name given in the P-Group texts is; the 
correct one. The hippophagoi 'eaters of horse 
flesh' are a tribe mentioned by ancient geographers. 
The name is wrongly given to the headless men of §18' 
in the P-Group texts. In F-Group, §18 follows §15 
directly (P-Group has interpolated two sections at 
this point) so it is highly probable that the Letter, 
gave the name hippophagoi to the headless men and;. 
that this name became displaced in the F-Group texts. 
The reading rippo phagino in FR-M is interesting 
evidence that that MS is descended from a Beneventan 
exemplar and that that exemplar was not one of. the 
7o0 
two extant Beneventan MSS of this text. This is 
considered in detail in the analysis of the provenance 
of this MS given in the Introduction to this edition 
(Section 4). 
Derivatives 
L fiber 'lonstrorum 
15,1 cum his incredibiZibus fingunt cxcorandae forrnac 
hippopotamos. The compiler makes quite clear his 
disbelief in these monsters: 'among these incredible 
things they have invented hippopotami of accursed 
form'. There are no such expressions of incredulity 
in his earlier passage on the hippopotamus (II, 10) 
which described the creature as larger than an 
elephant and living in rivers aquae inpotabitis 
'of undrinkable water'. 
15,3 tripZiocr habere coZoris. This indication 
that LM derived from a text influenced by the 
Alexander legend (see above) is interesting, because 
by its very nature LPi omits all the other Alexander 
references which have been added to the P-Group texts. 
Xistoria de Proliis 
15,1 Deinde ambulantes per ipsam silvan invonerunt. 
The monsters are introduced into the narrative in 
the most cursory way. Despite the information in 
the source on the interaction between men and these 
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creatures (and some degree of interaction is-present., 
even in the reduced text of FR which may well'have 1a i 
before the interpolator) they are introduced into, HP 




This section on black anthropophaLi named Hoc too is 
found only in the P-Group texts, where it is present 
in all versions. LM uses this material in 1,33 
(Do his qui manducanit horntnsc). 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
This section did not form part of the original 
Letter. Not only is it found only in texts of one 
group, but the name used for these creatures is 
Latin, not Greek, a clear indication of a late 
interpolation. 
To the east of the River 6rixo are born men who are 
tall and well-built, with thighs and calves 
measuring 12 foot 
(All texts, except Pit, which has suffered some 
damage here, and UI, which treats the dimensions 
differently, agree on this figure. ) 
sides and breast together moasuro 6 foot 
(Thus EP and also, by implication, LM which has 
produced an overall height of 18 feet, the sum of 12 
and 6. The readings of the other texts could all 
be derived from 6 with a slight amount of distortion. ) 
They are black In colour and are callod ü'oatec. 
They eat anyone they catch. 
f1"701% 
Analogues 
Specific classical analogues to this description are 
unknown. The conventional accounts of the Anthropopha 
agree in broad outline but lack the distinctive 
features of this description. Solinus refers to the 
Anthropophagi in four places (15,4; 15,13; 30,8 and 
50,1) but nowhere does he deal with them at any 
length. His account, which is typical, is restricted 
to expressions of horror at their diet: 
Anthropophagi, quibus execrandi eibi sunt hwrana 
viscera. (15,4) 
The Anthropophagi, whose accursed food is human 
entrails. 
The resemblance between this creature and Grendel 
has been observed (see in particular R. L. Reynolds, 
'A Note on Beoviutf's Date and Economic-social History's 
Studi-in Onore di Armando Sapori, Milan, 1957, pp. 175- 
178). Grendel is known as Feond (e. g. BeowuZf'725) 
and feond is a gloss for hostis 'enemy'. Grendel 
devours men and drinks their blood (Beowulf 740-745). 
That is, however, as far as the comparison goes. 
As with the Anthropophagi, the similarity is generic, 
, not specific. To suggest, as Reynolds does, that 
Grendel is based on this little passage in the Letter 
is to ignore a vast body of material on the haunters 
of grave-mounds and similar places whose relationship 
-I 
4s7O4 
to Grendel is far closer than that of gostig. It is 
more possible that fdoutis is descended from Grendel's 
kindred. He bears one of Grendel's names (Grendel 
is given many names) and some of his characteristics, 
but lacks the association with night (except perhaps 
in his colouring) and the single clearly depicted 
physical characteristic of Grendel, the strange 
light which shone from his eyes (hin of cagur atoll 
Zigge gelicost Zeoht unfcrger. Beowulf 726-727). 
There is, however, no real evidence of direct descent; 
no certain link with Grendel which would localise the 
archetype of the P-Group texts in England. 
Significant Readings 
16,1 Est in brixontem fturnan ad orientem. (Pit) 
There need be no break in the text here, for it reads 
almost exactly as the other Latin texts. Pitra's 
transcript, however, indicates some confusion, for 
he inserts (... ) after flurmen and numbers 
as a new section. On the evidence of Pitra's 
handling of the small section of FR which he printed, 
this might simply be an indication that he found the 
text (or his own handwriting) unsatisfactory, for he 
inserts gaps and queries in his transcript of the Cava 
MS of FR at points where the MS itself is perfectly 
clear. 
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16,1 ad orientem. The use of points of the-compass- is 
a further indication of late interpolation. - 
The 
earliest version of the Letter appears to have been 
quite consistent in referring to direction in terms 
of left and right. 
dont nous auons parle. (OFr) The only previous 
references to the river Brixo (Brixont) in this text 
were in §13. 
16,2 macri femora. (Pit) The presence of the Greek 
word for 'long' at this point is most puzzling`,, the 
more so since this is one of the few parts of the 
text which is unlikely to have had a Greek source.... 
It may be simply an orthographic corruption based- 
on magni (Mir and EP). Maori as a Latin word means 
'lean; poor', and is thus quite inappropriate to this 
description of ferocious giants. As always, . 
it -is;. 
possible that the error of transcription crept-in-at, 
a very late stage in this text, for Pitra's accuracy 
is not unquestioned. 
16,2-3 fet 7 sconcan. (OE) The translator follows 
the sense of the Latin here rather than the precise'. - 
wording which specifies shins and thighs. 
16,3 subta. (Pit) This misreading of suras 'calves' 
is further evidence of some difficulty either in'; 
transcribing the unknown MS or in making sense of the 
, los 
transcript. 
16, i+ . vii. pedum. (Hir) It seems likely that . vi, 
the numeral given in EP, is the correct measurement 
for the upper trunk of these giants. Mir's vii. 
shows addition of a single minim, a frequent 
occurrence. OFr reads iii., which has been taken 
as the width because of latera in the source, and 
this numeral also can easily be traced back to . vi., 
this time caused by minim confusion. Pit gives 
one single numeral, and appears to have lost the 
first measurement by haplography. The presence of 
(... ) immediately before pedes n. iv. may point to 
deliberate omission or illegible text. The numeral 
. iv. 
is again easy to trace back to . vi.; it would 
be produced by reversal. 
16,5 8ostes. The reason for the nano is self-evident, 
even if possible links with Grendel are disregarded. 
If there is anything in the Grendel theory, it was 
apparently unknown to the OE translator or to the 
scribe who went on to copy the first 1,939 lines of 
Beowulf after transcribing the OE Wonders. While the 
Old French translator provided a gloss, chost adire 
Anemis, OE gives no indication that Xostss has any 




The order of the details in this section has been 
rearranged in LM, for no apparent reason and achieving 
no stylistic improvement. 
16,2-3 inmensis corporibus ... et xviii. pedes 
altitudinis. Whereas its source almost certainly. 
divided the body into two separate sections for which, 
independent measurements were given, LM emphasises 
size by referring to a 'huge body' and adding the- "_ 
two figures together. The total arrived at iis`. the 
sum of the measurements in EP. 
16,6 crudos. - The manner in which men are, devoüred 
does not concern the writer-of the Letter. --ý. 
LM, ýon 
,. the other hand, seems anxious to stress that these: 
creatur, es are not only anthropophagous, they, are also 
uncivilised.. 
SECTION 17 
The mysterious tertiaas are also found only in the 
P-Group texts, and are not present in C?. L. 1 
describes them in 11,32; the editor who corpiiod LM 
was obviously puzzled by this account of creatures 
totally unknown from other sources, for he explains 
that they are prope omnibus nati. onibuo ignotae 
'unknown to nearly all nations'. 
Letter of 
Pharasrranos 
This section did not form part of the original Lotter. 
There is no trace of it in any of the i-Croup texts, 
and it follows a section which is also an interpolation 
in P-Group. However, the name ccZestices/terticea/ 
lerueis is so corrupt that it cannot be traced to 
either a Greek or a Latin source. The -es nominative 
plural ending could belong to a noun of the 3rd 
declension in either language. 
The presence of this passage in Pit as well as in 
Mir and the vernacular translations indicates that it 
was present in the archetype of the P-Group texts. 
If this was the case, the passage would have been 
present in an ancestor of EP but subsequently 
omitted. 
There are small boasts (bastioLo) in (or near) 
the river Erixo. They are called 
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(Each text gives a different version of the name.: 
There are two distinct groupings, the Zertices/leruei&- 
(Mir/Pit) agreement and the forms beginning with ce - 
(ceLestices OFr/LM) Agreement between Mirand Pit 
usually points to a reading correctly preserved from 
the common source (as in the preservation .. of . -aprorum 
dentes in 10,4 where the other P-Group texts have no 
mention of teeth, a reading confirmed, by ihrs 
presence in the F-Group descriptions, to have been 
a feature of the earliest account). For this reason 
the balance of the evidence seems inclined in favour 
of seeing the ancestral text as reading Zer'-.,. The 
other texts would, following that argument,. have an 
intrusive initial ce- and, probably, a change from 
-r- to -s-. (Confusion between r and s is a, feature 
of insular hands; it is found in 33,3 where , 
Mir-T .. 
writes nascentes, using an insular final -s-rarely 
employed in the Latin text and which has been copied 
in Mir-B as nascenter. ) There is a slight possibilit 
that the initial ce- was found at some stage in Mir. 
OE-V (f. 102r) reads Zertices; the word appears at the 
beginning of the line and there is a gap large enough 
'for two; letters at the end of the previous line.,;, - 
The 
gap is ,, however , filled by a hole, which was, probably - 
= already `there , when' the MS was written, and 
there : is no 
sign, of any letters. ) 
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with asses' oars, shoop's wool and birds' foot 
(This physical description of the animals appears only 
in Mir. While there is no conclusive evidence to 
prove whether this is an inherited feature or a late 
interpolation based on the illustrator's concept of 
these creatures, the frequency of instances in Mir 
where the text has been amplified in accordance with the 
illustrations, together with the total absence of any 
physical details of these animals in the other P-Group 
texts must support the latter theory. ) 
Significant Readings 
17,1 bestiole. (Mir) This word, which is faithfully 
reproduced in OFr besteletes and paraphrased in LM 
bestiae quaedam non 1agnae is lacking in Pit. OE 
wildeor does not contain the concept of small size. 
17,4 pedibus ovum-Mir-T) This is not supported either 
by OE fugles fet or by the illustrations. Mir-9 reads 
avium, thus agreeing with both. The reading in Mir-B 
is almost certainly not evidence of independent 
transmission but an example of restoration on the basis 
or the OE and/or the illustrations. There are several 
instances in Mir-B in which the text of Mir-T has been 





17,1 bestiae quaedam non magnae. The concept of small- 
size present in Mir and OFr dis found here also, , although 
the wording has, uncharacteristically, been , simplified. = 
17,2 sed prope omnibus nationibus ignotae. By the use 
of this phrase 'but unknown to almost all nations' the 
compiler seems to be covering himself against-the, - 
accusation that there are no references to these creatu, e; 
in other sources. 
17,2 perhibentur. Characteristically, the compiler, refuses 
to take responsibility for the information he is'-passing 
on. perhibentur 'they are said to be' is one of the 
expressions he uses to convey doubt. 
(12 
SECTION 18 
This section on headless men, the classical n, =o for 
which is Blcmrryae, is found in all P-Group texts 
except Pit and in all F-Group texts. I. I 1924 and 
Historia de Preli. is : 2, chapter 119 both derive from 
this description. 
Letter of Pharasranes 
There is another island in the river Brixo 
(F-Group texts read Briso as in §13, the only previous 
passage in this group to mention the river. ) 
(Mir and OFr say that it is towards the south (ad 
meridiem). This is almost certainly a later addition. 
The Letter did not, in any of the passages which can 
be proved to have formed part of the earliest versions, 
use this means of expressing direction, preferring 
rather to state it in terms of left and right. Mir and 
OFr form a sub-group of texts which inherited additional 
details from a common ancestor (notably the conversion 
from stadia to leagues) and any feature which is unique 
to this sub-group of texts is likely to be an accretion. ) 
where man are born without heads. They have 
oyes and mouths in their chests. They are 
tall 
(The height is given variously as 12 feet (F-Group); 9 
feet (EP); 8 feet (Mir); 7 feet (I. I) and 4 feet (OFr). 
wii and vii are liable to confusion. ) 
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and broad °. ý 
(Again the texts differ in the dimension given. 
F-Group texts read 7; Mir and EP, 8; OFr 4. LM does 
not give the second dimension. ) 
(At this point the two texts diverge. F-Group 'continue 
they are gold In colour 
P-Group texts make no mention of colour (which may have 
arisen as a corruption of ora 'mouths' to auro.. ', golden' 
The illustrations in the MSS of Mir do not portray the, 
as being of an unusual colour; T shows them ' as flesh- 
coloured with brown pubic hair, while in V they 
. 
'are not 
coloured and detail has been added in pink. ) 
(In place of the colour, P-Group texts give their-närie; ) 
they are called epifagos. 
(Only three texts give the name; EP-epifago's; 
'. LM- 
epifugos; OFr-epiphongos. This name derives from, 
Greek Z nno ycrand is therefore the same as that give 
to the hippopotamus in F-Group §15. ) 
Analogues 
These headless men are among the best-known of-classical 
monsters. and belief in them lingered on for along time, - 
, They are 
'celebrated by Shakespeare in OtheZlo, 'Act 1 
Scene. 3: 
And of the Cannibals that each other eat, 
The'Anthropophagi, and men whose heads 
Do grow beneath their shoulders. 
9 
According to traditions which went back to classical 
times, mediaeval authorities believed in two 
varieties of these men. Solinus described them in 
two separate passages, 31,5: 
Btorryas crcdwit truncos nasci parts qua 
caput Ost, os tamcn at ocuios kzbcra in 
pectora. 
They believe that the Biemya© are born 
without that part in which the head Is, 
but they have their mouth and eyes in 
their chests. 
and 52,32 (where no name is given): 
cunt qui cervicibus carcnt at in wrsris 
habent ocuios. 
There are those who lack necks and have 
their eyes in their shoulders. 
Isidore combined the two types in a single section 
(Xl, iii, 17), while recognising their separate 
identities: 
Bterrryas in Libya cremst truncoc sine capito 
nasci, et os et ocutos tare in pectore. 
Alios sine cervicibus giQni, oculos habentcs 
in hwneris. 
They believe the Blemrnyae in Libya to be born 
without heads, and to have their mouth and eyes 
in their chest. Others are said to be born 
without necks, having their oyes In their 
shoulders. 
It is the B1emmyae proper who are described in the 
Letter. The second type has found its way into 
-7.15 
the LM description, in the form of an afterthought:, 
nisi quod oculos in humeris habere viden tür. - 
unless they seem to have eyes in their - 
shoulders. 
Given the way in which LM at this point in Book I is 
drawing material alternately from the Letter and fron 
St. Augustine, De Civitate Dei, XVI, it seems probable- 
that this extra detail has been drawn from Augustine 
XVI, 8, where he talks of: 
quosdam sine cervice ocuZos habentes in 
urneris 
some without necks who have eyes in their 
shoulders. 
Thomas of Cantimpre in De Natura Rerum III, v, 37 
repeats the entry from LM, identified as such by the 
name epiphagos. A little earlier, in III, -v, 15 he''', 
had already described a different version of 'the4 -` 
Blemmyae, drawn from Honorius Augustodunensis, -Im I ago 
Mundi, 1,12, a hairy-bodied version: 
quibus sunt ocuZi in humeris, pro 
naso et ore duo foramina in pectore; setas 
habent ut bestiae. (Imago Mundi, I, 12) 
whose'eyes are in their shoulders; in the 
place of nose and mouth they have two 
openings in their chest; they have coarse 
hair like wild animals, 
Gervase, whose description of the headless men, in 
Decisio 
, 
III follows that of FL, also describes these 
ß7. i 6 
hairy Bler. yae, again drawing directly from Jionorius, 
whose Imago Mtundi formed one of the major courcoG of 
Dccisio II of Otia ImperiaZia. 
Sunt et alii absque capita, quib+us ocuti 
cunt in humeris; pro naso duo in oro foram ina. 
In pectoro Batas gerunt ut pacudes. (0 t is 
Irperiatia, Vat. Lat. 933, 
f. 18 v1 C01.2) 
And there are others without heads, whose 
eyes are in their shoulders; in place of a 
nose they have two holes in their mouth/faco 
(sic). On their chest they bear coarse hair 
like cattle. 
It is evident that Gervase used a MS of Honorius 
which was not satisfactory at this point - despite 
the evident polishing (gerunt and peoudas) the 
contradiction, whether ora is taken as 'mouths' or 
'faces' has not been tackled. 
The Letter of Alexander to OZy»piao in Julius Valerius 
(ed. Kübler, p. 159) includes the Blerrmyae among the 
visitors to Alexander's cam: 
UuZtrz enim homin m, £cnera at invisitata runt 
nobis cog7iita, quorum val r i. ma nobis 
ad'nirationi feit videntibus homincs abeque 
capiti. bus cor ratos. N=. rue hic hominibus 
ocuZi pectoribus ini2crcntes, atque os =to 
ceterque one in ilia parte corplnic situm, 
pl uri=o mirabarrur. 
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For many strange kinds of men are known to, 
us, of which the biggest wonder for us was 
seeing men with headless bodies. For eyes 
are fixed in the chests of these men and - 
the mouth and all the rest of the face in. the 




18,4 alti sunt pedum . viii. (Mir) All texts differ 
in the number given. F-Group's xii is orthographical'V 
closest to LM's vii, but the instability of numerals 
is such that without a more definite pattern. 'of 
agreement we cannot establish the likeliest reading of 
the'. Letter. 
13,6 et'ressanZent as ypotames. (OFr) There is 
nothing in any of the P-Group Latin texts which could 
have.. given rise to this connection between the headless 
epiphongos and the hippopotami of 915. The: linki. is 
especially interesting, in that it is certainly"'. _ 
intuitive. -based on the slight similarity in the-name, 
and that there is a 
'real link, evident only to : the'' 
textual' historian, in that, the hippopotami in F-Group 
, are 
given the. name which in P-Group is given'to, the 
headless:. men. 
F-Group 
18,7 colore at pectore auro sirriZea. (FR) FR roads 
pectore where FL reads corpora. It is this juxta- 
position of pectore and auro which makes it seer, 
possible that the colour referred to in these texts 
arose by miscopying of the phrase in pcctore ora. 
It is not known elsewhere, despite the Itequcncy with 




18,3 et tota in pectore capitis officia gsrunt. 
It is typical of the editorial style of LM that the 
simple phrase oculos et of of the source has been 
transformed into so elaborate a construction. 
18,3-7 The order of the details in this description 
has been changed from 1) position of mouth etc., 
2) height, 3) name to 1) name, 2) height, 3) position 
of mouth etc. A possible reason for this was to 
facilitate the addition of the alternative placing 
of the mouth etc., which appears at the end of the 
passage (18,8 ). 
18,7 epifugos Graeci voeant. The name is recognised 
by the compiler as Greek in origin. The change of 
Greek anno to Opi is. found in LM I97, where 
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hippocentauri appears in some MSS as epocentauri and 
in others as ypocentauri. In place of epifugos 
some MSS of LM read epistigos, which has traditionally, 
been accepted by editors of LM. Comparison, with the 
P-Group texts, so closely related to the text which 
acted as source for the material LM drew from the 
Letter, demonstrates that the received form of the 
name must have been epifugos. Change from -fu- 
to -sti- is a symptom of a merovingian script. The- 
two MSS which read -sti- (Wolfenbuttel MS 148 Gud. - Lat., 
probably written at Wissembourg, and St. Gallen'-MS-, 
237, written at St. Gallen)both come from an. area in 
which a merovingian script was current. 
18,8 
_.,. nisi quod oculos 
in humeris habere videntur.: _ -_ 
This alternative description, to accomodate which the 
phrasing of the passage has been rearranged, is`-.,. '! 
probably from Augustine. It is interesting in:, this 
connection to note that LM does not use his habitual 
expressions of doubt in this passage. Possibly the 
authority of Augustine was sufficient to dispel his 
natural incredulity. 
Historia ade Preliis, ` .` 
% 
_` 18,1 Deinde amoto exercitu venitad quendam 'ftuvium. 
As 
. usual, a 
formulaic, rintroduction is employed to ý 
incorporate the, -. description into the narrative. -. ý. HP 




The enormous dragons which are the subject matter of 
this section are described in all texts of both 
groups but none of the derivatives have made ue of 
this material. 
: attar of Pirarasrrana s 
In the same place are born dragon; 150 foot 
long, with the girth of a very thick column. 
P-Group texts then continue: 
No-one is ab lo to cross that river easily, 
on account of the number of dragons. 
(FL is the only F-Group text to contain a further 
reference to the river): 
which were able (pot. icr*-unt) to to born in the 
Eriso and tho Nile. 
(The presence of potucrunt, which so closely resembles 
F-Group's pofest, combined with duplication of 'iascor 
(nascuntur, 19,1; nacci, 19,5) seems slightly suspicious. 
The wording of the last phrase in FL (19, S) is awkward, 
and it may well be that this final phrase is descended 
from a line similar to that which ends the section in 
P-Group, where the ability in question is not that of 




This passage on the dragon is quite remarkable'' for the 
paucity of its description. Descriptions bf, dragon s 
abound, in writers on natural history, in fäbl es 
(Phaedrus, Fabulae Aesopiae, ed. N. Perotti, Oxford 
1919, IV, 21, presents an interesting example':. of_ , 
a gold-hoarding, cave-dwelling dragon), and in- 
vernacular literature. I have, however, found none 
which agree with this passage in the Letter,, either . 
in the absence of traditional characteristics of the 
dragon or in the dimensions, which accord with those 
given to some serpents (see 96, Analogues). 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
19,2 Zongipedes n. C. (Pit) The other texts"all t 
agree in reading cZ. It is errors of this sort 
which warn us to handle Pit with care, for it= is 
capable of containing corruptions of a simple nature.. 
and a large number of misreadings although many of 
its readings are uniquely well preserved. 
19,3 Propter multitudine draconum. (Mir-T) ;. Forý. no 
apparent reason, this has been amplified in Mir. -B to 
Propter muZtitudinem vero draconum iZZorum..; _-Unlike 
most cases of modification in'Mir-B, there is_-at. this 
point . no corruption 
in Mir-T and the reading of ; OE 
does not. conflict with the Latin. It is possible 
that an intermediary MS between Mir-T and Mir-B',, _ 
., - presented problems. 
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19,5 trans Flurren. Wir) Pit and EP agree in 
reading super ttlud (iron) flunwn, which therefore 
probably represents the inherited text. Either 
reading makes adequate sense. In EP and Orr this 
final phrase has been removed to the beginning of the 
following section, thus changing the river from the 
limit of human exploration to a simple location. The 
OE translator chose to paraphrase the wording he found 
in Mir, translating trans ftumen by on prat land. 
F -G 
19,3-4 arassi tatitudinc coturnarum marimarurr. (FL) 
Both FR and Ger use the late Latin word grossi (Ger: 
grocsisics) in place of classical Latin cracei 
'thick'. Ger evidently found the phrasing of FL too 
laconic, for he has amplified it to latitudo at 
grossisies ad quantitatem ra-irrarun cotumnaru». 
19,5 qui in 5risone at Iditum naaci potuarunt. (FL) 
As I have already suggested, this line should be seen 
not as straig}itprward repetition of an earlier idea 
(ibi nascuntur dracones) but an attempt to make sense 
of a corrupt passage which originally probably expressed 
very much the same idea as 20,4-5 in P-Group. Two 
concepts are retained; iZZud flumon, which has been 
clarified in FL as in Brisone at Nilure (the mixture of 
cases indicates confusion over the function of in), 
and potect (FL potuarunt). 
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SECTION 20 
Almost all versions lack some details from', this -section, 
a coincidence which may point to some difficulty in 
transmission at an early stage. There is considerab. 1e 
repetition in the subject matter, which raises the' 
possibility that the omissions may be due to editorial 
suppression rather than mechanical errors such as 
haplography, or outside forces such as damage; to' ä -MS. 
The whole section is present only in FL. Of`. the othe-z, 
F-Group texts, Ger (who certainly edited this, pa'ssäge) 
has only the latter half, and, FR (in which editorial 
interference is probable) retains only a small snatch 
as a lead-in to §21. The reason behind these i omissio: Z 
was undoubtedly the number of difficult and repetitive 
4 readings in FL, which is uncharacteristically corrupt 
i 
points in this section and has some cruces which can-j>-__ 
explained only by comparison with P-Group texts. T 
None of the P-Group texts has anything which corresponds 
to 20,5-8 in FL and Ger. Otherwise, EP omits: the 
initial localisation (20,1-2); Pit omits the first 
instance of maximus et altissimus (20,3) while EP and 
OFr omit the second (20,6). In OFr this maybe due to 
haplography, as the intervening reference to Media and 
Armenia is`also omitted. Pit is the only text to-refer 
to a nation inhabiting the first mountain (20,4). 'x- Pit 
alone omits the final reference to pearls (20,9).,. 
72.4 
There are two passage in the Derivatives which 
are based on this section. LH 11,31 draws on this 
section in conjunction with §21. Ger iI (O tic 
IrrporiaZia, Docisio II) also draws on it (M5 Vat. Lýýt. 
933, f. 20v, col. 2,11.18-22). 
Let ter of Pharasrranec 
(In view of the confused state of the textual tradition 
I have broken with the normal practice of this edition 
and list after each detail all texts in which that 
detail is to be found. ) 
There is another kingda. t in the land of 
Babylonia (Mir; Pit) 
(FL's Inter babitonya, which is unsatisfactory and 
requires emendation such as the addition of a second 
place name, almost certainly derived from a reading 
such as Pit's to terra babiloniae. ) 
There is a mountain (P-Group; FL) 
very big and very high (P-Group excluding Pit) 
in which there is a race of ren (FL; Pit) 
who are tyrants (Pit) 
(FL reads quasi tconurr, which is close enough to Pit's 
turannorurn orthographically for the two to be descended 
from the same ancestral reading. Pit's reading is 
more likely to represent that original, not just 
because it makes better sense (although not necessarily 
in the context of this catalogue of monstrous beings) 
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but because quasi leonum is itself an emendation 
made by the thirteenth-century corrector in the MS of 
FL to the earlier reading si Zeonum. This earlier 
reading made even worse sense than the correction, an 
without the intrusive initial syllable is even closer 
in reading to tyrannorum. ) 
Between Media and Armenia (P-Group excluding Pit) 
or In Middle Armenia (FL) 
(There seems no way of establishing the earlier . 
ý- 
reading in this instance, as the mountain whose 
position in specified in this way is not named. 
The variation depends on taking Media as a place-name 
or as an adjective. Both readings are satisfactory 
grammatically; there are in fact mountains both In-- 
the the middle of Armenia and on the border between: 
Media and Armenia. ) 
There is a mountain (Mir; Pit; FL) 
very big and very high (Mir; Pit) 
(This is the second instance of the phrase maximus et 
attissimus in Mir, and one is inclined to suspect;, 
accidental duplication. However, FL quite clearly, -, -- 
intends to refer to two distinct mountains, for the 
second is specified as aLius mono. Mir and Pit are 
the only P-Group texts to repeat the noun mons-(20,2 
and 20,, 6-). The two mountains are given differentt- 
locations, but this is done casually and it not-made 
I 
clear that two separate mountains are under consideration. 
The P-Group text, as presented in Mir and Pit, looks 
muddled, and it is quite possible that EP and Orr edited 
out the second mountain, if it was not eliminated by 
haplography. ) 
There are men there who are very (P-Group; ri) 
rich (Zoc ipZetc8) (FL) 
distinguished (J. cnc3ti) (P-Group) 
(The next passage is found only in ý-Group; its ©, i lion 
in P-Group may be due to haplography as this passage 
repeats the phrase honincs Ioouplotc. - } 
To the right, for those going towards the 
Red Sea, there are two cities* Phenix and 
loraba, where there are r'any wealthy (Lc+cuplctea) 
men, from whom there are trade routes 
(cotlationes) with India and Arabia. (FL; Gor) 
The final details are present in sore fora in all texts) 
They hold sway over the Red Sea (P-Group, FL; Ger) 
and very precious pearls grow thare (P-Group excluding 
Pit; FL; Gor) 
Analogues 
The nature of the subject matter of this section, which 
consists alnost entirely of geographical data, makes 
it likely that the information was gathered piecemeal, 
from geographical writings and possibly from first- 
person accounts. No single source for the whole 
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section is known to exist. 
Significant' Readings 
P-Group 
20,1 Super hoc fiumen. (EP) This phrase;, which 
occurs at this point also in OFr, belongs- properly. - 
with 19,5. It has become detached from the end- 
of the previous section, and is discussed in the notes 
on that passage. 
20,3-6 seo moste dun betwih media dune 7 armcenia. 
Seo is ealra duna morst 7 hyhst. (OE) The OE 
translator decided to eliminate the ambiguity he,: -' 
found in Mir concerning the number of mountains.., -. '. 
He reworded his source as much as was necessary to 
make it clear that there was one mountain, the highes6. 
of all, which lay between two mountain ranges, not 
two countries, as in Mir. 
- 
20,5 inter Moeniam et Arimeniam. (Pit) Pit, has 
substituted the last two syllables of armeniam'(as-in 
Mir and EP) for mediam to produce Moeniam. Moenia 
is not known as a place-name, but is a common noun, 
'walls' or -fortifications of a city' $ and as such-', 
could have' been seen as the name of a fortified, city 
although hardly of a country. 
20, '7-8 crr syndon gede fe Lice menn Pa habbacJ-him... ' .' 
- (OE-T) '' These words are lacking in OE-V. They 
accurately represent the Latin text, and were_ certainl 
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I 
part of the translator's original intention. The 
omission must be seen in conjunction with two other 
weaknesses in OE-V in this section, the reversal 
of 7 to anwcaldo and 'a readayi caw which breaks up 
the word-pair to kyncdomc 7 to a, weatdc, and the 
mistranslation of margaritas (20,9) as carogimmae. 
This passage is one of four pas-ages in V which have 
suffered damage or rewriting for some reason. The 
four, which are considered in detail in the introductory 
note on the manuscript, all appear at the same 
distance from the bottom of the page in T, in four 
consecutive columns, pointing clearly, as I have 
argued earlier, to damage such as an ink or water 
stain which affected part of the text on facing pages. 
20,8 at habitant usque ad mare rubrum. (EP) Mir 
and Pit both agree with F-Group texts in expressing 
the dominion of these people over the Red Sea with 
the verb tenere (or a compound based on it) and the 
noun imperiun. The reading in EP, which has no 
undertones of supremacy, was probably intended as a 
gloss on this expression, although as such it is 
unsatisfactory. 
20,8 on Ze partia par daaous. (OFr) Mir and Pit 
both read iz peri- (iz per io and irrpariuzi). The text 
which lay before the OFr translator must have read 
inferio, which has been rendered par doaouo. 
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Confusion between p and f is a possibility . in, 'many,. 
Carolingian hands. 
20,8 to kynedome 7 to anweaZde. (OE-T) Word- 
pairing is a stylistic feature of the OE translation, 
one of the very few ways in which the translator tried 
to impose his own literary standards on the received' 
material. In OE-V, as has already been mentioned, 
the pair has been separated, thus reducing the 
impact. 
20,9 gimmas. (OE-T) margaritae 'pearls, ' app'ears 
correctly translated as meregrota in 33,3 in, OE-T,, 
although even there it is paired with ggmmas, 'which 
is not represented in Mir. The translator seems to 
have been uncertain of precisely what a pearl was. ' 
OE-V, which was forced, probably by damage to: the-MS 
which provided the copy for V or an ancestor of, V, 
to retranslate, offers the totally inappropriate 
reading sarogimmas (gems wrought by the skill of the 
craftsman). 
F-Group 
20,2 natio quasi leonum. (FLCor) The readingýof"FL 
before correction, nativ si Zeonum, is close-enough,, ' 
to Pit'. s natio,, tyrannorum to be a corrupt version of 
it. - There 
is a wide gap between the readings, even 
--. so, ", but similar or identical letters fall in the same 
t7"3 0 
U 
position in both phrases frequently enough for there 
to be some link. The decree of corruption is such 
that no hypothesis on the sequence of events or the 
scripts involved can be put forward. 
20,5 A parts varo destra cuntibus ad Marc r: ubruir. 
(FL) de-tra here almost certainly roans 'right-hand 
side of the road', not 'south' (right-hand side of 
a mediaeval map). Whether we take the starting 
point as the middle of Armenia (as in FL) or the 
border between Media and Armenia (as in P-Group), 
a line drawn between that starting point and the Red 
Sea has the wealthy cities of Palestine to its 
right (if one is going towards the Red Sea) and 
Arabia Deserta to its left. 
20,7 valde hornines locuptetes cunt. (FL) Although 
the repetition of valde locuplctes looks like a 
duplication of the description in 20,4 (where it has 
some support fron the P-Group readings) this second 
occurrence of the phrase is followed by an explanation 
of the wealth of these men which has a ring of 
authenticity. The cotlati. once 'links' with India 
and Arabia referred to in the following line are 
trade routes, the major source of affluence in the 
mediaeval period. 
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20,8 directiones. (Ger) Gervase did not perceive 
the significance of these collationes, for' he, emended 
to directiones, a statement of geographical' position 
not of economic influence. 
20,8 Circa Indiam et arabiam regio est. (FR)° 'This_ 
brief phrase is all that FR retains of §20. FR'-. 
has been edited at several points in such a way, as to 
remove any geographic verisimilitude, and a'-passage, - 
such as this one, which concentrates on realistic - 
geographic information, suffers severely from the 
editor's censorship. This phrase has been left as- 
an introduction to the next wonder described, the 
bearded women of §21. 
20,10 margaritae ingentes et maxime forme. ''(FL) 
In FL the unique merit of these pearls is their 
great size. Ger is subtler in his assessment; -,: an: 
emendation to margaritae et maxime et optime forme' 
indicates that they are to be valued for their quality 
as well: as their bulk. 
Derivatives 
Liber Monstrorum 
20,5-6 in vicino Armeniae montis loco. LM is so 
selective in its use of material from this section that 
it is not possible to tell whether the source drawn on: 
732. 
told of two mountains or one. The location given 
here, which has no reference to Media, may derive fror. 
a reading such as Pit's, in which Media has become 
tfoenia, or even such as that in FL, where the place 
name Media has become the adjective rscdta. 
20,9 ubi margaritac nasci parhibcntur. The 
characteristic expression of doubt, parhihantur 'are 
said to', is attached to the only feature in this 
section which in any way taxes the credulity of the 




This section on the bearded women who are suche 
formidable hunters is found in all texts of both 
groups. The material was drawn on by LM in two 
places, 1,22 which features the women themselves and 
11,31 where it is linked with material from §20, to 
provide a brief passage on the various kinds of-wild 
animals which abound in the Armenian mountains. 
Gervase also drew on the P-Group version in Otia 
Imperialia, Decisio II (GerII) in a passage appearing 
in MS Vat. Lat. 933 on f. 20v, col. 2, where it--follows 
the detail drawn from 020. Historia de PreZiis J2, 
chapter 94 describes these women, drawn from the 
F-Group version. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
Around (circa) that place 
(Only FR gives the place a name; by transference fro 
X20 it is circa Indiam et arabiam. ) 
there is a mountain 
(The common ancestor of Mir and OFr read locum instead 
of montem. 
made to reduce the superfluity of mountains. )- 
This was presumably a deliberate change, 
where women are born 




thoy havo boards which hon9 down to thoir 
broasts 
(F-Group texts say that they also have flat heads. ) 
they dress in animal skins 
(Mir, presuaably misplacing the dquoo / equao which 
occurs later in EP and Pit, tells us that they wear 
horse-hide. The illustration in T shows this very 
clearly; the woman, who is breastless, is wearing 
a skin wrapped round her hips and the ears and tail 
on the skin are clearly represented. The woran in 
V is shown wearing normal drapery. ) 
They have horses 
(This detail, which is in Pit and GerlI and was 
probably also in an ancestor of Mir is likely to be 
an inherited feature, both because of the instances of 
its occurrence and because it makes sense - with such 
fast 'hounds' the huntresses would need to travel fast 
themselves. ) 
They are huntrossos; instead of dogs they 
bread wild animals 
(F-Group texts clarify that these are to help in the 
hunting. ) 
which are ... leopards 
(Here the groups diverge. In P-Group they are tigers 
and leopards, while F-Group makes them as large and 
of the same colour as leopards. Tho illustrations 
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do not depict them as particularly like either. 
They are uncoloured in V, while T shows two beasts, 
one of which is reddish-brown, the other pale pinkish- 
brown. ) 
(The conclusion is found only in P-Group: ) 
and they hunt all the species of wild 
animals which live in that mountain. 
(Thus Mir, Pit and GerII. The other P-Group texts, 
LM and OFr, have attached a reference to 'other 
kinds of animals' (et autres bestes) to the list-Of 
those used for hunting, thus eliminating the reference 
to prey. ) 
Analogues 
Although wild women are a frequent theme in 
teratological literature, the only accounts which 
correspond closely to these are those which are'likely 
to be related to the Letter. There is one'=such 
passage in Jacques of Vitry Historia 0 rientalis, 
chapter 91 (Douai, 1597, p. 214): 
In quibusdam vero silvis Indie habitant 
mulieres barbas usque as mamilias habentes, 
pellibus animaliurn indute, nee vivunt nisi 
de venatione .., 
Women who have beards down to their breasts 
live in certain woods inllndia; they are 
clad In the skins of animals and live only, 
by hunting. 
v 
Isidore in Etymotogiao XII, ii, 28 eastz an interesting 
side-light on the use of wild animals in hunting: 
SoZoit at In di fcrnv: aa 0=08 a: oatu iss 
siivis aZl 4atas ad itti ad tigres bactiaa, 
a cuifus inciliri, at :: asci es cbm foctu 
caa: ss adco acsrrir,: os at forias ut in 
conpic. cu teoncc prostorna: t. 
And the Indians are said to tie up bitches 
in the woods by night, so that tigers can 
roach them and mate with than. And from 
that litter dogs are born which are so very 
quick and strong that thoy can overthrow 
I ions in combat. 
The Corruptions in OE-V 
In this passage OE-V has strangely corrupt readings 
at two points: 
21,7 Mir leopardoo OE-T taopardoc OE-V Zao: i 7 toxac 
21,9 Mir can ittis OE-T omits OE-V mid haora 
scin(Lac)e 
Commentators have put forward various explanations 
for this, just as they have for the later passage 
where the two OE texts diverge even more widely 
(32,4-9). Most of these hypotheses depend on V 
representing an earlier stage of the text, possibly 
based on a more corrupt version of Mir than that found 
in Mir-T, with the text of OE-T corrected on the basis 
of Mir-T. (Sisa: n argues this in 'Compilation of the 
Beowulf MS', Studies in the History of Old English 
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Literature, Oxford, 19 53 , pp. 80-81. ) The; converse 
theory, put forward by Gibb (op. cit. pp. 166-167) 
is that OE-V had access to a corrupt version of 
Mir, on the basis of which sections of the text- 
were, for some reason or another, rewritten or 
edited. This theory , insofar as it sees 
OE-T 
as representing the translator's original intention 
and OE-V as a later modification in these few 
strange readings, is closer to the truth. However, 
it does not indicate how these lacunae arose, nor 
is the explanation of how they were filled in, 
accordance with the facts. ý.... n .. 
The corruptions in OE-V are in isolated 
pockets, while the remainder of the text is not 
littered with mistranslations. These pockets were 
caused by damage. Conclusive evidence of this is 
found in 32,4-9 and will be examined there. That. 
passage is closely connected with this one, for in the 
two-column bilingual text of T the one passage backs 
directly onto the other. The damage which can be 
proved to have occurred in an ancestor of V 'inthe,, 
later passage (which, with the rearrangement 'of the 
text . 
in Mir, ' appears earlier iri the MS) must have 
'affected 'the 'other side of the 'vellum as well, although 
less extensively. Two further, passages in adjoining 
columns show danaCo at the sanc height on the papc. 
This points to a seeping stain, such as an ink-blot, 
'e. rather than total 
loss of the bottom of the par 
The copyist, whose Latin proved to be negligible, was 
forced to refer back to the text of Mir to fill the 
lacunae thus created. His suggestions, particularly 
the separation of Zcopardoe into its constituent parts, 
read as if he had no Latin at all but asked a 
colleague to gloss cords at random. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
21,1 Zoaum. (Mir) The inherited reading was Montcm, 
which appears to have been changed to Zocuw in a 
co.. on ancestor of Mir and OFr, which reads region. 
The most likely reason for this is that it was a 
deliberate modification made to reduce the superfluity 
of mountains in §§20 and 21. 
219 4 pe l Zieu lac oq'. orum ad vas t (Crem tur; habcnr tco. 
(Mir) None of the other texts specify horses' hides. 
This almost certainly derives from the reading in Pit 
and GerII, where the women 'wear skins and have horses'. 
Another, less attractive explanation is that this 
arose from another instance of quorur/vquoru1 
confusion (as already encountered in 15,3). If this 
were the case, Mir's aq<orun would represent the earlier 
73.9 
reading and equos /equas the derivative. There are 
problems in accepting this, both in its implications- 
for the stemma (corruptions common to EP and Pit which 
are not present in Mir are unlikely) and because quo rupt 
would have to be. part of an earlier *bestiae 
quarum 
pelZiculas. If quorum were to have an antecedent,: 
perhaps the wild animals of 21,6-8, extensive 
rearrangement of the sentence would be required. 
The close agreement between texts of both groups in 
the order of this part of the description seems to 
exclude this possibility. 
21,5 venatrices max! rnaz suat, (EP) The grammatica3, 
function of maxime varies between the P-Group texts.. 
In Mir, the MS reads he venatrices. maxime pro. 
ycanib; 
tigres et Zeopardos nutriunt 'they are huntresses; 
they breed tigers and leopards especially instead of 
hounds'. In Pit, maxima has been associated with- 
in forma which has replaced pro, thus it is 'very, 
big', in an adjectival function, but dissociated from 
the women. EP reads venatrices maxZmaa sura&. 'they 
are great huntresses', a reading paralleled, perhaps 
accidentally, by HP's aunt namque venatrices optime. 
It is this last interpretation which has been adopted 
by ý the OE -translator, which raises the possibility that 
the realignment caused by the punctuation in Mirä 




21,5 huntigyctran. (oi-T) This form in 0L'-T 
is an accurate gloss for venatrioco, formed on bunte 
with the feminine suffix -entre. 01-V, possibly 
because of the damage which affected an antecedent 
MS in patches over the next few lines, reads 
hundicgean, the root of which is Lund 'dog' I. 
h'undum is omitted from the text of OE-V in the 
following line, which may account in some way for its 
presence here. As with the other puling readings 
in this passage in OE-V, the likeliest explanation 
is that several lacunae were dealt with individually 
by a scribe with little Latin who did not always refer 
to the correct part of the Latin text in his attempt 
to restore the readings. 
21,6 fore hundum. (OE-T) Again, OE-V has problems 
with the text, omitting hundurn altogether and reading 
from in place of fors, so that this line reads from 
ti. gras 7 loot: 7 loxas, which is quite nonsensical. 
Damage to the exemplar would again provide the 
explanation. 
in forma oanis. (Pit) Pro aanibui 'instead of dogs' 
has been modified in Pit, evidently by a scribe who did 
not fully understand it, to in form canic 'in the 
shape of dogs'. Maxima has become associated with 
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this phrase, producing a reading which could be 
paraphrased 'they breed tigers and leopards to look 
like very big dogs'. Legends such as that quoted 
above from Isidore, together with incidental details 
such as the use of the name Tigris for one of 
Actaeon's hounds (Ovid, Met., ed. R. Ehwald, Leipzig, 
1928,3,217) may have aided this emendation. 
21,7 leon 7 Zoxas. (OE-V) The copyist, who was 
confronted by a lacuna and a Latin text reading 
Zeopardos (possibly written as if it were two words) 
has divided Zeopardos into its constituent parts, 
Zeones and pardos. 
21,8 et autres bestes. (OFr) At some stage during 
transmission (it is impossible to tell whether it was 
before or after translation) the final detail which 
specifies omnia genera bestiarum as-the prey of these 
huntresses has been omitted. OFr adds these animals 
to the list of those used as hounds, and they are 
similarly treated in LM. 
21,8 ja: t syndon Pa cenestan deor. (OE) This phrase 
looks like an explanation for the choice of these 
animals to serve as hounds which has been added in 
the translation, since there is nothing in Mir to 
correspond to it. However, a similar phrase is found 
in LM (et rapida ferarum genera, 21,8). LM is not 
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normally as close to Mir in its readings as it is to 
EP, but this coincidence raises the remote possibility 
that this wording was present in the text of Mir at 
the time of the translation. On the possibility that 
LM borrowed the phrase from a different source, see 
below. 
21,9 mid heora scin(... )o. (OE-V) OE-T does not 
translate cum G Us, which is such a simple expression 
that one would expect it to be restored easily if 
obliterated. OE-V's reading here appears to be 
translating cum iZlusio, for whether the illegible 
letters were (Zac) as suggested by Sisam (op. cit. 
p. 81) or not, the stem sein implies witchcraft or 
magic. As before, the most probable explanation 
is that a lacuna had to be filled by a scribe whose 
Latin was such that he referred even this simple 
phrase to a colleague, perhaps mispronouncing it as 
he did so. 
F-Group 
21,2 Circa Indiam at arabiam. (FR) The phrase 
India at arabia is found in FL 20,8, where it is not 
the name of the place under discussion but the 
destination of trade routes from that place. The 
abridgement of FR, which appears to have removed 
intentionally all recognisable geographical information 
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has caused this distortion of the inherited text. 
21,4 barbate. (Ger) Gervase's preference for 
a participle in place of a verbal construction with 
a noun object is shown in his repeated replacement of 
such phrases as habentes barbas (FL, FR 21,4) by 
forms such as barbate. 
21,6 venariaces. (FL) The attentions of the 
Corrector end towards the bottom of f94, and this 
obvious and simple misreading escaped his notice. 
21,7 pro canes. (FL) The grammatical error in the 
use of accusative instead of ablative after pro 
has not been corrected. 
21,8 ad instar. (Ger) Gervase has introduced 
ad instar twice in this text. Here his source lacked 
any word of comparison, and in the other instance 
(celeres ad instar equorum, 15,2) he was uncertain of 
the interpretation to be adopted. 
21,9 Zeonibus. (FR) The universal use of Zeopardos 
in the other texts demonstrates this to be a corruption. 
It probably derives from unclear word division, which 
made it possible for Zeopardos to be seen as its 
constituent parts. In this instance only the first 




L ibex Uonstrorun 
This passage has provided LM with material in two 
different sections. 
21,1 ut ferunt. The Compiler makes his typical 
disclaimer or expression of doubt for anything which 
seems at all outlandish. In 11,31 it is the pearls 
from §20 and not the animals from 121 which attract 
this disclaimer; the expression used there is 
perhibentur. 
21,8 et rapida ferarum genera. It seems possible 
that LM used a source which, as in OFr, lacked the 
final words which make omnia genera bestiarur the 
prey and not the hounds. Rapida (which replaces 
omnia) may have been found in the source, as it 
appears to have some support from OE Pa cenestan door. 
There is, on the other hand, some evidence to suggest 
that this phrase was drawn from the Epistota AZewandri, 
where it appears as rabida ferarum bcluarumque genera, 
with rapida in place of rabida in several MSS 
(Rypins, three Old English Prose xts, London, 1924, 
E. E. T. S. o. s. 161, p. 82,1.17 and footnote 9). 
LM certainly introduced a phrase from the Epistola 
Alexandri in 1,18 (see Ann Knock, 'The L iber Monetrorurn; 
an Unpublished MS and some Reconsiderations', Scriptorium, 
174-5 
32,1978, p. 26). If this phrase was drawn from an 
outside source such as the Epistola it would be of 
no value in assessing any relationship with OE (and 
therefore Mir). In the later passage in LM which 
uses the same material a similar phrase is found. 
Here, however, it is et cuneta ferarum genera 'and 
all kinds of wild animals', wording which is more 
likely to be an adaptation of omnia genera bestiarum 
as found in Mir, Pit and GerII. 
Gervase of Tilbury, Otia ImperiaZia, Decisio II. 
21,5 equos habent. Several readings in this passage 
indicate that GerII is closely related to Pit. 
These two are the only texts to attribute the possession 
of horses (as opposed to horse-hide, as in Mir) to 
these huntresses. 
21,5 venatrices Bunt. tigrides pro canibus habent. 
In MS Vat. Lat. 933 (f. 20v, col. 2) these words are 
entered in the margin in the hand presumed to be that 
of Gervase himself. They are marked "/ to show the 
point at which they are to be inserted into the body of 
the text. The division of the sentence is similar 
to that of EP. 7igrides is the same form of the 
plural as that used by Pit, but pro canibus does not 
show the modification to in forma canis as in Pit. 
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Historia do PraZiis 
21,1 Atio namque die amoto cxaroitu cgpit iro per 
ipsas silvas India. As usual the passage has been 
edited, without the exercise of any great imagination, 
to fit the narrative context. The reference to 
ailvas India may indicate a closer link with FR 
(circa Indiam at arabian), Silvan refers back to 
the previous passage in HP, and it is possible that 
the reference to India encouraged the interpolator 
to insert it at this particular point in the text. 
21,3 habentes corpora magna. As frequently in 
these interpolations, size has been exaggerated so 
that victory over these creatures reflects to the 
greater glory of Alexander. 
21,4 caput planuni. The Old French Prose Alexander 
(ed. A. Hilka, 1920, S941 p. 177) has made these 
women still more monstrous by translating caput 
planuni 'a flat head' as qui avoiant trans corner as 
chies 'who had large horns on their brows'. 
21,8-9 2Unc Macedones insequentes iliac approhendorunt 
ex eis aliquantulas. This sentence replaces the 
comparison with leopards or lions which was found in 
the source. It is similar to the phrase introduced 
in the following chapter in HP to accompany the 
material drawn from §22 of the Latter. The only 
"4? 
difference between this line and 22,14 is in the 
word order and the use of quasin place of iZZas. 
This similarity indicates that both lines were the 
work of the interpolator. 
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SECTION 22 
This section on the monstrous women, which in IUP are 
given the name lamic, the classical name for a typo 
of witch-vampire, is found in all texts of both 
groups. It forms the final section of Pit. 
Passages deriving from the description in the Letter 
are found in Ui 1,28, Gervase, Otia Imperiatia, 
Decisio II, (MS Vat. Lat. 933, f. 19t', col. 2,11.9-13) 
and in Historia de Pretii3, j2, chapter 95. 
In F-Group all versions except FL and HP finish at 
22,7. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
(It is not absolutely certain how much of the material 
found in HP, which provides a fuller account than any 
of the other texts, is taken from, the Letter or whether 
any of it was drawn from other sources. The points in 
question and their implications for the sterna will be 
considered in detail as they arise. ) 
In the same place 
(F-Group texts read 'in woods in the same mountains' 
EP and LM are alone in relating this to the Red Sea, 
last mentioned in §20, a fact which may indicate an 
especially close relationship between them. ) 
there are women with boars' tusks, 
hair down to their ankles and a 
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tall behind like a bull's. They 
are tall 
(The specific heights vary. FR and LM agree, 
probably coincidentally, in reading 12 feet;. EP 
reads 13; Mir, 14; FL and Ger 7. Pit and GerIi 
do not specify height in feet. ) 
(At this point the texts diverge. In F-Group it is 
stated that: ) 
the rest of their body is hairy (pilosum) 
Iike an ostrich. 
(Struthiocamelus 'ostrich' is not present in that 
form in any of the extant texts, for it has been 
broken down into its elements (cf. Zeopardos 621) 
to give strutio 'sparrow-like' and camelus 'camel'. ) 
(In P-Group they are described as: ) 
having beautiful bodies (specioso) 
like white marble, and they have camel's 
feet. Their teeth are like asses' 
(EP and OE-V agree on asses, Mir and OE-T read boars, 
as at the beginning of the description. The change 
between the two words is very simple in Old English, 
from eoseles to eoferes. Asses almost certainly 
represents the inherited reading. OFr, probably 
because of the earlier reference to boars teeth, has 
changed dentes ct 6ezoNUnt to oreilles dasne, drawing on 
a more celebrated attribute of the ass. ) 
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(HP alone goes on at this point to describa a 
second group of women, the Zamio, who, like the 
women described earlier in all texts: ) 
have hair down to their anklos. 
They are 7 feet tall 
(The same height was given in FL and Ger for the 
earlier women at a point where HP agreed with FR and 
LM in reading 12) 
they are very beautiful and have 
hooves Iike horses. 
(Both these characteristics have already been found 
in'P-Group texts, although the cloven feet are there 
said to resemble those of camels. The P-Group 
passage has traditionally been considered a corruption 
based on the F-Group reading; specioso corpora quasi 
marmore candido, pedes habentes came Linos (Mir) was 
believed to have developed from reliquum corpus 
pilosum quasi structio at cameluc (FL). This 
treatment in HP, showing all these characteristics 
attributed to two distinct groups of women forces us 
to reconsider this conclusion. 
The passage in question was certainly added to 
HP at about the same time as the passage which is 
certainly drawn from F-Group; both passages are 
present in the J2 version of HP but not J2. It is 
conceivable that the lainic were drawn from another 
: 7,5'1 
source. Both passages were given separate 
introductions by the interpolator, which suggests 
that he found them as two self-contained units and 
not as a single complicated description (as in the 
surviving P-Group texts) which he tried to untangle. 
No source apart from the Letter has been traced for 
this passage, and until a more likely source is 
found the few phrases in P-Group would appear to be 
the closest relative. This suggests that this 
description, like the earlier one, was taken from a 
version of the Letter. 
Accepting that a version of the Letter was 
probably the source, we must now examine which 
version this could have been. The vestiges of this 
passage are found only in P-Group, but there is no 
other evidence of the use of any P-Group text or 
derivative of P-Group by the interpolator of HP. 
We do know that he made heavy use of a text closely 
resembling that of FR, and the part of the text to 
which he added passages borrowed from FR is the part 
in which this passage is found. Indeed, it follows 
a passage which is taken from a text very close to FR 
in certain readings. It is easier to postulate 
the existence in the archetypal Letter of two sections 
on monstrous women which, because there was some 
overlap in subject matter, were subjected to editing 
during the course of transmission. HP would then be 
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seen to have drawn its interpolations from an 
early stage of the F-Group text, before the 
suppression of this apparently superfluous passage 
in the common ancestor of FL and FR. The material 
was retained in P-Group, but conflated with the 
preceding passage to produce a single, contradictory 
description which has worried translators and editors 
alike, so that there is continual evidence of 
attempts to make it more self-consistent. 
There is another possible explanation, but 
one which does not seem to me to stand up as 
convincingly to examination. A group of texts 
within P-Group, from which Pit is excluded, have 
been infiltrated by a small number of references from 
an Alexander text. The Alexander references include 
three involving the name of Alexander (one of which 
is found in 22,11-12, later in this passage) and 
at least one instance of recasting a description to 
agree with details in the Epistola Alexandri. (the 
three-coloured body and leonine head of the 
hippopotamus in §15). It is possible that the 
extra details in the P-Group texts have been 
introduced from an Alexander text. However, this 
section is an interpolation which first appeared in 
j2, the second interpolated version of the fistoria 
dc PreZiis, and the P-Group text of the Letter was 
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in circulation at least 300 years before the 
compilation of J2 during the twelfth century. A 
further argument against counting these details 
with the other material introduced from an Alexander 
text is that whereas none of the other such 
borrowings appears in Pit this does, in exactly the 
same form as in the other texts. 
In conclusion, the evidence seems to suggest 
that one of the hypotheses considered is more probable 
than any others; the theory that F-Group originally 
contained two separate sections on different types 
of women, which are now preserved only in HP. The 
second section was early eliminated in F-Group, 
possibly because of the extent to which the material 
seemed to be repeated, and in P-Group it was merged 
with the earlier section for the same reason, with' 
unsatisfactory results. ) 
(The final detail in this passage appears in P-Group 
texts except the derivatives GerII and LM. It is 
also present in FL, with a modified version in HP. 
The versions differ widely. ) 
The writer desired to capture some 
(Thus FL, which best preserves the pretence that 
this is a real letter. ) 
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to look at thorn 
(Pit; the intention in rL is to take them to Rome 
alive. ) 
some were killed 
(The number ranges between 1 in FL and many. ) 
by three of our comrades 
(Both FL and Pit have a phrase to this effect, although 
in Pit 3 is the number of the slain, not the slayers. 
EP, Mir and OFr introduce Alexander, as if he were 
in charge of the army in which they themselves 
belonged. This may be an overspill from the 
earlier socii nostri of Pit, which has given rise 
to nos gens in OFr beside an Alexander reference. ) 
because they could not capture them 
alive 
(FL says that-they were able to escape and fought 
for a long time. ) 
(Mir concludes with a moralising reason for the 
killing of 'many': ) 
because of their obscenity and 
because they are wanton and dishonourable 
with their bodies. 
Analogues 
There are no conclusive classical analogues to this 
passage, although monstrous women are found in 
several texts. Jacques of Vitry (Eistoria Orientatio, 
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Douai, 1597, chapter 91, p. 215) has what appears 
to be a watered-down version of these creatures: 
Sunt ibi quaedam mulieres in fluorine 
speciose vaZde, excepto quod dentes habit 
caninos, albe autern sunt veluti nix. 
There are certain women in the river who 
are very beautiful except that they have 
teeth like dogs, they are white as snow. 
This description resembles the version in the Letter 
in three points, the beauty, the ugly teeth and the, 
whiteness. 
Significant Readings 
22,2 Rubro mari proximae. (EP) EP, and LM which 
may be closely related to it, refer back to the last 
place mentioned, the Red Sea, referred to in 20,8. 
22,6 altae pedum xiii. (Mir) Several different 
numbers are given for the height of these women, 
although they differ by single minims. The reading 
12 in LM is the only P-Group reading to coincide with 
that of an F-Group text, in this instance FR. 
22,7 specioso corpore. (Mir, EP, GerII) Pit is 
alone in reading speciosae to refer to the women as., 
a whole, while the rest of the P-Group texts say 
clearly that they have beautiful bodies. The 
implication in these texts is that they have beautiful 
bodies despite the ugliness of their faces and certain 
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other aspects, and Pita reading is certainly the 
later of the two. 
22,9 aprinos. (Mir-T) The reading aprinoo is a 
late corruption which took place after the OE translation 
had been made. OE-V reads aoseten tJd9', which 
corresponds exactly to dentes acinorum in EP. There 
are several factors which may have influenced the 
change in Mir. Thanks to the conflation of two 
separate descriptions, teeth have already been 
described as dentes aprorur in 22,3. OE-V dealt 
with this problem quite easily by translating that 
phrase as eoferes tuxas and the later one as eoselee 
tea', thus giving the women both teeth and tusks. 
However, this is not represented in the illustrations. 
The picture in T shows the tusks clearly, but not the 
teeth, while that in V shows neither teeth nor tusks. 
The change in reading probably took place first in 
the OE, for the difference between aoaeZes and 
eoferes is very slight in an insular hand. Perhaps 
we have some indication of the recent nature of the 
change in Mir-T in the difficulty the scribe had 
with aprinos, which he wrote as ap'nos, omitting 
dentes. Mir-B, faced with an unusual Latin 
abbreviation and a reading in OE which seemed to 
duplicate an earlier one, omitted aprinos altogether. 
In OFr the problem of apparent duplication has been 
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dealt with differently. Asinorum has been retained 
but denies has been replaced by a different 
characteristic of the ass, its ears, oreiZles dasne. 
22,10 miceZnesse. (OE) The reading micelnesse 
which appears in both copies of OE has been 
correctly emended by Gordon (Year's Work in EngUsh 
Studies, 1924, pp. 68-69) to unclennesse, a satisfactory 
gloss for obscenitate. The corruption is due in 
part to minim confusion, as Gordon suggests. There 
is, however, another factor; both OE texts lack 
any word translating muite, and this may somehow have 
become confused with mice1 and entangled in micetnessc. 
F-Group 
22,3 aprinos. (Ger) The use of an adjective 
instead of a genitive is a stylistic feature favoured 
by Gervase, which in this instance coincides with 
the readings of some P-Group texts. 
22,5 bobis. (FR) The MSS of FR show variation 
between bovis and bobi$. Only the latest MS reads 
bovis, while another has been corrected to that 
reading. This confusion has been claimed as a 
hispanic feature for FR-Ma, but it occurs also in 
the Italian MSS and is more likely to be a symptom 
of early date which has been copied from an 
archetype. 
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22,8 quasi strutio at camctue. (FR) This reading 
derives from struthiocamoZue 'ostrich', but the 
word has been broken down into its constituent parts. 
In FL strutio 'sparrow-like' has degenerated still 
further into structio, which is meaningless. Ger 
was faced by this meaningless word and a comparison 
with the hairy-bodied camel, and reduced FL's reading 
to pitosum ut cameZue. 
Derivatives 
L iber Monstrorum 
22,2 ut ferunt, speciosae. The incongruity of the 
claim that women with such grotesque features could be 
beautiful has caused the compiler of LH to express 
his doubt with ut ferunt. 
22,2 Rubro pari cohaerantes. Agreement with EP here 
seems to indicate that LM may be more closely related 
to EP than to the other P-Group texts. When the 
compiler sought to define the location of the material 
he drew from 921 on the bearded huntresses it was 
the Armenian mountains of 20,5 he picked and not the 
Red Sea, for 21,1 reads iuxta nontcm Armanise. It 
is possible that he is following his source in specifying 
the Red Sea here. However, there are enough readings 
in LM which are not found in EP for us to be certain 
that LM is not descended from the text of EP as we have 
it. 
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22,4-8 The order has-been changed here, and the 
effect is to make these women appear less monstrous. 
The reordered description begins with the more 
attractive details, the white body, the height, 
the flowing hair and only after this do we learn 
of the tail and other grotesque features. The tusks 
are omitted altogether, in both places where they 
are found in P-Group texts. - 
22,4 et crines usque ad tabs defluentes. The 
elaborate language enhances the beauty of this 
description, which sounds far more attractive than 
its prosaic source, capilbos usque ad tabs habentes. 
22,5 caudas bourn in Zateribus. The plain language 
of the source, in Zumbis, has been modified to the 
euphemistic in Zateribus 'in the sides/flanks'. 
The delicacy is unexpected in someone handling such 
material. 
22,8 The section ends with the camels' feet, omitting 
the second reference to teeth and the details of the 
killing, if these were present in the source. 
Historia de PreZiis 
The presence of two separate descriptions in HP, 
both of which probably derive from an F-Group version 
of the Letter although only one is present in extant 
F-Group texts has already been discussed at length. 
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Each of these descriptions begins with a formulaic 
introduction: 
22,1 Deinde anbutantea invenerunt ... 
22,9 Deinde amoto excroi. tu Vanarunt ad atiae citvaa 
India at deambutantee per aas invencrunt ... 
These amply demonstrate the extent of the creative 
imagination employed. 
22,5 et in Zumbis caudam bovic habentes. Some MSS 
of HP read et in natibus caudam, and it is this 
reading which has passed into the Old French Prose 
Alexander as ei eurent au nombrit ooues de buef 
'they had a bull's tail growing from their navels' 
(ed. Hilka, 1920, §95 and Hilka, 1977, p. 60). 
22,11 dicuntur Jamie. The classical Zamia are 
vampires who suck children's blood, but there is no 
suggestion of that here. 
EtymoZogiae VIII, xi, 102: 
Isidore describes them in 
L aznias, quas fabuZae tradunt in fantes 
corripere ac Zaniara solitas, a laniando 
specialiter dictas. 
The Zanies who are fabled to be in the 
habit of seizing children and tearing 
them to pieces, they are specially named 
after Zaniando 'tearing'. 
22,14-17 The conclusion to the passage differs from the 
account of the attempted capture and killing which ends 
the section in FL. Whether this conclusion was 
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drawn from F-Group, if indeed an F-Group text 
provided the rest of the material, we have no way of 
telling. The account of Alexander's amazement when 
these creatures were brought before him is quite 
appropriate to the subject matter of this passage. 
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SECTION 23 
This section which deals with several different 
races of men is found in all the P-Group texts 
(except Pit, which finished at the end of the 
previous section) but in F-Group it is present only 
in FL and Ger. It is omitted entirely from FR, 
presumably because of the factual and geographical 
nature of its contents. Only the first described 
of the races appears in LM, in I, 26. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
(The readings of the two groups differ widely in this 
section. There is, however, sufficient agreement 
in the content for us to be sure that certain 
characteristics were included in the archetype. 
Which of the divergent readings more closely 
represents that ancestor cannot at all points be 
ascertained. ) 
Adjacent to that place 
(Thus F-Group; the P-Group texts read 'close by 
the ocean' (secus oceanum) which appears to be 
duplication in anticipation of 23,7, where exactly 
the same phrase appears, supported by sccundum 
0 ceanum in FL. ) 
is a captive race 
(Neither group preserves this reading intact, but 
it clearly underlies the surviving texts. FL 
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tells of a 'truly surrounded colony' (coloniam vcro 
cinctam) which seems to imply captivity. In EP 
the race is described as cativa gens, a reading very 
close to the hypothetical captiva gens of the archetype 
of P-Group if not the earliest Latin text of the 
Letter. The reading catini had developed from the 
EP-type reading by the time of the common ancestor 
of Mir and OFr, and is treated as a proper name 
in these texts. In Mir it has been further 
transformed from the name of a race of men into the 
name of a species of wild animals (genera bestiarum). 
This transformation requires further modification 
subsequently in the text, with the addition-of a 
race of men to take on the second attribute of 
cativ'a gens. ) 
who are beautiful and live on raw meat 
and honey 
(This form of the description appears only in P-Group. 
In FL the two basic concepts found in P-Group are 
both present, the fertility (P-Group 23,3-4, with 
its implications of a 'land flowing with milk and 
honey') and the important king (P-Group 23,6-7). 
These details appear in reverse order in F-Group, 
and the king is named as Darius. ) 
where there is a hospitable king 
with many tyrants under him. 
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(In place of this P-Group reading, FL has a historical 
detail: ) 
Darius, King of the Persians, 
was staying there together with 
his men, enjoying all the good 
things of life. 
(It is impossible to tell whether this reference to 
Darius was found in the ancestral Letter, as there 
is nothing in P-Group which in any way resembles it. 
Darius was a well-known historical figure, who 
could have been added to replace the nameless rex 
hospitalis (EP 23,6). Equally, the P-Group 
readings could derive from a reference to Darius 
from which the name has been omitted. ) 
And close by the ocean there 
are many kings. 
(The 'many tyrants' of P-Group (23,6-7) and the 
later 'many kings', which are found only in Mir 
(23,8) with the vestiges of a reference in OFr 
which has become a proper name, look like 
duplication in P-Group. It is the second 
reference which directly corresponds to that in 
F-Group and therefore has perhaps a slightly greater 
claim to be considered part of the inherited text. ) 
(The texts diverge again, with only a very tenuous 
link between the two groups in that both refer to 
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something which can be counted or reckoned in 
numerical terms. ) 
The kings are too many to name 
or number. 
(The reference to naming kings may have some bearing 
on the question of the name of Darius, but whether 
it implies that an editor was particularly conscious 
of names because he had just added one is a matter 
of pure conjecture. ) 
(In place of this, P-Group texts read: ) 
These people live a long time and 
are so kind 
(It is possible that one feature at least of this 
P-Group reading is inherited from the archetype, for 
both groups go on to exemplify the kindness and 
generosity of these kings. ) 
that if anyone comes to visit them 
they send him away with presents (remunerati) 
(All the P-Group texts derive from an ancestor in 
which rernunerati has become corrupted into cum 
muZieribus. The modification may have been 
influenced by the accounts of gifts of Amazon warriors 
to Alexander, for in P-Group this passage is followed 
directly by one of the interpolated references to 
Alexander. ) 
"76. s 
Whon Aloxandor camo to thorn ho was 
amazod at thou philanthropy and did 
not wish to harm thorn or tormont thorn 
further. 
(This reference to Alexander, which appears only in 
those P-Group texts which contain the other 
Alexander accretions (although we do not have a 
reading from Pit, the one P-Group text not to 
contain them) is almost certainly a late interpolation 
in P-Group. ) 
Analogues 
The gift of equestrian female warriors to Alexander 
the Great, which may have influenced the corruption 
of remunerati to cum muZicribus in P-Group is 
recorded in Julius Valerius, ed. KClbler, p. 15S, 1,5: 
quingentas etzam cquites dastinass3 
armatas et strenuas, ut poposcerit, 
quae per autos cailiaat perl utcntur. 
Then, as he had proposed, fifty armed 
and active horsewomen were allocated 
to him, who might be exchanged annually. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
23,1 deneoste le grant nor. (OFr) Hilka emended 
to dejoste, but the reading as it stands is a 
satisfactory gloss for secus, being a compound of 
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the more commonly found forms decoste and encoste, which 
both mean 'beside'. 
23,1 genera bestiarum. (Mir) Only Mir and OE 
transform this race of men into a species of wild 
animal. 
23,2 cativa gens. (EP) As has been suggested, this 
reading in EP probably most closely approaches that 
of the archetypal P-Group text. Mir's catini arose 
by minim misinterpretation and by the addition of 
a regular masculine plural ending in place of a 
feminine singular which would be inappropriate in the 
reworked context. 0Fr reads catins (although the 
script is such that the reading catius would be 
admissable). The first alternative is more closely 
linked with the reading of Mir. 
23,3 ubi sunt homines. (Mir) This addition, which 
is shown to be late by its absence in OFr, was 
necessitated by the change of the catini from men 
to beasts. Whoever made the insertion evidently 
felt that although it was in order to describe beasts 
as formosi, raw meat and honey was a more proper diet- 
for men. It is a diet associated with those who 
live a life of some asceticism in places of natural 
fertility - it is a way of living off the land, 
without taking undue care about providing for yourself. 
Perhaps the feeling of. the scribe who made that 
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interpolation was that such a diet was unworthy of 
comment as an animal's diet; only as a man's that 
did it become noteworthy. 
23,4 vescentes. (Mir) Each of the P-Group Latin 
texts uses a different verb at this point to express 
'eat'. Variation between ntanduco, corredo and 
vecoor appears freely throughout these texts. It 
appears to have been one of the few ways in which a 
scribe felt able to impose his own stylistic preferences 
on the text (with the exception of those editors such 
as Gervase and the compiler of LM who went to great 
lengths to improve the Latinity of the received 
material). 
23,5 in sinistra parte regio act catinorun. (Mir) 
This detail, which is present only in Mir and OFr 
and is freely translated in OE, may be an interpolation 
attempting to separate geographically the many races 
who appear to be crowded into a small area. In Mir 
it serves the function of dividing the animals called 
catini from the honey-eating men. However, this 
localisation is present in OFr, in which the eatinc 
and the honey-eaters are still one and the same, 
so this cannot have been its original function. 
23,6 gwsttipende. (OE-V) OE-V here gives the 
correct gloss for Mir's hospitales. The corruption 
in OE-T to eastligende 'eastward-travelling' is a 
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fairly easy one to explain in orthographic terms, 
requiring the substitution of ea for gag. It also 
makes tolerable sense in the OE context, although not 
in terms of the Latin original. 
23,6 under. (OE-V) Here, and also in 27,2, OE-V 
leaves him to be understood after under denoting a 
relationship of king and subject. In both instances 
OE-T reads under him in full. 
23,7 heora landgemarra. (OE) Both OE texts read 
Zandgemaara, 'boundaries' which does not translate 
the Latin as it stands. tyrannos confines 'neighbouring 
kings' (correctly rendered in OFr as leur voisin)was 
read by the OE translator, or a subsequent editor before 
the independent development of the two texts took place, 
as tyrannos. confinia 'kings; their boundaries'. 
23,9 benigni. (Mir) This reading, which refers to 
the generosity of these men, is probably inherited from 
the ancestral text. EP reads hospitales which may be 
a repetition from 23,6. 
23,10-11 it Zeur baillent conduit et Les renvoient oil 
ont femmes. (OFr) OFr has misinterpreted the Latin 
here, perhaps by looking at it with a Christian viewpoint. 
It tells us that the kings send visitors away with a 
safe conduct if they are married. This modification 
may well have arisen from the Latin text exactly as in 
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the surviving versions, by misinterpretation of the 
function of cum muZieribus and som= amplifications of 
the type which the OFr translator so frequently makes. 
23,11 Alexander macedis. (Mir) Whereas the other 
texts with the Alexander references call him Alexander 
rragnus, Mir, both here and in 22,12 gives him the 
title 'Alexander of Macedon'. In 3,8, however, where 
the Alexander reference is corrupt in all texts, 
this title is given only in OE (ca micota 'naoadoniaca 
atexsander) with Mir using the more common magrue 
atexander. 
23,14 nec ultra Voluit occidere. Mir) The use of 
ultra 'further' here requires a less extreme interpretation 
of occidere than the usual one 'to kill', and both 
vernacular translations have taken it as 'to harm'. 
EP reads nec ulterius accedere 'and not approach them 
more closely', which solves the problem of occidcrc 
but raises further difficulties because it appears to 
contradict the earlier statement cum venissot ad cos, 
F-Group 
23,1 Dii, regis Persarum. (FL) The identity of this 
king is made clear by idem Darius raw in 23,3. 
23,1 In hoc sane confinio. (Ger) Perhaps in order 
to avoid this difficult form Dii Gcrvasc has rewritten 
the beginning of the passage. Sann 'healthy' is an 
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embellishment for which there is no support in FL. 
23,2 coloniam vero cinctam. (FL) The significance-: ' 
of this 'truly encircled colony' is lost to us, but 
it is almost certainly connected with EP's cativa gees 
and thus inherited, in some way, from the archetype. 
Ger has replaced it by one of his standard formulae, 
coZonia optime fertilis. 
23,4 omnibus bonis fruebatur. (FL) Omnibus bonis 
is a frequently used expression of affluence and 
fertility which 
it can be assum, 
Latin versions. 
into a far less 
amenitateque. 
where it refers 
appears so often in these texts that 
ed to have been present in the earliest-, 
In this instance Ger has turned it 
prosaic expression, ubi pZurima ubertate 
The presence of amoenitatis in 23,3L, 4 
to the honey-eaters is coincidental. 
23,7 nec numerum nec nomina. (FL) Fernes tells us 
that he is unable to record the names or the number of' 
all the minor kings, because there are so many. Ger'° 
has modified this, with a degree of honesty which is 
uncharacteristic and may not be intentional, to tell -, 
us that he does not know their name or number. 
nomina vel numerum caused difficulty in the MSS of Ger, 
with gaps left in some, filled in in others and still 
others aving rearranged wording. This is a significant 
detail the establishment of a stemma, and has been 
examined in full in the Introduction (Section 4, Gervase, 
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Manuscript Tradition, b) Evidence from the Fcrmco text). 
23,9-10 Ad quos qui forte pervoncrint rcmungrati 
dimittuntur. (FL) Ger has turned this simple state- 
ment of fact to his own advantage, to counter the effect 
of ignoramus in the preceding sentence. He assures the 
reader that it is because he himself has seen travellers 
returning with gifts (and not just gifts but pluri&ia ac 
pretiosis donariis) that he is able to bear witness 
to the existence of these kings. 
Derivatives 
Liber, "Monstrorum 
Iti has retained only a small amount of the material 









as in Mir. 
could have 
ancestor 0 
hominum. The word hominum 
of LM did not have the corruption 
Unfortunately, the name of the 
related that source either to 
f Mir and OFr or to EP, is 
23,3 legimus. The compiler makes his routine 
disavowal of responsibility for the subject matter of 
his work. 
23,3 et hanc causam amoonitatic eorui case adaerunt. 
This phrase has been added by the compiler, and it 
reveals why these men have been considered suitable 
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for inclusion in a Book of Monsters. His interest 
is in their strange diet and its unexpected effect 
on their personality. 
23,4 meZ purum. The importance attached to the 
diet is again emphasised by the introduction of purur. 
The rest of the passage, dealing as it does with 
geographical detail and ordinary people (albeit with 
strange, but not unknown, notions of hospitality) does 
not qualify for inclusion in a Liber Monstrorum. 
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SECTION 24 
This brief section on the source of precious gets is 
found in Mir, EP and OFr of the P-Group texts and in 
FL and Ger in F-Group. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
There are 
(F-Group reads 'rivers' at alia ftumina) which is 
clearly not meant to refer back to any rivers already 
mentioned. In P-Group, Mir and OFr read 'trees' 
arbores and EP 'serpents' serpentoc. Of the two 
P-Group readings, 'trees' is more likely to have been 
the reading of the P-Group archetype. EP's 'serpents' 
is a reference to the well-known legend of the 
dracontia or dragon-stone. Aldhelm and Thomas of 
Cantimpre both wrote on this topic, and their 
descriptions are included in Appendix 4 under 
De Natura Rerum VIII, 16. ) 
in which precious stones are born and 
gems grow. 
There is a race of black men there, the 
Ethiopians. 
(F-Group readings are, confused, for the adjective 
nigre has been transferred from the Ethiopians to the 
gems. ) 




There are frequent accounts of rivers which produce 
precious stones and precious metals. LM 11,28 
ascribes such properties to the Ganges: 
Fluvius Indiae Ganges, qui aurwn cum 
lapidibus profert pretiosis 
The river Ganges of India, which 
produces gold and precious stones 
There are black gemstones produced by rivers, as 
described by Isidore in EtymoZogiae XVI, xi, 1: 
De Nigris 
Achates reperta primum in Sicilia iuxta 
fiwnen eisden nominis, postea plurimis 
in terris. 
Black gemstones 
Agate was first discovered in Sicily next 
to the river of the same name, and 
afterwards in many lands. 
and by Thomas of Cantimpre (De Natura Rerum, XIV, 1): 
Achates lapis est, qui Locus de duodecim 
Zapidibus pretiosis est. Hic in Achate 
fluvio orientali reperitur. Hic co lore 
niger est, venis aZbis intermixtus. 
Agate Is a stone which is one of the twelve 
precious stones. It Is found in the 
oriental river Achates. It Is black In 
colour, Interspersed with white veining. 
The dracontia or dragon-stone is a stone which grows 
in a serpent's head; it must be plucked out before 




Reference has already been made to the Passages on 
dracontia in Appendix 4. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
24,2 et ibi germinabuntur. (Mir) The uce of the 
imperfect tense is problematic, following as it does 
the present tense nascuntur. It has been ignored by 
the OE translator, who uses the present tense growac2, 
and it has been corrected to a present tense in Mir-B. 
If it has any significance, it must mean that the ' 
gems first germinate and then hatch, as it were. 
In OFr it has been replaced by an elaborate pun, for 
gemmes can mean buds, as well as gemstones, and the 
name given to the trees (unique to OFr), gemmer, 
obviously describes their natural as well as their 
unnatural function. The same pun could be made 
. 
in Latin, but Mir, the only text to derive the gems 
from trees, does not use gemma but Zapides pratioci. 
gemmare 'to bud/to glitter with jewels' night underlie 
Mir's germinabuntur, but that would not help to 
explain the use of the imperfect. Gorminaro 'to 
hatch, to sprout forth' is satisfactory in terms of 
meaning. 




24,1-2 alia flumina. (FL) This reference to 'other 
rivers' when no rivers at all had been mentioned since 
§19 was seen as an inconsistency by Ger, who emended 
it to Iuxta terminos memoratos sunt fZumina 'near the. 




This passage on creatures which are evidently 
onocentaurs although the name given to them in the 
text is homodubii is present only in P-Group, in 
EP, Mir and OFr. 
Letter of Pharasmanos 
As with all passages which occur only in one group, 
it is likely that this section did not form part of 
the earliest version of the Letter. The Latin name 
given to these creatures indicates that the section 
was added after translation from Greek. 
Going on from this place there is 
another kingdom to the right of 
the ocean, 323 stadia or 253 leagues 
and one mile away. Flc* o ubtii. are 
born there; they look like men 
down to the navel, with the rest 
of their bodies like wild assns. 
(Here the texts diverge. EP gives them feet like 
a horse, a tempting reading but almost certainly a 
late emendation. Mir says that they have long feet 
like a bird, and OFr makes them 12 foot long. It 
is this last reading which provides the clue, 
combined with its reading of coucf voi3 corrc oioal 
where Mir reads ut aves. Lana voce. Considerable 
attention has been given to this passage, because 
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the superficial disagreement between the picture 
cycle, which shows cloven hooves, and the text of Mir, 
which talks of bird-like feet, has been seen as one 
of the most significant features in assessing the stage 
at which the picture cycle was added to the text. 
Sisam ('Compilation of the Beowulf MS', p. 78) argues 
that the agreement between the illustrations in T and V 
and the text of EP pointed to modification of the text 
of Mir after the illustrations were made. To a certain 
extent he was correct, but Mir never had a reading such 
as that found in EP. The reading in Mir when the 
illustrations were made was the present reading, re-` 
punctuated, with a numeral inserted for the height, 
reliquo corpore onagro similes, Zongis pedibus (xii), ' 
ut aves Lena voce. The numeral was omitted and the 
punctuation adjusted between the addition of the 
picture cycle and the making of the OE translation. 
When they see anyone they flee as 
far as they can. 
Analogues 
There are many centaurs, hippocentaurs and onocentaurs 
in classical literature. They are usually believed to 
have acquired the horse's lascivious nature along with 
his nether regions. LM has two passages, neither of 
which is drawn from the Letter. In one of khem(I, 10 




0 nocentauri corpora hvr t wi rationabilia 
haberc vidcntur ucqua ad unbilicurn, at 
inferior pars corporis in Onagrorum aetosa 
turpitudine describitur. co. - sic 
divcrsorum generurn varia naturaZitcr 
coniungit Natura. 
The onocentaurs seem to have the todlos 
of rational men down to the navel and the 
lower part is described as having the hairy 
deformity of the wild ass. Thus by 
natural moans changeable Nature marries 
those who are of different species. 
In the other passage (1,7 De Ilippoccutaurio) one 
characteristic referred to in the Let tar is discussed 
at length, their speech: 
flippoccntauri equorun at hominuw labent 
con^rixtam naturam, at more feraru r cunt 
capite setoso, sod c: puste ati. cua 
t ae norrtae simitti.. o, quo posvwit 
incipere Zocui: sed insueta labia 
' iumanae Zocutioni nulZ n in uerba voccin 
distinguunt. 
The nature of the hippocentauri is a 
mixture of horse and man; they have 
a hairy head, in the manner of animals, 
but in other aspects they are most 
similar to normal human beings until they 
begin to speak; but with lips unaccustomed 
to human speech they do not make clog 
any words in their talk. 
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These passages demonstrate that the description in 




25,2 oceano dexteriore parte stadia. (Mir) This is 
a laconic way of expressing the distance on the right-hand 
side of the ocean, and OE has amplified it to include. - 
Paet is geteald. Mir-B has followed suit, adding habens 
before stadia. EP shows the phrase reduced to a 
minimal proxima oceano, specifying neither direction nor 
distance, but this text excludes all distances. 
OE, as usual, translated dexteriore as suo', in accordance 
with mediaeval cartography. In this particular instance 
the direction may have been added merely to bring an 
interpolated passage into line with the rest of the text. 
It is probably not part of the archetypal Letter and 
therefore less likely to be covering a realistic 
geographic detail. 
25,3 ccZiii. (OE-V, Mir-B and OFr) There is a high 
degree of agreement between the MSS on this numeral. 
Mir-T, however, appears to read cclui. This is unlikely, 
because there are at the most three occasions on which 
the scribe has written u instead of v in a numeral, here 
(f. 82v) and on ff. 82 and 86. The scribe of Mir-B 
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(or of an intermediary MS, for there was at least one) 
interpreted it as ccliii. Ho did this on the basic 
of the Latin text, not the OE, for OE-T reads aa. l. u. 
25,4 homodubii. The name given to these centaurs 
has already been used in P-Group for the ichthiophagi 
of 911. In that instance only Mir gave the name in 
this form. The gloss jrut bcoc twyZicc which is 
in OE-T in this line was originally in the text of OE- 
V also, but was omitted during transmission, leaving 
only lcrt beog. It is possible that this omission 
was due to a space left for the word to be filled in 
in red; it would be important enough as the Old English 
name of the subject of the section. In 11,6 OE--T has 
the same gloss as here but OE-V has a more direct 
translation of the Latin, xt beooc twimen. The OFr 
translation also glosses the name, using the word it 
used to translate homodubii (or whatever variant was 
in its source) in 11,6. The gloss chest adire 
hommelet was more appropriate to that passage than 
this, for hommelet 'dwarfs, homunculi' hardly fits 
these creatures who are twelve feet tall. 
25,6 Tongis pedibus. (Mir) As has been demonstrated 
above, a numeral, possibly 12 as in OFr, accompanied 
these words in the text of Mir when the picture 
cycle was added. Mir-B, finding the same difficulty 
which has worried later corrrnentators, turned to the 
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translation as a guide. This provided the reading 
Zong sceancan, which Mir-B has retranslated into Latin 
as Zongis cruribus. 
25,8 on pccm landuni. (OE) For some reason the 
translator felt inspired to put his mark on the text 
at this point. He added this minor detail and two 
alliterative pairings to translate verbs as mundane as 
viderint and fugiunt: ongytac* o9? e geseoo: y'and (this 





This description of the oracle appears at this point 
only in F-Group. It is present in FL, FR and Gar. 
The Greek name 21'itontdec and the Greek mythology 
which it contains indicate that it formed part of 
the Letter before the translation into Latin. There 
may be a tenuous connection with the text of Mir in 
§29, where that text alone describes the hyaenas, 
whose ability to imitate voices enables them to lure 
human prey, as appeUZatur donestra, quasi divine 
(29,3), which is glossed in OE as sera frthterac 'like 
soothsayers'. For the purposes of comparison, this 
passage is presented opposite the P-Group text of 
§29 in this edition. 
Lotter of Pharasmanes 
Near the borders of this ocean 
(The ocean is that already referred to in 23,5 
secundum 0 ceanum. In the F-Group texts only 10 lines 
separate the two allusions. ) 
a distance of 280 stadia 
(This distance is present only in FL. The combination 
of a reference to an ocean and a distance in stadia 
is reminiscent of the beginning of the interpolated 
925 in P-Group. 
The text of FR, resuming after an omission which 
included everything since 22,8 (probably a deliberate 
I ); i 
exclusion made because the subject matter of the 
intervening passages is geographical and not 
teratological) gives an alternative location, In 
persarum vero partibus. Persia has been mentioned 
in FL in 23,1, in connection with Darius, but there 
are no earlier references to Persia in the text of 
FR. ) 
are born the soraci 
(The name is given as orhaci in FR. The root of 
both words seems to lie in a link with oracuZum, which 
is totally fitting in the light of the powers ascribed 
to them. ) 
which are known among you as Tritonians 
(itonides is Greek, and the implication in this 
reading (which is that of FL') is that the Letter was. 
written to a speaker of Greek from one whose native 
language was something else. This would have been 
the position in which the historical Hadrian and 
Pharasmanes found themselves. (Unfortunately, the 
word offered as the writer's own name for them looks 
suspiciously like bastard Latin. ) FR reverses the 
position, stating that it is apud nos that the Greek 
name is current. ) 
as if divine (or soothsayers) 
(Divinus can carry both meanings. In view of what 
follows, the latter is more appropriate here. ) 
, 78-6 
if you wish to ask thorn about any 
subject, you will receive an answor. 
Analogues 
The possible connection between the words soraaj/ 
orhaci and oracutum has been pointed out above. 
The Tritons, from whom the adjective 2"ritonidae 
is derived, were mermen, belonging to pre-Greek 
mythology. They may not be the creatures who come 
to mind first when considering Greek methods of 
foretelling the future, but one does play the role of 
a prophet in an incident in the story of the Argonauts. 
After the Argonauts arrived in Africa, according to 
the version of the legend recounted by Pindar (Pythian 
Odes, 4,11ff. ), a Triton appeared before the travellers 
in human form and presented them with a clod of earth 
to symbolise their future possession of Cyrene. 
Significant Readings 
26,2 orhaci. (FR) FR-Ma and FR-P both read orbaci, 
a misreading which could occur easily in many different 
scripts. 
26,3 apud allos. (Ger) By changing voa into aZios 
'among others', Gervase has removed one of the 
surviving traces of epistolary style and at the same 
time fitted his text to its readership. To read 
vos would be to imply that his readership had 
-7.81.7 
different linguistic habits from himself. 
26,5-6 quos de quacurnque res interrogare voiueris, 
responsum accipies. (FL) This is one of the few, 
instances in which the text of FR retains a reading 
which appears to suggest that the reader might 
explore and try something out for himself. The 
reading in FR is exactly as in FL, with the sole 
exception that res has been replaced by the synonym. 
causa. Gervase, on the other hand, has depersonalised 
this sentence, changing the first clause to a quibus 
de omni interrogatione and changing the second person 




The first three lines of this passage, which deal with 
the barbarian race of kings, are present only in P-Group 
(Mir, EP and OFr), although the subject matter is 
similar to that of 923, where a description, which may 
be ultimately the same, of many kings is found in 
both texts in 23,6-8. (The text of 23,6-8F is 
presented opposite this passage for the purposes of 
comparison. ) 
The description of the sun and moon lakes is found, 
although with widely diverging readings, in both 
groups of texts. In P-Group it is present in the 
same texts as the first part of the section, and in 
F-Group it is found in FL and Ger. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
(It is not clear whether the first passage, which is 
found only in P-Group, properly belongs here or is 
misplaced at this point. ) 
There is also another place inhabited by 
barbarians who have 110 kings 
(The role of these kings is confused. In stir they 
are said to be sub se 
'under them!, in EP in so 'amonE 
them' and in OFr sur aus 'over them'. ) 
They are a very evil race. 
18 13 0 
(The rest of the passage is in both groups. ) 
In that place are two lakes 
(Only EP and OE retain this reading, but the variants 
in other texts can all be traced back to laci. 
-The 
agreement between Mir and OFr in reading Zoci is -, 
coincidental, for OE sea pas is translated from Zaci. 
There is support from apparently unrelated texts for., 
Zaci, see Analogues. ) 
One belonging to the sun, the other 
to the moon. The one belonging to 
the sun is hot by day and cold by 
night; the one belonging to the 
moon is hot by night and cold by day. 
(This distinction is retained in full in P-Group., 
The text of FL is confused here, however, for at 
some stage (prior to the use of the text by Gervase, _ 
for the contraction appears also in his version) a 
copyist jumped from the characteristics of the first 
to those of the second, telling us that the one belonging 
to the sun 'is hot (eatet) by day and becomes hot 
(fervescit) by night. 
(Mir and OFr end with a dimension. ) 





Springs which run at a different temperature by day 
and by night are described in several sources. 
Solinus, 29,1, describes one which is cold by day and 
hot by night: 
Gar= nantun oppidwn est Dc! ris f onto miro: 
quidni? qui atternis vicihus die frigvat, 
nocte fervent, ac per cadcm vaiaru', 
corrnercia interdum ignito vapore inaostuct, 
interduwn gzaciati alga inhorrescat. 
A town of Central Africa is Debris, with its 
marvellous spring, and why not? With 
alternating vicissitude it is cold by day 
and seethes by night, and the same passage 
of the water at times rages with boiling 
steam and at other timas grows hoary with 
icy frost. 
21o other instances of a pair of such lakes with 
opposing characteristics is known, outside that in 
the Letter. The attribution of these lakes to 
the sun and moon respectively raises two possibilities. 
We may be dealing with an ancient, possibly pre-Greek 
myth (just as the association of the Tritons with 
foretelling the future seems to be ancient and to 
have lapsed into oblivion except in that instance 
in which it is fossilised in a legend); the other 
possibility is that the single lake, as described 
by Solinus, has become confused in some way with the 
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27,1 locus hominum barbarorum. (Mir) This 
construction with the genitive, found in both P-Group 
Latin texts, proved difficult to the translators who 
resorted to circumlocution. OE reads beoo9 on and 
OFr habitent, and in both cases the genitive has 
been changed to a nominative. 
27,2 under (him). (OE) As in 23,6, OE-V renders 
sub se, referring to subservience, not location, 
simply by the preposition under without a pronoun. 
OE-T gives under him. 
27,2 qui lea gouuernent. (OFr) It seems likely 
that OFr changed sub se (as in Mir) to sur aus at 
a fairly late stage, for qui les gouuernent, for 
which there is no support from the other texts, appears 
to have been added in defence of the emendation. 
27,2 genus pessimum et barbarorum. (Mir) EP reads 
gens haec pessima, omitting barbarorum, which may 
have been repeated from 27,1 in Mir either accidentally 
or for effect. OFr includes the second of Mir's 
barbarorum, but omits the first. 
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27,3 alibi. (Mir) The reading alibi 'in anethor 
place' may be a late develops ent in tiir as EP, OFr 
and OE all read 'there'. 
27,3 laci duo. (EP) The agreement between EP and 
OE and the support of such passages as that from 
Solinus quoted above indicates that the ancestral 
text read laci at this point. t tir and 0£r both 
have the same reading (loci and Zicus), but if Ih r 
had the archetypal reading when the OE translation 
was made these changes to loci must be independent 
developments. Mir-8 gives an alternative plural 
form, Zoce, which usually carried the specialised 
meaning 'places which are connected'. 
27,7-8 The dimension given in these lines seems 
out of place, and it is lacking in EP (which frequently 
suppresses measurements). It may well have been 
displaced from another part of the text, as there is 
strong evidence for displacement of some sort in 
the text over the following sections. (For a full 
discussion of this, see the Introduction. ) 
27,7 ches ii. Zieus. (OFr) OFr amplifies Mir's 
eorum, referring back to 27,3 where the things in 
question have been named baue. 
27,8 cxxxiii & dimidium miZiarium. (Mir) OFr 
reproduces this figure exactly, but omits the half mile. 
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F-Group 
27,1 Zatera. (FL) This reading, which makes 
nonsense in the context as they are not specified 
as sides or flanks of anything in particular, is 
a corrupted reading of Zoci. Confusion between c 
and t, a common feature in minuscule hands as well 
as in insular hands and most others in which a round 
t-form was employed, led to Zat-. Intrusion of an 
abbreviation for -er- and the modification of the 
ending to fit the new word would then be straightforward, 
once the word was close enough to Zatera for a scribe 
to assume that it was a mistake in his exemplar. 
Gervase realised that the reading was not satisfactory, 
for it does make poor sense of the passage, and made 
the best emendation he could on the basis of the facts 
available to him. Finding a description of the 
palace of the sun in 932 (which is separated from this 
section in F-Group by a single brief passage on the 
long-eared men) he substituted the word palatia for 
latera. I- 
27,2-3 illud solis die mediocriter calet et nocte 
fervet. (Ger). Because of the omission caused by 
haplography in FL, Ger inherited a text in which one, 
of the lakes was said to be hot by day and boiling 
by night. Recognising the confusion, but unaware of 
the reason, Gervase modified this to 'is moderately 
hot by day and boils by night'. 
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SECTION 28 
The description of the balsam. trees appears in this 
position only in Mir and OFr, possibly at a result 
of displacement. It is lacking entirely in EP, and 
appears in F-Group in 32,6-8 as part of the 
description of Heliopolis. Although the passage 
from 932 is presented beside this passage in the text 
for the purposes of comparison, the relationship between 
the readings of the two groups is discussed in the 
commentary on 932, together with the analogues. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
(The underlying text revealed by comparison between 
Mir and OFr shows us a comparatively late stage in the 
development of P-Group. Considerations of the 
archetypal Letter are postponed to 632. ) 
Trees grow in this place which are 
similar to laurol and olivo treos, 
and from those trees balsam is 
produced. And on the way away from 
there, there is a place which measures 
151 stadia or 100 IQaguos. 
Sicnificant Readinc! s 
28,2 bal; arwn ac deorweorJocta eta. (OE) Both 
OE texts provide this gloss on ba(i)3amur:, which 
connects the balsam with the trees to which the 
79,5 
balsam trees are compared, for ele is the first element 
of the Old English name for the olive, eletreow 'oil- 
tree'. 
28,2 bic8 eaZl kenned. (OE-T) OE-V reads biä' 
acenned, which is a straightforward gloss of nascitur. 
OE-T (or an earlier scribe) has inserted eaZZ. The 
idea that all balsam comes from these specific trees 
seems to imply that balsam was a substance known only. 
by name to the scribe in question. 
28,4 que faciunt Zeuuas . Z. et i miliarium. 
(Mir) 
OFr gives the figure as c. hues de Zonc. Elements 
of both readings are correct, for two-thirds of 151 
is 1001 (all fractions are rounded to halves), and 
the basis for conversion in these texts was that one 
league equalled 1 stadia. 
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SCCTIO; l 29 
This section on the half-human cannibals who combine 
the characteristics of the corocotta (or its relative, 
the hyaena) with those of the crocodile is found only 
in P-Group. It is present in Mir, EP and Orr and 
provided the basis for Ui 1,40. 
Latter of Pharacmancs 
(As with all sections unique to one Croup, and more 
especially those which are found only in P-Group, it 
is probable that this passage did not form part of 
the ancestral utter. The complexity of the textual 
tradition in this section, however, implies extensive 
development over a long period of transmission. ) 
There is an island In the Red SQL 
In which there is a racy of men. 
(Mir then includes a detail which closely resembles 
the reading of F-Group in 26,1-4 in the description 
of the soraci or tritonides with oracular powers. ) 
which are known to us as donastra 
and who are Iiko soothsayers 
(quasi divine 'like soothsayers' is directly echoed 
in 26,14F. The two passages are presented in 
parallel in both places in this edition, so that 
each can be compared in its proper context. The 
word divini is shown to be used in the prophetic and 
not the divine sense at th, ts point by the ensuing 
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description of oracular powers. This sense is also 
conveyed by OE swa frihteras, although the relationship 
of this to the rest of the sentence has become 
distorted in OE. ) 
They are like men from the head to 
the navel 
(EP and Mir-T agree in this reading, although it 
conflicts with the picture cycle in Mir in which the 
creatures have been given the leonine heads appropriate 
to their descent from the corocotta (see Analogues). 
Plate 5 is the illustration which accompanies Mir-T 
and OE-T. ) 
the rest of the body unlike that 
of men 
(Only EP gives this reading. Mir-T produces a non- 
contrast, by making the lower half of the body also 
similitudine humana, and OE and Mir-B have devised 
various means of overcoming this difficulty. ) 
They speak the languages of all races 
and if they see a man from a strange 
country they address him by name in his 
own language and refer to his relatives 
and friends by name with alluring words, 
so that they deceive him and capture 
him. 
(Mir reads perdunt 'kill' in place of comprehendant 
'capture'. This is probably duplication in anticipation 
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of 29,11, where both texts road pcrdunit. ) 
Ehen they have captured thorn they kill 
them and oat them. 
(Sir and OFr add a detail which properly belongs to 
the legend of the crocodile: ) 
and afterwards they tako the head 
of the man they have oaten and woop 
over it. 
(OFr reads cc rlatont an orisons 'they pray' in place 
of 'weep'. This indicates a corruption in the Latin 
text which provided the translator's source front 
plorant to orant or, possibly, impZorant. ) 
Analogues 
The analogues to this section are of special 
significance, for it is they which demonstrate that 
this description is the product of the conflation of 
two traditions. Leaving aside the prophetic 
donestre of 29,3Mir (which have almost certainly 
been misplaced and belong properly in the context in 
which the soraei appear in F-Group), we are left with 
two basic components. On the one hand there is the 
monster described in LM as conmi: tao naturac, a hybrid, 
who imitates human speech in order to trap travellers 
and then devours them. This is the behaviour of the 
hyaena; Aelian VII122 describes then as copying 
speech to lure woodcutters. In other accounts they 
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attract dogs by imitating the sound of men vomiting. 
The hyaena is not a hybrid, but the corocotta, the 
product of a union between. a hyaena and a lioness, is. 
(In this connection, note especially the leonine 
nature of the heads in Plate 5. ) The hyaena was 
usually reputed to plunder graveyards for food, 
but the corocotta, inheriting savage bravery from 
its mother, is particularly associated with killing 
men. Thomas of Cantimpre sums up the available 
sources in De Natura Rerum IV, 27: 
Corocotes bestia est, sicut SoZinus et 
Jacobus, que voces hominum ut hyena 
imitatur. Nunquam claudit oculos. ... 
hii fiZii Zeonum fiunt Zeunculi: discunt 
predam capere et homines devorare. (Eze. XIX) 
The corocotta, according to Solinus and 
Jacobus (of Vitry) is an animal which 
imitates the voices of men like the hyaena. 
It never closes its eyes. ... the 
offspring (of hyaenas) with male lions 
are called Zeuncuti: they learn 'to catch 
prey and devour men' Ezekiel 19,6. 
The final detail, that of the creatures weeping over 
the heads of the victims they have devoured, appears 
only in Mir and OFr. It comes from the legend of 
the crocodile; to this day we talk of 'crocodile 
tears'. The detail appears in many bestiaries, and 
the knowledge of the crocodile which was available 
in the late eleventh century is summed up by Hugo 
of Saint Victor (De 8estiis et Aliis Rebus, II, viii) 
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Crocoditua a coZara crocav diaitur, at 
nass i tur in Vito f'ticr in c, quadrupc c 
criirraZ, terra et aqua vivonc, Lon ji tudi a 
pt mr. rua vi i+iti cubitcrit, da>zti: ate of 
unguiw1uý *; rv*itato arm=um, cuiuv cutic 
tantto duritice dicw: tur, ut qucnvt'a 
pvrcutiatur in tcrgo laptth4'r ictibuo, 
nihi Z Zaedatur. i/octo in a ýuic, die 
in hwno uio cit; qui -i aliqucrndo 
inveniat homincm co: '&dit c: c, S7. Umcars 
pofest, et poý: a cum c^ýr plcr-at. 
The crocodile is called after the colour 
saffron (croccus), and is born in the 
river Nile; a four-footed animal, living 
on land and In the water, for the most 
part 20 cubits in length, armed with 
teeth and claws of groat savageness. 
its skin is said to be so hard that if 
anyone were to hit 
throwing stones it 
at all. It rests 
in earth by day. 
a man it eats him, 
and afterwards a1w, 
it on the back by 
would not be injured 
in water by night and 
if it ever comes across 
if it wins tho-fight, 
Sys weeps for him. 
There are several problems in trying to establish the 
order in which the various details in these accounts 
found their way into the text of P-Group. The 
imitating of human voices appears to be the fundamental 
characteristic, although it is not clear whether the 
half-human character to whom the trick is ascribed is, 
in the earliest versions, a corocotta or a cannibal 
who happens to have the same traits. 
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Two facts indicate that the creature was seen as a 
corocotta at a later stage in the textual development 
of this passage. The picture cycle, which was not 
an early addition since it portrays readings unique 
to Mir, diverges from its text here in order to 
portray a corocotta, as the illustrator understood 
it. There can be no other explanation for the leonine 
heads. The only satisfactory explanation for the 
accretion (for such it must surely be) of the detail 
belonging to the crocodile must be the similarity of 
the names corocotta and cocodrilius. And yet neither 
name appears in any of these texts. Either the 
whole passage was borrowed very much as it stands, 
from another text in which theatwo animals had already 
become conflated, in which case we have to assume 
convenient loss in EP of the one item in the description 
which did not really belong; or the passage was 
identified as a description of the corocotta (despite 
the name donestre in Mir) at a stage after EP broke 
away from the common source of Mir and OFr, and the 
crocodile detail was added because it was thought to 
belong with the corocotta. The pictures show us that 
there was identification of these creatures with the 
corocotta at a comparatively late stage, so perhaps 




29,3 ja syndon gawaaxcnc ova frthtarao. (OE) The 
text of Mir-T, which was probably that which lay 
before the translator, is nonsense, describing both 
the upper and lower halves of these creatures as being 
in human form. The translator has made sense out of 
this nonsense, by changing the division of the 
sentence and contrasting an upper half which is 
quasi divine with a lower half which is quasi 
homines ... similitudine Juimana. Mir-T does not 
support this interpretation, for structurally 
quasi hominess and cirrilituriino huraana contrast with 
each other, whereas this interpretation puts them 
both in the same relationship to rcliquo corpora. 
The translator, having decided on an interpretation, 
reinforced and simplified it by the introduction of 
the verb syndon geweaxene and by reducing the 
duplication of 'like men' which this interpretation 
produced. Mir-B, with both the text of hlir-T and 
the OE translation to guide it, has emended both 
instances of 'like men'. In place of the first, 
quasi homince, it reads deforr aturr ab hominurn opotic 
(thus coming into line with the illustrations) and 
for the second, ciriZitudinc hurrana it gives an even 
clearer and more emphatic reading, air.: ilitudino 
cxiatcns humana. In OFr the whole description is 
S03 
omitted. 
2,9,7 cum aZieni generis hominem viderint. (Mir) 
The reading aZieni generis 'of another race' implies 
that these creatures are regarded as men, of a kind, 
and indeed they have already been described as such 
in 29,2 (hominum genus) de. spite their animal pedigree. 
OFr simplifies this phrase in translation to tous chiaus 
qui la vont 'all those who 
go there'. 
29,10-11 decipiant eos et perdant. Cumque comprehend- 
erint eos perdunt eos. (Mir) This highly 
tautological phrase is paralleled by that in E? 
where, however, comprehendere is used twice and 
perdere once. In view of this similarity, it seems 
probable that the tautology was inherited, from the 
archetype, although it may have developed in an 
attempt to cover a difficult reading. The translations 
have both reduced it to the logical sequence, deceive, 
capture, eat. 
29,13 se metent en orisons. (OFr) OFr derived from 
a Latin text which read orant instead of plorant. 
(Another possible corruption, more likely in terms of 
the Latin, because it would simply have absorbed an 
abbreviated ipsum but perhaps less likely to have 




The section in LM does not include the additional 
detail in 29,3Mir (quasi divine) or the final two 
lines with the crocodile detail. 
29,4 con»ixtae naturae. The text used by the 
compiler of LM may have had the confused description 
of the dual nature of these creatures which we find in 
Mir, for he does not describe them in detail but 
simply as connixtae naturae. 
29,6 loqui posse tastantur. The unquestioned statement 
of the source, Zoquentes, has been Modified to introduce 
a disclairier, as usual when the subject matter 
challenges the imagination. LM tells us that 'they 
are asserted to be able to speak'. 
29,12 crudos dcvor&nt. As in 16,6, LM has introduced 
crudos into the description of cannibalism, and again 




The Enotokoitai, or large-eared men, described in 
this section are present in all texts of both groups 
(Mir, EP and OFr; FL, FR and Ger) and also in LM I, 43. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
(The F-Group texts all resume here; in FR it is the 
first reading since §26 on the oracle, in FL and Ger 
the first since 927 on the sun and moon lakes. ) 
Beyond this, to the East 
(This localisation, present in Mir and OFr only, is 
probably padding which has been added during transmission. ) 
are born men who are 15 feet tall 
(Most P-Group texts read 15, and all F-Group texts read 
16. ) 
and 10 feet broad 
(P-Group texts agree on the number 10 (except EP which 
omits this dimension) and F-Group texts agree on the 
number 7. ) 
They have large heads and ears as 
wide as winnowing fans 
(''wo F-Group texts have replaced vanno, but this was 
certainly the inherited reading. ) 
at night they spread one beneath 
themselves and cover themselves with 
the other. 
(This detail, found in classical analogues, is omitted 
in F-Group. ) 
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(Mir includes here two details which might possibly 
be inherited fron an ancestral text: ) 
and they hido themselves with the 
oars; they are very tight. 
(The last note, teva ... aunt, looks as if it might be 
an accretion, inserted to explain their apparent 
flight. ) 
and of white body 
(P-Group texts add a simile, 'like milk'. ) 
When they catch sight of men, thay 
spread out their ears 
(Each version uses a different verb for 'extend', as 
if a need to gloss the original were strongly felt. 
A change of meaning has been made in Mir and OE to 
tot tunt s ibi aures 'they pick up their ears', which 
is supported by a classical tradition of men with 
long, floppy ears. This tradition found its way 
into the picture cycle in T and B. (V's picture 
accurately represents the tradition in the Letter, 
although the text does not. ) 
and they flee a long way 
(Their escape is specified in P-Group although it 
is assumed in F-Group. ) 
so that you would think they aro flying. 
Analogues 
Both the fan-eared man of the tatter and the long- 
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eared man who has found his way into the text and 
illustrations of Mir and OE are inherited from 
classical traditions. The earliest records of the 
fan-eared men is in the writings of Skylax (W. Reese, 
Die griechischen Nachrichten über Indien, Leipzig, 
1914, p. 49), while the long-eared men are first found 
in the works of Ktesias (ibid., p. 5l)-. The idea 
that the ears were large enough to sleep in can be 
traced back to Ktesias. 
Another name for these creatures is Panotii, and as 
such they were known to Isidore (Etymologiae) XI, iii, 
19): 
Panotios apud Scythi= esse ferunt, 
tam diffusa magnitudine aurium ut 
omne corpus ex eis contegant. II&v 
enim Graeco sermone omne, 6-rcL aures 
dicuntur. 
The Panotii are said to be among the 
Scythians, with such a wide expanse of 
ears that they can hide their whole body 
with them. For näv Is the Greek word 
for 'all', and wza means 'ears'. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
30,3 Zongi pedum xv. (Mir) All P-Group texts 
agree in giving the height as 15, except OFr, which 
reads xii, which has arisen by misreading of the two 
minims of v as separate minims. 
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30,5 away fon. (OE-V) Here, as in 15, S, OH-V 
retains an unusual spelling of ow a in conjunction 
with fon. In both instances it is written as if it 
were awcvfon, preterite plural of swafa? t. 
30,7 ceperunt. (EP) This verb, which is the perfect 
tense of capio 'to hold, sehe', has been italicised 
c? perunt by Graff, without comment. He doeG not 
normally expand abbreviations in italics. There is 
no way now, since the MS has long been doctroyed and 
there are no other known studier: of it, -of telling 
whether the italics were to indicate a suspect reading 
or perhaps a proposed reading to fill a lacuna. The 
reading is in any case unsatisfactory; it is a 
corrupt version of Mir's oooperiunt. 
30,7 tegunt so his auribus. (Mir) This phrase, 
which appears only in Mir, is not translated into OE. 
This may mean that it was added to the text of Mir 
after the translation was made, or that the OE 
translator felt that vreor adequately covered the 
sense of both coopcriunt and tegunt. It is interesting 
to note that Isidore uses a very similar word, 
contegant, and his-passage or a similar one could have 
provided material for an additional phrase of this 
nature, although such an obvious statement would 
probably require no literary source. 
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30,8 lava. (Mir) Levis can mean either 'light' 
or I. -moothl, according to whether the vowel is long 
or short. Here, probably in view of the reference 
to picking up the ears, OE has taken it as tight' 
Zeve. The translator assumed that it was the ears 
which were light, reading beoo7 'a earan swigs Zeohte. 
Mir-B, on the other hand, assumed that it referred 
to the men themselves, and emended accordingly to 
Levi autem at. Grammatically, Zeve fits neither 
interpretation. It should perhaps be seen as 
qualifying corpore, the -e ending being that of a 
third declension noun given to the adjective in error. 
The word does not appear in any of the other texts, 
so a conclusive explanation is unlikely. 
30,10 tollunt Bibi aures. (Mir) For whatever 
reason, all texts have a different verb to express 
the action these men make with or to their ears in 
order to run away. Mir, perhaps not to contradict 
the revised picture cycle, says that they 'pick up 
their ears' and OE. has further elaborated this, with 
nymad7by hyra Baran him on hand, thus describing 
precisely the illustration in Mir-T. EP reads 
exciudunt 'shut out, exclude', which is nonsense. 
It may have been a nonsensical reading such as this 
in an earlier version which forced each text to 
rewrite, although the F-Group texts all use verbs 
based on tendere, which indicates an ancestral text 
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using a similar verb. 
30,11 quasi putec. (Mir) The personal construction 
found here in both Mir and tho F-Group texts (EP has 
reduced quasi putds Cos votare to quaoi votent) is not 
reproduced in either of the translations. OE renders 
it sua is wen Prot hb fteogen and OFr uses quit canto 
'it seems'. Both translators, again acting 
independently because no such adverb appears in any 
of the Latin texts, have added 'so quickly' before 
their translation of quasi (ova hrcrdtiee and sitoet). 
F-Group 
30,5 quasi alas. (Ger) It seems strange to imagine 
that a winnowing fan might have been unfamiliar to 
Gervase. His modification to alas is not a gloss 
but a substitution of another object of similar 
shape. In view of what follows, it is perhaps an 
appropriate alternative, except that a winnowing fan 
would have been of a more or less standard size, 
whereas wings vary, so that the image, in terms of 
dimensions, is less precise. 
quasi statura. (FR) This error is present and 
unemended in all four MSS of FR, presenting the 
clearest possible evidence for their close relationship. 
It arose through repetition of statura from 30,2. 
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30,8 auriouZas suas ostendunt. (FL) Each of the 
three F-Group texts uses a different verb here, 
although all are compounds of tendere. This implies 
that the ancestral F-Group text also read tendere or 
a compound based on it. FR reads extendunt 'they 
extend'; FL ostendunt 'they open out; display' and 
Ger protendunt 'they stretch out'. From the 
agreement in the initial syllables of FR's extendunt 
and EP's nonsensical excZudunt one might deduce, 
tentatively, that the archetype also used a verb beginning 
with ex. 
30,9 ut eos voZare credas. (Ger) Gervase has 
modified the verb putes 'you think' which he found in 
his source, replacing it with credas 'you believe'. 
Derivatives 
Uber Monstrorum 
30,2 ut fabulae ferunt. As usual, the compiler 
of LM makes it clear that he personally does not 
believe such accounts. 
30,4 vannosas auras. The simple reading tamquam 
vannum which the compiler found in his source has 
been replaced by the elaborate adjective vannosas 
in the interests of style. 
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30,8 corpora marmoroi candorio. Thu Gimilo found in 
the source was 'like milk', a comparison not used 
elsewhere in this text. LM has replaced it by the 
more common (if rather loftier) image, 'like marble'. 
30,10 erectic auribus. UI is in no doubt that the 
ears are spread out, not lifted up by hand. This 
probably indicates that the copy of the Latter used by 
the compiler had a reading similar to those in F-Group. 
30,10 per deserta Vastissima. This idea that the 
creatures flee 'through the very great desert' must 
come from the imagination of the compiler, for no 
desert has been referred to in P-Group texts for a 
long time and the passages which surround this one are 
all located on islands. 
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SECTION 31 
This section on men whose eyes glow in the dark is 
found only in P-Group. It is present in Mir, EP and 
OFr. There is an expanded version of it in LM I, 36. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
(As this passage is present only in P-Group it is 
dubious whether it formed part of the archetypal Letter. 
The location given is the same as in other passages 
which appear to be interpolations in P-Group (e. g. $29), 
which leads us to suspect that this is a later addition 
to the Letter. ) 
There is another island where 
men are born whose eyes glow 
like lamps. 
Analogues 
There are classical analogues for this concept, and 
it is a frequent occurrence in folklore. Men with 
eyes like lamps appear in the Vita AZexandri tlagni 
of Archipresbyter Leo (ed. Landgraf, 1885, p. 120, 
111,24): 
Lt vidi ibi caligines et inter ipsas 
caligines vidi Zucentes stellas et 
apparitiones idolorum. V di et quosdam 




And I saw thoro mists, and botwoon tho 
mists I saw bright stars and apparitions 
of Idols. And I saw soma man roclining 
thorn; thoy had ayes bright as lamps. 
Glowing eyes are also found in folklore and vernacular 
literature. They are a characteristic ascribed to 
Grendel (Beovutf, 726-7): 
trim of eagwn stud 
Zigge ge l icost Zcoht un fmjer. 
Specific Readings 
31,1 et alia insuZa. (Mir) As in 629, thcve men 
are isolated on an island, but 'another island'. 
The earlier group of interpolated passages in P-Group 
were all said to be sited near the river Brixo. 
31,3 qui ont las via. (OFr) This glosses the 
Latin quorum oculi, but via is unattested as a form 
of ieus. The attested Picard forms are icus, ix, 
eus and icx. Via could be a miscopying of ius, 
an unattested but theoretically possible form, (Ziou 
gives Ziu). 
31, L4 sua man micol btacern onoic Pico. 7trc nihtc. (OE) 
The translator has amplified sicut Zucerna not only 
in making it a big (mica l) lantern but in introducing 
the contrast with a dark night. tie seldom responds 
to an image with such enthusiasm, and is demonstrating 




31,1-2 in orientalibus orbis terrarum partibus esse 
dicuntur. This embellishment by the compiler is 
added to the simple insula of his source. It at 
the same time adds an element of doubt ('are said 
to be') and localises the island firmly in the East. 
31,3 rationabiZi statura. This addition is not 
supported by the Letter. The compiler evidently 
wishes it to be understood that, except for their 





This section, together with the following one, 
provides a detailed description of Ilaliopolis. 
Despite the details of the phoenix, traditionally 
associated with Egyptian Heliopolis, the basic 
theme of these passages is not the centre of sun- 
worship but the mythical palace in which the Sun 
rests after his day's work. The passage is found 
in Mir, EP and OFr in P-Group and in all three 
F-Group texts. None of the derivative works have 
made use of this material. 
Letter of Pharasranes 
The dislocation and rearrangement of material, which 
gave rise to different sequences in the two groups, is 
at its most marked in this passage and the following 
one. A hypothetical rearrangement is proposed in the 
Introduction to this edition; however, in order to 
avoid obscuring any of the relevant information, in 
the Commentary all details are considered in the order 
in which they arise. Relationships between the two 
groups are considered at those points where the 
alternative reading casts light on the reading under 
discussion. 
There is an island, the length and 
breadth of which measure 
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(200 stadia in F-Group; 360 stadia in P-Group. For e 
conversion to leagues, which should, according to the 
method of calculation used, be 240 if based on 360 
stadia, OFr reads 140 and Mir 110. ) 
In this island is the colony of the Sun 
(Only F-Group introduces the Sun at this point. He 
is not referred to in P-Group until 32,7. ) 
called Heliopolis. 
(The name is present in all texts, although badly 
distorted in Mir. ) 
It is enclosed by a wall 
(This is explicit only in F-Group, but EP goes on to 
describe it as cooperta 'enveloped' in brass and 
iron. ) 
built of brass and iron. 
(At this point F-Group includes the description of 
the balsam trees, found in P-Group in 28,1-2. ) 
In this place there are trees like the 
laurel and the olive, from which incense 
and balsam are born. 
(This accords almost exactly with the description in 
the earlier P-Group passage. The only differences 
are the introduction of thus 'incense' and the use 
of the word opobalsamum in place of ba(Z)samum. ) 
At this point Ger includes a long interpolation on 
the various types of balsam and their production. 
After this, the texts diverge. P-Group describes 
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the priest of the Sun (as in 33,6-9F) and r-Group 
describes the interior of the palace and the Sun's 
bed (33,4-5P). The P-Group text is considered 
first here. ) 
The temple of the Sun is there in the 
East. 
(The next detail , which is likely to have formed 
part of the ancestral text as it is supported by 
33,6-9F, is found only in Mir and OFr. ) 
where the quiet priest guards the town 
by the sea. 
(The F-Group texts continue: ) 
There are two similar temples in that 
place. One is built of gold blocks and 
the other is of brass. One of than Is 
265 feet in 1 ength and the walls are 9 
feet thick. In this temple there Is a 
little altar made of pearls and square- 
cut precious stones; It is 70 feet in 
ength. 
(The bed, described next in F-Group, is found in 
p-Group in 33,4-5. ) 
The Sun's bed is found in tho same 
place, made of ivory and highly refined 
gold, embellished with very precious 




The basic mythology of this passage is Greek, not 
Roman, in origin. The idea that the. Sun spent the 
night in a palace surrounded by water is found as 
early as Homeric times. Roman legends, on the other 
hand, usually tell of the pastures where Phaeton's 
horses graze on ambrosia or of the cup which floats 
on the ocean current to bring the Sun back to his 
starting-place in readiness for the next day. Neither 
of these ideas has infiltrated this description, 
possibly because from the earliest appearance of 
the Letter the mythical palace of the Sun it describes 
has been confused with the centre of sun-worship at 
Heliopolis. The phoenix, introduced in 034, belongs 
properly to the latter. Its presence in such close 
proximity to this description of Heliopolis may have 
caused readers to see this as a description of 
historical Heliopolis, in which case new views on the 
home of the Sun would not be added, as they would 
appear to be irrelevant. 
The mythology is early Greek, but the closest 
correspondance in detail is with certain Alexander 
texts, particularly some of the later versions. This 
raises questions of whether one group of texts was in 
a position to influence the other. TheLetter is known 
to have been in circulation in Latin at an early date, 
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and was possibly available even earlier in Greek, 
but the same is true of some of the Alexander texts. 
In considering the possibility that the Letter drew 
this material from an Alexander text at an early 
enough date for the borrowing to have been inherited 
by both groups, it seems significant that there is 
not a single reference to Alexander in those sections 
of the text which are certain to be of early date. 
This does not altogether rule out such borrowing, for 
his name might have been excluded deliberately, 
perhaps for some reason we cannot even guess at now. 
It is, however, equally possible that Alexander is not 
mentioned simply because no Alexander texts were used 
as a source. 
The Lctter to Olympias in Julius Valerius (cd. Kibler, 
p. 159) refers to an island belonging to the sun: 
, c. erisrus £PI i lla in, =14 civitatci: a 
cuaa Solis esse diccrctur, 
We found a city in that island which 
was said to belong to the Sun, 
The Letter of Alexander to Aristotle, again in Julius 
Valerius (ed. Kübler, p. 132) describes, after the Sun 
and Moon trees: 
ý, ui'nVis minibus genii; aiusco usus 
f erz°i cirisva, quod ad acd i ficii ucurn 
OX Zuto fi, kgcras. 
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However, men of that race use iron 
and brass to build things which you 
would make of clay. 
The temple, the bed and the vine (from 033) appear 
in the Vita AZexandri Magni of Archipresbyter Leo 
(ed. Landgraf, p. 113) in the same sequence as in 
F-Group: 
Et erat tan plum ibi totwn aureum et 
erat ibi Zectus cum pretiosa Zectisternia; 
iacebat ibi unus homo magnissimus atque 
clarissimus, indutus veste albrz bambicea 
ornata ex auro et Zapidibus pretiosis. 
And there was a temple there, aII of gold, 
and in it there was a bed with an elaborate 
feast (lectisterniwn: feast offered to an 
image of a god reclining on a couch); 
there was a single man lying. there, enormous 
and most illustrious, clad in a garment of 
white cotton decorated with gold and precious 
stones. 
The Corruptions in OE-V 
Between 32,4 and 32,9 OE-V has several readings which 
do not agree with those of OE-T and are not an 
adequate alternative representation of the Latin text. 
Commentators have long sought to explain this as an 
earlier level of translation corrected in OE-T, although 
none has been able to suggest why this particular 
passage should have caused the translator so much 
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difficulty. The corruptions are evidently dependent 
on misinterpretation of the Latin text and not 
miscopying of the Old English. Thus we see eppida 
apparently read as octrea (ocu ostru'n) and aroo as 
vitreo (gZwe gcgotum). This is not an earlier 
version of the text, but a late retranslation from 
the Latin by an incompetent translator, as becomes 
clear from an examination of the points at which OE-V 
agrees in wording with OE-T. 
OE-T (readings not in OE-V italicised): 
pear was ti mbred on Bel es dagum Js oyr-gaa 
7 lobes templ of isernum goweorcum 7 of wrap= gc.. vrht. 
7 on c%re yican stove is cast 016wn cac ojrr tczpt 
sunnanhzUg to cis sun petzen cn 7 gcdefe caccrd to 
gesett 7 he cYa iof... healdeö 7 be; -, n-. cp. 
OE-V shares sufficient readings with OE-T to show 
that the passage as a whole was not retranslated. 
A roughly triangular portion of text, presumably 
at the foot of a page, was obliterated in a copy 
from which OE-V was descended, and the scribe who 
copied the damaged MS was forced to turn to the 
Latin in order to fill the gaps. This is what he 
produced: 
Baer w33s getymbro on boles dagum 
7 lobes temple of i sernun geworcum 7 of g1a 3 gegot un 
7 on are II can stowo is cat cmunnan uprw yc scti 
quietus Pers stiZIestan bicccopcs cc n rninc oßcrna rate 
ne jigs buton ex ostrun 7 be n ha Zifedo. 
+X ýi_S 
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Three other passages in OE-V have also been rewritten, 
although to a lesser extent. The four sections 
affected appear in four consecutive columns in the 
two-column bilingual text of T. All are at the 
same height on the page (see Plate 4). This points 
clearly to damage spreading across four columns 
in an ancestor of V, incidentally confirming that 
V was descended from a MS similar, if not identical 
in layout to T. This damaged MS still retained 
the Latin text, to which the copyist referred in 
his attempt to fill the lacunae. If the damage 
had been a tear, whether or not involving total 
loss of the bottom corner, both sides of the folio 
would have been affected to a similar extent. In 
fact, apart from this passage, only isolated words 
have been lost. This points to a stain of some 
kind, either offsetting on the facing folio or seeping 
through to the verso. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
32,3-4 ubi est belis tempZum in diebus regis et 
iobis. (Mir) The name Heliopolis is badly distorted 
in Mir, appearing here broken down to belis and iobis 
and later (32,6) as beliobiZis. The reading in this 
line was probably an attempt to salvage some meaning 
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from an incomprehensible form, and as such it is 
far from illiterate. Solinus, describing Babylonia, 
tells of a temple to the legendary founder of the 
city of Babylon, King Belus, in the terms BaZi ibi 
lovie templum (56,3). 
32,5 constructa aere ct ferro cooperta. (El') 
Unlike the other texts, which imply that both brass 
and iron were used in the external construction of 
Heliopolis, this reading tells of a building 
constructed of brass and enveloped in iron. The 
building thus described is the whole of Heliopolis, 
for the word ternplurn is omitted in this text. In 
this EP agrees with the image presented by the F-Group 
texts, which depict Heliopolis as a massive metallic 
structure containing the temples. This may be 
a coincidence based on a late omission of temptun in 
Ep, for the Old Saxon gloss reads erin timbar icarnin 
thecina 'a temple built with an iron roof', iemplum 
does not appear elsewhere in EP's description of 
Heliopolis. 
32,5 gta: s gegotum. (OE-V) This phrase fills one 
of the lacunae discussed above, and appears to be 
a mistranslation of aereo 'of brass'. It is 
normally assumed that the scribe misread aerco as 
vitreo 'of glass'. In T, acroo is simply anglicised 
to carenum, and a scribe would have required no 
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knowledge of Latin to produce a similar reading, 
if he found aereo in the Latin. Perhaps the 
reversed order in OE-T, which reads isernum ... 7 
of aerenum where the Latin reads aereo et ferreo, 
caused the scribe who made the correction to think 
that the Latin word which corresponded to his lacuna 
was ferreo. Neither word has more than a superficial 
resemblance to vitreo, if that is what he imagined 
the word to be. The scribe in question did not give 
a straightforward gloss for vitreo but added gegotur. 
Gegeotan refers to the casting process, normally 
associated with metals. From this one could 
conjecture that the scribe, seeking to retranslate, 
found ferreo but as this concept was already present 
in the translation introduced the only other precious 
building material he could think of, glass, but glass 
with a quality of metal because it had been produced 
by casting. However, in view of the tangle he 
produced in rewriting 32,7-9, it would probably not 
be maligning the scribe to suggest that he pulled an 
idea out of the air, no matter how tenuously it was 
connected with the Latin text before him. 
32,6 quod etiam beliobilis dicitur. (Mir) 
The name Heliopolis, which ih 32,3-4 had been 
transformed to belis ... et iobis in Mir, is given 
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in a marginally less corrupt form here. This line 
does not appear in either EP or Orr, which give the 
name correctly in 32,3, nor is it present in or. 
It is unlikely to have been found in the archetype 
of P-Group. Its omission in OE may be due to the 
earlier presence of recognisably similar names; 
in OE transformed from a localisation into a date, 
on bees darum in place of belie -gmplum 
the reading of Mir can be construed either way. ) 
Alternatively, the absence of this line in OE may 
indicate that it is a late interpolation in Mir. The 
The corruption o? Heliopolis to boliobiiic can be 
explained orthographically as confusion of h and b, 
likely in many scripts including insular hands, and 
between p and b, which is more likely in those hands 
in which both letters have a vertical upstroke. 
However, the earlier names, bcli and iob e, show both 
modifications (bel/iobip'Zic) so the modifications 
are more likely to be contextual than purely orthographic 
in origin. 
32,7 wt sunnan upgange. (OE-V) Although this 
phrase, which has been inserted to fill a lacuna, is 
an accurate translation of cotis ad oriantez, the 
Latin has been wrongly parsed and should be read edia 
colis, cd oricntem. The original translator handled 




32,8 setz quietus Pxs stiZZestan biseeopes. (OE-V) 
At this point the scribe filling the lacunae certainly 
referred to the Latin text, for he has included quietus 
twice, once in Latin as if it were a proper name and 
once translated by the superlative stiZlestan. Sett 
'seat, throne' may be an attempt to render edis (32,7), 
perhaps misread as sedes 'seat'. It may, on the 
other hand, be an amplification inspired more by the 
free translation of sacerdos as bisceOP and an 
association of ideas, helped a little, no doubt, by 
the similarity of the two Latin words, edis and sedes. 
32,8 se nwnine operne mete ne Pige buton scw ostrum 
be Pam he lifede. (OE-V) At this point the 
scribe really floundered in his attempt to retranslate. 
The only points of contact with the Latin are the 
correct rendering of maritima as sw and the 
. possible misreading of oppida as ostrea, thus 
translating oppida maritima as sae ostrum. Oysters 
were a semi-fasting diet in Anglo-Saxon times, but not 
appropriate for a strict fast (in Seasons of Fasting, 
ed. Dobbie, Anglo-Saxon Minor Poems, 1942, p. 104,11.216-220 
priests who eat oysters and drink before noon during 
periods of fast are criticised as setting a bad 
example). In OE-V at this point the impression 
given is that the scribe recognised, or thought he 
recognised sa: ostrum in the Latin and based on it a 
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description of the abstemious life-style of the priest 
who lived in the midst of such opulence. 
32,8-9 gepungen 7 gedefe .. 9theaZdar? 7 bcgyrncI. (0g-T) 
Word-pairing is the one recognisable stylistic feature 
of the original translator's work, and the presence of 
2 such pairs in this passage in OE-T, in a section 
which has been totally rewritten in OE-V, adds further 
confirmation that the readings of OE-T are those of the 
original translator. 
32,8-9 uns prestres qui edeopame to chito. (OFr) 
do satisfactory emendation or explanation has been 
offered for edeopame, which glosses observat. Hilka's 
emendation to ades warde does not satisfy on either 
orthographic or linguistic grounds. 
F-Group 
32,1-3 In hiis terminis colonic cat Solis ... eolonia 
ergo Solis. (Ger) Gervase's attempt to improve on 
the reading of his source is uncharacteristically 
inefficient. Only the second eolonia is present in 
FL, which describes an island, gives its dimensions and 
then explains that it is the home of the Sun. Car 
introduces the latter concept, which is self-evidently 
the most important part of the introductory description, 
at the beginning, making it colonia ... Solis ad modun 
insule 'in the form of an island', but did not remove 
the duplication this caused. 
32,6 stadia cce. (FL) Only FL gives this second 
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dimension, having given the length and breadth of the 
island as 200 stadia in agreement with the other F-Group 
texts. On the face of it, this would appear to be a 
measurement of the wall of brass and iron, implying that 
the walled part was less than the whole island. 
However, the numeral may belong historically with the 
balsam trees, which are associated in 28,3-4P with a 
place (locus) measuring 151 stadia. If this were to 
be the case, it would support the hypothesis that 
P-Group retains the correct position of the description 
of the trees, because the dimension makes better (if 
not totally satisfactory) sense in §28 than here. 
32,9-21 Ger includes a'lj line interpolation on 
balsam trees. Much of the material is found in 
Isidore XVII, viii, 14, especially the names for the 
different parts of the tree and their etymologies. 
32,23 una ex auro quadrato et cinnamorio in structura. 
(FL) FR omits cinnamorio, which is not easy to 
interpret as a building material to be used in 
conjunction with gold. Ger emended it to cinamomo 
'cinnamon', and was probably correct in making this 
connection. The phoenix in 034 is described in FL 
as spending all its life among cinnamon (in cynamum 
semper manet, 34,16) and cinnamon may have been 
added here in order to fit this later passage which, 
historically, belongs-with the other Heliopolis. 
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32,23 cx truota. (FP. ) Although this appears in 
this form in all four MSS of FR, it is probable 
that it is a modification of conotructa or a similar 
word. Extructa (its persistent appearance as two 
words indicates that it was not fully identified by 
scribes) means 'heaped up', not an altogether 
appropriate way of describing this lavish building, 
except perhaps insofar as it implies a lavish and 
careless use of building materials which would indicate 
an excess of wealth. 
32,24 alia aerea. (FR) Only FR differentiates 
between the two buildings by saying that one is made 
of gold and the other of brass. This interpretation 
probably best represents the version inherited fron 
the archetypal F-Group text, for FL, after stating 
that there were two buildings, goes on to specify that 
one of them (una is quite definite) is built of gold, 
cinnamorio and brass, and neither describes the second 
nor refers to it again. The reading of FR avoids 
this loose end. 
32,26 aruZa. The effect achieved by the use of the 
diminutive of ara 'altar' to describe this monstrous 
altar 70 foot in length is to emphasize the vastness 
of the total structure if such an altar is seen as 
small. None of the P-Group texts describe the altar, 
so there is no way of, telling whether this skilful 
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use of language is to be attributed to the original 
compiler of the Letter or to a later editor. The 
same technique is attempted in 32,28, but in that 
instance only FR and Ger use the diminutive form. 
FR-P reads truZa, a miscopying which is to be traced 
back to a Beneventan a in an antecedent MS. 
32,27 cilindris. (FL, Ger) Precious gems ground 
into a cylindrical form were prized because a stone 
of considerable size was required in the first 
instance before such shaping could take place. 
FR gives the word scinindris in place of citindris 
throughout this text. Scinindris is not attested 
elsewhere; it is presumably an analogical formation 
based on the first syllable of scintilla 'to shine' 
and would refer to the luminous qualities of the gems. 
32,28 lectulus. (FR, Ger) Again the use of the 
diminutive seems to be intended to exaggerate the 
overall size of the temple. The length of the 
couch is not given in F-Group, but P-Group texts, 
which use the simple form Zectus (as in FL) describe 
it as 306 feet long. It is possible that the 
ancestral text combined the diminutive with some 
similarly vast length, which would be an exact 
repetition of the technique used in describing the 
altar two lines earlier, and thus rather less 
effective. The agreement between FR and Ger 
probably indicates that the form lectulus was present 
in the copy of FL used by Gervase, and that the 
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change to lectuc in FL was quite late. 
32,29 e obora faotus ct auro. (rL, rR) The 
corresponding passage in P-Group describes the bed 
as made of ivory alone (33,4-5). 
32,29 aura probatissimo. (FL) Only FL has this 
reading, 'highly refined gold'. RR gives a rather 
simpler concept, purissino 'most pure' and Ger, as 
elsewhere in this text, described the gold as 
obrizo (see note to 12,37). 
32,31 fulgur eius radiat pedes xvi. (FL) Both FL 
and FR give 16 feet as the distance which light is 
reflected from this bed of gold, ivory and prebious 
stones. As the bed is in origin, almost certainly, 
that on which the Sun rests at night, and as the 
radiance reflects the nature of the owner, 16 feet 
seems a very modest distance. Gervase, who does 
not appear to have associated the bed with the Sun, 
changed the reading to make the light from the bed 
fill the whole interior of the palace (ad patatii 
interioris consistenticn). In P-Group, the bed 
(33,5) is associated with a measurement - not in this 
instance of light beams but the length of the bed 
itself 1 306 feet. 
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SECTION 33 
The description of Heliopolis continues with the 
golden vine, from which pearls grow instead of 
grapes. This passage is present in Mir, EP and 
OFr in P-Group and also in all three F-Group texts. 
The priest, already described at the end of the 
previous section in Mir and OFr, appears in this 
passage in F-Group; the bed, described together 
with the interior of the temple in F-Group (32,28-32) 
is located under the vine in P-Group. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
In that place 
(F-Group adds that it is in the same building. ) 
there is a golden vineyard 
(All texts agree in reading vinea. All the F-Group 
texts add, possibly by way of explanation: ) 
that is a vine, made and fastened with 
gold. The surrounding ground (pavimentum) 
is made of precious stones and square-cut gems 
(All texts continue, although P-Group has described 
only the setting and not the plant: ) 
fron which hang bunches of grapes 
(P-Group makes them measure 150 feet; although this 
may originate in an estimate of the number of bunches, 
for EP omits pedum. ) 
made of valuable pearls. 
8.34 
(F-Group texts follow this with a description of 
the priest's house. The priest himself has already 
been mentioned in Mir and OFr in 32,8-9. ) 
That building is the house of the priest, 
made of gold (silver In FR). Tho priest 
eats incense and drinks balsam; he sleeps 
in the vineyard (paVimcºztwn 'paved area 
surrounding the vine') under that vine. 
(The P-Group texts also include the idea of sleep, 
by describing at this point the bed which appeared 
in F-Group in 932. ) 
where there is also an ivory bed, 106 
feet long. 
(F-Group texts conclude the description of Heliopolis 
by describing its inaccessibility to travellers. ) 
No-one fron outside is allowed to sea 
this, unless he is going to remain In 
Heliopolis. 
Analogues 
The closest verbal similarities are again found in 
Alexander texts. The Vulgate Epistola AZcxandri 
(ed. Boer, p. 4) contains a description of a similar 
vine: 
tint= quoq a soli &i aura arcntoqua inter 
colw'nas pcndcntcm miratus own, in qua folio 
aurca raacniquo crystallini crant interpositi 
distin.. 3usnzti . 4s s. aragdis. 
835. 
And I was also amazed at a solid vine 
(vinea) of gold and silver hanging between 
columns; bunches of grapes made of 
crystal were dotted among those golden 
leaves with ornamental emeralds. 
There are further similarities later in the same 
work (Boer, p. 49)'where the same building materials 
as in the Letter (with the addition of lead and 
silver) are associated with men whose diet is 
of the holiest and purest imaginable. The use of 
quiescentes, echoing the adjective quietus applied 
to the priest in Mir in 32,8 (a point at which Mir 
receives a little support from OFr se repose but 
none from EP) is noteworthy. 
Nam aere et ferro et ptumbo et argento egent, 
auro abundant. Opobaisamo et ture vescuntur 
cadenteque rivo puram ex vicino monte potant 
aquam homines, accubantes et quiescentes. 
For they build with brass and iron and lead 
and silver; they abound with gold. The men, 
reclining and resting quietly, eat balsam and 
incense and drink pure water from a stream 
cascading from a neighbouring mountain. 
The question of which work provided material for the 
other is a very complex one, and no undisputed solution 
has been offered. The presence of this material in 
all versions of the Letter indicates that it was 
to be found in the earliest translations from the 
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Greek, which may well have been available by the 
fourth century. The Lattor of Alexander to 
AristotZe is of similar antiquity, although the 
Vulgate version, in which the correspondancec are 
most clearly seen, was not the earliest in circulation. 
Even if one text did provide the source of the other, 
it appears that there has been a considerable amount 
of subsequent cross-fertilisation, causing the 
addition of details and the modification of descriptions 
in both texts. 
Disrupted Order in Mir and OE 
In the ancestor of Mir and OE in which a leaf or 
a pair of conjoint leaves was reversed, this passage 
spread across the end of the last page to be reversed 
and the following page. After the reversal had 
occurred, the section was divided into two widely 
separated parts. In Mir-T they form §025 and 34. 
The latter half is omitted altogether in OE-V, together 
with the remainder of the text. The reading in 33,4 in 
[air and OE indicates that a connection was still 
made after the split had taken place, possibly because 
of the accompanying illustration, for the word vincola 
has been introduced to describe the setting in which 





33,1 vinea. All texts of both groups tell of a 
vinea of gold. In Classical Latin the term means 
not 'vine' but 'vineyard', and it has been translated 
as such in OE. The F-Group texts all have a gloss 
which must have been introduced at an early stage in 
the transmission of F-Group, indicating that a copyist 
handling the common source of F-Group was unhappy 
about describing what was evidently a vine as vinea. 
OFr translates it as vingne with no apparent hesitation, 
and the Alexander texts which contain a similar 
description refer to it as vinea and describe it as 
a vine. 
33,1 in oriente ad soZis ortum. (Mir) Only Mir 
repeats that this is in the East. The localisation 
is taken from 32,7 (three lines earlier in Mir): edis 
soZis ad orientem. 
33,2 que habet uvas pedum cl. (Mir) A similar 
reading in OFr (dont Zes crapes ont c. et . 1. pies 
de Zonc) shows that the figure given was the length 
of the bunches of grapes in the common source of 
both texts. This length, ridiculously exaggerated 
as it may appear, fits in with the general magnitude 
of the setting (although it does make the bunches of 
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grapes just a little under half the length of the 
ivory bed in 33,5. In EP pcdu» is lacking and the 
numeral is taken as the number, not the length, of 
the bunches. The frequency of dimensions in this 
description of Heliopolis might incline us to accept 
the reading of Mir and OFr; equally, that same 
frequency might have caused a scribe to assume that 
any number he came across was intended as a dimension. 
33,3 da qua naacentcs. (Mir, EP) This neat Latin 
construction with a participle proved difficult to 
render in the vernacular languages. OFr settled 
for a simplification, removing the idea of birth: 
esqueles sont rzarguarites. 
c2a. n bergean beor -condo. 
OE elaborated: of 
Mir-T uncharacteristically 
uses an insular long-s at the end of this word, which 
has been miscopied during the transmission of Hir-B, 
which reads nascenter. 
33,3 meregrata oorýc g rnrras. (OE-T) OE-T has 
already used girmao to translate mari7aritao, (20,9) so 
its use of gir zas as well as r7cragrota, apparently 
both as glosses of nargarztae, would be discounted 
were it not that OFr (which read 'arguaritac In 
20,9) also tells of gems as well as pearls: asqualas 
cant marguerites. at picrros precicusce autrea. 
The F-Group texts give unionibu3, a tern for pearls 
of a particularly high quality; and the analogues in 
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thus separated from the description of the bed. 
This seems a pointless and improbable exercise, 
however, as the arrangement has no editorial value 
but is a simply mechanical reversal of a certain 
number of lines. 
Ronne is sum Zand wi'tccardas tea»et or: euja? act. 
(OE-T) The laconic restatement of the presence 
of vines in Mir (Est et vincota) has been amplified 
in translation to make it appear that this is a 
country in which the major occupation is viticulture, 
it seems improbable that the brief Latin phrase and 
the elaborate OE one would have been the work of 
one and the same man, which would have been likely 
if the rearrangement occurred after the translation 
had been added, but the evidence on this point is 
highly ambiguous. 
33, ++-5 tectus eburneus Zonritudine cccvi pecum. (Aiir) 
In contrast with the description in F-Group (32,28-32) 
which emphasised the dazzling opulence of the bed, 
the description in P-Group concentrates on its vast 
size. It is the more remarkable for being constructed 
wholly of ivory (gold, present in F -Group, is not 
mentioned) for ivory is usually available only in small 
quantities. 
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F-Group 
33,1 hoc est vitis. The word vinea, which appears 
in all texts, seems to have been understood differently 
by editors at different periods. In P-Group the word 
is followed by a description which is clearly of a 
single vine, not a vineyard. In F-Group, the 
description is divided into two parts, that of the 
vine and, subsequently, that of the pavimentum or ` 
paved area under the vine (not an uncommon practice 
in viticulture, compare the Great Vine at Hampton 
Court Palace). The two together are embraced by the 
term vinea. 
33,3 pävimentum. See note to 33,1. 
33,4 scinindris. (FR) Once again FR uses the 
analogical formation scinindris (based on the first 
element of such words as sointillo) in place of the 
better attested form cilindris. (See also the note 
to 32,27. ) 
33,5 margaritis et unionibus. Where OE and OFr 
describe the grape clusters as consisting of pearls 
and precious stones, F-Group texts describe them as 
pearls, as in EP. Unlike EP, two different names 
for pearls are given, the usual name, margaritis, 
which is of Greek origin, and a name of Latin origin 
denoting single large pearls, unionibus. The vinea 
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as described in F-Group contained both pearls and 
precious stones, the pearls on the branches, the 
precious stones as part of the pavirantwn. 
33,5 lila vero edis. (FL) The last building 
described was the temple containing the altar and 
the bed. This may, in an earlier version of the 
Letter have been a reference to the second of the 
two buildings referred to in 32,22, of which only 
the first was described in FL and Ger. if this 
was the case, the connection is now no longer clear 
and both FR and Ger lack the demonstrative adjective. 
Gervase solved the problem by introducing another 
house, the one next door - edeo contigua danue act 
nacerdotis. 
33,6 ex argento. (FR) Only FR includes silver 
among the building materials, although the accounts 
in Alexander texts list gold, silver, brass and lead. 
FL and Ger both construct the priest's house of gold. 
33,6 ew auro strata. (Ger) FL reads simply 'made 
of gold' (a auro facta). Strata in Ger may be 
an orthographic error and not editorial change, 
because in the PISS with corrections in the hand of 
Gervase himself (Vat. Lat. 933) the scribe originally 
wrote stracta and then corrected it himself to strata. 
Another early MS reads structa, and the scribe may 
have been influenced by that reading or by faeta, either 
%4,3ý 
corrected or miscopied in his exemplar. 
33,7 qui sacerdos thus vestitur. (FL) Confusion 
between c and t is so common in some minuscule hands 
that this was readily accepted as from veseor and 
not vestio. FR reads vescitur. Gervase tried 
to improve the Latinity by changing the accusative 
thus to ablative thure (vescor is more usually 
found with the ablative in Classical Latin) but he 
left vestitur as he found it in FL. 
33,8 et opobalsamum bibit. (FR) FL and Ger both read 
vivit in place of bibit, but contextually the reading 
of FR makes better sense. FL gives apobalsamum as 
a direct object of vivit, which is intransitive; and 
to say that a man eats one thing and lives off another 
is contradictory, whereas to say that he eats one thing 
and drinks another presents no such problems. Confusion 
of b and v is often a symptom of early date. In later 
MSS it is associated with the hispanic area. 
Gervase's emendation to ex opobalsamo vivit solves the 
grammatical contradiction but not the logical one. 
33,9 sub eadem vinea. (FR) Vinea is clearly intended 
to refer to the plant here, and not the vineyard. 




This long section describing the two most famous of 
all fabulous birds is subdivided in a minority of rtsS 
(Mir-B, OE-T and two MSS of FR) but is treated here 
as a single section. The subdivision in Mir and 
OE is late, arising from the presence of separate 
illustrations for each bird in the picture cycle. 
The section is present in Mir, EI' and OFr in P-Group 
and in all three F-Group texts. ?: one of the 
derivative texts appears to have drawn material from 
this section, although several describe the griffin 
from other sources. 
Several of the texts of the Letter include additional 
material on the phoenix drawn from other writers. 
The sources of these interpolations are considered 
together with other analogues below. 
Letter of Pharasmanes 
In that place there Is the adamantine 
mountain 
(F-Group texts describe it as inaccessible. ) 
where there is a bird named the 
griffin 
(The name is given only in P-Group, but is probably 




it has four feet 
(This detail is only in Mir, although historically 
correct. ) 
an aquiline head 
(Mir also attributes to it a bull's tail. The additional 
details in the description in Mir are probably inherited 
from iconographic traditions. ) 
and large wings Iike a Zuppa. 
(The wings are described only in F-Group. ) 
(In those MSS which divide the section into two, the 
division comes at this point. ) 
In the same mountain is the bird called 
the phoenix, which has a crest 
(It is described as large (ampta) in F-Group. ) 
like the peacock's crown. 
(The next details, mostly concerned with the bird's 
divinity, are found only in F-Group. ) 
this bira is among the delights (in 
deticiarium) of the sun. It lives 
for countless years ana because of its 
divine nature it is born unique and 
always remains unique. 
(This difficult concept, central to the interpretation, 
of the phoenix legend, is omitted in FR and. has been 
altered by Gervase. ) 
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It has a nost mado of pearls and 
sponds all its tine In Cinnamon. 
(At this point the P-Group texts pick up the account 
again. The reference to the nest is fully preserved 
only in Mir: ) 
It has a nest of c innar. ýon 
(F-Group adds: ) 
but wo do not know what it oats or how 
it lives. 
(P-Group then refers to its longevity, mentioned 
earlier in F-Croup: ) 
After it has lived for a thousand years 
(EP gives a more specific number: 'in the five 
hundred and fortieth year'. ) 
(All texts continue: ) 
it burns itself together with its nest 
and is born again from its ashes. 
(F-Group is alone in summing up pagan belief in the 
phoenix: ) 
Thus it is that while it always dies 
it always lives. 
Analogues 
The Griffin 
The description of the griffin given by Isidore, 
while fuller, includes -most of the details present 
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in the Letter (EtynoZogiae, XJI, ii, 17) 
Grypes vocatur, quod sit animal pinnaturn 
et quadrupes. Hoc genus ferarum in 
Hyperboreis nascitur montibus. Omni 
parte corporis leones sunt; aZis et 
facie aquitis similes; equis vehementer 
infesti. Nam et homines visos discerpunt. 
The creature called the griffin seems to 
be a winged four-legged animal. This 
species of wild animal is born in the 
mountains in the extreme North. All 
parts of its body are like a lion; the 
wings and face like an eagle; fiercely 
hostile to horses, they tear to pieces 
any men they see. 
There is a further reference in Isidore (XIV, iii, 7) 
which gives an alternative location and confirms 
the inaccessibility referred to in F-Group: 
Ibi suet et montes aurei, quos adire 
propter dracones et gryphas et inmensorum 
hominum monstra inpossibile est. 
The golden mountains are there, which 
it is impossible to approach because of 
the dragons, griffins and huge hominoid 
monsters. 
The Phoenix 
Descriptions of the phoenix are common in both 
classical and mediaeval literature. MarialuiseWWlalla - 
(Der Vogel Phönix in der antiken Literatur und die 
Dichtung des Laktanz, Ph. D. thesis, Vienna, 1965) cites 
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no fewer than 109 references to the phoenix in c1a sica1 
and patristic writings, many of which include some 
details of the bird. 
Several distinct traditions have Crown up surrounding 
the phoenix and its ritual cremation. Our text draws 
on more than one of these in its original version, and 
the interpolations come fresl various branches of the 
legend. It is beyond the scope of this Co=cntary 
to examine all the ramifications of the phoenix legend 
and discussion will therefore be restricted to an 
attempt to identify the earliest appearance of each 
specific feature found in the Latter and the direct 
source of the interpolations. 
in eodem morste 
The phoenix is normally associated with Heliopolis, 
the Egyptian city of the sun, which it visits at least 
once in its lifetime, or for burial. It is often 
said to live in Ethiopia. (Achilles Tatios in 
Clitophon and Laucippe, III9? 4-2S9 written towards 
the end of the third century, describes the arrival 
of the new phoenix in Heliopolis from Ethiopia, 
bringing his father's sarcophagus. ) 
quas colorer feniceuri habet (interpolation in Mir-B) 
This is drawn from Isidore (Etyrnotogiao, XII, vii, 22). 
Mir-B uses material from this section again in a 
longer interpolation in 34,12-18, and has several 
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extra passages from Isidore at the end of the text, 
, 
following the Jamnes and Mambres extract which it 
inherited from T. The phoenix passage from Isidore, - 
reads: 
Phoenix Arabiae avis, dicta quod coZorem 
phoeniceum habeat, veZ quod sit in toto 
orbe singularis et unica. Nam Arabes 
singularem 'phoenicem' vocant. Haec 
quingentis ultra annis vivens, dum se 
viderit senuisse, collectis aromatum 
virgulis, rogwn sibi instruit, et conversa 
ad radium Solis aZarwn plausu voluntarium 
Bibi incendiun nutrit, sicque iterum de 
cineribus suis resurgit. 
The phoenix is an Arabian bird, so called 
because it is phoenician purple In colour, 
or because it is single and unique In the 
whole world, for the Arabs say 'phoenicem' 
for 'singular'. It lives for more than 
500 years, and when it sees that it is 
growing old, after collecting twigs of 
sweetly scented plants it builds a funeral 
pyre for himself and, turning round towards 
the rays of the sun, by a clap of its wings 
it feeds its voluntary fire with its own 
body. 
It is interesting to note that the original description 
of the phoenix in the Letter there is no reference to 
the bird's colour. Some of the interpolations, 
notably this one in Mir-Band the interpolation in 
3 MSS of FR, seem to have been selected especially 
to supply this want. -The illustrations in the MSS of 
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Mir show the phoenix with peacock colouring, blue, 
green and red. 
rristam similar urbi pavoºnie. 
Early descriptions, such as that in Achilles Tatios 
already referred to, describe the phoenix as having 
a magnificent halo. Solinus, writing in the third 
century, gave the bird a crest (CoiZectanea Parum 
uemorabiZiurr, 33,11): 
e2pitc hororuto in conui piwnic extcaitiLus, 
cristatibus ff4ciF. 4s. 
with Its head distinguished by a cone of 
feathers, the gullet plumed. 
Comparison with a peacock, the most magnificent bird 
known to the western world in the Classical and Mediaeval 
periods, is frequent in early texts, but it is usually 
a general comparison rather than the attribution of 
specific characteristics. 
in deticiaru, n So 
The dedication of 
to only in FL and 
of Latin writers, 
the earliest such 
VI, 28): 
Zia. 
the phoenix-to the Sun is referred 
Ger. It appears to be a feature 
rather than Greek ones. One of 
references is in Tacitus (Annatao, 
Sacran SoZi id anirut. 
That creature is sacred to the Sun. 
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et Tauces cristatas, circa coZZo fuZgore aureo, 
postera parte purpureus. Extra caudam roseis pennis. r 
In quas ceruleus scribitor nitor. (Interpolation 
in MSS C, M and P of FR. ) 
This interpolation, adding information on the 
colouring of the phoenix which is not present in 
the inherited text of the Letter, is taken from 
Solinus 33,11. It contains readings which are 
peculiar to a small group of MSS, one of which is 
Monte Cassino MS 391, the MS containing FR-MC. 
The Solinus text, as in that MS, reads: 
Apud eosdem nascitur phoenix avis, 
aquilae magnitudine, capite honorato in 
conum pZwnis extantibus, cristatis 
faucibus, circa colla fulgore aureo, 
postera parte purpureus extra caudam 
(most MSS absque cauda) in qua roseis 
pennis caeruleus scribitur (most MSS 
interscribitur) nitor. 
The phoenix bird is born among them, 
the size of an eagle, with its head 
distinguished by a cone of feathers, 
the gullet plumed, with a golden 
brightness around the neck; the hind 
part purple, except for the tail, in 
which dark blue is described (interspersed) 
with pink feathers. 
Traditional descriptions of the bird give its colouring 
as the royal colours of red (or purple) and gold. 
The dark blue tail was first found in Pliny 
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(cacruiaa cauda) and is embellished in the description 
in Solinus. 
vivit annoy innumcrabitec. (F-Group) 
post mitte annos. (Mir, OFr) 
quingentesimo xtmo anno. (EP) 
The life-span attributed to the phoenix varies in the 
different accounts. Aelian (Historic Ariimaiium, 
VI, 58) saw the reliability with which the phoenix* 
returned every 500 years as the bird's most important 
feature; he regarded it as a form of perpetual 
calendar. 
The figure 1000 appears to have become more popular 
as concern grew about the Millenium. One of its 
earliest appearances is in the work of Lactantius 
Qcae postquam vitae iC2 rri lto paregerit annos 
Ac se rcddi derint terrpora tongs graven. 
(Do Avo Phoenice, 59-60) 
Solinus was aware of different traditions concerning 
the life-span of the phoenix. In the main part of 
his description he gives 540, the figure used in EP; 
(CoZZeatanea Rerum MemorabiZium, 33,12): 
probatwn est quadreginta et ruuingcntio cu r 
durare a mis. Togos suos struit oin, u is, 
quos grope In hasai conoinnat in Solis urbcn, 
strue attaribus superposita. 
It has boon demonstrated that he lives for 
five hundred and forty years. Fp builds his 
own funeral pyre with cinnamon, hence In the 
city of the-Sun he sings in praise of 
Panchala (a fabulous Island famous for Its 
spices), while he stands on top of the pllo on 
the altar. 
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nidum habet de cinnamomo. (P-Group) 
in cynamum semper manet. (1-Group) 
Both the habitat of the phoenix and its funeral pyre 
are frequently described as abounding with aromatic 
herbs and spices. The Solinus passage quoted above- 
specifies cinnamon, as does St. Avitus, writing in 
the late sixth or early seventh century (Poematum de 
Mosaicae Historiae, Migne, PatroZogia Latina, 59, 
coll. 328-9). He describes the phoenix, without 
naming it, and refers to death by fire in a nest of 
cinnamon. Pope Clement, in Epistola I ad Corinthos, 
XXV (Migne, Patrologia Graeca, I, coll. 262-6) 
written during the first century A. D., uses the 
phoenix legend as an illustration of resurrection, and 
incidentally informs us that the phoenix dies amid 
spices. 
ex divinitate sola nata est et sola erit. (FL) 
The earliest Greek accounts do not stress the fact 
that there was never more than one phoenix in the 
world at any one time; indeed, they tell of the 
son conveying his father to Heliopolis for burial. 
Artemidoros (Oneirocritica, IV, 49), writing in the 
second century A. D. included in his list of dreams 
and their interpretations a dream of painting a 
phoenix. His interpretation shows awareness of 
two different traditions about the bird, only one 
of which includes uniqueness as a central feature. 
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Pope Clement, in the passage already referred to, 
emphasised the uniqueness of the phoenix, which is 
central to the use of the bird as a symbol for 
Christ. 
quernadmodum vivet, i'noranue. (F-Group) 
The sudden and unheralded appearance of the phoenix 
is a characteristic of many early accounts. It 
appeared out of the blue, at regular intervals, 
much like the phenomenon of the natural world which 
was invested with ominous powers, the comet. 
Nothing was known of the life of the phoenix prior 
to its sudden appearance and ritual death. In 
Achilles Tatios (Ctitophon and Loucippe, III, 24-25) 
the bird's sudden arrival delays the departure of 
an army. Allied to such accounts are the records 
of sightings included in lists of historical events 
(e. g. Aurelius Victor, Do Caosaribuo, 4). These 
indicate that the appearance of the phoenix was 
of national importance, to be recorded for posterity. 
ipsa autem nidum cuurz sesaque inccndit. 
Ritual cremation, so central to the modern image of 
the phoenix, is a comparatively late introduction. 
Artemidoros, in the work already cited, describes 
two distinct traditions, that of the phoenix who 
buries his father in Heliopolis and that of the 
unique phoenix who dies amid a funeral pyre of myrrh 
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and reappears a few days later as a worm creeping 
from the ashes. The worm is lacking in our text, 
except in Mir-B where it has been added in a passage 
drawn from Ambrose, Hexameron, V, xxiii, 79. In Mir-B, 
34,12-15 are taken from the same passage as the earlier 
interpolation cited above, and 34,16-18 are from this 
passage from Ambrose: 
Phoenix quoque avis in Zocis Arabiae 
perhibetur degere, atque ea usque ad annos 
quingentos Zongaeva aetate procedere. 
Quae cum sibi finem vitae adesse adverterit, 
facit sibi thecam de thure et myrrha et 
caeteris odoribus, in quoin impleto vitae 
suae tempore intrat, et moritur. De cuius 
humore carnis vermis exsurgit, paulatimque 
adoZescit, ac processu statuti temporis induit 
aZarwn remigia, atque in superioris avis 
speciem formamque repartatur. 
The phoenix Is also said to live in Arabia, 
and to reach 500 years in her long life. 
When she perceives herself to be at the end 
of her life, she makes herself a casket of 
incense and myrrh and other perfumes, into 
which, her allotted life-span having been 
completed, she enters and dies. A worm 
emerges from her decomposing body, gradually 
grows and in the course of time assumes the 
flapping of wings and is renewed in the 
shape and form of the former bird. 
The accounts of rebirth through putrefaction seem to 
have come before those of reincarnation through fire. 
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The earlier descriptions of the firn-death still 
retain the worm, which creeps from the ashes Just 
as in the other tradition it crept from the putrefying 
corpse. Ovid's version (tlatavorphooce, XV, 392ff. ) 
follows the older form, but for aesthetic reasons 
has dropped the references to putrefaction and a 
worm. One of the earliest examples of cremation 
without reference to a worm is in the account given 
by St. Avitus, cited above. Another example, of 
similar date, is in the Isidore passage already 
quoted. 
semper Moritur senper vivit. (r-Group) 
This reference to the quasi-eternal nature of 
the phoenix is paralleled in St. Avitus, who says of 
it (Poematum de !: osaicao Historiae, Migne, Patrotogia 
Latina, 59, coll. 328-9): 
Natali cum fine p1rit 
With death it passes to birth. 
In patristic writers and honelists the phoenix is 
frequently used as a symbol of the resurrection. 
secundur7 ittud ovidii. (Ger) 
Gervase gives a three-line quotation from Ovid, which 
is reproduced with a high degree of accuracy. The 
subject matter of his chosen quotation (a quotation 
he had already used in an earlier description of the 
phoenix in Decisio II - MS Vat. Lat. 933, f. 19v, col. 
2,11.13-15) caused Gervase to suppress certain 
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details in the text he inherited because they 
conflicted with Ovid's statement (Metamorphoses, XV ,3 92-'4) 
una est, quae reparet seque ipsa reseminet ales 
(Ger: seseque reseminat ales) 
Assyrii phoenica vacant; non fruge neque herbis, 
sed turfs lacrimis et suco vivit amomi. 
Significant Readings 
P-Group 
34,1 coons adamans. (Mir, 0Fr) The name 'adamantine' 
or 'diamond' mountain is shown to be the reading of 
the ancestral text by its appearance in F-Group. 
Neither of the vernacular translations have made 
any attempt to translate the name, or even to offer 
a gloss, as elsewhere with other meaningful names. 
montes Riphei. (EP) This is clearly a late 
corruption. The Riphaean Mountains are in a far 
better known part of the world (Isidore, XIV, viii, 8): 
Riphaei montes in capite Germaniae Bunt, 
a perpetuo ventorum flatu nominati. 
The Riphaean Mountains are at the end of 
Germania, they are named after the perpetual 
blowing of the winds. 
34,2 griphus. (Mir) The classical form of the name 
of this creature (which is unnamed in the F-Group texts)- 
is gryps, which is more closely represented by EP's 
gripes. Isidore uses both forms, gryphas in XIV, iii, 7 
and grypes in XII, ii, 17. 
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34,2-3 OFr omits the physical description of thu 
bird, the four feet and the aquiline head. 
3493 at caudam bovic. Mir) The griffin is 
usually described as having a lion's body, and is 
depicted thus, with the tail which accompanies ouch 
a body. The tail of a lion is similar in form to 
that of a bull, and it is likely that this additional 
phrase was inserted in Mir by the scribe who added 
so many details drawn from the illustrations, and 
that a bull was better known to him than a lion. 
34,3 equinur capud. (EP) The corruption of 
aquitinum to equinui is easy to explain on orthographic 
grounds, for it requires no more than the omission 
of an abbreviated Zi. It is an interesting error, 
for the griffin is frequently associated with horses 
in another way - it is their deadly enemy. 
34,4 avis fenix dicta. (Mir-B) Mir-B begins its 
first interpolation with dicta, which is both found 
at the beginning of the borrowed passage in Isidore 
and represented in OE by Matta, which has been 
inserted to produce a smooth translation for avic 
feni. w. OFr also inserted a verb for this purpose, 
qu ;. a non. 
34,7-8 qui habet cristam quasi orbs do cinnamomo. 
(EP) Either haplography or damage to an antecedent 
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MS is to blame for this ridiculous reading, for 
three words have been omitted from the text as found 
in Mir: qui habet cristam quasi orbem (pavonis, nidum 
habet) de cinnamomo. 
34,8 hyra nest Iicctte hi wyrca& of c andeorweor3estan 
wyrtgernangum die man cinnamomum hateo7. (OE-T) Just 
as the translator explained balsam as se deorweorc? esta 
ele (28,2), he explains cinnamon as if he did not 
expect his readers to be familiar with the word. 
F-Group 
34,1 mons est adans. (Ger) There is considerable 
confusion among the MSS over the name of this mountain, 
but none gives Atlas as suggested by Leibnitz. 
34,1 inaccessibilis. (FL, FR) This idea is also 
found in Isidore. Gervase emended and amplified to 
inascensibilis propter sui celsitudinem. His emendation 
seems to have been an attempt to clarify and explain, 
but the reading as in FL requires no such explanation. 
34,4 luppe. (FL, Ger) The wings of the griffin 
are compared with those of this creature, which 
remains unidentified, in size. Certain MSS of Ger 
read hippae, which also has no meaning which would 
fit the context, indicating that at the time when the,, 
text was transcribed Zuppe was not readily understood. 
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34,5 habot in oaput cristam. (FL) Apart from the 
minor grammatical irregularity, in the use of an 
accusative where an ablative would be expected, this 
reading is quite clear. There is no apparent reason 
why Gervase felt it necessary to add vittam before 
cristarn. It cannot have been in the interests of a 
more comprehensible text, for in correcting uS Vat. 
Lat. 933 he added a gloss to explain vittan - i. 
pepulam, which makes one wonder 4y he did not add 
pepulam in preference to vittam. 
34,6-7 siiilem orbiculari oaudae pavonic. (Ger) 
The simile in the ancestral version of the Letter 
likened the crest to a peacock's crown (orbi). This 
has been exaggerated beyond reason in Ger, perhaps 
through a misunderstanding, to give the bird a crest 
like a peacock's tail, or, more precisely, like the 
eyes (orbicuZari) on the peacock's tail. 
34,12 vivit annoc innurarabilc3. (FG, FR) FR-P 
shows considerable naivet6 here in adding vidolicat 
'co 
34,13-14 ex divinitate sofa rata act et sofa grit. 
(FR) This statement of the unique existence of the 
ohoenix ('it is born alone, being of divine natura, 
and will always be alone') has been changed completely 
by Gervase, probably because it was wrongly parsed. 
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Gervase has transformed it into: 
ex sofa ut tradunt divinitate processit. 
it emerged, so they relate, from the unique divinity. 
34,17 ignoramus. (FL) The first person reference 
is in accordance with the epistolary nature of the 
text. FR uses a passive, ignoratur. 
34,17 vivet. (FL, FR-C, FR-P) FR-MC reads bibat, 
a ter. pting reading in view of the contrast between 
vescitur and bibat, although either reading is 
satisfactory contextually. Variation between b and 
v, which in later MSS indicates hispanic provenance, 
can be a symptom of early date. 
34,18 nidoque combusto. (Ger) A lengthy clause in 
FL has been precised down to the ablative absolute 
construction favoured by Gervase. 
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SECTION 35 
In F-Group, which probably follows the intention of 
the original compiler of the Latter, this section 
leads us from Heliopolis over the fiery mountains to 
the darkness at the world's end. In P-Group the 
reader is led, with equal finality, to the impassable 
mountains where only negroes can bear the heat. 
This section is present in Mir, RP and OFr in P-Group 
and in FL and Ger, but not FR, in F-Group. Material 
from it was used in LM 1130. 
Letter of Pharasmanec 
There is another mountain 
(F-Group makes it 'other mountains'. 
After this point the texts diverge, although fiery 
mountains or volcanoes figure in both descriptions. 
P-Group has a simplified and popularised version: ) 
where there are black men. No one can 
pass this point because the mountain burns. 
(Although it is not explicitly stated, the fiery 
mountain is intended as an explanation of the black 
skins. 
F-Group texts offer a more complex picture of the 
end of the world: ) 
which emit flames up to the fifth hour. 
Tho mountains aro called Olympus and 
Smaragdon. Around thoso mountains tho 
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boiling sea emerges from the colony of 
Heliopolis. This sea is believed to be 
impassable, and no one may look on it. 
In that same colony of Heliopolis are 
devout men who serve their gods. Near them, 
along the shore of the Ocean, are the 
irreligious Egyptians. Between that place 
and the end of the world are men with goat-like 
horns and feet, called Gegotones. Beyond that 
we have heard of nothing but darkness. 
(The contradiction inherent in providing a description 
of people who live beyond the furthest point which 
man may reach seems not to have worried the author. ) 
Analogues 
There appear to be no close analogues to any of the 
details in this passage, although there are other 
descriptions of volcanoes, negroes, the torrid zone 
(which, although in the south and not the east as 
in this text, has the same characteristics, heat and 




35,1 alius mons. (Mir) Of the P-Group texts, only 
Mir specifies that this is 'another (alius) mountain. 
The term is directly paralleled in F-Group, where it. 
appears in the plural'(alii montes). 
8.6.4 
35,3 ad quos 'z no acoodara potcot. (Mir) All 
the other texts refer to a place which is not 
beyond reach itself but which is the furthest point 
which the traveller can reach. Only Mir describes 
the place itself as inaccessible. In EP, whose 
reading is closest to that of Mir, the place described 
is a mountain, beyond which (ultra quern) no-one can 
climb (ascenders). Asoandero is orthographically 
very close to aooedcre, differing only by one letter 
and a nasal stroke, so it is likely that both readings 
derive from the same reading. OFr, which reads 
ne puet nus the Tont passer, combines features of 
both and indicates that the ancestor of the P-Group 
texts referred, as does EP, to a mountain, but with 
the words ultra query nsr-o acccdcre potcst. In 
F-Group the impassable obstacle is the fiery sea around 
Heliopolis. 
35,3-4 adeo Orions ardat. 
refer to a burning mountain. 
(EP) Mir and Orr both 
In F-Group, however, 
the mountains are linked with the rising sun - 
although it appears in extant texts in a form which 
could be taken temporally, sole oriento 'fron sunrise' 
or 'in the place where the sun rises'. The east 
or the rising sun probably figured in the archetypal 
P-Group text, as preserved here in EP. The geographical 
area traditionally believed to be impassable because of 
extreme heat was, however, the torrid zone to the south. 
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35,2 que sole oriente flammas mittunt. (FL) 
This reference to the rising sun could be taken as 
a locative (in the place where the sun rises) as 
it appears to have existed in the ancestral P-Group- 
text. The appearance of a time until which these 
volcanic mountains emit flames encourages the reader 
to take sole oriente as 'from sunrise', and this is 
certainly how it was read by Gervase, who reversed 
the order of the clauses to describe first the 
mountains and give their names and then to describe 
their habit of erupting for the first part of every 
day. 
35,1 usque in horam quintam. Exactly the same period 
of time (sote oriente usque in hora quinta) is given 
in 12,14-15 as the period of each day when the gold-, 
digging ants are excavating under the ground. The 
two passages are widely separated, and it would 
perhaps be unrealistic to suggest that the earlier 
passage may have inspired the addition of in horam 
quintam here. The evidence of EP suggests, however,: 
that sole oriente functioned as a locative in an 
earlier version of the text, and the line in 912 
provides a convenient source for the accretion usque 
in horam quintam. 
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35,3 montcs Olirºpiuc of Sm-aragdon. (FL) Mount 
Olympus is well known, and gave its narre to several 
mountains on the outskirts of the Crack world, but 
none is famous as a volcano. Sr; crapdon is the name 
used for gems and semi-precious stones which are 
green in colour; not only emeralds but also the lass 
valued stones such as beryl. After the diamond or 
adamantine mountian of 34,1 an emerald mountain is 
not incongruous, although there seems to be no 
support for it in other writings. 
35,4 vulgo norrinant. (Ger) It is difficult to 
see why Gervase should describe oijinpur as a popular 
or vernacular name, since it is well attested in 
classical literature. Snäragdon, on the other hand, 
is not known as the name of -a mountain. It is 
possible that Gervase saw it as a local name, perhaps 
one referring to gems mined in the mountain or even to 
the colour of the distant slopes; as a local name it 
would not be surprising that he had not encountered it 
elsewhere. He implies that the mountains also have 
correct names, but does not give them. 
35,12 Ab eodem boo a finis orbie. (FLT The reading 
in this line is poor both grammatically and contextually, 
and an emendation from a to ad is required to satisfy 
both needs. Gervase, who may have inherited a text 
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with a greater degree of corruption than the surviving 
copy of FL, elected to read confino 'vicinity', which 
probably seemed to him to be more likely than a reference 
to the 'ends of the earth' (finis orbis). 
35,12-13 homines qui caprorum cornua et pedes habent. 
(FL) These creatures are described as fauns, although 
the classical fauns were not restricted in their 
geographical area as these appear to be. LM I, 5, 
quoting from Lucan, describes them flocking to the 
lyre of Orpheus: 
Quos poeta L ucanus, secundum opinionem G raecorum, 
ad 0 rphei lyrwn cum innumerosis ferarum generibus- 
cantu deductos cecinit. 
The poet Lucan, following the opinion of the 
Greeks, sang about them drawn to the lyre of 
Orpheus with a song, together with innumerable 
kinds of wild animals. 
35,13 aZii gorgones aZii gauZaZes. (Ger) FL names 
these faun-like creatures Gegotones. Gervase gives 
a very puzzling reading, because it comes so close to, 
the versions of the river names given in the P-Group 
accounts of the gold-digging ants in §12. Mir gives; 
the name as gorgoneus in 12,2 and repeats it as 
garguZum in 12,13. In the second instance the 
reading of EP, gaZZaZim, is even closer to the second 
name offered by Ger. I am unable to offer any 
explanation for this remarkable coincidence. The 
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©aulaloo were a recognised race of mon, nomads 
inhabiting the extreme south of the known world, and 
to that extent Gervaso's emendation is an intelligent 
and scholarly one. They do not, however, appear 
elsewhere in the same remarkable guise as in this 
text. Isidore explains their name (reymotogtaa, IX, 
ii, 124) as deriving from that of an island off the 
coast of Africa - the geographical details he gives 
are drawn from Solinus (Collectanea, 29,9): 
Gaulaiwn gentea cunt a rreridie uoque Gccanum 
Jic pcriurr pcrvajantcc. His norcn Gauloe 
insuta dedit, quas cat iusta Acthiopfa~r, ubi 
ncc sarpena pascitur »crue vivi. t. 
The race of the Gaulales are to the South, 
they wander as for as the western ocean. 
The island Gauloe gave them their narle. 
It lies next to Ethiopia, and on it no 
serpent is ever born and none ever lives. 
35,14-16 In the text of Ger, this passage does not 
represent the ultimate point beyond which none can 
travel, for it appears not at the end of the 
descriptions but near the beginning, insofar as it 
is followed by Hl-5. The reference to 'nothing 
beyond but darkness' found in FL has been omitted, 
presumably because it was felt to be inappropriate 




35,1 In quodam quoque deserto. The P-Group texts 
do not refer to a desert at this point; indeed, 
they have not referred to a desert since 9,4. 
LM, however, has introduced the concept in 11,1 
and 30,10. 
35,1 montes igne-L. The P-Group text which provided 
the inspiration for this must have had a reading 
similar to that of Mir (35,3 quia ipse mons ardet) 
rather than to that of EP, in which the subject of 
ardet is Oriens. 
35,2 toto corpore nigri. In its description of 
the negroes, LM goes beyond the basic factual 
statement found in his source, that they are black. 
In amplifying, it describes the teeth, eyes and 
fingernails as shining against the sooty blackness of 
the skin. In an earlier passage (1,9 De Aethiopibus) 
on a similar theme, the identical phrase toto eorpore 
nigri is used, but the remainder of that passage 





This conclusion to the LOtter, with its extensive 
use of the first person and its references to 
personal involvement in the collection of material, 
is found only in FL. It balances the lengthy 
epistolary incipit, found in full only in that 
version. 
Letter of Pharaszanss 
With only a single witness to the text of this 
section, we can do no more than regard the version 
given by FL as probably representing the content 
and possibly the wording of the final paragraph of 
the earliest Latin versions of the Latter. The 
general movement of the text is away from the 
epistolary format towards a simple presentation of 
information, so it would seem likely that any 
passages in which the epistolary style is maintained 
are inherited from the archetype. 
These travellers' tales made me wish to see 
such things for myself, and I sat out ladon 
with precious stones. I reached the point 
beyond which no man may travel. Mon of all 
kinds, rich as well as the naked, did 
obeisance to me and were most anxious that 
I should put them in touch with come. 
Eternal and unconquered Caesar, i wish you 
to acknowledge this all as true, in order 
that you may live better and that you will 
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remember it with pleasure for many years. 
I have transcribed and despatched this 










THE OLD ENGLISH TEXT 
Note: When the readings of V and T agree, a single lino of text is 
given. When they differ, the reading of V is given in the upper line, 
that of T in the lower. Numbers without brackets refer to the section 
division used in this edition; numbers in brackets to the paragraph, as 
they appear in the RISS. 
2. (I) Soo 1andbuend orfruman from antimalimo pwm lande 
antIM. IIma Dam Iandum. 
ßxs landes Is on gerriiete m 
pans laassan miigota3les ae stad 
ia 
stadia 
mician ---------- 'cones hatte f if hund. 7 pars 
micclan mi Igutaulýos 
po Iouua hatto 
area hund 7 oahta 7 Ix. On mm calanda 
bbyJi J 
mice) 'rnc too 
manigeo 
babIIonian stadio sccapa 7 canon is to babilonia as Iýssan ni Igotacles stadia 
hundteontig. 7 eahta 7 Ix. 7 Pis miclan miIgetales Do 
miccian - 
leones hatte fiftyne 7 hundteontig 
Ieuua 
3. (2) Soo 
londbunis 
is swoust cerenonnum ga, soted 0aar boot lanbunes swi&st cypemonnum 
woýras acenned on oxna mice' nesso pa buA oý meda burh p, uro weZeras acennedo 
Burge nama is archemedon sic is rnvst to babiIon, 
burh 
burhge now . Soo byrig. 
Doran syndon --------------- stadi 
anon is to babi Ionia in 
pis la: ssan mi Igotaýlos stadia 
ccc. 7 as maran po 
Poona hatte cc. from archwrodon 0a3r 
syndcn pa mician a ,, t syndon pa weorc so micia 
syndan mycclan syndan gewoorc miccla 
aiexsander gowyrcan, land 
m3cedonisca alexander 
hot 
gowyrcean. bait lond 
is on lunge 
. cc. -- stad I -----__.... 7 on bra, cie pis iaessan mi Igota les So stadia hatter cc. 
7 aces mician 
ivo(nes) hatte . G. xxx 7 -- hoalt mil. micclan leuua . cxxxiii. an half 
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V. 
4. (3) Sum stow is mon 
fere to gare readan sae seo is 
haten 
faer are gehaten 
l ent i bel si nea -- am beo6 henna 
acenned on I Ice onne pe mid us 
onn akende gel ice am 
boob reades 
heowes. - gif hi hwylc man niman wile oppe 
him o 
hiwes 7 gyf hlyc mon hyra 
a©thr i nA ponne forbarrnA 
by 
sona ea 
ýIhisIic pmt syndon 
ungefrwgei icu I ibiac. 
ungefrelicu lyblac. 
5. (4) Eac ponne r bei wiI 
door acenned. ýa door ponne h 
swa wildor kennede. hi 
mannes stefne gehyra penne 
fleA by feor. pa deer habbal eahta 
monnes raoe hi fiend. 
waIcyrian heafdu gif him men fet. 7 
waüikyrian eagan. 
7 twa heafda gyf hi 
hwylc 
mann 
onfon wiIle hiera I ichoman past by onaelaa 
gefon wile. °nne gewra y sona grimº ice ongen 
ýýt syndon ýacý h 
pa ungefraegeI icu eer. 
-- ungefregelicu 
6. (5 -T only) Hascellentia hatte past land. ponne mon to 
babi Ionia far8 paat is ponne cues Iaessan mi Igetmies Oe stadia 
hatte . ix. mi la lang 7 brad pact buei oý medarice part land 
Is 
eallum godum gefylled. 
(5V; 6T) -Daos 
stow hafa6 nwdran . pa nmdran habbac twa 
steow na: ddran hafa$ naeddran 
heafdu pars 
eagan scinA nihtes swa leohte swa 
blmcern. 
heafda jera blacern. 
7. (6V; 7T) On sumon lande eoselas boo 3 acende pa habbag swa assan akende 
micle hornas swa oxan pa syndon on 
wre mzustan 
Westene 
8. poet is on pa su$ healfe 
from babiloniam. pa buA to 
fram babIIonia 
pm 
readan sae for ara nwdrena mmnego pe in 
PaDm 
stowum pare era narddrena maenigeo am 
b©oa. oa 
hatton 
hattan corsias. Pa habbag swa micle hornas swa 
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wtZoras. 
gif by hwilcno man a . cuthrinc, 
3 
gyf hl hay Icno rronn ýI ý'ýý ýpýý "r thr i mail 
ponnn 
sxy l tack he sonn. 
swyIt 
M; 8T) On pam landuni bI plpores gonlhtsur,, nis Tondom bycý pt pores gun l htsumnys 
ýnt3 pt per 
heaIdap pa nwddran ýn 
hoora gonoornasso. 
Ana p1por m on pa narddra n ho 1 dace hyra gcornf uI nysso. 
sMa n ime at m on pa stowo mid fyro onait -ý--nn--tý , n3ldran n ddran 
ponna 
of dune on a eorpan pant hý#t oa for 
rn 
so pi por 
by8 
swe3rt 
from babiloniam g' Fr3m babiIonia o persiam p both. Oj2r so Alpar N6axot. 
Is pa? s Iarssan rii 
igeteies 
mi Igotaias 
00 stadia hatte echt bond uni I. 
of Is geteald as miclan 
milgoteles Icones 




hund 7 xxiii. 7 an hci# mil. iii 7 xx i 
S«, stow is unwnstr, 
beren I Icu 
unw.: stmborandIicu 
for 
Para n. udrena mzenego . p3era nxddrena menigeo. 
1 0. (8V; 9T) Eac swy I ce per beo cende hoa If hued i nga s pia syndon 




7 coitýres tucxas 
hunda 
heafdu 7 heora oro bil sw lce f res 
loh 
heafda oru5 byO yYI Ig. Pas land bw 
nth 
bam' burguni Pe beo eý I! um wort 
dwoI um 
c 3rn wýoruldwoluri 9 
fyI! ed 
I I, pat is ýý_pa SA hea 1fe 
aa9I ptn3 
t andas. 




p3 b on 1onr, Q ix 
fotrra; Ia fan-ý hi habba5 ba, rdas of CntOw side 7 fox c hohn. o 
hordubi i by syndon hatene pit be twiron 7 be hreawum fix= hi sindon biol twyiico hre3wan fiscoon 
by Iifial Qt3p hi Iibba , 
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12. (10V; IIT) Capi hatte seo ea in pere 
11can 
stowe pe yican 
haten gorgoneus. paet is warlkyrging pmr beoc cende armetan wasI cyrg i nc akende a na3ttan 
swa micle swa hundas 
by habbap --- swelce swa gra: shoppan 
by 
hi fet swylce -- hi - 
syndon heowes 7 blaces syndan reades hiwes aces ______ an 
anettan delfac gold up. 
of eorpan from fora n nahte oý 
3a fi ftan tid da: ges. * Pa menu Oe ` 
to °m dyrstige beoý pat hi past gold nimen ponne n ma's hi 
mid him olfendan meran mid hyra folan 7 stedan. Pa folan 
by 




ofer pa ea 
faren. paDt gold 
hio 
gefa: ta'6 on ýa getigad hi faran. hi 
meran. 7 hh 
j syife onsittaS 7 pa stedan parr forIaeta$ . ponne myran 
pa wmettan 
by 
onfIndaýd 7 pa hwile Pe pa aamettan embe 
bone 
Y 
stedan abysgode beoc. bonne pa men mid Pam merun 7 mid Pam abiscode myran 
golde ofer pa ea 
fares by beo swa hraed I ice of er tare ea farad hi to bam sw if to ------------ 
3 hy fleogan. ---- pmt 6a men wenapmt hi fleogende syn. 
13. (11V; 13T) 
Betwih pysson twam can is 
londbunis. 
6etwyn pyssum londbunes 




geseted seo betwyh brixonte 
nil is ealdor 
fallicra 
ea. 7 heo 
fiowe5 
of 
egypta lande. fu IIIcra fares egiptna 
7 hi ne mna3 pa ea a rc hobo i eta . paet is haten pa3t mi ccee 
waster On pyssum beo6 
acende oa miclan 
ma: nego olfenda. 
stowum akende menigeo yipenda. 
14. (12V; 14T) fla; r beov acende kende men 
3a beoý fiftyne fota 
lange. 7 by habba5 hwit lic 7 tua rieb on anum heafde. 
fet 7 cneowu swy& reade nosa 7 




*T begins a new paragraph (12T) at this point. It follows an 
illustration but there is no intervening Latin text. 
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by cennan wiIi ýc not Cara 
by on ,ci put, p°nne hi kennan a° hi --------- 
to indouni. 7 
par gccynda to world 
--- 
hyrý 
gocynd on weorold 
bring3p 
15. (13V; IST) 
Ciconia 
lIcon !aing IIla hatte pst land Pi, r b¬ men 
acendo on . drys hoowes pare heafdu. bg onu swo Icöna aconned preoselIices hiwes hentda corona 
heafdu. 7 hi b "xx" iota lange 7 by habbac rnicQine much hcafdo twontigo5 hi 
swae / fon* . gyf -- hwy i cn+ manrian on l andurn ong i tac swa fan n. gif hi man 3m 
geseop 00h 





hwyic --- folligendo f corriacý 
f lco$ 7 blode - hy swalta3 0.3 s b, men 9owondu. 7 pact hi mann gowenede. 








mid breostum seofan 
fota lange- 
hi hco swoartes hives 7 
bastes by synd nEmned 
cupl tco swa hwylcne Iron swa 
by 
*) i syndan hostes non-do. mann hi 
go I aacca$ ponne f rata 
by hyne. 
gefo5 hi hing. 
17. (15V; 17T) tonne 5condon `---"--"` wiI door pa hatton syndon on brixonto 
lertices 
hy habb3 eoseles e3ran 7 sceapes wu11e 7 
fugalos fit. 
18. (16V; 18T) ponne syndon 
Ir re colond 
SA 
from byxon 




hf hyra on pam ei mein akendo butan 
dum pý habbý on 
breosturm h©ora eagan 7 ßu5 
by Send°n 




19. (17V; 19T) 
Bmr beoc dracan kende 
e Pa beoä on lenge 
hundteotige fotma3ia lange .7 fiftiges by beo5 greate swa hundteontiges 7 fiftiges lange 7 
micelnesse stwnene sweras micle. for Para dracena micelnysse 
ne marg nan manna ypelice on pact land gefaran r naenig mann naht ea$el ice maeg 
25. (18V; 20T) From pisse stowe is o5er rice on Oa sud 
healfe, 
Fram halfe 
--- garsegcges pwt is geteald as Ia: ssan milgeteles 
ae 
paes garsecges. milgetaeles -- 
hatte xxxiii. (Bones" 
Oren 7 twentig 7 pm s miclan pe leuua 
. cc. liii. - cende hatte 
cc. lu. 
7 an mil. 7 parr beo5 kende homodubii part 
beo5. ------- by habbap bone nafolan gesceape.,, 
by6 twylice hi beo$ ° 5ene nafelan on menniscum gescape' 
7 syppan on eoseles gelicnesse 
7 by habbac longe sconcan 
gescape - hi long sceancan 
Gif by 
swa fugelas 7 lipelice stefne. 
hwiacne man on arm gyf hi hwylcne mon m 
ongytac fleo5 by feor. andum ong i tai occýe geseo 
ponne feorr ia$ hi 7fI eoS. 
27 (19V; 21T) -onne is oiler stow elreordge men beoc on. 7 ellreorde 
pa habbag cynigas under - ara is 
geteald c. 
is syndon kyningas him 
Wera 
getaId cx. 
pa wyrstan men 7 pa elreordegestan. 
7 par syndon twegen Seapas. 




sunnan 7 oiler monan. se e 
sunnan seas se 
bib daeges 
Y 
hat 7 nihtes ceald. 7 se 5e monan 
seas se bi'ý neahtes 
hat 7 nihtes 
dx9es cea ld. heora wi 
dnes 
is cc, pa: s I aassan cald wide mila 
milgeteles -- stadia 7 pa; s maran ¢e 
leones hatte 
getales Pe hatte leuua 
. cxxxili. 
7 an healf mil. 
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plsso troowcyn lawernboa W 28. (20V; 22T) On pys5o Stowe bo trtjowcynn. Oa bý louri, oa +-1 
oni ice am balaarr so e letrc+owum 9e I ice. of 0, a M. 
treawum ba i samum ý daýrw orc Asta 
---- acennod. mit otoio ele bii ýI I keened seo stow 
is pa? s lar5san 
,i Irýrýtnºlcý5 
pý 
miclan Leon ----- . Ili. stadia hatte c .1i. pis marin 
ae 
I euua hattet ii. 
., 29. (21V; 23T) ¬onno Is sum ealond 
in 
ea ia nd on pwru roadan saw pa: r Is 




Pa syndon gewt xeno 
swa 
frifteras. fram am heafdo c &no nafolan 7 so o or dwi frihteras. an nafelan. 
bic mennisce onl ic. by ---- mennisca 
bycý mannes lice ge I is 
7 
hi Cunnon eaI I menn i sc gereord onne 
by fremdes cynnes mannan gesocý anno nemnacC 
by hypo. 7his 
hi kynnes mann naxsrnA hi hi no 
magas cupra manna naman 7 mid leasiicum wordum 
by hind beswica 




hi no f reta5 ea I no 
buton 
him onfoa 7 panne - hi betan 
Pon heafde 7 ponne sitta'c3 7 wepa3 ofer pam heafde 
ýJonne acendo 30. (22V; 24T) 
-ea na n 
Is east ýsr bcoS Aren akonned Pa 
beo 
on warstme f iftyne fota lange 7 'x" tirade ---------- by habba'ý 
awmstme on brado tyn fotr riahi 
mice) heafod 7 earan 
swz/fon"" 
spar eare 
by him on niht micie heafda swa faun hi 
underbreda6 7 mid opran 
hh i wrecxl. . him boos ßa oaran sw Igo 
leohte 7 
by beo5 swa 
on i ichoman swa hwite swa mooic - gyf 
by 
hi an 7 glf hl 
hw iI cne ma nnan on 





hwyicne mann 'Sam landuni 
9 
------------ nimý 
by hyra him on 
fleoo swycýo -------- . 
hi heora Baran --- 
hand 7 feor putte hIf Icon swa hr. di ice 
swa is wen paßt 
hi fIeogen 
lawernbeabe - wrong b marked for debt ion. 
swmfon 
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31. (23V; 25T) -0onne is sum ealond on aim beo3 men 
acende. pare 
ealand in m akend 
eagan scinap swa leohte swa man micel blacern onele -- 
peostre 
ma onceie on pystre 
nihte. 
32. (24V; 26T) -Donne is sum ea 
I and peat is pars I aassan Wand 
milgeteles Pe stadia hatte on ! enge 7 on braade ccc. 7 Ix. mi Igeta; les 
7 pars miclan Pe 
leons hatte 'cx' per wails 
getymbro on beles Ieuua . xc. timbred 
dagum r7 iobes temple of isernum geworcum. 7 of pa; s c Inges tempi geweorcum 
gla, sgegotum 7 on are 
i (can 
stows is act sunnan 
upgange = 
wrenum geworht. ylcan east 5a non eac 
sett quietus pas stillestan bisceopes se naenine operne mete 
oiler tempi sunnanhalig to Pam is sum gedungen 7 gedefe sacerd 
ne pige buton sw ostrum be Pam he Iifede 
togesett 7 he 'a hofo)gehealdeý and begymep. 
33. (25V; 27T) -sonne is 
9Yýden wingeard aet sunnan upgonge gY upgange 
se hafaä 
bergeanhundteont i ges fotmz la7fi fti ges of 
baem 
berian 1 ange on $am 
bergean boob cende --- --- saragimmas swylce meregrota o8N gymmas. 
20. (26V; 28T) -Donne is oiler rice on babilonia landum. awr 
betwih med a* armcenia. is seo masste dun betweoh media 
dune 7 
armenia. 
Seo is eaira 
duns mast 7 
hyhst. --------------------- -------------------- 
higest paer syndon gedefel ice menn pa habbaý him 
cynedome ------------- pone 7 to anwalde to kynedome 7 to anwealde ßa readan sa: ------------ 
pa3r 
be cende ------- sarogim(mas) kende Oa deorwortlan gimmas. 
21. (27V; 29T) Ymb pas stove beoý wit 
acenned. Oa habbA 
beardas swa side oý 
h yraa breost. 7 horses hyda 
hy habba6 
him to hraLgle gedon --------- 
hundicgean swiýast nande. 
Pa syndan huntigystran swi3e genemde 
*a letter, possibly i has been scratched out between ä and a. 
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ýý 
from ------ loon 7I oxas by syndon 7 
toto hundum t itgras 7I tcýpardos 
pmt hi ftýd c patt syndan 
conestan arg Cy" pýý, rn p3 kenestan door 
7 03 I ra 
ra w 
lt deor3 
kynn p ry pry on 
dune aconde b 
------------ 
in: s_ ? ýr pmt hi gtohuntiop ohunt i ga3. 
22. (28V; 30T) ¬onno syndan To wit pa habbac3 oof oros sindon oSro 
tuxas 7 feax o5 helan side. T oxan 
ta, f on Iendunut. V3 tucxaS. on Iendenum oxan tI. 
wi f syndon 
ryttyne tote lange 7 
hrgreottyne eoa I Ic ö i'A on marmorstano, 
hiwnosse - by oifendan eosolos of hyra 





t for hooro 
micelnesse by gefyldo wa: ron fror, bun miclan 
cedonistan mycolnysse hie gefetde wurdon from am mycclan 
pa cwea l do he by by of er f on mohto alexandre __ 
pa he hi liftende gofon no mlhto 
----------------- 
pa acwea l de he hi 
for rami 
hi syndon awi sce on I Ichoman 7 
unwoorpe. 
cyn hatton 23. (29V; 31T) Be garsecge - wildeora cynn, pa hattan arm 
catinos parr freawl iti men 
cat ini pa 
Syndon f reaw Iiti go 
door 7 par syndon wenn. 
be be 
hreawum flaesce. 7 be hunio by Iifial 
a hreawan hunige -- lifigeaý. 
(3OV; 32T) On p3 
m wynstran da31e 
äjar rices pe pa door on 
boA catinos 7 pir beoc 
9Zstl i Qnd0 mOn. 
east) iOQnde Renn cyningas 
pa habbaa 
-- monigfealde land emaura under him man igfoa lde 
I00dhatan. hwra iandgcr a, ro 
buap 
pXM - anon f rzt np radon neah p3m garsecgo 7 pavan fram ¢3m wynstran daalo syndan 
fala cyninga. 
m3nege cyn i ngas. 
(31V; 33T) dis mannkynn lif35 tela geara 7 
by syndon 
ht syndan 
frecnfulie men - gif hwilc mon him to cymZ ¢on gtfa 
frar'fulfe mann. 7 gyf hwytc mann to him CYm ponno gyfa 
88.1 
hj him wif aer 
by hine onweg Ixten. Se macedonisca alexander 
pa he him to com pa wes he wundrende hyra mennlscnesse. ýa wundriende menniscnysse 
ne wolde he hi cwelIan ne him nawiht (ages don. 
24. (32V; 34T) sonne syndon 
treowcyn on pain pa treowcynn of oam 
deorwyrpystan 
stanas synd ofacende. - 
ponon ----- hi growaa. deorweorstan beoi acende 7 panon-pz tte 
(33V; 35T) Oper moncyn is seondon sweartes 
hyiwes 
on onsyne flair mannkynn syndan hiwes ansyne 
ba mon hate sigeiwara. 
man Silhearwan. 
33 ctd. (36 -T only) -Bonne is sum land wingeardas weaxet 
on swi&st paar bib rest of elpenda bane geworht seo is on 
lenge preo hund fotmala lang 7 syxa. 
34. (37 -T only) -Donne is sum dun a5amans hatte on are dune 
bis part fugeicynn pe grifus hatte as fugelas habba'd feower 
fet 7 hryceres taegl 7 earnes heafod. 
(38 -T only) On are ylcan stowe byl over fuge Icynn fenix 
hatte Pa habbaý cambas on heafde swa pawan 7 hyra nest gatte 
hi wyrcaý of Sam deorweor&stan wyrtgemangum ¢e man 
cinnamomum hate 7 of his ame after pusend gearum he fyr 
onceIe$ 7 ponne geong upp of pam yselum eft arisep. 
35. (39 -T only) -Donne is ober dun pwr syndon swearte 
menu 7 na; nig oSer mann to dam mannum geferan mag for 
&m pe 




f. ote: Tho readings given are those of Mir-T. Variant:. from 
! "tir-ý, which is a direct descendant of the earl icr MS, are given 
as footnotes. Numbers without brackets ro-for to the section 
division used in this edition; numbers in brackets rof, r to the 
paragraphs as they appear in the MSS. 
2. (1) Colonial est initium ab antimolima quia habot stadia numoro' 
3 
Quingenta quo faciunt Ieuuas trecenta sexaginta octo. quo 
insula habet muititudincrm ovium. 8 indo ad babilonian stadia 
sunt centum sexalt i nta Facto nurnoro quo f ac i unter I euuas . o. 't .. " 
3. (2) Haec colonia est ra xime negotiatorum ubi nascuntur borbices 
macnitudine bourn habitantes usque ad medorum civitatun cui Women 
est archfinedon. que maxima ost ad babiloniam (1, excepto 
babi ionia)6 inde sunt stadia ad baba Ionia, nurnoro ccc. quo 
faciunt 1euu3S cc. ab archemedone. ibi suet ilia magna Insignia 
que magnus alexander operari lusserat. quas terra habot in 
iongitudine S Iatitudine stadia numero cc. quo faciunt ieuuas 
7 
cxxxiii .! dimidiu't miliarium. 
!.?. "ir-5 Coloronýa. 
units r.: c"zcro, 
Mir-B (and r. w: sire) LruCao. 
q, ""1 i r-5 fat f eii. 
4,, Mir-T orniis numeral. 
r, interlinear gloss in Mir-T, also prosent in Mir-3. 
7. Mi r-_ cw» +: :. 
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4. (3) Est locus euntibus ad mare rubrum qui dicitur 
lentibelsinea. in quibus galline nascuntur quales apud nos 
rubicundo colore has cum aliquis adprehenderel voluerit: -manurn- 
suam quam tetigerit totumque corpus conburit. { 
5. (4) Preterea ibi bestiae2 nascuntur. hae cum sonum 
audierint hominum. statim fugiunt. pedes habent octenos. 
oculos habent3 gorgoneos. bina capita habent. si quis 
eos voluerit adprehendere4 corpora sua inarmant. - 
6. (5) Hascellentia5 babiloniam proficiscentibus habet 
stadia ix. quae subiacet regionibus medorum omnibus bonis 
plena. 
(6) Hic locus serpentes habet. capita bina habentes. 
quorum oculi nocte sicut lucerne lucent. 
7. (7) Nascuntur et ibi onagri cornua bourn habentes. forma 
maxima. 
8. Hi in dextera6 parte a babilonia. ducunt se in occulto 
ad mare rubrum propter serpentes qui in ill is locis nascuntur. 
, 
qui vocantur corsias habentes cornua similia arietibus. Hii 
quern percusserunt7 moritur. Ubi nascitur abundantia piperis. 
quod serpentes servant sua industria. Hoc piper sic tollunt. 
I. Mir-B aLrre'. endere. 
2. Mir-B bestiole. 
3. Mir-B autem. 
4. Mir-B apprehendere. 
5. Mir-B Hasceilentia regio que subiacet regionibus medorum 
omnibus bonis plena. babitoniarn proficcicentibus habent stadia 
. 
ix. 
6. Mir-B dextra. 
7. Mir-B percuscerint. 
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Incendunt ca loca & sorpontos pub torram fugiunt. id cri 
nigrum2 est piper. 
9. A babilonia usquo porsiam civitatum ubi nastitur piper 
stadia sunt dccc. quao faciunt louuas dcxxiii3 1 dimidium 
miiiariusn. Loca ilia storilia suit proptor rnultitudinun 
serpentium. 
10. (8) Similiter ibi nascuntur conocephall quos nos Conopounss 
appel lamus. Habontes tubas equorum. ciprorum4 Centres. caning 
capita. ignem & flarmam flantos. hic est civitas vicin, dives. 
ornibus bonis plena. 
11. dexteriore parte ducitur iila terra ab acgypto5. 
(9) Inh aiiqua7 nascuntur homines statura pedum vi. barbas 
r"abentes usqua ad genus Comas uSquo ad talus qui hcxro dubI i 
appellantur S Pisces crudos ma nducant. 
. !! 
i r-B ; coque. 
2. Mir-E niccr. 
?. Mir-r- dc=. In Mir-T is almost obliterated by the 
coloured frage of the adjacent picture which has boon pointed 
over it. 
4. 'ir - E' a pr4r,. 
5. Mir-5 e,? jr: D. 
E,. lacking in Piir-T - space left for rubr-icatcd initial which 
has not been added. 
7. mir-9 a Zia rc; 7iaýie. 
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12. (10) CapiI fluvius in eodem Ioco2 apellatur3 gorgoneus. Ibi 
nascuntur formice. statura canum. habentes pedes quasi (ocuste. 
rubro colore. nigroque. fodientes4 aurum & quod per noct an 
fodiunt sub terra. profertur foras usque dies horam quintam. 
Homines autem qui audaces sunt illud tollere, sic tolIent5 
Aput6 camelos masculos & feminas illas7 quae habent foetas8. 
Foetas9 autem trans flumen gargulum10 alligatos reiinquunt et 
camelis foeminis aurum12 inponunt. Ille13 autem pietate ad 
suos pul los festinantes14. ibi masculI remanent & iile formicae 
sequentes inveniunt eos masculos15 & comedunt eos16. Dum circa 
autem17 eos occupatae sunt. foemine transeunt flumen cum18 
hominibus. sunt autem tam veloces ut putes eos volare. 
I. Mir-B adds vocatur. 
2. Mir-B adds qui. 
3. Mir-B appeZZatur. 
4. Mir-B fadientes. 
5. Mir-B toZZunt. 
6. Mir-B accipiunt. 
7. Mir- B omits iZZas. 
8. Mir-B fetus. 
9. Mir-B expands to Qui ad ftumen predictum pervenientes, fetus. tram:;, 
10. Mir-B omits gargulwn. 
1I. Mir-B inserts ipsi cum camelis fluviwn transsew2t. & auro 
coZZecto ... 
12. Mir-B ilZud. 
13. Mir-B iliis. 
14. Mir-B festinantibus. 
15. Mir-B omits mascuZos. 
16. Mir-B omits eos. 
17. Mir-B reverses autem circa. 
18. Mir-B amplifies to cum auro & hominibus. 
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13. (II) Inter duns has amnos coionI ost locothea quo Inter 
niluni & brixontem posita est. Nam nilus o, t capud2 fiuviorum 
& per aeg i ptum fIuit. quarr aeg i pt ii archobo l oti voc3nt quo 
ast aqua magna. In his locis nascitur muititudo magna 
elec'hantorum. 
14. (12) Nascuntur S ibi homines habentes statura3 pod um xv. 
coreus %Icbent'es sand-d.. r".. 
duns in una habentes Capite fac ieS. rubra genus. nato 
longo. capii I is nigris. Cum ttr%pus gignonJi fuorit Suss 
manibus transferuntur In indlam et IbI prolcm roddunt. 
15. (13) Item Iiconia in gallia nascuntur horninos tripartit04 
5 
colore. quorum capita capita leonum. podibus"' . xx. ore 
amplissimo sicut vannum. hominem Cum cognovarint auf si 
quis persequatur longe fugiunt d sc'nguino sudent. 
putantur hanines fuisso. 
16, (14) Trans? brixonten flumen ad orientem nnscuntur hor, inos 
longi b magni. habentes foemora S surras xii. pedum. latera 
can pectore vii, pedum. colore nigro. quo% hostes ritt 
appellamus. nam quoscurnque capiunt8 conciunt. 
i. Mir-T adds interlinear gloss hzbitatio. 
2. Mir-E? capo t. 
3. Mir-B Statur =. - 
4. Mir-E3 tr:: pcrtito. 
5. Mir-5 amp I if i es Ion;, --i rodibus. 
6. Mir-E' 1! . 
7. Mir-T "a3. 
B. MIr-E inserts cito. 
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17. (15) Sunt & alle bestiolae in brixonte quas lertices 
apellatur1. auribus asininis. vellere ovino. pedibus aviwn2. 
18. (16) Est & alia insula in brixonte ad meridiem in qua 
nascuntur homines sine capitibus. qui in pectore habent 
3 
oculos et os alti sunt pedum viii. et lati simili modo pedum 
. VIII. 
19. (17) Nascuntur et ibi dracones longitudinem habentes 
. cl. pedum vastitudine columnarum. 
Propter multitudinem4 
draconum5 nemo facile adire potest trans flumen. 
25. (18) Post hunc locum alia est regio oceano6 dexteriore 
parte. stadia cccxxiii. quae faciunt leuuas cciui? & 
miliarium unum ubi nascuntur homodubii qui usque ad umbilicum8 
Q 
hominis speciem habent. reliquo corpore onagro similes- 
longis pedibus ut aves lena voce. Sed hominem cum viderint 
longe fugiunt. 
I. Mir-B appcllatur. 
2. Thus Mir-B. Mir-T ovum. 3. Mir-B similiter. 
4. Mir-B inserts vero. 
5. Mir-B inserts illorum. 
6. Mir-B rewrites regio in dexteriore parte occeani. nabens stadia 
7. Mir-B ccliii (see commentary). 
8. Mir-B umbeZicurn. 
Q. Mir-B similes cruribus ut. 
lalilzrzý6,8 : 1o 
27. (19) Est d alius locus hominum barb3rorum hibons sub so 
reges numero cx. 
i 
genus possimurn & barbarorum2 ost. Sunt ut 
alibi loci3 duo. Unis4 soils d aiiu s luno. Qui solis ost 
die calidus nocte frigidus. gui tuna ost nocto Calidus die 
frigidus. Longitudo5 eorum . Cc. stadia suet quo faciunt iouuas 
. cxxxiii. 
& dimidium miliarium. 
28. (20) Hoc loco arbores nascuntur similosoiauro & olive. 
in quibus arboribus basamum7 nascitur & indo proficiscentibus8 
locus est qui habet stadia . cli. quo faciunt Ieuuas . t. 1i 
mi I iarium. 
29. (21) Itaque insula ost in rubro marl. in qua heminur genus 
est quad apud nos appallatur donestre. quasi divine? a capito 
10 
usq ue ad umbilicum quasi homines. reliquo corpora similitudino 




Mir-9 inserts quad. 
2 Mir-B b=-baron. . 
3. Mir-Es Zoea. 
4. Mir-6 unus. 
5. NI i r-8 Zungitudo. 
F.. Mir-E cilUziles. 
7. Mi i r-B baZs^ nur. 
8. MMi r-ß prorofiscicentibus. 
9. NI i r-B divirw? 7. 
10. Mi r-8 rewrites defor atzen ab h=it=; c c Oro.. c. 
11. hf i r-E sirri I-'* tudinze cxis tens hzr a. 
12. Mir-E nascionumque divcrsarki. 
13. Mir-5 Zoquuntur. 
14. Mir-3 
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hominem viderint ipsiusl lingua appellabunt eum & parentum 
eius 
2& 
cognatorum nomina3 blandientes sera ne ut decipiant 
eos & perdant. Cumque comprehenderint eos perdunt eos & 
comedunt. et postea comprehendunt caput4 ipsius5 hominis 
6 
quern comederunt et super ipsum plorant. 
30. (22) Ultra? hoc ad orientem nascuntur homines longi pedum xv. 
lati pedum x. caput8 magnum & aures habentes tamquam9 vannum. 
unam10 sibi nocte substernunt. de alia11 so cooperiunt & tegunt 
+ 
se his auribus. Leve12 & candido corpore sunt quasi lacteo.. 
Homines cum viderint tollunt sibi aures & longe fugiunt quasi 
putes eos volare. 
31. (23) Est & aIia insula in qua nascuntur homines quorum 
oculi sicut lucerna lucent. 
I. Mir-B isp us. 
2. Mir-B eis. 
3. Mir-B inserts inquirunt. 
4. Mir-B capud. 
5. Mir-B ipsis. 
6. Mir-B concderint. 
7. Rubricated U not added in Mir-B. 
8. Mir-B capud. 
9. Mir-B tanquan. 
10. Mir-B quarwn unam. 
II. Mir-B alia vero. 
12. Mir-B Levi autem. 
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32. (24) Est d alia insula stadia habcns is njitudino S 
Iatitudine ccc. i. x. quas f3ciunt leuu3s cx. ubi ost 
bei is tamplum in diebus regis S iobis. aerco & forrco 
opore constructum quoll ntiam boliobilisI dicitur. L +ndo ost 
edis soils ad oriontem ubi est sacerdos quiotus qui ilia 
oppida maritima observat. 
33. (25) Est & vinea auroa in oriento ad soils ortum quas 
habet uvas pedum cl. do qua nascentes2 pondont margarita. 
20. (26) Est & altera regio in terra babiioniao. AS coons ibi 
est maximus inter mediam I armeniam tons maximus f, alt+ssimuý. 
Sunt ibi homines honesti. Hi3 ratinent mare rubrum imperio 
ubi nascuntur margarete4 pretiosissime. 
21. (27) Circa hunc locum nascuntur mulieres barbas habontor, 
usque ad rmillas pelliculas equorum ad vestimentu'5 hatentes 
4 he venatrices. rr xime pro canibus tigres & lcopardos 
nutr i unt .& or"ºn 
ia genera best i arum quo in eoda mnte 
nascuntur cuan iII is venantur. 
I. t"} i r-E belio: }i Zcs. 
2. Mir-E n-. s. -cnter. 
3,11 i r-2 Ni i:. 
NI i r-E rcw ai'ite. 
ý. t"" i r-B vetty^ent:. m. 
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22. (28) Et alte sunt mulieres ibi. dentes aprorumi habentes. 
capillos usque ad talos in lumbis caudas bourn. Quae sunt alta c 
pedum xiii. specioso2 corpore quasi marmore candido. pedes 
habentes cameli. Ap(ri)nos3 quarum multe ex ipsis ceciderunt 
pro sua obscenitate a magno nostro macedone alexandro. quia4 
illas vivas adprehendere non potuit, occidit. ideo quia sunt 
5 
publicato corpore & inhonesto. 
23. (29) Secus oceanum sunt genera bestiarum quae catini 
nuncupantur. Isti formosi sunt. et6 ubi sunt homines cruda 
carne et melle vescentes. 
(30) In sinistra parte7 regio est catinorum et ibi reges sunt 
hospitales sub se multos habentes tyrannos confines secus 
oceanum8. A sinistra9parte sunt reges conplures. 
(31) Hoc genus hominum multos vivit annos. homines sunt 
benigni. et si qui10 ad ©os venerint cum mulieribus eos11 
remittunt. Alexander autem macedis12 cum ad eos venisset 
miratus est eorum humanitatem nec voluit eis nocere nec ultra 
voluit occidere. 
I. Mir-B aprwn. 
2. Mir-B spetioso. 
3. Mir-B omits Ap(ri)nos. 
4. Mir-B quas quia. 
5. Mir-B apprehendere. 
6. Mir-B rewrites: Sunt autem & ibi homines.. 
7. Mir-B rewrites: parte catinorum regio est in qua reges ... 
8. Mir-B occeanum. 
9. Mir-B inserts vero. 
10. Mir-B Siq(ut) 
11. Mir-B omits eos. 
12. Mir-B macedo. 
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24. (32) Sunt arboros in quibus lapidos protiosi nascuntur 
et ibi gorminabunturI. 
(33) Atlud genus est hominum v3ido nigrum qui othiopos 
vocantur. 
33. (34) Est & vineola ubi est2 loCtus aburnQus IongPtudino 
. ccc. vi pedum. 
3i. (35) Est & mons adars ns ubi ost3 griphus avis quo iiii. 
pedes habet. Caput aquiIinum Z caudam bovis. 
(New paragraph in Mir-5 only) 
in coo etiam monte est avis fonix 
(Mir-B inserts) quae colorem feniceun habet. vol quoll sit in toto 
orbe singularis & unica. 
(Both MSS) que habet cristas quasi orbes pavonis. 
(Mir-T only) nidum habet do cinnamomo ipsa to sinu suo post 
mille annos igncm incendit of nova do fafilla 
exurget. 
(Mir-6 only) Hoc quingentis annis ultra vivens. dum so viderit 
senuissc collcctis arom: tu^i virgulia6 rogum s7 bi 
instruit & conversa ad radium sol alarum piausu 
voluntarium sibi incendium » trit6 d moritur. Docuis 
hur, oro carnis urmis oxurgit. paulatimquo ad olescit. 
in durcque alarum rt igia atque in suporioris avis 
spetim formaque reparatur. 
I. Mir-8 gcrrtinantun. 
2. Mir-S omits cot. 
3. Mir-8 omits est. 
4. Mir-S prcdicto. 
5. Mir-6 adds dicta. 
6. Supplied from Isidore, ELrrw 1o- iao, X11 vii 22. 
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35. (36) Est et alius mons ubi Bunt homines nigri. ad 
quos nemo accedere potest, quia ipse mons ardet. 
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APPENDIX 1C 
EPISTOLA PARMOEUIs (PIT) 
Pfote: Pitra's text is followed verbatim. The Romon numorai 
are the paragraph r rkors of the original (either from, the M5 
or introduced by Pitra), the Arabic numerals refer to th, 
section division used In this edition. 
I. Incipit epistola Parmoonls ad Trojanum (cod. trojanum) 
imperatorem data do locis auf Incolls auf ubi qualos hotiinos 
nascuntur, vol qualis monstra vol montium figuras et ha inum. 
vtl best iarum. 
2. I. Initiur, ý ab Antepol i usquo Sonimiun. Habet muititudincan 
ovium, et finde usque Babylonia, stadia nunc num. LX IX. 
3. Haec colonic est maxim=a (cod. maximi) negotiatorum. lbi 
nascuntur vervices magnitudine bourn. - (lb) Ad civitatcv 
curs hominis Archemedon. Magna et fructuosa. A Babylonia 
usque Archemedon stadia num. CCC. Ibi praedia sunt magna. 
oc est Athenas Magni Alexandri, cunt n. CC. 
4. Ibi est locus cuntibus ad Mire rubrun, qui dicitur 
L, tabe1 Feniae. In quibus locis gallinao qualos of apud 
nos similes colore. Has cum aliquis approhendero voiuorit, 
rnu sua si totigerit, totum corpus comburot, quia vcneficae 
cunt. 
5. Praeterea nascuntur ibi bestiae, quasi siriao. Hi quum 
unurn audierint, longs fuglunt. Pedes nabont octonoa at 
oculos gorgonlos, bina capita. tbs quum voluoris 
apprehondere, corpora inanant. 
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6. II. A Seleucia ad Babyloniam proficiscentibus sunt stadia .., 
II, quae subjacent regionibus Medorum, omnibus bonis plena. 
Habet in locis illis serpentes habentes capita bina, quorum 
ocull nocte sicut lucerna lucent. 
7. Nam nascuntur ibidem onagri, cornua bourn habentes, forrram 
maximam. 
8. Ducunt se in occulta loca ad Mare rubrum, propter 
serpentes qui in illis locis nascuntur, qui vocanturCorsia, 
habentes cornua similia arietibus. Hi hominem quem 
percusserint, morietur. Ibi nascitur abundantia piperis, 
quod hi serpentes servant. Sed hi homines sua industria 
hoc piper sic tollunt: incendunt ea Iota, et serpentes 
sub terra fugiunt. Idee nigrum est. 
9. III. A Babylonia usque Persidam civitatem. Ibi nascitur 
piper. Stadia sunt n. CCC. Loca sunt sterilia propter 
multitudinem serpentium. 
10. Nascuntur ibi cynocephali, quos Conopenras appellatis: 
comas equorum, dentes aprorum, capita canina, ignem et flammam 
fIantes. 
II. IV. Dexteriores partes (cod. dexteriore parte) ducent in 
Aegyptum, in qua nascuntur .... (Trogloditae? ) pedum binum, 
barbas habentes usque ad genua. Homines Durci appellantur. 
Hi pisces crudos manducant. 
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12. Est ibi fluvius in oadcn insule, Gurg, rus nipoliafur. 
Ibi nascuntur formicae staturam canum habr_ntos, pedes 
, ui pedes quasi Iocustao marinae suns, coloro nigro. Quao 
formicae aurum fodiunt sub terra, of proforunt usque diet horn 
cuinta. Homines qui audent lila tollere, sic toliont. 
Ducunt apud so camelos, masculos et fcinas, Illas quad habcnt 
fetus. Trans f lumen Gorgarium ai l igantur cat rot inquunt, at 
camel is feminis aurum imponunt. Mae pietato ad suos pul los 
festinantes, iIIae formica© secuentes Invenlunt of comedunt 
e3 S. ruurn circa cos occupatae suet, ferinae transeunt f lumen 
cum hominihus; Bunt tam veloces, ut putes cos voiare. 
13. V(I)* Inter duos vias colonia est Liconthoa, quae inter 
Nilum et Erixontem posita est. Nec NiIi, nec trixontis 
initiu^ invenitur. Nam hic infIuit iIIum, quem Aei; ypt ii 
i>rcutei ita vocant, quod dicitur aqua magna. In his locis 
nascitur muttitudo olephantorum. 
14, tt ibi nascuntur hornines pedur n. X corpore candido, 
facie parthica, poles et genus sub o3, naso longo, scapulas 
nioras habontes. In tempore suo transferuntur in avibus. 
15. et quadrupedia colorui equorum, pedes leonurn, ore 
anplissimo sicut vannum, habentia regunt: verum hos Si 
aliquis sequitur. longe fugiunt of sanguintn sudant. No, 
CootarOs appal Pant. 
" The last three sections are nusnberci V. For tho sake of 
clarity I h3vo ad cd (1), (2), (3). 
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16. Est in Brixontem flumen ... V(2) Ad Orientcm nascuntur- 
homines longipedes et macri femora, et subta ... pedes n. iv. 
colore nigro. Nos ostes appellant, nam quoscunque capiunt, 
comedunt. 
17. Sunt et alii juxta Brixontem, Lerueis appellant. 
bt 
19. (V2b) Nascuntur et ibidem dräcones longipedes n. C. 
vastitudine columnarum; propter multitudinem draconum nemo 
tam facile adire potest super illud flumen. 
20. V(3) Et altera regio est ... Babylonan. Mons est ibi 
in quo natio Tyrannorum est inter Moeniam et Arimeniam. Mons 
est maximus et altissimus: ibi sunt honesti homines. HI 
to 
tenent Mare rubrum, imperium. 
21. Ibi nascuntur mulieres barbas habentes usque ad 
mamillas, pelliculas vestimentis et equas habentes venatrices. 
Sunt maxima in forma canis tigrides, et leopardos nutriunt, 
et omnia genera bestiarum, quae in eodem monte nascuntur, 
interficiunt. 
22. Sunt et aliae ibidem mulieres, dentes aprinos habentes, 
capillos usque talos in lumbis et caudas habentes bourn. 
Altae sunt, speciosae corpore, quasi-marmore candido, pedes 
habentes camelinos: propter quarum inspectionem tres ex his 




EPISTOLA PREMONIS (EP) 
Note: Graff's text is followed verbatim. Thoro is no division 
into paragraphs in the source; numbers rofer to the section 
division used in this edition. 
EPISTOLA PREMONIS REGIS AD TRAJANUM IMPERATORWM 
1. Loca vol insulas In oriente, ubi divorsa hominum 
monstrorumve qua11tas nascatur, vol montium figures at hominum 
vel bestiarum describi jussimus. 
4. Locus est euntibus ad mare rubrum qui dicitur ientibol. In 
cuius finibus gallinae nascuntur, quales of apud nos similos 
colore. has cum aliquis comprehendere voluorit. mantis plus 
qui tetigerit, corpus earum comburit. 
5. ibi sunt preterea bestiao octonas pedes habente5. oculos 
quaternos. binaque capita has corn voluerint comprehendere 
corpora sua inarmant. Id' pugnant. 
. 
6. Reglo medorum plena est hominibus bonis. hic locus 
serpentes habet. capita bina habentes. quorum oculi nocto 
sicut lucernae lucent. 
%u ¢. 
7. ilascunturXibi onagra (uuildi eail) cornua bourn habontes 
maxima atque fortia. 
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B. In dexteriore parte ab arabia sunt inculta loca props ad 
mare rubrum in quibus nascuntur serpentes qui corsica vocantur. 
cornua habentes arietinis similia. Si quern hi percusserint c1to 
moritur. Ibi etiam nascitur piperis abundantia. quod 
serpentes servant sua industria. et hoc piper sic homines 
Incendunt ea loca adquirunt et sub terram fugiunt serpentes. 
ideo piper nigrum est propter Incendium. 
9. A babilonla usque ad persidem civitatem ubi etiam piper 
nascitur sunt loca hostilia propter serpentium muititudinom. 
10. nascunturque canis cenonulli homines vel bestlae quaedam' 
vel versus homines mixti cum capitibus canum habentes tubas 
equorum quorum. capita canina sunt ignium flammas flantes. 
Et ibi est civitas vicina dives hominum plena bonis. 
II. Ibi nascuntur homines statura pedum binorum in longitudine 
barbas usque ad genua habentes qui cenodubii appellantur 
Idest homunculi. 
12. Ibi etiam nascuntur formicae statura canum senos habentes° 
pedes et quasi locustae marinae nigro sunt colore et formicae 
ibi aurum fodiunt. et proferunt usque ad horam diel quartam. 
et post abscondunt sub terra. Homines autem qui audaces sunt 
ab IIIis aurum sic ducunt. Ducunt autem apud se masculos 
et feninarum fetus trans flumen gailalim alligantes relinquunt. 
et camel is feminis Inponunt aurum. illae ad suos pullos 
festinant. ubi cum masculis remanent. Dumque eas formicae 
insequuntur rapiunt masculos et edunt eos. et dum eos 
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occupaverint. fcminis ne cum viris transount fluvium. tam 
veloces, ut volare eas putas. 
13. Inter has duas aquas tdest n1lurn at brixontc colonic cyst 
nomine locata. ubi nascitur magna muititudo olefantorum . 
14. et ubi cunt homines statura quindocim pedes corpus 
candidum pedes genu3 et scapulas nigras habontos. Omni 
to poro immorantur in navibus. 
15. Nascuntur etiam ibi animalia triplici coloris quorum 
capita sunt leonum longa pedum decom of octo. ore ounpilssimo. 
homines cum viderint. si cos aliquis insequatur. largo 
fugiunt. ita ut sanguine sudent. Hyppotami appella ntur. 
16. Trans brixontem flumen ad orientom, nascuntur hominos 
magni, habentes femora et suras pedun duodecim. Iatora cum 
poctore pedum sex. admodurn nigri has hostes appellant. nam 
quoscumque capiunt comedunt. 
18. Est etiam In brixonto insula in qua nascuntur horninos 
sine capitibus qui in pectore ocuios of ora habont. Altitudino 
novas pedum. of latitudino octo. hos epifagos vocarnus. 
19. Nascuntur autan ibi of draconos iongitudinn centum 
quinquaginta pedum grossltudino columnarum. of pro 
multitudine draconum nano ibi conmorart potost. Super hoc 
flumen 
20. et mons maximus et altissimus ost Intor Modtam of 
Armeniam. ibi Bunt homine honosti of habitant usquo ad Mara 
rubrum. ibique nascuntur margaritas. 
003 
21. Circa hunc etlam montem sunt mufieras barbas habentes 
usque ad mamillas pelliculas vestimenta habentes. venatrices 
maximae sunt et teopardos pro canibus nutriunt. 
22. ý Sunt enim et allae mu)leres Rubro marl proximae, capillos 
usque ad talos habentes et In lumbis caudas bourn, stature 
pedum tredecim, cum specioso corpore vet ut marmor quae pedes 
cametorum et dentes asinorum habent; et ex his decem occidit 
Alexander magnus, quia vivas eas capere non poterat. 
23. Secus Oceanum autem cativa gens est, qui formosi sunt at, 
crudam carnem et mel comedunt. Et ibi est rex hospitalis, 
habens sub se multos tyrannos confines secus oceanum. Et hoc 
genus hominum vivit multis annis adeo hospitale, ut si quas 
venerit ad eos cum mulieribus Iilos remittunt. Alexander 
magnus cum venisset ad eos miratus humanitatem illorum, nolult 
eos nocere, nec ulterius accedere. 
24. Sunt ibi serpentes in quibus lapides pretiosi nascuntur 
et iilic sunt ethiopes, nigri homines. 
25. Post hunc locum est et alia regio proxima oceano ubi 
nascuntur homines qui homodubii vocuntur. qui usque ad 
umbilicum hominis speclem tenent. reliquum corpus onagro 
simile, pedes habent ut equus cum hominem viderlnt longe 
fugiunt ab eo. 
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27. est etiam allus Ibi locus barbarorum habons In so ro'gos 
numaro centum et docan. guns haoc posslma ost. Sunt ibi 
duo laci. solis unus allus lunao. qui solis est nocto 
frigidus. No calldus est. qui voro lunao nocto catidus 
et die est frigidus. 
29. Est quoque insula In marl rubro. in qua ast genus 
hominum qui a capito usquo ad umbilicus cunt hominös. roilquum 
vero corpus dissimile human. ornnlum nationurn I Inguls 
loquentes. et si allenigenam viderint. ipsius lingua 
appellant et parentum cognatorumque dicunt nomina. blandtdntes 
sermone ut decipiant et comprehendant; of cum comprohenderint 
perdunt allos et comedunt. 
30. Nascuntur etiam ibi hornines quindecim pedum attitudinis. 
Caput magnum et aures latas habontes tanquam uannus. unam 
sibi nocte substernunt et alla se coperunt* cobra candido 
quasi lac at homines cum viderint auras exciudunt of sic 
fugiunt quasi volent. 
31. Est autem ibi at insula in qua sunt homin©s quorum, 
oculi sicut lucerne lucent. 
32. Et alia insula Ibi est., in qua oliopolis constructa 
acre et ferro cooperta Perin t nbar i. s2rnin thaai, L2) ubi credos 
soils est ad orientem. 
* italics unexplained by Graff. 
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33. Est etiam ibi vinea aurea quae habet uvas centum ,. 
quinquaginta de qua nascentes pendent margaritae. ubi etiam 
lectus eburneus est. iongitudirur pedum trecentorum sex. 
34. et montes riphei ibi, ubi sunt gripes, qui habent equinum 
capud. In eodem monte, quoque est avis fenix. qui habet 
cristam quasi orbem de cinnamomo. et ipsa in nido suo 
quingentesimo ximo anno Incendit se et post haec nova de 
favilla exsurgit. 
35. Et ibi est mons ubi Bunt homines nigri ultra quem nemo 




THE OLD FRENCH TEXT 
Note: The spelIIng of the MS has been followed exactly and 
u and v have not boon standardised. Numbers without brackets 
refer to the section division used in this edition; numbers 
in brackets refer to the paragraphs in the MS, which uses two 
different paragraph markers (sea Introduction to the Text). 
1. Haus empereres. Je vous senefiie aucunos cosos qui sont 
merueilleuses en Inde. 
2. (1) Premierement II ia vno Isie qui a non Otymolimus qui 
e IIi. c. et ixiii Iiues do lonc. Et I crolst moult do brobis. 
Et de la iusques en Babilone a c. et xii. laues. 
3. (Ib) Et les brebis do chele isle sont ossi grans quest 
vns buef. Et moult est markaande. Do Chaste Isla dusquos 
a vne chite de Mede qul a non Arcenxodon qui vst boing chitos. 
Et dusques en Babilone a II. c. Iiues. Et de la dusques a 
Athaines le grant Alixandre cxxxiii Hues. Et pros do la 
roitie dune mule 
4. (Ic) naissent gel Ines do tos coulours quo los nostres 
et Ii Iieus ou eIes na Issent est ape ies Lent ibe l do Sur io of 
est en le voce qui va a lo rouge mar. Et quiconquos pronderoit 
vne de ches guelines a sa main, tous sos cons ardoroit, car 
eles sont enuenimoos. 
5. (2) Apres 11 1 naist bestes ossi que singes qui vnt viii. 
pies et ossi de femme et . 11. testes of son fuiant loins quast 
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ales oent aucun son. et quant on les vent prendre. eles 
enarment leur cors a leur pooir. si sont fors a avoir. 
6. (3) Apres de Seleucie iusques a Babilone a entour . ix. 
estades. 
(3b) Et chele tere habunde en tous biens, et est par desous 
medie. Et ia serpens qui ont ii. testes. et leur oeil 
lulsent de nuit comme candelles. 
7. (4) Apres la naissent asne sauvage. qui ont cornes ossi 
que de buef et sont moult grant 
8. (5) Et se traient en le darraine partie d'Arrabe vers $es 
lieus repus sur le Rouge Mer. pour les Serpens qui naissent ! a, 
et ont a non confia. 
(5b) Et chic ont cornes sanlaules as cornes de mouton. Et 
se chis, serpens fiert aucun homme, il morra tantost. Et la 
naist Ii polures en habundanche, lequel li serpent wardent 
par grant diligence. Et de la le wardent li homme, que il 
ne perdent le polure pour les serpens, et i boutent le fu. 
Et II serpent s'en fuient desous terre et on kuelle le poiure 
qui pour le fu est noirs. 
9. (6) Et de babilone ou li poiures naist iusques a Perse la 
chite a Ixxiiii. Hues. Et entre deus a terres brehagnes 
pour le multitude des serpens. 
10. (6b) Et la naissent cenophale qui ont testes de kien et 
ont alainnes de flamme. Et la est vne chites rike. 
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11. (6c) En lequele naissont homne qul Hont quo li plos da 
lonc, at lour pendant tour'barbas lusques as gonous, On 
los apale hon eles. 
(6d) Et menguent los poissons tous crus, losquels=il prendont 
an to riviere do Cabes. 
12. (7) En ehele isle naiscent fourmi do grant estature cortio 
sont kien at ont . vi. pies comme Iaoustes do r, r. Et sont do 
noire coulour. Et fouent for at tralont do tore iusques a to 
quinte heure du sour. Et li hoºrtne qui ont hardictche do chat 
or prendre font ensi. 1,1 prendent camr? us masses at femßios le, 
queles ont petis cameus. Et laissent los petis cameus biun 
lies outre une riviere. to quelo a non gargalo. Et metont les 
mares outre le riviere an le terre ou li ors est. at tos 
karkent do chel or. 
(7b) Et ales par lamour queles ont a lour; potis camous passant 
IQ riviere pour ajar a aus atout chat or. " at Ii camel aste 
derneurent avoec les honiios. Et 11 fourmi keurent sus as 
cameus masles at las menguent. Et u tamps quo li fourmi sunt 
an chele pcupation: li homme passent avoec los canr us fomeles 
qui portent lor. Et tant sont hastives, quit sanlo car alas 
volpnt. I 
13. (8) Entre ches . 11. Isles .v voles. est-uno, terre. qui 
est apelee lothee v lothee. qui est entro (o fluovv Uilo of 
brixont. qui sont rivieres des quoins on no puot trouvor 
les conmenchemens. Et voirs ost quo brixont kiot v nile. 
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que li egyptiient apelent Aruiobolet. chest adire grant laue. 
(9) Et la habite grant fo{sons dolifans. 
14. (9b) Et la naiscent homme qui ont xii. pies de lonc et' 
les corslblans. et visages partikes. et ont les genous of 
les pies tous nus. Et Ions nes et noires espaulet. Et en 
aucun tamps il passent en nes vn flueue qui a , non ydees 
selonc leur coustune. I 
15. (10) Apres en vne region qui ä non galle en Iequele' 
riaiscent tripaire. qul ont test8s de lion. et xiiii. pies 
'de conc. Et ont si grant guele quiýf i porroit bien vn van. 
Sil voient homme qui Ices sieuent il fuient bien loins. et 
suent sanc. on les apele ypotames. 
16. (II) Apres outre b'rixont le fl'ueue dont noun auons parse 
naiscent homme lonc et grant. qui ont longues gambes et longues 
cuisses. tant quil ont xii. pies de lonc. ' et par le pits et 
par Ies costes M. pies' de le. Et sont noir. On les apele 
hostes. chest adire Anemis. ' car tous chiau`s quit prendent il 
menguent. 
I 
17. (12) Et en le' riulere de brixont a autres bestelet'es qui 
ont a non celest'ices. 
18. (13) Apres en le riuiere de brixonte a vne isle vers le miedi. 
en le quele il naiscent homme qui Pont n, ient de teste et ont: 
boukes en leur, pis,. et les ieý, ossi. et ont iiiii. pies de haut. 
et iiii. de le et ressanlent as ypotames. on ies apele v pals 
epiphongos. 
19. (14) Apres en chele. meisme Isle naissent dragon qui ont 
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. c. of . 1. pins do lonc. ossi Oros quo pilor. Ct nus no 
puet la Iegioromont alor. pour lo multitudo dos dragons. 
20. (15) Apres entre cho fluaue of babilono ost vno regions. 
en lequele est vno tres haute montaigno at tröl grans. cu ti 
a hominos honnestes. qui tienont to rouge mar on to partte par 
desous et la naissent los marguerites. 
21 (16) Et environ thole region naissent femmos qui ont longues 
barbes iusques as mameles of do pious sont vestuos. Et sont 
ententiues a vener. et on lieu do kions nourrissent tigros, 
et lupars et autres bestes. 
22. (17) Et la sont autres femmes qu i ont dons do sa ing ior. 
et les kaulaus lonz lusquos au talon. ©t ont kouos do buof 
at xilil. pies do lone. of sont ossi blankes quo marbros. 
et ont blaus cors. at pies do kamel. et oreilles dasne. 
Nos gens on tuerent H. Et Ii grans alixandros ne los pout 
prendre vives. mais II los ochist. 
23. (18) Apres dencoste to grant mar soot hocro quo on apolo 
catins. qui sont iusto at bal. qui vtuont do mies at do 
char crue. Et to regions do catins Ost a sonostro. Et to 
ost vns hospitaus v qual 11 a moult do tirans. 
(19) Et lour volsin qui sont sur lo grant mor. qui sont apolo 
reges. sont homme benigno et vtuent moult longuomont. Et 
so aucuns va a aus. il lour baillont conduit of los ronuolont 
sil ont famrras. Et pour lour benigneto alixandros no lour 
fist nul m31. 
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24. (20) Et la sont arbres esquels naiscent plerres precleuses. ° 
et pour the sont iI apele gemmer quit portent gemmes. Et la 
sont ethiopiten qui sont noir. 
25. (21) Apres sur le grant mer a dextre. 
. cc. et Iiii. Hues et . 1. mille. est vne 
naissent homme qua ont a non homoduli. ch 
qui ont fourme domme iusques a le boutine. 
dasne sauuage. II ont xii. pies de lonc. 
comme oisel. et quant il voient hommes il 
Par lespasse do 
regions. enquele - 
ast a dire hommelet. 
of apres fourme 
et souef vols 
senfuient loins. 
27. (22) Apres en vn autre lieu. habitent gens qui ont sur 
aus c. et x. rois qui les gouuernent et sunt barbarin et 
tres male gent. 
(23) Et la sont ii. lieus 11 uns du soleil. et Ii autres 
de le lune. Chius du soleil est frois par nuit. et taus 
par lour. chius de le lune est frols par jour et taus par 
nuit. 
27. Et le Iongueur de ches . ii. 1 ieus est cxxxiii. 1 cues. 
28. Et is naissent arbre sanlaule a loriers et a olluiers. 
esquels naist basmes. 
(24) Et ensi que on se part de Ia, on troeuue un lieu qui 
a c. (cues de lonc. 
29. (24b) Et la en le rouge mer est vne isle. en le quele 
sont gens qui parolent de tous langages. et saluent tous 
chlaus qui la vont. chascun en sen propre langage. et 
leur nomment leur cousins et leur lignage. et par beles 
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parolos los docholvont of los prendont at menquont of qurnt II 
los ont mengt© si so motont on orisons sur los tostos. 
30. (25) Et outro naissent homrro qui ont xi i. pies do lonc 
et x. de le. Et grosse toste at orolies ossi grans quest 
vns vans. et par nuit gisent sur une. of so cuouront de lautre. 
11 sont blanc conic labs. Sit volent htmos il iiouont los 
orelles et fubont si tost quit sanie quit volont. 
31. (26) Vne autre isle ia ou naissent horme qui ont los vis 
luisans comme candelles. 
32. (27) Et vne autre isle qui a c. at xl. Iiues de lonc 
et est apelee helyopolis. at ost edefiio do for at darain. 
Et is est le malsons au sololi vers orient. an lequole to 
repose vns prestres qui odeopame le Chita. 
33. (28) Et la est vne vingne dor. dont les crapes ant c. 
et . 1. pies de 
conc. esqueles sont margueritos. at pierres 
precieuses autres. 
(29) Et la est vns lis diuoire qui a ccc. et iii. pies do 
lonc. 
34. (30) Et la est adamas ie montaicne ou ost li grifons. 
Et li oisiaus qui a non fenix. qui a couronne do paon. 
et quant ele a voscu m. ans ele sart. of vno autro viont 
de la cendre. 
35. Et la est vns mons ou II a noirs hom os. Et no punt nus cho 
mont passer. car il art tous. 
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BLANK IN ORIGINAL 
APPENDIX 1F 
LIDER MONSTRORUM 
Note: The text is based on the most recent edition (C. öologna, 
Milan, 19771). In cases where an alternative reading is of 
significance in determining the relationship between 111 and the 
Letter, the text has been emended to give prominence to those 
readings. All such emendations are indicated by italics and 
fully explained In the footnotes. 
The passages are given in the order in which they appear in 
ui. Numbers in brackets refer to the corresponding sections 
of the Letter. 
1,18 De Barbosis Hominibus (II) 
Sunt homines in Oriente in cutusdam eremi vasta Zatjtudino2 
morantes qui, ut perhibent, barbam usque ad genus portingonttm 
habent&crU K9 piccibus vascuntur. 
3 
1,20 De Magnis Hominibus Brixontis (14) 
Quidam quoque homines Brixonti Niloque fluminibus vicini, 
corpora mir! candoris habentes, XII pedum aititudinom 
habentia, facie quidem bipertita at naso longo, of macilenti 
corpore describuntur. 
1. Reviewed by the present editor for kdiui £uu j 48,1979, 
pp. 259=262. (A copy of this review is appended to this 
thesis. ) 
2. All MSS except R give this reading. 8ologn3 follows R 
and previous editors in reading coZitudine. 
3. Only B gives this reading. The remaining MSS havo 
replaced it with a line drawn from tho Latter of Alexander 
to Aristotle: crudis pisces at aqucru'n suet ia(u)stu 
viventes. (cf. pp. 26-27 of tho Sariptoriwý artici© 
appended to this thesis. ) 
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1,22 Do Barbosis Mulleribus (21) 
Mulieros, ut ferunt, iuxta montem Armeniae nascuntur, peilibus 
indutae, barbam usque ad mammas habentes prolixam. Quae dum 
venatrices sunt, sibi tigres et leopardos et rapida ferarum 
genera pro canibus nutriunt. 
1,24 De Epifugcsi (18) 
Sunt quoque homines in insula Brixontis fluvii, qui absque 
capitibus nascuntur, quos epifugost Graeci vocant; et . VII. 
2 
pedum altitudinis sunt, et tota in pectore capitis officia 
gerunt, nisi quod oculos in humerls habere videntur. 
1,26 De His qui Crudam Carnem Manducant (23) 
In Oriente quoque luxta Oceanum formosum genus hominum 
legimus, et hanc causam amoenitatis eorum esse adserunt: 
quod crudam carnem et mel purum manducant. 
1,28 De Monstruosis Mulieribus (22) 
Sunt mulieres, ut ferunt, speciosae, Rubro mars cohaerentes; 
quarum corpora marmoreo nitore fulgent.. Quae M. pedes 
altitudinis et crines usque ad, talos defluentes, caudas 
bourn in lateribus, et camelorum pedes habent.. 
1,30 De Montibus Igneis (35) 
In quodam quoque deserto montes ignei leguntur, in quibus 
nascuntur homines toto corpore nigri, sicut Aethiopes. 
Quorum nos quendam vidimus carbonea nigritudine, dentibus 
et oculis tantummodo et unguibus nitentem. 
1,33 De His qui Manducant Homines (16) 
Hominum quoque genus inmensis corporibus Brixontis fluminis ab 
oriente nascitur; corpore nigri, et XVIII. pedes altltudinis 
acciplunt. Et, ut ferunt, homines cum conprehenderunt crudos 
manducant. 
I. Thus MSS R, L and B. W and S read epistigos, as accepted 
by Bologna. 
2. L gives VIII. as in Mir. 
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1,36 Do His quorum Oculi volut Lucorna Lucent (31) 
Et quaedam insula in oriontalibus orbis torrarum partlbus 
esse dicitur, In qua nascuntur hominos rationabili statura, 
nisi quod oorum oculi sicut lucornao lucent. 
1,40 Do His qui Omnium Linguam Loquuntur (29) 
Est gens aliqua conmixtae naturao In Rubri mans Insula, 
quam linguas omnium nationum loqui posso tostantur. Et 
ideo homines do longinquo vonientes cxrum cognitos nominando 
adtonitos faciunt, ut decipiant et crudos devorent. 
1,43 De Inmensis Hominibus (30) 
Nascuntur homines In orientalibus plagis qui, ut fabulao 
ferunt, XV. pedes altitudinis capiunt, of corpora marmoroi 
candoris habent, et vannosas aures quibus so substornunt 
noctu at cooperlunt. Et hominem cum viderint, oroctis 
auribus per deserta vastissima fugiunt. 
11,3 De Elefanto (13) 
1 
Elefanti autem licot sibi (cones timeant, omnibus timen 
cognitis maiores cunt animantibus, qui spud Gangaridas at 
Indos at inter Nilum fluvium at 13rixontem nasci porhibontur. 
Quorum Pyrrhus In Romam XX. primus ad auxilium bell[ doduxit, 
quod turres ad bella cum Interpositis lacuiatoribus portant, 
et hostes erectis promuscidibus caedunt. Quorum quoquo 
Alexander Macedo innumerabiles albo, nigro of rubicundo 
varioque colore se in India vidisso ad Aristotolern phiiosophumn 
descripsit. 
11,4 De Onagro (7) 
Onagri animalia sunt, non bostia©; sod Ingonti anino of saopo 
elata exultantes fortitudino saxa do montibus ovollunt. Sod 
ipsi In desertis Persarum esse, cum Incrodibilibus quibusdam 
. 913 supplies a small detail hero and anothor In 11,32. 
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prodigils boum-habentes cornua, et magnis describuntur 
corporibus. 
11,11 De His qui Dina Capita Habent (5) 
Quasdam enim bestias prope ad mare Rubrum nasci ipsa fabulositas 
perhibet, et quod VIII. pedes duplicibus membris et capita 
bina habent cum oculls fingunt gorgoneis. 
11,14 De Conopenis1 (10) 
Et in Perside fingunt esse bestias, quas conopenosI appellant, 
quibus sub caninis capitibus equina dependet per cervices tuba; 
et ore naribusque Ignem flammasque expirant. 
11,16 De Formicis (12) 
Et inter ipsa quae dicunt mania ferunt Formicas in quadam esse 
insula, et quod VI. pedes et atrum colorem et miram habeant 
celeritatem depromunt. Cum quibus incredibilis aura abundantla 
describitur, quod ipsae sua servant industria. 
11,18 De ippotamos` (15) 
Et cum his incredibilibus fingunt execrandae formae ippotamos2, 
quos ferunt triplicem habere colorem. Qui oris latitudine 
vanno conparantur. Sunt autem tam fugaces, ut si quis 
insequitur fugiant quousque sanguine sudant. 
11,31 (20; 2I)3 
Et in vicino Armeniae montis loco, ubi margaritae nasci 
perhibentur, leones et tigres, lynces et leopardos, et cuncta 
genera ferarum horribilium mons quidam altissimus gignit. 
1. MS reading restored in preference to Bologna's emendation 
to coenopcenos. 
2. MS reading restored in preference to Bologna's emendation 
to hippopotamos. 
3. This section, untitled in the MS, draws on both sections of 
the Latter. The monstrous women from 921 are in 1,22. 
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11,32 Do Bestics Caolcsticls (13; 17) 
In 6rixonto quoquo bostiao quaodam non magnao, sod propo 
omnibus nationibus ignotao gtgni porhibontur, quas Caalosttcos 
vocant. Quom fiuvium, in quo nascuntur, Nito viclnum 
doscripsimus, culus socundum piurimos Ignoratur initium. 
Qui apud Aegyptios Archobolato (quod ost Aqua magna) vocatur. 
111,2 (6) 
Serpentes quoquo Assyriorum In desortls nasoi porhibontur, qui 
habent capita bina, of inmensa corporis vofumina torquont; 
quatuorque per umbras nocturnas ocuiis in modum lucernao 
lucent. 
111,6 (8) 
In confinio Rubri marts et Arabian sorpentos esso perhibontur, 
cum quibus nascitur piper album: quad, tncenso loco, sub 
terram fugientibus, homines nigrum fiammis labentibus 
deripiunt. Qui serpontes corsia nuncupantur, of cornua 
habent arletina, et ab eis percussus cito moritur tumens. 
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BLANK IN ORIGINAL 
APPENDIX 1G 
GERVASE 0£ TILBURY 
OTIA IMPERIALIA DECISIO II (GarII) 
Note: The text is newly transcribed from MS Vat. Lot. 933. 
The Corrector's emendations and Insertions are accepted, but 
noted in footnotes. Numbers in brackets refer to the 
corresponding sections of the totter. 
f. 19 ; co 1.2, I1.9-13 (22) 
Hascuntur et ibidom mulleros dentes aprinos habentes captilos 
usque ad talos. In lumbis cauda bourn, alto stature, 
specioso corpora quasi marmore candido, pedes camalirws 
habentes. 
f. 19V col. 2,11.2-4 (1; 6) 
In his locis nascuntur honagri cornua bourn habontos. 
Serpontes quoque habentes capita bina quorum oculI do nocto 
sicut lucerna lucent. 
f. 20, cot. 2,11.18-22 (20-21) 
Ibi sunt honosti homines tonentes rubri orris Imporium. 
ibi nascuntur mulieres barbas habentes, usquo ad manillas, 
pellicuiis pro vestimentis utuntur, equos habent, vonatrlcost 
sunt tigrides pro canibus habont leopardos nutriunt, 
omnia genera bestlarum iliic nascentium Intorficiunt. 
1. venatrices... habont Inserted In -margin by Corroctor, 
with '/ marking point for insortion into taxt. 
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BLANK IN ORIGINAL 
APPENDIX 2A 
F MIES LETTER 
Note: The original reading of the MS is given In the body of the 
text; the Corrector's reading (FLCor) is given as a footnote 
even when it Is preferable to the original. Numbers without 
brackets refer to the section division used in this edition; 
numbers in brackets to the paragraphs Indicated by ;' followed 
by a capital letter, the marker used by the original scribe. 
I. (I) HAEC DISCRIPTIO PARTIS ORIENTIS 
Divo adriano formes divo adriano salutem. Litteras tuas, 
domino caesar, ab asacrato at monacrato rocepi quibus reconsutis 
quod to fortem atque hi Ilorem Imperium tuum amplatumquo esse 
cognovi gavisus sum. Interea cognovi ut nationos hominum of 
qualitates locorum quo in torris nostris cunt exquisivi moisquo 
litteris conexa transmittam. cuamobrem sive quas ipso nobis 
sive parentes atque germanos quas addiscere potui amplexus 
pariter adnexui. 
2. (2) Est Igitur a finibus antiochiao dirus flumen stadia 
tis hic locus sanctus est. A nicerorum gutem usque ad c xc 
plinum insulam et usquo in finibus Eufratos fluminis stadia sunt 
xcv; haec insuia multitudinen habens ovium Innumerabilium. 
3. Hic Egmonas stadia xviiii; haec colonla r, ýaxiru no9otiatorum, 
berbices suet ü iIInmensl ac preo2. Undo et unico3 of birri 
vel ceteras4 res flunt. 
1. FLCor inserts sent ibi. 2. FLCor: capree. 
3. FLCor: tunice. 
4. FLCor: cotere. 
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(3) Hinc euntibus ad meridiel versus civitas est opulenta 
nomine archymedia; distat a babilonla stadia ccc; haec2 
eadem arcymeda sunt predia opulenta et fructuosa nimis. Hinc 
usque ad anteletens stadia ccc. Fiuvius3 inmensus. A 
babilonia usque mesopotamia4 stadia sunt Ix; locus honestus 
et plus quam locupletes hinc usque damnas castrorum stadia 
sunt clxxxv. A sinistra vero euntibus civitates sunt xii: 
valatho, melenimo, cleopatra, termasla, marmino, maragdon, 
fluvius, casia, possidonia, india, anda, eluchana. 
4. Hic6 ad castellum philoniae, qui locus dictus est stadia 
. ccc. 
hac7 reglo mons horis vicinatur; abundant8 gallinnae 
quales et apud vos9 colores10 similes nascuntur. absque11 
' prendere voluerit, corpus suum comburet. 
5. Sunt et humiles quasi simii. 
12 
Quando sonum audierint, 
fugient. pedes habentes octenos, Idemque et13 oculos, 
cornua bina habentes. Quas cum aliquis occidere voluerit, 
diligenter se munire debet. 
I. FLCor: meridiem. 
2. FLCor: In haec. 
3. FLCor: 1-bi est fluvius. 
4. FLCor: mesopotamia m. 
5. FLCor: locuple5. (et deleted) 
6. F LCo r: Hi nc . 
7. FLCor: haec. 
8. FLCor: habundant ibi. 
9. FLCor: nos. 
10. FLCor reduces to colore. 
il. FLCor: quas qui. 
12. FLCor: simie. 
13. FLCor: totidemque (deletes et)- 
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6. (41) A soloucla autom babylonla2 porgontibus stodli cunt Ix. 
Subiacot haoc roglo in Sidonta. ibi sorpontos r scuntur Irrnonsi 
atque horridi at plus quam sovissimi, habontos bina capita quorum 
oculi lucent velut Iucerna3. 
7. Nascuntur at onagri cornua habontos of forma maxima. 
8. (54) His confinis arabia tungltur incuita proptor sorpontos, 
ducens ad mare rubrum, In quibus locis nascuntur serpontos 
caraste5, cornua similla habentes arietum. Hominom cum 
percusserint, occident6. Ibi nascitur multitudo piporis, 
quod idem serpentes custodiunt, homines vero proptor7 industria 
sua sic colligunt, cum maturum fuerit, Incondunt eadom Iota, at 
serpentes sontlentes ignem fugient8 at sub terra so mittunt 
merito propter flamma9. Piper Ipsum nigruml° efficiot, at 
sic eligitur, verumtamen natura piperis albs est. 
9. (611) A babylonia per sidonia12 colonia, stadia sent ccc. 
quo loca sterilia sunt propter serpentes, 
1. FLCor emphasizes section beginning. 
2. FLCor: babyloniam. 
3. FLCor: lucerne. 
4. FLCor emphasizes section beginning. 
5. FLCor: caeraste. 
6. FLCor: occidunt 
7. FLCor: per I ndustrian sua'n. 
8. FLCor: fuglunt. 
9. FLCor: f lamrttiajn. 
10. FLCor deletes -=. 
II. FLCor anphasizos section beginning. 
12. FLCor: per sidoniam ad colonlw. 
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10. (7) Seleucial autem a parte dextra euntibus ad mare rubrum 
sunt vicinales divisiones. 
(8) Ibi nascuntur quinocoephaii, iube2 equorum habentes, validissimis 
et immensis dentibus flammam inspirantibus3, ubi vicinaii 
divisione coheret civitas omnibus plena. 
II. A dextra parte ducent4 ad aegyptum; hinc ad insulam in quo- 
nascuntur homines longi5 habentes barbas usque ad genua, qui 
appeilantur idtofagi, pisces enim crudos vescuntur. 
12. (9) Est autem flumen in eadem insula nomine gargerum 
trans hoc flumen nascuntur formice myrmidones magnitudine 
catulorum, habentes pedes senos et centrios quasi iocustae 
marine. Dentes habentes canum colori6 autem sunt nigrae. 
Aurumque custodiunt et proferent7 de subterraneo ad lucem, 
qui8 cum hominem auf animalem9 viderint; devorant usque ad 
ossa. Sunt enim velocissimi10 cursull, ut putes eos volare. 
he sole oriente usque in ora12 quanta subterranen sunt et aururn 
fodiunt, et proferent13 de subterraneo ad lucem. Que14 
1. FLCor: Seleucie. 
2. FLCo r: iubas. 
3. FLCor deletes in-. 
4. FLCor: ducens. 
5. FLCor: longas. 
6. FLCor: colore. 
7. FLCor: proferunt. 
8. FLCor: que. 
9. FLCor deletes -an. 
10. FLCor: velocissime. 
Ii. FLCor: in cursu. 
12. FLCor: hora. 
13. FLCor: proferunt. 
14. FLCor: Quod. 
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aurum ex ingonio ab ipsis confttotis1 hominibus 1ta ingonloso 
auferetur2. Ducunt camolos quampturos inasculos of camolas cum 
pulletris suss, quos putlotros super ripam fluminis rolinqunt 
ad IIgatos, of ipsi transount in fIum Ino cum carnal Is mascuIIs 
of feminis. quipp©3 cum ad locum porvonorint, carnal Is fomtnis 
aurum Irponunt. Ilia fillorum adlacto fostinantor plus quam 
cursim fiuvium transeunt ad fillos suos. Hominos verso dum 
viderint formice4 agminatim insequi relinquontes camolos 
masculos fugiunt ad fluvium. Camolas feminas5 volanter 
transeunt. 
(10) Formica autom camelos masculos curb invenerint, dovorantos 
cos retardantur. Nam cum consequi voluorint at ad aquam pervonorint 
transire non possunt. Sic fit ut aurum iliius provinciao auforatur. 
13. Et inter has vias colonia est. lulus onim brisonon6 
implet at ducat ad meridianum a quo effunditur o9ypto7 Inrigata 
nilo. Hic aegypti parten vicinarn vocant, quod dicitur rjram 
aquam 98. Cuius nili hoc brisonis origo inveniotur. In his 
locis muititudo elefantorum est. 
1. FLCor: ipsius conf initatis. 
2. FLCor deletes second a. 
3. FLCor deletes ppe. 
4. FLCor: formicas. 
5. FLCor: et own camelas feminis. 
6. FLCor: brisonan flwiur:. 
7. FLCor: egyptus. 




14. (II) Ibi nascuntur homines longa femora habentes, iongi- 
pedes xii. corpus relicum pedes xil. candida brachia usque`, 
ad humeros, nigre sure', pedes rube), Caput rotundum, 
nares tongi2. Hil homines In avibus caell certo t anpore 
transfigurantur, et apud vos fetum3 faciunt, quos cicontas 
appellatis. 
15. (12) Item que nascuntur bestiae colores5 similes equo rum, ' 
pedes habentes leonum, et ipsi longitudinem pedum duodena 
edificio amplo. Hanc bestiam si quispiam persequi voluerit, 
sanguinan suum a quolibet so sequi adimens sugit et omnino 
ab is feris non nocetur. 
(13) Nam yppofogi appellantur. 
18. (14) Est namque et alia insula in brisone flumine ubi 
nascuntur homines sine capite; habentes oculos et os in pectore, 
longi sunt pedes xii, lati et vasti pedes vii, colore et 
corpus auro simile. 
19. (15) Ibidem nascuntur dracones inmensi longi formam pedes 
cl, crassi latitudine columnarum maximarum qui in brisone et 
nilum nasc1 potuerunt. 
I. written nigres aure. FLCor has added an abbreviation mark 
over s and a second s to read nigre cunt aures. 
2. FLCor: longe. 
3. FLCor: fetus. 
4. FLCor: queque. 
5. FLCor deletes s. 
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il 
20. (16) Inter babylonia1 voro mons ost in quo 
oritur. In media autcm armoonia aiius mons oý 
vaido locuplotes a panto voro dextra ountibus 
civitates sunt duao, nomine phenix, at loraba, 
homines locupletes sunt, ex quibus ad India of 
sunt. Hi tenant rubrum marls Imperium. 
n3tio sit Iwnum 
., t In quo cunt 
ad naro rubrurº 
ubt vaido 
ar3bio coliitionc; 
(17)Ibi nascuntur margaritas t ngentos at maxima formst. 
21. Circa eadan loca mons ost ub i sunt mu li eures horrldo habentos 
barbas usque ad mammas, Caput planum peliibus vestito Bunt. 
tiamque venariaces pro canes bestias nutriunt ad vonationtrn 
quae bestiao magnitudinam of colorem leopardum. 
22. In eodem monte slive sunt In quibus nascuntur ut also muliores 
aprorum dentes habentes. Capilios usque ad taros et In Iumbis 
caudam quasi bos, alte pedes vii reliquum corpus pilosum quasi 
structio et cametus. Propter vero dosiderium cupivi ut aliquas 
caperem, atque vivas romanniao adducerem. Tres autam comiti 
a nnati ut unam occiderent, quippo, ut ovadero potuissent diu 
muitoque pugnaverunt. 
23. Hi confinis dii regis persarum coionim vero cinctam in qua 
idem daraus rex cum suss Co manebat at omnibus bonis fruebatur. 
Ibi secund txn oceanum reges sunt multi. Quorum proptor multitudincm 
nec numerum nec nomina scribers potuimus. Ad qucs qul forte 
pervenerint ramunerati dimittuntur. 
24. (18) Sunt namque of alia flunina ubt protiosi lapidos 
I. FLCor: babyloniar. 
2. FLCor: quasi. 
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nascuntur. Unde ge=e naturales sunt nigre. Hoc genus i. 
ethiopes appellantur, quorum et omerus meminit. 
26. luxta quod oceani fines stadia sunt ccclxxx. In silo loco 
nascuntur soraci qui apud vos tritognidez appeilantur, quasi 
divini quos de quacumque res interrogare volueris responsum` 
accipies. 
27. Sunt vero circa eadem Ioca Iatera duo, unum sot is, et 
alterum Iunae. Ille solis inter die calet, nocte fervescit. - 
30. (19) IN Bunt homines statura habentes pedes xvi. latitudine 
pedes vii. Caput magnum habent auriculas vero quasi vanno 
similes corpore candido. Qui cum. homines allos viderint 
auriculas suas ostendunt ut putes eos volare. 
32. (20) In eo loco Insula est habens Iongitudinem et Iatitudinem 
stadia cc. in qua colonla est soils nomine eliopolIs muro cincto 
in structura aerea et ferrea altercatos stadia ccc. In quo 
loco arbores sunt similes lauro et olive, ex quibus thus et 
apobalsamo nascuntur. In eodem loco sunt edes due similes 
una ex auro quadrato et ci nnamorlo in structura aerea et lata 
pedes ccclxv, longitudine unius in structure parietes pedes viiii. 
In hac ede est arula ex margaritis et cilindris instructs 
latitudine pedum Ixx. Est in eadem loco lectus soils ex 
ebore factus et auro probatissimo, lapidibus ornatis pretiosissimis, 
quippe fuigur eius radlat pedes xvi. 
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33. Est ibidom In eadom ode vinoa auroa, hoc o st vitis ox 
aura facto atque fixa,. quarum vitum pavimontum ast ex iapidtbu: 
pretiosissimis at cylindrinis, In quibus pondent ractmi 
margaritis at unionibus lila voro odes eist domus sacerdotls cx 
aura facto qui sacerdos thus vestitur at apobalsamum vivit; 
dormit in eodam pavimonto sub Isdom vitibus oxtraneum ucnquam non 
licet hunc videre nisi qui oliopelis commoratur. 
34. Circa ea vero mons ost adamans inaccossitilis, In quo monto 
est avis habens caput aquiianum pennas maxinas simiios luppo. 
In eodem monte est alia avis nomine phenix ampiam habet In caput 
cristam similem orbi paonts. Quae avis est in dotlciar um 
soils, vivit annos innumerabiles in toto seculo, qul ex 
divinitate sola nata est et sole erit. 
(21) Nidum habet ex margaritis et unionibus. ibec phenix in 
cynamum semper manet. Quod vero vescitur vol quemadrbdum vivot 
ignoramus. ipsa autem nidum suum seseque Incendit, et ex 
isdem cineribus iterum renascitur. 
(22) Ita fit dum sapper moritur scnperque vivit. 
35. (23) Ab hoc autem monte sunt of alii crontes quo sole 
oriente flammas mittunt usque In horam quintam. Hi rnntos 
of impius et smaragdon appel lantur. Circa oosdem rontos maro 
fervens a colonia el iopol i exoriuntur, cuoniam rn ro non dicam 
transire, sed nec respicero quas piam potost. In eadem vorn 
elio polis colonia homines sunt reiigiosi deorum cultores. 
luxta eadem vero secundum oceanum sunt aegypti door sperncntes; 
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ab eodem loco a finis orbis sunt homines qui caprorum cornua 
et pedes habent, qui gegotones appellantur. Ad eos sana loca. 
qui a nobis misst pervenerunt regressi ad nos nuntiaverunt 
nihil alterius alai boni nisi tenebras. 
36. Interea cupiens haec omnia per me cognoscere quam etiam 
miss a me carissimis parentibus ac sollicitis magnis 
pretiosissimis lapidibus sarcitus reppedavi. Similiter qui 
hic ut dixi ultra me loca inaccessabilia circuir divites 
ac nudati locupletes regressi sunt, solliciteque ac verefice 
omnia desideria adnexui, designavi quod instruere parentem 
Romanum festinantius commodavi. 
(24) Domine invictissime, perennis Caesar, obto autem to victor em 
haec omnia agnoscere perpetul quam melios to vivere semperque 
in bonis meminere multosque per annos feliciter vivas multis 
meritis. Hanc epistolam descripsi et transmisi. Lege felix, 




Note: The text is taken from MS Monto Cassirn 391, with variants 
from the other three MSS In footnotos. Ehere a reading has boon 
suppi led from a MS other than MC It is given In Italics. 
Numbers without brackets refer to the section division used In 
this edition; numbers In brackets refer to the paragraph 
division In MS C, the only MS which consistently distinguishes 
the beginning of sections. 
i. (I) Feramen Rox. Ad Adrianum Imporatorom. 
3. Inter babyioniaml of mesopotamlam est reglo iocupies7. 
4. In qua est oppidum quod dicitur castailum fllonis3. 
5. ubi nascuntur humiles bestiolo quasi simle. quando sonum 
audiunt, fuglunt, pedes habentes4 octonos idcmque at oculos, 
cornua bina habentes. Quas cum atiquis occidoro voiuorit, 
d11igenter se munire debet. 
6. (2) Est et alia reglo quo dicitur paiusia5. distans a 
babylonia stadia ix. Ubi serpentes nascuntur lcr. onsi atquo 
horridl6 et nimis sevissimi, habentes bina capita, quorum oculi 
lucent ut7 lucerna. 
I. M: Babitoniav. 
2. M; P: Zocupic . 
3. C; M; P: philonis. 
4. Haplography In P produces: pc-dos habattc3. 
5. P: pelusioa (misreading of Beneventan a, corroctod). 
6. C; M: orridi. 
7. P: abbreviation similar to at In the body of the text. The 
word ut has been Inserted in the margin. 
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7. Nascuntur ibi et onagriI cornua habentes et formam maximam2. 
8. (3) Hoc iuxta arabiam3. A marl rubro porgons in arabiam4 
est regio Inculta propter serpentes, in quibus locis nascuntur 
serpentes Gerastes, cornua similia habentes arletum; hominem 
cum percusserint, occident. Ibis nascitur et multitudo piperis, 
quod idem serpentes custodiunt; quod sic ab hominibus6 
colligitur: cum maturum fuerit, incendunt eadem loca et serpentes 
ab igne fugantur et se sub terram mittunt. Qua propter, piper 
n igrum eff is stur, nam natura aI bum est. 
10. (4) Seleucia a parte dextra euntibus ad Mare rubrum sunt 
vicinales divisiones. Ibi nascuntur cunocephali7, iubam8 
equorum habentes, Va! idissimis atque immensis dentibus, flarrmas 
spirantes. 
II. (5) Hinc non longe abest insuta in qua nascuntur homines 
longi habentes barbas9 usque ad genua, qui appellantur 
icthiophagi10, pisces crudos vescuntur. 
I. P: honagri. 
2. C; P: forma maxima. 
3. P: trabiam. 
4. C: arabyam. 
5. MC has marginal rubric (later hand but cut into by binder): 
de pip / turn alb / it quomo / fiat (nit / grwn. 
6. C: ominibus. 
7. C; M; P: cynocephali. 
8. C; M; P: iuba. 
9. M; P: barbam. 
10. h1C: indiophagi 
P: iethiophagi. 
C: ithiophaiii M: ithiogi 
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12. (6) Est enim fluvius in cadcm insulaI nominc gargarus; 
trans hoc flumon nascuntur formlcao myrmidonos2, magnitudino 
catulorum, habentos podos sonos at cintras quasi locusto 
marine, dontes habentes canum; cobra autcrn sunt nlgro, aurumquo 
fodlunt at proferunt de subtorranco ad lucom; quo cum horninarn 
vel allud animal conspexerint, dovo rant usque ad ossa; cunt 
enim veiocissimo In cursu3, ut putos eas vola re. Ho solo 
orients usque4 horam quintam sub terram Bunt at aururn fodiunt 
quod ex ingenio hominum qui ibidem sunt confines Ita aufortur. 
Inducunt camelos at feminas cum pullis5 suss; quos pullos6 
super ripam fluminis relinquunt7 ligatos at ipsi transount in8 
flumen cum camelis9 masculis at feminis10; quippo cum ad locum 
pervener i nt, camel isf ermi ni s aururn imponunt; at i1lo ad fII los 
f est i na ntes suns plus quam curs im fl uv i um transeunt, hom l nos 
vero, durn viderint formicarum agmina so sequi, reiinquunt1l 
came l os mascu l os at f ug i unt atque ad 
12 f1 uv i urn cu: n camel is 
fcminis13 volantes eunt. Formica autccn cum camelos masculos 
I. C: insuZan. 
2. C; M; P: rnirrtidones. 
3. C: occursu. 
4. M: ad inserted by a later hand. 
5. C; M; P: poZZetris. 
6. C; M; P: pottetros. 
7. M: reZinqunt. 
8. C; M; P omit in. 
9. P: et inserted by scribe. 
10. P: fenpninic. 
il. M: relinqunt. 
12. C; M; P: ad omitted. W: ad fZuvi in margin; different Ink . 
13. P: fortninis. 
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Invenorint, devorant oos et retardantes, cum consequiI voluerint 
transire non possunt. 
13. (7) Est inter brysonem2 fIuvium et niIum3 quo egiptus4 
Irrigatur reglo quo dicitur mesopotamia. In qua est multitudo 
5 
eiefantorum. 
14. Ibique nascuntur homines longa femora habentes, pedes xii, 
reiiquum6 vero corpus senum pedum7, candida brachiag usque 
ad humeros, nigre9 sure, pedes rubei, caput10 rotundum, nares 
longas. 
15. (8) Ibique nascuntur bestie colorell similes equorum pedes 
12 13 14 habentes leonum. Iatitudinem habentes pedum tricenum. 
grossitudine pedum xii. Hanc bestiam si quispiam persequi voluerit 
harum15 sanguine aluntur homines qui yppophagi16 nominantur. 
I. FC: con added above line. 
2. C; M; P: brisonem. 
3. C; P: nytwn. 
4. C; P: egyptus. 
5. C; M; P: elephantorwn. 
6. M: religwn. 
7. C: pedun senwn; M: pedwn senwn corr. to sex; P: pedwn sednwn. 
8. P: bracchia. 
9. P: nigres. 
10. P: capite. 
11. C: colorer. 
12. C; M; P: altitudinern. 
13. M; P: pedes. 
14. C; P: triginta; M: xxxa. 
15. C: Arim; M: Arzvn with h added later; P: Harum. 
16. C: ippophagi; M: rippo phagino. 
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18. (9) Est namquo et alta Insula In 8rlsono1 fluvlo, Of 
nascuntur hominas sino capita, habontos oculos of os in 
pectoro; hi longi2 cunt pedos3 xii, lati of vasti pedes vii, 
colors at pectore auro similes. 
19. Ibidan nascuntur draconos immonsi, lonrgifudinis form 
pedes4 cl, grossi tatitudino5 coIurnnarum6 maximarum. 
21. (10) Circa Indiam of arabiam rogio est in culus rnontibus 
sunt mulieres horride7, habentes barbas usquo ad mammas, caput$ 
planum9; pellibus10 vestito. sunt namquo venatricesll pro 
canibus bestlas nutriunt ad vonationom quo bestie magnitudino 
et colore leonibus comparantur. 
22.0 1) In el sd an montlbus siive sunt, In qu[bus naseuntur 
et alte mulleres, aprorum12 dentes habentes, capillos usquo ad 





autem corpus pilosum, quasi strutio of camOlus. 
i. P: brissone. 
2. C: Zongii. 
3. M: pedibus. 
4. M: pedes corr. to pcdibus. 
5. P: Zatitidinan. 
6. P: cotumpnartcn. 
7. M: orride. 
&. P: capud. 
9. P: ptenun corr. to pZarr en. 
10. P: pcdibus corr. to petibus. 
II. M: benatrices. 
12. P: aprum. 
13. M: bobis corr. to bovis; P: bovis. 
14. C; P: altas. 
15. M: pcdcs corr. to pcdibus. 
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26. (12) In persarum vero partibus nascuntur orhaciI qui apud2 
nos tritonides appellantur, quasi divini, quos de quacumque 
causa interrogare volueris, responsum accipies. 
30. ibi homines staturam habent pedes3 xvi, latitudinem pedes 
4, 
vil: caput5 magnum6 habentes, auriculas vero quasi statura 
similes, corpore candido; qui cum homines viderint, auriculas 
suas extendunt, ut putes eos volare. 
32. (13) In eodem loco insula est habens longitudinem et7 
latitudinem stadus8 cc. In qua colonia9 est Solis nomine 
Eliopolls, muro cincta10 structa ere et ferro. In quoll 
loco arbores sunt similes lauro et olive, ex quibus tus12 et 
opobalsamum nascitur. In eodem toco13 sunt edes due similes: 
una ex auro quadrata ex tructa14, alia erea. In hac15 ede 
I. M; P: orbaci. 
2. C; M: aput. 
3. M: pedes corr. to pedibus. 
4. M: pedes corr. to pedibus. 
5. P: capud. 
6. P: magno. 
7. P omits et latitudinern. 
8. M: stadiis. 
9. M: colvna (erasure). 
10. P: cinta. 
11. M: qua. 
12. C; M; P: thus. 
13. MC omits loco. 
14. P: exs tructa. 
15. C: hanc; M: ha( )c. 
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I 
est arula1 ox margaritas of scinindris structa latitudino 
at longitudino pedum ixx. 
23 
(14) Est Item In eod an loco loctulus Solis ox oboro factus of 
auro purissJmo, lapidibus ornatus protiosissimis, fulgora olus 
Id est radios pedes4 xvi. 
33. Est in oade ode vinea auroa, hoc est5 vitas ex auro 
facta atque Infixa, culus pavimontum est ax lapidibus protiosis 
at scinindris6 In qua pendent? race ml ex margaritis tit unionibus. 
Edes vero sacerdotis est ex argento facta; qua sacordos tus8 
vescitur et opobalsamum bibit; dormit in oodcrn paviriento sub 
oadem vinea. 
34. Circa eam vero mons est adamans inaccessibil is. In quo 
monte est avis habens caput9 aquilinum, pennas maxim as sinilis 
iupe. 
I. P: truZcz MC: ar added in later hand over doletion. 
2. P omits et Zongitudinc. 
3. M: lx. 
4. M: pedes corr. to pcdibus. 
5. P omits est. 
6. C; M: sein ndrzs. 
7. P: pendunt. 
8. C; M; P: thus. 
9. P: capud. 
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w 
(15) In eodem monte est avis fenix. ampla quo habet in capita 
cristam similem pavonis. 
et , postera 
i fauces cristatas, circa coZZo2 fuZgore aureo3 
parte purpureus. Extra caudan roseis pennis. In qua 
ceruleus scribitur4 nitor. 
vivit annos innumerabiles (videlicet5 . c. ). nidum habens 
ex margaritis et unlonibus. manet semper in cinnamo quid vero 
vescatur, vel quemammodum bibat6 ignoratur. Ipsa autem nidum 
suum seseque Incendit et ex isdem7 cineribus iterum renascitur. Ita 
fit ut dum semper moritur semper vi vat. 
I. Accretion from Soli nus, CoZlectanea Rerwn Menorabilium, 33,11 
only in C; M and P. 
2. M: coZZum. 
3. M inserts scribitur. 
4. C: seribitur. 
5. inserted in P only. 
6. C; M: vivet P: vivat. 
7. C; M; P: eisdem. 
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APPENDIX 2C 
GERVASE OTIA L'IPERIALIA, DECISIO Irr 
Note: The text is taken from the corrected readings of MS Vat. 
Lat. 933. The original readings of the scribe, which include 
a large number of minor errors and literals, are listed above. 
They are not repeated here. Variant readings from other MSS 
are given only when they are discussed at some point In this 
study. 
The order of the MSS is followed, Numbers without brackets 
refer to the section division used in this edition; numbers in 
brackets refer to the paragraph division of MS Vat. Lat, 933. 
6. (I) De serpentibusi 
Seieucia2 babilonlam pergentibus subiacet reglo in sidonia, 
In qua serpentes nascuntur irtmensi atque horrendi habentes bina 
capita quorum oculi lucent velut lucerna. 
7. Nascuntur et onagri cornuti of forma maxir4. 
8. Huic confinis arabia iungitur inculta propter sorpontes 
cerastes nuncupatos, cornua ariatina habentes quibus hominos 
vulnerant et perimunt. Iliac multitudo piperis nascitur, quoll 
ibidem serpentes custodiunt verum homines cum maturum piper 
comperiunt loca incendunt et sic serpentos igno fugant of ita 
mutato calore3 nativo piper nigrum fit ab incendio. 
I. Alternative rubrics: R: de serpcntibus orrendis; o: Do 
serpentibus at pipero; Groups I lb and IV: Do oi« gris oom: utis; 
X: De Silva fatata per horae (from preceding passago). 
2. Space left for rubricated initial with guide letter. 
3. One third of the MSS read caZora, the remainder cOZore. 
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10. (2) de equicenofalisI 
Seleucie2 a parte dextra euntibus ad mare rubrum sunt vicinales 
divisiones ibi nascuntur equinocefall Tubas (. i. comas3) 
equorum habentes, vatidissimi, immensis dentibus flammam 
spirantes. Vicinali divisione cohaeret civitas hominibus 
plena. 
II. A dextra parte descenditur ad egyptum, hinc ad insulam 
in qua nascuntur nutrientes barbam usque ad genua qui nuncupantur 
idrofagi quia pisces crudos comedunt. 
12. Est in eadem insula flumen4 gargarum, trans quod nascuntur 
formice mirmidiones magnitudinem catulorum, habentes pedes senos 
et centrios (id est medias partes5) quasi locuste marine. Dentes 
canum habent colore nigre. aurumque custodiunt quod proferunt 
de subterranep ad lucem. Cum vero hominem auf animal quodlibet 
attigerint ad ossa devorant, suntque velocissime ut magis volare 
quam grads censcantur. He sole oriente usque in6 horam quintam 
sub terra aurum fodiunt et exlnde in lucem producunt. quod ab 
artificibus ingeniose extrahitur. ducunt enim camelos 
quamplures et camelas cum pul I is suis et cum ad ripam transeundi 
fIum inis pervenerint ad ripar los cespites puIlos ai'ligant. 
!. A few MSS agree with the body of the text, reading equinocefa Us 
in the rubric. Other corruptions include eginocuofalis (H); 
equice faunas (c) and equicenofas (Group III MSS). 
2. Space left for rubricated initial with guide letter. 
3. Interlinear gloss. 
4. Most MSS of Group III read fluvius. 
5. Marginal gloss. 
6. Early MSS read in, most later MSS read ad. 
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transito itaquo tlumino cum utriusquo scxus cCmclIs, camaiabus 
aururn Imponunt quae onerto1 et amoro pul Ic*t Ilocto cursu fnstlro 
transvadant. Comperientos igitur2 hominos Insoquontium ögmtni 
formicarum rei ictis ad fluvium et ad devorandum oxpositis camo1 Is 
mascul is. ceIer i transitu fIumen poragrant. Sane formica 
praedonum captura fraudate oblectorur camelorum dovoranttono 
retardantur et fI uv io contradiconte praoped ttao, faclunt quod 
possunt dum devorant camolos quos invoniunt. Sic fit ut ourum 
illud obrizum ad nos usque pervoniat. 
13. Inter has autom vas colonla ost ex Irrigationo ni#1 fortilis 
facta nilus enim implet brlsoncm ogypti fluvium culus benoficlo 
terra inundata ad fertilitatem. revocatur. In his brisonis 
fluvii confiniis eiefantes nascuntur affluentor. 
14. Homines quoque longa femora ad mensuram duodocim pedum 
habentes reliquum corpus itidem xii. pedum longitudine 
terminatur. horum brachia candida usque ad humoros, sure 
(. i. crura3) nigre pedes rubes capud rotundum. nisus procorus. 
hii homines certis temporibus in ciconias transformantur et 
apud nos quotannis fetum faciunt. 
1. This reading only in Vat. Lot. 933. L: onc. i: t c; U: ivrtrota; 
most other MSS: onusta; E: on: rttc; X; C: OhOnUotc; K; Y: 
oneste; P: onusce. 
2. A minority of MSS road crgo. 
3. Marginal gloss. 
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15. (3) de best IIs brison1s1 
In2 eisdem Br ison is fIuvii part 1bus nascuntur bestie celeres 
ad instar equorum. pedes 1eonum habent, co1la equ1na. 
longltudinem3 pedum tricenorum. vastitatem pedum duodecim. , 
edificio4 amplo. Si quis hascemodi5 bestias persequi voluerit 
sanguinem suum a quollbet seseque adimens fugit6 et ab eis 
omnino non nocetur. et yppofogi appellantur. 
18. (4) de hominibus sine capite7 
Est8 et9 alia Insula in brisone fluvio ubi nascuntur homines 
sine capite habentes oculos et os in pectore. longitudo eorum 
pedum xii. latitudo et vastitas pedum septem. Corporis color 
auro similis. 
19. ibi quoque nascuntur dracones immensi. quorum Iongitudo 
centum pedum et quinquaginta, latitudo et grossisies ad 
quantitatem maximarum columpnarum. 
I. MSS c; a; S; L; K; U; C; Q: de bestiis brisonis fluvii. 
2. Space left for rubricated Initial with guide letter. 
3. MS longitudiem (uncorrected). 
4. c: orificio. 
5. modi added by Corrector. Lacking in a majority of MSS. 
6. MSS H; R; G; I; a; B; S; C; Q: sugit. 
7. MSS a; X; L; K; U; C; Q: de hominibus natis sine capite (and 
minor variants); c: De hominibus sine capitibus et draconibus. 
8. Space left for rubricated initial with guide letter. 
9. MSS K and H: etiam. 
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I 
20. (5) do mullorlbus barbatis 
Partei doxtra euntibus ad more rubrurn civitatas duo cunt. 
Fenix et lorac is . ubi mans io ost horn i num pl ur irsum locu al oIum 
a quibus ad indiam at arablam diroctionos Hunt. hi tcnent 
rubri marls Imperium. IIIis nascuntur marrgarIto of max Ime 
at optime forme. 
21. Circa eadem loca sunt mulieros horrende barbato usQue ad 
mamilias; caput habent planum poilibus vostiuntur vonatrices 
supt. pro canibus bestias nutriunt ad vonandum, ad Instar 
et quantitatern loopardorum. 
2 
22. (6) de faiiniss quo habent dentes aprinos 
t 
Sunt4 et vicini montes in quibus nascuntur muiferos quo dentos 
habent aprinos5 capiltos usque ad tacos. at in Iumbis caudas 
bovinas alte sunt pedibus vii. Corpus pilosum ut camelus. 
23. In hoc sane confinio colonia optime for-tills est in qua 
manebat darius rex persarum ubi plurima ubertato am£nitatoruo 
fruebatur. In lila quoque vicinitate6 reges piurimi sunt 
I. Space left for rubricated initial with guide latter. 
2. MS feniniss (uncorrected). 
3. R: De muZicribus dcntcs apri os habcntcs. 
G: De feminis flabcntibus dcntes cco: inas. 
4. Space left for rubricated initial with guide letter. 
5. E; L: caprinos. 
6. Thus H, c and MSS of Groups lib, iVa and lVb. MSS S; P; 
A; R: in ilia quoqua in civitatc. MSS L; G; E3; 0: in 
ilia quoque civitate. 
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ý ý... _-_ rý ___. _ 
ad occeanum quorum nomina vel numeruml ignoramus. Verumptamen 
hoc testamur2 quia3 abinde redeuntes conspeximus plurimis ac 
pretiosis donariis remuneratos. 
24. (7) de ethiopia et palaciis duobus4 
Iuxta5 terminos memoratos sunt flumina ex quibus lapides 
preciosi eliciuntur ubi gemme Hunt naturales. Gens autan 
ilia ethyopum nomine censetur. 
26. luxta hoc6 quoque occeani fines nascuntur soraci qui 
aput allos tritonides quasi divini appeilantur. a quibus 
de omn-i interrogatione responsum accipitur. 
27. sunt et circa eadem loca palatia duo. Unum sotisaiterum. 
une. iI1 ud soils die med iocr i ter ca I et et nocte fervet. 
30. illic nascuntur homines habentes sexdecim pedes in longitudine. 
Septem vero in latitudine; caput magnum auriculas quasi alas; 
Corpus candidum, et cum homines viderint auriculas protendunt - 
ita ut eos volare credas. 
I. Original reading of MS: nomina vel ignorc7nus. 
Numerum inserted by corrector into gap. 
B; P: nomen vei nomina ignoramus. 
0; S; Groups I, Ila and IVb: nomina vel numerum ignoramus. 
Group IIb: a: nomina vel ignoramus; X: nomina vel 
ignorcmrus. 
Group IVa: K; L: nomina vel numerum ignoramus. 
2. R; H; E; G; S: testantur. 
3. All other MSS: quod. 
4. c: de ethiopia et paiaciis duobus solis et Lune. 
I: De ethiopia et pataciis Indii. 
Groups Ilb and IV: de paZatio Solis et Lune. 
5. Space left for rubricated initial with guide letter. 
E: Lta. 
6. All other MSS has. 
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32. in hiss terminis colonla ost solis ad modum insult in 
longitudine habons stadia ducenta at in latitudine totidom. 
Colonia ergo Sol Is muro cincta cl iopol is nuncupatur, in structura 
erea ac terrea opere alternato; iilic arboros sunt lauro at 
olive consimiles. ex quibus thus at opobaisamum distiliando 
nascuntur. dicitur autan balsamus arbor, balsamus 
dIst lilans humor. carpobalsamum fructus. sIIobaisamurº 
lignus quod inciditur. opobalsamum liquor quoin in foramina 
concavitatis pendere cernimus sic dictus ab opt quod Ost concavitaso 
unde opida dicuntur a cuncavitato vallorum, quo do ape Id ast 
terra fiunt. sane diascorides dicit balsamum fruticem osse 
ad quantitatem tantum duorum cubitorum crescontem circa babiloniam 
in campo in quo sunt septum fontes. Si autcn ad alium locum 
transfertur nec florem nec frustum Tacit. In estate rams plus 
exciduntur aliquantulum. sicque gutty exit. & in suppositum 
vas vitreum stillat ad xi. libras. In codam loco due suet Nos. 
satis consimiles. ex auro quadrate at cinarro o constructo. 
longitudo unius edis et latitudo pedum trecentorum 
. ixv., 
parietes novem. In hac est arula ex margaritis at cilindris 
instructa latitudine pedum septuaginta. Ibidam, loctulus Solis 
ex auro obrizo confectus et ebore; lapidibus protiosissimis 
interiectis. cuius fulgor radiat ad palatii intorioris 
consistentiam. 
33. est in eadan ode vines aurea culus vitas ox auro tacta at 
contixa et eius vitis pavimentum ax lapidibus pnatiosissimis of 
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cilindris in vitibus aureis pendent racemi ex margaritis et 
unionibus. Edesl contigua domus est sacerdotis ex auro strata 
2. 
sacerdos vero thure vestitur. et ex opobalsamo vivit, sub '. 
vitibus in pavimento dormit, extraneo nulli aditum pandit nisi 
qui apud eiiopolim commorabitur. 
34. (8) de fenice 
34 
Ad confinium eliopolis mops est adans inascensibilis propter 
sui celsitudinem in quo avis est Caput habens aquile pennas 
maximas similes Iuppe5. In hoc quoque monte avis est fenix 
67 
amplam habens vittam, in capite cristam similem orbiculari 
caudae pavonis. In hac ave delicie soils esse referuntur. 
innumeris vivit annis ex8 sola ut tradunt divinitate processit. 
ideoque amomo thureque vivens nido insidet ex margaritis ac 
9 
unionibus conserto. Ex se nidoque combusto renascitur 
I. G; H: aedi. 
2. Original reading of MS: stracta, corrected by scribe. (cf. 
FL facta). H: structa. 
3. Space left for rubricated initial with guide letter. 
4. Thus H; A; I. 
E; S; B: adlans; P; 0: adlaus; Y: aUans; U: alZaus; 
K; L; C: athlans (K also allans); c: adlantis; G; Q: 
ad latus; a; X: ad + gap; R: a+ deletion. 
5. S; R: hippae. 
6. Vat. Lat. 933 has marginal gloss i. pepulam. 
A; B; 0: victam; C: vitarn; U: in vittam; K: vitram alias 
victam; L: vittiam alias vicsan; Y: nutram. 
7. Thus c; S. 
G; 0: constam; all other MSS: costam. 
B. E: et. 
9. Thus a mqjority of MSS. . Other readings include: constructo 
(I; S); confecto (L; K); constituto (C). 
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undo somper viveru praedicatur sccundum tllud ovidii: 
una est quao roparat sesequo rosanl nat ales 
assorii fenica vocant non fruge noc horbis 
sod thuris lacrymis at succo vivit a i. 
35. (9) de flammis Solis oriontisi 
Sunt2 ad montis hulus confinium alit montcs quos oiympum at 
Smaragdon vuigo nominant. hii solo orionto flaarrs i ttunt 
usquo In horam quintam. Circa montes has mare fcrvot3 quoll 
coloniam eliopolis tangit iliud non dixarim transiro sod nec 
respicere humanus oculus aliquamdiu potest. porro in 
colonia eilopolis homines sunt religiosl at deorum cuitoros 
In gente sua. nec procul ab fills hominos sunt duos 
spernentes 
4 
egyptil quidem. In eorum quoque confinio sunt 
homines caprarum cornua et pedes habentes quos alit gorgones 
alit gaulales nominant. 
f. (10) de homintbus qui pedes habont octenos at totidam 
oculos5 
Si quis dimensioncm terrarum perscrurari paravorit, attondat 
I. R: De monte otimpi et smar -dus; 
c: De fk rmis montium in eotis orte et rare fervido; 
Groups I lb and IV: De nontibus flc-. -, =tibus in orte sobs. 
2. Space left for rubricated initial with guido letter. 
3. S; X: ferunt. 
4. MS: sper aperneftes (uncorrected). 
5. Groups I lb and IVb: de hominibua sirriis art i; altinis qui oc . adantcs 
urunt. 
Group IVa: de hominibus simiis at gallinis qui comedentca 
usum (or versuni). 
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non omnia nos corporals vislone probasse quae scripsimus, 
qulnimo quaedam ex allenis libris transumpta, quaedam ex 
virorum'proborum relatione congessimus. nihil mendacium 
linguis auf mimorum fallaclis contribuentes. 
2. ut ergo praemisimus a 
subjacet desertam sanctis 
patent. A3 quibus usque 
fines5 eufratis mansiones 
multitudinem habet ovium. 
finibus antiochiae cui dirusi fluvius 
hominibus copiosa repleta spatiosa2 
ad 011viam4 insulam et usque ad 
plereque sunt; haec Insula 
3. et exinde colonia magna et negociatoribus exposita. illic 
de veileribus ovium ac caprarum6 tunice bissique flunt. Hinc 
transeuntibus ad meridiem occurrit7 civitas oppulentissima quam- 
arcimediam dicunt. illic terra fertilia-et in fructibus opulenta. 
(II) Super terra de caldera et siria 
Porro8 a babilonia usque mesopotamiam stadia sunt . Ix. 
ta, lacus 
piscosus et plus quam locuples. et ex hinc usque damascum 
mansiones plereque a sinistra vero euntibus civitates occurrunt 
. xii. Valatha9. 
1. S: Darius; 
Groups IIb and IV: farfar. 
2. MS: sapciosa (uncorrected). 
3. MS: ad (uncorrected). 
4. Thus G; c; X; 0. 
6: abancnn; P: obauam; remaining MSS: Olivam. 
5. c; X; 0; S; Y; L; C: finem. 
6. MS: ac a caprari, with ac a marked for deletion. 
7. E; S: occinti. 
8. Space left for rubricated initial with guide letter. 
9. MS: kzltata. P; X: vczlata; remaining MSS vaiacha or 
vaLatha. 
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melemno. cleopatra. tormasia. marmino. marnjdon. 
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possidonia. India. amdan. oieudiana. fIavius . 
4. ex hinc ad casteltum filone4 transitus est; ubi gailine 
sunt qua los apud nos coloro similes sod qui oas prandcre 
voluerit corpus suum comburet. 
5. sunt et iil is hom inOs quasi s im ii qu i ut sonum and for int 
fugiunt. pedes habent octenos totidemquo oculos cornua bins 
quos qui perimere voluerit diligenter so muniat arc turfs. 
I. MS: Possironia. All other MSS: Pvssidonia. 
2. MS: nidia. 
H; c; G; X; C; Q: India; 
L: indict alias n ldia; 
K: soidia alias nydia; 
Y: Scidia; 
U: Sidia. 
3. E; 0; 5: f Zavzs. 
4. Majority of MSS: fiZonie or Philonic. 
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BLANK IN ORIGINAL 
TI 
APPENDIX 2D 
IIISTORIA DE PRELIIS 
Note: The text Is from A. HII ka Is ed itI on, ilia toria A trrandri 
R: agni (Historia de Proliio) Re-nenaioºi "2p roaiwws; fig. criai on), 
Meisenheim am Glan, 1976-77, parts 1-2, which was prepared for 
the press by H. J. eorgmo i ster. Alternative readings have bean 
accepted where they show a closer relationship to the text of 
the Letter. Chapter and page numbers refer to cif Ika's edition; 
numbers In brackets refer to the relevant sections of the 
L ester. The letters A-K are the designations used for each 
description In the introductory notes to the edition. 
A. Chapter 95; part 2, p. 60. (22) 
Deinde ambulantes invenerunt ibi mulieres dentes habentos 
aprorum et capillos usque ad talos, reliquum corpus pilosum 
quasi strutio of camelus et In lumbis caudam bovis habentos; 
statura earum acta pedes duodocim. 
S. Chapter 95; part 2, p. 60 (directly following A) (22) 
Doindo amoto exercitu venerunt ad alias silvas Indio et 
deambulantes per eas Invenerunt ibi mulieres quo dicuntur 
Jamie, speclosas valde, capiilos usquo ad talus, pedes habontes 
equorum; statura earum alts pedibus septem. Quas insoquontas 
Macedones apprehenderunt ex eis at statuorunt eas onto 
Alexandrum. Cumque vidisset eas Alexander mirabatur In eis 
valde, eo quod erant lam puichre a vertice capitis usque ad 
taIum pedIs. 
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C. Chapter 118; part 2, p. 164 (8) 
Et exinde amoto exercitu venit in Iota deserta in quibus 
nascitur multitudo piperis. Erantque ibi serpentes mire 
magnitudinis, habentes cornea in capite sicut magni arietis 
cum quibus feriebant militesAlexandri, et statim moriebantur; - 
sed tarnen interfecerunt Macedones ex ipsis maximam partem. 
D. Chapter 119; part 2, p. 164 (10) 
Deinde amoto exercitu castra metatus est in loco in quo 
erant Kynokephali multi, habentes cervices similes equorum 
et corpora maxima et magnis dentibus, flammas ex ore aspirantes .., 
E. Chapter 119; part 2, p. 116 (12) 
Et exinde amoto exercitu venit ad quendam fluvium et transmeans 
ilium castra metatus est Ibi. Subito exierunt desubtus terra 
formice catulorum magnitudine, habentes pedes sex et cintras 
quasi locuste marineýet dentes maiores quam canes, colorem 
nigrum. Tunc in exitu. desub terra Interfecerunt multitudinem 
ex animalibus de Ipso exercitu. Iste formice fodiunt aurum ,., ° 
desub terra et proferunt ad lucem. Que cum hominem vel allud 
animal invenerunt, devorant. Sunt enim velocissime in cursu, 
ut putes eas volare. Et he'tota nocte usque ad horam quintam. ' 
dies sub terra sunt et aurum fodlunt; abýhora autem quinta 
usque ad occasum solis sunt super terram. 
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F. Chapter 119; part 2, p. 166 (18) 
Deinde amoto excrcitu venit ad quondam fluvium it, 
quo erst insula, in qua Brant homines -,, no c{apitc, =xuirar. 
at os habentes in pectore; quorum l onq it utlo vrat pr't; es 
duodecim, latitudo at vastitas pedes soptem, colony aur(-, 
similes. 
G. Chapter 119; part 2, p. 168 (t5) 
Deinde ambulantes per ipsam silvam invencrunt bestiHe 
similes equoruml, pedes habentes leonum; quorum 
latitudo2 erat pedes triginta, grossitudo pedes 
duodecim. 
1. Thus 8 of the MSS collated by Hilka; his base ß! S 
reads equis. 
2.10 of the MSS collated by Hilka read attitwüo. 
4 
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H. Chapter 119; part 2, p. 168. (14) 
Et exindelambulantes Invenerunt homines habentes femora 
longa pedes duodecim, reliquum vero corpus pedes sex, candida 
brachia usque ad femora; coxe et crura erant nigra, pedes 
rubei, caput rotundum et magnum, nares longas. 
ý. Chapter 123; part 2, p. 170. (6) 
Et finde amoto exercitu venit in terram Babilonle2 In qua 
invenerunt serpentes mire magnitudinis atque horridos et 
nimis sevissimos, habentes duo capita, quorum3 oculi 
lucebant ut lucerna. 
K. Chapter 123; part 2, p. 170. (5) 
Et erant ibi humiles bestiole quasi simie, habentes oculos 
octonos et totidem pedes, cornua in capite duo cum quibus 
feriebant sive hominem sive aliud animal. Interficiebant 
eos. 
I. Some MSS begin Deinde. 
2. Interpolation in J2 begins at this point. 
3.2 MSS read capita equorum quorum. 
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APPENDIX 3 
THOMAS OF CANTIMPRE 
The Adelinus References 
Note: The following editions are used: 
Thomas of Cantimpre', Do Natura Rcznum, cad. N. Doöse, 13ar1In, 
1973. (Teil 1: Text) 
Liber Monstrorum, ed. C. Bologna, Milan, 1977! 
Aldhoim, Opera, ed. R. Ehwald, Berlin, 1919 (ropr. 1961) 
The translations of AldhelmIs verse are taken fron: 
Aldheim, The Riddles, translated by J. N. Pitrrin, Yalta 
Studies in English, 67,1925. 
and of the prose from: 
Aidhelm, The Prose Works, translated by M. Laptdgo and M. 
Herren, Cambridge, 1979. 
in pinpointing the different use made by Thomas of the E`ni to 
and of Ul, we must consider similarities of content as well as 
direct verbal parallels. It is for this reason that all 
passages have been translated. Verbal parallels are 
italicised in the Latin text, while similarities which do 
not Involve direct repetition are italicised In the translation. 
Translations of some passages of met' P410110trol"Iel have f I(III 
taken from L. G. Wh i tbread, "The L 12 *r M3 tromen any -Ro, n-114! ', 
M1edi. aeval Studies, 36,1974, pp. 434-4 71 . 
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Also Adelinus the Philosopher, who, even if he wrote little, 
wrote very well. 
Since the book on the monstrous men of the orient follows, wo , 
must first ask if those men descended from Adam, the first man. 
And the answer Is-no, except perhaps as Adelinus the philosopher 
says of onocentaurs which - if indeed it is true - arose through 
an adulterous union of man and beast. 
There are also women in certain woods in India who have beards 
down to their breasts. They are clad in the skins of animals 
and they only live by hunting: * Instead of dogs they have 
tigers and leopards and savage species of wild beasts. 
Women are said to be born near the mountain of Armenia, clad 
in skins, having a spreading beard down to their breasts. 
Since they are hunters, they rear tigers and leopards and 
savage species of wild beasts for their use instead of hounds.. 
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Prologus (ONR p. 40 1.44) 
Adelinum quoque phi losophum, qui at si pauca, temon bona valdo 
conscripsit. 
Libor III da Abnstruosic llcminibuc Orýcntie (Dill p. 97,1 . 1) 
Quonlam de monstruosis hominibus oriontis Ilbor sequitur, 
querendum primo est, si homines III do Adam priruo homino 
descenderunt. Et respondondum ost quad non, nisi forte 
sicut Adelinus philosophus dicit do onocontauris, gut per 
adulterinam commixtionem hominis at bestie - si touren vorum 
est - provenerunt. 
III. v. 19 (p. 99)1 
t ulieres etiam sunt In quibusdam silvis Indio, quo ltbcntbcuvaa 
usquc ad rnar iiZas, peZZitus animal turn in; ute, noc vivunt nisi 
de venatione: habent enim pro ew bus t_vgrides at Zaopanros 
at rabida ferarwn genera. 
LM 1,22 
!. Ueres, ut ferunt, luxta montan Armenian nascuntur, polt us 
indu tae, b arbarr usque ad +rar 15 haycntes pros Ixam. Quad Cum 
venatrices sunt, sibi tigres at Zcopardos at rapsda ffrarum 
genera pro canibus nutriunt. 
I. This passage is separated from the rest of the material 
drawn from Uzt and the derivation is uncertain. It Is probably 
based on Jacques do Vitry, Historia Oricntatia, Chapter 91 
(Douai, 1597, p. 214), with additional material from IM. 
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ý. T . _.. _, _r . 
There is a certain race of men in the wood where the fire of. 
Mount Etna is said to be who have a single eye, the breadth of 
a medallion, beneath a very fierce brow, and they are called 
Cyclops. And they are so tall that they exceed the height of 
the tallest trees. And they feed on blood. It appears, as 
it is told, that one of them, resting in his cave, lying on his 
back, devoured two men raw, holding them in one hand. 
And there was a certain race of men in Sicily, where the fire 
of Mount Etna is said to be, 
of a medallion beneath a ver 
Cyclops. And they exceeded 
and they fed on human blood. 
is said to have held two men 
them raw. 
who had a single eye the breadth 
y fierce brow, and they were called 
the height of the tallest trees, 
One of them, resting in his cave, 
in one hand and to have eaten 
A girl was discovered in western parts; the tides of rivers 
had brought her ashore from the ocean, whence we do not know, 
zxunded in the head and dead. She was fifty cubits in length, 
and four in breadth across the shoulders, clad in purple 
(Whitbread, P. 453) 
A certain girl, with breasts not yet developed, found on the 
shores of western Europe, the waves of the deep having carried 
her to land from the Ocean. They estimated her size at fifty 
feet. The height of her body was 50 feet and she was 7 feet 
broad across the shoulders. She was dressed in a purple 
cloak. She had arrived there bound with rods and bearing 
a fatal bla. ' in the head. 
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III. v. 32 (p. IOO) 
Iýauinun genuo quoddccn in st Iva est, uni. L ,: e nontin iý ýº iu»r 
icgitur, qui unum oculum cub aspcrrima , 
z'onta ad ctipei 
Zatitudincm ha. cnt et dicuitur Cyotopi. d w. Et hit tanto 
sunt aZtitudinic, ut proccrrimarur, arhor; vn I ong i tud i ncym 
erccd_Int. Et hit sanguine vcscztur. Visum ost, ut Zcgitur, 
quod unus worum in Intro cuo rccupinus lacons una rran. u duos 
viros tenens crudos rnnanducavit. 
Ul 1,11 
Et fuitquoddcz'n hominum pcnus in Sic 11 lot tom' i Acs tna rrntic 
incendium legitur, qui unten ocU? zen sub uaparrir7a fr nta otipai 
Zatitudinis habuarunt: at Cyclopes dicabantur. Et 
procerissimarum arborun altitzdinem ercedebant, et humsno 
sanguine vescehantur. Quorum quidarn in cuo antro resupinus 
una manu duos viros tenuisse et crudos rxuiducasse Zogitur. 
III. v. 33 (p. I00) 
In occiduis partibus puefla reperta est, qua' undo fluviorum 
gurgites as oeceano terris advcxerant Ignoratur, vuinerata6m 
in capite atque mortuam. Quo Brat quinqua. jinta cubitorurn 
Zannitudinis, et inter hu. croa quatuor Zatitudinio hahuit, 
purpurea induta clamide. 
LM 1,13 
Et pueZla+n quondam in ocoiduis Europe litoribus necdum 
turgentibus mamnis report=. didicimus, quaff und4zo gurjit t 
th l=ean terris advexcrunt, culus ragnitudinem, L. pedibus 
designabant. Erant enim ipsius corporibus Zongitudo L. 
pedum; et inter huneros VII. tatitudin: ia habuit. ? urpureo 
in3uta pallio, virgis alligata of in caput occisa pervonorat. 
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The world was amazed at the size of Hercules, and wondered at 
his weapons. After the conquest of the world by war and by 
blood he erected, as a sign of victory, columns of amazing size 
on the shores of the Etruscan Sea; and after everything, when 
he saw that he was at the point of death, he gave himselfup to 
the flames for burning. 
Who did not marvel at the strength and the weapons of Hercules, 
who on the shores of the Etruscan Sea erected, by the straits, 
columns of amazing size as a sight for mankind, and who 
constructed monuments of his wars in the East by the Indian= 
Ocean as a reminder to posterity, and after his battles had 
encompassed almost the whole world and he had spotted the 
whole earth with blood, when on the point of death he buried 
himself in the flames to be consumed? 
There are some men In the East of middling height; and their 
eyes shine like lamps. 
And there is said to be a certain island in the eastern parts 
of the world, in which men are born of reasonable stature, 
except that their eyes shine like lamps. 
There is a very beautiful race of men in the East alongside 
the Ocean, and this is the reason, that they eat raw meat 
and the best honey. 
Also in the East, alongside the Ocean we read of a beautiful, - 
race of men, and they claim that the cause of their 
pleasantness is eating raw meat and pure honey. 
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III. v. 34 (p. 100) 
iiarcuZio magnitudinom s iratur mundus, miratw' at atv u oius. 
Qui post devictum mundum baZZis ac sar. Qulno crcrit In stgnur 
victoria cotumpna3 mire ma. 3nitudznic in orr, "iduio ýjrr ý: i m aria.. 
ac post omnia moritururn so vldens, fZc ric to trodtdit 
comburendum. 
Lt"1 1,12 
Qu is RercuZis fort i tud i nom et cu a non rri. rrratur, qu i in 
occidui. s Tyrrheni marin faucibus cat ey rni'co ; uitudinin 
ad humanI generis spectacuIum er, =it, quiquo bolforum suorum 
tropaea in Oriente luxta Oceanum Indicum ad posteritatis 
memoriam construxit, at postquam peno totum orbem cum f, elUO 
peragrasset at terram tanto ew uifd maculassot, seso 
roriturum fla^ ris ad dovorandum i nvoi vit? 
III. v. 35 (p. 100) 
Homines quidam sunt oricntis ctatura radiocri, of core-, 
oculi lucent ut Zucerne. 
lfi1 1,36 
Et quaedam insuIa in ori. entalibugg, orbis forrarun partibus osso 
dicitur, in qua nascuntur ho rocs rationabii i ntatura, nisi 
quod Comm oculi sicut lucernao lucent. 
Ii1. v. 36 (p. I00) 
fýoýr r.. cn genus fornvsum va i do in oriantc ast is rta ocLcanum 
et hec causa, qu ia crudes r carncr., ct r.; aZ optimum, commc t. 
LM 1,26 
In Oriente quoque iux-ta 6t: am=-, i foz aaua garni l rinn login us, 
et hanc causer amoen i tat is worum esst adsorunt: quad cm d=, 
carnern et ': et purum eduntl. 
1. Thus some MSS. Gologna roads rurtduoant. 
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____ _ --- -- 
Furthermore, there are men in an island in the river Brixo who 
are born without heads, whom the Greeks caU epiphagi; eight 
feet in height; and they perform all the functions of the '-' 
head In their chests, unless they have eyes in their shoulders.. 
There are also men in an island in the river Brixo, who are 
born without heads, whom the Greeks call epif'ugi; and they 
are eight feet in height, and they perform all the functions, 
of the head in their the ts, unless they seem to have eyes in 
their shoulders. 
Certain men live in the river Brixo, having bodies of remarkable 
whiteness, twelve feet in height, a divided face and long nose 
and a thin body. 
Also are depicted certain men nearby in the rivers Brixo and Nile, 
having bodies of remarkable whiteness, possessing a height of 
twelve feet, a face which could be called divided and a long 
nose, and a thin body. 
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III. v. 37 (p. 100) 
Homines protoroa cunt in inaula Frixantic fiuvi. i, q ui Sequa 
capitibus nascuntur, quoa epipha ao appolIant Grad, octo 
pedum attitudinis; at Iota in peotora off oia oapi tia 
gerunt, nisi quod ocuZos in humario ha, ent. 
LM 1,24 
Sunt quoque hornincs in insuZa Brixontis fluvii, qui abcqua 
capitibus nascuntur, quos apifugooI Graaci vocant; at ITIl2 
pod= attitudinis cunt, at Iota in pectora capitin officio 
gcrunt, nisi quod oculoe in h; vacris habora vtdentur. 
ill. v. 38 (p. 100) 
Homines quid= In Briwanti f1 uv is habitant, corpora rtirs 
candoris habentes, altitudinis duodeciri pad w, facie 
bipertita et naso Zongo et corpora maciZeilto. 
LM 1,20 
Quidam quoque homines Brixonti in Niloque flurnlnibus vicint, 
corpora miri candoris h buntes, . )II. pedun attitudincm 
habent i a, facie quiem bipertita ct nano Zno, et r toite,: ti 
corpore describuntur. 
I. Thus 3 of the 5 MSS. Bologna follows the Woifonbutlttol MS 
and previous editors to reading cpi. ctiros. 
2. Thus the leiden MS. Bologna roads . VII. 
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Molosus was a monstrous man; when he was killed the river. Tiber 
could not cover him completely, and he stained the sea with red 
blood for a long way, as Adelinus tells. His temple and 
statue were made at Rome; they are called coZosus after him, 
(Whitbread, p. 459) 
Witness also the Colossus, who from his vast bulk was marked out 
from all men as the paragon of sea monsters: when he was struck 
down, the waters of the Tiber could not avail to cover him as, 
weakened by grief and ready to die he flung himself into it, and 
it is said to have flowed back from the spot as far as the edge 
of the Tyrrhenian Sea, its water for eighteen miles so mingled 
with his blood that the whole river seemed to flow from his 
wounds. To commemorate him, the Romans set up a structure 
renowned almost through the entire range of the world, a statue 
of enormous size which was 108 feet high, and according to accounts 
of marvels comes near to overtopping al I the buildings of Rome. 
(Pitman, p. 43) 
My body's maker mounded all my parts, 
Yet I no service from my members get: 
On feet I walk not, nor can see with eyes, 
Though open windows stand beneath my brows; 
No breath proceeds from out my panting lungs, 
Nor do my two arms strive to cast their darts. 
Alas! in vain my maker fashioned me 
A form enormous, since within that form 
I lack all feeling In my various parts. 
(Lapidge and Herren, p. 78) 
As a result of this, they refused to behold on bended knees the 
enormous statue of the Chaldean tyrant - which exceeded the 
height of the Colossus', lifted 1072 feet high with its (inmense)- 
stature of 60 cubits - even though ... 
I. Translator has inserted of Rhodes, for which there is no 
MS support. 
2. Translation gives 170, which Dr. Lapidge informs me is a 
typographic error. 
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Ili. v. 39 (p. 100) 
Motosus homo fult monstruocua, quer oCcisum Tyberiu iIuvtu. 
coopcrire non potuit, ct rroro pcr mu t to spat ia rubro eanquirto 
Infecit, ut dicit Adelinus. Huius tomplum of statuo o 
facta est, que a nomino plus colosus dicitur. 
I. M 1,3 
Et ut Cotosius, qui mole vastissima rronatrorun ad instar 
maritimorum cunctos homines excrovit. Quom unda t1cril 
vulneratum cooperire non potuit2, in quc so dolaro rrarcescons 
moriturum iactavit: et ab ipso usque ad Tyrrheni irzrie 
torminum per. XVIII. miila passuum aquam tanto can ino 
conmixtam reddidisse fortur, ut totus fluvius do vulnoribus 
eius manare videretur. Post quoin Romani (pono per totem orbom 
terrarum auditum est hoc opus) erexerunt otatur" procerissimao 
magnitudinis, quae C. of VIII? pedes aititudinis habot, at 
prope omnia Romae urbis opera miro rumore praecellit. 
Eni r ata LXXII 
Omnia membra mihi ptasmavit corporis auctor, 
Nec tarnen ex isdem membrorum munia sumpsi, 
Pergere nec plantis oculls nec cernere possum, 
Quariquam nunc patulae constant sub fronts fenostrae. 
UUuilus anhelanti procedit viscera flatus 
Spicula nec genitals nitor torquere lacortis. 
Heu! frustra factor conftnxit corpus Inorme, 
Totis membrorum dum frauder sensibus intus. 
Aldhelm De Virginitate XXI (p. 252) 
Quamobrem inorme Chaldaict regnatorlbus simulacrum, quoll colosl4 
subiimitatem centenis ac septenis pedibus In alto porroctarn bis 
tricena cubitorum proceritato vincebat, 11cot ... 
I. Thus Leiden MS. Bologna follows others In reading Thy1ridio. 
2. Thus 131- MS. Others read vaZuit. 
3. Leiden and Rosanbo MSS read centum et rapt . 
4. Some MSS have a marginal note: 
qucmdo cadi. t colosus c . 




Cacus is a monster in Archadla. This animal is bristly. all 
over, like a pig. And as Adelinus the Philosopher writes, 
it belches forth flames from its chest, that is breath and fiery 
breathing ... 
Therefore the monster Cacus remains in the caves above the. 
river Tiber. This animal suddenly attacks herds of cows: and 
bulls, and one animal from the herd is not enough for it, but 
it drags three or four bulls which it has seized by the tail., 
by its remarkable strength into its cave, walking back, Jards 
lest it should be tracked. 
There was a. certain monster in Arcadia, Cacus by name, in 
a cave by the river Tiber, vomiting forth flames from its 
chest and hairy all over its body. It suddenly abducted 
four bulls from the herd by a trick and dragged them into 
its cave, hzektnrds by its remarkable strength, so that it 
could not be tracked. 
dien it sleeps, as Adel thus says, its eyes keep watch ... 
(Pitman, p. 23) 
A bristling beast, I roam the wood, and rend, 
Although they roar and bellow, tusky boars 
And noble, antlered stags; fierce, mighty bears 
I pitilessly crunch in gory jaws. 
I fear no snarling, snapping wolves, myself 
A fearsome creature by my royal right. 
Wide-eyed I steep, nor ever close my eyes. 
9UR 
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Libor SV De Ceadrupedibus 
IV. 20 Do Caco (p. 120) 
Casus monstrun est in Archadia. Hoc enimat totwii cotoci 
est quasi porcus. Et sicut scribit Adolinus phiiosophus, 
flcrrva3 dc pectoro suo eructuat, Id ost anhoIitum at spiritwo 
flammeum 004 
I . 14. igitur monstrum cacus 
in antris super fLw n T, brrir 
commoratur. Hoc animal Invadit subito vaccarum at taurorum 
greges, nec unum ei do grege animal sufficit, sod per codas 
tauros tres auf quatuor approhensos vi fortitudinia sue in 
antrwn trahit occuito gressu rotrogrado, no sci i scot 
investigari possit do facili ... (10 further lines) 
t. M 1,31 
Erat monstrum quaddam in Arcadia, Cacus nomina, in antra 
fiwninis Tiberini, fla^rnas de pectora evomens of toto corpora 
setosus. Qui quatuor tauros furto et totldem vaccas abduxit 
armentario, et eos per vim fortitudinis rotrorsur,, ns 
investigarentur, caudis traxit in antrum. 
IV. 54 De Leone (p. 140) 
(1.46) Cum dormit, ut dicit Adelinus, oculi plus vigilant ... 
(61 further lines) 
£nigmata XXXIX (p. 114) 
Setiger in silvis armatos dentibus apros 
Cornigerosque simul cervos licet ore, rudentes 
Contero nec parcens ursorum quasso lacertos; 
Ora cruenta ferens srorsus rictusque iuporum 
Horridus haud vereor rogall culmino frotus; 
Dormio nam patulis, non claudens lumina, garnis. 
'069 
The molossian hound, as Adelinus tells us,. Is a very large,, --l 
beast which is discovered in many parts of the world. It 
chases dangerous foes as if created for that purpose. It has 
large, huge jaws, strong, projecting teeth with which it 
boldly shares War with its adversaries. With strong men It 
may be terrifying and awesome, and may rage against them 
boldly, yet extraordinarily it quakes before the innocence and 
smallness of boys and flees from their lashings, and In this 
the greatness of innocence is fittingly proven. And it is 
not strange, because the savagery of the beasts was created 
not to destroy innocence but to punish the harmfulness and 
malice of men. 
(Pitman, p. 9) 
Long since, the holy power that made all things 
So made me that my master's dangerous foes 
I scatter. Bearing weapons in my jaws, 
I soon decide fierce combats; yet I flee 
Before the lashings of a little child. 
The Indian wild ass is a large and cruel animal ... 
However, they are of remarkable size, as Adelinus writes, and, 
of outstanding strength; and this, certainly, Is plain to see, 
because they seem to rejoice in their strength. For they tear 
huge rocks out of the cliffs, and for no other purpose than to 
pit their strength against that of the rocks. 
Wild asses are animals, not beasts; but with immense courage 
and rejoicing in their strength they-frequently tear lofty-., 
rocks out of the mountain-sides. But those in the deserts of 
Persia are described with a kind of incredible monstruosity as 
having the horns of bulls and with great bodies. 
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IV. 70 Do Moloso (p. 149) 
t1oiosus bestla ost, ut dicit Adeiinus, admodum magna, quo 
in pluribus orbis partibus reporitur. Hcc truculentoc ltcutao 
quasi ad hoc creata rarocquitur. Rietua mo nos at Ingentos 
habet, dentes fortes at prominentes, cum quibus audactor 
partitur be Ua cum adversariis. Quo cum hominibus forttibus 
terribills at horrenda sit audactorquo grassofur in obvios, 
tonen puerorum Innoccntiam at eorum parvitatom mirabilitor 
p rehorrescit f'ugitque eorum verberc, at in hoc digno innocontio 
magnificentla comprobatur. Et non mirum, qula foritas 
bestiarum non ad destruendam innocentiam, sod ad punlondam 
nocentiam atque malitiam hominum est creata. 
Enigmata X (p. 102) 
Sic me lamdudum rerurn veneranda potestas 
Fecerat, ut domini truculentos parscquar hostel; 
Rictihcs arena gerons be. Ztorwn praol is patro 
Et tarnen infantum ftgiens mox venbcra vito. 
IV. 81 De Onagro Indio (p. 154) 
cnai3er Indio animal magnum est ac crudel o ... 
(1.8) Sunt autem mire magnitudinis, ut Adolinus scribit, 
ac fortitudinis precipuo; et hoc quidem patet, quia c. 4t. ro 
fortitudine videntur. Sawa enim Ingentla do rupibus evellwit, 
et hoc ad nichiI al lud, nisi ut fortitudinen suam ad saxorum 
molom attemptent. 
L1t1 II, 4 
Asagri animatia sunt, non bestiao; sod ingonti animo of s3opo 
elata c 4ltantes fortitudina aaxa do montibus cvatlunt. Sod 
ipsi In desertis P©rsarum esse, cum incrodibillbus quibusda? n 
prodigils bourn habentes cornua, ©t magnis describuntur 
corporibus. 
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The onocentaur, as Isidore and Adel inus say, is a monstrous 
animal with a two-fold nature. For it has a head like an 
ass, bst a body like a man's. - Others, alternatively, say that 
the onocentaur has the body of a horse and, indeed, a human 
upper part. It has a face rough with bristles, and hands 
dextrous for all deeds. Onocentauri are hirsute in the head, 
and if they begin to speak, whereas they produce a voice their 
untrained lips cannot form human words. Adelinus the 
philosopher says that this monster was not created as such 
from the beginning of the world among the other wild animals 
but that it has been seen in various places at various times 
in any part of the world, and it is born of the adulterous 
union of a man with a bull or of a man with a horse. But there 
are many who disagree with this view ... 
The nature of the hippocentauri is a mixture of horse and man, 
and they have a hairy head in the manner of animals, but in 
other respects they are most similar to normal human beings - 
until they begin to speak. But then, with lips unaccustomed 
to human speech they do not distinguish any words in their 
talk. 
Onocentaurs seem to have the bodies of rational men down to'the 
navel and the Zottr part is described as having the hairy 
deformity of the ass. Thus by natural means fickle Nature 
marries those who are of different species. 
(Pitman, p. 17) 
Incongr is my visage to my frame: 
Though horns are on my head, the rest of me 
Appears a hideous man; by fame well known 
Through all the Gnossian land, a bastard, born 
in Crete of unknown sire, by double name 
Of man and beast together I am called. 
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IV. 82 Do Onocontauro (p. 154) 
Onocentaurus, ut dicunt Ysidorus of Adollnus, animal ust 
monstruosum at natura biforino. Habet onim caput volut osini, 
corpus autom valut hominis. Alit autem dicunt onocontaurum 
corpus haboro equinum, suporloron voro partem humanam. Faciem 
habet horridam sotis manusquo formätas habiias ad omnom actum. 
Capite setosi cunt onocontauri, at quasi inioipiunt foqýui, dum 
vocem promunt, sed insueta Zabra vocem /zwncvu~ t for aro non 
possunt. Dicit Adelinus philosophus, quod hoc monstrum non 
est tale creatum ab initio creationis Inter cotoras bostias, 
sod ubicumque at quandocumque in aliqua parto rrundi visum est, 
ex adulterina commixtiono hominis at tauri vol hominis of equi 
nascitur. Sed huic opinioni piurimi contradicunt ... (6 
further lines) 
IM 1,7 (De Hippocentauris) 
Hippocentaurl equorum et hominum habent conmixtam t turcn1 of 
more ferarum cunt capita setoso, sod ex p. rte aliqua humanau 
normst Simi IIIMO, quo possunt incipere Zoqui: sad insuata 
labia f^.. smanae locutionI nuilam In verbs vocem distinguunt. 
IM 1,10 (De Onocentauris) 
Onocentauri corpora hominum rationabilia haboro videntur 
usque ad umbilicum, et Inferior pars corporis in Onagrorum 
setosa turpitudine describitur. Quos sic diversorum gonorum 
varia naturaliter coniungit Natura. 
Enigr^ata XXVIII (Minotaurus) 
Sum mihi dissimi I is vultu membrisquo biforrni3: 
Cornibus armatus, horrendum cetera fingunt 
Membra virum; fama clarus per Gnossla rura 
Spurius incerto Creta genitoro creatus 
Ex hominis pecudisque simul cognomina dicor. 
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... The eag i e, as Ade Ii nus says, when 
it is weighed down by 
old age, takes note of a very cold spring in that place and 
soars aloft opposite it, climbing beyond the clouds. However, 
the clouding of its eyes is destroyed by the heat of the-nearby 
sun and, descending at once in a rush with the fervour of. that 
same heat it immerses itself thirdly in very cold water, rising 
again from there it at once seeks out its nest; it lays aside- 
Its feathers amongst its now sturdy offspring, seized with, 
'--: -'- 
sweat as prey to the inequality of cold and heat as if by some 
kind of fever, and it is kept warm and fed by its chicks until, - 
recovering, it is able to renew both down and quills ... 
(Pitman, p. 33) 
'The squire of unblessed Jupiter and thief 
Of Ganymede', seductive poets sang. 
But I was not that bird who snatched away 
The Trojan youth; nay rather, high in air, 
I scatter fleeing swans, and honking geese 
I drive before me through the dome of heaven. 
When urarg age has bent my senile Ziths, 
In springs of limpid rater then I plunge, 
And, dripping, rise restored in Phoahus' light. 
Li Irr V Da AviI* 
V. 2 De aquila of divorsis gonoribus aquilarum (p. 178) 
(1.15) ... Aquila, sicut dicit Adalinus, cum senocta gravatur, 
fontem frigidissimum notans ibi decontra in sublimo, volat 
omnesque transcendit nubes. Ex caloro autom propinqul soils 
oculorum eius cal igo consumitur statimque in impetu cum Ipsiuc 
caioris estu descendens aquis frigidissimis fordo immorgitur, 
indeque resurgens statim nidum petit et inter pufflos lam 
robustos ad predam inequalitate frigoris at catoris quasi 
quadam febre correpta sudore plumas exult foveturque a pullis 
suss et pascitur, quoadusque plumas pennasquo recuporans 
innovetur ... (55 further lines) 
Eniata LV 
'Armiger infausti lovis et raptor Ganimidis' 
Quamquam pellaces cantarent carmine vates, 
Non fueram praepes, quo fertur Dardana proles, 
Sed magis in summis cicnos agitabo fugaces 
Arsantesque grues proturbo sub aetheris axe. 
Corpora dum senio corrumpit fessa vetustas, 
Fontibus in liquidis mergentis membra madoscunt; 
Post haec nstauror praeclaro lumine Phoebi. 
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The harpy, as Ade IInus says, is a bird In remote parts of the 
world in a place which is cal led Strapodes in isolation near the 
Ionian Sea. With a reputation for ferocity, it is almost 
completely insatiable. It has hooked talons, always ready to 
seize and rend. Only its face is human, but it has nothing of 
human excellence within itself. It prowls aggressively outside 
the human limit. It is said to have killed the first man it 
saw in the desert. After that it courageously discovered 
watering-places, and when it had looked at its face in the 
water it soon noticed its similarity to the man it had killed 
and it sorrowed excessively and bewailed him whom it had killed 
for the whole of the rest of its life until it died. This bird 
when domesticated always speaks with an educated human voice, but 
it lacks reason. 
It is told in books that the harpies were monsters of some sort 
in the Strophades Isles of the Ionian sea in the form of birds, 
with only their faces maidenly. They were able to speak with 
the tongues of men'and, having a reputation for ferocity, they 
rare always insatiable, and they drag out their food by the 
handful with their hooked feet. 
If anyone blinds the chicks of the ajaliaw, their eyes return 
again, as Aristotle says. But Adelinus the philosopher says 
the same.... 
(Pitman, p. 27) 
Drooping, I pass long months away from food 
But by deep slumber I endure the fast; 
When the dull countryside bursts into bloom, 
Its turf red-sprinkled, then my ruddy throat 
Trills fluent songs. But later, willingly 
I flee the tender young and all my race, 
And seek the shady coverts. Should some harm 
Befall the young chicks' eyes, my secret lore 
I wield to cure them, by a healing salve 
Made of that flower whose name is likewise mine. 
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V. 4 Do Arpla (p. 179) 
Arpia avis est, ut diclt Adelinus, in romotis mundi partibus 
in loco, quI Strapodes dicitur in soIitudino luxta mare ronictq . 
Ra 'da fame camper fare incatiali Zic. est. Ungues habot aduncos 
at ad discerpendum at rapiendum sompor paratos. Hoc faeicrn 
tantwn habet humanam, sod in so nichil virtutis humane. Nam 
ferocitate grassatur ultra humanum modum. Hoc primum 
hominem quern viderit In deserto fertur occidere. Indo cum 
fortuitu aquas invenerit at faciem suam in aquis fuorit 
contemplata, mox sul similem hominem occidisse perspiciens 
tristatur immodice at hoc aliquando usque ad mortem plangitquo 
occisum omni tempore vita sue. Hoc avis aliquando domosticata 
Zoquitur docta humana voce, sod rationo caret. 
LM 1,44 
L©gitur quod Arpie quaedam monstra in Strapodibusi Insulis 
r, aris Ionii fuissent in forma volucrum, facie tantun virginals. 
Quae hominum 1inguas Zoqui potuerunt, at ral da fie scraper 
insatura bites erant, at cibum uncis pedlbus do manu manducantlum 
traxerunt. 
V. 66 De Irundine (p. 211) 
(1.42) ... Si quls cecaverit pufflos hirundinum, revortuntur 
oculi eorum Iterum, ut dicit Aristotiles. Sed et Adelinus 
phiiosophus Idem dicit ... (8 further lines) 
Enigrnata XLVII 
Absqur cibo plures degebam marcida menses, 
Sed sopor et sarnnus ieiunia Tonga tulerunt; 
Pallida purpureo dum glescunt gramine rura, 
Garrula mox crepitat rubicundum carmina guttun. 
Post teneros fetus at prolem gentis adultam 
Sponte mea fugiens umbrosas quaero latebras; 
Si vero quisquam pullorum lumina laedat, 
Affero compertum modicans cataplasma salutis 
Quaerens campestrem proprio de nominm florem. 
. Thus Leiden MS; others read Stropadi his. 
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This breed of birds lies in tit for serpents in many places.. and 
although it eats- them and other poisonous things, yet, as Ado IInus 
tells us, it does not, die. 
(Pitman, p. 17) 
Both shining white am I and dusky black 
Together, decked with parti-coloured plumes. 
No trilling voice is mine, for with my beak 
I utter ugly sounds. Though scaly snakes 
I catch and rend - to them a fearsome foe, 
Death-dealing venom never swells my veins; 
Nay, more, I even feed my fluffy chicks 
With poisoned flesh and loathful serpents' blood. 
The nicticorax, as Adelinus says, is called the night raven. 
Certainly, it is the bird which we call 'owl'. It loves the 
darkness of night, indeed, it cannot bear to look at the sun: 
it shuns the light. With the grey pupils of its eyes it does 
not feel the misty terror of the nocturnal shades. On the 
contrary, with sight the opposite of that of the rest of the 
birds, it pursues its unhindered flights to places where night 
will be darker. When day has dawned, however, and the bright- 
ness of the sun has poured round, its sight grows dim as if it 
is wandering in some sort of darkness. 
(Pitman, p. 21) 
Man's wit has rightly given me a name 
Of twofold sense, for darkness and a bird 
Both share it; seldom in the shining light 
Of day do I appear; nay, starry shades 
I rather cherish, and nocturnal dark. 
The books that tell of Romulus narrate 
How, high in air, I cry with croaking voice; 
But in the tongue of Greece my name denotes 
That dusky night has ever been my haunt. 
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V. 28 De Ciconiis (p. 189) 
(1.26) ... Hoc avium genus multifarlo insidiatur sorpontibus, 
et licet comedat eos of alia venenata, tamon - stcut Adaiinus 
dicit - non moritur ... (25 further lines) 
Enigmata XXXI 
Candida forma nitens necnon et furva nigroscens 
Est mihi, dum varia componor imagine pennae; 
Voce carens tremula nam faxo crepacula rostro. 
Quamvis squamigeros discerpam dira colobros, 
Non mea letiferis turgescunt membra venenis; 
Sic teneros pul los prolemque nutrire suesco 
Carne venenata tetroque cruore draconum. 
V. 92 De Nicticoraco (p. 217) 
Nicticorax dicitur, ut Adelinus dicit, noctis coruus. Avis est 
utique, quam nos noctuam dicimus. Hoc noctis tonobras amat, 
solem vero videre non patitur: lucifuga enim est. Hoc glaucis 
oculorum pupillis nocturnarum tenebrarum caliginem non sentit 
horrorem. Sed quo fuerit nox obscurtor, eo contrarto visu 
avium ceterarum inoffensos exercet volatus. Exorta autom die 
et circumfuso splendore soils visus eius hebotatur quasi quibus- 
dam erret in tenebris ... (II further lines) 
Aldhelm, De Motris, p. 171 
et nicticorcx nocturnus corvus dicitur. 
Eni. gmata XXXV 
Duplicat ars geminis mihi nomen rite figuris; 
Nam partem tenebrae retinent partemque volucres. 
Raro me quisquam cernet sub luce serena, 
Quin magis astriferas ego nocto fovebo latebras. 
Raucisono medium crepitare per aethera suescens 
Romuleis scribor biblis, sed voce Polasga, 
Nomine nocturnas dum semper servo tenebras. 
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The flying fish, as Adellnus says, is a sea-monster so 
wondrous that you more readily believe that nature was playing 
a game when she created it as a monster preferred before 
all the monsters of the deep. With a scaly skin this animal 
explores the depths of the sea with shoals of fish. Indeed, 
when it dislikes the waters of the sea it lifts itself with 
feathered wings, which nature gives to it, and mounts into 
the upper air with the birds. However, the breath of the 
winds cannot sustain that monster when it is lifted in the 
air, but, after a little in that region where it is buffetted 
by the opposing winds'it decides to return to the waters and 
falls back into the deep. 
(Pitman, p. II) 
Now does my wondrous life attract the mind. 
I, clothed in scales, with schools of fish explore 
The reaches of the sea, or with the birds 
Mount through the upper air on soaring wings, 
And yet I can not live by breathing air. 
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Uber VI Da Monstra Marinis 
VI. 32 Do Lul tgin© (p. 243) 
Luligo monstrum est marinum, sicut Adolinus dicit, adeo 
mirabile, ut naturam in hoc lusisso certius crodas, quo hoc 
creavit omnibus fare marints beluis proferondum. Hoc onim 
animal squamoswn cute cum gregi hcs pzaciwn scrutatur 
profunda maris. Cum vero aquas marts fastidierit, olevat 
se cum alas pennigeris, quas i11i in hoc natura dodit, et 
cwn volucribus scandit ethera. Verumptamen olovatum in' 
aera monstrum istud ventorum flatus sustinere non potent, 
sed post modicum ubi ventis concutitur obviis, ad aquas 
redire cogitur et rolabitur in profundum. 
Enigmata XVI 
Nunc cernenda placent nostrae spectacula vitae: 
Cum grege piscoso scrutor maris aequora squamis, 
Cu'n voZucrum turma quoque scando per asthera pennis 
Et tarnen aethereo non possum vivere fZatu. 
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The purple mussel is a sea creature which is monstrous and 
Zarge, as Adelinus says, and is born between shells like an 
oyster; the shells are the colour of wax. This monster 
inside those shells is clad in most noble wool, tawny and 
red, from which precious clothes are made as an adornment and 
embellishment of men and women. For robes and kerchiefs are 
made out of it, which become the ornament and luxury of 
women. Thus the fleece of the aforementioned animal is 
held in double service and turned to the use of both sexes. 
(Pitman, p. ll) 
From twin shells in the blue sea I was born, 
And by my hairy body turn soft wool 
A tawny red. Lo, gorgeous robes I give, 
And of my flesh provide men food besides: 
A double tribute thus I pay to Fate. 
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VI. 40 Do Perna (p. 244) 
Perna animal marinum est, quod animal monstruosum ac magnum ost, 
ut dicit Adelinus, at nascitur ostrearum more Inter conchs, 
que concha colorem habent eeruZeum. Hoc monstrum Inter lpsas 
conchas vestitur vellere nobilissimo futvo nimis ac rutilo, 
unde conficiuntur vestes pretiose in decor©m at ornatum virorum 
ac mulierum. PepZa enim capitis fiunt ex hiss, quo cedunt 
in ornatum et luxus feminarum. Sic In duplex ministerium 
habentur vellera predicti animalis et cedunt in usus utriusque 
sexus. 
£nigmata XVII 
E geminis nascor per ponti caerula concis 
VelZera setigero producens corpore futva; 
En clamidem pepZi nechon et pabula pulpae 
Confero: sic duplex fati persolvi tributum. 
Marginalia in the MSS of Enigmata (see Ehwald, p. 105) 
Scribe 2 in the earliest MS (Leningrad Q115): 
malor est ostreis ex cuius uelteris uestis confieitur 
Several MSS from the tenth century: 
Perna que multo maior est ostreis ex cuius uelZerib us 
uestis conficitur 
Another group of similar date lack the comparison: 
De perna multo maior ex cuius ueZlerZus uestis confieitur 
Further MSS have a reference to size without the reference to 
fleece, and Thomas can not be derived from one of these. 
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Indeed, as Adeilnus writes, the remainder of the body of the 
sirens is like that of an eagle, and they have claws on-their 
feet which are ideal for tearing things to pieces. At the 
end of their body they have the scaly tails of fish with which, 
as if with oars, they aim In the waves. Their voices are- 
tuneful and they produce a very sweet song, by which sailors, 
delighted and attracted, are beguiled into sleep, and after 
they have been lulled to sleep they are torn limb from limb" 
by the claws of the sirens. 
Sirens are mermaids who, by their beautiful form and the 
s wetness of their song lead sailors astray. From the head. to 
the navel they have the body of a maiden and are very like 
humankind, however, they have the scaly tails of fish, with-, . 
which they continually lurk in the waves. 
Scilla, like the sirens, is a monster of the deep. Adelinus 
the philosopher truly says that this monster dwells in that 
part of the sea which separates Italy and'Sicily. It is hostile 
to sailors and to all mankind, and delights in their flesh and 
blood. It has a head and chest like a maiden's, as do the 
sirens, but it has a back, mouth, horrid teeth, bestial belly., 
and a tail like a dolphin. ... Adelinus: And they have a 
somewhat musical voice, and these monsters are wonderfully 
delighted by song. 
Scylla is reported to have been a monster most hostile to, 
sailors in that strait which flows between Italy and Sicily, -,, 
with head and chest of maidenly form like the sirens. However, 
it had the belly of wolves and the tails of dolphins. And 
this distinguishes the nature of the sirens and of Scylla, 
that the one (Thomas takes this as 'latter') beguile sailors 
with a lethal song and the other (Thomas takes this as 'former') 
armed with her seadogs 1s said to have wrecked the ships of- 
the wretched by brute force. 
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VI. 46 Do Syr©nis (p. 246) 
(1.7) ... Rellquam vero, ut Adelinus scribit, corporis parton 
sicut aquila syrene habent unquosquo in podibus ad laniandum 
hab iI es. In fine voro corpor is cquc'nocac picciwn aaudac 
habxnt, quitus ut romigils in gurgiti hc3 natant. Quoddam 
music urn ac dulcissimum melos habent in voce, qua navigantos 
delectati et attracts resolvuntur in sompnum, sompnoque 
sopiti syrenarum unguibus dilacerantur ... (II further lines) 
LM 1,6 
Sirenae sunt marinas puellae quas navigantes pulchorrima 
forma at cantus deciplunt dulcitudine. Et a capita usque 
ad umbilicum sunt corpore virginali, at humano genera 
simiilimae: squamosas tarnen pisciu'n caudas halxnt, quibus 
in gurgite semper latent. 
V1.47 De Sciila (p. 246) 
Scilly rnonstrum marls est sicut syrenes. Istud quidem monstrum 
in eo marl Adelinus philosophus manere veraciter dixit, quod 
mare ItaZiam et Siciliam intercZudit. Nautic quidem at omni 
homini inimicum est at eorum sanguine ac carnibus delectatur. 
Caput utique et pectus ut virgo formata habet sicut syrenes; sod 
rictus et oris hyatum ac dentes horridos at bestialem utcrwn et 
caudam ut deZphinus habet. ... Adelinus: Habent at alle 
voces aliquantulum musicas at carmine etiam Ipse beluo 
mirifice delectantur. 
IM 1,14 
Scylla monstrum nau tis inimicissznwn in co froto, quod ItaZiam 
ct Siciliam interluit, fuisse perhibetur, capite quidom at 
pectore virginaZi siout Sirene; sed I uporum uterw; t at ccudac 
deZfinorum habuit. Et hoc Sirenarum et Scyliao disiungit 
" naturam, quod ipso mortifero carmine navigantes decipiunt, et lila 
per vim fortitudinis, marinis succincta canibus, miserorum fertur 
lacerasse naufragia. 
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Some reckon crabs among the fishes, as the Liber Rex-um says. -- 
They have eight feet and arms and pincers for hands, with 
which they generally crawl. Nor is it at any time with 
backwards gait, as Adelinus says, for it knew how to walk in 
front of its face. 
(Pitman, p. 21) 
In early Latin 'Nepal was my name. 
I walk the damp shore of the foamy sea, 
And traverse ocean with a backward gait; 
Yet airy heaven is by me adorned, 
Who, ruddy, with twelve stars ascend the skies. 
The oyster fears me, daunted by a stone. 
... Dragon-stone is cut out of its 
brain, as Adel inus tells us, 
but they do not consider it at all precious unless it is 
extracted while he is alive. 
(Pitman, p. 15) 
A bristling dragon's head contrived my birth, 
So men report; my crimson hue outshines 
Refulgent gems. But never could I get 
MY proper strength and hardness, if death felled 
The snake's foul, scaly carcass ere some hand 
Wrenched me, all ruddy from its hideous crest. 
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Liber VII de Piscibu3 
V11.19 De Cancrts (p. 256) 
Cancros inter pisces quidam computant, ut dicit Libor rorum. 
Pedes habent at brachia octo numero forcipesqun pro manibus, 
quibus plerumque serpunt. Retrograda est noc unquam, ut 
Adelinus dicit, novit ante fadem suam ambularo ... (37 furthor 
lines) 
Enigmata XXXVII 
Nepa mihi nomen veteres dixere Latini: 
Humida spumiferi spatior per litora ponti; 
Passibus oceanum retrograda transeo versis: 
Et tarnen aethereus per me decoratur 01 impus, 
Dum ruber in caelo bisseno sidere scando; 
Ostrea quem metuit duris perterrita saxis. 
Liter VIII de Serpentzb us 
VI11.16 De Dracone (p. 282) 
(1.31) ... De cerebro eins, ut Adelinus dicit, draguntia lapis 
exciditur, sed nequaquam pretlosum dicunt, nisi vivonti 
extrahatur ... (28 further lines) 
Enigmata XXIV (Dracontia) 
Me caput horrentis fertur genuisse draconis; 
Augen purpureis gemmarum lumina fucis, 
Sed mihi non dabitur rigida virtute potestas, 
Si prius occumbat squamoso corpore natrix, 
Quam summo spoiler capitis de vertice rubra. 
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The Greeks, according to Adelinus the philosopher, say that 
dracontopods are huge and powerful serpents. They have'a ' 
maidenly face, like hwnan faces, bzit they end in a dragon-like 
body. 
Fables of the Greeks tell that there were men with immense 
bodies and so bulky, nevertheless like human beings, except 
that they have the tails of dragons, for which reason the 
Greeks call them dracontopods. 
That same animal, as Augustine, Adelinus and Isidore say, 
lives in fire and is. not only not burnt but eVen extinguishes 
the blaze ... On the subject of the Salamander, Adelinus, 
versifying In the book of riddles, says, in the person 
of the Salamander: 
Living in the midst of flames I feel no heat, 
And laugh to scorn the dangers of my pyre. 
No crackling pyre nor glowing ember's spark 
Consumes me, for their flaming flames I cool with dew. 
(Pitman, p. ll) 
Living in the midst of flames I feel no heat, 
And laugh to scorn the dangers of my pyre. 
No crackling fire nor glowing ember's spark 
Consumes me, for their hot, bright flames grow cool. 
The salamander is also described as being of such fierceness 
that no flames have the strength to injure It, but it is said 
to be able to live in fire as fish live in water. 
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VII1.17 Do Dracontopodibus (p. 283) 
Dracontopodas sorpentes sunt, ut roforento Adolino phitosopho 
Graeci dicunt, magni atquo potentes. Nil facios habont 
virgineas faciebus similes humants, sod In draconum corpus 
desinunt ... (19 further linos) 
LM 1,49 
Ferunt fabulae Graecorum homines inmensis corporibus fuisso, 
et in tanta mole tarnen humano genera similes, nist quod draconum 
caudas habuerunt, unde et graece Dracontopodcs dicebantur. 
VIII. 30 De Salamandra (p. 286) 
(I. 13) ... Ipsum animal, ut dicunt Augustinus at Adelinus at 
Ysidorus, vivit in igne et non solum non uritur, sod etiam 
extinguit incendlum. ... (1.62) De salamandra Adelinus in 
enigmatum libro versificans dixit In persona salamandre: 
Ignibus in medio vivens non sentio fZa; =a 
Has, sed detrimenta rogi Zudibria faro. 
Nec crepitante rogo nec scintiZtante favitta 
Ardeo, sed fZcvrwne flanrranti rore tepesco. 
Ehigrrata XV 
Ignibus in mediis vivens non sentio fZanas, 
Sed detrimenta yogi penitus Zudibria faxo. 
llec crepitante foco nec scintiZZante faviZta 
Arden, sed flammae flagranti torre tepescunt. 
LM 111,14 
Salamandra quoque tantae atrocitatis esse doscribitur, ut 
eam nulla vis flammarum iaedere possit, sed in igntb us velut 
pisces in aqua vivere posse perhibetur. 
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Gadflies, as the Liber Rerum says, are very small flying_- 
insects. Egypt is reported to have been afflicted with them 
by Moses. They follow the breath of cattle and especially 
that of man. As Adelinus tells us, they sting the sleeping 
. ith barbe of some sort which are sharp enough to häve the 
power of inflicting pain. Hence, in those places where 
their insolence abounds, fastidious men are in the habit'of, 
having a net spread out around the bed, so that the gadflies 
cannot get through it to harm them. Therefore defend the 
sentry-post of your mind with continual reading and prayer,. so 
that the devil is not able to harm you. 
(Pitman, p. 21) 
Though dainty is my shape, keen spurs I wear; 
In swarms I wing my way above the peaks. 
I get red booty with my reeking blade, 
And spare no four-legged beast, but its coarse flesh 
With goading darts I wound; once fame I won, 
Vexing the land of Memphis. Now I pierce 
The swelling brawn of bulls, and taste their blood. 
The lion of ants, 
Adelinus (from 'm 
is 'lion'), hence 
nature of an ant, 
small and weak in 
(Pitman, p. 13) 
which Is also called tmirmicoleon' by 
Irmin' which Is 'ant' and 'leon' which 
lion of ants. This insect is in the 
but much bigger. When it Is still 
strength, it represents peace and humility. 
I long have borne a name of hybrid form: 
Both ant and lion I am called in Greek - 
A double metaphor, foreboding doom: 
My beak can not ward off the beaks of birds. 
Let wise men search out why my names are twain. 
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Libor IX Do Vormibus 
IX, 13 Do Cyniphlbus (p. 301) 
Cyniphes, ut dicit Libor rerum, vorm©s minimi atquo voinntos 
sunt. Hiis fiagellatus logitur Egyptus a Moyso. Anholitum 
pecudum sequuntur, et hoc maxime hominis. Pungunt, ut 
Adeiinus dicit, quibusdam aculeis dormientes acri satls pro 
posse doloro. Undo in locis, ubi habundat earum protervitas, 
delicati homines rote expansum circa lectum habere solent, ut 
per hoc cyniphes ad nocendum transire non possint. Texo 
ergo tibi ex assidua lectione et oratione mantis custodiam, 
ne intrare possit dyabolus ad nocendum. 
Enigmata XXXVI (Scnifes) 
Corpore sum graciiis, stimulis armatus acorbis; 
Scando catervatim volitans super ardua ponnis 
Sanguineas sumens praedas mucrone cruento 
Quadrupeds parcens nulli; sed spicula trudo 
Setigeras pecudum stimulans per vulnera pulpas, 
Olim famosus vexans Memphitica rura; 
Namque toros terebrans taurorum sanguine vescor. 
IX. 22 De Formicoleon (p. 303) 
Formicarum leo, qui et mirmicoleon dicitur ab Adelino a mirmin 
quod est formica et leon quod est Zeo quasi formicarum loo. Hic 
vermis est de genera formicarum, sed multo malor. Cum adhuc 
parvus est et invalidus robore, pacem atque modestlam simuiat 
... (7 
further lines) 
Enigmata XVIII (Myrmicoleon) 
Oudum compositis ego nomen gesto figuris: 
Ut leo, sic formica vocor sermone Polasgo 
Tropica nominibus signans praesagia duplis, 
Cum rostris avium nequeam resistere rostra. 
Scrutetur sapiens, gemino cur nomine fungar! 
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There are ants in India around the mountains of gold. They 
are bigger than foxes and exceptionally violent, having four 
feet and hooked claws-on their feet.. These beasts are of 
such strength that they dismember any men they see. They=, 
do not readily hurt other animals such as horses, asses and',. 
bulls, for they know very well that these will not carry that 
gold, which they protect from the human race in the afore-, 
mentioned mountains, away from them without their consent. _ 
Those ants have been put there by God, therefore, to punish, 
the boldness of avarice. Isidore and Adelinus write about 
them. Pliny also says of them: after hiding in winter, 
they come to India and obtain gold by stealth. However, 
when they are aroused by the smell of an animal they rush" 
out and tear to shreds the rapid horses or camels which 
are attempting to flee. 
And among other groundless things which are told are the 
reports of ants in some island or other, black in colour 
and capable of remarkable speed. An abundance of gold is 
said to be among these incredible creatures; they preserve 
it by their labours. 
It prepares the eggs very thickly in the autumn, as Pliny and " 
Adelinus tell, and they lie dormant all winter. 
(Pitman, p. 19) 
To farmers I am scarce a welcome friend, 
For in great troops I raid the countryside, 
Eating their crops, and gnaw the inner bark 
From tree-trunks. Long ago I gained renown 
By laying waste the kingdoms of the Nile, 
When, for the unclean race, ten plagues they bore. 
My heart, imprisoned by my midriff, lies 
Below my knees; and thgre my breast is set, 
Beneath my haunches like a squatting toad's. 
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IX. 23 Do Formicis Indio (p. 304) 
Formica in India sent circa montas auroos. Molores 
vuipibus sent, fortes ac save nimis, padoe quatuorºIhabontos 
et ungues hamatos In podibus. Hoo bostie tanto fortitudinis 
cunt, ut visos homines discorpant. Alias voro bostios ut 
equos vel asinos auf tauros do facili non lodunt, conscle 
satis quia ad hits auruw iilud, quod in predictis montibus 
custodiunt contra humanum genus, non auferunt Invitis. . 
Ad plectendam ergo temeritatem avaritie Ibidem a doo locate 
sunt bestie. De hiis formicis scribunt Ysidorus at Adolinus. 
Dicit quoque do hits Piinius: hits hyberno tempore 
conditis, veniunt Indi aurumque furantur. Sod basta© 
odore soilicitate provolant crebroque lacerant quamquam 
in velocibus equls save camel is fugientes. . 
LM 11,16 
Et inter Ipsa quae dicunt mania ferunt formicas in quadam 
esse insula, et quod VI. pedes et atrum colorem of miram 
habeant celeritatem depromunt. Cum quibus incredibilibus 
auri abundantia describitur, quos ipsae sua servant 
industria. 
IX. 25 De Locustis Vermibus (p. 304) 
(1.3) ... Parat ova, ut Plinius of Adelinus dicunt, condensa 
autumpni tempore, que durant tota hyeme ... (21 further lines) 
Enigmata XXX IV 
Quamvis agricolis non sim laudabilis hospes, 
Fructus agrorum viridi de cespite runs 
Carpo catervatim rodens do stipito Ilbros, 
lamdudum celebris spollans Nitotica regna, 
Quando decem plagas spurca cum gente luebant. 
Cor mihi sub genibus: nam constat carcere saeptum; 
Pectore poplitibus subduntur more rubetae. 
. The error is evidently through misreading of a numeral. 
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The leech is a worm zhieh lives in zter. It lacks bones, 
feet and wings. It attacks man and beasts to suck their 
blood. Blood, in too great abundance, often causes death. 
Therefore men are in the habit of supplying themselves with 
these creatures of their own free will, so that they can 
drink the superfluous blood of the body. But some do this 
less wisely if they do not feel too great corruption of the 
blood, since in a healthy man they remove the more noble and 
well-placed blood. The leech is called 'sanguisuga' after 
the sucking of blood. There are said to be some. among them 
which are better and bigger without being harmful; these are 
wrinkled and have lines on the back. There are worse ones 
which are black. Adelinus the philosopher writes the same 
things about them. . Indeed, Experimentator says 
that the 
leech vomits the blood it has sucked in order to drink fresher 
blood. It can be stabbed with nettles or thorns to make it 
regurgitate poison, if it imbibes any from wild animals, 
toads or water snakes. It clings to flesh; the more it 
is pulled the more strongly it clasps until at last it 
breaks in two. It draws out foul blood; by healing another 
it kills itself. It has a mouth in the form of a triangle, 
by J3ich it leaves a triangular rund. 
(Pitman, p. 25) 
I haunt, all pale, the Luters of foul fens; 
Fortune has fashioned me a bloody name, 
For greedy gulps of red blood are my fate. 
No bones, or feet, or arms at all have I, 
Yet bite pith three-forked wounds unlucky men, 
And by health-bringing lips thus conquer care. 
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1X. 43 Do Sanguisuga (p. 309) 
Sanguisuga vonnis ost in aqua manons. Cvaihua caret at 
pedibus atque p©nnis. Hominom impotit of bestias, ut sanguinem 
sugat. Quorum sanguine in satiotato nimia sopius mortem 
accersit sibs. Sponte se solent homines proboro istis 
vermibus, ut superfluum corporis sanguinom bibant. Sod 
minus saplenter afiqui, nisi nimiam corruptionom sanguinis 
sentlant. Nam in sano homine nobiliorem at bone digestum 
sanguinem extrahunt. Dicitur autem sanguisuga a ro operas 
sui sanguinem sugens. Meliores of magis sine nocumento 
dicuntur inter eas, quo rugate ac lineate in dorso sunt; 
deteriores vero quo nigre. Do His ista Adelinus scribit 
philosophus. Experimentator vero dicit, quod sanguisuga 
evomit senguinem quem hausit, ut recentiorem bibat. Cum 
urticis at tribulis pungitur, ut venenum evomat, si quod 
in bestils auf bufonibus vol serpentibus aquaticis hausfit. 
Cum carni adheserit, quanto magis trahitur, tanto fortis 
insidet, donec rumpatur. Sanguinem putridum extrahit: 
alum sanando se ipsum occidit. Os habet ad modum trianguli, 
uncle triangulare vulnus relinquit. (3 further lines later 
addition) 
Enigrnata XLIII 
Lurida per latices c nosas lustro paludes; 
Nam mihi composuit nomen fortuna cruentem, 
Rubro dum bibulls vescor do sanguine buccis. 
Ossibus et pedibus geminisque caret o lacertis, 
Corpora vulneribus sed morden dira trisulcis 












OLD ENGLISH GLOSSARY 
All words found in the text are listed. For frequently used 
words, only the first few locations are cited; ato. Indicates 
that there are further occurrences of the word. 
The glossary is based on the forms found in V. Forms found 
exclusively in T are noted where they are significantly 
different or In instances where readings frcz T have been 
preferred for this edition. In such cases both forms appear 
in the glossary. 
The most frequently used spelling has been selected as the 
head-word. Inflected forms found in the text and any variant 
spellings present are listed under the head-word. 
The prefix ge- is ignored for filing purposes. 
a adv. ever 8,6 
0 4,5. 
abysgian u vb. 2 to occupy; busy; engage 
abysgode p. part. 12,20 abiscode 1 2,20T. 
acennan W. vb. 1 to bear; beget 
acenned p. part. 4,3; 5,1; 28,2. akenned 30, IT 
ac ende 7,1; 11,2; 13,9; 15,2 etc. akende 7,11; 11,2T etc. 
acwellan w. vä. 1 to strike down; slay 
acwealde pret. 3 shag. 22,12T. 
after prep. w. dat. after 34,9T. 
a after Dan adv. then; after that 29,11. 
&mette subst. f. ant 
amettan nom. pZ. 12,7; 12,18; 12,19 mmetan 12,3 
ama3ttan 12,3T. 
ar conj. before 12,13; 23,11. 
xren adj. made of brass; brazen 
aerenum dat. pl. 32,5T. 
at prep. ºa. dat. at 33,1; 32,7V. 
aethrinan w. vb. 2 to touch; grasp 
a thrinec pres. 3 sing. 4,5; ft , 
b; uthrina3 pras. 3 pZ. 8,6T. 
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aedm subst. m. breath; vapour; smell 
e ne dat. sing. 34,9T. 
a wise adj. shameless; foul 
a: wisce nom. pl. f. 22,13. 
akennan see acennan. 
an prep. see on. 
an num. one f. nom. sing. 3,11, T; 9,3; 25,3; 27,8 
anum dat. sing. n. 14,4. 
and conj. and 2,3; 2,4; 2,5; 2,6; 3,6; 3,9; 3,10 etc. 
ansyn see onsyn 
anwald subst. m. power 
anwalde dat. sing. 20,8 anwealde 20,8T. 
arisan s. vb. 1 to rise; arise 
arisep pres. 3 sing. 34,11T. 
assa su tst. m. ass; donkey 
assan nom. pl. 7, IT. 
awce stm adj. high 
awa: stme nom. pl. m. 30,3T. 
balzamum subst. balsam nom. sing. 28,2 
balsamum 28,2T. 
ban subst. n. bone 
bane dat. sing. 33,4T. 
be prep. w. dat. by; by means of II, 7; 23,1; 23,4; 32,9V. 
beard suäst. m. beard 
beardas acc. pl. 11,4; 21,3. 
begeondan prep. w. dat. beyond; across 16,1. 
begyrnan w. vb. 1 to govern; täke care of 
begymep pres. 3 sing. 32,9T. 
beon anom. vb. to be 
pres. 3 sing. is 2,2; 2,5; 3,1; 3,4; 3,5T; 3,9; 4,1 etc. 
b13 8,11; 10,5; i4,5T etc. bye 9, IIT; I0,5T; 27,4T etc. 
pres. 3 pZ. syndon 3,5; 3,7; 4,6 etc. sindon 11,6T; 22,2T 
syndan 3,7T; 12,, 6T; 16,5T etc s eondan 17,1; 18,4 24,3 
synd 16,5; 24,2 
beo3 3,2; 4,3; 5,1; 7,1 etc. bio3 11,6T; 
fooo 
syn pric. subj. 3 p1.12,22T 
was pret. 3 sing. 23,12; 32,3 
warron pret. 3 pZ. 22,10. 
berge sulat. f. berry; grape 
bergean acc. pZ. 33,2 berian 33,2T 
bergean dat. pZ. 33,3. 
beswican s. v b. 1 betray; seduce; lead astray; deceive 
beswicac4 pres. 3 pZ. 29,10. 
betwih prep. w. dat. between 13,1; 13,3; 20,5 
betwyh 13,3T betwyn 13, IT betweoh 20,5T. 
bisceop sult. m. bishop; priest 
bisceopes gen. sing. 32,8V. 
b1ac adj. black 
blaces n. gcn. sing. 12,6. 
b1a tern subst. n. lantern; candle nom. eing. 6,9 
blacern 6,9T; 31,4. 
blod sutzst. n. blood 
blode dat. sing. 15,7. 
brad ac j. broad; wide n:. nam. sing. 6,2T 
brade m. nom. pZ. 18,5; 30,3V. 
brad sutst. f. breadth; width 
band e dat. sing. 3.9; 30,3T; 32,2. 
breost subst. n. breast; chest aec. pt. 21,3 
breo stum dat. pZ. 16,3; 18,3. 
bringan s. vb. 3. to bring 
bringap pres. 3 pt. 14,9. 
buan vb. to dwell; live; be bl-A0. XI 02 Qxr4 r , 4- 
buec3pres. 3 sing. 6,3T buaa pres. 3 pt. 3,3; 8,2; 23,7. 
burh sulut. f. city; fortress acc. sing. 3,3; 3#5; 9,1 
burge gen. sing. ' 3,4 burghe 3,4T 
byrig dat. eing. 3,5T 
burgum dat. pZ. 10,6. 
buton prep. w. dat. without; except for 18,2; 29,12; 32,9 
butan 18,2T; 29,12T; 32,8T. 
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byrnan w. vb. 3 to burn 
byrnende pres. part. f. nom. sing. 35,4T. 
camb subat. m. comb; crest (of a bird) 
cambas acc. pl. 34,7T. 
ceald adj. cold m. nom. sing. 27,5;. 27.6 
cald 27,5T; 27,6?. 
cene adj. bold 
cenestan super. n. nom. pl. 21,8 kenestan 21,8T. 
cennan w. vb. 1 to beget; reproduce inf. 14,7 
cende p. part. l0,1 ; I2,2 etc. kende 19, IT etc. kenned 28,2T. 
ceremonn see cypemonn 
cinnamomum subst. cinnamon nom. sing. 34,8T. 
cneow subst. n. knee acc. sing. 11,4 
cneo nom. sing. 14,5T cneowu acc. pZ. 14,5. 
cuman s. v b. 4 to come 
cymc pres. 3 sing. 23,10 cyme(3' 23,1 OT 
com pret. 3 sing. 23,12. 
cunnan vb. to know 
cunnon pres. 3 p1.29,6. 
cuc adj. wets -known; f amiliar 
cu'ra m. gen. pl. 29,9. 
cu'lice adv. certainly 16p5. 
cwellan w. vb. 1 to ki i I; slay inf. 23,13 
cwealde pret. 3 sing. 22,12. 
gecynd subst. n. kind; offspring 
gecynda acc. pl. 14,9. 
c ynedom subs t. m. kingdom 
cynedome dat. sing. 20.8 kynedome 20,, 8T. 
cyning subst. m. king 
cinges gen. sing. 32,4T 
cyningas nom/acc. pZ. 23,6; 27,2. kyningas 27., 2T. 
cyninga gen-pl. 23,8. 
cyn subst. n. race; kind nom. sing. 23,1 
cynnes gen. sing. 29,7 kynnes 29,7T 
cyn nom-Pl. 21,8 kynn 21,8T. 
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cypemonn cuZut. m. mdrehant 
cypemonnum dat. pZ. 3, IT ceremonnum 3,1 V. 
dag sub3t. m. day 
daege s gen. sing. 12,9; 27,5; 27,6 
dagum dat. pZ. 32,4. 
dael subet. m. portion nom. sing. 29,5 
daele dat. sing. 23,5; 23p8. 
gedefe adj. decent; quiet rn. nom. pl. 32,8T. 
gedefelic adj. proper; honest 
gedefelice m. nom. pZ. 20,7T. 
delfan s. vb. 3 to dig 
delfaa pres. 3 pZ. 12,7. 
deor subst. n. animal nom. pl. 5, $; 5,4; 5,8; 21,8; 23,2 etc. 
dedrweorc adj. precious; valuable 
deorworaan n. nom. pZ. 20,9T 
deorweordesta supert. m. yu"i. sing. 28j2 
deorwyrpystan m. norn. pZ. 24,1 deorweoraastan 34,8T 
deorweorctan 24, IT. 
don vb. do; cause; make inf. 23,14T 
tciºon f. fpa. i. 21,4. 
draca subst. m. dragon 
dracan nom. pl. 19, IT dracena gen. pl. 19,4. 
dun subst. f. hill; mountain HOfl7. sing. 20,3; 34, IT; 35,1T etc. 
dune dat. sing. 20,, 5; 2108; 34,1 T Set alSo ogc3 v-ne 
duna gen. pZ. 20,6. 
dyrstig ac U. audacious; bold 
dyrstige m*rorr. pl. 12,10 
ea suist. f. river nom-Sing. 12,1 acc. sing. 12,13 cta. 
dat. sing. 16,1 gen. pZ. 13,6 can dat. pZ. 13,1 . 
eac adv. also; moreover 5; 1; 10,1; 32,7T. 
eage subct. n. eye 
eagan nom. pt. 6,9; 31,3 acc. pZ. 5,5; 18,3. 
1 
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eahta num. eight 2,3; 2,5; 5,4; 9,2; 18,4; 18,5. 
ealdor subst. m. chief; prince nom. sing. 13,6. 
eall .adj. all 
ealne m. acc. sing. 29,12 eal n. acc. sing. 4,6 eall 4,6T 
ea11 f. ace. sing. 29,61" ealra f. gen. pZ. M, 6eallum m. dat. pl. 6,4; 13, 
eall adv. entirely; wholly 28,2T; 35,4T. 
ealond su tst. n. island nom. sing. 29,, l ; 31,1 ; 32,1 pl. 18,1 
ealand 29, I T; 31, I T; 32, IT ealande dat. sing. 2,4. 
eare su hst. f. ear acc. sing. 30,6 
earan nom. pl. 30,8 acc. pl. 17,4; 30,4; 30,10. 
earn subst. m. eagle 
earnes gen. sing. 34,3T. 
east adv. east; eastwards 16,1; 30,1; 32,7T 
eastliaende see gzmstliýende 
eadelice sae ypelice 
eft adv. again 34, IIT. 
ele subst. m. oil nom. sing. 28,2. 
eletreow subst. n. oIi ve tree 
eletreowum dat. pZ. 28,1. 
elpend subst. m. elephant 
elpenda gen. pl. 33,4T ylpenda 13, IOT. 
eireordig adj. barbarian; foreign-speaking 
elreordge m. nom. pl. 27,1 ellreordig 27, IT 
elreordegestan supl. m. nom. pl. 27,3 elreordigestan 27,3T, 
embe prep. w. acc. around; about 12,19 
ymbe I2, I9T ymb 21,1. 
eof er subst. m. boar 
eoferes gen. sing. 10,4; 22,3; 22,9T 
eorae subst. f. earth 
eorpan acc. sing. 8,10 dat. sing. 12.. 8. 
eosel subst. m. ass; donkey 
eoseles gen. sing. 17,1.; 22,9V eoselas nom. pZ. 7,. 
etan s. vb. 5 to eat 
etap pres. 3 pl. 11,7. 
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gefcctan w. vb. 1 ro load, pack 
gefataýY pres. 3 pl. 12,15. 
fallic see fullic 
faran s. vb. 6 to go; travel %Q1O. ro n gin! Ici. d* 
f erea pres. 3 sing. 4, I ft era 4,11; 6,11 
fared 12,21 (for pl. ); 13,6T 
f arO pres. 3 p1.12,21T; 14,7 faren stbj. pres. 3 pZ. 12,13. 
feax subst. n. hair aac. sing. 11,5; 14,6; 22,4, 
fedan w"vb"1 to nurture; raise; bring up 
feda3 pres. 3 pZ. 21,7. 
fela pron. many 23,8; 23,9. 
gefellan w. vb. 1 to fell; slay 
gefylde p. part. 22,10 gofelde 22,10T. 
feor adv. far; far away 5,3; 15,7; 25,8; 30,111T. 
feorrian w. vb. 2 to withdraw; remove to a distance 
f eorriaa pres. 3 pZ. 15,7T; 25,13T. 
feower rzwn. four 34,2T. 
geferan ravb. 1 to go; travel inf. 35,37 
fifi um. five card. nn. r. o". 2,2 
f if t an ord. f. acc. sing. 12,9. 
fiftig nwn. fifty 
f if t ige s n. 9en" 19,2; 33,2. 
fiftyne MM. fifteen m. nom. 2,6; 14,2; 30,3. 
fisc subst. m. fish 
fixurn dat. pZ. 11,7 fisceon 11,7T. 
f1xsc cuivt. n. meat; fI esh 
f laesce dat. sin g. 23,4. 
fleogan s"v "2 to fly fleogan sutj. pres. 3 p1.12,22 
fleogen subj. pres. 3 p1.30,11 fleogende Pile.. part. n. nom- PI- 12,22T 
fleon s. vb. 2 to flee 
fleoýpres. 3 pl. 5,3; 8,10; 15,7; 25,8; 30,11. 
flowan s. vb. 7 to flow 
flowed pres. 3 sin3.13,6. 
fola sulet. n. foal; young animal 
folan acc. pZ. 12,12; 12,13. 
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folgian w. vb. 1 to follow; pursue 
folgiende pres. part. m. nom. sing. 15,7. 
fon subst. f. winnowing fan nom. sing. 15,5; 30,5 
fann 15,5T; 30,5T. 
gefon s. vb. 7 to seize inf. 5,8T; 22,125 
gefoa pres. 3 p1.16,6T 29,11V. 
for prep.:, '. dat. because of 8,3; 8,1 1; 9,5; 19,3 etc. 
for cam ýe conj. because 35,3T. 
foranrO)t subst.,: e(e c\. ýoc-ýr, cýýh1-e c a&. scýq. t2, 
' 
forbaernan w. vb. 1 to burn up 
forba rnaa pres. 3 p1.4,6. 
fore prep. w. dat. instead of 21,6. 
forlmtan s. vb. 7 to abandon; forsake 
forizetadT pres. 3 pZ. 12,17. 
fot suLet. m. foot 
fet acc. pl. 5,4; 12,14,5; 16,2; 17,4; 22,8; 34,2T. 
fota gen. pl. 14,2; 15,4; 16,3; 16,4; 18,4; 18,5 etc. 
fotmae 1 subst. n. foot-measure; twelve inches 
fotmcela gen. pl. 11,2; 19,2; 30,3; 33,2; 33,5T. 
fram see from 
freawlitig add'. nobly beautiful 
freawliti n. nom. pl. 23,2 freawlitige 23,2T. 
fremde adi. strange; foreign 
fremdes n. gen. sing. 29,7. 
fremful i. generous; hospitable 
fremfulle m. nom. pl. 23,9 fremfulfe 23,9T. 
fretan s. vb. 5 to eat up; devour 
fretaa pres. 3 p1.16,6; 29,12. 
frihtere suZut. m. soothsayer; fortune teller 
frihteras nom. pl. 29,3T frifteras 29,3V. 
from prep. w dat. from, near 2,1; 3,6; 8,1; 9,1; 12,8 etc. 
fram 8, I T; 9, I T; 12,8T etc. frxm 23,7V. 
fruma subst. m. beginning 1, 
Sie oý1ýt'urnc r. 
fugel subst. m. bird 
fugeles gen. sing. 17,4 fugles 17,4T 
fugelas non-pt- 25,7; 34,2T. 
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fugelcynn cubst. n. species of birc 
fullic adj. full (see Conanentary) 
fullicra f. gen. pZ. 13,6T. 
gefyllan w. vb. 1 to fill 
gefylled p. pai+t. 6,4T; 10,7. 
f yr subst. n. fire 
f yre s gen. sing. 10,5 
fyre dat, sing. 8,9. 
nom. ainQ. 34,2T; 34,4T. 
acc. sing. 34,10 
gcestlipend adj. hospitable 
g estlilbende m. nom. pl. 23,6 eastliaende (error) 23,61. 
garsecg subst. m. ocean 
garsegcges gen. sing. 25,2 garsecges 25,2T 
garsecge dat. sing. 23,1; 23,7. 
gear subst. m. year 
geara gen. pl. 23,9 
gearum dat. pl. 34,9. 
geneornesse see geornfulnysse 
geong adj. young m. nom. sing. 34,11T. 
geornfulnys su tat. f. eatgerness; diligence; zeal 
geornfulnysse dat. sing. 8,8T geneornesse 8,8v. 
gif conj. if; when 4,4; 5,7; 8,6; $5,6T; 23,10 etc. 
gyf 4,4T; 5,7T; 8,6T; 15,6; 23,10T etc. 
girun subst. m. gem; precious stone 
gimmas nom. pt. 20,9T gymras 33,3T. 
god suýst. n. property; goods 
godum dat. pl. 6,4T. 
gold subst. n. gold acc. sing. 12,7; 12,10; 12,15 
golde dat. sing. 12,20. 
grashoppa subat. n. grasshopper; locust 
greshoppan non. pZ. 12,5. 
great adj. thick; large 
greate m. nom. pZ. 19,3. 
grimlice adv. fiercely; savagely 5,8. 
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growan s. vb. 7 to grow 
growaa pres. 3 pl. 24,2. 
gyf see gif 
gyfan s. vb. 5 to give 
gifa3 pres. 3 pl. 23,10 
gylden adj. golden 
gylde 33, IT. 
g y= see gimm 
gyfaF 23, IOT. 
nom.. sing. 33,1 
habban h. vb. 3 to have 
haf aa pres. 3 sing. 6,5; 33,2. 
habbae ' pres. 3 pl. 5,4; 6,7; 7,1 ; 8,5; 10,3,11,4 etc. 
hand subst. f. hand acc. sing. 30,10. 
hat adj. hot m. nom. sing. 27,5; 27,6. 
hatan s. v b. 7 to command; order; call; name 
hate pres. 3 sing. 24,4; 3A-, 8T 
hatte pass. pres. 3 sing. 2,2; 2,3; 2,6; 3,6; 3,10; 6, IT etc. 
hatton pass. pres. 3 pZ. 8,4; 17,3 hattan 8,4T; 17,3T 
het pret. 3 sing. 3,8 
haten p. part. 4,2; 12,2; 13,8 
hatene p. part. nom. pZ. 10,2; 11,6. 
he pron. m. nom. sing. 8,6; 22,13; 23,12; 34, I0T 
hyne ace. sing. 16,6; 29,8 hine 16,6T; 29,8T; 29,10 etc. 
his gen. sing. 4,6; 29,8; 29,12T; 34,9T 
heo f. nom. sing. 13,6 
hi nom. pl. 4,6T; 5,3T; 8,6Tetc. by 4,6; 5,3; 5,8 etc. 
hi acc. pZ. 4,4; 5,7T; 12,18T etc. by 12,18; 22,10 etc. 
hyra gen. pZ. 4,5T; 8,8T; 12,12 etc. heora 8,8; 10,5; 18,3 etc. 
him dat. pZ. 5,7; 12,11; 15,6; 20,8T; 21,4; 23,6T; 23,10 etc. 
heafod subst. n. head ace. sing. 30,4; 34,3T 
heafde dat. sing. 14,4; 29,4; 29,12; 29,13; 34,7T. 
heafdu norn. pl. 15,3 acc. pl. 5,6; 6,7; 10,4 etc. 
he of da norn. pl. 15,3T acc. pl. 5,6T; 6,7T; 10,4T etc, 
heafdum dat. pZ. 18,2. 
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heah adj. high 
hyhst cuperl. fnom. sing. 20,6 higest 20,6T. 
gehealdan s. vb. 7 to hold; keep; govern 
gehealde3 pres. 3 sing. 32,9T 
healdap pres. 3 pZ. 8#8. 
healf subst. f. half; side adj, half f. non. aing. 3,11; 9,3ete. 
half f"-sing. 3,1 IT 
healfe acc. 3ifkg. 8,1; 11,, 1; 25,2. h ealth ýq t . m. Cýnoceýlý, o1.. ýs h l os Horn. pQ. 10ýý. 
iýeNSt1ýýeýd 
cýo . ee heia , ý 
helan acc. pZ. 11,5; 22,4. 
hen subst. f. hen 
henna nom. pl " 4,3 
heow see hiw 
hi see he 
hiw subst. n. colour 
hiwes gen. sing. 4,4T; 15,3T; 16,4T; 24,3T 
heowes 4,4; 12,6; 15,3 hyiwes 24,3. 
hof sub3t. n.. house; hail; court 
hofa acc. pZ. 32,8T. 
horn subst. m. horn 
hornas acc. pl. 7,2.; 8,5. 
hors subst. n. horse 
horses gen sing. 10,3; 21,4. 
hreedliee adv. swiftly; quickly 12,21; 30,11. 
hragl cubst. n. clothing hrcgle dat, sirg. 21,4. 
hreaw adz. raw 
hreawvmm. dat. sing. 23,4 hreawan 23,41 
hreawum m. dat. pl. 1 17 . 
hr}idler su, st. m. cow; ox 
}iryc'ere s gcn. Sing. 34,3T. 
hund sUbst. m. dog 
hundas W"pZ. 12,3 
'. h: unda gen. pt. 10,4 
hundum dat. pl. 21,6T: 
hund muht. hundred 2,2; 2,3; 9,2; 9,3. 
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hundicgea see huntigystra 
hundteontig num. hundred nom. sing. 2,5; 2,6. 
hundteot ige gen. sing. 19,2V; hundteont ige s 
hunig suht. m. honey 
hunie dat. sing. 23,4 hunige 23,4T. 
gehuntigan w. vb. 2 to hunt 
gehuntiga3 pres. 3 p1.23,9T, 
huntigystra su''st. f. huntress 
hunt igystran acc. pl. 21,5T 
hundicgean 21,5V. 
hwil subst. f. period of time; while 
hwile acc. sing. 12,19. 
hyd subst. f. hide; skin 
hyda acc. pl. 21,4. 
gehyran w. vb. 2 to hear 
gehyraa pres. 3 pt. 5,3. 
9, Zf', 33,2. 
hwit adj. white n. acc. sing. 14,3 
hwite m. nom. pZ. 30,8. 
hwitnys subst. f. whiteness 
hwitnysse dat. sing. 22, rT hiwnesse (error in V) 22,71. 
hwylc adj. some; whatever m. nom. sing. 4,4; 5,7; 15,6T; 23,110T. 
hwilc 15,6; 23,10 hlyc 4,4T 
hwilcne m. acc. sing. 8,6; 25,8 hwylcne 8,6T; 15,6; 16,5 etc. 
ilcan f. dat. sing. 12,1; 32,7 ylcan 12, I T; 32,7x; 34-,, 4T. 
in prep. '., ). dat. in 3,5 12,1; 14,9; 15,1; 29,1; 31,2T. 
isern adj. iron 
isernum n. dat. pl. 32,5. 
is pron. 
us dat. pl. 4,4; 29,3. 
ilca adj. same 
kene see cene 
kennan see cennan 
kynedom see cynedom 
kyning see cyning 
kynn see cynn 
y1 J10 
gelaeccan v. vb. 1 to seize 
gelccccac pres. 3 p1.16,6. 
la dan 'J. V b. 1 to lead; bring; carry 
la dA pres. 3 pZ. 12,11. 
Lassa comp. adj. lessor; smaller 
la s san n. gen. sing. 2,2; 2,5; 3,5; 3,9; 6,2 etc. 
l, etan s. vb. 7 to permit; allow 
la ten Ores. cu lj. 3 pl. 23,11. 
land subst. n. land nom. sing. 3,9; 6, I T etc. acc. sing. 19,5 
lend nom. ciýu, 1.3,9T 
landes gen. sing. 11,1 
lande dat. sing. 2,1; 7,1 ;11,2; 13,6; 30,9 
landum dat, pl. 8,7; 15,6, - 20,2, - 25,8; 30,9. 
landbuend cubst. m. colony; colonisation n07. sing. 2.1. 
landgemare subst. n. boundary; frontier ncn. pl. 23,, 7T 
landgema: ra 23,7. 
lang J" long n. nom. sing. 6,2 f. nom. sing. 33,5T 
lange r. orn. pl. 11,3T; 14,2; 15,4 etc. f acc. s. r . 14.5 
longe acc. pl. 25,7 long 25,71. 
laX subst. n. evil; harm; injury acc. sing. 23,14 
late s gen. sing. 23,14T 
lawernbeame cubst. m. laurel tree 
lawernbeabe (error in 1) dat. cing. 28,1V 
laurbeame 28,11. 
leaslic ad`'. false; dishonest 
leaslicum n. dat. pl. 29,10. 
leg su Lzt. nr. flame narr. sing. 10,5 
fig 10,51. 
lendunu subst. n. loins 
lendunum dat. pl. 22,6 lendenuni 22,6r. 
lengu subst. f. length 
lenge dat. sing. 3,9; 11,2, - 19,2; 32,2; 33,5T. 
leodhata subst. rn. tyrant leodhatan acc. pl. 23,7. 
leoht adj. light 
leohte n. noni. pl. 30,8. 
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leohte adv. brightly 6,9; 31,4. 
leon subst. m. lion 
leona gen. pl. 15,3 
leon (retransZation) 21,7V leones see leuu 
leopardus subet. m. leopard 
leopardos acc. pZ. 21,7T. 
leuu subst. f. league (Gallic unit of measurement) 
leuua acc. pZ. 2,3T; 2,6T; 3,6T; 3,10T; 9,3T etc. 
l eon (error in VI 3,6V; 3,10V leones 2,3V; 2,6V; 9, SV etc. 
libban see lifian 
liblac sul t. n. witchcraft; poisoning nom. rl. 4,6 l,, -, lac 4,61. 
lie subst. n. body nom. sing. 22,7acc. sing. 4,6 lice dat. sirg. 29,5T. 
gelic adj. similar n. norn. sing. 29,5T 
lichoma subst. m. body 
lichoman dat. sing. 5,8; 22,13; 30,8. 
gelicnes subst. f. form; likeness 
gelicnesse dat. sing. 25,6. 
lifian w. vb. 3 to live; live upon 
lyfaa pres. 3 sing. 23,9 lifag 23,9T 
lifiA pres. 3 pl. 11,7; 23,4 1ibbaa 11,7T lifigeaa 23,4T 
lifede pret. 3 sing. 32,9V 
lif iende pres. part. f. acc. pZ. 22,12. 
li3elic adj. soft; gentle; mild 
lipelice f. acc. sing. 25,7. 
lond see land 
lond buni s subst. f. colony; settlement nom. sing. 3,1; 13,1 
lanbunes nom. sing. 3, IT londbunes 13, I T. 
long see lang 
lox subst. m. panther 
loxas acc. pl. 21,7V. 
mxg subst. m. kinsman; relative 
magas acc. pl. 29,8. 
mmnegeo subst. f. multitude nom. sing. 2,4 
menigeo 2,4T 
manego dat. sing. 8,3; 9,5mmnigeo 8,3T menigeo 9,5T 
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minnigfeald sea monigfeald 
ma--rau subst. f. wonder; symbol of glory 
marrcTa nom. pZ. 3,7. 
ma2st see micel 
magan s. vb. 5 to be able 
mzng pres. 3 sing. 19,4; 19,5T; 35,3T 
mehte pret. 3 sing. 22,13 mihte 22,13T. 
man suZst. m. man, one nan. sing . 4,4; 15,6; 24,4T etc. 
mon 4,1; 4,4T; 5,7; 6,1T; 8,9; 23,10; 24,4 etc. 
man acc. sing. 8,6; 16,5etemann 16,5T; W3 annan 29,7 etc. nwnnon t5, G 
manne s gen. sing. 5,3; 29,5T 
men norn. pt . 11,2; 12,10 etc. menu 18,2T; 20,7T; 23,3T etc. 
men acc. pl. 15,8 menn 15,8T 
manna gen. pl. 19,4; 29,9 
mannum dat. pt. 35,3T. 
mana suZst. f. mane 
manan acc. sing. 10,3T mana 10,3V. 
mancyn cubst. n. race of men nom-sing. 23,8; 29,2 
moncyn 24,3; 29,2T 
mannkynn 23,8T; 24,3T. 
maneö ad<j. many 
manege m. nom. pl. 23,8T. 
mara see micel 
r: armorstan suWt. m. marble 
marmorstanes gen. sing. 22,7. 
menigeo see ma negeo 
mennisc adj. human 
mennisce acc. si? i. 3.29,5; 29,6 mennisc 29,6T 
menniscum dat. sing. 25,5. 
menniscnes subst. f. humanity; kindness 
menniscnesse 'en. sin3.23,13 menniscnysse 23,13T. 
meolc sulzt. f. milk norr. sing. 30,9. 
mere sub3t. f. mare; female animal 
merar. acc. pZ. 12,12; 12,15 myran 12,12T; 12,15T 
merun dat. pl. 12,20 - myran 12,20T. 
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meregrot subst. n. pearl 
meregrota nom. pZ. 33,3T. 
mete subs t. m. food acc. sing. 32,8V. 
micel adj. big; great m. nom. sing. 2,4 rnico, 13, $ %cckoº 
micelne m. acc. sing. 15,5 
miclan n. gen. sing. 2,3; 2,6; 3,10; 9,3 etc. micclan 2,3T etc. 
miclan m. dat. sing. 22,11 mycclan 22,11T 
micle n. acc. sing. 13,8micel 30,4 
miclan nom. pZ. 3,7 etc. mycclan 3,7T etc. micle 12,3 
micle acc. pl. 7,1 ; 8,5 
maran comp. n. gen. sing. 3,6; 27,8; 28,4T 
mimst superl. f. nom. sing. 3,4; 20,6 rnxsre- 2D, 3 
mstan f. dat. sing. 7,2. 
micelnes subst. f. size; greatness 
micelnesse dat. sing. 3,1 g, 4micelnysse Ig, 4Tmycelnysse 22.10T. 
mid prep. with; among 4,4; 8,9; 1 2,1 1; 12,12; 12,20 etc. 
mil su Let. f. mile nom. sing. 3,1 J; 9,3; 25,3; 27,8 
mila nom. pl. 6,2; 9,2; 27,7T. 
milgetael subst. n. measurement for distances 
milgeta3ies gen. sing. 2,2 etc. milgeteles 9,2; 9,3 etc. 
gemon adj. maned; having a mane 
gemonu n. nom. pl. 15,3. 
mona su Zst. m. moon 
monan gen. sing. 27,4; 27,6. 
moncyn see mancyn 
monigfeald adj. many; manifold 
monigfealde f. aec. pZ. 23,6 ma-, nigfealde 23,6T. 
muc' subst. m. mouth acc. sing. 15,5; 18,3. 
myre see mere 
na--dre subst. f. snake 
naedran nom. pl. 6,7; 8,10 neddran 8,8; 8,10T acc. pl. 6,5 
naedrena gen. pZ. 8,3; 9,5 nae&ar r%o- %21 q, 51. 
nzenig adj. none; not any m. nom. sing. 19,4T; 35,3T 
na~nine m. acc. sing. 32,8V. 
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nafola su'st. m, navel 
nafolan acc. sing. 25,, 5; 29, ,4 naf clan 25,5T; 29,4T. 
naht adv. not; not at aIi 19,4T. 
nama subst. m. name nam. sing. 3,4 
noma 3,4T 
naman acc. pl. 29,9. 
nan n: an. no; none 1904V; 23014V. 
nawiht pron. nothing 23014T. 
ne neg. part. not 19,4; 32, W etc. conj. neither .. nor 23,13; 23,14. 
neah prep. near 10,6; 23,7. 
neaht see niht 
ne b subst. n. face; nose aec, pt. 14,4. 
nemnan w. vb. 1 to name; call 
nemnac pres. 3 pZ. I3,72 tnamna3 13,7T; 29,8T 
nemned p. part. 16,5; 29,3 nemde 16,5T; 21,5. 
nest subct. n. nest nan. sing. 34,8T. 
niht subst. f. right acc. sinj. 30,6 
nihtes gcn. sin3.6,9; 27,5; 27,6 neahtes 27,6T 
nihte dat. sing. 31,4. iea. 4so 
genihtsurris subst. f. abundance nar. sin, 3.8,7. 
genihtsumnys 8,7T. 
niman s. vb. 4 to take; seize; capture 
n ime3r pres. 3 sing. 8,9 
nimaca pres. 3 pl. 12,1IT; 30, IO1i ymaea 30,10 
nieten sub j. pres. 3 pZ. 12,10. 
noma see narna 
nosu subst. f. nose 
nosa acc. sir,. 3.14,5. 
o see- (: %- 
Of prep. w. dat. of; from; out of 8,10; 9,3; 12,8; 13,6 cto. 
ofacennan v. v5.1 to-bear; give birth 
ofacende p. part. 24,2. ogdv. ne odr. R 0. 
of er prep. t. acc. over; above; across 12,13; 12,21; 29,13. 
oferfon e. vb. 7 to capture 22,19. 
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olfend subst. m. camel 
olfendan gen. sing. 22,8 olfenda gen. pl. 13, IOY; 22, Sr. 
on prep. on; in 2,2; 2,4; 3,2; 3,9; 7,1; 8,1 etc. 
onc-clan "j. vb. 1 to kindle; set fire to 
onale3 pres. 3 sing. 8,9; 34, l0T 
onelA pres. 3 pl. 5,8V " 
onele subj. pres. 3 sing. 31,4 ona--le 31,4T. 
onf indan s. vb. 3 to discover; perceive 
onf indA pres. 3 pZ. 12,18. 
onfon s. vb. 7 to take; seize Oro' 'ZS tT 
ý ý t4, Q beýinert OnPr, rr%o. n in d T ongen a v. back 5,8 . 
ongietan s. vb. 5 to perceive; recognise 
ongyt a3 pres. 3 pl. 25., 8; 30,9 ong it as 15.. 6; 25,8T; 30,9T. 
onlic adj. like; similar onlice nom. pl. 4,3e= 
onsittan s. vb. 5 to sit upon 
onsitta31, pres. 3 pl. 12,15. 
onsyn subst. f. appearance 
onsyne dat. sing. 24,3 ansyne 24,3T. 
onweg adv,.. away; 23,11. 
orocT subst. n. breath nom. sing. 10,5 
oru(T 10,5T. 
ostre subst. f. oyster 
ostrum dat. pZ. 32,9V. 
oa prep. up to; as far as 3,3; 6,3T; 9,1; 11,4; 11,5 etc. 
oaer pron. other; the other m. nom. sing. 27,4 
opran n. dat. sing. 30,6. 
adj. o'er m. nom. sing 29,5; 35,3T n. nom. sing. 18,11; 20, l etc. 
operne m. acc. sing. 32,8V &er n. ctcc. sing. 3o, 6 
obere vorn. pZ. 18,1; 22,1 ogre 22, tT . 
o3ae conj. or; otherwise 4,5; 8,6; 15,6; 25,8; 30,9 etc. 
oxa su3st. m. ox; cow 
oxan gen. sing. 22,5 nom. pl. 7, t 
oxna gen-pl. 3,2 
I 
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pawa subct. m. peacock 
pawan nom. pZ. 34#7T. 
pipor suht. m. pepper nor'-sing. 8,11; 9,2 aea. c1n3. ß, 8; 8, g 
pipores gen. sing. 8,7. 
quietus adj. (drain directly from Latin text) 32,8V. 
ra3e adv. quickly 5,3T. 
read adj. red 
reades n. gen. sing. 4,4; 12,6 
reade acc. pt. 14,5. 
gereord subs t. f. language; tongue acc. sing. 
rest subst. f. couch; bed nom. cing. 
rice subst. n. kingdom; empire nom. sing. 
rice s gen. sing. 23,5. 
rim subst. n. number 
rime clot. sing. 2,2T gerime 2,2 
sacerd sutat. m. priest nom. sing. 
sae su lut. m/f. sea nom. sing. 
gescmlan u. vb. 1 to tie up 
gesaelaa pres. 3 pt. 12,13. 
sarogimm sul t. m. hand-carved gem 
sarogimmas non. pZ. 20,9V saragirzinas 
sceap subst. n. sheep 
sceapes gen. sing. 17,4 
sceapa gen. pl. 2,4. 







gesceape aaz. stng. L 1, D gescape 25,5T. 
scinan s. vb. 1 to shine 
scinaa pres. 3 pZ. 6,9; 31,4. 
scinlac subot. n. sorcery; witchcraft; poisoning 
scinlace dat. sing. 21,9V. 
scip subst. n. ship 
sc ipum dat. pZ. 14,8. 
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sconca subst. m. leg; shank 
sconcan acc. pl. 16,3; 25,7 sceancan 16,3T; 25,7T. 
se dem. and rel. pron.; def. art. the; thatm. nom. sing. 3,8; 8,11 etc. 
Pone m. acc. sing. 8,8; 8,9; 20,8; 25,5; 29,4. 
Pies m. gen. sing. 25,2; 32,4T 
Jb, m m m. dat. sing. 4,3; S, 2 etc. Pam 7,2T an 4,3T 
seo f. nom. sing. 2,1; 3j; 3,4T etc. s io 3,4; 
Pa f. acc. sing. 8,1; 8,9; 8,10; 9,1; I%, l etc. 
Pa-are f. gen. sing. 3.4 
Ptn. nom. sing. 3,9; 6, I T; 6,2 etc, acc. sing, 12,10; 12,15 etc. 
Px s n. gen. sing. 2,2; 2,3; 2,5; 2,6; 3,5; 3,6 etc. 
on n. dat. sing. 12,10; 18,2 etc. pam 12, I CT; 12,20; 18,2T etc. 
pa nom. pl. 3,3; 3,7; 5,3 etc. acc. pZ. 12,13; 12,15 etc, 
Para gen. pl. 6,9; 8,3; 9, Wetc. Diaara 6,9T; 5,5T; 21,8T etc. 
pa-- m dat. pZ. 8,3; 10,6 etc. Pam 12,20; 24, IT; 25,8T etc. 
seas subst. m. lake nom. sing. 27,4; 27,6 
seaaas nom-pl. 27,3. 
seofon num. seven 16,4 
seofan 16,4T. 
geseon s. vb. 5 to see; observe 
geseop pres. 3 pl. 29,7; 30,9. 
setl subst. n. seat; throne nom. sing. 32,8V. 
gesettan +a. vb. 1 to set; place; establish 
geseted p. part. 3,1; 13,3. 
side cu Let. f. side 
sidan ace. pZ. 16,3. 
side adv. widely; far 11,4; 21,3; 22,4. 
sittan s. vb. 5 to sit 
sittac pres. 3 pt. 29,13. 
six see syx 
slean s. vb. 6 to slay; strike; kill 
s1ead7l pres. 3 pt. 8,6. 
song adv. immediately; at once 4,6; 5,6; 8,6. 
stadium subst. n. unit of measure - 125 paces or 625 Roman feet 
stadia pZ. 2,2T; 2,5T stadio 2,2; 2,5 stadi 3,5; 3,10 etc. 
stEnen adj. made of stone 
stnene m. nom. pt. 19,3. 
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stan subct. m. stone 
stances ncm. pZ. 24,1. 
steda cubst. m. steed; stal I ion; male animal 
stedan acc. pZ. 12,17; 12,19 cat. pZ. 12,12. 
stefn suLut. f. voice 
stefne acc. sing. 5,3; 25,7. 
stille add'. quiet 
stillestan super 1. m. gen. sing. 32,8V. 
stow su irt. f. place nom. sing. 4,1; 6,5; 9,4; 27,1 etc. 
steow 6,5T; 
stowe acc. sing. 8,9 dat. cinj. 12,1; 25,1; 28,1 ctc. 
stowe acc. pZ. 21,1 
stowum dat. pl. 8,3; 13,9. 
sum adj. a certain nom. sing. 4,1; 29,1; 31,1 etc. 
sumon dat. sing. 7,1; 11,2. 
sunnanhalig adj. sacred to the sun n. nom. sinj. 32,7T. 
sunne subst. f. sun 
sunnan gen. sing. 27,4; 32,7V; 33,1. 
su@r adj. indecl. south 8,1; 11,1; 18,1; 25,2. 
swa adv. so; thus 5, IT; 8,9; 12,5; 12,21; 21,3; etc. 
conj. as; as ... as 6,9; 7, '1; 8,5; 12,3; 15,3; 16,5 etc. 
s was 15,5; 30,5. 
swaetan w. vb. 1 to bleed; sweat 
swaetac pres. 3 pl. 15,8. 
sweart adj. black m. ran. sing. 8,1 1 n. acc. aing. 14,6 
sweartes n. gen. sing. 16,4T; 24,3 
swearte nom. pl. 35,2T. 
swelc adj. such 
swelce m. nom. pl. 12,5 swylce 12,5T n. ncin. pl. 33,3T. 
swer su tst. m. column; pillar 
sweras nom. pl. 19,3. 
swift adj. fast; swift 
swifte nom. pZ. 12,21T. 
swine adv. very; greatly 14,5% 21,5T; 30,8 
s wy3e 14,5; 30,11 
swi(3ast superZ. 33,4T swy3'ust 3,1 swic'st 3.1T. 
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swylc see swelc 
swylce conj. as, like 10,1; 10,5. 
swyltan s. w. 3 to die 
swylt O pres. 3 sing. 8,6 swylt 8,6T. 
sylf pron. himself; herself; itself; themselves 
sylfe nom. pZ. 12,15. 
sy(Dan conj. after; then 25,6. 
syx num. six 9,3; 11,2; 
six 11,2T syxa 33,5T. 
syxtig num. sixty 2,3T; 2,5T. 
taegl subst. m. tall acc. sing. 22,5; 34,3T. 
getal subst, n. way of measuring 
g et al es gen. sing. 27,7T. 
getellan 'o. vb. 1 to count; reckon 
geteald p. part. 25,2; 27,2 getald 27,2T. 
temple sub st. n.; temple nom. sing. 32,4 
templ 32,4T; 32,7T. 
tid subst. f. time; hour acc. sing. 12,9. 
getigan s. vb. 1 to tie up 
getigad pres. 3 pl. 12,1 M' 
tiger subst. m. tiger 
tigras acc. pZ. 21,6. 
tymbrian ww. vb. 2 to build 
getymbro p. part. 32,3V timbred 32,3T. 
to prep. w. dat. to; into; for; as; in 2,5; 3,5; 4,1; 6, IT etc. 
tohuntian v. vb. 2 to hunt down 
tohunt ia3 pres. 3 pl. 21,9. 
tosettan w. vb. 1 to seat; place; establish 
togesett p. part. 32,8T. 
too subst. m. tooth 
tO acc. pl. 22,9 
treo subst. n. tree 
treowum dat. pZ. 28,2. 
treowcyn subst. n. kind of tree nom. pZ. 24,1; 28,1 
treowcynn Horn. pZ. 24, I T; 28, I T. 
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tu see twa 
tux subst. m. tusk 
tuxas acc. pZ. 10,4; 22,3 tucxas 10,4T; 22,3T. 
t wa nwn. two 5,6; 6,7; 1404 
twegen 27,3 
tu 14,4T 
twam dat. 13,1. 
twelf num. twelve 16,3T. 
twentig num. twenty 25,2T 
twentiges gen. 15,4T. 
twiman subst. m. a creature not Indubitably man 
twimen nom. pZ. 11,6- 
t Wyl ic adj. dubious 
t wyl is e m. nom. pI. 11,6T; 25,41. 
tyn nwn. ten 30,3. 
ha adv.; conj. then; when 22,12; 23,12. 
pinne see Ponne 
I)ar adv; conj. there; where 3,2; 3,7; 5,1; 9,2T etc. 
par 9,2; 19,1; 27,3. 
past conj. that 8,9; 12,10; 12,21; 12,22; 30,11 
putte 24,2T; 30,11"T. 
panon adv. thence; from there 2,4; 3,5T; 16,1 T; 2307 
ponon 3,5; 16,1 aanan 23,7T; 30,1T. 
Pe rel. particle which; that 2,2; 2,3; 2,6; 3,6; 3,8 etc. 
peostre adj. dark f. datcin3 31,4 Pystre 31,4T. 
pic7an e. vb. 5 to eat; partake of loge cubj. prea. 3 sing. 32,9/. 
is dvn. pron. this n. nom. sing. 23,8 
c3eos f. nom. sing. 6,5 
pisse dat. sing. 25,1; 28,1 pysse 28,1T 
as nom. pZ. 10,6; 15,8 ace. pl. 21,1 
p%sson dat. pl. 13,1 pyssum 13,1 T; 13,9. 
ponne adv; conj. then; than 4,6; 5,1 ; 5,3; 5, ß; 6,1T; 6,2Tctc. 
on 23,10 ý nne 29,11T. 
vireo nur. three 2,3; '2%2T, - 33,5T. 
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Preosellic adj. tripartite 
jreosellices n. gen. sing. 15,2T. 
Pryttyne num. thirteen 22, b 
3reottyne 22,6T. 
gefungen adj. excellent; pious m. nom. sing. 32,8T. 
pusend num. thousand 34,9T. 
Pystre see Peostre 
under prep., v. dat. under 27,2T adv. underneath 23,6; 27,2. 
underbredan w. vb. 1 to spread underneath 
underbreda3 pres. 3 pl. 30,6. 
ungefraýgelic adj. unheard-of ungefraegelicu nß. 1 Z. 4,6; 5,8 
ungefregelicu 5,8T ungefrelicu 4,6T. 
unwaestmberenlic adj. unfruitful; barren 
unwaastmberenlicu f. nom. sing. 9,4 unwxstmberendlicu 9,4T. 
unweora adj. worthless; contemptible 
unweorpe f. nom. pl. 22,3. 
up adv. up 12,7 
upp 34,11T. 
upgang subst. m. rising 
upgange dat. sing. 32,7V. 
walcyrie sulst. f. valkyrie 
waelcyrian gen. sing. 5,5 wa-lkyrian 5,5T. 
writ m suL t. f. fruit; growth; stature 
waes tme dat. sing. 7,2; 30,3. 
wit er subst. n. water acc. sing. 13,8. 
weaxan s. vb. 7 to grow; increase 
weaxe3l pres. 3 sing. 9,2 
weaxat pres. 3 pl. 33,4T 
geweaxene p. part. 29,3. 
wen subst. f. opinion; belief nom. sing. 30,11. 
wenan ý' . vb. 1 to think; imagine; believe 
wenao3r pres. 3 pZ. 12,22 
gewencig p. part. 15,8. npwer`ede 
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geweorc subst. n. work norn. pt. 3,7 
geworcum dat. pt. 32,5T geweorcum 32,5T. 
weorold see world 
weorcan s. vb. 3 to become; be 
wurdon pret. 3 pZ. 22,10T. 
wepan s. vb. 7 weep; mourn 
wepac pres. 3 p1.29,13 
wesan see boon 
Westen subst. n. desert westene dat. airu3.7,21. 
weer subst. ýr. ram Wedras corn. pt. 3,2 weaoras 8,5. 
widnes subst. f. width nom.. ing. 2707 
wide 27,7T. 
wif subst. n. woman acc. sing. 23,10 nm. pZ. 21,2; 22j; 22,6. 
wildeor subst. n. wild animal turn. pt. 5,1; 17,1 
wildor 5,11 
wildeora gen. pZ. 21,8; 23#1. 
willan vb. to desire; wish; want 
wile pres. 3 sing. 4,5; 5,87 wille 5,8 
willa3f pres. 3 pt. 14,7 
wolde pret. 3 sing. 23,13. 
wingeard su3st. m. vine; vineyard n n. sing. 33,1 
wingeardas nom. pl. 33,47. 
word su & t. n. word 
wordum dat. pl. 29,10. 
world subst. f. world aca. sin g. 14,9 
weorold 14,97. 
c; orldwela subst. m. earthly riches 
worldwelum dat. pZ. 10,7 worulduelum 10,7T. 
gewrac an . j. vb. 1 to savage at 
gewra--dag pres. 3 pt. 5,81. 
wreon s. vb. 1; 2 to cover 
wreoa pres. 3 p1.30,7. 
wulle subst. f. wool acc. wing. 17,4. 
wundrian 1. vb. 2 to wonder at 
wundrende pres. part. 23,12 wundriende 23,127. 
0 
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wynstra adj. left; left-hand side (hence north) 
wynstran m. dat. sing. 23,5; 23,7. 
gewyrcan w. vh1 to make; bui Id; bring about 
wyrcac' pres. 3 pZ. 34,8T 
gewyrcan pass. inf. 3,8 gewyrcean 3,8T 
geworht p. part. 32,5T; 33,4T 
wyrst superZ. adj. worst 
wyrstan m. nom. pZ. 27,2. 
wyrtgemang su bst. n. spice 
wyrtgemangum dat. pl. 34,8T. 
ylca see ilca 
ylpend see elpend 
ymbe see embe 
ysel subst. f. ash 
yselum dat. pZ. 34,11. 
ypelice adv. easi Iy 19,4 
eacoelice 19,4T. 
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OLD FRENCH GLOSSARY 
All words found In the text are listed. For frequently used words, 
only the first few locations are cited; etc. Indicates that there are 
further occurrences of the form. 
For verbs, the entry Is made under an infinitive. Whero this form 
is not used In the text, the infinitive closest to the forms present 
has been selected from God of roy, Dictionnaira Francais du üI au X 4e 
siecte or Tobler and Lommatzsch, Attfranallsiacizea 411lrtcrbucfz, 
All other words are listed as found, including inflected forms. 
a prep. to; at 4, 'Z; 4,5; 5,, 8; 6,1; 8,4; 9,1 ; 12,9 etc. 
u contracted form at the 12,19; 13,5; 18,7; 23,6. 
alainnes subst. f. acc. pl. breath 10,5. 
aler vb. i. inf. to go 12,16; 19,4; va pres. 3 sing. 4,2; 23,10; 
vont pres. 3 pZ. 29,7. 
anemis subst. m. nom. pl. enemy 16,5. 
ans subst. m. acc. pt. year 34,9. 
apeler vb. tr. to ca 1I apele pres. 3 sing. 11,6; 15,8; 16,5; 18,7; 
23,2; apelent pres. 3 pt. 13,7; apeles p. part. n. cing. 4.1; 
apelee p. part. f. sing. 13,2; 32,3; apele p. part. m. pt. 23,8; 
24,2 . 
apres prep. /conj. then; afterwards 5,1 ; 6,1; 7,1; 15,1 ; 16,, l etc. 
arain subst. f. acc. sing. bronze 32,5. 
arbre subst. m. nom. pZ. tree 28,1 arbres nom. pl. 24,1 . 
ardre vb. tr. to burn art pres. 3 sing. 35,4; arderoit 
cond. 3 sing. 4,6; start refi. pres. 3. sing. 34,10. 
asne subst. m. acc. sing. ass 22,9; nom. pl. 7,1. 
atout prep. together with 12,16. 
aucun adj. m. acc. sing. some; any 5,3; 8,6; 14,7; aucunes f. acc. pl. 
1,2; aucuns pron. nom. sing. anyone 23,10. 
aus pron. see il 
autre adj. m/f. nom. /acc. sing. other 27,1; 30,6; 31,1; 32,1; 34,11; 
autres nv'f. nom. /acc. pl. 17.1; 21,8; 22,1; 33,3. 
avoec prep. with 12,17; 12,20. 
avoir vb. tr. inf. to havo 5,8; a pros. 3 sing. 2,1; 2,2; 2,6; 3,3 eto. 
avons pres. l pZ. 16,1; ont pres. 3 pZ. 5,4; 6,7; 7,2; 8,4 etc. 
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baillier vb. tr. grant; offer baillent pres. 3 pZ. 23,10. 
barbarin adj. m. nom. pZ. barbarian 27,2. 
barbes subst. f. nom. pl. beard 11,4; acc. pZ. 21,3. 
ba sme s subs t. rm/f. nom. sing. balsam 28,2. 
bel adj. see biaus. .r 
benigne adj. m. nom. pZ. kindly; peaceable 23,9. 
benignete subst. f. acc. sing. kindness 23,13. 
bestes subst. f. nom. pl. wild animal 5,1; acc. pl. 21,8. - 
besteletes subst. f. acc. pl. small animal 17,1. 
biaus adj. m. acc. pl. beautiful 22,7; bel m. nom. pl. 23,2. 
beles f. ace. pl. 29,10. 
bien adv. wel 1 12,13; 15,5; 1 5,7. 
blanc adj. m. nom. pl. white 30, $; blahs m. acc. pl. 14,3. 
blankes f. nom. pl. 22,7. 
boine adj. f. nom. sing. good 3,4. 
boukes subst. f. acc. pl. mouth 18,3. 
bouter vb. tr. to strike boutent pres. 3 pl. 8,9; 
boutent le fu they set light to. 
boutine subst. f. acc. sing. navel 25,5. 
brebis subst. f. nom. pl. sheep 3,2; acc. pZ. 2,4. 
brehagnes adj. f. acc. pl. barren; infertile 9,4. 
buef subst. m. nom. sing. bull 3,2; ace. sing. 7,2.; 22,6'. 
camel subst. m/f. nom. pZ. camel 12,17; kamel acc. sing. 22,8 
cameus acc. pZ. 12,11; 12,12; 12,13; 12,16; 12,21. 
candelles subst. f. nom. pZ. candle 6,9; 31,4. 
car conj. for 4,6; 16,5; 35,3; error for que 12,22. 
caus adj. m. nom. sing. hot 27,5; 27,6. 
celestices subs t. norn. pZ. rendering celestices 17,3. 
cendre subst. f. acc. sing. ash 34,11. 
cenophale subst. m. nom. pZ. cynocephalus 10,1. 
char subst. m. acc. sing. flesh 23,4. 
chascun pron. m. nom. sing. each 29,8. 
the demons. pronjadj. (derived from hoc) this 
chis m. nom. sing. Sf, b; the m. acc. sirj. 
20,1; 24,2; 35,3; eheste f. acc. sing. 3,3; ches 
m/f. acc. pl. 4,5; 13,1; 27,7. 
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Ch' demonstr. neut. (derived from ilia) that 13,53; 16,5; 25,4 
chius m. nom. sing. 27,4; 27,6 chel m. aca. oinj. 12,10; 12,15 etc. 
chele f. gym. /aco. cing. 3,, 2; 6,4; 12,1; 12j20; 19,1; 21,1 
chil mnan. pZ. 8,5 chiaus m. aoo. pZ. 16,6; 29,7. 
chite:; subct. f. nom. sing. city 3,4; 10,6 chite acc. o nc. 3,3; 9,1; 32,9. 
comme adv. as; like 6,9; 12,3; $2,5; 25,7; 30,9; 31,4. 
commenchemens cubst. m. acc. pZ. beginning; source 13,4. 
conduit subs, t. m. aeo. sing. conduct; safe passage 23,10. 
confia sub t. pl. for corastos 8,4 (see Notes). 
cornes subst. f. acc. pZ. horn 7,2; 8,5. 
cors sub3t. m. acc. pt. body 4,6; 5,8; 14,3. 
coses subst. f. acc. pl. thing 1,2. 
costes sulst. m. acc. pt. side 16,3. 
couleur subst. f. aca. sing. colour 12,6 Couleurs acc. pt. 4,3. 
couronne subst. f. acc. sinkg. crown 34,7. 
cousins cubct. º"Zace. pt. cousin; relative 29,8. 
cou stume su hlt. f. ace. sing. custom 14,9, 
crapes subat. f. nom. pt. grape 33,2. 
croitre tv. intr. to grow croist pres. 3 sing. 2,4. 
crue adj. m. acc. sing. raw 23,4 crus r. aco. pl. 11,7. 
cuevrir vb. refZ. to cover cueurent pres. 3 pZ. 30,6 
cuisses subat. f. acc. pt. thigh 16,3. 
darraine ad j. f. acc. sing. last; furthest; most ranote 8.1. 
de prep. of 2,3; 2,4; 3,3; 3,7; 3,11; 4,2 etc. 
d' 13)0; 22,9; 25,5; 25,6; 32,5; 33,1; 33,4. 
du 12,9; 27,4. des 9,5; I3,4; 19,4. 
dechoivre vb. tr. to deceive dechoivent proa. 3 pt. 29,10. 
demeurer vb . intr. to remain demeurent pres. 3 pZ. 12,17. 
dencoste prep. unattested form which appears to be a conflation 
of en costa and de coste beside 23,1. 
dens suLrt. n/f. acc. pZ. tooth 22,3 
desous prep. under; beneath 6,3; 8,10; 20,8. 
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deus num. card. two 9,4. 
dextre subst. m. acc. sing. right-hand side 2502. 
diligence subst. f. acc. sing. diligence 8,8. 
dire vb. intr. inf. to say l3, ß; 16,5; 25,4. 
dont pron. of which 16,1; 33,2. 
dragon subst. m. nom. pZ. dragon 19, I dragons acs. pt. 19,4. 
dusques prep. as far as 3,3; 3,5; 3,7. 
edefiier vb. tr. to build edef iie p. part. f. nom. sing. 32,5. 
edeopame (unresolved crux) 32,8 
ele see il. 
empereres subst. m. nom. sing. emperor 1,1. 
en pron. of it/them 5,3; 22,10. 
en prep. in 1,3; 2,5; 3,5; 4,2; 6,4; 8,1; 8,7 etc. 
enarmer vb. tr. to arm enarment pres. 3 pZ. 5,8. 
enquele pron. in which 25,4. 
ensi adv. thus 12,11; 28,3. 
ententives adj. f. nom. pZ. Intent upon 21,5. 
entour prep. about 6,2. 
entre prep. between 9,4; 13,1; 13,3; 20,1. 
envenimees adj. f. nom. pl. poisonous 4,6. 
enuiron prep. around 21,1. 
espasse subst. m. acc. sing. distance 25,2. 
espaules suost. f. acc. pl. shoulder 14,6. 
esquels see lequel. 
estades subvt. m. acc. pZ. stadia 6,2. 
estature subst. f. acc. sing. stature 12,3. 
estre vb. to be est pres. 3 sing. 3,1; 3,4; 4,1; 4,2; 6,3 etc. 
sont pres. 3 pZ. 1,2; 3,2; 4,6; 508; 7,2.; 12,3; 12,6; 12,21 etc. 
sunt pres. 3 pZ. 12,20; 27,2. 
et conj. and 2,3; 2,4; 2,6; 3,1; 3,2; 3,7; 3,11 etc. 
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faire vu. tr. to do font pres. 3 pl. 12,11 f ist pact. 
3 sing. 23,14. 
femeles subst. f. acc. pt. female 12,12; 12,21. 
femme subst. f. acc. sing. woman 5,5 femmes ri ii. pZ. 21,2 
22,1 acc pZ. 23,11. 
fenix subxt. f. ace. sing. phoenix 34,4. 
fer subst. m. ace. sing. iron 32.5. 
ferir vb. tr. to strike fiert pres. 3 sing. 8,6. 
flamme su bct. f. acc. sing. flame 10,5. 
flueve subst. m. acc. sing. river 14,8; 16,1; 20,1 ace. pt 13,3. 
foisons subet. f. nom. sing. superfluity; multitude 13,10. 
fors adv. perhaps 5,8. 
fouer vb. tr. to dig fouent pres. 3 pZ. 12,7. 
fourme subst. f. aec. sing. form; shape 25,5; 25,6. 
fourmi su bct. m. nom. pZ. ant 12.3; 12,18. 
frois adj. m. nom. sing. cold 27,5; 27,6. 
fu subst. m. acc. sing. fire 8,9; 8,11. 
fuir v b. intr. to flee fuient pros. 3 pt. 15,7; 30,11 . 
s' enfuient refl. 5,3; 8,10; 25,8. 
gamb es subst. f. acc. pZ. leg 16,2. 
gelines sub3t. f. nom. pZ. hen 4,3 guelines acc. pl. 4,5. 
gemmer subst. m7. nom. pl. name of gem-producing tree 24,2. 
gemmes subst. f. acc. pZ. gem 24,2. 
genous subst. m. acc. pl. knee 11,4; 14,5. 
gens subst. f. nom. pZ. people; race 22,10; 27,1; 29,2 
gent collective narr. sing. 27,3. 
gisier vb. intr. to lie gisent pres. 3 p1.30,6. 
gouverner vb. tr. to govern gouuernent pres. 3 p1.27,2. 
grans adj. m/f. nom. sing. big 20,3; 22,11 f. roin. pl. 3,2 
f. acc. pt. 30)4 grant f. nori. sing. 13,8 
; m/f. acc. shag. 3,8; 8,8; 12,3 m. nom. pl. 7,2; 16,2. 
grifons subst. m. nom. si; t g. gr iffin 34,2. 
gros adj. m. nom. pt. fat; largo 19,3 grosse f. acc. aiiuj. 30,4 
gue1e su1ct. f. ace. sirg . mou th 15,5. 
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habiter vb. intr. to live habite pres. 3 sing. I3, '3 
habitent pres. 3 pZ. 27,1. 
habundanche subst. f. acc. sing. abundance 8,7. 
habunder vb. Intr. to abound habunde pres. 3 sing. 6,4. 
hardieche subst. f. acc. sing. audacity 12,10. 
hastives adj. f. nom. pZ. quick; speedy 12,21. 
haus ac . m. nom. sing 
high 1,1 haute f. nom. sing. 20,3 
haut m. acc. sing. 18,4. 
heure subst. f. acc. sing. hour 12,9. 
homme subst. m. acc. sing. man 8,6 nom. pl. 8,9; _11,2; 
12,10; 14,1 
acc. pZ. 15,6 
hommes ac p1.12, r1 20,7; 25,8; 30,9; 35,2 
omme acc. sing. 25,5. 
hommelet subst. m. nom. pZ. dwarf 25,4 hommeles acc. pl. 11.6. 
honnestes adj. m. acc. pZ. honest 20,7. 
hospitaus subst. m. nom. sing. place of refuge; hospice 23,6. 
i prep. there 2,1; 2,4; 5,1; 6,5; 8,9; 31,1. 
iaue subst. f. nom. sing. water 13, $. 
il pron. m. nom. sing. he 2,1; 5,1; 8,6; 12,22; 15,5 etc. 
m. nom. pl. they 8,9; 11,8; 12,11; 14,7; 15,6; 15,7 etc. 
ele f. nom. sing. she 34,9; 34,10 eles f. nom. pl. they 
4,1; 4,6; 5,3; 5,8; etc. aus m. acc. pl. them 12,16; 23,10 
27,2. 
isle subst. f. nom. sing. island 29,1; 32,1 acc. sing. 2,1; 3,2; 
12,1; 18,1; 19,1; 31,1 isles acc. pl. 13,1. 
iuoire subst. m. acc. sing. Ivory 33,4. 
je pron. l. sing. nom. I 1,2. 
jour subst. m. acc. sing. day 
jusques prep. until; up to 
juste adj. m. nom. pZ. just 
12,9; 27,5; 27,6. 
2,5; 6,1; 9,1; 11,4; 12,8 etc. 
23,2. 
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karkier vb. tr. to. load karkent pree. 3 pZ. 12,15. 
kaviaus subst. m. acc. pZ. hair 22,4. 
keues Subst. f. acc. pZ. tall 2205. 
keurir v b. intr. to run kourent prca. 3 pt. 12,18. 
kien subot. m. ace. sing. dog 10,4 nom. pZ. 12,3; 
kiens acc. pZ. 21,6. 
koir vb. intr. to fall kiet pres. 3 sing. 13,5. 
kuellier vb. tr. to gather kuelic prco. 3 sing. 8,1 1. 
la adv" there 2,4; 3,7;. 7,1; 8,3; 8,7; 8,9; 10,1 etc. 
lais suLBt. m. nom. sing. milk 30,9. 
laissier vb. tr. to leave laissent pres. 3 pl. 12,13. 
langage subst. m. acc. sing. language 29,8; langages acc. pZ. 29,6. 
laoustes (de mer) subst. f. nom. pZ. crayfish 12,5. 
le adj. ace. sing. broad (in advcrbiat phrase de le) 
16,4; 18,5; 30,3. 
legierement adv. easily 19,4. 
lequel ret. pron. m. acc. sing. which 8,8; 
lequele f. acc. sing. 111,2; 12,13; 15,2; 18.2; 20.2; 32,8; 
lesquels m. acc. pl. 11.8; lesqueles f. . PZ. 12,12; 
esquels m. pZ. in which 24,1; 28,2; esqueles f"pt"33,3. 
leur poss. =U. their 5,8; 6,9; 11,4; 12,16; 14,9; 18,3 etc. 
Pron. 'rp i-hpsn 11,4; 23,10; 23,14; 29,8. 
li def. art. m. nom. sing. the 8,7; 9,2; " 12,15; 22,11; 27,4 etc, 
le f. nom. sing. 23,5; 27,7; 32,7; 34,1-. 
m/f. acc. sing. 4,2; 8,1; 8,9; 8,11; 9,5; 11,8; 12,9 etc. 
la f. acc. sing. 3,11; 9,1. 
les 'rn/f. ndm/acc. pZ. %2; 4,3; 8,2; 8p9; 11,7; 12,13 etc. 
pron. le m. acc. sing. It 8,9: - 
les rr/f. acc. pt. them 5,7; 11,6; 12,15; 12,19; 15,6 etc. 
lief t. tr. to tie lies p. part. m. ace. pt. 12,13. 
lieus cubs t. m. nom. sing. place 4,1 " nort. pL, 27,3 ace. pt. 8,2. 
lieu acc. sing. 21,6; 27,1; 28,3. 
t'o :: i 
liever to lift ýievent prep. 3' pZ. . 30,10. 
lignage sub t. m. ace. sing. lineage 29,9. 
lion subst. m. acc. sing. "1 
iron 15,3. . 
lis subst. m. ndm. sing. , 
bed 33,4. 
liues subst. f. nom. pl. league . 
27,8 acc. pl.. 2,3;. 2,6; 3,6; 
3,11; 9,3; 25,3; 28,4; 32,3. 
loins adv. far 5,3; 15,7; 25,8.1 
lonc adj. m. acc. sing. tong (in adverbiah phrase de . lone) 
2,3; 11,3; 14,2; 15,4; 16,3; 19,2; 22,6; 25,7; 28,4 etc. 
Ions 
" 
m. ace. pZ. 14,5 ; lonz' m. acc. pL.. 22,4. 
longues f. acc. pZ. 16,2; 16,3;: 21,3. 
longuement 
, adv, 
long; a long time 23; 9. , 
longueur subst. f. nom. sing. length 27,7. 
loriers subst. m. acc. pl. laurel tree 28,1 . 
luisier vb. intr. to shine luisent pres. 3 pl. 6,9. " 
luisans pres. part. acc. pZ. 31,4. . 
lune subst. f. acc. sing. moon 27,4; 27,6. 
lupars subst. m. acc. pZ. leopard 21,7.. 
main subst. f. acc. sing. hand 4,5. ' 
mais conj. but 22,12. 
maisons subst. f. nom. sing. house, 32,7.. 
mal acdj. m. acc. sing. bad; evi 1 23,14. 
male m. nom. pZ. 27,3. 
mameles subst. f. acc. pZ. breast 21,3. 
marbres su Zst. m. nom. sing. - marble 22p7. 
marguerites subst. f. nom. pZ. pearl 20,9; 33,3., 
markaande adj. f. nom. sing. bounteous . 3,1 . 
masle a415 m.. nom. pZ. male l2j l7 masles. m. acc. pZ. 12,12; 12,19. 
meisme adj. f. acc. sing. same 19,1. 
mengier vb. tr. to eat menguent press 3 pZ. 11,7; 12,19; 16,6 etc. 
mengie p. part. 29,12. 
mer subst. f. acc. sing. sea. 4,2; . 8,2; 1205; 20j8; 23,1 etc. 
meres subst. f. acc. pZ. mother 12,15. 
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merueilleuses adj'. f. nom. pl. marvellous 1,3. 
metre vb. tr. to put motent prao. 3 pZ. 12,15; 29,13. 
miedi cubat. m. ace. siw. 7. south 18,2. 
mille sucht. f. acc. sing. mite 3,11; 25,3. 
moitie subst. f. aco. sing. half 3,11. 
mops subst. r. nom. sing. mountain 35,1 mont ace. ci. ng. 35,3. 
montaigne subst. f. nom. sing. mo untain ' 20,3; 34,1. 
morir vb. intr. to die morra f it. 3 Ding. 8,6. 
moult adv. a lot of; many; very 2,4; 3,1; 7,2; 23,6; 23,9. 
mouton cubet. m. acc. sing. sheep 8,5. 
multitude subst. f. acc. cirg. m ultitude 9, 5; 19,3. 
naistre vb. intr. to be born naist pre-7.3 sing 5,1; 8,7 etc. 
naissent pres. 3 pt. 4,1; 4,3; 7,1; 8,3; 10,1; 11,2 etc. 
naiscent pres. 3 pZ. 12,2; 14,1; 15,2; 16,1; 18, ,2 etc. 
ne neg. particte not 8,9; 13,4; 19,4; 22,12; 23,14; 35,3. 
n' 18,2. 
nes sutut. m. acc. pZ. nose 14,5. 
nes subst. f. acc. pl. boat 14,8. 
nient neg. particle nothing 18,2. 
noirs j" m. nom. sing. black 8,11 m. acc. pZ. 35,2 
noire f. acc. sing. 12,6 noir +1. nom. pZ. 16,4; 24,4 
noires f: acc"pt. 14,6. 
nommer vb. tr. to name nomment pros". 3 p1.29,8, 
non subat. m. acc. aing. name 2,1; 3,4; 8,4; 12,13; 14,8 etc. 
nos poss. ad j'. m. rom. pl. our 22,10. 
nostres poss. pron. f. acc. pt. ours 4,3. 
nourrir vb. tr. to feed nourrissent proc. 3 pl. 21,6. 
nous pers. pron. norr. pt. wo 16,1. 
nu it subst. f. acc. sing. night 6,, 9; 27,5; 27,6; 30,6. 
nus ac. m. nom. sing. nobody 19,4; 35,3. 
nul m. acc. sing. nothing 23,14. 
nus adj. m. acc. pl. naked; bare 14,5. 
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ochire vb. tr. to slaughter; kill ochist pret. 3 sing. 22,1.2L. 
oeil subet. m. nom. pl. eye 6,9 iex acc. pl. 18,3 
vi s (? see notes - ace. pZ? ) 31,3. 
oeor vb. tr. to hear oent pres. 3 pZ. 5,3. 
oisiaus subst. m. nom. sing. bird 34,4 oisel acc. sing. 25,7. 
olifans subst. m. acc. pl. elephant 13,10. 
oliuiers su, tt. m. acc. pZ. olive tree 28,1. 
on pron. one 5,7; 8,11; 11,6; I3,4; 15,8; 16,5 etc. 
orelles suhst. f. acc. pZ. ear 30,4; 30,10 
oreilles acc. pl. 22,9. 
orient subst. m. acc. sing. Orient; the East 32,7. 
orisons subut. f. acc. pZ. prayer 29,1 3. 
ors subst. m. nom. sing. gold 12,15 
or acc. sing. 12,7; 12,10; 12,15; I2,16; ' 12,21; 33,1. 
ossi adv. also 3,2; 5,2; 7,2.; 18,3; 19,3; 22,7; 30,4. 
(also appears to gloss oculos eyes - see notes) 
ou adv. where 4,1 ; 12,15; 20, -7; 31,2; 34,2; 35,2. 
outre prep. beyond 12,13; 12,15; 16,1; 30,1. 
pais subst. f. acc. sing. country 18,7. 
paon su tst. m. acc. sing. peacock 34,7. 
par prep. by; through 6,3; 8,8; 12,16; 16,3; 20,8; 25,2 etc. 
parler v hintr. to speak parse p"part" 16,1 . 
paroler vb. tr. to speak parolent pres. 3 pt. 29,6. 
paroles subst. f. acc. pl. Words; speech 29,10. 
partie subst. f. ace. sing. part 8,1; 2018. 
partikes adj. m. acc. pl. divided 14,4. 
partir vb. refl. to depart; leave part pres. 3 sing. 28,3. 
passer vb. tr. inf. to pass 35,3 passent pres. 3 pl. 12,16 etc. 
pendre vb. intr. to hang pendent pres. 3 pZ. 1 1,4. 
perdre vb. tr. to lose perdent pres. 3 pl. 809 
petis adj. m. acc. pZ. little 12,12; 12,13; 12,16. 
piaus sutst. f. acc. pl. skin; hide 21,4. 
pierces suZct. f. nom. pl. stone 24,1; 33,3. 
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pies subst. f. ace. pZ. foot 5,4; 11,2; 12,4; 14,2; 14,5 otc, 
piler cubit. m. nom. sing. pi l Iar; stone column 19,3. 
pis sutct. m. aec. sing. chest (anat. ) 16,3; 18,3. 
poissons su1st. m. acc. pZ. fish 11,7. 
poiures subjt. m. nom. sing. popper 8,7; 9,2. 
poiure acc. sing. 8,9; 8,11. 
pooir subst. m. ace. sing. power 5,8. 
pooir vb. intr. to be ab 1e 
puet pres. 3 sing. 13,4; 19,4; 35,3 pout pras. 3 sing 22,12 
porroit condit. 3 sing. 15,6. 
porter vb. tr. bear; carry portent pres. 3 pt. 12,21; 24,2. 
pour prep. for; on account of 8,3; 8,9; 9,5; 12,16; 19,3 etc. 
precieuses add'. f. nom. pZ. precious 24,1; 33,3. 
premierement adv. firstly 2.1. 
prendre VAtr. inf. to take; seize 5,8; 12110; 22,12 
prendent pres. 3 pZ. 11,8; 12,11; 16,6; 29,11. 
prenderoit condit. 3 sing. 4,5. 
pres prep. near 3,11. 
prestres subst. m. nom. sing. priest 32,8. 
propre adj. m. acc. sing. own 29,8. 
quant adv. when 5,3; 5,7; 25,8; 29,12; 34,90 
que conj. as; that 4,3; 5,2; 7,2.; 8,9; 11,2; 12,19 etc. 
qu' 12,22; 15,5; 16,3; 16,6; 24,2; 30,5; 30,11. 
qui ret. pron. nom. sing pt. who; which 1,2; 2,1; 2,2; 3,4 etc. 
que Maco. pl. whom; which 23,2. 
quiconques pron. indef. whoever 4,4. 
quinte nwn. ord. fifth 12,9. 
regions subst. f. nom. shag. region 20.2; 2305; 25, 
region acc. sing. 15,1; 21,1. 
renvoiier vb. tr. to send away renvoient prao. 3 pt. 23,11. 
reposer vb. refZ. to rest repose preu. 3 sing. 32,8. 
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repus adj. m. acc. pZ. hidden; secret 8,2. 
ressanler vb. intr. to resemble ressanlent -prec. 3 pZ. 1806. 
rike adj. f. norn. sing. rich 10,6. 
riviere subst. f. acc. sing. river 11,8; 12,13; 12,15; 17,1; 18,1. 
rivieres nom. pl. I3 A 
rois subst. m. acc. pZ. king 27,2. 
saingler subst. m. acc. sing. wild boar 22,3. 
saluer vb. tr. to greet saluent pres. 3 p1.29,7. 
sanc subst. m. acc. sing. blood 15,8. 
sanlaule adj. m. nom. pl. similar 28,1 
sanlaules f. acc. pZ. 8,5. 
sanler vb. intr. to seem; appear - sanle pres. 3 sing. 12,22; 
30,11. 
sauvage adj. m. ace. sing. wild 25,6 m. nom. pZ. 7,1. 
se refl. part. himA28,3; 29,13; 30,6; 32,8 s' 34,10. 
se conj. if 8,6; 23,10. 
selonc prep. according to 14,9. 
sen poss. adj. m. acc. sing. his; hers; its 29,8 
sa f. acc. sing. 4,5 
ses m. acc. pl. 4,6 
senefiier vb. tr. to inform; notify senefiie pres. 1 sing. 1,2. 
senestre adj. m. acc. sing. left 23,5. 
Serpens subst. m. nom. sing. snake; serpent 8,6 acc. pZ. 6,5; 8,9; 9,5 
serpent nom. pZ. 8,8; 8,10. 
si conj. If 5,8 s' 15,6; 23011 (see also se) 
Si adv. thus; so 15,5; 29,13; 30,11. 
sieuir vb. tr. to follow sieuent pres. 3 pl. 15,7. 
singes subst. m. acc. pl. monkey 5,2. 
soleil suLct. m. acc. sing. sun 27,4; 27,5; 32,7. 
son subst. m. acc. sing. sound 5,3. 
soeuf adj. f. acc. sing. gentle 25,7 
suer vb. tr. to sweat suent pres. 3 pZ. 15,8. 
Sur prep. on; above 8,2; 23,7; 25,2; 27,2; 29,13; 30,6. 
SUS prep. above; over 12,18. 
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talon subs t. m. aca. sing. hool 22,4. 
tamps sub. -, t. m. aoo. sing. Limo 12,19; 14,7. 
tant adv. so 12,21; 16,3. 
tantost adv. soon 8,6. 
terre su ist. f. nom. sing. land; earth 13,1 aca sing. 8,10; 12,15 
tere nom. sing. 6,4 aco. ci rug. 12,8 
terres acc. pl. 9,4. 
tes add. f. acc. pZ. such 4,3. 
teste subst. f. acc. si? ij. head 18,2; 30,4 
testes acc. pZ. 5,5; 6,7; 10,4; 15,3; 29, i3. 
tenir vb. tr. to hold tienent pros. 3 pZ. 20,8. 
tigres subst. m. acc. pZ. tiger 21,6. 
tirans subst. m. acc. pZ. tyrant; ruler 23,7. 
tost adv. soon; quickly 30,11. 
tous adv. wholly; quite 11,7; 14,5. 
adj. m. sing pZ. all; whole 4,6; 6,4; 16,5; 29,6; 29,7; 35,4. 
traire vb. tr. to drag traient pres. 3 pZ. 12,8. 
vb. refl. pres. 3 pt. to retire; withdraw 8,1. 
tres adv. very 20,3; 27,3. 
tripaire adj. m. nom. pZ. tripartite 15,2. 
trouver vb. tr. inf. to find 13,4. 
tr3euve pres. 3 sing. 28,3. 
tuer vb. tr. to kill tuerent pres. 3 p1.22,10. 
u conj. or 13,1; 13,2. (see also a) 
uns adj. m. nom. sing. one 3,2; 23,6; 27,4; 30,5; 32,8 etc. 
un m. acc. sing. 14,8; 15,5; 27,1; 28,3. 
une f turn /acc. sing. 3,3; 3,11; 4,5; 10,6; 12,13 etc. 
V '51-14 U. 
vans subs t. m. nom. sing. winnowing fan 30,5 
van acc. sing. 15,5. 
vener vb. tr/intr. inf. to hunt 21,5. 
venir vb. intr. to comp vient pres. 3 sing. 34,11 . 
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vets prep. towards 8,2; 18,2;. 32,7. 
vestues adj. f. nom. pl. clothed 21,4. 
vingne subs t. f. nom. sing. vine 33,1 . 
vis see oeil. 
visages subst. m. acc. pl. face 14,4. 
vives adj. f. acc. pZ. alive 22,12. 
vivre vb. intr. to live vivent pres. 3 pZ. 23,4; 23,9 
vescu p. part. 34,9. 
voie subst. f. acc. sing. way; route 4,2 
voies acc. pZ. 13,1. 
voier vb. tr. to see 
voirs adj. m. nom. sing. 
vois subst. f. acc. sing. 
voisin subst. m. nom. pl. 
voler vb. intr. to fly 
voloir vb. tr. to want 
vous pers. pron. 2 acc. 




volent pres. 3 pt. 12,22; 30,11. 
veut pres. 3 sing. 5,7. 
you 1,2. 
warder vb. tr. to guard wardent pres. 3 pl. 8,8; 8,9. 
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Nouvelles Acquisitions du Departement dec 
Manuscrits, 19 13- 19 14, ed. H. Omont. 
Paris, 1915, p. 17. 
Editions 
29. OMONT, H. 
"La Lettre ä 1'Empereur Adrien sur le, 
Merveilles de 1'Asie. " Bibtioth)quc 
de Z'Ecole des Charter, 74,1913, pp. 507-515. 
See nos. 1,2,4,16,17. 
FERAMEN REX (FR) 
Manuscripts 
Monte Cassino 391 
Descriptions 
30. INGUANIZ, M. 
Codicum Casinencium Manuscriptorum Catalogue, 
2, Monte Cassino, 1928-33, p. 257. 
31. SOLINUS, C. Iulius. 
Collectanea Rerum Nemorabilium, ed. T. 
Mornmsen. Berlin, 1895, pp. xl-xli, lx-lxi. 
Studies 
32. LOWE, E. A. 
The Beneventan Script. Oxford, 1914. 
33. MONTE CASSINO. Monastery. 




Cava, Codex Cavensis, 3 
Description 
34. MATTEI-CERASOLI, D. L. 
Codices Cavenses descripsit, 1. Cava, 
1935, pp. 12-22. 
Studies 
35. CAVA. Monastery. 
Codex Diplomaticus Cavensis, ed. M. Morcaldi, 
5. Milan, 1878. 
Partial Edition 
See no. 23. 
Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, 19 
Description 
36. MADRID. Biblioteca Nacional. 
Inventario General de Manuseritos, 1. 
Madrid, 1953, pp. 20-23. 
Studies 
37. BURNAM, J. M. 
A Classical Technology (Codex Lucensis 490). 
Boston, Mass., 1920. 
38. BURNAM, J. M. 
Palaeographica Iberica, 2. Paris, 1920. 
39. BURNAM, J. M. 
"Recipes from Codex Matritiensis A16 (i. e. 
19). " University of Cincinnati Studies, 
Series 2,8,1912, pp. 1-47. 
40. CORDOLIANI, A. 
"Un Manuscrit de Comp ut Ecclesiastique mal 
connu de la Bibliotheque Nationale de 
Madrid. " Revista de Archivos, Bibliotecas 
y . Museos, 57,1951, pp. 7-35. 
41. JOHNSON, R. P. 
Compositiones Variae from Codex 490 , Bib Zio- teca Capitolare, Lucca, Italy: an Introductory 
Study. Illinois, 1939. (Illinois Studies 
in Language and Literature, 23iii) 
40 46 
See no 3 2. 
42. MILLAS-VALLICROSA, J. M. 
Assaig d'listöria de las Ideen F'isiquea, 
Mate'matiques a la Catatunya Medieval. 
Barcelona, 1931. 
43. MILLAS-VALLICROSA, J. M. 
"Sobre el Manuscrito 19 de la Biblioteca 
National. " Revista de Archivos, 
BibZioteeas y Museos, 67,1959, pp. 119-126. 
44. WESTERBERGH, Ulla. 
Beneventan Ninth Century Poetry. Stockholm, 
1957. (Studia Latina Stockholmiensia, 4) 
45. WINTERFELD, P. von. 
"De Germanici Codici. " Festschrift Johannes 
Vahten, Berlin, 1900, pp. 391-407. 
46. ZINNER, E. 
Verzeichnis der Astronomischen Handschriften 
des deutschen Kulturgebietes. Munich, 1925. 
Paris, Bibliotheque Nationale, anc. fonds lat. 7418 
47. PARIS. Pibliotheque Nationale. 
Catalogus Codicum Manuscriptorum Bibliothecae 
Regiae. part 3, vol. 4, Paris, 1744, p. 355. 
48. AVRIL, F. 
Catalogue des Manuserits ä Peintures d'D rigine 
Italienne de Za Bibliotheque Nationale. 
(in preparation) 
Edition 
See no. 17. 
GERVASE OF TILBURY: OTIA IMPERIALIA 
Manuscripts 
See p. 287. 
Editions 
49. Otia Imparialia, ed. G. W. Leibnitz. Soriptoros 
Rerum Brunsviaensium, Hannover, 1707-1711. Vol. 
1, pp. 811-1004; vol. 2, pp. 751-784. 
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50. Otia Imperialia; in einer Auswahl neu herausgegeben 
... ed. F. Liebrecht. Hannover, 1856. 
51. Otia Imperialia (selections on German history) 
ed. R. Pauli. M onumenta Germaniae Historica, 
27,1885, pp. 359-394. 
Studies 
52. BUSQUET, R. 
"Gervais de Tilbury inconnu. " Revue 
Historique, 191,1941, pp. 1-22. 
53. CALDWELL, J. R. 
"The Autograph Manuscript of Gervase of 
Tilbury (Vatican, Vat. Lat. 933). " 
Scriptorium, 11,1957, pp. 87-98. 
54. CALDWELL, J. R. 
"Gervase of Tilbury's Addenda to his 
Otia Imperialia. " Mediaeval Studies, 
24,1962, pp. 92-126. 
55. CALDWLLL, J. R. 
"The Interrelationship of the Manuscripts 
of Gervase of Tilbury's Otia Imperialia. " 
Scriptorium, 16,1962, pp. 246-274. 
56. CALDLJELL, J. R. 
"The Manuscripts of Gervase of Tilbury's 
Jtia Imperialia. " Scriptorium, 16,1962, 
pp. 28-45. 
See no. 269. 
57. DOBERENTZ, 0. 
"Die Erd- und Völkerkunde in der Weltchronik 
des Rudolf von Hohen-Ems. " Zeitschrift fur 
deutsche Philologie, 12,1881, pp. 257-301, 
387-454. 
58. KETRZNSKI, S. 
Ze Studyow nad Gerwazym z Tilbury (with a 
resum4 in French). Krakow, 1903. 
59. PAULI, R. 
"Gervasius von Tilbury. " Nachrichten von 
der k. Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften und 
der Georg-Augustics Universität, G6ttingen, 
1882, pp. 312-332. 
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60. RICHARDSON, H. G. 
"Gervase of Tilbury. " History, 46, 
1960, pp. 102-114. 
LIBER MOMSTRORUM 
Manuscripts 
Pierpont Morgan Library M. 906 
Description 
61. NEW YORK. Pierpont Morgan Library. 
Fourteenth Report to the Fellows of the 
Pierpont Morgan Library, 1965 and 1966. 
New York, 1967, pp. 13-15. (A detailed 
description of the MS, but omits to 
mention LM. ) 
Wolfenbuttel MS Guelf. 148 Gud. Lat. 
Description 
62. BUTZMANN, H. 
Die Weissenb urger Handschriften, neu 
beschrieben. Frankfurt a/M, 1964, 
p. 300. (Kataloge der Herzog-August- 
Bibliothek, Wolfenbuttel, 10) 
Leiden MS Voss. lat. oct. 60 
Descriptions 
63. LEIDEN. Rijksuniversiteit. 
Codices Vossiani Latini, 3" Leiden, 
1977, pp. 108-111. 
64. THOMAS, A. 
"Un Manuscrit inutilis6 du Lfiber 
Monstrorum. " Bulletin du Cange, 
4,1924, pp. 232-245. 
Studies 
65. DE MEYIER, K. A. 
Paul en Alexandra Patau an da Gaschied- 
enis van hun Randschriften. Leiden, 
1947, pp. 64-65. 
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ý1ý M 
66. LEITE DE VASCONCELLOS, J.: 
"Noticia Bibliographica do poema 
provencal de 'Santa Fe'. " 0 Instituto, 
49,1902, pp. 497-510. (Copy of this 
poem is bound with LM. ) 
67. MORLET, M. T. 
Les Noms de Personne sur le Territoire 
de 1'Ancienne Gauze du VIe au XIIe siecZe, 
1. Paris, 1968, p. 95. 
68. THOMAS, A. 
"ih" = "ch" en proven a1. " Annales du 
Midi, 8,1896, pp. 94-95. 
St. Gallen, MS Sangallensis 237 
Description 
69. SCHERRER, G. 
Verzeichnis der Handschriften der Stifts- 
bibliothek von St. Gallen. Halle, 1875, 
pp. 85-86. 
70. BRUCKNER, A. 
Scriptoria Medii Aevi Helvetica, 3. 
Geneva, 1938, p. 85. (Schreibschulen 
der Diözese Konstanz, St. Gallen) 
Studies 
71. STEFFENS, F. 
"Die Abkürzungen 
des 8. und 9 Jhs. 
Zentralb Zatt far 
1914, pp. 477-488. 
in den lat. Handscriften 
in St. Gallen. " 
Bib Ziothekswesen, 30, 
72. WEIDMANN, F. 
Geschichte der Bibliothek von St. Galten 
seit ihrer Gründung um das Jahr 830 bis 
auf 1841. Aus dem Quellen bearbeitet 
auf die tausendjährige Jubelfeier. 
St. Gallen, 1841, pp. 360-400. 
BL MS Royal 15 B xix 
Description 
73. WARNER, G. F. and GILSON, J. P. 
Catalogue of Western MSS of the OM Royal 




74. BERGER DE XIVREY, J. 
Traditions TTratoZogiquec, ou Recite do 
I'A)ttiquite at du Mayan Age on O ecident 
cur quetques points de Za fable du 
merveiZZeux et de Z'hictoire naturolle. 
Paris, 1836, pp. 2-330. 
75. HAUPT, M. 
Index L ectionum quac in Universitaty 
L itteraria Barotinenoi ... inctitucntur. Berlin, 1863, pp. 3-28. 
reprinted in: 
76. HAUPT, M. 
o puscuta, 2. Leipzig, 1876, repr. 
Hildesheim, 1967, pp. 218-252. 
77. ROBERT, U. 
L es Fables de POdre: Edition Pal6ograph- 
ique pub liee d'apr? s le manuscrit Rosanbo. 
Paris, 1893, pp. 149-181. 
78. BUTTURFF, D. R. 
The Monsters and the Scholar; an Edition 
" and Critical Study of the Libor Monstrorum. 
Ph. D. thesis, University of Illinois, 1968. 
79. PORSIA, F. 
L ib er Monstrorum. Bari, 1976. 
" 80. BOLOGNA, C. 
Liber Monstrorum de Diversis Generibus: 
Libro delle Mirabili DifformitA. Milan, 
1977. (Nuova Corona, 5) 
Studies 
81. BACKX, Susanne. 
"Siir la date et 1'origine du De Monotrie, 
Beluio et Serpentibus. " Latormus, 3, 
1939, p. 61. 
82. BOLOGNA, C. 
"La tradizione manoscritta del Libor 
Afonstrorum de Diversio Conteribus, (Appunti 
per l'edizione critica). " Cultura 
Neolatina, 34,1974, pp. 337-346. 
'105j 
83. CROSS, J. E. 
"De Signis et Prodigiis' in 'versus 
Sancti Patricii Episcopi de Mirabilibus 
Hibernie'. " Proceedings of the Royal 
Irish Academy, 71,1971, C, 247-254. 
84. FARAL, E. 
"La queue de poisson des sirenes. " 
Romania, 74,1953, pp. 433-506. 
85. KNOCK, Ann. 
"The Liber Monstrorum: an Unpublished 
Manuscript and some Reconsiderations. " 
Scriptorium, 32,1978, pp. 19-28. 
(Copy appended) 
86. KNOCK, Ann. 
Review of 80. Medium Aevum, 48,1979, 
pp. 259-262. (Copy appended) 
87. MANITIUS, M. 
Geschichte der L ateinischen L iteratur 
des Mittelalters, 1. Munich, 1911, 
pp. 114-118. 
88. WHITBREAD, L. G. 
"The L fib er Monstrorum and Beow uZf. " 
Mediaeval Studies, 36,1974, pp. 434-471. 
89. ZAMBON, F. 
"Ercole e la sirena: Osservazioni su due 
recenti edizioni del Lib er Monstrorum. " 
Strumenti Critici, 12,1978, pp. 65-75. 
GHOST MANUSCRIPTS 
Fulda Ordo XV 175 
90. CHRIST, K. 
Die Bibliothek des Klosters Fulda in 16. 
Jahrhundert. Leipzig, -1933, p. 102. 
Tournai MS 135 
91. FAIDER, P. 
Catalogue des Manuscrits conserves ä 
Tournai. Gembloux, 1950. 
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SECONDARY SOURCES: CLASSICAL AND MEDIAEVAL 
92. ACHILLES TATIUS. 
Ctitophon and L eucippe ed. and trans. 
S. Gaselee. London, 1917. 
93. AELFRIC. 
Aetfrics Grammatik und Glossar, ed. J. 
Zupitza, Berlin, 1880. 
94. AELIAN. 
Nistoria AnimaZium, ed. and trans. A. F. 
Scholfield, 3 vols. London, 1958-60. 
95. AIMOMUS Floriacensis. 
Historia Francorum L ibri V. Paris, 1567.. 
ALDHELM, St. 
Editions 
96. Opera quas extant omnia ... ed. J. A. Giles. 
Oxford, 1844. 
97. )pera, ed. R. Ehwald. Berlin, 1919, (repr. 
1961) 
98. Coliectiones Aenigmatum Merovingieae Aetatis, 
ed. F. Glorie, Turnhout, 1968, pp. 359-540. 
(Corpus Christianorum, Series Latina, 133) 
Translations 
99. The Prose Works of Aldhelm, tr. by M. Lapidge 
and M. Herren. Cambridge, 1979. 
100. The Riddles of Atdhetm, text and verse 
translation by J. H. Pitman, New Haven, 1925. 
(Yale Studies in English, 67) 
Studies 
See no. 269. 
101. JAMES, M. R. 
2bo Ancient English Scholars, St. Atdhel'i 
and William of Malmesbury. Glasgow, 1931. 
(David Murray Foundation Lecture, Glasgow 
University Publications, 22) 
102. MANITIUS, M. 
Zu Aldhetm und Beda. Vienna, 1886. 
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103. WINTERBOTTOM, M. 
"Aldhelm's Prose Style and its Origins. " 
Anglo-Saxon England, 6,1977, pp: 39-76. 
ALEXANDER THE GREAT 
Pseudo-Callisthenes Group 
104. JULIUS VALERIUS. 
Res Gestae AZexandri Macedonia translate 
ex Aesopo Graeco. ed. A. Maio, 'Milan, 
" 1817. 
" 105. JULIUS VALERIUS. 
Res Gestae, AZexandri Macedonia, od. 
B.. Kuebler. Leipzig, 1888. 
106. EpistoZa AZexandri from the Bamberg MS, ed. 
F. Pfister. Heidelberg, 1910. (Sammlung 
Vulg, qrlateinische Texte, Heft 4) 
1O7. 
. 
Epis. tola. A, Zexandri, ed. W. W. Boer. The Hague, 
1953. 
108. Der Brief Alexanders an Aristotel s ilb er die 
Wunder Indiens, synoptische Edition, ed. 
M. Feldbusch. Meisenheim am Glan, 1976. 
Translations 
109. The Romance of Alexander the Great by Pseudo- 
CaZlisthenes (The Armenian version), trans. 
A. M. Wolohojian. London, 1969. (Records 
of Civilization, 82) 
The Old English L etter of Alexander to 
Aristotle, see no. 14. 
Pseudo-Callisthenes Group d 
110. LEO, Archipresbyter. 
Vita Alexandri Magni, ed. G. Landgraf. 
Erlangen, 1885, 
111. The Harvard Epitome of the Historia de Pretiis, 
Rezension I2, ed. F. P. Magbun. Cambridge, 
-Mass., 1932. 
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112. Hiatoria de Preliis Alexandri Afagni. 
(Der lateinische Alexander-roman des 
Mittelalters). Synoptische Edition der 
Rezension des Leo Archipreybytgr u9d der 
interpolierten Fassungen J, J', J' 
ed. H. J. Bergmeister, Meisenheim am G1an, 
1975- , vol. 1- . (Vol. 1. only 
published so far. ) (Beitr8ge zur klassischen 
Philologie, 65) 
113. Ristoria Alexandri M«gni, i. ýictaria de 
PreZiis) Rezension J', cd. A. Hilka, zum 
Druck besorgt durch H. J. Bergmoister. 
Meisenheim am Glan, 1976- , parts 1-2 (no more published). (Beitrý'lge zur 
klassischen Philologie, 76,79) 
114. Historia de Preliis Alexandri Magni, 
Rezension J3, ed. K. Steffens. 
Meisenheim am Glan, 1975. 
115. Der altfranz8sisehe Prosa-Alcxanderroman 
nach der Berliner Bilderhandschrift nebst 
dem lateinischer Original der ietoria de 
Preliis (Rezension J ), ed. A. Ililka. 
Halle, 1920. (Festschrift ffir Ca3r1 Appel 
zum 17 Mai 1917) 
116. ,a Prise de De fur ar d 'L e Voyage d'A t erandra_ 
au Paradis Terrestre, ed. L. P. G. Peckham 
and M. S. La Du. Princeton, 1935. 
Studies 
117. CARY, G. 
The Mediaeval Alexander, Cambridge, 1956. 
118. COLEMAN-NORTON, P. R. 
"The Authorship of the Epistola de Indicis 
Gentibus at de Bragmanibun. " Claosical 
Philology, 21,1926, pp. 154-160. 
119. DEIMANN, W. 
Abfassungszeit und Verfasser der griechiachen 
Alexanderrornans. Munster, 1917. 
120. MAGOUN, F. P. 
"The Conipilation of St. Alban's and the 
OFr Prose Alexander Romance. " speculum, 
1,1925, pp. 225-232. 
121. PFISTER, F. 
"Alexander der. Grosse in den Offenbarungen 
der Griechen, Juden, Mohar. ^.. medaner und 
Christen. " See no. 2, pp. 301-347. 
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122. PFISTER, F. 
"Eine Gründungsgeschichte Alexandrias. " 
See no. 2, pp. 80-103. 
123. ROSS, D. J. A. 
Alexander Historiatus; a Guide to 
Medieval Illustrated Alexander Literature. 
London, 1963. (Warburg Institute 
Surveys, 1) 
124. ZACHER, J. 
Pseudocailisthenes; Forschungen zur 
Kritik und Geschichte der ältesten 
Aufzeichnung der Alexandersage. Halle, 
1867. 
125. AMBROSE, St. 
Hexameron. PL 14, coll. 133-288. 
ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE 
126. PLUMMER, C. 
Sao of the Saxon Chronicles Parallel. 
Oxford, 1892-99. 
127. ANSILEUBUS. 
Glossarium AnsiZeubi sive liber GZossarum, 
ed. W. M. Lindsay. Paris, 1926. 
128. ARRIAN. 
Alexandri Anabasis, ed. A. G. Roos. 
Leipzig, 1967. 
129. ARTEMIDORUS. 
C neirocritica, ed. N. Rigalti. Paris, 
1603. 
AUGUSTINE, St. 
130. De Civitate Dei Contra Paganos, ed. and 
trans. Eva Sanford and W. Green. London, 
1965. 
131. (La cite de Dieu). Cy commence la table du 
premier Ziure de monseigneur saint augustin, 
de la cite de dieu ... 
(tr. with commentary, 
by Raoul de Presles). Abbeville, 1486,2 
vols. 
Studies 
132. LABORDE$ A. de. 
L 6s Nanuscrits ý Peintures de la Cite 
de Dieu, 3 vols. Paris, 1909. 
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133. AURELIUS Victor. 
De Caesaribuo, ed. F. Pichlmayr. Leipzig, 
1911. 
134. AVITUS, St. 
Poematum de Moaaicae Historiae. PL 59, coll. 
328-329. 
135. The Battle of Maldon, ed. E. V. Gordon. 
London, 1937. 
136. BEBEL, H. 
Facetien, ed. G. Bebermeyer. Leipzig, 1931. 
(Bibliothek des literarischen Vereins in 
Stuttgart, 276) 
137. BEDE. 
2pera de Temporibus, ed. C. W. Jones. 
Cambridge, Mass., 1943. 
138. JONES, C. W. 
Bedae Pseudepigraphica: Scientific writings 
falsely attributed to Bede. Ithaca, New 
York, 1939. 
139. Beowulf and the Fight at Finnsburgh, ed. F. 
Klaeber, 3rd. ed., rev. Boston, 1950. 
140. The Bestiary, facsimile ed. of MS Univ. Cent. 
Ii. 4.26, ed. M. R. James. London, 1928. 
141. BE Zia Sacra Latina, Vulgatac Editiones. 
London, n. d. 
142. The Holy Bible ... Revised Standard Version. London, 1952. 
143. BONIFACE, St. 
Die Briefe des Heiligen Bonifatius und 
L ulZus, ed. M. Tanga. 2nd. ed. Berlin, 
1955. 
144. BRENDAN, St. 
Navigatio Sancti arendani Abb atis, fror 
early Latin Manuscripts, ed. C. Selmer. 
Notre Dame, Indiana, 1959. (Publications 
in Mediaeval Studies, University of 
Notre Dame, 16) 
145. CLEMENT I, Pope. 
Epistola ad Coriº: tho3. PG 1, Coll. 262-2 66. 
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146. COC eäcfäom6, Wortcurining and Startraft 
of Early England. 3 vols. London, 
1864-66. 
CTESIAS. 
'147. Ancient India as Described by Ktesias the 
Knidian, tr. J. W. McCrindle. Calcutta, 1882. 
148. EUSEBIUS PAMPHILUS. 
Chronica Eusebii Pamphili, interpretatio 
S. Eusebii Hieronymi. PL 27, coll. 595. 
149. EUSEBIUS PAMPHILUS. 
Chvonici Canones, L atine vertit, adauxit, 
ad sua tempora produxit S. Eusebius 
Hieronymus, ed. J. K. Fotheringham. 
London, 1923. 
GENESIS B 
150. The Later Genesis, ed. B. J. Timmer. Oxford, 
1948. 
GEOGRAPHER OF RAVENNA. 
151. Ravennatis anonymi Cosmographia et Guidonis 
geographica, ed. M. Pinder and G. Parthey. 
Berlin, 1960. See a'so no. 212. 
152. Gesta Romanorum, ed. H. Oesterley. Berlin, 
1872, repr. Hildesheim, 1963. 
153. GIANNINI, A. 
Paradoxographorum Graecorum reliquiae. 
Milan, 1967. 
GREGORY I, T:, e Great. 
154. The Pastoral Care (Old English), ed. from 
the BM MS by I. Carlson. Stockholm, 1975. 
(Stockholm Studies in English, 24) 
155. GREGORY of Tours. 
De Cursu SteZZarum Ratio, ed. F. G. H. C. 
Haase. Breslau, 1853. 
156. HERODOTUS. 
ed. and tr. A. D. Godley. 4 vols. 
London, 1921-1930. 
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HISTORIA DE PRELIIS. See nos. 110-115. 
157. HOMER. 




158. Imago Mundi. PL 172, coll. 115-188. 
159. Prologue de ymagine mundi Nonoria ... Nuremberg, A. Koburger, 1472. 
160. Libri Septem. Quorum primus eat De imagine 
Mundi ... Basle, 1544. 
161. Mundi Synopsis; sive de Imagine Mundi lib ri 
tres. Spirae, 1583. 
Studies 
162. BAUERREISS, R. 
"Zur Herkunft des Honorius Augustodunensis. " 
Studien und Mitteilungen zur Geschichte 
des Benediktiner Ordens, 53,1935, pp. 
28-36. 
See no. 57 and no. 274. 
163. ENDRES, J. A. 
Honorius Augustodunensis; Beitrag 
zur Geschichte des Geistigen Lebens im 
12. Jahrhundert. Kempten and Munich, 
1906. 
164. FLINT, V. I. J. 
"The Career of Honorius Augustodunensis; 
some fresh evidence. " Revue Bän4ýdictino, 
82,1972, pp. 63-86. 
165. GARRIGUES, Marie-Odile. 
"Qui 6tait Honorius Augustodunensis? " 
Ang licuºr., 50,1973, pp. 20-49. 
166. MENHARDT, H. 
"Der Nachlass des Honorius Augustodunensis. " 
Zeitschrift für deutsches Altertum und 
deutsche Literatur, 89,1958, pp. 23-69. 
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See no. 310. 
167. ROOTH, E. 
"Kleine Beiträge-zur Kenntnis des 
sogenannten Honorius Augustodunenis. " 
Studia Neophilologica, 12,1939, pp. 120- 
135. 
168. SANFORD, Eva M. 
"Honorius, Presbyter and Scholasticus. " 
Speculum, 23,1948, -pp. 397-425. 
Vernacular Adaptations 
169. L . 
'Image dü Monde de maitre Gossouin, ed. O. N. 
Prior. Lausanne, 1913. 
170. L'Ymagine del Mondo, ed. F. Chiovaro. 
Naples, 1977. 
171. Semeianca del Mundo; a Medieval Description 
of the World, ed. W. E. Bull and H. F. Williams. 
Berkeley, Calif., 1959. 
HRABANUS see RABANUS 
172. HUGO de Sancto Victore. 
De Bestiis et Aliis Rebus. PL 177, 
coll. 1-164. 
173. HULTSCH, F. 
Metrologicorurm Scriptorurn Reliquiae. 
Leipzig, 1864. 
ISIDORE of Seville 
174. Etymotogiae, ed. W. M. Lindsay. Oxford, 1911. 
Studies 
175. BESSON, C. H. 
Isidor-Studien. Munich, 1913. 
176. SCHMEKEL, A. 
Isidorus von Sevilla, Sein System und 
seine Quellen. Berlin, 1938. (Die 
Positive Philosophie in ihrer geschicht- 
lichen Entwicklung, 2) 
177. SEGOVIA, A. 
"Informe sobre bibliografia isidoriana, 
1936-1960. " Estudios Eclesiasticos, 
136/137,1961, pp. 73-126. 
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178. Itineraria et aZia geographica, ed. P. 
Geyer. Turnhout, 1965. (Corpus 
Christianorum Lat. 175-6) 
179. Itinerarium Antonini, ed. P. Geyer. 
See no. 178. 
JACQUES de Vitry. 
180. L ibri duo, quorum prior orientaZie, give 
Hierosolymitanae; alter Occidentatie. Douai, 
1597. 
181. Historia Orientalis, Libor tortius, ed. J. 
Gretser. Ratisbonae, 1734 (J. Gretseri 
Opera Omnia, 3) 
182. Historia 0 ccidentaZis, ed. J. F. Hinnebusch. 
Fribourg, 1972. 
Translation 
183. The History of Jerusalem, tr. A. Stewart. 
London, 1896. (Library of the Palestine 
Pilgrims' Text Society, 11) 
Studies 
184. FUNK, P. 
"Jakob von Vitry: Leben und Werke. " 
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are reversed, misrepresenting their relationship to NIS A. 
I wonder how large a general audience there is fora work of this nature. There is a 
great deal in this edition which would surely be of use to those interested in the 
many topics to which the Liber is peripheral (and even a cursory scan of Bologna's 
critical notes gives an indication of the extent of its connections), if only there were 
an index and a bibliography. For the definitive edition, other nutters also require further consideration. The choice of a base MS should be reviewed; for A, although fullest, frequently does not give the best readings. The method of composition 
merits investigation - why, for instance, in 1 16-30 does the compiler draw 
alternately from Pharasmanes and from St Augustine De Citvitate Dpi xvi 8? Ilologna has promised a fuller study of cognate material and a comparison of the 
vocabulary and syntax with that used by Aldhelm, and these may enable him to 
present conclusive evidence on date and authorship. In the meantime, his new 
edition makes readily available an important text which has long been out of print. 
ANN KNOCK 
I E. Faral 'La queue de poisson des sirenes' Romanis LXXIV (1953) 433.504. 
a P. 167. 
+ M. Haupt OpwncaLs 11 (Leipzig 1876) 218.232. 
"LG. V'hitbread'The Lib er Monitrorwºn and Reorrwlf Mediattw! Stwdýn XXXVI (1971) t3/ 171. 
+ i'aral'La queue... ' pp. 437-470. 
" Ed. 1i. Boese (Berlin 1973). 
Ed. J. A. Giles (Oxford 1844) pp. 248.273. 
" Ed. H. Beese p. 297. 
" Except for theunmetricalemendationproposedbyJ. Leakein77+eCtatsoJ&ott«lj(hiadison, ll'ii. 
1967) p. 124. 
to BeoWwtf 383. 
is Bologna p. 10. 
' ýý ), t'. Htigne P-01trologia Latina CLXXII co). 123ff. 
J-h¬odutfi Capitula in England: Diealtenglisclxn Übersetzungen, tus mmrn mit dem 
lateinischen Text edited by Hans Sauer (Texte und Untersuchungen zur 
Englischen Philologie 8). Wilhelm Fink Verlag, Munich. 1978. xv + 521 pp. 
DM 68, -. 
This is a work of massive scholarship of the kind we have now learnt to expect 
from Munich dissertations in English philology. Thorpe took 20 pages to edit the 
OE translation of the Capitul t of Theodulf of Orleans found in Corpus Christi 
College Cambridge MS 201, in his Ancient Laus and institutes of 1840. A. S. Napier 
in 1916 took 17 pages to edit the other OE translation, found in ßodleY ISIS 863, 
together with the parallel Latin text; and Hans Sauer nowdevotes 530 pages to the 
k. What we get for the extra weight is a detailed study of the origins and textual 
tradition of the Latin text of the Capitula, with particular reference to the 
MSS 
preserved in England, showing that they all belong to the same subtradition. an 
exhaustive study of tht 
techniques of the two 01 
the Latin %Trsion$ which 
from the other Latin ve; 
critical edition of the Lati 
CCCC 201; and a linguii 
whole in any detail is in 
competent to judge I four 
every argument well weig) 
of translation techniques 
version in Rodley 863 writ' 
paraphrases and occasic 
resourceful vocabulary, ar 
as to suggest to Herr Sau 
himself a bishop; though 
and textual tradition 
acknowledgement, on th. 
Brommcr, but it is extrer 
examining the textual tra 
The original Latin text 
duties and parochial teach 
early in the ninth centum 
usefulness in England is a 
eleventh and twelfth cent, 
by the use of the text by st 
how far the instructions at 
actually applied to Englam 
the original text. This is ar 
little to say; and one is left 
MSS from England and fi 
wonders, for instance, w'he 
(i. e. that in Bodley 965) sad 
is wrong or improper (non 
201) merely says that it is 
interesting are the refe 
indiscriminately within th, 
and the insistence that this 
and the existing tombs be I 
to whether this applies to I 
to clarify and emphasise tt 
points out that the texte 
that of X'ulfstan) in rcfusit 
living with him; and the 
XLVIII. 2 1 
REVIEWS : 41 
fish-tail to the siren. In view Two points which bear on this hypothesis of Aldhelm's authorship seem to have 
,v MSS, a definitive critical escaped mention 
in the past. In Thomas of Cantimpre's De Natura Rerum'there 
are 30 attributions to Adelinus. Of these, 16 derive from the Liber Alonstrorunt, 
a readable text aimed at'un with parts quoted verbatim. 
The remaining 14 deal with subjects treated by 
smpleteness in the critical 
Aldhelm in his Aenigmata' and are all similar in content to his verses; but in only 
i into Italian, book-by-book one instance 
is Aldhelm quoted verbatim (De salamandra, as pointed out by 
it volume. Bologna), with the acknowledgement 
'Adelinus in enigmatum libro versificans 
e widest tradition of man's dixit". The likeliest explanation, and one which 
I have not seen put forward 
ists the aid of such unlikely elsewhere, is that Thomas 
had before him a text which drew on both the Acnigrnita 
placing the work within its and the Liber Monstrorum and to which 
Aldhelm's name had remained attached. 
anonymous compiler, who The second point concerns the Hygelac passage (1 2) which Bologna, 
following 
mpose his personality or any so many other scholars, regards as proof that the compiler knew the oral tradition 
w the LiberMfonstrorum as a behind Beowulf, if not the poem itself, and therefore as an indication of Anglo- 
"oposes in the appendices. In Saxon provenance. Not only is there no evidence that the Brow ulf poet envisaged 
tributes knowledge of both Hygelac as of abnormal size', but it is surely inconceivable, if the compiler of the 
the Letter of Pharasmanes, Liber Monstrorum knew the Beowulf tradition, that he should have selected 
iente Mirabilibus), theLetter Hygelac from it by name, neglecting Grendel and his mother, gold-hoarding 
i fact they are all versions of dragons and even Beowulf himself who 'pritiges manna mzgencrxft on his 
t source for the Liber. mundgripe heaborof hxbbe"°. 
occupying well over half of Bologna's edition of the Liber Monstrorum contains much valuable material. 
the non-specialist reader. Some of it could be made more easily accessible by the inclusion of an index (surely 
"r's intention of dealing with essential in a work of this nature) and by more consistent treatment of the critical 
is used to excuse omissions apparatus. For instance, the direct sources of passages are only occasionally 
:. Such fundamental matters mentioned in the critical notes. The critical notes sometimes deal only with 
. tions are postponed for the . secondary source material 
(or even material which, although fascinating, is not 
s that printed by Haupt', related, as in the note on the Onocentaur I 10), with the direct sources relegated to 
. 148 and Pierpont Morgan the textual notes. Frequently the 
direct source of a passage is not indicated at all, 
:h Haupt relegates to the even when the same source is cited for other passages deriving from it. The 3 of I 11, which is silently discussion of Aldhelm's possible authorship is split between three sections of the 
: ake account of this. Haupt appendix. The critical apparatus has a tantalising number of references without 
ogna sometimes restores citation (e. g., p. 79'un trattato Sulla Caccio'; p. 83'un ms. dell'Historia deprclus). 7aicus; MS C: Higlacus) 12 Titles are quoted in Latin or Italian, varying even within a single note (p. 177 - ' , while accepting Haupt's Meraviglie dell'Est and De Rebus in OrienteMirabilibus). There are some real errors, 
yophagos 115, where the MS as the division of the texts of the Letter of Pharasmanes into two groups, one 
na does not use his greater consisting of Mirabilia and the OF and OE versions and the otherof the remaining 
-eadings, as rpifugos in place Latin texts, when the division in fact falls between the Fermes group and the 8. Premonis group, with Al irabilia and the vernacular versions belonging to the latter. Whitbread'si and Faral's' Liber Alonstrorum, despite Bologna's note to 11 18, draws its material from the to the evidence. In fact, he Premonis group and is closest to the continental MSS of the text. Bologna wrongly ad adduced to weigh against 
" other writi 
describes MS Paris nouv. acq. lat. 658 (part 2 ff. 1-25)" as an unpublished 
ngs, apparently Monstrorum descriptio que India superiore sunt - it is in fact from Honorius 
ugh without citing chapter Augustodunensis De Imagine Mund: '2. A further error occurs in the note to 115. 
one of the few instances where all MS readings are cited. The readings for D and E 
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fish-tail to the siren. In view Two points which bear on this hypothesis of Aldhelm's authorship seem tohavc 
u MSS, a definitive critical escaped mention in the past. In Thomas of Cantimpre's De Natura Rerum" there 
are 30 attributions to Adelinus. Of these, 16 derive from the Liber Alonstrorwir. 
'a readable text aimed at'un with parts quoted verbatim. The remaining 14 deal with subjects treated lr 
)mpleteness in the critical Aldhelm in his A enigmata' and are all similar in content to his verses; but in cny 
t into Italian, book-by-book one instance is Aldhelm quoted verbatim (De salamandra, as pointed out lyr 
le volume. Bologna), with the acknowledgement 'Adelinus in enigmatum libro vcrs" 
ie widest tradition of man's dixit". The likeliest explanation, and one which I have not seen put fomwj 
fists the aid of such unlikely elsewhere, is that Thomas had before him a text which drew on both the Aenigr-. rsza 
placing the work within its and the Liber Monstrorum and to which Aldhelm's name had remained attacl , 
t anonymous compiler, who The second point concerns the Hygelac passage (I 2) which Bologna, fo11o* g 
mpose his personality or any so many other scholars, regards as proof that the compiler knew the oral traditi 
w the Liberllfonstrorum as a behind Beowulf, if not the poem itself, and therefore as an indication of Ang. = 
, oposes in the appendices. In Saxon provenance. Not only is there no evidence that the Beowulf poet envis: g 
: tributes knowledge of both Hygelac as of abnormal size', but it is surely inconceivable, if the compiler of the 
the Letter of Pharasmanes, Liber Monstrorum knew the Beowulf tradition, that he should have sckctej 
iente Af irabilibus), the Letter Hygelac from it by name, neglecting Grendel and his mother, gold-hoan! Irg 
i fact they are all versions of dragons and even Beowulf himself who 'pritiges manna mxgencra: ft on lit 
t source for the Liber. mundgripe heaporof hxbbe"0. 
occupying well over half of Bologna's edition of the Liber Monstrorum contains much valuable material, 
the non-specialist reader. Some of it could be made more easily accessible by the inclusion of an index (sureh 
. r's intention of dealing with essential in a work of this nature) and by more consistent treatment of the eritk . 
is used to excuse omissions apparatus. For instance, the direct sources of passages are only occasi .y 
;. Such fundamental matters mentioned in the critical notes. The critical notes sometimes deal only with 
. tions are postponed 
for the . secondary source material (or even material which, although fascinating, is not 
s that printed by Haupt', related, as in the note on the Onocentaur 110), with the direct sources relegated to 
. 148 and Pierpont Morgan the textual notes. 
Frequently the direct source of a passage is not indicated at all, 
:h Haupt relegates to the even when the same source is cited for other passages deriving from it. T11, - 
3 of 1 11, which is silently discussion of Aldhelm's possible authorship is split between three sections of the 
cake account of this. Haupt appendix. The critical apparatus has a tantalising number of references witlxxr, 
ogna sometimes restores citation (e. g., p. 79'un trattato Sulla Caccio'; p. 83 'un ms. dell'Histori., s de rrrt. '}. 
7aicus; MS C: Higlacus) 12 Titles are quoted in Latin or Italian, varying even within a single note (p. 1. ': 
', while accepting Haupt's Meraviglie dell'Est and De Rebus in OrienteAfirabilibus). There are some real enters, 
yophagos 115, where the MS as the division of the texts of the Letter of Pharasmanes into two groups, my 
na does not use his greater consisting of Mirabilia and the OF and OE versions and the other of the remain 
"eadings, as epifugos in place Latin texts, when the division in fact falls between the Fermes group and tx 
8. Premonis group, with Mirabilia and the vernacular versions belonging to the lager. 
Whitbread's' and Faral's' Liber Monstrorum, despite Bologna's note to 1118, draws its material ftz a t1t 
to the evidence. In fact, he Premonis group and is closest to the continental MSS of the text. Bologna wi -y 
ad adduced to weigh against describes MS Paris nouv. acq. lat. 658 (part 2 ff. 1-25)11 as an unpuiiis 
other writings, apparently Monstrorum descriptio que India superiore sunt - it is in fact from Hors 
ugh without citing chapter Augustodunensis De Imagine Mundi 2. A further error occurs in the note to 115 
one of the few instances where all MS readings are cited. The readings for D a.. d E 
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Two points which bear on this hypothesis of Aldhelm's authorship seem t+ohaý%v 
escaped mention in the past. In Thomas of Cantimpre's De Natura Rerum" there 
are 30 attributions to Adelinus. Of these, 16 derive from the Liber Monstrom 
with parts quoted verbatim. The remaining 14 deal with subjects trcatc 1l 
Aldhelm in his Aenigmata' and are all similar in content to his verses; but in c c4 
one instance is Aldhelm quoted verbatim (De salamandra, as pointed out l 
Bologna), with the acknowledgement 'Adelinus in enigmatum libro versiis: x s 
dixit". The likeliest explanation, and one which I have not seen put fora-a. - 
elsewhere, is that Thomas had before him a text which drew on both the. denigmAza 
and the Liber Monstrorum and to which Aldhelm's name had remained attah . The second point concerns the Hygelac passage (I 2) which Bologna, follovint 
so many other scholars, regards as proof that the compiler knew the oral tradition 
behind Beowulf, if not the poem itself, and therefore as an indication of Anr. 11,.. 
Saxon provenance. Not only is there no evidence that the Beowulf poet envisaptJ 
Hygelac as of abnormal size', but it is surely inconceivable, if the compiler of tie 
Liber Monstrorum knew the Beowulf tradition, that he should have sclc ctcJ 
Hygelac from it by name, neglecting Grendel and his mother, gold-hoardia. 
dragons and even Beowulf himself who 'pritiges manna ma'gencra: ft on is 
mundgripe heaborof ha'bbe'1°. 
Bologna's edition of the Liber Monstrorum contains much valuable material, 
Some of it could be made more easily accessible by the inclusion of an index (surely 
essential in a work of this nature) and by more consistent treatment of the crick. ) 
apparatus. For instance, the direct sources of passages are only occasion::: y 
mentioned in the critical notes. The critical notes sometimes deal only &i-, h 
secondary source material (or even material which, although fascinating, is not 
related, as in the note on the Onocentaur 110), with the direct sources rekgatni to 
the textual notes. Frequently the direct source-of a passage is not indicated at all. 
even when the same source is cited for other passages deriving from it. *Mc 
discussion of Aldhelm's possible authorship is split between three sections of the 
appendix. The critical apparatus has a tantalising number of references aithoea; 
citation (e. g., p. 79'un trattato Sulla Cacciö ; p. 83'un ms. dell'Histori t deTrrzs"). 
Titles are quoted in Latin or Italian, varying even within a single note (p. 1+'? - 
Meraviglie dell'Est and De Rebus in Oriente Af irabilibus). There are some real errs , 
as the division of the texts of the Letter of Pharasmanes into two grouts. erne 
consisting of Mirabilia and the OF and OE versions and the otherof therenul ý, v 
Latin texts, when the division in fact falls between the Fermes group an3 the 
Premonis group, with Mirabilia and the vernacular versions belonging to thela- 
Liber. Monstrorum, despite Bologna's note to 1118, draws its material ft t 
Premonis group and is closest to the continental MSS of the text. Bolognaw'.; c 
describes MS Paris nouv. acq. lat. 658 (part 2 ff. 1-25)" as an unpubiisheJ 
Monstrorum descriptio gut India superiore sunt - it is in fact from Horon-s 
Augustodunensis De Imagine Munde". A further error occurs in the note to 115, 
one of the few instances where all MS readings are cited. The readings for D and E 
EDIUM IEVUM XGV111.2 
showed that the Liber was the first text to attribute a Gsh"tail to the siren. In view Two points which 
bear on 
of this importance and of the discovery of three new AMSS, a definitive critical escaped mention in the past. 
edition of this text has long been overdue. are 30 attributions to Adeli, 
The expressed aim of Bologna's edition is to produce a readable text aimed at'un with parts quoted verbsti r 
rasto pubblico colto", with no pretensions to completeness in the critical 
apparatus. The text is printed with a parallel translation into Italian, book-by-book 
Allhelm in his 4 ni, mats I 
one instance is Aldhelm qt 
commentary and a few textual notes at the end of the volume. Ikalogns), with the acknowl 
Bologna's introduction tries to place the Liber in the widest tradition of ntan's dixit". The likeliest explan 
curiosity about the abnormal; and to this end he enlists the aid of such unlikely elsrwbcre, is that Thomas 
IU- 
comparisons as Disneyland and the Kama Sutra. In placing the work within its and the Libor Monstrorunt a 
mediaeval context, he seems torn between depicting an anonymous compiler, who The second point concern 
selected his material from the best sources and did not impose his personality or any so many other scholars, rega 
allegorical interpretation upon it, and his desire to show the LiberAlonstroram as a behind IIeuu-uulf if not the r 
treat work of literature, worthy of the authorship he proposes in the appendices. In Saxon provenance. Not only 
his eagerness to portray the compiler's erudition, he attributes knowledge of both f 11"gelac as of abnormal size` 
ultimate and intermediate sources, as in the case of the Letter of Pharasºnznes, Lil'rr Alonstrorwºn 
knew th 
%here he lists AlirabilLz (under the title De Rrbus in OrienteAtirabilibus), the Letter Hygelac from it 
by name, 
of fennel and the Epistola Premonis as sources, when in fact they are all versions of dragons and even 
Beowulf 
the same text, with the last"nasned group the likeliest source for the Libm mundgripc he**orof hxbbc' 
rith the introduction, commentary and appendices occupying well over half of Bologna's edition of the 1 
the 221 pages, this edition is tough meat for the non-specialist reader. Some of it could be made mo 
Unfortunately, its popularaim, togetherwith the editor's intention of dealing with essential in a work of this na 
certain matters more fully in a later definitive edition, is used to excuse omissions apparatus. For instance, th 
and, by implication, lack of full scholastic thoroughness. Such fundamental matters mentioned in the critical n 
is the justification of choice of base NIS and of emendations are postponed 
for the , secondary source material (t 
later edition. The text, with a few modifications, is that printed by Haupt', related, as 
in the note on the 
compiled from MSS A and B (Wolfenbüttel Gud. Lat. 148 and Pierpont 
Morgan the textual notes. Frequently 
Crary A1.906). The additional material in B, which Haupt relegates to the even when the same source 
%otnotes, is restored to the text, except for the end of 111, which is silently 
discussion of Aldhelm's poss 
omitted. Bologna modifies the chapter numbering to take account of this. 
Haupt appendix. The critical appar 
consistently corrects names where possible; 
Bologna sometimes restores 
as A's reading Nxncglacws (Haupt: HNgilakug NIS C: Iliglacus) 
12 
tions 
citation (e. g., p. 7' 'un trattat 
Titles are quoted in Latin or , corrup 
and the universal scinopodis (Haupt: sciapodas) 
1 17, while accepting Haupt's Meraviglir dell'Est and De Rel 
emendations elsewhere, as hippopotamis 
1110.18, irhthyoplzgos 115, where the MS as the division of the texts 
readings show affinities to the source material. 
Bologna does not use his greater consisting of Alirabili. s and th 
knowledge of the sources to restore probable original readings, as epifugos 
in place Latin texts, when the divisi 
d epistigos 124 or latitudine in place of solitudine 
I 18. 
On the question of authorship. Bologna accepts 
'X'hitbrrad's' and F=aral'ss 
Premonis group, with Ati abil Lil'er Afonstroram, despite B 
attribution to Aldhelm, without adding significantly 
to the evidence. In fact, he Premonis group and is closest 
k1, cntly suppresses the contradictions - which 
'Whitfircad adduced to weigh against 
arently i h l ' i 
describes MS Paris nouv. a 
nst Af ngs. app t er wr m s ot 
the other evidence - between the Liber and 
Aldhe 
X'hitbread, though without citing chapter b i i l 
o ror,. rn descriptio que I Augustodunensis De Imagine y on strans at attributing them to m one of the few instances whey and verse. 
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IARJORIE CHIBNALL 
he following note: - 
ossessed a certain literary 
culture; not only does he make frequent use of antithesis and rhyme, but he is able 
also to write hexameters (ch. xlix). That fact makes it very probable that the Latin 
author read certain poetical texts. Thomson gives only one example (an allusion in 
ch. xxviii to Lucan Phars. I '1 Bella... plus quam civilia'), but one could register 
some more allusions. Very characteristic is a passage in ch. xli: 'Obortae igitur 
lacrimae piis sermonibus patris fluunt ab utroque, madent filiorum circumstantium 
genae. Longa trahuntur suspiria' (cf. ch. xlix 'suspiria longs trahebas'). Similar 
turns are found in the poetical tradition. Ultimately they go back to Vergil and 
Ovid ('lacrimis obortis' Verg. Aen. iv 30; vi 867; xi 41; 'lacrimisque genae maducre 
profusis' Ovid Al etam. xi 418; 'Iacrimaeque genie labuntur obortae' Ovid Mewm. ii 
656; 'et Canto pcnitus traxit suspiria motu' Ovid Metam. ii 753). 
It seems very probable that the anonymous author, a Benedictine monk (sce 
introduction, p. 4: 'there should never have been any speculation as to whether he 
was a secular chaplain to Gundulf or a Rochester monk; he was certainly the 
latter'), knew the Vita Benedicti of Gregory the Great, the second book of the 
Dialogues, a work that, certainly in the circles of the monks, was well-known in 
mediaeval England (as early as the eighth century Alfred the Great translated it into 
English). In ch. xlv the passage post dulcia caelestis vitae colloquia is without a doubt 
a reminiscence of Greg. Magn. Dial. ii 1 'post dulcia vitae colloquia' (in both cases 
not long before their death: cf. ibid. ii 33'per sacra spiriulis vitae conloquia'; ibid. ii 
33 'de caelestis vitae gaudiis loquamur'). 
In ch. vii the word symmista is found, which in the Glossary (p. 88) has been 
translated by 'custodian' and in a note (p. 29) by 'warden or keeper of ucred 
objects'. In this note the possibility is left open that in the Vita the meaning is 
'priest', which, however, seems very improbable ('It was sometimes used as a 
synonym for "priest", in which case it might here refer to Gundulf's ordination'). I 
would prefer a more general meaning, symmista being a parallel to famili sriorin our 
text: 'initiated', 'confidant'. 
The author wants to describe here the increasing devotion of Gundulf toward 
Maria, resulting from his appointment as a Gustos and sacrista of the church of Maria 
at Bec-'Factus est autem et aecclesiae beatae Mariae Becci Gustos et sacrists, unde et 
ciusdem semper intemeratae virginis familarior factus est et symmista'. That this is 
the right interpretation is obvious also from the following sentence, where the 
anonymous writer says that in consequence of his function Gundulf became more 
devout: 'Eo enim factus est in oratione devotior, quo ei commissus est locus 
orationi commodior'. - Ed. 
Liber monstrorum de diversis gentribus: Libro delle mirabili diffonniti edited by 
Corrado Bologna (Nuovo Corona 5) Bompiani, Milan, 1977. L. 40M 
The seminal position of the Liber Monstrorum in relation to the mediae'ral 
encyclopaedists is beyond dispute: it has been amply demonstrated by Faral'., who 
vie Beginnings of English'vSociely: ' Repr. 
Harmondsworth, 1965. 
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THE «LIDER MMONSTRORU1i»: AN UNI'UI3LISIlED MANUSCRIPT 
AND SOME RECONSIDERATIONS* 
The Liber Atonstrorum, a mediaeval compilation of brief notes on monsters, prodigies 
and exotic animals, has been available to modern readers since Merger de Xivrey's 
edition (') of the ßosanbo manuscript (now Pierpont Morgan Library ms M. 00G) ap- 
peared in 1836. In 1863,1laupt (2) published the text of the Liber from Wolfenbtlttcl 
ms 148 Gud. Lat. (1), with variants from the fosanbo ms. Although two further ma- 
nuscripts, Leiden ms Voss. M. oct. 60 and British Library ms Royal 1513 xix, came to 
light during the first half of the twentieth century, there is no published edition based 
on the four known manuscripts. An edition in the foam of an unpublished thesis is 
now available ('); its editor, Douglas ßutturff, being unable to trace the Ctosanbo ms, 
followed Robert's diplomatic edition (6) of that manuscript. 
A new manuscript, of the same period as the earliest hitherto known to scholars, 
has been located at St.. Gallen, and this discovery requires us to reconsider some of the 
conclusions on the provenance and manuscript tradition of the text which have been 
made in the past, especially those made by the most recent editor. 
Its Sangallensis 237 is listed in two printed catalogues (1), in which the textual content 
and the physical format of the codex are described in some detail. Neither of these 
catalogues, however, notes that ff. 1 . 3, the section containing the text of the Liber 
11fonstrorum, form a separate gathering of three single sheets, although both mention 
that these folios are the work of a different scribe, contemporary with the one who wrote 
the text of Isidore's Elymologiae occupying ft. 4-164. F. l contains a miscellaneous 
collection of sketches and doodles, enumerated but not described by Bruckner ('). 
" This study has been aided by a grant for travel expenses from the Central Research Fund of 
the University of London. 
(1) J. I3ERosn DE Xzvnuv, Traditions tfratologlqucs (Paris 1836). 
(2) M. HAUPT In Index Leetionum quae in Unirersitate Lttterarla Derolinenst... Instituentur 
(Berlin 1863. summer) and more readily available In M. IIAUrr, Opuscula (Leipzig 1876) II. 
(3) BurrcRFF Liber Alonslrorum 2 cites this wrongly ass cod. guelf. CLXVII ". 
(4) D. R. BuTTURFF, Liber lllonstrorum: the Monsters and the Scholar; an edition and critical 
study o/ the Liber Allonstrorum (Ph. D. thesis, Illinois 1968). 
(5) U. RORERT, Les Fables de Ph? dre : Edition palfographique publtfe d'apr? s le manuscrit Rosanbo 
(Paris 1893). 
(6) Verzeichnis der Ilandschrt/ten der Sti/lsbibtiothek von St. Gallen, herausgegeben out Veranstal- 
lung und mit Unterstill: ung des Kath. Admtnistrationsralhes des Kantons St. Gallen (Balle 1875) 
85-6, and A. BRUcKNEn, Scriploria media acct helvetiea III (Schreibschulen der Diözese Konstanz. 
St. Gallen) (Geneva 1938) 85. 
(7) A. BRUCKNER, Scriptoria mcdil ocvi helvetica 111 85. 
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ANN KNOCK 
Of interest among these is aT0 map, labelled I%Iappa mundi, with some unusual fea- 
tures. In common with most maps of this type, orientation is to the East and Nilus 
dney forms the horizontal bar ; the South-West quadrant is labelled Cam. Here the re- 
diaev semblance to other T0 maps ends. The vertical bar, which is not labelled, is continued 
to the circumference in the East, and the horizontal bar is interrupted by a second ver- 
tical bar dividing the Southern hemisphere, to the South of which is located Terra 
idulf inhabilibilis. Both quadrants to the North are broken by a bar linking the vertical 
ts. It to the horizontal ; these bars join at right-angles on the horizontal bar. Some further 
Hens lettering on the map is now illegible. 
ith a The catalogues note the presence on f. 1 and f. 1v of inscriptions localising the ma- 
vrien 
sis th 
nuscript at St. Gallen ; these are possibly somewhat later than the body of the text, 
but not by much. The inscription on f. jv is in a heavy black ink used by a corrector 
! tree` 
ng, d who worked on 
ff. 1-2v, not only correcting but also inking over sections varying from 
e of l single 
letters to half lines - presumably these sections had faded or had always been 
bishc faint. It is not possible to make out the original in instances where correction has 
3r the evidently taken place - as, for example, in chapter 9 on f. 2, where trahebat has been 
elude written over the latter half of a word beginning with con. The original word was longer, 
itten and the middle letters have been extended to fill the gap. The reading contrahebal 
"cupa. agrees with other manuscripts, so it is possible that the corrector was checking the 
manuscript against another exemplar. Apart from the difference in the colour of the 
oted i ink, the corrector's hand is indistinguishable from that of the original scribe. 
id tra In addition to the inscriptions on f. l and f. l", which show that the first section of 
: sts c the manuscript, if it did not originate at St. Gallen, was there shortly after being written, 
ed G- there are stamps of the Stiftsbibliothek on f. 3v and f. 164". The section of the ma- 
'usly' nuscript containing the Liber has evidently been at St. Gallen constantly, although 
: ten i there is no conclusive evidence that the section containing Isidore's Etymologiae was n cu 
lone also there before the two were bound together (or rebound) in the fifteenth century 
dv The earliest extant catalogue of the library (°), from the mid-to-late ninth century (10), 
xv di 
does indeed list two copies of Isidore's Elymologiae : 
le ma Aethimologiarum libri 1X. et ratio horologic et glose grecorum verborum. In vol. 1. 
rs for Item de libris Ysidori aethimologiarum vol 2. corrupta. 
tune the second of which is connected by Weidmann with mss 321 and 232 (u). There is, 
ert do however, nothing to support 'Weidmann's suggestion that the manuscript here under 
-ing t discussion, ms 237, corresponds to the first entry; a theory which requires us to assume 
IARJ 
(8) Bruckner describes the binding as ot schwarz verkohltem, gepressten Ledereinband (20.8 x 
he fo 30.4 cm. ) des 15. Jhs. 3 Bünde. . 
(9) The oldest copy of this is found in ms 728 and is published in F. WEIDMANN, Geschichte der 
osses Bibliothek von SI. Gallen seit ihrer Gründung um das Jahr 830 bis auf 1841. Aus den Quellen be- 
arbeitet auf die tausendjährige Jubelfeier (St. Gallen 1841), 360-400 . Das älteste BücherverzeIch- 
niss aus dem neunten Jahrhunderts. 
(10) A. BRUCKNER, Scriptoria medii aevi helvetica IIl, dates the catalogue in ms 728.111itte bis 2.11. 
9. Jh. . 
(11) F. WEIDMANN, Geschichte der Bibliothek von St. Gallen, 379. 
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loss of the latter part of the manuscript. On the contrary, the final folio of ms 237 
has been filled up with snippets and doodles, showing that when the manuscript was 
written it was a final page to be used up In any way which took the scribe's fancy. 
It is unlikely, although perhaps not altogether inconceivable, that if. 4-1G-1 of ms 237, 
having been written to stand on their own, should have been bound with two other 
texts within so few years of being written, only to be separated from them and bound 
with another text by the fifteenth century. There is no indication in the early ca- 
talogue of the section of the manuscript containing the Liber. 
Bruckner (11), in his thorough study of the St. Gallen manuscripts, is certain that 
ms 237 was written at St. Gallen and ascribes It, on palaeographical grounds, to the 
time of Abbot Gozbert in about 830 A. U. Even if we were to assume that the apparent 
absence of this manuscript from the catalogue of c. 850 indicates that it had not been 
written by that date (an assumption it would be difficult to justify), the manuscript 
could then be dated at no later than the middle third of the ninth century. 
The localisation of the Liber Monstrorum has been the subject of considerable dis- 
cussion because of its connection with the Wonders of the East and, through the I lygelae 
passage, with Beowulf. It is surprising, therefore, that scholars have in the past fail- 
ed to probe deeply into the question of the provenance of the known manuscripts. 
The new manuscript, so clearly localised at St. Gallen, adds more weight to the con- 
clusions which are to be drawn from such a study, namely that the manuscript tra- 
dition was strongest in the area around the southern half of the Rhine. 
Its Guelf. 148 Gud. Lat., although generally localised to Ost/rankreich by its most 
recent cataloguer (13), was certainly at \Vissembourg by the latter half of the nth. 
century (11). The binding is late 15th. century, in a style characteristic of `Vissem- 
bourg (la). Of the manuscripts listed in Butzmann's catalogue of the collection formerly 
at Wissembourg monastery (like St. Gallen, a Benedictine establishment), no fewer 
than 7 are connected in some way with St. Gallen, most of these showing readings not 
found in manuscripts outside these two centres. 
Its Voss. lat. oct. 60 is also a composite manuscript, ff. 1-13 containing the Liber 
Monstrorurn and ff. 14-29 other texts including the Provencal poem on Ste. roi d'Agen. 
Thomas (11), who describes the manuscript in detail, assigns the first section to the late 
ninth or early tenth century. The manuscript, as Thomas and Ilutturff (11) point out. 
(12) A. BnuCx. NER, Scriptoria medtt nevi helvellea 11122 sind 85. 
(13) 11. BvrzmANN, Die Weissenburger Ilandschrl/ten, neu beschrieben (Kataloge der Herzog-August. 
Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel X) (Frankfurt a114 1964), 300. 
(14) 11. Bu1zmANN, Die Weissenburger Handschriften. 300: s Sehr viele Korrekturen von einer Wels- 
senburger Hand der zweiten Iidlfte des ix. Jahrhunderts, gleichzeitig viele «'orte radiert. s 
(15) 11. BUrz tANN, Die Weissenburger Handschriften, 19. 
(16) A. TuomAs, s Un manuscrit inuUlisb du Liber Monstrorum s, Bulletin du Cange (1921), 232. 
245. 
(17) D. It. DuTTuRYF, Liber Monstrorum, 1. 
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is signed Fuliherius monacus scripsit. Butturff is optimistic when he states, without 
supporting evidence of any kind: 
dney The ms Is autographed by the scribe Fuliherius Monacus, who lived at the end of the ninth 
diiev. and the beginning of the tenth centuries. 
The name Fuliherius is a form of Fulcharius which is not attested elsewhere 
idulf 
The normal development was either for the 1X to be retained or for the X to lose its 
ts It aspiration, 
giving Fulcarius or Folcarius. That the IX combination presented problems 
. Henr is shown by the presence of metathesis in two examples, Flocherius and Flocherus. 
ith a 
The development of an i beween a liquid and a velar or guttural fricative in words 
vrieno of Germanic origin in 
French is rare but not unknown. Examples cited by Morlet 
sis th. are Staricholl (Starcullus) at St. Gallen 852 A. D., and three forms derived from Sal- 
!r recc herius: Salicherius (Le Mans, 928 A. D. ), Salierus (Lausanne, 973 A. D. ), Salierills 
ngo di (Savigny, 1025 A. D. ), while the form Folichart from Fulchardus is attested at Klin- 
e of I genmUnster. The development is evidently due to the retention of the fricative under 
bisho German influence for a longer period than was normal - the Salierius forms show 
: )r the loss of the fricative after the vocalic i-glide had developed. No examples of this de- 
cludet 
, velopment are attested 
South or West of a line between Le Mans and Lyons, and itten three of the five are from Swiss or German areas. The implication that our scribe may 
-Cupal well have come from the Swiss area is the only conclusion which can be drawn. Lcite 
otcd t 
de Vasconcellos, in his study (11) of the Provenýal text in this manuscript, claimed to 
id ma, make out an 
inscription Hic est liber Scl Benedicti on f. 13v, but this is no longer legible. 
Thomas (20) follows Leite de Vasconcellos in identifying this St. Benedict with Saint- 
. 1sts c 
ed Gi 
Benoit-sur-Loire for historical reasons (11) which are far from conclusive. If this 
)USly' inscription is accepted, 
it is noteworthy that this is the fourth manuscript to be con- 
: ten ij nected with a Benedictine establishment. , 
n cu British Library ms Royal 15 B xix is another composite codex, consisting of two 
lone I volumes which were bound together after being added to the Royal collection. The 
d hav Liber is found on ff. 103v-105v. Ff. 103-106 comprise a complete gathering of two folds, 
xvdi which is unsigned, unlike the two previous gatherings which are signed A (f. 94v) and 
le ml B (f. 102v). F. 103 is blank except for some words which have been erased (an exami- 
rs for nation under ultra-violet produced a partial reading which ascertained that no per- 
t Uno sonal or place names are included), some offsetting in red ink which does not correspond 
-ert d4 
: ing t, 
IAP, j (18) M. T. MoRLET, Les Noms de Personne sur le Terriloire de I'ancienne Gaule du V14 au X1111 
sUcle (Paris 1968), 1,95. 
he fo (19) J. 
LEITE DE VASCONCELLOS, 'Noticla bibliographica do poema provenýal de e Santa F1 I 
0 Inslituto (1902), XLIX, 497-510. 
osses (20) A. TnOMAS 'Un manuscrit inutilisd', 234. 
(21) The ms contains, on f. 14, the Inscription 'Alons' Daniel me la donne a Paris 1577' In Pithou's 
handwriting. Mons' Daniel was, almost certainly, Pierre Daniel, a sixteenth century bibliophile 
who acquired most of the mss from St. 13enott-sur-Loire when the monastery's treasures Nvere 
dispersed In 1562. In view of the free movement of mss known to have taken place between bib- 
Ilophiles of this period, it is by no means certain that this particular ms came from that source - 
or, It Indeed it did, that It was written there. 
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to the rubrics on the previous page and thus provides strong evidence that these folios 
were written Independent of the precceding gatherings, and the words puler ergenle 
monde and uespere. F. 103" is inscribed at the head : 
Tiber sancti Remigij Rem. vol. cc. &.. v 
and a similar inscription occurs twice on f. 106, which is otherwise blank : 
Liber sancti remigli qui el abstulerit anatema sit. 
Butturff (__), in his description of the manuscript, does not mention these Inscrip. 
tions, which show quite clearly that the gathering containing the Liber was at the Benc. 
dictine Abbey of St. Remy at Rheims either at the time of writing or shortly after- 
wards. The script is Carolingian minuscule and cannot be dated precisely, but is of 
the tenth or eleventh century. 
Pierpont Morgan Library ms M. 906 has been examined by Bernard Bischoff who 
assigns it, on palaeographical grounds, to Rheims, ninth century (u). 'T'his ins there- 
fore, like the four others, has links with the area surrounding the Rhine. 
The new ms, Sangallensis 237, here designated S, is, like ins Guelf. 148 Gud. Lat. 
(referred to as W), assigned to the middle of the ninth century. Ms Voss. lat. oct. 
60 (L) and Pierpont Morgan Library ms It. 906 (lt), assigned to the late ninth and the 
ninth as a whole respectively are probably both later, and British Library ms Loyal 
15 B xix (B) is certainly the latest of the extant manuscripts. W Is the only ms to 
contain all three books together with the full preface. R and L both have only 1.27 ft. 
of the preface and the first two books, although II includes the first chapter of the third 
book at the end of Book 2. S contains only the first book, without the preface ;B 
has the full preface but only the first 29 chapters of the first book. ß has no chapter 
headings, L and B both have a list of chapter headings preceding the text (and, in 
the case of L. including some chapters which are missing from the text), W has headings 
at the top of each chapter and S follows this procedure, although sporadically. The 
headings in \V and S are identical in wording with those in B, but L often uses a different 
formula : 
ch. 2: W, S: De Hunclago magno 
ß: De Glauco magno 
L: De ilygiaco Getorum rege 
In this text at this point, however, the greatest agreement is between ß and II, who 
both produce the name as Iluiglaucus -L reads Ifiglacus and S and W Iluncglagus 
and Iluncglacus respectively. 
S can be proved to share a common ancestor with NV, which, in addition to various 
other corruptions, showed a misreading of /u as sti, an error likely to occur only in a 
hand in which the ligature for st resembles /+minim. This is the case in merovingian 
script and also in the document hand used in the St. Gallen area, but not in most other 
(22) D. R. BUTTURFF, Liber Monstrorum. 1. 




hands of this date. In chapter 26, L, R, and B read epi/ugos against epistigos in IV 
and epislogos in S. Butturff accepts epistigos, which he connects with Intaq0cos, 
dney but in fact the word is a corruption of 'cnnoTdyoc, and appears in the 3firabilia (24) 
diaev as epifagos. In this instance, it is clear that the reading in S shows a second stage 
of corruption :f+2 minims became st +1 minim, and the minim was then changed 
idulf 
too. 
Although S is far more corrupt than W, and is thus not the source of W, its readings 
ts. It 
Hens are closer to those of that ms than any other. 
Chapter 39, which may be an accretion, 
ich a 
is found only in these mss. All the major corruptions in W are found also in S, such 
i as the reading in primo hominis in chapter 1, where L and B read in primordio operis en xr 
sis th and 
R in radio o eras. However, slight variant readings, such as the agreement with pridio 
? rrec( L in the use of the word dulcedinis against W's dulceludinis in chapter 7 (whilst agree- 
ng, d ing in word order with `V) indicate that S did not derive directly from W: 
e of I L: cantu dulcedinis decipiunt 
bishc S: cantu decipiunt dulcedinis 
3r the 
W: cantu dicipiunt dulcetudinis 
elude 
B: cantu mulcendo decipiunt 
fitten R: cantu mulcidinis decipiunt 
-cups, In chapter 51, S again agrees with L, this time against R and W: 
S, L: portabat R, W: portavit 
oted i and in chapter 15 with R and B against W and L: 
id trs S, R, n: didicimus L: didimus W: indicimus. 
: sts c 
ed G In two instances, S has a reading which appears more correct orthographically than 
)usly, that of the other mss : 
: ten i. Chapter 16: S: sirene W, L: sirine R: serenae B: femine 
n cu Chapter 52 :S: dracontopodes L, W, R: dracontopedes. 
lone I On such flimsy evidence it would be unwise to postulate that S received these readings 
d hav ultimately from an exemplar before the corruptions appeared, especially as the spellings 
xv di found in the other mss are widespread in mediaeval Latin. 
le ma Although the ms relationships are more complex than recognised by Butturff, 
rsfor many facts can be established. In chapter 10, W, S, and B share a reading which is 
t uno 
-crt di 
more accurate and thus probably nearer to the original than those of L and R: 
fingt W, S, B : sub tertlo zonarum (talking of torrid zone) 
R: sub quatuor zonarum 
IARJ L: sub quinto zonarum. 
he fo 
(24) For the purpose of quotation, I shall use the versions of the Letter of Pharasmanes toIladrk. n 
osses given by E. FARAL 'Une Source Latine de 1111stoire d'Alexandre : La Lettre sur les Merveilles 
de l'Inde', Romania XLIII (1914), 199-215, which gives texts of the Fernres Letter and the Episto- 
la Prernonls and those given by A. HILSA " Ein neuer (altfranzäsischer) Text des Briefes fiber 
die Wunder Asiens, Zeitschrift für französischer Sprache und Literatur XLV I (1923), 92-103 which 
gives texts of the Mirabilia and the Old French translation. Paragraph numbering is uniform in 
these editions : Fermes Leiter xvit iv yppofogi ; Epistola Premonis xvtt v epi fagos Old French xNtt 
v epiphongos. 
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\V and S show a more correct form of the word hippocentauri in chapter 8, with ypo. 
centauri against epocentauri in the other mss. II curiously reads de hippocenlauris 
in the list of titles ; ypo may not indicate a more original form -- the development 
of tacno to ep- has already been seen in epi/egos, and was common. Similarly, the 
reading of W in chapter 18 may be either n more original or a corrected form : 
'%V: cenocephall 11: ctnocetall L: cinophalt I1: shenotall 
(S has a lacuna at this point). In the list of headings, B again produces a correct read. 
ing: de cenocephalis, whereas L's reading de cenophalis still shows loss of the third 
syllable. The number of instances where W and S show a reading which appears 
more correct than that of the other mss is sufficient to indicate that these two mss 
derive from an exemplar free from these corruptions. 
There is some indication that W and S are more closely related to L than to the other 
mss, as for instance the shared corruption in chapter 10 : 
\V, S: sub tertio zonarum... demonstrantur 
L: sub quinto zonarum... demonstrantur 
13: sub tertio zonarum... demorantur 
ß: sub quatuor zonarum... demorantur 
If W, S and L shared a common ancestor (and the evidence is perhaps too sparse to 
be conclusive), it must have shown the corruption of demoranfur to demonstrantur 
but retained the correct reading tertio. 
All the mss except B show some confusion arising from the insular abbreviation 
for autem, but this is far more marked in L. L reads hoc (or hacc) in G cases (U) where 
all other mss have gutem ; in one further instance ("), L, \V and S read hoc against 
autem in R and a circumlocution in B which may indicate that B's exemplar contained 
a symbol which was unfamiliar to the scribe. In a further instance in Book 11 (11), 
R and L read hisdem against autem de in in \V, a variation which is probably due to 
insular autem at some stage. This widespread occurrence of insular abbreviations 
need not point to an exemplar from Ireland or England, but may just as reasonably 
be attributed to continental scribes trained in the insular tradition (i. e. in Irish-inspi- 
red scriptoria). However, the extent of thehoc/autem confusion in L makes it very likely 
that insular abbreviations were still used in the ms which represented the break of 
the L-text from the main development. 
Some clues are available to the state of the text in this exemplar. In chapter 1, L 
shares with Ba more accurate reading than the other mss, with in primordio opens 
against in pridio opens in R and in primo hominis in `V and S, so these corruptions 
developed after the source of L separated from the source of Wand S. Ilowever, there 
are corruptions which L shares with \V and S; the one in chapter 10 has already been 
(25) I ivi ; II VIII; 11 xv ; 11 xvtu ; 11 xxtt ; 11 xxv. 
(26) I V- 
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noted (supra p. 25). In chapter 41, the names of the gorgons appear in corrupt form 
in L, W and S: 
L, W, S: strenue iuridice medusa 
R: stenno eurale medusa 
It is possible that R's accuracy is a product of later correction, in which case we cannot 
tell when this corruption arose. 
B, the latest ms, shows several accurate readings, most of which it shares with at 
least one other ms. The presence of the curiously correct form hippocentauris in the 
list of titles has already been noted, as has the fact the B is the only ms not to show 
either corruption in chapter 10 (sub tertio zonarum supra ; demorantur supra). In one 
case it seems likely, in the light of our present, inadequate knowledge of the sources of 
the Liber('), that B is the sole ms to keep the original reading. The case in question 
is one of the two passages on the iclhthyophagi. The first of these passages, chapter 17, 
is omitted in L but all other mss are in agreement. It is obviously closely related to 
a passage in the Epistola Alexandri ("). 
Liber monstrorum 
Et In India iuxta oceanum pilosum totum 
corpore quoddam genus hominum didi- 
cimus qui in naturals nuditate setts tan- 
turn modo fermo contecti ; crudis cum 
aqua piscibus ita uluere dicuntur. quod 
indii Ictifonas appelunt qui non terris tan- 
turn adsueti sed fluminibus ac stagnis et 
luxta epigmaridem maxime demorantur. 
Epistola Alexandri 
uldimus mulieres uirosque pilosus in modum 
ferarum toto corporenudospedum altos noue- 
norum. lIos indi Ictifanos appellant. 
Hü assueti fluminibus nec non & stagno quam 
terris edunt crudos pisces lanlummodo aqua- 
rum haustu uiuentes. 
The last phrase of this Epistola Alexandri passage appears in the Liber in all mss 
except B at the close of the second passage on the ichthyophagi, chapter 20, a passage 
derived from the Letter of Pharasmanes to Hadrian : 
Liber. Afonstrorum 
Sunt homines in oriente In culusdam he- 
remi uasta latitudine (R : solitudine) mo- 
rantes qui barbam usque ad genua per- 
tingentem habent et 
S, W, R, L,: crudis pisces et aquarum 
aunt haslu viventes 
B: crudis piscibus vescuntur. 
Fernres Letter (90) xvii I 
A dextra parte ducent ad Aegyptum ; hinc ad 
Insulam in quo nascuntur homines longs ha- 
bentes barbas usque ad genua, qui appellantur 
idtofagl, pisces enim crudos oescun! ur. 
IARJ A fuller study of cognate material may introduce further possibilities, but from our 
present knowledge of the sources it seems likely that B here represents a more original 
he fo text and the other mss an intrusion. 
osses 
(28) I am undertaking a comprehensive examination of the sources of the Liber as part of a full 
edition of the Letter of Pharasmanes. 
(29) S. RYPINS, Three Old English Prose Tests In ms Cotton Vilellius A xv (London 1924, &E. T. S 
o. s. CLXI), 91. 
(30) Fernres Lefler xvit I. 
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Some of the readings accepted by previous editors as s best . or r most original r 
prove, on examination, to have other explanations. In chapter 20, HIS in cuiusdam he- 
remi solitudine morantes, which Butturff considers the best reading, seems indeed to 
be more specific than the readings of the other Hiss. Ilowever, a consideration of the 
evidence shows Butturff's conclusion to be unfounded. All versions of the Letter of 
Pharasmanes, including some as yet unpublished, agree in mentioning, between n 
localisation (Liber : in oriente) and a description of the length of beard and the diet 
of fish (as in Liber) a statement of the height of this race : 
Fernres (21): homines longi 
Epistola Praemonts e3): statura pedum binorum in longitudine 
. 111rabilia (33): statura pedum sex 
It is possible that, during the process of transmission, the idea of height became cloud- 
ed and longiludine was changed to latitudine, a change for which there is support else- 
where ("), and was then transferred from the men to the desert (heremi). It would 
then be likely enough for a scribe to understand heremi as e hermits * rather than 
c desert s, and to polish the text by substituting the concept closest to the idea of her- 
mits, solitudine. 
The presence of correct forms of the names of the Gorgons in It (chapter . 11), al- 
ready mentioned, could indicate that R derived from an exemplar which did not 
show the corruption. If this were the case, W, S and L would be seen as deriving 
from a common ancestor with this error and, together with R, could be traced back 
to an exemplar with the error in chapter 20. However. the manuscript relations seem, 
on present evidence, to be more complex than this. The additional material in 11, 
which led Butturff to describe its text of Book I as s more complete 6 (21), chapters 
6,14 and part of 5, all, as Berger de Xivrey noted of 6 (89), bear every symptom of 
being late accretions from scholiasts. 
There remain several problems of variant readings which cannot be solved until 
a full study has been made of cognate material. For instance, the five readings des- 
cribing the song of the Sirens in chapter 7 (supra), all make reasonable sense and 
until we know which is likely to have been the reading inherited from the source we 
shall not be able to trace the development. The same is true of the didicimus / 
didimus / indicimus variants in chapter 15 (supra). When we know the answers to 
(31) Fermes Letter xvt 1, corrected by Faral to homines Tongas habentes barbas. 
(32) Epistola Premonts xvi I. 
(33) liitrabila xvn 1. 
(34) In I xv, ß, L, W&S read tatiludinis against longitudints in 13. 
(35) D. It. 13UtTUIFF, Liber dlonstrorum, S. 
(36) J. I3saosn ns \tvnsv, Traditions Tfratologtques, 21, note to vt (which he numbers vu) : 
s Cc chapitre ne dolt We consid&ri que comme une glose asses dtendue, de la nature de celles dont 




some of these questions, we may be in a position to plot the relationships between 
the manuscripts. At present, however, we can say with certainty that S and W shared 
an ancestor in a merovingian hand, and that Butturff's plan of the relationships, 
which shows R as an early branching off from a main stem which later divided into \Y, 
L, and B, is an over-simplification. 
On the question of provenance, the new facts here adduced do not lead to any in- 
disputable conclusions, but the picture revealed by the localisation of the mss shows 
a manuscript tradition operating largely in Benedictine monasteries in Eastern France 
and modern Switzerland and South-West Germany. This lends support to either the 
Frankish theory or the Irish (several Irish foundations, like St. Gallen, became Bene. 
dictine as the Irish influence faded), but gives no further encouragement to the theory 
of Anglo-Saxon origin favoured by the majority of scholars in the past. Until more 
is known about the sources, statements on the provenance of the Liber Monstrorum 
must remain largely hypothetical. 
Fetcham (Surrey) 
21 Cannon Way 
Ann KNocK 
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